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THE

ATLANTIS.

Art. I.— The Benedictine Centuries.

WE read in history of great commanders, wlio, when ^^ ^^_

an overwhelming force was directed against them mies re-

on the plain, and success was for the time impossible, sub- t^^^» ^"^^

mitted to necessity, and, with plans afterwards to be deve-
^^^J.^

loped, retired up the mountain passes in their rear, where
nature had provided a safe halting place for brave men who
could not advance, and would not tmTi in flight. There,
behind the lofty crag, the difficult morass, and the thick

wood, they nursed their confidence of victory, and waited

patiently
for an issue, which was not less certain because

it was delayed. On came the haughty foe with cries of

defiance
; and, when at length he thought he had them at

his mercy, he found that first he must do battle with the

adamantine rocks, which sternly rose up in defence of

fugitives who had invoked their aid. Then he stood for

a while irresolute, till the difficulties of his position ended
his deliberation and forced upon him a retreat in his turn,
while the lately besieged hosts were once more in motion,
and pressed upon the baffled foe, who had neither plan of

campaign, nor base of operations to fall back upon.
Such is the history of Christian civihzation. It gave so did the

way before the barbarians of the north and the fanatics of Church

the south; it fled into the wilderness with its own books "liiita^t.

and those of the old social system which it was succeed-

ing. It obeyed the direction given it in the beginning,
—

when persecuted in one place, to flee away to another
;
but
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2 The Benedictine Centuries.

at length the hour of retribution came, and it advanced
into the territories from which it had retired. St. Bene-

dict^
is the historical emblem of its retreat, and St. Do-

minic of its return.

Chris-
,

We do not say that its retreat in the first centuries was
tians ex- in i^rder to its return in the medieval. There was no

thfend
^^^<^^1^^ voice which proclaimed what would be the course

of the of the war
;
no secret tradition which whispered to the ini-

worid tiated the tactic that ought to be pursued. It is a sufficient

explanation of the double movement, that they who feel

their weakness are used to give way, and they who feel

their strength are used to push forward. The corruptions
of Roman society caused Christians to despair of ever

mending it, and to look out for that better world which
was destined to supersede it. The evil which they ex-

perienced, the good for which they sighed, the promise in

which they confided, wrought in them the persuasion that

the end of all things was at hand
;
and this persuasion

made them patient under inconveniences which were only
temporary.

"
Behold, my brethren", says Pope Gregory

about the year 600,
" we already see with our eyes, what

we are used to hear in prophecy. Day by day is the

world assaulted by fresh and thickening blows. Out of that

innumerable Roman plebs what a remnant are ye at this

day ! yet incessant scourges are still in action
;
sudden ad-

versities thwart you ;
new and unforeseen slaughters wear

you away. For, as in youth the body is in vigour, the

chest is strong, the neck muscular, and the arms plump,
but in old age the stature is bent, the neck is withered

and stooping, the chest pants, the energies are feeble, and
breath is wanting for the words ;

so the world too once was

vigorous, robust for the increase of its kind, green in its

health, and opulent in its resources, but now on the con-

trary it is laden with the weight of years, and is fast sink-

ing into the grave by its ever-multiplying maladies. Be-

ware then of giving your heart to that, which, as even your
senses tell you, cannot last for ever".^ Commonly the pre-
sentiment wore a more definitely supernatural expression
than is found in this extract. Not sense merely, but the

prophecies were invoked, which spoke ofthat great enemy
of the Church, who was to be the herald of the second

advent
;
and the rudiments of a new order of things were

descried in the manifest tokens of an expiring world.

' Horn. i. 1.



Hie Benedictine Cenhiries. 3

In all times indeed the multitude, whether from reli- for six or

gious feeling or from superstition, is prone to portend some seven

impending catastrophe from the occurrence of any start- centuries,

ling phenomenon of nature. An eclipse, a comet, a vol-

canic eruption, is to them the omen of coming evil. But
in the early centuries of the Church, the expectation ex-

tended to the learned and the saintly. It was the posture
of mind of confessors and doctors. As St. Gregory looked

out for Antichrist in the sixth century, so did the Martyrs
of Lyons in the second, St. Cyprian in the third, St. Hi-

lary and St. Chrysostom in the fourth, and St. Jerome in

the fifth. It was the sober judgment of the wisest and
most charitable, that the world was too bad to mend, and
that destruction was close upon it.

What would be the practical result of such a behef ? and

That which we have partly described in an article, of therefore

which the present is a continuation;^ evidently, to leave
i^onastic

the world to itself. Evils which threaten to continue, retreats,

we try to remedy; but what was the use of spending
one's strength in reforming a state of things, which would

go to pieces, if let alone, and, if ever so much meddled

with, would go to pieces too, nay, the sooner perhaps, for

the meddhng ? It was then the prevalent disposition, as

we have said, of Christians of the first centuries, and no
irrational disposition, either to leave the world, or to put
up with it, not to set about influencing it.

" Let us go
hence", said the angels in the doomed sanctuary of the

chosen people.
" Come ye out of her, my people", was

the present bidding of inspiration. Those who would be

perfect, obeyed it, and became monks. Monachism there-

fore was a sort of recognized emigration from the old

world. St Antony had found out a new coast, the true

eldorado or gold country ;
and on the news of it thousands

took their departure year after year for the diggings in

the desert. The monks of Egypt alone soon became an
innmnerable host. As times got worse, Basil in the East,
and Benedict in the West, put themselves at the head of

fresh colonies, bound for the land of perpetual peace.
There they sat them down, over against Babylon, and
waited for the coming judgment and the end of all things.
Those who remained in the world, waited too. To im-

2 We may here set right our translation of the word "
siligo" in that

article. It is rye, as well as wheat, and has that meaning in the pas-
sage quoted, p. 29-

iB



4 The Benedictine Centuries,

dergo patiently what was, to make the best of it, to use

it, as far as it could be used, for religious purposes, was
their wisdom and their resolve. If they took another

course, they would be wasting strength and hope upon a

shadow, and losing the present for a future which would
never come. They had no large designs or profound
policy. It was their aim that things should just last their

time. They patched them up as best they might ; they
made shift, and Hved from hand to mouth

;
and they fol-

lowed events, rather than created them. Nor, when they
undertook great labours, and began works pregnant with

consequences, did they perceive whither they were going.
How different in this respect is the spirit of the

Inserting
^^^* Gregory, already cited, from that of Hildebrand -the

its juris- Seventh 1 Gregory the First did not understand his own
diction

act, when he converted the Anglo-Saxons ;
nor Ambrose,^ ^^ when he put Theodosius to penance. The great Chris-

tian Fathers laid anew the foundations of the world,
while they thought that its walls were tottering to the

fall, and that they abeady saw the fires of judgment
through the chinks. They refuted Arianism, which they
named the forerunner of the last woe, with reasonings
which were to live for ages; and they denounced the

preachers of a carnal millennium, without anticipating
that glorious temporal reign of the saints which was to

be fulfilled in medieval times. They propounded broad

principles, but did not carry them out into their inevitable

consequences. How slow were they to define doctrine,
when disputes arose about its meaning or its bearing !

How little jealous were they of imperial encroachments
on ecclesiastical rights, when they are viewed by the side

of the great Popes who came after them ! How tamely
do they conduct themselves, when the civil magistrate in-

terferes with their jimsdiction, or takes the initiative in

points of discipHne or order, in questions of property, and
matrimonial causes ! How contented or resigned are they
to avail themselves of such education as the state provided
for their use

; sending their children to the pagan schools,
before they have teachers of their own, and, even when at

length they have them, adopting the curriculum of studies

which those pagan schools had devised !

^.jj ^^ _
In fact,

" the wish was father to the thought". Re-

rience Hgious minds will always desire, will always be prone to

taught believe, the approach of that happier order of things,
them an-

^j^^q]^ sooner or later is to be. This hope was the form
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in wliicli the deep devotion of those primitive times other les-

showed itself; and if it did not continue in its full ex- son.

piession beyond them, this was because experience had
thrown a new light upon the course of Divine Providence

With the multitude, indeed, as we have said, who know
little of history, and in whom rehgious fear is a chief

element, the anticipation of the last day revived, and

revives, from time to time. At the end of the tenth

century, when a thousand years had passed over the

Church, the sense of impending destruction was so vivid

as even to affect the transfer and disposal of property, and

the repair of sacred buildings. However, when we seek

in theologians for the apprehension, we shall find that it

is a characteristic of the old Empire far more than of the

barbarian kingdoms which succeeded to it. The barbarian

world was young, as the Roman world was effete. Youth
is the season of hope ; and, according as things looked

more cheerful, so did they look more lasting, and to-day's
sunshine became the sufficient promise of a long summer.
A fervent preacher here or there, St. Norbert or St. Vin-

cent Ferrer, may have had forebodings of the end of

all things; or an astrologer or a schismatizing teacher

may have traded on the belief; but the men of gravity
and learning after the time of Gregory, for the most part,
set their faces against speculations about the future.

Bede, after speaking of the six ages of the world, says, r^^^^
that "

as no one of the former ages has consisted exactly divines

of a thousand years, it follows that the sixth too, under spoke

which we live, is of uncertain length, known to him alone,
^^^^^^^ise,

who has bidden his servants watch. For", he continues,
" whereas all saints naturally love the hour of his advent,
and desire it to be near, still, we run into danger, if we

presume to conclude or to proclaim, either that the hour is

near or that it is far off".^ Raban and Adson, who wit-

nessessed or heard of the splendours of Charlemagne, go
so far as to indulge the vision of a great king of the

Franks, who, in time to come, is to reign religiously, ere

the fulfilment of the bad times of the end.* Theodulf
indeed predicts that they were coming ; but, even when
the popular excitement was at its height, in the last years
of the tenth century, Richard and Abbo of Fleury, and

^ De Eat. Temp. 66, 67. Elsewhere, he speaks of futura tempora
sub Antichristo, in Sam. iv., 2, p. 300.

*
Kaban, de Antichr. opp. t. 6, p. 178. Adson, ap. Alcuin, t 2, p. 529.
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the Adson above mentioned, set themselves against it.

Hardly was the dreaded crisis over, when men took heart,

and began to restore and decorate the Churches
; hardly

had the new century run its course, when Pope Paschal

the Second held a Council at Florence against the arch-

bishop of that city, who had preached of the coming
end.^ Such was the change of sentiment which fol-

lowed after the Pontificate of St. Gregory, the last and
saddest of a line of Fathers, who thought the world was
on the verge of dissolution.

The names which we have been introducing, show that,

^Q„|,g among these converts from a despairing view of things,
took part were Benedictine monks, members of those very associ-
in the ations which had given up the world as lost, and had
^^^

'

quitted it accordingly. And their position in their own

body is sufficient evidence that what they held, their

brethren held too; and that the actual changes in the

social fabric had been followed by a change of sentiment

also in these religious bodies. When we look into his-

tory, to see what these authors were, as well as who, we
find the fact plain beyond all denial

;
for the monk Alcuin

was Charlemagne's instructor, and head of the school of

the palace ;
the monk Theodulf was a political employe of

the same Emperor, and bishop of Orleans
;
and the monk

Raban was archbishop of Mayence. How could the

cloister-loving monk have come to such places of station,

without some singular change in his sentiments? And
these instances, it must be allowed, are only samples of a

phenomenon, which is not uncommon in these centuries.

Here then we have something to explain. Why should

Benedictines leave those sweet country-homes which St.

Benedict bequeathed to them, for the haimtg of men,
the seats of learning, archiepiscopal sees, and king's

in spite courts ? St. Jerome had said, when Monachism was
of their

young:
" If the priest's office be your choice, if a bishop's

work or dignity be your attraction, live a town Hfe, and
save your soul in saving others. But, if you wish to be

a monk, that is a solitary, in fact as well as in name, what
have you to do with towns ?" "A monk's office", he

says elsewhere,
"

is not a teacher's but a moui'ner's, who
bewails either himself or the world".® This, doubtless, was

^ So Malvenda, t. i. p. 118, calling the prelate
"
Fluentinus", which

sounds like a name of place. Ughelli is silent, Baronius almost so.

^ Ad Paulin. Ep. 58
;
adv. Vigil, fin.
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the primary aim and badge of the religious institute
;
and if,

among uncongenial offices, there be one more uncongenial
to it than another, it was that of a ruler or a master. The
monk did not lecture, teach, controvert, lay down the

law, or give the word of command
;
and for this simple

reason, because he did not speak at all, because he was
bound to silence. He had given up the use of his tongue,
and could neither be preacher nor disputant. It follows,

we repeat, that a singular change must have taken place

by the ninth century, in the ecclesiastical position of a

monk, when we find instances of his acting so differently
from St. Jerome's teaching and example in the fifth.

We touched, in our former article, upon this seeming g^d of

anomaly in the history of the Benedictines, while we their de-

were describing them in outhne
;
if we did not then dwell ^^^^^

upon it and investigate its limits, this was because we
gujes.

thought it advisable first to trace out the general idea of

the monastic state, with as little interruption as was pos-

sible, without risking the confusion which would arise in

our delineation from a premature introduction of the

historical modifications to which that idea has actually
been subjected. Now, however, the time has come for

taking up what in that former sketch we passed over;
and we propose in this article accordingly, after a brief

reference to the circumstances under which these modifica-

tions appeared, and to the extent to which they spread, to

direct attention to the principal instance of them, viz.,

the literary employments of the monks, and to show how
singularly, after all, these employments, as carried out,
were in keeping with the main idea of the monastic rule,
even tlwugh they seem at first sight scarcely contained in

its letter. We stated, when we originally opened our sub-

ject, that the substance of the monastic life was "summa
quies"; that its object was rest, its state retirement, and
its occupations such as were unexciting, and had their

end in themselves. That the literature in question was
consistent with these conditions will be clearly seen,
when we come to describe it

; first, however, let us allude

to the circumstances which called for it, and the hold
which it had upon the general body.

It is rare, indeed, to find the profession and the history j^^^.^
of any institution running exactly in one and the same were de-

groove. The political revolutions which issued in the rule manded

of Charlemagne, changing, as they did, the currents of ^^^^®"''
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the world, and the pilotage of St. Peter's bark, became a

severe trial of the consistency of an Order, like the Bene-

dictine, of which the maxims and the aims are grave,
definite, and fixed. Demands of action and work would
be made on it bj the exigencies of the times, at variance

with its genius, and it would find itself in the dilemma of

failing in efficiency on the one hand, or in faithfulness to

its engagements on the other. It would be incurring
either the impatience of society, which it disappointed,
or the remonstrances of its own subjects, whom it might
be considered to betray,

which
^^^ indeed a greater shock can hardly be fancied, than

being* that which would overtake the peaceful inhabitant of the

secular, cloister, on his finding that, after all, he so intimately de-

them b P^^^^^ s^ill upon the world, which he had renounced, and

surprise,
that the changes, which were taking place in its condition,

were afiecting his o^vn. Such men, whether senators like

Paulinus, or courtiers like Arsenius, or legionaries like

Martin, had one and all in their respective places and

,
times left the responsibihties of earth for the anticipations
of heaven.^ They had sought, in the lonely wood or the

silent mountain top, the fair uncoiTupted form of nature,
which spoke only of the Creator. They had retired into

deserts, where they could have no enemies but such as

fast and prayer could subdue. They had gone where
the face of man was not, except as seen in pale, ascetic

apparitions like themselves. They had secm-ed some

refuge, whence they might look roimd at the sick world
in the distance, and see it die. But, when that last horn-

came, it did but frustrate all their hopes, and, for an old

world at a distance, they found they had a young world

close to them. The old order of things died indeed, but

a new order took its place, and they themselves, by no
will or expectation of their own, were in no small measure
its very life. The lonely Benedictine rose from liis knees,
and found himself a city. This was the case, not merely
here or there, but everywhere ; Em-ope was new mapped,
and the monks were the principle of mapping. They had

grown into large communities, into abbeys, into corpora-
tions with civil privileges, into landholders ^\\^h. tenants,

serfs, and baronial neighboiu's ; they had become centres

of population, the schools of the most cherished truths,

^ " Omnibus idem propositus scopus erat, idemque finis, nempe se-

cessus a sajculi tumultu et corruptelis". Mabillon Annal, t. i., p. 215.
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tlie shrines of the most sacred confidences. They found

themselves priests, rulers, legislators, feudal lords, royal

counsellors, missionary preachers, controversialists; and

they comprehended that, unless they fled anew from the

face of man, as St. Antony in the beginning, they must

bid farewell to the hope of leading St. Antony's Hfe.

In this choice of difficulties, when there was a duty to
.^^

stay and a duty to take flight, the monastic bodies were made a

not unAvilling to come to a compromise with the age, and, compro-

reserving their fideHty to St. Benedict, to undertake those "^^^^'

functions to which both the world and the Church called

them. Such, that is, for the most part, was the resolve of

those who found themselves in this perplexity; but it

could not be supposed that there were no Antonies on

earth still, and that these would be satisfied to adopt
it. On the contrary, there were holy men who were but

impelled into a re-action of the most rigid asceticism by casioneda

this semblance of a reconciHation between their brethren re-action.

and the world. Such was St. Romuald in the tenth cen-

tury, the founder of the Camaldolese, who, through a

long life of incredible austerities, was ever forming new
monastic stations, and leaving them when formed, from

love of soHtude. Such St. Bruno, the founder of the

Carthusians, whose conversion, as described in the well-

known legend, points to the union in his day of intellec-

tual gifts and dissoluteness of life.
"
Come, dear friends",

he is represented as saying to some companions,
" what is

to become of us ? If a man of this doctor's rank and repute,
of such hterary, such scientific attainments, of such seem-

ing-virtuous life, of so wide a reputation, is thus indubi-

tably damned, what is to become of poor creatures of no

estimation, such as we are ?"^ Such, again, was St. Stephen
of Grandimont, who, when two Cardinals came to see

and wonder at him in his French desert, excused himself

by saying,
" How could we serve churches and undertake *

cures, who are dead to the world, and have every mem-
ber of our body cut ofl" from this Hfe, with neither feet to

walk, nor tongues to speak withal?"^ These, and others

such, sought out for themselves a seclusion and silence,

most congenial to the original idea of monachism, but

incompatible with those active duties,
—

amissions, the pas-
toral office, teaching in the schools, and disputations with

Martin, Ampl. Coll. t. 6, p. 153. '
Ibid., p. 1063.
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heresy,
—^whicli at the time there were none but monks to

fulfil.

Would that nothing worse than the demand of such sa-

vocation ^red duties brought the monasteries into the world, and

degraded drove these reformers into the desert ! It cannot be
denied that the gravest moral disorders had arisen within

their walls
;
and that, partly indeed from the seductions

of ease, wealth, and the homage of mankind, but, in a

great measure also from the political troubles of the

times, which exposed them to the tyranny of the miHtary
chief, or the violence of the marauder. Relaxation will

easily take place in a religious community, when, from
whatever circumstance, it cannot observe its rule; and
what orderly observance could there be, when the country
round about was the seat of war and rapine? Nay, a

simpler process of monastic degeneracy followed from the

^y thg high hand of mihtary power. Kings seized the tempo-
temporal ralities of the abbeys for their favom-ites, and made hcen-
power ; tious soldicrs bishops and abbots

;
and these, by their ter-

rors and their bribes, fostered a lax irreHgious party in

the heart of these communities up and down the country.
This part of the history, however, does not concern us in

these pages, which are devoted to the consideration of the

real work of the Benedictine, not to the injm-ies or inter-

ruptions which it has sustained, or to corruptions which
are not its own.

^^gj,_
On the other hand, not kings alone interfered with St.

ruled by Benedict. A not less forcible overruling of his tradition

tiie took place from another quarter, where there was autho-

herself ^^^^ ^'^^ ^^^ ^^*' ^^^ where nothing would be done except
on rehgious principles and with rehgious purposes. It

was a more serious interference, for the very reason that

it was a legal one, proceediug from the Church herself.

According to the maxim,
" sacramenta propter homines",

she has never hesitated to consider, in this sense of the

maxim, that "the end justifies the means"; and, since

Regulars of whatever sort are her own creation, she can of

coui'se alter, or adapt, or change, or bring to nought, ac-

cording as her needs require, the institutions which she

has created. Necessity has no law, and charity has no re-

serves ;
and she has acted accordingly. She brought the

Benedictine from his cloister into the poHtical world;

but, as far as she did so, let it be observed, it was her act,

and not his. If then, on account of the necessities of the

day, she has overruled his resolve, and made him do what
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neither liis tradition nor Kis wishes suggested, such in-

stances cannot fairly be taken, either as specimens of

Benedictine work, or as modifications of the Benedic-

tine idea.

And such cases abound. St. Benedict himself had
by the

with difficulty contemplated the idea of a priest in the H*>iy

ranks of his children; laying it down in his Rule, "If a ^^®'

priest asks to be received in any monastery, his request
must not quickly be granted ;

but if he persists, the whole

discipline of the rule is binding on him without any relax-

ation", (c. 60.) But Pope Gregory, who had himself been

torn violently from the cloister, spared his religious bre-

thren as little as he had himself been spared. He made a

number of them bishops. From his own convent on the

Caelian he sent Augustine and his companions to be

apostolic missionaries to the Anglo-Saxons, and he de-

signed to put the entire episcopate and priesthood of the

newly converted race, and thereby their secular concerns,
into the hands of the monks. ^" As to the Archbishops of

Canterbury, they actually were monks down to the

twelfth century.^* This is but a specimen of what was
carried out by the Holy See on the continent in the cen-

turies which followed Gregory ;
but here too the Pope's

action is external to the Benedictines, who are as little

compromised by his consecrating hand as by the iron

glove of the feudal tyrant.
To whatever extent, however, these innovations went, y^^ ^^^^^

whether they were simple profanations, or were made and exceptions

ratified by the wise policy of those who had a right to scarcely

make them, and whatever show they make in history jjgg

from the circumstance of their necessary connection with

public events, with principal cities, and with prominent
men, we cannot speak of them as constituting any great

exception to the monastic discipline, or as exerting any
considerable influence on the monastic spirit, till we have

surveyed the religious institutions of Christendom as a

whole, and measured them by the side of the general view
thus obtained. We had occasion in our former article to

allude to the condition of the early monks, their various

families, the rise of the Benedictines, and the process of

'" Thomass. Disc. Eccl. t. i., p. 674
* * " Uno excepto, qui ob hanc prKsumptionem et alia depositus per

Romanum Pontificem fuit". Eadmer ap. Nat. Alex, t. 6, p. 599. St.

Thomas in consequence made himself a monk, when he came to the
see.
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assimilation and absorption, by which at length St. Bene-
dict gathered under his own rule the disciples of St. Martin,
St. C^sarius, and St. Columban. And even when the

whole monastic body was Benedictine, it was not on that

account moulded upon one type, or depended upon one
centre. As it had not spread out from one origin, so it

neither was homogeneous in its construction, nor simple
and concordant in its action. It propagated itself variously,
and had much of local character in its secondary disposi-
tions. We cannot be certain what it was in one place, by
knowing what it was in another. One house attained

more nearly to what may be called its normal idea than

another, and therefore we have no right to argue that

such quasi-secularizations as we have noticed, extended
much further than those particular cases which history
has handed down to us.

gj^^j fg^ And then, on the other hand, we must bear in mind
in the how vast was the whole multitude of persons who pro-
whole fessed the monastic life, and, compared with it, how.

^jf
small was the number of those who were called away to

monks, active political duties or who gave themselves to study.

They might all be subtracted from the sum total of reli-

gious, and, as far as number goes, they would not have
been missed. We have already referred to the exube-

rance of Egyptian monachism. Antony left to Pacho-
mius the rule of 50,000. Posthumus of Memphis pre-
sided over 5,000; Ammon over 3,000. In the one city
of Oxyrinchus there were 10,000. Hilarion in Syria
had from 2,000 to 3,000. Martin of Gaul was followed

to the grave by 2,000 of his disciples. At that date, the

sees of the whole of Christendom, according to Bingham,
did not go much beyond 1,700.^^ If every bishop then

had been a monk, the general character of monastic life

would not have been much affected. In a later age, the

monastery of Bangor contained 2,000 ;
that of Banchor,

county Down, according to St. Bernard,
"
many thou-

sand monks", one of whom founded as many as 100 mo-
nasteries in various places.^^ Again, the Episcopal Sees of

France are given in the Gallia Christiana as 160, includ-

ing the provinces of Utrecht, Cologne, and Treves
;
and

precisely that number of monastic houses is said to have

'2 Thomassin. Disc. Eccles. t. i. p. 702. Gibbon, ch. 37. Bing.

Antiqu. b. 9.
J3 Cambden Hist. vol. 3, p. 618.
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been founded in that country by St. Manr alone, in the

very first years of the Benedictines. Trithemius at the

end of the fifteenth century numbers the Benedictine

convents as 15,000;'* and, though we are not to suppose
that each of them had the 2,000 subjects which we find

at Bangor, the lowest average will swell the sum total of

monks to a vast multitude. In the beginning of the

previous century, a census of the Benedictines was taken

by John the Twenty-second, to which Helyot refers,

according to which the Order, from its commencement

up to that time, had had 22,000 archbishops and bishops,
and of saints alone 40,000. Vague calculations or state-

ments are sufiicient to represent general truths
;
it is difii-

cult to determine what is the per-centage of heroic virtue

in a population of regulars ;
if we say at random, as many

as five in the hundred, even at this high rate the Episcopal

portion would be only a thirty-seventh part of the whole

number of Benedictines.

More data, then, than we need, will be left to us in his- ^nd

tory to ascertain the monastic vocation, even though we sometimes

strike out from the list of its disciples every monk who °."^^'
^^''" *

took any secular ofiice, as of prelate, lecturer, or dispu-

tant; nay though we formed all those who undertook

such duties into evidence of an opposite mode ol' life. But
in fact, these very men, who in one way or another

were engaged in work, which St. Benedict has not recog-
nized by name, are themselves specimens of fideHty
to their founder, and impress the Benedictine type of

sanctity upon their literary or political undertakings. The

proverb,
" naturam expellas furca", etc., holds true of re-

ligion. Whatever has life has in it a conservative prin-

ciple, and a power of assimilation. Where the religious

spirit was strong, it would overcome obstacles in its exer-

cise, and revive after overthrows, and" would make for

itself preternatural channels for its operations, when its le-

gitimate course was denied to it. Neither the functions of

an apostle, nor of a schoolmaster, are much akin to those

of a monk
; nevertheless, in a given individual, they may

be reconciled, or the one merged in the other. The Bene-
dictine missionary soon relapsed into the laborious husband-
man

;
the champion of the faith flung his adversary, and

went back to his plough or his pen; the bishop, like

Peter Damian, effected, or Hke Boniface, contemplated, a

1*
Milman, Latin Christ, vol. ], p. 398.
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return in his old age to the cloister which he had left. As
tQ the Schools of learning, it will be our business now to

show how undisputatious was the master, and how unex-

citing the studies.

Monastic The rise and extension of these Schools seems to us as
schools of

great an event in the history of the Order, as the intro-

iTtera-'^
duction of the sacerdotal office into the number of its

ture,
functions. If Pope Gregory took a memorable step in

turning monks of his convent into missionary bishops

charged with the conversion of England, much more re-

markable was the act of Pope VitaHan, in sending the

old Greek monk Theodore to the same island, to fill the

vacant see ofCanterbury. We call it more remarkable, be-

cause it introduced an actual tradition into the Benedictine

houses, and consecrated a system by authority. It is true

that from an early date in the history of monacliism, ex-

tensive learning had been combined with the profession
after of a monk. St. Jerome was only too fond of the Cicero
vanous and Horace, whom he put aside

; and, if out of the whole
pre u es,

catalogue of ccclesiastics we had to select a literary Father,
the monk Jerome, par excellence, would be he. In the

next century Claudian Mamercus, of Vienne, employed
the leisure which his monastic profession gave him to

gain an extensive knowledge of Greek and Latin Htera-

ture. He collected a Hbrary of Greek, Roman, and

Christian books,
"
quam totam, monachus", says Sidonius

of him,
" virente in sevo, secreta bibit institutione".^^ And

in the century after, Cassiodorus, the cotemporary of St.

Benedict, is well known for combining sacred and classi-

cal studies in his monastery. The tradition, however, of

the cloister was up to that time against profane literature,

and Theodore reversed it.

founded This Celebrated man made his appearance at the end of
.'.s a tra- the century which the missionary Augustine opened, and
ditioa by

j^^g^ about the time when the whole extent of England had

dure. ^een converted to the Christian faith. He brought Avith

liim Greek as well as Latin Classics, and set up schools for

both the learned languages in various parts of the coun-

try. Henceforth the curriculum of the Seven Sciences

is found in the Benedictine schools. From Theodore'^

proceeded Egbert and the school of York
;
from Egbert

15 MabUlon Annal. Bened. t. 1, p. 32.
's Vid. Daniel, Etudes Classiques, p. 100, etc.

; Launoy, de Scholis.

0pp. t. 4. 1.
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came Bede, and the school of Jarrow
;
from Bede, Alcuin,

and the schools of Charlemagne at Paris, Tours, and

Lyons. From these came Raban and the school of

Fulda; from Raban, Walafrid and the school of Riche-

nau; Lupus and the school of Ferrieres. From Lupus,
Heine, Remi, and the school of Rheims; from Remi,
Odo of Cluni

;
from the dependencies of Cluni, the cele-

brated Gerbert, afterwards Pope Sylvester the Second, and

Abbo of Fleury, whom we have already introduced to

the reader's notice, though not by name, in the former part
of this sketch, as repaying a portion of the debt which the

Franks owed to the Anglo-Saxons, by opening the schools

of Ramsey Abbey, after the inroad of the Danes.

And now, at length, in addressing ourselves to the
j^^ ^^^^^

question, how such studies can be considered in keeping to pre-

with the original idea of the monastic state, we think it serve the

right to repeat an explanation, which we made at an
^.j^^^ ^^^^^

earher stage of our discussion, to the effect that we are

proposing nothing more than a survey of the venerable

order of St. Benedict from without
;
and we claim leave

to do as much as this by the same right by which the

humblest among us may freely and without offence gaze
on sun, moon, and stars, and form his own private opinion,
true or false, of their materials and their motions. And
witJi this proviso, we remind the reader, if we have not

sufficiently done so in our present pages, that the one ob-

ject, immediate as well as ultimate, of Benedictine Hfe, as

history presents it to us, was to live in purity and to die

in peace. The monk proposed to liimself no great or

systematic work, beyond that of saving his soul. Wliat
he did more than this, was the accident of the hour,

spontaneous acts of piety, the sparks of mercy or benefi-

cence, struck off in the heat, as it were, of his solemn

religious toil, and done and over almost as soon as they
began to be. If to-day he cut down a tree, or relieved

the famishing, or visited the sick, or taught the ignorant,
or transcribed a page of Scripture, tliis was a good in

itself, though nothing was added to it to-morrow. He
cared little for knowledge, even theological, or for success,
even though it was rehgious. It is the character of such
a man to be contented, resigned, patient, and incurious

;

to create or originate nothing ;
to live by tradition. He

does not analyze, he marvels ;
his intellect attempts no

comprehension of this multiform world, but on the con-

trary it is hemmed in, and shut up within it. It recognizes
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but one cause in nature and in human affairs, and that is

the First and Supreme ;
and why things happen day by

day in this way, and not in that, it refers immediately to

his will.'' It loves the country, because it is his work
;

but '' man made the town", and he and his works are evil.

This is what may be called the Benedictine idea, then
viewed in the abstract; and, as being such, we gave it

the title of "poetical", when contrasted with that of other

rehgious orders
;
and we did so, because we considered

we saw in it a congeniality, mutatis mutandis^ to the spirit
of a Poet, who has perhaps greater title to that high name
than any one else, as having received a wider homage,
and that among nations in time, place, and character,
further removed from each other. '^

Now supposing the historical portrait of the Benedictine

chiidreu
*^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^'^^^i ^^^ *^^^* ^^ ^YQXQ further told that he

for scho- was concerned with study and with teaching, and then
lars, were asked, keeping in mind the notion of his poetry of

and das- character, to guess what books he studied and what sort of

sics for pupils he taught, we should without much difficulty
matter,

conclude, that Scripture would be his literature, and chil-

dren would be the members of his school.'^ And, if we
were further asked, what was likely to be the subject-
matter of the schoohng imparted to these boys, probably
we should not be able to make any guess at all

;
but we

surely should not be very much surprised to be told, that

'^
Quoties videtur contra naturam aliquid evenire, quodammodo non

contra naturam est, quia rerum natura hoc habet eximium, ut a quo
est, semper ejus obtemperet jussis. Paschas. p. 155, 0pp. ed. 1618.

'^ This analogy between the monastic institute and Virgil is recog-
nized by Cassiodorus, who, after impressing on his monks, in the first

place, the study of Holy Scripture and the Fathers, continues, "How-
ever, the most holy Fathers have passed no decree, binding us to re-

pudiate secular literature
;
for in fact such reading prepares the mind

in no slight measure for understanding the sacred writings". Pre-

sently, "In some cases indeed, Frigidus obstiterit circmn praecordia

sanguis", so as to hinder a man's perfect mastery whether of human or

divine letters
;
but even with but a poor measure of knowledge, he may

he able to choose the life which follows in the next verse,
" Rura milii et

rigui placeant in vaUibus amnes"
;
for "

it is even congenial to monks to

have the care of a garden, to till the land, and to take interest in a good
crop of apples"

—de Inst. div. litt. 28. Here, by the bye, is in fact the

same contrast between the " FeUx qui" and the " Fortimatus est ille",

which is suggested to the reader in our former article {Atlant., vol. i.

p. 17). Mr. Keble, in a passage of his beautiful Prelections, p. 648, con-

siders Virgil to allude to Lucretius in the "
Felix", while he ascribes to

himself the " Fortunatus".
'^ Mos in Benedictino ordine usatissimus scholas instituere, etpueros

cum pietate tum litteris imbuere. Dachery in Lanfranc. 0pp. p. 28.

Brower. Antiqu. Fuld., pp. 35-38.
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the same spirit wliich led him to prefer the old basilicas

for worship instead of any new architecture of his own

inventing, and to honour his emperor or king with spon-
taneous loyalty more than by theological definitions, would

also induce him, in the matter of education, to take up
with the old books and subjects which he found ready to

his hand in the pagan schools, as far as he could reli-

giously do so, rather than venture on any experiments
or system of liis own.^° Tliis, as we have already inti- that is,

mated, was the case. He adopted the Roman curriculum, ^'"hr''

professed the Seven Sciences, began with Grammar, that seven

is, the Latin classics, and, if he sometimes finished with Sciences,

them, it was because his boys left him ere he had time to

teach them more. His choice of subjects was his fit re-

compense for choosing. He adopted the Latin writers

from his love of prescription, because he found them in

possession. But there were in fact no writings, after

Scripture, more congenial, from their fresh and natural

beauty, and their absence of intellectualism, to the mo-
nastic temperament. Such were his schoolbooks ; and, as
" the boy is father of the man", the Uttle monks, who
heard them read or pored over them, when they grew up,
filled the atmosphere of the monastery with the tasks and
studies with which they had been imbued in their child-

hood.

For so it was, strange as it seems to our ideas, these and the

boys were monks^^—monks as truly as those of riper years,
children

About St. Benedict's time the Latin Church innovated ^o^ks

upon the discipline of former centuries, and allowed pa-
rents, not only to dedicate their infants to a religious life,

but to do so without any power on the part of those infants,

when they came to years of reason, to annul the dedica-

tion. This discipline continued for five or six centuries,

beginning with the stern Spaniards, nor ending till shortly
before the pontificate of Innocent the Third. Divines

argued in behalf of it from the case of infant baptism, in

wliich the sleeping soul, without being asked, is committed
to the most solemn of engagements ;

from that of Isaac on
the Mount, and of Samuel, and from the sanction of the
Mosaic Law

;
and they would be confirmed in their course

by the instances of compulsion, not uncommon in the

^'^ On the monastic schools taking up the imperial, vid Guizot Civil,
vol. 2, p. 100, etc. Vid. also Ampere, Hist. Lit., t. 2, p. 277." Thomass. Disc. Eccles

,
t. 1., 821.

II. '2
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early centuries, when higli magistrates or wealthy heads

of families were suddenly seized on by the populace or

by synods, and against their remonstrances, tonsured, or-

dained, and consecrated, before they could well take breath

and realize to themselves their change of station. Nor
must we forget the old Roman law, the spirit of which they
had inherited, and which gave to the father the power even
of life and death over his refractory offspring,

nnd the Howevcr, cliildliood is not the age at which the seve-

inotias-
rity of the law would be felt, which boimd a man by his

^'V\,,, parent's act to the service of the cloister. Wliile these

8ciiooi. oblates were but children, they were pretty much Hke
other children

; they threw a grace over the stem features

of monastic asceticism, and peopled the silent haunts of

penance with a crowd of bright innocent faces.
" Silence

was pleased", to use the poet's language, when it was
broken by the cheerful, and sometimes, it must be con-

fessed, unruly voices of a set of school-boys. These would

sometimes, certainly, be inconveniently loud, especially
as St. Benedict did not exclude from liis care lay-boys,
destined for the world. It was more than the devotion

of some good monks could bear
;
and they preferred some

strict Reform, which, among its new provisions, prohibited
the presence of these uncongenial associates. But, after

all, it was no great evil to place before the eyes of aus-

tere manhood and unlovely age a sight so calculated to

soften and to cheer. It was not adolescence, with its

curiosity, its pride of knowledge and its sensitiveness,

with its disputes and emulations, with its exciting prizes
and its impetuous breathless efforts, which St. Benedict

undertook to teach : he was no professor in a university.
His convent was an infant school, a grammar school, and
a seminary : it was not an academy. Indeed, the higher
education in that day scarcely can be said to exist. It

was a day of bloodshed and of revolution
;
before the time

of life came, when the university succeeds the school, the

student had to choose his profession. He became a clerk

or a monk, or he became a soldier.

Children The fierce northern warriors, who had won for them-
dedi- selves the lands of Christendom with their red hands, re-
cated by

joiced to commit their innocent offspring to the custody of

parents religion and of peace. Nay, sometimes with the despotic

will, of which we have just now spoken, they dedicated

them, from or before their birth, to the service of Heaven.

They determined, that some at least of their lawless race
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should be rescued from the contamination of blood and

licence, and should be set apart in sacred places to pray for

their kindred. The little beings,^^ of three or four or five

years old, were brought in the arms of those who gave them

life, to accept at their bidding the course in which that life

was to run. They were brought into the sanctuary, spoke

by the mouth of their parents, as at the font, put out their

tiny hand for the sacred corporal to be wrapped round it,

received the cowl, and took their place as monks in the

monastic community. In the first ages of the Benedic-

tine Order, these children were placed on a level with

their oldest brethren. They took precedence according
to their date of admission, and the gray head gave way to

them in choir and refectory, if junior to them in monastic

standing. They even voted in the election of abbot,

being considered to speak by divine instinct, as the child

who cried out,
" Ambrose is Bishop".^^ If they showed

waywardness in community meetings, inattention at choir,

ill behaviour at table, which certainly was not an impos-
sible occurrence, they were corrected by the nods, the

words, or the blows of the grave brother who happened
to be next them: it was not till an after time, that they
had a prefect of their own, except in school hours.

That harm came from this remarkable disciphne, is
^r^^^f^^^ g

only the suggestion of our modem habits and ideas; that new pa-

it was not expedient for all times follows from the fact rentage

that at a certain date it ceased to be permitted. However, f"\
T

' -, .. .,.-.. ^
. ^ . ,' home,

that, m those centuries m which it was m lorce, its result

was good, is seen in the history of those heroic men whom
it nurtured, and might have been anticipated from the

principle which it embodied. The monastery was in-

tended to be the paternal home, not the mere refuge of

the monk : it was an orphanage, not a reformatory ;
father

and mother had abandoned him, and he grew up from

infancy in the new family which had adopted him. He
was a child of the house; there were stored up all the

associations of his wondering boyhood, and there would
lie the hopes and interests of his maturer years. He was
to seek for sympathy in his brethren, and to give them

22
Calmet, Reg. Bened., t. 2, pp. 2, 4, 116, 278, 335-6, 380, 385. Vid.

also Thomassin. Disc. EccL, t. 1, p. 821, and Magagnotti's Dissert, in

Eleury's Disc. Pop. Dei.
23

Calmet, t.'2, p. 324. This early dedication of the monk might
tend to suggest or defend the abuse of boy priests. Vid. S. Bernard, de
Off- Kp. 7.

2b
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his own in return. He lived and died in their presence.

They prayed for his soul, cherished his memory, were

proud of his name, and treasured his works. A pleasing
illustration of this brotherly affection meets us in the life

of Walafrid Strabo, Abbot of Richenau, whose poems,
written by him when a boy of fifteen and eighteen, were

preserved by his faithful friends, and thus remain to us at

this day. Walafrid is but one out ofmany, whose names
are known in history, dedicated from the earliest years to

the cloister. St. Boniface, Apostle of Germany, was a

monk at the age of five
; St. Bede came to Wiremouth

at the age of seven
;

St. Paul of Verdun is said by an old

writer to have left his cradle for the cloister
;
St. Robert

entered it as soon as he was weaned; Pope Paschal the

Second was taken to Cluni, Ernof to Bee, the Abbot

Suger to St. Denis, from their " most tender infancy",

and be-
Infants can but gaze about at what surrounds them,

gan their and their learning comes through their eyes. In the in-

edu- stances we have been considering, their minds would re-

\S'the c^ive the passive impressions which were made on them by
Psalter, the scene, and would be moulded by the composed coun-

tenances and solemn services which surrounded them.

Such was the education of these little ones, till perhaps
the age of seven; when, under the title of "pueri",^* they
commenced their formal school-time, and committed to

memory their first lesson. That lesson was the Psalter—
that wonderful manual of prayer and praise, which, from

the time when its various portions were first composed
down to the last few centuries, has been the most precious
viaticum of the Christian mind in its journey through the

wilderness. In early times St. Basil speaks of it as the

popular devotion in Egypt, Africa, and Syria ; and St. Je-

rome had urged its use upon the Roman ladies whom he

directed. All monks were enjoined to know it by heart
;

the young ecclesiastics learned it by heart; no bishop
could be ordained without knowing it by heart

;
and in

the parish schools it was learned by heart. The Psalter,

with the Lord's Prayer and Creed, constituted the sine

qua non condition of discipleship. At home pious mo-

thers, as the Lady Helvidia, whom we have already intro-

duced to the reader, taught their children the Psalter. It

was only, then, in observance of a universal law,^" that the

Benedictine cliildren were taught it;
—

they mastered it,

"
Calmet, t. 1, p. 495. " Thomass. Disc, t. 2, p. 280, etc.
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and then they passed into the secular school-room,—they
next were introduced to the study of grammar.'®

By Grammar, it is hardly necessary to say, was not
^^^^ ^^^^

meant, as now, the mere analysis or rules of language, as on to

denoted by the words etymology, S3rntax, prosody ;
but Gram-

rather it stood for scholarship, that is, such an acquaint-
"^^''

ance with the literature of a language, as implied the

power of original composition and the viva voce use of it.

Thus Cassiodorus defines it to be "
skill in speaking ele-

gantly, gained from the best poets and orators" ; St. Isidore,
" the science of speaking well"

;
and Raban,

" the science

of interpreting^ poets and historians, and the rule of speak-

ing and writing well". In the monastic school, the lan-

guage of course was Latin
;
and in Latin literature first

came Virgil ;
next Lucan and Statins ; Terence, Sallust,

Cicero
; Horace, Persius, Juvenal

;
and of Christian poets,

Prudentius, SeduHus, Juvencus, Aratus. Thus we find

that the monks of St. Alban's, near Mayence, had stand-

ing lectures in Cicero, Virgil, and other authors. In the

school of Paderborne there were lectures in Horace, Virgil,

Statins, and Sallust. Theodulf speaks of his juvenile stu-

dies in the Christian authors, Sedulius and Paulinus, Ara-

tus, Fortunatus, Juvencus, and Prudentius, and in the

classical Virgil and Ovid. Gerbert, afterwards Sylvester
the Second, after lecturing his class in logic, brought it

back again to Virgil, Statins, Terence, Juvenal, Persius,

Horace, and Lucan. A work is extant of St. Hildebert's,

supposed to be a school exercise; it is scarcely more
than a cento of Cicero, Seneca, Horace, Juvenal, Persius,

Terence, and other writers. Horace he must have almost

known by heart.

Considering the number of authors which have to be
studied in order to possessing a thorough knowledge of

moniy
the Latin tongue, and the length to which those in par- ended

ticular run which are set down in the above lists, we may
^^^^ *^

'

reasonably infer, that with the science of Grammar the

Benedictine teaching began and ended, excepting of

course such religious instruction, as is rather the condi-

2^ The following sketch is drawn up from the works of the Benedic-

tines, in Bibl. Max. Patr., tt. 14, 15, 17, 18, 21
;
MabiUon's Acta SS.

Bened.
;
Ceillier's Auteurs, tt. 18-20; Neander's Hist., vol. 6, Bohn;

Guizot, Hist. Civil., vol. 2, Bohn; Ampere, Hist. Lit. t. 3 ;
and two

recent works of Mgr. Landriot's Ecoles Litteraires, and P. Daniel's
Etudes Classiques, to which we are much indebted for many points of

detail. Vid. also M. I'Abbe Lalanne's Influence des Peres, and P. Ca-
hour's Etudes Classiques.
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tion ofCkristian life tlian the acquisition of knowledge. At
fourteen, when the term of boyhood was complete,''^' the

school time commonly ended too, the lay youths left for

their secular career, and the monks commenced the studies

appropriate to their sacred calhng. The more promising

youths, however, of the latter class were suffered or di-

rected first to proceed to further secular studies
; and, in

order to accompany them, we must take some more de-

tailed view of the curriculum, of wliich Grammar was the

introductory study,
but the This curriculum,^^ derived from the earlier ages of hea-
curricu- ^]^gn philosophy, was transferred to the use of the Church

ggyg,,
on the authority of St. Augustine, who in his de Ordine

Sciences considers it to be the fitting and sufficient preparation for

theological learning. It is hardly necessary to refer to

the history of its formation
;
we are told how Pythagoras

prescribed the study of arithmetic, music, and geometry ;

how Plato and Aristotle insisted on grammar and music,

which, with gymnastics, were the substance of Greek edu-

cation
;
how Seneca speaks, though not as approving, of

grammar, music, geometry, and astronomy, as the matter

of education in his own day ;
and how Philo, in addition

to these, has named logic and rhetoric. Augustine, in his

enumeration of them, begins with arithmetic and grammar,
including under the latter Iristory; then he speaks of

logic and rhetoric; then of music, under which comes

poetry, as equally addi'essing the ear
; lastly, of geometry

and astronomy, which address the eye. The Alexan-

drians, whom he followed, arranged them differently;

viz., grammar, rhetoric, and logic or philosophy ,^^ which
branched off into the four mathematical sciences of arith-

metic, music, geometry, and astronomy. And this order

was adopted in Christian education, the first three sciences

being called the Trivium, the last four the Quadrivium.
was fol- Grammar was taught in all these schools

;
but for those

lowed up -^i-^Q "^islied to proceed further than the studies of their

tain

'

boyhood, seats of higher education had been founded by
youths, Charlemagne in the principal cities of his Empire, under

the name of public schools,^ which may be considered the

"
Calmet, Reg., t. 1, p. 495.

28 Brucker Phil. t. 3, p. 594, etc. AppuL Florid, iv. 20.
2^ The Quadrivium was called "

philosophy". Ampere, t. 3, p. 267.
''

Charlemagne's schools taught Gramnjar, Rhetoric, Leges, Canoues,
Theology biblical and patristical. Vid. Thomass. Disc. t. 3, p. 271-294 ;

Ampere Hist., t. 3, p. 267.
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shadow, and even the nucleus of the universities which
arose in a subsequent age. Such were the schools of

Paris, Tours, Rheims, and Lyons in France; Fulda in

Germany ; Bologna in Italy. Nor did they confine them-

selves to the Seven Sciences above mentioned, though it

is scarcely to be supposed, that, in any science whatever,

except Grammar, they professed to impart more than the

elements. Thus we read of St. Bruno of Segni (a.d.

1080), after being grounded in the "litteras humaniores",
as a boy, by the monks of St. Perpetuus near Aste, seek-

in of the risino; school of Bolosfna for the "
altiores scien-

tijfi".^^ St. Abbo of Fleury (a.d. 990), after mastenng, in

the monastery of that place, grammar, arithmetic, logic,
and music, went to Paris and Rheims for philosophy and

astronomy ;
and afterwards taught himself rhetoric and

geometry. Raban (a.d. 822) left the school of Fulda
for a while for Alcuin's lectures, and learned Greek of

a native of Ephesus. Walafrid (a.d. 840) passed from
Richenau to Fulda. St. William (a.d. 980), dedicated

by his parents to St. Benedict at St. Michael's near Ver-

cellaB, proceeded to study at Pavia. Gerbert (a.d. 990),
one of the few cultivators of physics, after Fleury and

Orleans, went to Spain.^^ St. Wolfgang (a.d. 994), after

private insti-uction, went to Richenau. Lupus (a.d. 840),
after Ferrieres, was sent for a time to Fulda. Fulbert

too of Chartres (a.d. 1000), though not a monk, may be
mentioned as sending his pupils in like manner to finish

their studies at schools of more celebrity than his own.^'

History furnishes us with specimens of the subjects ^ith tiie

taught in this higher education. We read of Gerbert additi-n

lecturing in Aristotle's Cateo^ories and the Isasfo^as of"^'*^""

Porphyry; St. Theodore taught the Anglo-Saxon youths and ti e

Greek and mathematics; Alcuin, all seven sciences at fine aits.

York; and at some German monasteries there were
lectures in Greek,

^*
Hebrew, and Arabic. The monks

of St. Benignus at Dijon gave lectures in medicine; the

31 Vit. ap. Brun. 0pp. ed 1759. ^2
Brucker, t. 3, p. 646.

33 Thomass. Disc. t. 2, p. 296-8.
3*

Fredegodus of Canterbury (a.d. 960) wrote in Greek Vid. Cave's
Hist. Litt. in nom. In the Life of St. Odo of Canterbury we read that
his patron Athehn "

Graecfi et Latina lingua magistris edocendum eum
tradidit, quaruni linguarum plerisque, tunc temporis in gente Anglo-
rum usus erat, a discipulis beatse memorige Theodori archiepiscopi })ro-
fectus. Factusque est in utraque lingua valde pnarus, ita ut posset
poenieta fingere, continuare prosara, et omnia, qui{;quid ei animo sede-

ret, luculentissimo sermone proferre". Mabillon Act. Stec 5, p. 289.
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abbey of St. Gall had a school of painting and engraving;
the blessed Tubilo of that abbey was mathematician,

painter, and musician.^'* We read of another monk of the

same monastery, who was ever at his carpentry, when he
was not at the altar; and of another, who worked in

stone. Hence Vitruvius was in repute with them. An-
other accomplishment was that of copying manuscripts,
which they did with a perfection unknown to the scho-

lastic age which followed them.^

Literarv
These manual arts, far more than the severer sciences,

tiistes of were the true complement of the Benedictine ideal of
^^^
^ education, which, after all, was Httle more than a fair or

a sufficient acquaintance with Latin literature. Such is

the testimony of the ablest men of the time. " To pass
from Grammar to Rhetoric, and then in course to the

other liberal sciences", says Lupus, speaking of France,
is

" fabula tantum".^' " It has ever been the custom in

Italy", says Glaber Radulphus, writing of the year 1000,
" to neglect all arts but Grammar".^ Grammar, more-

over, in the sense in which we have defined it, is no

superficial study, nor insignificant instrument of mental

cultivation, and the school-task of the boy became the

Hfe-long recreation of the man. Amid the serious duties

of their sacred vocation, the monks did not forget the

books which had arrested and refined their young imagi-
nation. Let us turn to the familiar correspondence of

some of these more famous Benedictines, and we shall

see what v/ere the pursuits of their leisure, and the

indulgences of their relaxation. Alcuin, in his letters

to his friends, quotes Virgil again and again; he also

quotes Horace, Terence, Pliny, besides frequent allusions

to the heathen philosophers. Lupus quotes Horace,

Cicero, Suetonius, Virgil, and Martial. Gerbert quotes

Virgil, Cicero, Horace, Terence, and Sallust. Petrus

Cellensis quotes Horace, Seneca, and Terence. Hilde-

bert quotes Virgil and Cicero, and refers to Diogenes,

Epictetus, Croesus, Themistocles, and other personages
of Greek history. Hincmar of Rheims quotes Horace.

Paschasius Radbert's favomite authors were Cicero and
Terence. Abbo of Fleury was especially famihar with

^^ We quoted in our former article a passage from Brower on the

arts cultivated at Fulda. For a parallel in the East, vid, the account
of the monks of Theodore Studita, vit. p. 29, Sismond.

^'fi Guizot. Civil., t. 2, p. 236; Hallam, Lit. i., 1, 87.
•'7 Ep 1. '8 Muratori Dissert. 43, p. 831.
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Terence, Sallust, Virgil, and Horace; Peter the Vene-

rable, witli Virgil and Horace; Hepidamn of St. Gall

took Sallust as a model of style.^^

Nor is tlieir anxiety less to enlarge the range of their
^,^^5,.

classical reading. Lupus asks Abbot Hatto through a search

friend for leave to copy Suetonius's Lives of the Caesars,
^f'^*"

wliicli is in the monastery of St. Boniface in two small
^^ ^'

codices. He sends to another friend to bring -with him the

Catilinarian and Jugurthan Wars of Sallust, the Verrines

of Cicero, and any other volumes which his friend hap-

pens to know either that he has not, or possesses only in

faulty copies, bidding him withal beware of the robbers

on his journey. Of another friend he asks the loan of

Cicero's de Bhetoricd, his own copy of which is incomplete,
and of Aulus Gellius. In another letter he asks the

Pope for Cicero's de Oratore, the Institutions of Quin-

tillian, and the commentary of Donatus upon Terence.

In like manner Gerbert tells Abbot Gisilbert, that he
has the beginning of the Ophthalmicus of the philosopher

Demosthenes, and the end of Cicero's Pro rege Deiotaro;
and he wants to know if he can assist him in completing
them for him. He asks a friend at Rome to send him by
Count Guide the copies of Suetonius and Aurelius which

belong to his archbishop and himself; he requests Con-

stantino, the lecturer (scholasticus) at Fleury, to bring
him Cicero's Verriries and de Hepuhlicd, and he thanks

Remigius, a monk of Treves, for having begun to tran-

scribe for him the Achilleid of Statins, though he had
been unable to proceed with it for want of a copy. To
other friends he speaks of Pliny, Cassar, and Victorinus.

Alcuin's Library contained Pliny, Aristotle, Cicero,

Virgil, Statins, and Lucan; and he transcribed Terence
with his own hand.

Not only the memory of their own youth, but the neces-

sity of transmitting to the next generation what they had resem-

learned in it themselves, kept them loyal to their classical biance

acquirements. They were, in this aspect of their history,
*" '""'

not unlike the fellows in our modern EngHsli imiversities, English
who first learn and then teach. It is impossible, indeed, to Uuiver-

overlook their resemblance generally to the elegant scholar ^^^^' "^^^

of a day which is now waning, especially at Oxford, such
as Lowth or Elmsley, Copleston or Keble, Howley or

^^ The School of Ouen produced 500 writers in 50 years. Landriot,
p. 138. Vid. the curious Letter of Guiizo, Marten., Arapl. Coll. t. 1, p.
294.
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Parr, who thought little of science or philosophy by the

side of the authors of Greece and Rome. Nor is it too

much to say, that the Colleges in the Enghsh Universi-

ties may be considered in matter of fact to be the lineal

descendants or heirs of the Benedictine schools of Charle-

magne.*° The modern of course has vastly the advantage
in the comparison; for he is famiHar with Greek, has

an exacter criticism and purer taste, and a more refined

cultivation of mind. He writes, verse at least, far better

than the Benedictine, who had commonly little idea of it
;

and he has the accumulated aids of centuries in the shape
of dictionaries and commentaries. We are not writing a

panegyric on the classical learning of the dark age, but

describing what it was; and, with this object before us,

we observe, that, whatever the monks had not, a familiar

knowledge and a real love they had of the great Latin

writers, and we assert moreover, that that knowledge
and love were but in keeping with the genius and cha-

racter of their institute. For they instinctively recog-
nized in the graceful simplicity of Virgil or of Horace,
in his dislike of the great world, of political contests and
of ostentatious splendour, in liis unambitious temper and
his love of the country, an analogous gift to that reKgious

repose, that distaste for controversy, and that innocent

cheerfulness which were the special legacy of St. Bene-
dict to his children. Tliis attachment to the classics is

well expressed by a monk of Paderborn,^^ who, when he
would describe the studies of the place, suffers his prose
almost to dissolve into verse, as he names his beloved

authors,

Viguit Horatius, magnas et Virgilius,

Ciispiis et Sallustius, et urbanus Statius.

Ludusquefuit omnibus, insudare versibus,

Et dictaniitiibus jucundisque cantibus.

40 ujf Colleges, with their endowments and local interests . . are

necessarily . . of a national character, it follows that the education

.which they will administer will also be national, and adapted to all

ranks and classes of the commmiity. And if so, then again it follows

that they will be far more given to the study of the Arts than to the

learned professions, or to any special class of pursuits at all
;
and such

in matter of fact has ever been the case. They have inherited under

changed circumstances the position of the monastic teachingfounded by

Charlemagne, and have continued its primitive traditions, through, and
in spite of, the noble intellectual developments, to which Universities

have given occasion". Newman's OflSce and Work of Universities, p.

310, 1.

*' Vid. Daniel, p. 115. Landriot, p. 139.
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The latter of these stanzas, as they may be called, tiieir cr

illustrates what we have wished to express, in speaking ticism,

of the classical temperament of the Benedictines. As far

as they allowed themselves in any recreation, which was

not of a sacred nature, they found it in these beautiful

authors, who might be considered as the prophets of the

human race in its natural condition. How strongly they
contrast in this respect to the scholastic age which swal-

lowed them up! Amid the religious or ecclesiastical

matters which were the subject of their correspondence,

questions of grammar and criticism are mooted, and a

loving curiosity about the nicety of languages is temper-

ately indulged. Whether ruhus is mascuhne or feminine,

is argued from analogy and by induction; Ambrose
makes it feminine, and the names of trees, which have no

plurals, are feminine, as populus^fraxinus; on the other

hand Virgil makes it masculine, and Priscian allows it to

be an exception to the rule. Again, is it dispexeris or

despexeris? Priscian says despicio, and makes de answer

to the Greek Kara, down; but the Greek in the Psalm is,

not Kari^yg, but virspi^rig, above. Again, is the penul-
tima of voluerimus long or short? long, says Servius on

Virgil.*^ They carry their fidelity to the Classics into theit-

their own poetical compositions; far from resigning p jet ly

themselves to that merely rhythmical versification, which
is ever grateful to the popular ear, which had been
in use from the Augustan era, and which afterwards de-

veloped into rhyme^^^ they rather affect the archaisms and
the licences ofthe classical era. " Contraria renun", "genus
omne animantum", "retundier", "formarier",

"
benedicier",

"
scribier",

"
indupediret",

"
indunt," savour of Ennius or

Lucretius rather than of Virgil. They keep to the Au-

gustan metres, and they are never unwilHng to use them.
Their theological treatises begin, their epistles to kings
end, with hexameters and pentameters. They morahze,

they protest, they soothe their sorrows, they ask favours,

they compile chronicles, they record their journeys, in

heroics, elegiacs, and epigrams. They are versifiers, one
and all, or at least those whose names or works are best

known in history or in our Hbraries. The habit was
formed at school, and it endured through Hfe. Some in-

deed, as Lupus or Gerbert, had too many external occu-

«
Alcuin, Ep. 2.3; Lupus, Ep. pp. 5, 8, 20, 34.

*^ Vid. Muratori Dissert. 40.
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pations for the task
;
but others, as Theodulf, bishop of

Orleans, return to it in the evening of life, after the man-
ner of Gregory Nazianzen in patristic times, or Lord Wel-

lesley in our own. Bede, Alcuin, Aldhelm, Raban, Theo-

dulf, Hildebert, Notgar, Adelliard, Walafrid, Agobard,
Florus, Modoin, Heiric, Gerbert, Angilbert, Herman,
Abbo, Odo, Hucbald, Lupus, Fridouard, Paschasius, with

many others, all wrote verse. We are not insinuating
that they wrote it so happily as the Patriarch of Con-

stantinople or the Governor-General of Lidia; on the

contrary, it was not ih^ii forte; but Florus, for instance,
is eloquent, and Walafrid VirgiHan.'** Their subjects,
when most sacred, are such as the great phenomena of

nature, the country, woods, mountains, flocks, and herds,

plants, flowers, and others which we have called Bene-
dictine. We cannot occupy our pages with extracts

;

but we are induced, as a specimen of what we mean by
the alliance of St. Benedict and Virgil, to quote the con-

cluding lines of the Hortulus of Walafrid, which presents
us a very pretty picture of an old monk amid children

and fniit trees :
—

Hsec tibi servitii munuscula vilia parvi
Strabo tuus, Grimalde pater !

Ut, cum conseptu viridis consederis horti,

Inter apricatas frondenti germine malos,
Persicus imparibus crines ubi dividit umbris,
Dum tibi cana legunt tenera lanugine poma^
Ludentes pueri, schola Isetabimda tuorum,

Atqne volis ingentia mala capacibus indunt,

Grandia conantes includere corpora palmis,

Quo moueare habeas nostri, pater alme, laboris,

Dum relegis quse dedo volens, interque legendum
Et vitiosa secas bonus, et placentia firmas.

We have taken a liberty with the last line, which any
how is somewhat feeble.

their Their prose is superior to their verse; it has little

i.rose. claim indeed to the purity oftaste and ofvocabulary ,
which

we call classical
;
but it is good Latin both in structure

and in idiom. At any rate the change is wonderful, when
we pass from the Benedictine centuries to those which
followed.

^^', We take, for instance, a letter from Lupus to Ebroin
ampies. ^_.

** Du Pin, however, says
" Theodulfs poems are very fine". Cent.

8, p. 126, ed. 1699. "Tolerable poetry", says Dr. Miu*dock, on Mo-

sheim, vol. 2, p. 151.
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Bishop of Poitiers, not because it is tlie most favourable from

specimen of liis style, but because it is one of the shortest Lupus,

of his letters.

Causas meas Ludovico nostro significavi, quas his litteris repe-

tere superfluum duxi, cum eos, quaa illi reddita^ sunt, vos lectu-

res et velim et sciam. Tantum postulo, ut in omnibus ita mihi

adesse dignemini, sicut me confidere illis etiam litteris cognos-
catis. Misi vobis eburneura pectiuem, quern quaeso, ut in vestro

retineatis usu, quo inter pectendum arctior vobis mei memoria

imprimatur.
—Ep. 39.

Or again, one of Gerbert's shortest, addressed to some from

lawless freebooter, who had plundered the abbey.
Gerbert.

Recedant multa verba, et sequamur facta. Sanctuarium Do-

mini mei nee pecunia nee amicitia vobis damus
; nee, si datum

est ab aliquo, consentimus. Foenum, quod vestri tulerunt, beato

Columbauo restituite, si experiri non vultis, quid possimus cum

gratia domini nostri Cassaris, amicorum consilio et auxilio. His

conditionibus leges amicitias non refutamus.—Ep. 4.

We could not bring into a small compass any compari-
son of the writers of the scholastic period with those whom rison of

we are reviewing ;
a few sentences out of each may not them

be considered to decide the matter, yet at least they will
'^^'l^^

illustrate, as far as they go, what we have been saying, men,
On the part of the Benedictines, we have made our selec-

tion almost at random : on the part of the schoolmen, we
have attempted to find the most favourable specimens.

For instance, Raban begins a chapter in the third book - p .

of his de Institutione Clericorum, with the following sen-

tence, which, whatever be thought of it otherwise, is in

structure and phrase fairly Ciceronian.

De septem liberalibus artibus philosophorum, ad quam utilita-

tem discendas sunt catholicis, satis, ut reor, superius diximus
;

illud adhuc adjicimus, quod philosophi ipsi qui vocantur, si qua
forte vera et fidei uostrae accommodata in disputationibus suis

sen scriptis dixerunt, maxime Platonici, non solum formidanda

non sunt, sed ab eis etiam, tanquam injustis possessoribus, in

usum nostrum vindicanda. t. 6. p. 4,4:.

Contrast with this a sentence from one of the Opuscula ^jth St.

of St. Thomas : Thomas,

Nihil est homini amabilius, libertate proprias voluntatis. Per

hancenim homo est etiam aliorum dominus; per banc aliis uti vel
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frui potest ; per banc etiam actibus suis dominatar. Unde, siciit

homo dimittens divitias, vel personas conjunctas, eas abnegat,
ita deserens propri^e voluntatis arbitrium, per quod ipse sni

ipsius dominus est, se ipsum abnegai'e invenitur.—Opusc. 17,

p. 400.

of Pas-
^^^ ^ second contrast, let us on tKe one hand take Pas-

ciiasius cliasius, wlio tlius writes in tlie beginning of his commen-

tary on St. Matthew.

Uude nimirum Demetrius, Antiocho regi vim divinae legis
ciim expoaeret, aiebat, teste Josepho, quemdam Theopompum ex-
titisse nomine, qui volens ex divinis litteris in sua historia quip-

piam contrectare, ilico mente turbatus fuit plus ferme triginta

diebus, donee veniam vix precibus impetraret. Ac deinde, quod
fuerit ei per visum coelitus declaratum, hoc illi ideo accidisse,

quoniam irreligios5 divina scrutatus esset, atque hominibus ea

proferre impuris vellet, etc. Bibl. Max. P. t. 14, p. 358.

,,,jti,
On the other hand Moneta, a contemporary of St.

iMoneta, Dominic.

Quod autem sit provisor animalium, patet secundum philosophos
et in veritate. Dedit enim animalibus membra instrumentalia,
et prseter hoc intimavit eis modum utendi illis

; alioquin, esset

supervacaneum In quo apparet Dei providentia etiam

cum non utentibus ratione.—p. 502.

not in Now, we must not be imagined, in making this con-

dis- trast, to have any disrespectful meaning as regards those
respect

great authors whose Latinity happens not to be equal to

the Do- their sanctity or their intellectual power. Their merit, in

mini- respect to language, is of a different kind
;

it consists in

cans, their success in making the majestic and beautiful Latin

tongue minister to scientific uses, for which it was never
intended. But, because they have this merit of their own,
that is no reason why we should deny to the writers who

preceded them the praise of being famihar with the ancient

language itself, a praise which is justly theirs, though sel-

dom allowed to them. The writers of the Benedictine

centuries are supposed to have the barbarism, without the

science, of the Dominican period; and modern critics,

who wish to be fair, seem to consider it a great concession,
if they grant that an age must at least have some smatter-

ing in classical literature, which, as the foregoing pages
show, is ever quoting it and referring to it. Thus Mr.

Hallam, in the opening chapter of his Literature of Eu-
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rope, can but say,
" Alcuin's own poems could at least not but in

have been wiitten bj one unacquainted with Virgil",
vindica-

Again:
" From this time, though quotations from the

Jj|^"j^'^j^g_

Latin poets, especially Ovid and Virgil, and sometimes dictines.

from Cicero, are not very frequent, they occur sufficiently
to show that manuscripts had been brought to this side of

the Alps"
—

p. 7. Some pages lower he says, quoting some
of St. Adalhard's verses,

" the quotation from Virgil in

the ninth century perhaps deserves remark, though in one

of Charlemagne's monasteries it is not by any means asto-

nishing'"; as if Virgil were not the text book in the north-

em schools, as our foregoing quotations make clear, and

ignorance, in that day, when it was to be found, had not

its special seat in the southern side of the Alps, not in

France and Germany. Passages such as these in men
of wide research simply perplex us. We ask ourselves

whether we have rightly understood their words, or whe-
ther we read wrongly the historical facts which they pro-
fess to be generalising. Perhaps it is that we assume
without warrant that the quotations of Alcuin and the rest

are hand fids such, and not derived, as some have said,

from catenas of passages, commonplace books, or tradi-

tionary use i"^ but such an account of them is absolutely

inconsistent, first, with the testimonies which we have
above cited, as to the actual studies of the young, and next,
with the literary habits which those studies actually formed
in the persons who were exercised in them. Can it be
that critics of the nineteenth century, possessing the fine

appreciation of classical poetry imparted in the public
schools of England, glance their eye over the rude versi-

fication of Theodulf or Alcuin, and consider it the mea-
sure of the secular learning which gave it birth? M.
Guizot, Protestant as he is, is a fairer and kinder

judge of the cloister Hterature, than Mr. Hallam or Dean
Milman.
And now, to prevent misapprehension of our meaning

in this review of the Benedictine schools, we have two

*^ " Bede . . had some familiarity with Virgil, Ovid, Lucan, Statius,
and even Lucretius. . . It may be questioned, however, whether
many of the citations from ancient authors, often adduced from medi-
eval writers, as indicating their knowledge of such authors, are more
than traditionary, almost proverbial, insulated passages, brilliant frag-
ments, broken oti" from antiquity, and reset again and again by writers

borrowing them from each other, but who had never read another
word of the lost poet, orator, or philosopher".—Milman, Latin Christ.
vol. 2, p. 39.
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remarks to make before we conclude, one on each side of

the description to which that review has led us.

On the one hand, the classical studies and tastes which

pursuits
W6 have been illustrating, even though foreign to the mo-

consist- nastic masses, as they may be called, even though histori-
ent with

cally traceable to the mission of St. Theodore from the Holy
See to England, must still be regarded a true offspring of

the Benedictine discipline, and in no sense the result of

seasons or places of relaxation and degeneracy. At first

sight, indeed, there is some plausibihty in saying that

with the change of times a real change came over a por-
tion of a great family of monks, and that, however usefully

employed, Cassiodorus or Theodore, Alcuin or Walafrid,
did certainly faU from their proper vocation, and did

really leave it to Romuald and others like him, to be, not

only the most faithful imitators, but to be only tine

children of the ancient monachism. And, in confirmation

of this view, it might be added, that the same circum-

stances which led the monks to Hterary piu-suits, led them
to poHtical entanglements also, and that in the same per-

sons, as Theodulf, Lupus, and Gerbert, learning and
secular engagements were combined

;
and that, as no one

would say that the cares of office were proper to a monk's

vocation, as Httle could be fairly included in it classical

attainments. Whatever be the best mode of treating this

difficulty, which of course demands a candid and equit-
able consideration, here, in addition to what we have said

by the way, we shall make one answer of different kind,
which seems to us conclusive, and there leave the question.

When, then, we are asked whether these studies are but

the accidents and the signs of a time of rehgious declen-

sion, we reply that they are found in those very persons,
on the contrary, who were preeminent in devotional and
ascetic habits, and who were so intimately partakers in

the spirit of mortification, whether of St. Benedict or St.

Romuald, that they have come down to us with the repu-
tation of saints,

—
nay, have actually received canonization

or beatification. Theodore himself is a samt
;
Alcuin and

Raban are styled "beati"; Hildebert is "venerable";
Bede and Aldhelm are saints

;
and we can say the same

of St. Angilbert, St. Abbo, St. Bertharius, St. Adalhard,
St. Odo, and St. Paschasius Radbert. At least Cathohcs

must feel the full force of this argument ;
for they cannot

permit themselves to attribute any dereliction of vocation

to those whom the Church holds up as choice specimens
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of divine power, and, as being such, miraculously sealed

for eternal bliss.

This is our remark on one side the question ;
on the and not

other, it must not of course be supposed,
—indeed our last engross-

remark negatives the idea,
—that critical scholarship or *"«'

classical emdition was the business of life, even in the

case of this minority of the monastic family, who took so

prominent a part in the education of their time. We have

distinctly said, that, after their school years, the monks
were as little taken up with the classics, exceptis excipi-

endis, as members of parhament or country gentlemen at

the present day. They had their serious engagements, as

statesmen have now, though of a different kind, and to

these they gave themselves. Theology was their one

study; to theology secular literatui-e ministered, first as

an aid and an ornament, then as a relaxation, amid the

mental exertion which it involved. Nor was this litera-

ture cultivated without some holy jealousy on the part of

the cultivators; "nuces pueris";
—there was a time of hfe

when it ought to be put aside
;
there was even a danger

of its seductiveness. Alcuin himself, if we may trust the unsuit-

account, reproved on one occasion the study, at least able in

of the poets ;
and in one of his extant letters he complains

^^^^^^

of a former pupil, then raised to the episcopate, for pre-

ferring Virgil to his old master Flaccus, that is, liimself,

and prays that "the four Gospels, not the twelve ^neids,

may fill his breast". Ep. 129. St. Paschasius too, in

spite of liis love for Terence and Cicero, expresses a

judgment, in one passage of liis comment upon Ezekiel

(Bibl. Max. P. t. 14, p. 788), against the elder monks

being occupied with the heathen poets and philosophers.

Lanfranc, when an Irish Bishop asked him some literary

question, made answer,
"
Episcopale propositum non

decet operam dare hujusmodi studiis
;
we passed in these

our time of youth, but, when we took on ourselves the

pastoral care, we bade them farewell". Up. 33. The in-

stance of Pope Gregory is well known
;
when the Bishop

of Vienne had been led to lecture in the classics, he wrote,
"A fact has come to our ears, which we cannot name
without a blush

;
that you, my brother, lecture on litera-

ture" (grammatica). Ep. xi. 54. Such occupations, indeed,
were in those centuries generally and reasonably held to

be inconsistent with the calling of a Bishop."*^ St. Jerome

speaks as strongly in an earher age.

<6 Vid. Thomass. Disc. EccL, t. 2, pp. 268-28G.

II. 3 .
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Ti)e true What was true of the Bishop was on the whole true of

study of the monk also
;
he might perhaps have special duties as

monks, ^^^ scJiolasticus of his monastery, but ordinarily, while
his manual labour was either in the field or in the scrip-

toriwn, so his intellectual exercises were for the most

part combined with his devotional, and consisted in the

study of the sacred volume. This was mainly what at

Theo- that time was meant by theology.
"
Theologia, hoc est,

^ogy». Scripturarum meditatio", says Thomassin (Disc Ecc. t. 2,

Holy
'

P- ^88)- Their theology was a loving study and exposi-

Scrip- tion of Holy Scripture, according to the teaching of the

tare, Fathers, who had studied and expounded it before them.

It was a loyal adherence to the teaching of the past, a

faithful inculcation of it, an anxious transmission of it to

the next generation. In this respect it differed from the

theology of the times before and after them. Patristic

and scholastic theology, each involved a creative action of
as con- the intellect

;
that this is the case as regards the School-

wfth^th ^^^' ^^^^ ^ot be proved here
;
nor is it less true, though

Fathers '^^ a different way, of the theology of the Fathers. Ori-
aiid the gen, TertuUian, Athanasius, Chrysostom, Augustine, Je-
schooi-

i-ojj^g^ LgQ^ aPQ authors of powerful, original minds, and

engaged in the production of original works. There is no

greater mistake, surely, than to suppose that a revealed

truth precludes originality in the treatment of it. The

contrary is acknowledged in the case of secular subjects,
in which it is the very trimnph of originahty not to invent

or discover what perhaps is aheady known, but to make
old things read as if they were new, from the novelty of

aspect in which they are placed. This faculty of invest-

ing with associations, of applying to particular purposes,
of deducing consequences, of impressing upon the imagi-

nation, is creative
;
and though false associations, apphca-

tions, deductions, and impressions are often made, and
were made by some theologians of the early Church, such

as Origen and TertuUian, this does but prove that origi-

nahty is not coextensive with truth. And so in like man-
ner as to Scripture ;

to enter into the mind of the sacred

author, to follow his train of thought, to bring together
to one focus the fights wliich various parts of Scripture
throw upon his text, and to give adequate expression to

the thoughts thus evolved, in other words, the breadth

of view, the depth, or the richness, which we recognize
in certain early expositions, is a creation. Nor is it an

inferior faculty to discriminate, rescue, and adjust the
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truth, which a fierce controversy threatens to tear in

pieces, at a time when the ecclesiastical atmosphere is

thick with the dust of the conflict, when all parties are

more or less in the wrong, and the public mind has

become so bewildered as not to be able to say what it

does or what it does not hold, or even what it held before

the strife of ideas began. In such circumstances, to speak
the word evoking order and peace, and to restore the mul-

titude of men to themselves and to each other, by a reasser-

tion ofwhat is old with a luminousness ofexplanation which

is new, is a gift inferior only to that of revelation itself.

This gift is not the characteristic of the history, nor is and aa

it akin to the spirit or the object, as we have described suitable

them, of the Benedictine Order. At the time of which
^^ ^^^^^

we are writing, the Christian athlete, after running one between

length of the stadium, was taking breath before commenc- ti^^^s of

ing a second com'se : the Christian combatant was securing ^.^"^1*^"

his conquests in t}:.e wide field of thought by a careful

review and catalogue of them, before going forth to make
new ones. He was fitly represented, therefore, at such a

season by the Benedictine, faithful, conscientious, affection-

ate, and obedient, like the good steward who keeps an eye
on all his master's goods, and preserves them from waste or

decay. First, then,he compared, emendated, and transcribed

the text of Scripture ;
next he transcribed the Fathers who

directly or indirectly commented on it
;
then he attached

to its successive portions such passages from the Fathers

as illustrated them
;
then he fused those catenated passages

into one homogeneous comment of liis own : and there he

stopped. He seldom added anything original. In such

a task the skill would lie in the happy management and
condensation of materials brought together from very va-

rious quarters, and here he would find the advantage of the

literary habits gained in his early education. A taste for

criticism would be another result of it, which we see in

Bede, and which would result in so much of leaning to

the literal interpretation of Scripture as was consistent

with the profession of editing and republishing, as it may T^®^""

be called, the comments of the Fathers. We see this ten-
interpre-

dency in Alcuin, Paschasius, and especially in Druthmar. tation of

Indeed, Alcuin's greatest work was the revision of the
^^^'"^P"

Scriptiu'e text.'^^ Other commentators were Ansbert, Sma-

^'
Codex, Alcuini labor, in Vallicellensi Bibliotheca asservatur. Baron,

an. 778.

3b

ture.
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ragdus, Hajmo, Remi, and the Irisli Sedulius, if lie was
a Benedictine. The most widely celebrated, however, of

these works was the Glossa Ordinaria of Walafrid, which
was in great measure an abridgment of Raban's Catena,
and became a standard authority in the centuries which
followed.

But con- But times were approaching when such peaceful labours

camr^^
were not sufficient for the Church*s need, and when theo-

upon logy needed to be something more than the rehearsal of

them; what her champions had achieved and her sages had
established in ages passed away. As the new Christian

society, which Charlemagne inaugurated, grew, its intel-

lect grew with it, and at last began to ask questions and

propose difficulties, which catence and commentaries could

not solve. Hard-headed objectors were not to be subdued

by the reverence for antiquity and the amenities of polite
literature

; and, when controversies arose, the Benedictines

found themselves, from the necessity of the times, called

to duties which were as uncongenial to the spirit of their

founder as the pohtical engagements of St. Dunstan or

St. Bernard. Nor must it be supposed that the other

parts of Christendom did not furnish matters demanding
their theological acrmien, even though none had arisen

in the Frankish Churches themselves. And here, we
conceive, we have this remarkable confirmation of the

.

identity of the Benedictine character, that, in proportion
as these matters were in substance already decided by
the Fathers, they acquitted themselves well in the contro-

versy, and in proportion as these matters demanded some

original explanations, the monastic disputants were less

successful. And in speaking of them, we speak of course

of their age itself, of wdiich they were leading teachers,

and which they represent. And we speak, not of indivi-

dual monks, who would have the natural talents, the

intellectual acuteness and subtlety of other men, but of

the action of the monasteries, considered as bodies and

historically, which is the true measure of the mental

discipline to which their Rule subjected them. We speak
of those whose duty lay, by virtue of their vocation, not

in confronting doubts but in suppressing them, and who
were not Hkely on the whole to succeed in exercises of

reason in which they had no practice,
that of One of the countries to which we allude, as being at

^^ the era of Charlemagne the seat of theological error, was

tionists, Spain, then under the power of the Saracens. The vie-
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torious infidels, in spite of their general toleration of Ca-

tholicism, of course could not avoid inflicting on it the

most serious injuries. One of these was the decay or

destruction of its schools,*^ and the want of education in

its priesthood, which was the consequence. Another

injiuy lay in the circumstance that Mahometanism, being
a misbelief or heresy, more than a direct denial of the

faith, seemed to have a right to interfere with it, and had
a tendency to corrupt it by the insinuation of its own opi-
nions and traditions about Christian facts and doctrines.

Mahomet is said to have been indebted to the teaching of

a Nestorian monk, and the demolition of images was one

of the watchwords of his armies. Now, from Spain at

this time proceeded the heresy of the Adoptionists, which
is of a Nestorian character; and it was in Spain that

Claudius of Turin matured those uncathohc opinions, espe-

cially on the subject of images, which have given him a •

place in ecclesiastical history.
The conflict with Nestorianism had been completed i^ ^^^^^^

long before the time of Charlemagne ; accordingly the they suc-

theologians of the age, in refuting it, had but to repeat
^^^^^d;

the arguments which they found ready for them in the

pages of the Fathers. Alcuin was one of those who un-

dertook the controversy, and proved himself abundantly
prepared for the work. " Paulinus and Alcuin", says
Professor DoUinger,

"
proved their point with a degree of

theological acmnen, and with a knowledge of the Fathers,
which in that age may surprise us".*^

Such was their success, when the doctrine in question ^\^g^^

had already been defined
; but, on the other hand, the about

question with which Claudius's name is connected, the ^"'^^s.

honour due to images, was still sub judice, and when the
ecumenical decision came from Nicaea, from whatever

cause, the Franks misunderstood and disputed it. The
same great council of Frankfort, which condemned the

Adoptionists, acted as a protection to the Iconolasts of

Constantinople. We are far indeed from insinuating that

the Fathers of the Frankish churches really differed from
the definition which came to them from the East; but
even for a century afterwards those churches regarded it,

to say the least, with dissatisfaction.

48 'ifhe Spanish Latin of that period was unquestionably extremely
corrupt." Neander Hist., vol. 6, p. 118.

*9 Cox's Translation, vol. 3, p. GO.
.
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Contro- Meanwhile the spirit of inquiry was alive and opera-
versy tive even within the hearts of these peaceful monastic

theh-own
communities themselves. We find it, as it would seem,

people,
in one of the immediate friends and pupils of Alcuin.

Fredegis, of the school of York, to whom he addressed

various of his letters and works, and whom he made his

successor at Tours, has left behind him an argumenta-
tive fragment of so strange a nature that it has been

thought a mere exercise in disputation and not a portion
of a serious work.^ He starts moreover with a proposition
in favour of the supremacy of reason as contrasted with

authority, which, though admitting of a CathoHc expla-

nation, is capable also of being made the basis of a philo-

sophy to wliich we shall immediately have occasion to

allude.^' Soon after, Gotteschalc, a monk of Orbais,

taught that the decree of divine predestination has direct

• reference to the lost as well as the saved
;
and about the

same time Ratramn of the monastery of Corbie, opposed the

Catholic doctrine of the Holy Eucharist. But these intel-

lectual movements within the Benedictine territory were

eclipsed by a manifestation of the sceptical spirit which
came from a country, where from its prevalent religious

temperament such a phenomenon was little to have been

expected.
There was a portion of the Western Church which had

the Scots.
^i6ver been included in the Roman Empire, and but par-

tially, if at all, included within the range of the Benedic-

tine discipline. While that discipHne made its way north-

ward, became the instrument of Anglo-Saxon conversion,

and even supplanted the rule of Columban in the French

monasteries, the coimtrymen of Columban remained faith-

ful to their old monachism, descended southwards a second

time, and retahated on the convents of the continent by a

fresh introduction of themselvas and their traditions. At
this period, whatever may have been their hterary attain-

ments, they were more remarkable for a bold indepen-
dence of mind, a curiosity, activity, and vigour of

thought, wliich contrasted strongly with the genius of

Bede and Raban. Their strength lay in those exercises of

pure reason which go by the name of "
pliilosophy", or of

" wisdom". Thus in an ancient writer the Irish Scots are

spoken of as
^^

sophid clari".^^ By Heric of Auxerre, in

&o Vid. Ittig. BibUoth., p. 313.
•"•' Vid. Neauder, vol. 6, p. 161

;
Baluz. Miscell., t. 2, p. 56.

^' Brucker Fhilos., t. 3, p. 574.
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the passage so often quoted, they are described as "
pliilo-

sophorum greges\ venturing across the stormy sea to the

wide continent of Europe. And so in the legendary ac-

count, by a monk of St. Gall, of the Irish scholars who
accosted the Frankish Emperor, they are represented as

crying out, "Who wants wisdom? who will buy wis-

domf Dunstan, again, is said to have learned ^''philoso-

phy'^ in Ireland
;
and Benedict ofAniane, the second foun-

der of the Benedictines, is expressly described as looking
with suspicion on their syllogistic method, which was so

hostile to the habits of mind which his own Order culti-

vated. These Irish scholars, indeed, were too sincere Ca-

thohcs, viewing them in the mass, to warrant this jea-

lousy ;
but it was not without foundation, as we shall see,

as regards individuals, and at least would have abundant
warrant in the judgments of those who differed so much
from them in mental characteristics as did the Benedic-

tines. On the other hand there was much in the Anglo-
Saxon temper intimately congenial with the latter : then,
as now, the occupants of the British soil seem to have
been practical rather than speculative, fond of hard work
rather than of hard thought, tenacious of what they had

received, jealous of novelty, the champions of law and or^

der. Thus the English and Irish may be said so far to

represent respectively the two great Orders which came
in succession on the stage of ecclesiastical history ; and,
as they were not without their collisions at home, so we
detect some instances, and may conjecture others, of their

rivalry as missionaries and teachers in central Europe.
We read, for instance, in the history of St. Boniface, that

one of liis antagonists in his organisation of the Churches
which he had founded in Germany, was an Irish priest of

the name of Clement. Boniface relates, if his account is to

be received to the letter, that this priest neither allowed

the authority of Jerome, Augustin, or Gregory, nor of the

sacred canons
;
that he maintained the marriage of bishops ;

argued from Scripture in defence of marriage with a sis-

ter-in-law, and taught a sort of universaHsm. Another

Irishman, with whom Boniface had a quarrel, was Virgil,
afterwards Bishop of Salzburg, who has been acknow-

ledged, as well as Boniface, for a saint. He offended

Boniface by maintaining what seems like a doctrine of

the existence of antipodes.
The antagonism between the two schools extended into ^.u'

the next century. Of course John Scotus Erigena, whom
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Charles the Bald placed in the chair of Alcuin in the

School of the Palace, is the palmary specimen of the phi-

losopliical party among the Irish monks. This remarkable

man, while acknowledging the authority of Revelation,
laid it down as a first principle of his speculations, as

Fridegis had done before him, that reason must come

first, and authority second. Such a proposition indeed
was faulty only in its appHcation ;

for St. Austin himself

had laid it down in his treatise de Ordine. It is self-

evident that we should not know what was revelation

and what was not, unless we used our reason to decide

the point. Whatever we are obhged in the event to

learn from external sources, our process of inquiry must

begin from within. The ancient Father whom we have
mentioned propounds both the principle and the sense in

which it is true.
" We leam things necessarily in two

ways", he says,
"
by authority and by reason. Tempore

auctoritas, re autem ratio prior est"
;
but Erigena, as is

generally agreed, accounted reason, not only as the ulti-

mate basis of reHgious truth, but the direct and proper
warrant for it

; and, armed with this principle, he pro-
ceeded to take part in the two controversies which we
have already had occasion to mention, the Predestinarian

and the Eucharistic. " The writings have come to us",

says the church of Lyons, speaking of his tendencies, Hke

Clement's, to universahsm,
" the writings have come to

us, vaniloqui et garruli hominis, who, disputing on divine

prescience and predestination with human, or, as he boasts,

pliilosophical reasonings, without any deference to Scrip-

ture, or regard to the authority of the Holy Fathers,
has dared to define by his own independent assertion what
is to be held and followed". Thus Erigena adopted Cle-

ment's argumentative basis, as well as his doctiine. His
views upon reason and authority are distinctly avowed in

the first book of his work De divisione naturce. " You
are not ignorant", he argues,

" that what is prius natura

ranks higher than what is prius tempore. We have been

taught", referring apparently to St. Austin,
" that reason

is prior in nature, authority in time
; now, whereas nature

was created together with time, authority did not begin
with the beginning of time and nature; on the other

hand, reason had its origin with nature and time in the

first beginning of things". The Scholar repHes to him,
"Reason itself teaches this; for authority has proceeded
from right reason, reason by no means from authority.
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For all authority which is not approved by right reason

is .weak ;
whereas right reason, when it is fortified in its

own strength, settled and immovable, need not be cor-

roborated by the conciuTence of any authority", lib. 1.

w. 71. In like manner, in the commencement ojphis work
on Predestination, while appeahng to St. Austin, he

makes philosophy and religion convertible terms.^^

Erigena was succeeded in the Schola Palatii by Man- His suc-

non, who inherited his master's philosophy. He himself cessors.

had called Plato the greatest of philosophers, and Aristotle

the most subtle of investigators ; and, according to the

testimony of Friar Bacon, he was a successful interpreter
of the latter writer

;
and Mannon, in like manner, has left

commentaries on Plato's de Legihus and de Repuhlicd
and on Aiistotle's Ethics. About the same time flourished

in France another Irishman, named Macarius
;
and he too

showed the same leaning towards pantheism which has

been imputed to Erigena.^* From him this error was
introduced into the monastery of Corbie. At a later date

we hear of one Patrick, who from his name may be con-

sidered as an Irishman, holding the same heterodox opi-
nion about the Eucharist, which Ratramn and Erigena
advanced.^^

As to the two controversies, which have been men- Contro-

tioned more than once, while they exemplify to us the
'^^^^

scholasticismus ante scholasticos then in action, they afford predes-

fresh illustrations also of the insufiiciency of such instru- tination.

ments as the Church at that time had in her service,
to meet this formidable antagonist of her religious supre-

macy. No mind equal to Erigena appeared on the side

of traditionary teaching ;
and the vigour with which the

Adoptionists were condemned and the Filioque inserted

in the Creed, did not manifest itself in the dealing of the

Prankish Synods with the bold doctrine of Gotteschalc

and Ratramn. Gotteschalc, as we have said, was a monk
of Orbais. We suddenly find liim asserting categorically
that the reprobate have been predestined to damnation
from eternity. Raban and the Synod of Mentz con-
demned this doctrine. Hincmar and the Synod of Quiercy
condemn it also

;
and Pardulus, bishop of Laon, writes

against it. Then Lupus writes, if not in defence of Got-

teschalc, at least not in accordance with Hincmar, who,

^3 Guizot Civil., t. 2, p. 375. ^*'

Lanigan Hist., vol. 3, p. 320." Vid. leather. Ep. apud Dach. Spic, t. 1., p. 375.
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in distress for a champion, has recourse to no other than

Erigena, and'Erigena, as might be expected from what
has been said above, proceeded to commit himself to

an extreme doctrine of miiversahsm, as Gotteschalc had
to an extreme predestinarianism. Upon this, Florus and
Prudentius write against Erigena; and Remigius, ex-

plaining or espousing the thesis of Gotteschalc, writes

against the three Epistles of Raban, Hincmar, and Par-

dulus. Hincmar repHes in a second Synod of Quiercy ;

and the Bishops of Lorraine rejoia in the Synod of

Valence. The controversy ceases rather than tenninates

at the Synod of Savonnieres, in which all parties were

represented, and in which four important articles were

received, bearing indirectly on the subject of dispute, but

leaving without distinct notice the original position of

Gotteschalc.
Contro- In the eucharistic controversy, which lasted through

aboTtthe Several centuries, the Benedictine Paschasius, supported

Holy by Haimo, Hincmar, and Ratherius, expounded the tra-

Eucha-
ditionary doctrine afterwards defined : but his statements

^^^'
were met by the dissent, or the hesitation, as it would

appear, of men of his own schools, Raban, Ratramn,
Amalarius, Heribald, Heriger, Diiithmar, and Floms. At
the end of two centuries indeed appeared the great Bene-

dictines Lanfranc and Anselm, who dealt successfully
with tliis as well as other controversies. But it must be

recollected that, though their school of Bee is confessedly
the historical fountainliead of the new theology wliich

was making its way into Christendom, it is as httle a

fair specimen of the Benedictine character in matters of

teaching, as such imperial minds as their brother-monk

and contemporary, Hildebrand, can fairly represent their

institute in ecclesiastical poHtics.

Tran-i-
And thus the period, properly Benedictine, ended;

tion of tliis honour being sho-wn by Providence to the great
Benedic- Order from which it is named, in reward for its long and
tines to

p^^jgj^^ services to rehgion, that, though its monks were

Domi- not to be immediately employed by the Church in the
nicans.

special sense in which they had been her ministers for

some hundreds of years, still they should be the first to

point out, and they should hansel, those new weapons,
which an Order of a diiFerent genius was destined to

\vield against a new description of opponents
Nor is it without significancy that the Anglo-Saxon

Chiu*ch, itself the creation of the Benedictines, and the
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seat from wliicli their influence went out for tKe educa-

tion or conversion of Europe from the Baltic to the Bay
of Biscay, should have its share in this honour

;
and that,

as Theodore was brought all the way from Tarsus to Can-

terbury, so Lanfranc from Lombardy and Anselm from

Piedmont should successively fill the archiepiscopal throne

of Theodore.
John H. Newman.

Art. II.—On the Dates of the Nativity and Crucifixion.

By W. H. Scott.

IT
is generally known that the correctness of what is gt^te-

called the Vulgar or Anno Domini agra, though it ment of

seems to have been admitted without question during the s^^J^cf

period of the middle ages, has, since the revival of letters,

been not disputed merely, but universally denied
;
or in

other words, that though we popularly speak of the pre-
sent year as the 1858th since the Birth of Christ, yet in

fact more than 1858 years have elapsed since that event

happened. What, however, within the Hmits of several

years, is the true date of the Nativity, and in connection

with this, and as partly depending upon it, that of the

Crucifixion also, is a point on which they who have most

carefully examined the subject at one period or another,
have come to difierent conclusions. These conclusions,

indeed, have an increasing tendency to converge as time
advances

;
but at present it cannot be said that they have

been brought into harmony, or that any really satisfactory
view of the subject has yet been offered. This deficiency
it is the aim of the following pages, so far as possible, to

supply. My object, accordiiigly, will be to state, as I

proceed, the various difficulties besetting the whole ques-
tion of these two points of chronology ; to give the exist-

ing materials for the determination of it
;
to examine the

results arrived at by those who have most carefully sifted

and combined these materials; and, lastly, to draw the

conclusion forced upon myself by the consideration of the
whole field of inquiry,

—a conclusion not wholly agreeing
with that of any other investigators in this field, but which,
I feel satisfied, will alone adequately solve the compHca-
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tions necessarily besetting the problem on every other hy-
pothesis.

Origin of The subjcct may be conveniently opened by stating
A.D. the origin of the Anno Domini gera now in use. It was
»ra. invented by Dionysius Exiguus (according to Blair's

Chronological Tables, in 516 a.d., but according to other

authorities) in 526; and he based his computation of it

simply on two passages of St. Luke's Gospel (iii. 1, and
iii. 23), namely, the statement that St. Jolin the Baptist,
the inunediate forerunner of our Lord, began his ministry
in the fifteenth year of the reign of the emperor Tiberius,
and the announcement in the same chapter, that our Lord
at the time of His baptism by St. John, an event which
took place "whilst all the multitude were being baptized",
and therefore, as it is natural to suppose, in the same year,

rjv wcTEL trujv rpiaKOvra ap-)(6jxi.vog ;
that is, if we adopt

the most reasonable interpretation the words admit,
" was

about beginning His thirtieth year". It is known that the

reign of Tiberius began on the 19th of August, in the

year of the foundation of Rome 767
; accordingly nothing,

it would seem, could be better grounded than the inference

drawn by Dionysius, that our Lord, towards the termina-

tion of the fifteenth year of Tiberius' reign, when His bap-
tism must have taken place, was terminating His twenty-
ninth year ;

whence it would follow that the fifteenth of

Tiberius would be the period from August 28, of our

Lord's life, to August 29 ;
and hence the first year of His

life would synchronise with the year of the foundation of

Rome 754 (a.d. 1) ;
or in other words. He would have

been born (if we accept the tradition as to the month) in

the December of the preceding year, that is, in the year
called in our received chronological system B.C. 1, or

A.u.c. 753.

Why the The calculation of the year of the Nativity thus arrived

A.D. sera at was generally accepted, as before said, until in process
IS wrong q£ iiT^Q a discovery was made which at once threw it into

confusion. This discovery was the circmnstance that

Herod the Great, he who slaughtered the Holy Innocents

in the massacre of Bethlehem, died about the time of the

Passover (or Easter) of B.C. 4. Our Lord, Avho was con-

veyed into Egjrpt to escape that massacre, and who was

actually in Egypt at the time of the death of Herod,
must consequently have been born, at the very latest, in

December B.C. 5
;
in other words, foiu: years, at the least,

earlier than Dionysius' computation. If Herod, there-
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fore, really died in tlie spring of B.C. 4, the error of Dio-

nysius must lie in tlie interpretation eitlier ofthe "fifteenth

of Tiberius", or of the "thirty years" which our Lord is

said to have been "
beginning" during the fifteenth of

Tiberius. Of the various theories of chronologists in re-

gard to these two passages I shall speak as I proceed. At
the outset it is essential to give the reasons wliich make it

certain that Herod the Great died about the time of the

Passover of B.C. 4, a.u.c. 750.

First, however, let us pause for a moment to survey Survey

the region of controversy we are about to enter. To give p^
^"^"

anything, indeed, like an account of the literature of this
•'^^ '

question, from the earliest ecclesiastical writers to our

own times, is neither necessary nor possible within the

limits of an inquiry like tliis. But it will be well, at

starting, to have a general idea of the development which
the subject has taken in the course of centuries, and to

state the conclusions which I undertake to establish as

the ultimate result of that development. The early Fa-

thers, then, generally speaking, lunited the life of our

Lord to thirty years altogether, and His ministry to the

one year which is the last of those thirty, assigning for

the date of the Crucifixion a.d. 29, and for that of the

Nativity, B.C. 2^ (the latter being based virtually on the

same foundation with the sera of Dionysius). Next, the

later ecclesiastical writers, from Eusebius downwards,
found it necessary to extend the ministry of our Lord
from one to three years, and accordingly placed the Cru-
cifixion in A.D. 33

;
and so things remained till the tune

of Scaliger and his contemporaries, when the counter-

process began, in consequence of the discoveries connected
with the death of Herod, of putting back the date of the

Nativity, year by year, until, with Kepler and the " Art
de verifier les dates", it has ascended to B.C. 6

;
with San-

clemente, Ideler, Patrizi, and other moderns, to B.C. 7;
and has culminated, in one particular instance,^ at B.C. 8 ;

compensation at the same time being usually made at

the other end, by restricting the date of the Crucifixion

to its original limit, a.d. 29.^ Finally, the wheel, after

^ Or B.C. 3, as computing from the Incarnation. Fr. Spanhem.
Chron. Sac. Opera, torn, i., p. 209, etc.

^ Viz. in tlie
" Problema de anno Nativitatis Christi", by INIagnan,

Rome, 1772.
^ The " Art de verifier les dates" is an exception, as maintaining

both B.C. 6 and a.d. 33.
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more tlian a millennium, has come full circle, the absolute

correctness of the Dionysian aera of the sixth century hav-

ing actually been reasserted by Rondet, a French writer,
in the eighteenth,* along with a.d. 33 as the date of the

Crucifixion
;
the ground which he takes up being, that no

other chronology is compatible with the Scriptural data,
and that all other authorities must give way to Scripture.
For myself, I am certainly unable to accept so summary
a conclusion as this last to all previous researches

;
on

the contrary, I accept of both the extremes of the chro-

nological expansion just spoken of, and undertake to es-

tablish them
;
in other words, I assert the date of the

The true Nativity, on the one hand, to be B.C. 8, and that of the
dates are

Crucifixion, on the other, to be a.d. 33. And I now
and a.'d. pi'oceed to the proof of this, by examining the date, on
33. which everything else turns, of the death of Herod.

That he died, then, at the Passover of B.C. 4, is estab-

lished as follows :

Proofs 1. The length of his reign is accurately recorded by
Herod Jc>sephus, both in the "

Antio^uities" and in the " War":
the Gt.

" Herod died, having reigned thirty-four years from the
died death of Antigonus, and thirty-seven years from the time

B cf'4
when he was created king })j the Romans".^ Now the

1. from decree by which he was made king was passed by the

length of senate in the consulship of Cn. Domitius Calvinus and C.
reign; ^sinius Pollio; that is, in A.u.c. 714, or B.C. 40, the years

being counted according to the Jewish rule in reference to

kings' reigns, which was that the computation began not

from the day on which they came to the throne, but from

the beginnmg of the year containing that day.^ The

years of Herod are therefore counted from the new moon
of the Jewish month Nisan, in B.C. 40, which happened
in that particular year on April 3. Not less explicit is

the statement as to the actual commencement of his reign ,

three years afterwards, when he took Jerusalem and
wrested the sovereign power from the hands of Antigonus.
" This calamity", says Josephus,

"
befell the city of Jerusa-

lem in the consulship of M. Agrippa and Caninius Cal-

lus". That he took Jerusalem in this year is further

*
Reprinted in Zaccaria,

''

Dissertazioni", Rome, 1840 (Diss. 9 and 10).
5 "

Antiquities", xvii. 10.
"
War", i. 21.

^ For the citations and facts here given, which are common to all the

later writers on the subject of Herod's death, see especially Patrizi

(Patritius de Evangeliis, Friburg, 1853), and Lardner, vol. i. Append,
on Time of Herod's death

;
also Mr. Browne's Ordo Soeclorum.
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confirmed by the notice in Josephus, that this event hap-

pened
*' on the same day on which, twenty-seven years

earher, the city had been taken by Pompey" ;
for it is

known from the same writer that Pompey took Jerusalem

in the consulship ofM. Cicero and C. Antonius (a.u.c.691),
wliich is just twenty-seven years earher than the consul-

ship of Agrippa and Caninius Gallus, according to the in-

clusive method of reckoning employed by Josephus.
This second beginning of the reign of Herod is there-

fore to be fixed at the new moon of Nisan, a.u.c. 717, or

B.C. 37, a day falling in that year on the 1st of April.

Accordingly, whether we compute from the first or second

beginning of Herod's reign, we discover in either case that

it terminates somewhere between 1 Nisan in B.C. 4, and
the day before 1 Nisan in B.C. 3.

2, So far then it has been proved that the year of the 2. from

death of Herod was either B.C. 4 or B.C. 3. But of these eclipse;

two possible dates, that the true one is B.C. 4, is confirmed

in the strongest manner by astronomical evidence. " Thus

much", says Ideler,'
" has been long and generally ac-

knowledged, that om' vulgar sera, which is derived from

Dionysius, is under-calculated by at least four years" ; and,

among various evidences of this, the one which is all-

important is the partial eclipse of the moon wliich occurred

on the night of the 12th—13th of March, A.u.c. 750, or

B.C. 4. "According to the account in Josephus, there

arose dming the last illness of Herod a rebelHon, at the

head of which stood the scribe Matthias. He caused the

guilty parties to be burned, and on the night on which
tliis happened was an eclipse of the moon. This eclipse",

says Ideler, "I have acciu-ately calculated. According to

Delambre's solar, and Mayer s and Mason's lunar tables, it

began at Jerusalem (2h. 13m. east of Paris) at Ih. 38m.,
and ended at 4h. 12m., a.m., true time In the

year 750 no other lunar eclipse was visible at Jerusalem
;

and A.u.c. 751, to which year some chronologists refer the
death of Herod, there was no lunar eclipse whatever".

Kepler, Petavius, and the Mam-ists in the "Artde verifier

les dates", according to Patrizi, similarly assign the eclipse
to the night in question.

" This eclipse then, as falling

necessarily at the full of the moon, preceded the Passover
of B.C. 4 by just one lunation"

;
and as it is further evident

"^ Ideler Handbuch der Mathematischen und Technischen Chronologie;
and Ord. Sad. i. S. 24, etc.
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from Josephus that tlie deatli of Herod occurred just be-

fore a Passover, this must necessarily have been the Pass-

over of B.C. 4. For had the death of Herod taken place
at the Passover of B.C. 3, there must have been an interval

between the eclipse and this Passover, not of one month
but of thirteen

;
and this, when the circumstances of the

case are examined, is an impossible supposition. It has

been objected, indeed, that the events mentioned by
Josephus as occurring in the interval between the echpse
and the death of Herod, cannot be compressed into that

space of less than a month, which is all that is allowed if

the Passover of B.C. 4 was that of Herod's death
;
but a

sufficient answer to this objection is the following state-

ment, which we give in the words of a writer before

quoted :
—

" The eclipse^ took place in the very night after

Herod's execution of certain sophists or zealots, who had
thrown down a golden eagle, which he had placed over

the eastern gate of the Temple. From that time Herod's

disease increased in violence. Seeking relief he crossed

the Jordan on a visit to the hot springs of Callirhoe, where,
as a last resource, his physicians ordered him to be bathed

in hot oil. The experiment had nearly proved fatal, and
from that time Herod despaired of hfe. He immediately
returned to Jericho. There he received, by the return of

his ambassadors whom he had sent to Rome, the imperial

rescript, which ordered him to puthis sonAntipaterto death.
' For a short space', says Josephus,

' he revived
;
butvery soon

he relapsed, and weary of his life, attempted to lay violent

hands upon himself. Antipater, in his prison, hearing the

shriek which was raised upon this alarm, and hoping that

it betokened his father's death, endeavoured to bribe the

jailor to set him at Kberty. The jailor went straightway
to Herod with information of Antipater's design ;

and the

tyrant in consequence gave peremptory orders on the spot
for the execution of his son. This was done

;
and on the

jflfth day after the execution Herod breathed his last
'

".

"
Immediately after the funeral and the seven days

mourning, Archelaus, who by his father's last will, made
within five days of his death, was nominated king of

Judaea, went up to Jerusalem
;
and then, just at the con-

clusion of the pubhc mourning, was the Passover. All

this while, Archelaus was in urgent haste to go to Rome,

8
Joseph. Ant. xviL C, 5-7; BeU. Jud. I. ii 2, 3. Ord. Saecl. 1. c.
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to obtain the ratification of his father's last will
;
on which

errand he set sail immediately after the festival. From
these details it follows incontestably that the death of

Herod preceded the Passover by not more than seven or

eight days".
The author of this passage then insists (as does Patrizi)

on the perfect possibility of including these various

events within the assigned Hmits, if only we take into ac-

count the nearness of Jerusalem to the places (Callirhoe
and the Jordan) here mentioned. On the other hand, the

difficulties, or rather impossibilities, attending the other

alternative, or the su]3position of an interval of thirteen

months, are well put by Lardner :
—If the eclipse, he says,

be admitted, and yet it be maintained that Herod died a

few days before the Passover of B.C. 3 (the later of the two

possible ones), then he must have lived a year after the

execution of the rabbies. But this is incredible, consider-

ing the description Josephus gives of his illness.
" Be-

sides, it is evident that the mourning of the Jewish people
for the rabbies, at the Passover next after Herod's death,
was very fresh (jriv^og o\)\ vTreaToX/uiivov, aXX ot/iwyat
K. T. X.), which could not have been if the rabbies had
been dead a year before. Moreover, it is evident that

Herod's ambassadors were sent away to Rome to know

Augustus' pleasure concerning Antipater, some time before

the disturbance at the Temple, when the golden eagle
was taken down

;
and it is very plain that Herod Kved

not many days after the arrival of the ambassadors. So

that, according to this opinion, these ambassadors must
have spent above a year in their journey from Judaea to

Rome and back again, though they were sent upon very
pressing business, which is also incredible".

3. A distinct proof that Herod died at the Passover of 3. from

B.C. 4, and not that of B.C. 3, is contained in the recorded '"^^ff" ^^

chronology of the reign of his successor Archelaus. iJ^^^'
Archelaus began to reign, according to Josephus, seven

days after the death of his father Herod. It was foretold

to him by an Essene that he should reign nine years : so

it is said in the "
Wars"; but in the "

Antiquities", which
were written after the "

Wars", the length of his reign is

given as ten years, this prophecy being the interpretation
of a dream in which he saw, as the "Antiquities" says, ten
ears of com devoured by oxen. In another passage also

Josephus speaks exphcitly of his own father Matthias

having been born,
"

as Avitnessed by the public registers",
II. 4
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in the tenth year of the reign of Archelaus. The passages
are easily harmonized by considering him to have reigned
nine years complete, and part of a tenth year. Now he
was deposed and banished by Augustus in the consulship
of M. ^milius Lepidus and C. Arruntius Nepos, that is,

in the interval from the first of January to the first ofJuly,
A.u.c. 759. Herod his father, therefore, cannot but have
died at the Passover of a.u.c. 750, or B.C. 4

;
for had he

died at that of a.u.c. 751, or B.C. 3, nine complete years
could not have elapsed between the date of liis death and
that of Archelaus' deposition.

4. A final proof that Herod died in B.C. 4, has been de-

tetr ir'h
^^^^^ from a comparison of the known duration of the

ate of tetrarchate of his son Herod Antipas with the date of liis

Herod banishment, which may be ascertained. For Herod An-
Antipas.

tipas, the brother of Archelaus, became tetrarch of Galilee

on the death of his father
;
and the circumstances of his

deposition and banislmaent were the following :
—He had

been calumniated before the emperor Caligula by Herod

Agrippa (that same Agrippa who put to death St. James
the Apostle), and having no suspicion of what had been

done, was persuaded by his wife Herodias to make a

journey to Rome for the sake of an interview with Cali-

gula, in the hope that the emperor would be induced to

make him king. The result of this interview, which took

place at Baias in Campania, where Caligula was then stay-

ing, was his banishment from the tetrarchy ;
and it appears

that it must have occurred in the summer of a.d. 39.

For Herod Antipas did not start for Rome till after the

return of Herod Agrippa to Palestine as king of Judaea ;

his object being to obtain, at the instigation of his wife,

who was jealous of Agrippa's good fortune, an equal

dignity for himself. Now Agrippa's return took place in

the second year of Cahgula, or a.d. 38, and about the

time of the beginning of the Etesian winds, that is, at the

end of July ;
for he waited, we are told, for these winds.

Herod Antipas therefore, resisting as he did at the outset

the entreaties of his wife, and setting out at last only after

having made his preparations on the most magnificent
scale, could not have started for Italy before the spring
of A.D. 39 at the earliest, and could not have arrived in

Italy later than the smnmer of that year at the farthest :

for Caligula did not continue at Baiaa later than August
in that year ; and the possibility of the year following this

being the one in which Antipas arrived, is excluded by
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the circumstance that Caligula, after quitting Baiae, as just

said, in a.d. 39, made a militaxy expedition into Gaul,

from which he did not return to Rome till the following

autumn, by which time the deposition of Antipas had

certainly taken place : inasmuch as Caligula had an inter-

view with Herod Agrippa during the autumn of a.d. 40,

at Puteoli, and we find Agrippa thanking him for having
conferred the tetrarchy of Gahlee, which had belonged to

Antipas, upon himself.

To conclude, then :
—it further appears that Herod An-

tipas was tetrarch for forty-three years : for this is inferred

from the numeral 43 (M T) which is to be seen upon three

of his coins now existing, and is the latest date exhibited

by any coin of his having any pretensions to be genuine.'*

Now if he was deposed, as above shown, in the summer of

A.D. 39, then by computing backwards from the beginning
of the forty-third year of liis tetrarchate, that is, from the

first of Nisan a.d. 39, we arrive necessarily at the Nisan

of B.C. 4, as the date of his accession to the tetrarchy and

of the death of his father. Had the date of these events

been the Nisan of B.C. 3, the forty-third year of his reign
would have begun, in defiance of the coins, on the first of

Nisan a.d. 40, or in other words, half a year after his de-

position.
Such is the proof that the death of Herod the Great But

certainly happened a few days before the Passover of B.C. J5*'^,*^^

4. The determination, however, of the date of his death
^^^ ^

does not of itself determine that of the Nativity, except so does not

far as to make it certain that our Lord, since He was born Pfo^^

and was carried into Egypt before it happened, must at
qI^^I^^

any rate have been born earlier than B.C. 4. It has been b.c. o.

usual indeed to acquiesce in the supposition tliat He was
born towards the close of the preceding year, B.C. 5 ;

the

ground for this supposition being, partly, unwilfingness to

disturb the inferences drawn by Dionysius as to the date

of the Nativity more than was absolutely necessary (for
the further the Nativity is carried backwards, the more
difiicult does it become to explain the statement in St.

Luke of our Lord's age at the time of His baptism), and

partly because St. Matthew seems at first sight to speak as

if the visit of the wise men, and consequently the flight

^ Vaillant's assertion that he had seen one coin bearing 44 (MA), is

considered to be neutralized—1. by the refusal of numismatists to

recognize it
;

2. by the carelessness he shows in the treatise in which ho
mentions it. (See Zaccaria, Diss. 7 and 10.)

4 B
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Origin
iiito Egypt, had taken place witHn a few days after tlie

of mis- Nativity. The difficulties, however, attending this inter-
take on

pretation of St. Matthew's language," will be found insur-

poiut.
mountable. This will easily be seen from the very argu-
ments by which Maldonati, one of its defenders, attempts
to establish it.

Qj^ Accepting then, as he does, the ordinary tradition that

view, the wise men came thirteen days after the Nativity, he

tiiat_ urges that this cannot be far wrong, for the following rea-

cam^^at
^ons :

—
First, because the words of the Evangelist are,

Nati-
" When Jesus was born, behold wise men came"

;
and here

'^'Jty, "both the connection of the words and the particular ex-

pression "behold", imply, he says, that the coming of the

wise men immediately followed the Nativity (here he com-

pares Genesis xxix. 9: "They were yet speaking, and be-

hold Kachel came with her father's sheep" ;
and a similar

passage, Genesis xxiv. 15). Secondly, because it is cer-

tain that Joseph and the Blessed Virgin did not remain in

Bethlehem beyond the forty days of the purification ap-

pointed by the law in Lev. xii. 2, for they came imme-

diately to Jerusalem to present the Divine Infant before

the Lord {Luke ii. 22), and then immediately retmTied

into Galilee, to their own city Nazareth (ii. 39). As the

wise men, therefore, found Christ in Bethlehem {Matt. ii.

8, 9), this must necessarily have happened earher than

the fortieth day from His Nativity.
Now as to the former of these two arguments, the ob-

jection founded on the " connection of the words" is

apparently the same with that insisted on by Casaubon'"

and repeated by Vossius ;" namely, that the Greek of the

passage being y^vvri^ivTog 'Irjo-ou, tSov, k. r. A., the identity
of the time of the Nativity with that of the coming of the

wise men is implied in the use of the aorist y^vvn^ivrog
rather than the perfect yfYcvvTjjuevou,

" ea enim vis est

aoristi"
;
to which the answer is manifest, that the "force of

the aorist" is exactly the contrary to what is here said, its

time, as the very name aorist implies, being always inde-

finite, and in consequence often requiring to be expressed
in English or Latin by the pluperfect. We translate Matt.

ii. 13 (Kara rov )(p6vov ov rtKpi^uxyt irapa rtjv /xaywv),
"
juxta tempus quod exquisierat a magis";

"
according to

the time which he had diligently inquired of the wise

'°
Casaub., Exercitat. 2, ad Annal. Baronii^ c. 9

;
G. J. Vossii Disser-

tatio Gemina^ etc., de Natali Anno Christi, i. 28; also Patrizi ad loc.
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men"
; wliy tlien may we not similarly translate in tliis jg fuii of

case,
" wliereas Jesus had been bom"? Or wbo would difficui-

argue from the words in Gal. iv. 29, 6 icara crapKa
^^^'

y^vvn^HQ idtujKE Tov KaTCL TTVEu/za,^' that Ishmael, so soon

as lie was born, began to persecute Isaac ? Again, the in-

ference from the word "
behold", may surely be dismissed

with the remark, that neither are the passages from

Genesis parallel, in the form in which they are cast, to

this in St. Matthew, nor, if they were, would it be any

proof that St; Matthew meant more by the word " behold"

than simply to direct attention to a remarkable circum-

stance here as elsewhere.^^ As to the second and more se-

rious argument, let us now consider the difficulties inevit-

ably besetting us if we receive it. First, what is to be

made of the definite assertion by St. Matthew that the

Bethlehemite children were put to death " from two years
old and under, according to the time diligently inquired
of the wise men" by Herod ? The difficulty of this pas-

sage has been felt from the earliest times. Both Eusebius

and Epiphanius consider it to mean that the wise men
came two years after the birth of Christ

;
and such would

certainly appear to be its natural meaning. St. Augustine,
on the other hand, seems to think that they quitted their

own country two years before the Nativity, which, as

Maldonati says, is incredible. He himself adopts the

opinion elsewhere proposed by St. Augustine, that they
set out coincidently with the birth of Christ. This, he

says, is implied in the words " We have seen His star in

the East" : that is, it announced Him to be born. More-
over the wise men say :

" Where is He who is born king
of the Jews ?" as though the appearance of the star imphed
His birth. Accordingly those who, with Maldonati and First

Natalis Alexander, consider the visit of the wise men to diffi-

have occm-red only a few days after the Nativity, are
^" ^^'*

obliged to get rid of the force of St. Matthew's statement
,

(which certainly implies that Herod at any rate under-

stood the wise men to mean that Christ at that time might
possibly be two years old), by saying that Herod put the

children to death from the age of two years downwards

merely in order to make sure of his prey, by adding ofhis

own accord two years to the time which they mentioned.

>> See L. B. Triebel De Magis, in " Thesaurus Novus Theol. Phil.,

parsii. Th. Hascei, etc".
'^
Compare Matt. ii. 9.
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An unsatisfactory explanation certainly : for the language
of tlie Evangelist (and tliat twice repeated, as if to give

particular emphasis to the assertion),'^ distinctly implies
that he acted in so doing, not out of his own head, but

agi'eeably to their express statement.

Second But a greater difficulty even than this is the reconcilia-
<^'ffi- tion of Maldonati's view with the circumstances of the
cu ty.

^{g\ii into Egypt. That event certainly occurred as the

immediate result of the visit of the wise men to Bethle-

hem. But if so, the holy family must, on the supposition
that the visit of the wise men took place before the Puri-

fication, have set out for Egypt not from Bethlehem but
from Nazareth; for St. Luke's words are explicit, that
"

after they had performed all things according to the law
of the Lord, they returned into GaUlee to their own city
Nazareth", Maldonati, accordingly, has nothing for it but

to assmne this to have been the case. But the assumption
itself is at variance with the Gospel narrative in the fol-

lowing respects ;
—

First, the scene of the whole account,
as given by St. Matthew, is certainly Bethlehem. The
wise men come to Bethlehem

; they are warned in sleep
not to return to Herod when they leave Bethlehem

;
and

Joseph, after their departiu-e, is warned to ily into Egypt
(which he does immediately by night), because Herod
*' will seek the Child to destroy Him". Now as Herod,

agreeably to this warning, sent to Bethlehem to put the

children of Bethlehem to death and those of its neigh-
bourhood, so soon as he found he had been deceived by
the wise men, it is inconceivable that St. Matthew should

have thus written, if in fact, at the very time when the

plot was being devised by Herod, our Lord had been

beyond the range of his suspicions by being at Nazareth,
without something at least of an allusion to such a circum-

stance. So far, however, from making any such allusion

as this, what he does say on the subject implies the direct

contrary ;
for in his notice of the return out of Egypt, he

says that Joseph,
"
hearing that Archelaus reigned in

Judaga in the room of Herod his father, was afraid to go
thither, and being warned in sleep, retired into the quar-
ters of Galilee, and coming he dwelt in a city called Na-
zareth". Tliis surely implies that Joseph thought to return

into Judaea, that is to Bethlehem, as being the place from
which he took his departure when he went into Egypt,

^^ Matt. ii. 7, 16.
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aiid turned aside to Nazareth, his original home, only in

consequence of a special supernatural warning to that

effect.

Again, Maldonati is obliged, according to his view, to xhiid

explain away, contrary to allprobability, the full force of diffi-

the words, Matt. ii. 16.
" Then Herod, perceiving that ^"^'>*-

he was deluded by the wise men, was exceeding angry,
and sending killed all the men children that were born

in Bethleliem". *' The word then'\ he says,
" I do not

consider to have an accurate reference to time, as if the

meaning were, that immediately upon the departure of

the wise men he put the children to death
;
for that some

interval ensued between the departure of the wise men
and the slaughter of the children, necessarily follows from

the fact of the presentation of Christ in the Temple at Je-

rusalem on the 27th day (sic) after the adoration of the

wise men {Luke ii. 22), and from the circumstance of the

holy family having resided at Nazareth for some time

afterwards, according to Luke ii. 39; moreover, because

it is probable that Herod, blood-thirsty and cruel tyrant
as he was, would yet have attempted to discover Christ,

and to slay Him only, before putting to death all the

children". Now, undoubtedly, all this
"
necessarily fol-

lows" on the h3rpothesis that our Lord was visited by the

wise men before the Purification; but, apart from that

hypothesis, nothing would be less probable than that

Herod would have delayed for an instant, so soon as he
found that the wise men had played him false, to destroy
his dreaded enemy by every possible means

;
and surely

he who, as Maldonati supposes, would have been scrupu-
lous enough to wait under these circumstances, and attempt
to discover Christ, before putting to death all the childi"en,

would hardly, as the same writer supposes, have been un-

scrupulous enough to have at last added two years to the

time which he had "
diligently inquired of the wise men",

in order to be more sure of effecting his purpose.
Thus it appears that the visit of the wise men cannot be True

supposed to have occurred before the Purification, or, in time of

other words, within forty days from the Nativity ;
and ^^^^\11 1

"^
1 1 1 1

•
1

• • coming.

consequently, the only tenable theory on this subject is

that advanced in the Art de verifier les dates., being
identical, in fact, with that held by Epiphanius, namely,
that immediately on the termination of the forty days, the

holy family must have returned, as mentioned by St. Luke,
to Nazareth; that from Nazareth they must nave come
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again after a short time to Betlileliem, and there remained

(having probably been induced to return to this city by
pious persons who were acqainted with the miraculous

facts connected with our Lord's birth, and who in conse-

quence were disposed to accept Him at the outset as the

true Messiah) -j^* and that it was during this second sojourn
at Bethlehem that that visit of the wise men occurred,
which was followed by the flight into Egypt and the mas-

sacre of the children by Herod. The proof of this second

sojourn in Bethlehem, according to the work in question,
is the passage already alluded to, in which St. Matthew

speaks of St. Joseph as intending, on his return from

Egypt, to go into Judsea. What, it well argues, could

have been his reason for doing so, but that he had lived

in Judasa before going into Egypt? and it points out how

agreeable this explanation is to the account in St. Matthew,
the plain import of which is, that the flight into Egypt
took place from Bethlehem.

A false A somewhat diflerent view, indeed, from any yet men-
view dis- tioned has occasionally been maintained, wliich is this:*^
pobe o .

^^^^ ^^^ ^-g-^ ^£ ^1^^ ^-g^ ^^^ ^^^-j^ place after the Purifi-

cation, yet not many days after it. The statement in St.

Luke, that the holy family returned to Nazareth after the

Purification, is accordingly explained, or rather disposed

of, by the supposition that they went from Jerusalem to

Bethlehem with the intention of going to Nazareth, and

that this intention was interrupted by the massacre in

Bethlehem and the flight into Egypt ;
so that it was only

put into execution, in fact, on their return from Egypt.
But this hypothesis, contradictory as it is at once to the

plain words of St. Luke and to the inferences above

drawn from those of St. Matthew, has nothing to recom-

mend it
;
and we are driven to the view advocated, as just

said, by Epiphanius and the Art de verifier les dates,

as the only one which perfectly harmonizes the facts of

the Gospel narrative in St. Matthew with that in St.

Luke.

Day of At this stage of the investigation it becomes necessary
Nativity to determine, if possible, the day, or at least the month,

l^hQT ^^ which the Nativity took place ;
and here I naturally

25
;

have recourse to ecclesiastical tradition. With regard to

'*
Epiphanius, Hseres. LI. 'Avoi)tiov, apud G. J. Voss. De Annis J. C.

Diss. ima. c. XXX.
'^ See Allix, De Anno et Mense Natali J. C, Jenae, 1740; also Mr.

Browne, Ord. Ssecl.
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the year of tliat event, tKe early Fathers, as every one is

aware who has attended to this inquiry, certainly fail to

supply the information we might naturally have expected
from them. The date of it is a point which they never

seem to have examined critically at all. They are not

aware of the fact of the death of Herod the Great in B.C.

4, nor, therefore, of the difficulty thus created in the inter-

pretation of St. Luke's notices of time in the history of our

Lord's Hfe
;
and the date of the Nativity which, so far as

they agree at all, they may be considered to recognize

(that is, B.C. 2, or, occasionally, B.C. 3), cannot, under the

circumstances, be considered as more than an inference

deduced from the same sources as the Dionysian sera.^^

But with regard to the month and the day, as distinguished
from the year, when it took place, the case is different

;

and the general recognition of the twenty-fifth of Decem-
ber as that day, is based, and may be defended, on the

fact of its being the immemorial tradition, as witnessed

both by St. Chrysostom and St. Augustine, of the western

world. ^^ It is also the date assigned in the "
ApostoHcal

Constitutions".^^

Thus much, then, appears from my argument so far as and not

it has been carried—that the Nativity at the latest could
|j'^^''

not have occurred later than December in B.C. 7. It b.c. 7.

might possibly have occurred earlier, for the length of the

sojourn of the holy family in Egypt is not recorded; but
it could not have occurred later, for our Lord, in all pro-

babihty, must have been approaching His second birthday
when He was removed into Egypt, and that second birth-

day itself must have fallen on the 25th of December, B.C.

5, inasmuch as Herod died at the Passover of B.C. 4.

The Nativity, I say, could not have occurred later Proofs

than B.C. 7, unless we choose to allow any weight to the ^^ *^'"8-

hypothesis before noticed, that Herod arbitrarily extended
the slaughter to children of two years old, though our

^® "
Supponendum est prime, ex Ecclesiae judicio, id est, ex Concilio-

rum Summorumve Pontificum decretis, nihil haberi quo varus Christi
Natalis annus certo cognoscatur. Supponendum, secundo, maximara
esse Sanctonun Patrmn inter se, et pracipuorum etiam per omnes
astates Scriptorum in assignando Natali Christi anno dissensionem : Ex
quo evidentissime colligitur, nee illorum nee istorum auctoritate litem
banc dirimi posse"—^Alexandri Hist. Eccles. Saec. I. Diss. II Quest. I.

'^
Tillemont, Hist. Eccles. Notes sur Jesus Christ. Some unsatis-

factory arguments on the other side may be seen in Allix, Dissert, de
J. C. Anno et Mense Natali.

'« Lib. V. c. 14.
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Lord liad Himself only been born a few weeks. But even

supposing tliis to have been the case, and granting that

the difficulties besetting this view can be got over, even
then the Nativity cannot be deferred later than the De-
cember of B.C. 6

;
and B.C. 6 is, after all, just as difficult to

harmonize with the "
thirty years" and " fifteenth of Ti-

berius" in St. Luke, as B.C. 7, according to the ordinary
modes of interpreting those passages. It would be some

excuse, 1 repeat, for evading the force of the argument
founded on the age of the children put to death by Herod,
if the Nativity, by so doing, could at least be brought
down to the December of B.C. 5, where, in fact, the older

of our modern chronologists have wished to put it
;
for B.C.

5 could, perhaps, be more tolerably accommodated to St.

Luke's data. It has beeji unanswerably shown, however,
in the Art de verifier les dates, that this is impossible.
It is impossible, because the interval from December B.C. 5
to the Passover of B.C. 4 is too short to contain all the

events recorded in the Gospels as having occurred be-

tween the Nativity and the death of Herod, as will be
seen on enumerating them. Thus, first, there are the

forty days preceding the Purification of the Blessed Vir-

gin ; next, the departure of the holy family, according to

St. Luke, to Nazareth
;
then their subsequent retm-n to

Bethlehem, and the coming of the wise men
;

after this,

their ffight into Eg3rpt
—a journey across the desert which

must have occupied at the least, in all probability, more
than a fortnight (the modern journey from Jerusalem to

Cairo on camels may be reckoned at sixteen days);

finally, their continuance in Egypt for an indefinite time

till the death of Herod.
True From the proved impossibility, then, that the Nativity
date could have occurred later than December B.C. 6, and from

to be ^^ proved improbabihty that it occurred later than De-
B.c 8, cember B.C. 7, I now proceed to the positive arguments
oFA.u.c.

jj^ proof that it occurred in December B.C. 8, or a.u.c.

746._
1. from First, there is the evidence of Eusebius, so far as it

hin^. goes. In his Clironicon, that writer puts the Nativity
in the thirty-second'* of the reign of Herod, and the mas"

sacre of the Bethlehemite children in the thirty-fourth,

'^
Lardner, usually a very careful Avriter, twice quotes the Chronicon

as putting the Nativity in the thirty-third year of Herod. But I

know no authority for this. Were he right, the date would be accurate,
viz. B.C. 8.

bius
;
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making Herod himself, as does Josephus, die in his thirty-
seventh. On the supposition, then, that Herod died, as

I have before proved, at the Passover of B.C. 4, the Na-

tivity would fall as early, according to Eusebius, as B.C.

9. Nor is it to the point to object here that the "
aniles

hallucinationes" of Eusebius have been ridiculed by Sca-

liger, on the score of the enormous anachronism by which
he identifies the thirty-second of Herod with A.u.c. 752.

Doubtless he did this in conformity with the opinion of

the Fathers, and with the most natural interpretation of

the chronological data of St. Luke, both of Avhicli would

assign A.u.c. 752 as the date of the Nativity.^" But the

very fact that he considered he might safely assume this

synchronism to be a correct one, taken in connection, as it

must be, with his accurate knowledge of the length of the

reign of Herod, is a reason of itself for supposing that he
must have had definite grounds for placing the Nativity in

that part of the reign of Herod in whicli he actually does

place it. His ignorance must not be allowed to disturb

his knowledge.
Next, there is the evidence of Epiphanius on the same 2 from

side. "The Saviour", he says, "was born in Bethlehem Epij.ha-

of Juda3a in the thirty-third year of the reign of the first
^'""^

'

Herod, son of Antipater, which was the forty-second of the

Emperor Augustus. And after two years (Troir}(Tag erri

Suo) He was taken by Joseph into Egypt, and
He went down into Egypt, and there he passed two years
more. And Herod the king died in his thirty-seventh

year".^* Here Epiphanius, Hke Eusebius, and for the

same reason, falls into the mistake of identifying the year
of the reign of Herod in which he puts the Nativity, with

A.u.c. 752 (the
"
forty-second of Augustus"). But the

thirty-third of Herod, all the same, is a.u.c. 746, or B.C. 8.

Epiphanius' date, therefore, of the Nativity is B.C. 8. The
same is the date also, and for the same reasons, of Sulpi-
cius Severus.^^

Again, an argmnent which it is difficult to meet, in 3. from

proof that the sojourn in Egypt must have lasted at least
^^^^^'

"*

*° To prevent the possibility of confusion, the reader should be re-
minded that the "15th of Tiberius" was from Atigust, 28 a d, to August,
29 A..D. Hence, if our Lord was "

beginning thirty years" in that year,
His Nativity might be put either in b.c. 1 or b c. 2, according to the
half of the year from which the reckoning begins.

2'
Epiphan. Adv. Hseres., lib. iii., torn. ii. Autidicomarianitse,

Hares. 78., § 10., Ed. Petav.
"

tulp. Sev. Lib. ii.
; G. J. Voss. De Nat. Anno J. C. xlii.
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a year, lias been founded on tlie exact words of tlie angel
who summoned St. Joseph to return from Egypt:

"
They

are dead which sought the young Child's life". For,
"

it

being known from Josephus" (1 give it in the words of

Lardner)^^
" that Antipater died but five days before his

father Herod, it may be inferred from the use of the plural

number, that Antipater is meant by the angel as well as

Herod. But Antipater could have no influence on his

father's counsels for ten months or more before Herod
died

;
therefore the murder of the infants happened, most

probably, a year before the death of Herod". For the

crimes of Antipater, which led to his being imprisoned,
were discovered when Antipater was at Rome

;
and seven

months had elapsed, according to Josephus, between the

period of this discovery and Antipater's return to Judsea.

In a day or two after his return he was tried, convicted,
and imprisoned. Then Herod sent messengers to Augus-
tus to announce what had happened. After this came
fresh evidence of Antipater's crimes, and fresh despatches

thereupon were sent to Rome
;
and the answer to these

later despatches, authorizing Herod to do with Antipater
as he thought fit, was followed after a short interval by
Antipater's death

;
five days after which Herod himself

died. It is therefore "
impossible to assign less than three

months for the interval between the arrival of Antipater
in Jud^a and Herod's death, which, added to the former

seven, makes ten months". And on the probable supposi-
tion that the execution made by Herod in his own family,
as described by Josephus, happened at the same time

with the slaughter of the children of Bethlehem, some-

thing like three months would have to be added to these

ten, making in all thirteen. " I do allow", adds the

writer I have been quoting,
" that it appears to me

highly probable that Herod did live a year at least

after the slaughter of the infants".^* But, if so, the date of

the Nativity is B.C. 8
;
for the year in Egypt must be

added to the two years of our Lord's life before He went
into Egypt.

4. from Again:
—It was the opinion of the Fathers that our

universal Lord was bom at a time when the civilized world was in

23
Credibility of Gospel History, ch. III. : Josephus, Bell. Jud. i. 30

;

Ant. xvii. 3-8.
2* This admission of Lardner's has the more Aveight, because it em-

barrasses (as he feels) his attempts to explain the "
thirty years'' of our

Lord's age.
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a state of peace. Thus St. Jerome, commenting on the peace in

words of Isaias,
" Nation shall not lift up the sword against

b c. 8
;

nation" :
—" Orto Domino Salvatore", he says,

"
quando

sub praaside Syriaa Cyrino prima est in orbe terrarum facta

descriptio, . . . tunc omnia bella cessarunt, et nequa-

quam per oppida et vicos exercebantur ad prajlia, sed ad

agrorum cultus, militibus tantum legionibusque Romanis
contra barbaras nationes bellandi studio delegato, quando

impletus est angelorum ille concentus,
' Gloria in excelsis

Deo, et in terra pax' ". St. Augustine also, m the De
Civitate Dei: "Imperante C^esare Augusto, et per eum
orbe pacato, natus est Christus".'^^ Now I cannot but

connect this tradition, that the Birth of our Lord occurred

during a time of peace, with the fact mentioned in St.

Luke, and referred to in the passage of St. Jerome just

quoted, of its having occurred simultaneously with the

institution of a census throughout the empire:
—"It came

to pass in those days, that there went out a decree from

Cassar Augustus that the whole world should be enrolled".^®

The two events seem to be naturally related; and we

may be sure, as Patrizi says,^^ that the census could not

have been carried out unless the whole of the Roman
world had been at that time in a state of tranquilHty. But
the sign of such a condition of things was the closing of

the temple of Janus. Now the temple of Janus was closed

during the reign of Augustus three times
;
once in A.u.c.

725
;
the second time in a.u.c. 729

;
the third time, in all

probabihty, in the summer of A.u.c. 746, or B.C. 8. I

say
" in all probability", because, though some writers con-

sider the point to have been absolutely established,^* yet
in fact, nothing can be positively asserted but this, that it

was ordered to be closed towards the end of A.u.c. 744,^^^

but the closing was delayed by some commotions arising

among the Daci, the Dalmatas, and then the Germans;
all of whom, however, were finally reduced by Tiberius,
about the July of a.u.c. 746, after which he triumphed;
and as the temple was certainly closed three times, if we
may beheve Suetonius,^'' we may safely assume it to have

'* See J. L. Berti Dissertt. Histor. IV. 3. Florence, 1753.
26 Luke ii. 1.
27 De Evangeliis, Lib. III. c. ii. 15.
2^ " Hanc sententiam . . . certain omni ex parte ostendit Sancle.

mentius; eamqiie sequuti jam fueraut Henschenius", etc.—Ibid.
2^ Dio Cass. liv. 36.
^^ " Janura . . . ter clausit"—Sueton. Octav. 22

;
and compare the
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been closed in tliis year. The gap in the manuscript of
Dio Cassius, just at this particular part of his history,
leaves it open to us to suppose that he might himself have
recorded the event in this year,

^vhen Moreover this particular event, "the closing of the

temple of temple of Janus a third time", is distinctly asserted to have

wasThut
o<^c^^^<i coincidently with the Nativity in a well-known

the third passage of Paulus Orosius :
—"

Augustus . . . cunctis gen-
time, tibus una pace compositis, Jani portas tertio ipse tunc

clausit".^^ It is true that he adapts tliis assertion to his

own date of the Nativity, a.u.c. 752 ;
but (as in the case

of Epiphanius) the fact that he has produced an ana-

chronism by so doing, is a proof that he had particular

grounds for making the assertion,
—is a proof, in other

words, that the Nativity was in some way connected with
A.u.c. 746, or b.c. 8, when the temple of Janus was, in all

probability, closed a third time.

5. from Nothing, therefore, is wanting to the various arguments
census in thus Converging upon B.C. 8, but the production of histori-
®'^'

' cal evidence of the fact of a general census having been
made in this year by command of Augustus ;

and this evi-

dence is supplied beyond all contradiction by the Ancyran
monument. For it is matter of notoriety that that marble
contains the record of three censuses, executed during the

reign of Augustus ;
the first in A.u.c. 726 (e.g. 28) ;

the

second, in the consulship of C Marcius Censorinus, and

C. Asinius Gallus, A.u.c. 746 (b.c. 8) ;
and the third in

A.u.c. 767 (a.d. 14). The second, then, of these three

coincides, to a year, with the date which I have assigned
to the closing of the temple of Janus the third time, and
must be supposed to be the identical census spoken of by
St. Luke. True, the census in question is said on the

monument to be of " Roman citizens"
;
but then the very

largeness of their number (4,233,000), as specified on the

marble, proves the " citizens" meant to be, not those of

Rome or even Italy in particular, but of the whole empire ;

and so far the monument is in harmony with St. Luke's

statement, that the census he speaks of included the whole

world.^^ Besides, a7roypa(prl, "enrolment", the word used

by St. Luke, is the term regularly used in Dio Cassius

Ancyran Monument, Taxiitus Oberlini, vol. iv. app. ;
and Greswell,

Diss i. p. 444.
3' Hist Lib. vi c. 22. Patrit de Evangg 11.

3^ Lardner, ii
,
ch 1 .
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and Dionysius of Hallcarnassus, as tlie equivalent of

"census"; and (as Lardner admits) St. Luke's narrative

contains in it so many circumstances peculiar to a Roman
census, tliat a proper census cannot but be supposed to have

taken place at tliis time.

Once more :
—To the above argiunents tbere remains to 6. from

be added the famous statement in Tertullian, that a census ^^'f"^-

containing the record of our Lord's parentage was made '

by Sentius Saturninus:—" Sed et census constat actos sub

Augusto nunc in Judaea per Sentium Saturninum, apud
quos genus ejus inquirere potuissent".^^ Cn. Sentius

Saturninus was made governor of Syria in a.u.c. 744 (b.c.

10), and was succeeded in midsummer of a.u.c. 748 (b.c.

6), by P. Quintilius Varvis, who governed that country
down to the death of Herod, and whose appointment as

governor is attested by two coins bearing his name, and

stamped with the numerals xxv of the Antiochene jera of

Augustus, which are identical with A.u.c. 748.^* Now if

Sentius Saturninus ruled in Syria no later than midsum-
mer B.C. 6, and yet conducted the census of the Nativity ,^^

this could not have been other than the census of B.C. 8,

recorded on the Ancyran marble
;
and Tertullian's testi-

mony will thus virtually coincide with that of Eusebius,

Epiphanius, and Paulus Orosius, before given.
It may be noticed, too, as a confirmatory proof that a 7. from

time of universal peace would be naturally chosen for the analogy;

institution of a census, that this was actually what occurred
on another occasion

;
for the temple of Janus was closed,

as has been mentioned, by Augustus in a.u.c. 725
;
and

the first census recorded on the Ancyran monument fol-

lowed only a year afterwards, A.u.c. 726.

Finally, it is a further recommendation of the 25th of 8. from

December B.C. 8, or A.u.c. 746, as the date of the Nativity ^^C*
of our Lord, that it is positive, whereas all others that

'

have been proposed are negative ; by which I mean, that

when Patrizi, for example, determines the date of the

^^ TertuU. adv. Marcion Lib. iv. c. 19.
3* Patrit. De Evangg. Lib. iii. Diss, xviii. 16; Fr. Spanhem. (jun.),

Chronol. Sacra, p. 205. As to Sentius Saturninus, if Mr. Greswell

argues rightly that he did not succeed Titius, his predecessor, till a u.c.

74G (and the evidence appealed to is a coin, Dissert, xii., p. 462), this

more than ever confirms the identification of Saturninus with the census
of that year.

^^ An argument has been attempted (Berti Dissertt. iv. 13) in proof
that the " Sentius" of Tertullian is that of Tacitus, Annals ii. a u c. 772 ;

but where is the census ?
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Nativity to be B.C. 7, what lie really asserts is found on
examination to be nothing more than that the Nativity
could not have occurred later than B.C. 7

;
and the other

writers the same. And I insist on this the more, because
of the singular circumstance that a period of time in the

Apocalypse is dated from the Nativity {Apoc. xii. 5, 6) ;

which would seem to imply that the date of that event
admits of being positively ascertained

;
and if, by universal

admission, the Dionysian sera is erroneous, we are driven
to B.C. 8, as the only positive substitute for that aera which
the case admits of.

Sum of Let us now rest for a moment, and recapitulate our po-
theargu- gi^ions. We have started from the most accurate chrono-

logical data which it is possible to have,—the echpse pre-

ceding the Passover of the death of Herod. It is not a

case which can be solved by the supposition of a careless

computation of the years of a king's reign, or a variation

of numerals corrupted by inaccurate transcribers
;
but it is

an argument founded on an astronomical fact, to deny
which, authenticated as it is by a variety of collateral

evidence, would be ridiculous scepticism.^^ But to prove
that the Passover of a.u.c. 750, or B.C. 4, is the date of the

death of Herod, is virtually to prove that the Nativity
could not have taken place so late as the December of B.C.

5, compatibly with the events mentioned in the Gospels
as following the Nativity. Thus we are driven to

put the Nativity (if in December at all) in the December
of B.C. 6, at the very latest; and besides this, there is a

convergence of arguments rendering it probable in the

highest degree that the actual date of that event was the

December of a.u.c. 746, or B.C. 8. The "deliria Josephi",

mistakenly stigmatized by Baronius, culminate in fact in

the ' ' hallucinationes" ofEusebius and Epiphanius, ridiculed

by Scaliger ;
and I am well satisfied that it is unnecessary

to reject either, in the sense in which I have accepted
the testimony of both in the foregoing pages.

But it will be objected, that we are bound to accept the

latest possible date, which is the December of B.C. 6, be-

cause we are bound not to depart further than need be
from the clironological data in St. Luke. This would
be a serious argument, if it applied. But the point to

which I call immediate attention, and which will suit-

^^ Mr. Greswell's escape (see his Dissertations, vol. i.) is, that all the
astronomers who have computed tliis eclipse may have made a mistake.
We are not so incredulous.
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ably introduce the discussion of the remaining part of my chrono-

subject, the date of the Crucifixion, is this, that neither logy of

B.C. 6, nor B.C. 5, much less B.C. 8, or the intermediate ^V V^^^

year B.C. 7, taken as the date of the Nativity, can at all be
terpret-

accommodated to the chronological passage in St. Luke as ed.

understood at present.
For the chronological materials in St. Luke are simply

the following :^^—" Now in the fifteenth year of the

reign of Tiberius Caesar, Pontius Pilate being governor of

Judaea", etc.,
" the word of God came unto John, the son

of Zacharias, in the wilderness". ... .

" Now when all

the people were being baptized, it came to pass that

Jesus also being baptized, and praying, the heaven was

opened", etc.,
" and Jesus Himself was about begin-

ning thirty years of age" (koi clvtoq ^v 6 'Irjo-ovc ^aii ItCjv

TpiaKOvra apx6fi£vog). Now Augustus died, and was
succeeded by Tiberius, August the 19th, a.u.c. 767, a.d.

14. Therefore, the fifteenth of Tiberius began August
the 19th, a.u.c. 781, a.d. 28. If then John began tp

preach about the beginning of the fifteenth of Tiberius, or

at the latter end of a.u.c. 781, a.d. 28, our Lord being

supposed to be baptized a few months afterwards, the date

of His baptism would be a.u.c. 782, a.d. 29. And if He
was then "about beginning His thirtieth year", (and such

is the obvious and only intelKa-ible sense of the Greek ...„
,

T N TT 1
• •

1
• -1 Difbcul-

woros^ Me was then terminating nis twenty-ninth year, tiespre-

and accordingly must have been bom in the December of sented

A.u.c. 753, or b.c. 1 (the date of the Dionysian ^ra), that ^y ^''

is, four or five years at the least later than He could pos-

sibly have been born compatibly with the eclipse of

Herod's death. Date His baptism, if you will (contrary
to all probability), from the beginning of the fifteenth of

Tiberius, and you m.ay then put the Nativity in a.u.c.

752, or B.C. 2 (the date generally assigned by the Fathers)..
Do violence, again, both to the Greek of St. Luke and to

the general consent of antiquity, by supposing that

ap\6fjLEvog can possibly signify, of itself, "beginning His

ministry"; make Him, that is, to be "about thirty" at the

time of His baptism, and you still cannot carry the date

of the Nativity higher than B.C. 3, or a.u.c. 751, still two
or three years in arrear of the latest date possible, and
with all the probabilities of a date earlier than this by
several years against you also.

37 Luke iiL 1, 2, 23.

II. 5
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cannot By Way of meeting these difficulties, the expedient was
be met introduced of asserting that it was possible to ante-date the

dating^"
fi^eenth of Tiberius by three years, on the score of a so-

reign of Called association of Tiberius with Augustus in the govem-
Tibe- ment of the provinces somewhere about two years before
"°*

' the death of the latter. What was the first of Tiberius in

the regular Roman computation might in this manner, it

is said, have been reckoned as his fourth year in the pro-
vinces; and thus the Roman "fifteenth" would, in the

opinion of St. Luke, be the eighteenth, and the Roman
twelfth, the fifteenth. Our Lord, according to this view,
would have been baptized a.d. 25, and crucified a.d. 29.

And it is further defended on the ground that the early
Fathers date the Crucifixion as the year of the consulship
of the two Gemini, who in fact occupied the consulship
A.D. 29.

for these
^^^ *^^^ expedient^^ is certainly one which never would

reasons : have been adopted but in default of a better
;
and I may

summarily set it aside in a few words.

First: it mihtates against St. Luke's declaration, that

Pontius Pilate was governor of Judaea at the beginning of

the ministry of St. John the Baptist. For Josephus says^*
that Pilate had spent ten years in Judaea, when Vitellius

ordered him to Rome to defend himself from the accusa-

tions of the Jews before the emperor. Pilate thereupon
^' hastened to Rome, in obedience to the commands of

Vitelhus, not daring to refuse". But before he arrived at

Rome, Tiberius was dead. Now Tiberius died on the

16th of March, a.d. 37. Pilate, then, "hastening to

Rome", as he did, must have left Palestine at the begin-

ning of A.D. 37, at the very latest; therefore he could not

have entered on his office as governor before a.d. 27;
which is two years too late for the advocates of the theory
in question.

Again:
—it is the strongest objection to this theory,

that it is perfectly modem ;
none of the old ecclesiastical

writers having ever imagined or countenanced such an

opinion, and no monument of antiquity, whether coin,

history, or inscription, being producible in support of

it. Nor is it Hkely, in any way, that St. Luke, in so

formal a statement of the chronology of St. John's mi-

nistry as he gives in his third chapter, should have em-

3' See Lardner, among others, for all that can be said for it.

'^ Ant. xviii 5.
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ployed any but the commonly received aera of Tiberius'

accession.'*"

Lastly : the argument from the Fathers, who date the

Crucifixion at the consulship of the two Gemini, a.d. 29,

is put an end to by the consideration that the same Fathers

consider the ministry of our Lord to have lasted only a

year and a few months. Hence, in assigning the Cruci-

fixion to the consulship of the two Gemini, they are only

virtually repeating St. Luke's assertion, that the ministry
of our Lord began in that consulship. Thus Clemens

Alexandrinus :
—" Jesus . . . was appointed to preach

only one year", which, he adds, is
" the acceptable year

of the Lord"
;
and says, that He " suffered at the age of

thirty". Thus Origen:
—" He taught for about the space

of a year and a few months". Thus Tertulhan :
—" Christ

suffered in the fifteenth year of Tiberius, at about the age
of thirty"." Thus Africanus:— " In the fifteenth of

Tiberius". Thus Lactantius :
—" In the fifteenth of Ti-

berius, and the consulship of the two Gemini"
;
as also St.

Augustine and Sulpicius Severus. "All these opinions",

says Petavius,*^ who quotes these authorities, "later centu-

ries have deservedly set aside as erroneous; for Christ

certainly preached more than one year, and three Pass-

overs at least are recognized in the Gospels". But if the

early Fathers in general are in error on this point, it is

impossible to quote them in favour of the opinion that the

fifteenth of Tiberius may be antedated by three years, on
the mere ground that they identify the consulship of the

two Gemini with the date of the Crucifixion.

We have no choice, therefore, but to take the fifteenth Thus our

of Tiberius in its literal meaning, and to admit that our Lord mi-

Lord entered upon His ministry towards the close of A.u.c.
"^.'^^^

782, A.D. 29. So that the only question now to be deter- a.d. 29

mined is the length of that ministry ;
and here the consent

^^/•^•
of the Church from the time of Eusebius to the present

'

day is so entirely in favour of its being estimated at some-

thing less than four years, that it would be superfluous to

go into the arguments founded both on the Passovers re-

ferred to in the Gospels, and on the intimations given by
our Lord, which justify that consent.

*° Fr, Spanhem. (jun.) Chronol. Sacra, i. p. 209.
*'

Tertullian, however, is quoted by St. Jerome, at Dan. ix., as saying
*'

thirty-three" ; and elsewhere he speaks of our Lord's "
being mani-

fested in the twelfth of Tiberius".
*^ De Doctrina, Temporum, L. xii. c. 9.

5b
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Date of But if SO, the year of tlie Crucifixion would be that of

Cruci- A.u.c. 786, A.D. 33. Now, it is certain that the week day

th^^^efore
^^ *^^ Crucifixion was Friday. This appears from 3fatt.

A.D. 33. xxxvii. Q2, and John xix. 31
;
for the parasceve, spoken

Proof of of in both these passages as the day of the Crucifixion,

the^"^Fr^
^^^ *^^ ^^3^ preceding the Sabbath day.*' Moreover, the

day" ; month-day of the Crucifixion is also known of course : it

was the day of the Passover, the fourteenth of the month
Nisan. Now, by astronomical calculation it appears, that

from A.D. 29, to the close of the government of Pilate in

A.D 36, there was no year (with the possible exception of

A.D. 29** itself, which we have ah-eady rejected), in which
the fourteenth of Nisan could possibly have coincided with

Friday, but a.u.c. 786, a.d. 33, on the 3rd of April.
The argmnent just given must surely, even alone, be

decisive, under the circumstances, in favour of a.d. 33, and

against a.d. 29
;
and the ablest commentators have ever

felt it to be so. "In inextricabiHbus difiicultatibus se im-

plicant", says the younger Spanheim,*^
"
quotquot vel vete-

rum sententise de morti Christi Geminis consuHbus adliae-

rent, vel eos inter se concihare, aut cum Scriptura, anni-

tuntur".*^ I will complete, however, the evidence for

A.D. 33, with three additional confirmations of it.

from the The Crucifixion, then, is \drtually assigned to this year
aposto- by the "

Apostohcal Constitutions" ;*^ for they speak of the

^V:^^^^'"'* day of the Crucifixion as falling in "the first month,

lions- Xanthicus", that is, April; for that day would have fallen

in April, as just shown, in a.u.c. 786, a.d. 33; whereas in

A.D. 29, it would have fallen in March.

from St. Next, a remarkable passage in St. Augustine implies the

Augus- same. He is commonly indeed quoted as expressly main-
^^"®

'

taining, Hke the other Fathers, that " our Lord was put

*^ It appears that the same word is also used to denote Friday in an
edict of Augustus, preserved by Josephus:—iv (Td€€a(nv, rj ry ttjoo

ravTrJQ TrapaaKtvy,
—Ord. ScbcL, I.e.

" In A.D. 29, it might have fallen on Friday, March 18, if the 18th

be not too early.
*^ Chronol. Sacra, i. 209. Comp. Scaliger, p. 562.
*^ He adds,

"
Quod vero huic anno aeram Passionis Dominicae fixerint

inde factiun videtur, 1, quod primum annum Clu'isti fecerint ilium In-

carnationis, eundemque fixerint (Iren. Tertull. Clemens Alex., etc.),

ad Julianum 43, Augustei imperii 41, annis tribus ante airam Diony-
sianam; 2, quod baptizatum euudem censerent, anno aetatis 30 his

ineunte, illis exeunte, Jan. 6, Tiberii 1 5, (a.d. 28) ; 3, quod duo Pas-

chata complevisse in ministerio, seu pragdicasse anno imo et aliquot
mensibus plerique statuerint".

7 L. V. c. 14.
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to death in the consulship of the two Gemini". Unr

doubtedly he does :
—but then the very passage in which

he says this*^ comes in the course of an argiunent, in which
he has occasion to state that 365 years had elapsed since

the death of Christ, in the year of the consulship of

Honorius and Eutychian. Now Honorius and Eutychian
were consuls, not in a.d. 394, wliich they ought to have

been, if our Lord had been crucified in the consulship of

the two Gemini, or a.d. 29, but in a.d. 398, which is

exactly what would have been, had the Crucifixion oc-

ciu-red in a.d. 33
;
for from 33 to 398 is an interval of

365 years exactly. It is strange that St. Augustine's opi-
nion should so universally have been quoted in support
of the assignment of the Crucifixion to a.d. 29, without

the discovery ha\ang been made that his argument nulli-

fies and corrects in the sequel the date he starts from.

Lastly, it is also worth remarking, that, on the suppo- and from

sition that a.d. 33 is the date of the Crucifixion, the t^^ ^0

seventy weeks or 490 years of the prophecy in Daniel are
paniel*^

accurately fulfilled in the interval between it and the year
of the decree passed for the "rebuilding of Jerusalem" in

the "seventh of Artaxerxes" Longimanus.''^ For the
" seventh of Artaxerxes" is fixed by the Canon of Pto-

lemy at 458 B.C., and the canon being fixed by eclipses
cannot be disputed.^*^ But the two terms of that prophecy
(so far as it applies to the Old Testament dispensation at

all) are certainly the death of Christ on the one hand, and
the "

rebuilding of Jerusalem" on the other .^* Moreover,
Esdras having received his commission from Artaxerxes
in the month Nisan, and Christ naving been crucified in

that month, the 490 years are fulfilled between B.C. 458
and A.D. 33, with the utmost exactness.

Such is the e\ddence, or rather the combination and The re-

concurrence of evidences, as to the date of the Crucifixion
;

suit is,

and oia reviewing it, I must certainly say, that, desirable

as it might be to compensate for being obliged to carry
back the date of the Nativity, by similarly carrying back
the date of the beginning of om^ Lord's ministry, were it

possible to do so, still we must absolutely shut our eyes to

the difficulties besetting the attempt, if we are determined
to make it. The date of the fifteenth of Tiberius refuses

*8 De Civ. Dei, xviii.^n.
*^

I. Esdras, vii. 7.
^° See Clinton, Fast. Hellen., who confirms the date.
^'
Compare Prideaux Conn. I. L. v. c. 4.
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to be disturbed; the Passover of Friday, April the 3rd,
A.D. 33, is equally unyielding; and our chronology, like

the temple of old, must accommodate those sacred limits

which it cannot exterminate.

The following, then, is both the sum of my conclusions

and the state of my argument. I have found the Nati-

vity reasonably assignable to no later than the 25th of

that December, a.u.c. 746 (b.c. 8), and the Crucifixion to no
from the eariier than the 3rd of April, a.u.c. 786 (a.d. 33) ;

so that,

tiorTto^' computing from the Incarnation, nine months before the

the Cru- Nativity, or about the end of March, the interval from

^^fi^j^°
thence to the Crucifixion would be the round number

ywirs. complete of forty years. These conclusions, moreover,

may be said to harmonize with all facts, and with all im-

portant chronological notices, whether sacred or profane,

except one
;
that one being the statement in St. Luke,

that our Lord was " about beginning His thirtieth year"
at the time of His baptism. This particular statement I

have throughout been omitting to take account of, as an
element in the computation. It is indeed a difficulty and
a problem which invites attention,

—
nay, which even

seems to demand, if we may so say, a satisfactory solution
;

but it would be beside my purpose to enter upon it here.

The 40 My investigation shall conclude with the citation of a

years remarkable testimony, from one of the earliest of the

^d"b

'^™'
Fathers, towards the general position maintained in the

Iren^us foregoing pages, that the length of our Lord's life alto-

gether was forty years. I mean the famous passage

relating to that subject in Iren^us,^^ whose date is no
later than a.d. 167. That Father had occasion to confute

certain heretics, who, in connection with their heresy, in-

sisted on the fact, or what they considered to be such,
that our Lord was thirty years old at His baptism, and

preached for exactly one year after His baptism. To
this it was answered by St. Irenseus—first, that our Lord,

according to St. Luke, had not completed thirty years
when He came to be baptized, but was " about beginning
thirty"; secondly, that He preached for more than one

year ;
for that three Passovers are mentioned in St. John

between the Baptism and the Passion
;
and thirdly (which

is the point to be observed), that if He had suffered

at the age of thirty. He would have died "young";,
whereas " the Gospel, and all the elders who associated

M Hseres. Ub. ii. c. 22.
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in Asia with JoKn the disciple of the Lord, bear witness

that John delivered to them this very tradition, that our

Lord was teaching when He had entered on the decHne
of life" (" seniorem", or "

provectiorem, setatem"). By
the "

Gospel" St. Irenseus evidently means the pas-

sage John viii. 57,
" Thou art not yet fifty years old";

for he goes on to refer to it as an evidence that our

Lord had reached the "seniorem aetatem", having pre-

viously defined the period of *'

youth" to "be by general
admission that from thirty to forty", and that of the 'decline

of fife to begin at "
forty and fifty".^^ The whole passage

is most remarkable, and has always been a source of the

greatest perplexity to Catholic commentators, whilst it has

been triumphantly held up as a monument of the worth-

lessness of anything professing to be a tradition, by others.

With St. Irenseus' own inference that our Lord was " not

far from fifty years of age", when the Jews addressed

Him the question in John viii. 57, I am not concerned,

although I think his general conclusion, that a person
who was the subject of such a remark was nearer forty
than thirty, quite legitimate. The important part of the

passage is the positiveness with which he asserts the tra-

dition that our Lord had reached the " seniorem aetatem"

before He suffered. Nor can it be said that St. Irenaeus

was ignorant of the facts of the Gospel liistory ;
for he is

aware of three Passovers having followed our Lord's bap-
tism, and is even in advance of some of the Fathers who
succeeded liim in order of time, in possessing this know-

ledge. Hence his record of the tradition in question has

the greater value
;
and I may reasonably appeal to it as

a very strong confirmation of the conclusion I have

already arrived at on other grounds, that the period from
the Incarnation to the Crucifixion was forty years ; forty

being the age from wliich St. Irenaeus himself proposes to

date the " seniorem aetatem" spoken of by the tradition.

Note.—The writer of the foregoing lucid article has

thought it best, as being engaged in an investigation of a

chronological, not a theological nature, to omit any consi-

deration of the difficulty resulting to his argument from
a fact, to whicli he calls attention at starting as being the

^^ " A quadragesimo autem et quinquagesimo anno declinat jam in

aetatem seniorem ; quam habens Domiuus noster docebat", etc.
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basis of the Vulgar jiEra, viz., the date assigned in the

Gospel of St. Luke to the commencement of our Lord's

ministry. If he was thirty years old when Tiberius was
in his fifteenth of Empire, he must have been born b.c.

1
,
as Dionysius concluded, whereas in the foregoing Dis-

sertation his birth is placed in B.C. 8, seven years earlier.

From this it follows, that he must have begun his minis-

try either in the eighth, not the fifteenth, of Tiberius, or

at the age, not of thirty, but of thirty-seven ;
or again,

that both these dates in the Evangelist must be changed,
e.g.^ that he began his ministry in the twelfth of Tibe-

rius, at the age of thirty-three.

Here, then, we draw attention to the author's remark,
that the difiiculty in question is not peculiar to his own
conclusion, but is shared with him by writers of great
name. If St. Luke says that our Lord was " about thirty"
at the commencement of his ministry, this surely can as

little mean thirty-five, or thirty-four, or even thirty-two,
as it can mean thirty-seven ; and, if the Evangelist's state-

ment can be proved to be consistent with the historical

fact that our Lord was (for instance) thirty-five, we really
do not see why it may not, by the same process of argu-
ment, whatever it is, be proved consistent with his having
been thirty-seven. Certainly, there is no reasonableness

in acquiescing in thirty-five, merely because we are used
to it, and to scruple at thirty-seven, because the idea is

new to us. Yet Sanclemente (to which Father Perrone

appeals), and Father Patrizi, both consider our Lord to

have been thirty-two, Magnan thirty-four, and the Mau-
lists thirty- five.

It may be said that the words rpiaKovra, etc., are un-

deniably vague ;
but the question is, what that vagueness

must be taken to imply when it is found in an inspired
document. The expression

" about thirty" may mean
one of two things ; viz., either the writer s own uncertainty
of the fact of our Lord's exact age, or his judgment that

the excess or defect was so inconsiderable, that it was not

worth his noticing it. It evidently would be beside his

purpose to notice months or days on this side or that of

thirty years, or any fragment of a year. Now, the former

supposition, that he was ignorant of our Lord's age, is in-

consistent with his being inspired on the point; so we

put that alternative aside. But if we adopt the latter sup-

position, which is consistent with inspiration, viz., that the

excess or defect was inconsiderable, then the word "about"
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cannot stretch so far as a year on either side of thirty,

and thirty-one and a half is as inconsistent with it as

thirty-five.
For instance, if a writer who knew our Lord's age was

thirty-five, called him " about thirty", he might just as

well call him " about forty
"

; yet would not a second

writer, who did so call him, be considered to contradict

the first, who called him " about thirty"? If it be said

that " about thirty" means
"
thirty and more", and that it

was not uncommon to reckon by decades (and this may
be said), such an explanation covers thirty-seven, as well

as thirty-five or thirty-two.

We consider, then, that the author is in no difficulty

which is not shared with him by great critics. If, how-

ever, under such circumstances we are bound to give any

positive explanation of it ourselves, we should avail our-

selves of the supposition which has been made that there

were two fifteenths of Tiberius, Augustus having cer-

tainly associated him in Tribunitian and Proconsular

power several years before his death (vid. Petav. Doctr.

Temp., t. 2, p. 301; Nat. Alex., t. 3, p. 76, Ed. 1730;

Pag. ad Baron., 1. 1. p. 69). This supposition, which Dean

Alford, in Luc. iii. 1, says, "has usually been adopted",
has been sometimes rejected on the ground of its being

gratuitous. Let us allow there is no historical record of

such an act; yet such suppositions are of constant use

among controversialists in order to turn insurmountable

difficulties. For instance, will any one deny that the

writer of the foregoing article fairly maintains that the

infant Saviour was in Bethlehem for a second time the

next year after his birth ? yet he does so without any his-

torical evidence, and simply on the necessity of his own

arrangement of dates. And he assigns an hypothetical
motive to account for the hypothetical fact, viz., his

parents were probably induced to return to the city by
pious persons, etc.

;
and this surely is allowable logic. But,

if it is not illogical to introduce this pure conjecture, by
way of harmonizing the Evangelists, we do not see why it

is illogical to imagine such an association of Tiberius in

his predecessor's power, as would virtually be an accession

to the Empire, a proceeding which was both recommended

by an evident expedience, and conformable with the

practice of hereditary rule elsewhere, and of the Roman
Empire itself in a subsequent age. Nor are the reasons

which are alleged in opposition to the hypothesis itself,
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of a nature so cogent as to outweigh its convenience
under tlie circumstances.

By this expedient we gain three or four years; then,

moreover, it must be recollected that the Roman year
and St. Luke's need not begin together; and a further

latitude is gained by understanding apxo/uLevog, not as

connected with rpiaKovTa^ but in the sense of "at first",

as it is used in the classics, and as reXevTiovTEg is used
for "

at last". ^Apxafievog and dg reXog are contrasted

in Job. vi. 9, vid. also Jud. xix. 6. The ellipsis of the

genitive is supplied by Euthemius, vid. Alford in loc,
vid. also iTTicTKOTTrig in a parallel case in Vit. Pachom.

ap. Bolland. May 14, append, p. 30. On this interpre-

tation, apxofxsvog and rpiaKovra will express correlative

ideas, thirty being the legal age for undertaking great
ministries.

Art. III.—Seyfarth and Uhleman on Egyptian Hierogly-

phics.
—By P. Le p. Renouf.

Cham- X'^ ^® ^°^ about forty years since Young and Champol-
DoUion JL lion first convinced the learned world that the task

of deciphering Egyptian hieroglyphics was not so hope-
less as previous attempts had generally led one to suppose.
Whatever may have been the merit of Dr. Young, with

reference to the first discovery, it is undoubtedly to Cham-

polhon alone that the science of Egyptology is indebted

for the rapid progress it soon made, and of which no one
can form a just notion, who looks simply at the results,

without calculating the number and greatness of the difii-

culties to be overcome. In a very few years he had not

only determined the alphabetical and ideographical values

of several hundred hieroglyphic signs, the accurate mean-

ing of the most frequent groups, and the general sense

at least of a vast number of inscriptions, bearing upon
every branch of Egyptian antiquities, but was able to

leave behind him a grammar and a dictionary' of the

* Dr. SeyfFarth allows about a thousand words in the dictionary to

have been rightly interpreted. It is a pity that he has not given a list

of them, for the concession might turn out to be even more important
than was intended.
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Egyptian language, both of which, however imperfect
when compared with grammars and dictionaries of well-

known languages, must, under the circumstances, be

ranked among the most remarkable prodigies wliich hu-

man genius has ever accomplished.
Of all Champolhon's rivals and opponents, Dr. Seyffarth and his

is the only one whose theories have contrived, under one oppo-

form or another, to live down to the present day. The °®"*^*

tlieories of Spohn, Klaproth, Goulianof, Riccardi, Jannelli,

and others, are forgotten, or at least have ceased to occupy
the attention of those who seriously intend to make them-

selves acquainted with the language, the literature, or the

history of ancient Egypt. And it is now as absurd to

speculate upon the possibility or impossibility of reading

hieroglyphic inscriptions, as upon the possibility or im-

possibility of reading Arabic or Sanscrit. Any one who
will give himself the trouble, may learn in a very short

time to verify the names found in the catalogues of the

British Museum, the Louvre, or any other great collec-

tion of Egyptian monuments. And an alphabet derived

from proper names alone will enable one to read whole

sentences, perfectly intelHgible to a Coptic scholar.

According to some very high authorities on the subject,
it would be extremely unjust to deny that Dr. Seyifarth j)r. ggy.
has rendered great service to the students of Egyptian an- ffarth

;

tiquity. It is to his labours ^ that we are indebted for the his resto-

present arrangement of the royal Turin Papyrus, one of
^.^g Turin

the most invaluable historical documents in existence. Papyrus;
which before his time lay broken, like a child's puzzle, in

a number of disconnected fragments. His systems of in-
1,53 gyg.

terpretation
' have not met with much success, and this is tema'of

2
SeeLepsius, "Ueberdie zwolfte agyptische Konigsdynastie," p. 16,

«q ,
and Sir G. Wilkinson, "Fragments of the hieratic papyrus at

Turin". See also Bunsen's Egypt, Vol. i. p. 52, etc I am sorry to say
that authorities are not unanimous as to Dr. SeyfParth's services. Mr.
Birch believes a mere mechanical restoration of the papyrus impossible
(Transactions of the Koyal Society of Lit., i. 203, sq.), and M. de Rouge,
who has seen the document, declares it to have been "

sophistique avec
une habilete deplorable". Revue Arch. 1850, p. 559, sq. See also some
letters of M. ChampoUion-Figeac in the same volume of the Revue
Archeologique. If it be true that Dr. S. has been guided in his resto-
ration by the lists of Manetho, nothing short of a miracle can have
prevented his going wrong.

^ His most important productions are :

De Hieroglyphica Aegyptionim scriptura. Lips. (1825).
His edition of Spohn, de lingua et Uteris vett. -3ligyptiorum, 1825-31.
Rudimenta Hieroglyphices, 1826.

Bemerkungen iiber die Berliner Papyrus, 1826.
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interpre-
^o* Surprising on the part of the public, when it is re-

lation
; membered that the author himself has, on more than one

occasion, discovered the untenableness of his position, and
abandoned one system after another. K it be true, that

after many years of unwearied labours, in which he has

not only put forth his own views, and asserted his claim

to have first discovered the true key of hieroglyphic in-

terpretation, but elaborately criticised the laboui's of Lep-
sius, and all the other principal followers of ChampoUion.
Dr. Seyffarth has at length retired from the contest and
abandoned the subject of Egyptology altogether, it would
seem unchivalrous in the extreme to come forward against
him now, particularly as it is notorious that he was always

his dis- challenging the discussion of his claims. A most zealous

ciple, champion of Dr. Seyffarth has, however, of late years ap-

peared in the field, and I should not be surprised if he met
with a considerable amount of success

;
not indeed with

persons who have paid much attention to hieroglyphics,
but with that very large class of persons who, from want
of time, inclination, or capacity, are indisposed to study
the subject themselves, but are anxious at least for r^swZ^s.

Dr. Seyffarth and his disciple. Dr. Uhleman,^ profess to

give far more brilliant results than their rivals. Bunsen
rather imprudently said that no living man was capable
of translating a page of the *' Todtenbuch". Dr. Sey-
£farth and his disciple translate whole chapters. Lepsius

says there are inscriptions of which as yet we understand

Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Litteratur, Krnist, Mythologie und Gre-

schichte des alten Aegypten, 1833-40.

These "
Beitriige

"
contain, among other essays,

Systema AstronomiiB Aegjptiacae.

Alphabeta genuina Aegyptiorum, etc.

Gramraatica Aegyptiaca, etc., mit 92 Seiten Lithographien. Gotha,
1852. [Tlie Uthographed plates had been in private circulation about

ten years before.]

Theologische Schriften der alten Aegypten. Gotha, 1 855.
* De Ungua et litteris veterum Aegyptiorum. Berlin, 1851.

Das Quousque tandem ? der Champollion'sche Schule. 1852.

Qua?, qualia, quanta ! 1852.

Inscriptionis Kosettanse Hieroglyphicae Decretum sacerdotale. Lips.
1853.

Philologus Aegyptiacus. 1853.

Das Todtengericht bei den alten Aegyptern. Berlin, 1854.

Thoth Oder die Wissenchaften der alten Aegypten. Gotting. 1855.

Drei Tage in Memphis. 1 856.

GrundzUgen der Astronomic und Astrologie der Alten, besonders

der Aegypter. Lips. 1857.

Also several articles in the "
Zeitsclirift der deutschen morgenlan-

dischen Gesellschaft ", and the "
Leipziger Repertorium".
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nothing. Ulileman smiles at tlie we^ and denies the right

of Lepsivis to speak for any but his own school. The
true key has been found at last, and it enables us to pene-
trate into the most secret chambers of the mighty edifice.

The latest pubhcation of Dr. Uhleman^ is a work in

four volumes, on the entire subject of Egyptian antiquity.

The first volume professes to discuss alP the different

attempts that have been made to decipher hieroglyphics.
The second treats of the geography, the social hfe, the

pohtical, ci\41, religious, and scientific antiquities of the

ancient Egyptians. The third contains the history of

Egypt, down to the time of Cleopatra. The fourth con-

sists almost entirely of translations from hieroglyphic
texts of every description, with appropriate commentaries.

The absence of original texts, which is likely to rebut

one class of readers, will no doubt attract another and a

larger class. And many readers will, no doubt, feel at-

ti'acted towards a perfectly rational and apparently solid

view of Egyptian history, which does not carry us beyond
the creation ofAdam, or even the time of the Flood. I am
not ashamed to confess that, after reading parts of Bunsen's

Egypt, my sympathies were strongly enlisted in behalf of

Dr. Seyffarth's historical views; and as his Grammatica

-^gyptiaca possessed the enormous advantage of costing
about as many shilhngs as ChampoUion's Grammar costs

pounds, I was easily induced on its appearance to purchase
the cheaper article, and proceeded to study it, without

being at the time conscious of the radical differences exist-

ing between the rival systems. If, therefore, I feel obliged
to express my conviction that the whole system advocated

by Seyffarth and Uhleman is fundamentally unsound, and

simply illusory, I can at the same time conscientiously

declare, that whatever prejudices I had at first starting
were in favour of the system, rather than against it. I

had heard Dr. Seyffarth's works recommended by some

very learned countrymen of his, and great stress was laid Challenge

upon his challenge to the learned, and the manner in ^^ ^^^^

which it had been met by Lepsius. The latter scholar,
^^™^

'

it appeared, had promised to bring the matter to issue as
Lepsius,

^ Handbuch der gesammten agyptischen Alterthumskunde. Leipzig,
1857 and 1858.

^ The author does not seem to be very famihar with Mr, Birch's

writings, nor does he seem to know anything of Dr. Hincks, although
that learned writer's name appears often enough in the pages of Dr.
Uhleman's rivals. Mr. Osburn's laboiu-s on the Ilosetta Inscription
deserved also some notice from a fellow-labourer.
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soon as Dr. Seyffarth should find a single disciple in Ger-

many or any other country. Almost immediately after

this Dr. Uhleman appeared as a disciple of SeyfFarth, yet
the pledge which had been solemnly and publicly given
had never been redeemed.^

I have not the mission to fight the battles of Dr. Lepsius

(who is quite strong enough to defend himself), or even to

interpret his words
;
but even though the event had shown,

in this case, as in so many others, how greatly
" human

and its
"^^^^^^ crrs", I do not think it yet clear that human wis-

worth. dom could have spoken more wisely or to the point than

it did in the reply of Lepsius to the challenge of SeyiFarth.
It is easy for learned classical or oriental scholars to believe

in the translations of SeyfFarth and Uhleman, and in the

conclusions which necessarily result from those transla-

tions
;
but let them only try (for a day or two) to acquire

some knowledge of the Egyptian tongue according to Dr.

Seyffarth's method of deciphering texts, and they will

speedily understand how difficult it was to foresee that any
disciple of that system was likely to appear in Germany
or in any other country. The fundamental objection to

that system consists in the apparent impossibility of learn-

ing or teaching it. Dr. Uhleman professes to have got
over one half of the difficulty, but he gives very good
reasons for not encountering the other,

j^j. According to Dr. Seyffarth, the test of a true "
key"

Sejff- lies in its enabling us to decipher and interpret whole
arth's texts of difiercnt kinds. It is by this that he iudffes liis

trueke^'
own System and that of his opponents. Except under

'

certain limits, however, his test is a very unsafe one.®

Even when a true key is found, it does not follow that

every one is able to use it at once. It may be a very

complicated instrument; and a false key, on the other

' " Bald darauf hat ein anderer '

Schiller' Uhleman dasselbe System
gelbststandig angenommen, gelehrt und fortgebildet ;

aber Hr. L. hat

bis heute, nach voUen 7 Jahren, sein bflfentlich und feierlichst gegebenes
Versprechen noch nieht erfiillt". Grammatica -^gyptiaca, p. xiv.

^ In one passage (Gramm. ^gypt., p. xxxv.), Dr. Seyffurth seems to

give a more severe test "Der Inductionsbeweis filr die Kichtigkeit
eines hieroglyphischen Systems ist, wenn man demselben gemass fort-

laufende Texte logisch iibersetzen kann. Wer ganze Inschriften entzif-

fert, und indem er iiberall demselben Schriftzeichen dieselben Laute

zuschreibt, denselben Gruppen dieselbe Bedeutung beilegt, dieselbe

Sprache und Grammatik zu grunde legt, dieselben Grundsatze befolgt,

einen logischen Zusaramenhang erhiilt, der muss den SchlUssel zu solchen

Inschriften gefunden haben". Is the loophole in the pliural "denselben

Gruppen" ?
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"hand, may satisfy the test Dr. SeyfFarth has chosen.^ It

is easy enough to invent a key which will enable us to

explain not only hieroglyphic but cuneiform and every
other kind of writing. We have only to attribute to each

character the values of the principal consonants, that is,

only about half a dozen sounds
;
and with this key it is

not difficult to make out the Ten Commandments, the

Psalms of David, the Homeric Poems, or the Irish Melo-

dies, on any ancient or modern monument whatever, and

in any language you please. The awkward thing about

this kind of "
key" is, that, although by its aid you can

decipher and interpret whole texts, you cannot teach

other persons to arrive independently at the same results as A. coun-

yourself; and this difficulty or rather impossibihty is in
gp^Jf^^^

fact a test by which the key in question is proved to be to his

simply worthless. It is the test which Lepsius, rightly or system,

wrongly, apphed to Seyffarth's system. It is not yet cer-
plfssj^l?

tain that the system has stood the test. We have no proof uty,

as yet that Dr. Seyffarth and Dr. Uhleman could, without

communicating together, give the same reading and inter-

pretation of an Egyptian text which they had never seen

before.

Let us, however, come more closely to the point. Every
one, says Dr. Seyffarth,^" may convince himself. Let him
take any text, consider none of the characters as symbolical,
but attach to each the syllabic or alphabetic value laid

down in the new grammar, and observe the appropriate

grammatical rules and forms
;
he will then see how natu-

rally and simply a rational sense will be the result.

Let us then take the first line^^ of Dr. Seyffiirth's fifth

hieroglyphic text in the chrestomathy attached to his

grammar. It does not much matter which we select;

but since the Chrestomathy was printed. Dr. Seyfiarth has

changed his views in some respects. It is important there-

fore to know that we are not criticising something which
has already been given up. The line in question, which
consists of seventeen hieroglyphic signs, forming five

groups (each of which is a word), is translated thus:

Oratio de inagistratu regis supprimente pravos.

^ " Ein System welches zweisprachige Inschriften richtig iibersetzt
kann doch unmoglich einen falschen Schliissel enthalten".—Gramm.
^gypt, ib. K this be true, Mr. Osburn's system is as infallibly correct
as that of Dr. Seyffarth, and so is that of the schoolboy who translates

arma, I sing ; virum, the arms
; qtie, and ; cam, the hero.

'° Gramm. ^gypt, p. vii.
'1 See Plate I. (A) of this article.
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In Dr. Ulileman's last volume, just published, I find it

thus translated :
" Rede von der Obrigkeit des Konigs,

welclie ziiclitigt die Wiedersaclier desselben". The two
translations agree perfectly, except in one particular, where
the German may be considered as the correction of the

Latin.

with his Ifwe now refer to Dr. Seyffarth's hieroglyphic alphabet,

ai^pha-
^^^ ^]-^g commentary upon it, with reference to each of the

'

signs, we shall find that :

No. 1 = the sounds a, e, s, es.

„ 2 „ m, hm, ml, mr, mlk, mlh
„ 3 „ hop, op, o, p, f.

„ 4 „ hr, kr, h, k.

„ 5 „ t, tb, tp, tu.

„ 6 „ am, a, m, mh, k, b, kb,

,, 7 (same as No. 2.)
8 = the sounds our, r.

9 „ hpt, kpt, pt, k, hm.
10 (same as in No. 2.)
11= the sounds ht, t, ash, sh.

?5

„ 12 „ mt, m.

„ 13 „ k, kb, kp, b, bk

„ 14 (same as No. 3).

„ 15 (same as No. 5).

„ 16 (the usual sign of the plural oui).

„ 17 (the same as in Nos. 3 and 14).

To these we ought perhaps to add another sign. The
stroke which follows the solar disk (No. 8) is not phonetic

according to Champollion's school
;
but it is difiicult to say

whether it is so or not according to the rival system as

now defended. According to Seyffarth's grammar, it had
sometimes the sound of pt, sometimes that of a. Uhle-

man, in his alphabet, ascribes to it the sounds ut^ t, but in

his interpretation of the Rosetta Inscription^^ has fre-

quently treated it as a mere expletive. This difficulty
however is but insignificant, when compared with another,

which really seems to be fatal to the entire system.
of arriv- ^g each hieroglyphic character represents, not one

oii^ fixed sound, but several, every combination of characters neces-

definite
'

sarily represents several (and sometimes many) combina-

^2
E.g., in the words Hpt, line ix. 4 (compare xi. 41) ; K., ix. 40

; Pn,
ix. 67; Km, x. 62; S, xi. 52; Hr., xii. 8. The last reference here

given is the very group in our text, viz., the solar disk and the stroke.
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tions of sounds. It is impossible to write a word of two
reading

or three syllables, without leaving it doubtful whether of a text,

some other word be not intended. How is the reader to

find out which word is meant? Is he obHged to draw

up an exhaustive catalogue of all the possible combina-

tions of sounds which the characters admit of, eliminating
those which express no rational notion? But after tliis

eUmination, several words may still remain differing

widely in sound and meaning.
Let us take, for instance, the first group (consisting of Each

the characters No. 1, 2, and 3) of our text. I am really hierogly-

afraid to calculate how many combinations of sounds it ^
^^

may be made to represent. We may, if we please, read according

amo^ emo, semo, smo, esmo; then each of these words to his

with a ^ at the end, or fresh series of words of a different
^^^^^^

type, as semlef, aJimehop, amelkep, esemref, etc. The
read,

exact computation of the number of words which might
be made out of our three hieroglyphic signs, may have
some interest as an arithmetical exercise, but few persons
would indulge their taste for reading a language where
this process had to be gone through for every successive

word. It would be no consolation to know that most of

the words are void of sense, and therefore cannot be the

one intended. In learning to read the language, we

ought aheady to have the dictionary by heart. And the

difficulty holds for every word of the dictionary itself

In utter despair, therefore, of determining for myself
the first group by the help of Dr. Seyffarth's alphabet,

and, as the same diificulty applies in a greater or less

degree to every successive group, I look at his interpre-
tation of the whole hue, and it is not without astonish-

ment that I read :
—

Hro ri-alei (Eloali) m-ouro g'om m-shaftou.

Dr. Uhleman has evidently read shaftou-f^ but as his

translation agrees in all other respects with that of his

master, it is clear that he has read the text in the same

way ;
or is it part of the new system, that the same sense

may be gathered out of widely different readings ?'^ Will

^' Dr. U. defends his master's translations in several cases where he
differs from him in the reading or in the etymology. He also occasion-

ally condescends to use the translations of the "
Champollianer". He

translates, for instance, "Ar rech re pen" (a formula which often
occurs in the Kitual) lilce M. de Rouge, though he reads the two first

words " er-arez". H'^ translates the first group of each clause in the

II 6
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Dr. Uhleman, or any one else, explain how the first two

groups come to express '"''Hro ^n-aleC?

Until this explanation be given, it may be interesting
to observe how, in other passages, Dr. Seyffarth has in-

terpreted the very same groups.
The first group (in fiill or in its elements) occurs often

and enough in the hieroglyphic texts of his Chrestomathy. It

readSa^
is interpreted emio "multum", x. 78, emio "

macte",

avariety viii. 16, 22, emof "ei qui non", v. 51, emef "nemo",
of ways, iv. 77. A group consisting of the two first characters,

is interpreted emi "
intelligens", ii. 23, emi "

sapientia",
ii. 30, 47, etc. What prevents our reading (for our first

group) e7nif
"
sppientia ejus", or (for the two first groups)

emi ^n-alei
"
sapientia de magistratu".

The second group, which occurs very frequently indeed
in the Chrestomathy, is interpreted ret

"
plantatore", ii. 2,

reti
"

pariter", i. 107,
"
similes", iv. 50,

"
uti", v. 37,

hraam^
"
canentis", vi. 5. Why should one passage be

translated " Oratio de magistratu", and another " Oratio

de plantatore", when the second group is the same in

and both ? Or what prevents our translating the three first

T'i^'^ groups
" Oratio de plantatore" (or creatore) Solis",^* or,

transia- ^7 another combination,
" The Wisdom of the Royal

tions Psalmist", emi ^n-liraam ^m-ouro ?

By a curious coincidence, our two first groups come

together in the very last line of the fouith text. They
are there interpreted emef reti,

" nemo similis est". Wliy
should they be read in a totally difierent way in the very
next line ? Wliy not read emef reti ^m-ouro " nemo
similis est regi" ?

The third group. Dr. S. reads, \n-ouro, but instead of

ouro (a king), he elsewhere reads re (the sun), vi. 158,
may be

±Q4,^ etc. If we substitute tliis latter reading, we obtain

out of
8- iiew sense for the entire line.

the same Nemo similis est Soli supprimenti pravos (or inimicos
^^^'

ejus).
I shall say nothing about the fourth group, because the

first character in it is one about which Uhleman follows

Champollion rather than Seyffarth ;
but why do the cha-

Negative Confession of the dead,
" Ich habe mich wohl gehiitet", al-

though he reads '^ hate-nei" where others read a sunple negation. A
good many examples of this kind might be given.

^* Dr. Uhleman, in the sixth chapter of the Todtenbuch, translates

the word " Creator ", with the following note,
"
Properly Bet plantator,

as the Creator is often compared to a gardener, and the created world
to a garden ". Handbuch, iv. 172.
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racters wliicL. make up our fifth group spell shaftou in

certain places, and bote/ in others ?

The reader will now be able to understand the difficulty

he has to encounter if he wishes to decipher hieroglyphic gcuity

'

texts according to Dr. Seyffarth's method. The four or not acci-

five groups I happen to have selected are not by any Cental,

means exceptional ones. It is the very nature of the

system to interpret the same group an indefinite number
of ways. Thus smou,

"
voces", vi. 175, is written just like

hemi, "duces'V^ v. 25
; hfo akori,

"
serpentem acori", x. 3,

4, hke htop khre;^^
" sordis granorumque", viii. 18, 19,

kohiham,
"
textor", i. 37, 58, or ham-kohe, iii. 55, like keb^

"
par", ix. 50, or ket,

"
aham",^' x. 42. The same combi-

nation of letters spells bashour, iv. 65, and ouoeisJi,^^ vi. 72.

Two letters spell klolj iii. 13, or kel, v. 66
; put an a before

them, and you have Amoun! vi. 183.^^ If to the two
letters which spell rot, vi. 2, we add the stroke which
has sometimes the sound of pt^ and sometimes of a, we
get the word 6o/,^" vi. 87 ! According to Dr. Uhleman
the sign which is pronounced k, kl, and the sign r, Z, pro-
duce together the word ke or ko.

Surely spelHng hke this is either not easily learned, or

it is a great deal too easy.
Dr. Seyffarth's principle explains what seems strange ^jut radl-

and arbitrary in all this, but it is not calculated to give caliy in-

the learner much hope of progress.
"
Every hierogly- ^^''^"^

^^

phic sign expresses the consonants of the Egyptian name ^^^^
of the sign". It follows naturally, according to hun, that

if there are several names for one sign, that sign expresses
a great variety of consonants. " In Egypt, as in all other

countries, many things had different names, real and

poetical; hence many hieroglyphs could express com-

pletely different sounds, both acrophonically and syllabi-

^^ Plate 1. B. a. This group (AM-U) consists of the prep. Am with
the sign of the plur,, and signifies inhabitants^ companions, etc.

; literally
those in, those with, etc.

^6 PI. 1 B. b. HFI, serpens.
17 PI. 1. B. c. UA, unus.
'» PI. 1. B. d. T' eSeR, Dominus.
1^ PI. 1. B. e. A MeN, the divine name.
"^ PI. 1, B. f. IRI, facere. Seyffarth's interpretation is here evi-

dently derived from ChampoUion's view of the function of the stroke :

a view, I believe, first pubUshed in W. von Humboldt's Memoir, in

1827, on fom- lion-headed Egyptian statues. See infr. n. 40. But an
idea which is perfectly rational with reference to a system like that of

ChampolUon, where the signs are partly phonetic and partly ideogra-
phic, becomes absurd when transferred to a purely phonetic system hke
that of Dr. S.

6b
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cally" (Sejrffartli, Rud. Hier., p. 23). Thus the Bull

signifies k in the word Necho, r in Caesar, t in Tor, be-

cause it had tliree names—kalouki, eleph, tauro. Cham-

polHon thought each character had but one name, as in

the Hebrew alphabet, and for this very reason he was
unable to read entire texts".

^^

In the passage of the Rudiments to which he refers,

the same notion (which is every where put forward as a

necessary consequence and characteristic of the system in

opposition to that of Champollion) is expressed in still

stronger terms. " Nullum est signum hieroglyphicum,
quod habeat unam tantum modo potestatem ; nequ£ pauca
exstant quibus sex pluresve literce signi/icantur'". In the

year 1855 the author considered this rather too strong, and,
m fact, only half true. But in 1857 Dr. Uhleman certainly
falls short of the truth when he says: "It is objected to

SeyiFarth that he has attributed more than one syllabic
value to some few hieroglyphs".^^ It would be more correct

to say: It is objected to SeyiFarth that he has attributed

so many values, alphabetic or syllabic, to most hiero-

glyphs, that a text consisting of fifty groups may be read

m several himdred ways. If in 1858 " nullum unam"
or "

neque pauca" have come to mean exactly the reverse

ofwhat they once meant, I can only say that Dr. Seyffarth's
*'

key" is a marvellous instrument if it has retained its

identity amid so much change.
Rules It would be unfair not to observe that Dr. Seyffarth
and ex- has some consciousness of the difficulty of deciphering

^^o'^°*d according to his alphabet. He thinks, however, that the

by Dr. difficulty may be got over by the observation of certain

S. for rules or expedients.

^v"r^h
^* -^^^^^ word^ he says, was almost always written with

diffi. the same signs.

cuity. A more rational rule would have been, that the same
combination of signs should express the same word. But

here, as elsewhere. Dr. S. protests against such a rule.

21 Gramm. Aegypt., p. 9. Is it from eleph that the r in Caesar is

derived ?
22 " Es wird Seyffarth zum Vorvmrfe gemacht, dass er einigen weni-

gen Hieroglyphen mehrere verschiedene Sylbenwerthe beigelegt habe.

Diese Erscheinung ist jedoch eine nothwendige Eolge seines mehrfach

angefiihrten Hauptgrundsatzes". Uhleman, Handbuch I. 212. As late

as 1855, Dr. Seyffarth writes (Gram. ^gypt. p 32),
" Im Allgevieinen

ist zu bemerken dass viele Bilder verschiedene Laute ansdriickten, weil

sie verschiedene Namen fiihrten". It is to be noted that the Coptic vo-

cabulary is rich in synonyms. Dr. U. for his own part adopts the
"
Hauptgnmdsatz", but gives up the "

nothwendige Folge".
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<'Glaiibe man nicht dass dieselbe Hieroglyphengruppe
iiberall dasselbe Wort ausdriicke ". Is his own rule true ?

He adds, as a qualification to it—" Docb giebt es ausnah-

men genug ". There were exceptions enough to it. And
from another passage of the grammar, it appears that the

exceptions were numberless I The real truth is, that, as

the Egyptians had more than a thousand characters in

their alphabet, and loved variety, they were in the con-

stant habit of writing the same word in a multitude of

ways. In sepulchral inscriptions, for instance, the same

proper name will often be found written differently on the

architrave, on the columns, and on the walls of the same

tomb. Even the names of the same sovereign or of the

same divinity are written variously in the royal rings .^'

In the ruins of Karnac alone, M. Prisse found twenty
different ways of writing the praenomen of Thuthmes III.

A collation of the numerous papyrus manuscripts, contain-

ing the ritual of the dead, has proved an immense number
of readings of the same word. And this collation is, in fact,

one of the most precious instruments for discovering the

values of hieroglyphic characters. By comparing two read-

ings of the same word we obtain an equation, from which
we often find the phonetic equivalents of known signs.
The greatest prudence, however, is required in the opera-
tion. It is not always certain that the same word is written

in different renderings of the same text, or in renderings of

the same idea. Thus " Rekah uer", the great fire, is found as

the equivalent of " Rekah naa" '^^ uer and naa both signi-

fying great. The texts, again, are not always free from

orthographical faults. Dr. Hincks has noted and discussed

a number of these errors. Those of the Turin ritual, in

particular, have been pointed out by Lepsius, its editor.

Out of fourteen different ways, which M. de Rouge cites,

of writing the word "T'ena" (to repulse), and he gives us

to understand that there are more, that excellent critic

rejects four as resulting from the errors of copyists.^^

"^ Thus the h. in the name of Neko is sometimes expressed by the

Bull, sometimes by the two Arms. Two shields of Nectanebo, bearing
the same name, have but little outward resemblance.

2* De Rouge Inscription sur le tombeau d'Ahmes, p. 97. Lepsius,
Chronologic, p. 138.

^^ lb. p. 155. " Voici quelques unes des nombreuses formes de ce

mot, employees indifferemment aux memes passages du Rituel par les

nombreux exemplaires que j'ai consultes". See ChampoUion's Diction-
naire Egyptien, p. 130, sqq., for the r umerous ways of writing the
word " Autokrator".
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TMs is a strange commentary on the rule of Dr. SeyffartK ;

but a more a strange thing is, that few persons are better

acquainted with the truth of the commentary than the

author of the rule. No one perhaps is so learned in the

various readings of the same word in the ritual of the

dead
;
and it is doubtless from his frequently identifying

words, which ought not to be identified, that many, if

not most, of his nimaerous errors have arisen. ^^

2. To express an idea, signs cognate to that idea were

chosen in preference to others. Thus, a whip (BK), was
used to spell Boh, a prince, but not Baki, a city. ,

To this rule, too, we might say
" there are exceptions

enough
"

;
and any one who will take the trouble to verify

its truth by the texts interpreted by Dr. Seyffarth or Dr.

Uhleman, will probably find the exceptions more nume-
rous than the instances.

There is, of course, some ti-uth in the rule, because a

large number of hieroglyphs is ideographic and even mi-

metic. But Dr. Seyffarth utterly disbelieves the existence

of such ideographic signs.
*' Keine Hieroglyphe . . .

hat eine S3rmbohsche Bedeutung, driickt niemals mime-

tisch, tropisch oder anigmatisch einen Begriff aus".

3. Tlie syllabic signs were distinguished from the acro-

phonic by the presence of the sign Mountain (Semicircle),
which discharged a function similar to that of the Dagesh
forte, in Hebrew.

Tliis is announced as a discovery of the year 1843
;
but

I cannot find out what use has been made of it in Dr.

Se3rffarth's interpretations subsequent to that period. He
certainly does attach syllabic values to signs accompanied

by the "Mountain", but only when it suits his pm-pose, and

signs which are not accompanied by the Mountain come

2^ Boten viele PapyrusroUen mit gleichen Texten ein vortreffliches

Hulfsmittel, well sie an unzahligen Stellen dieselben Buchstaben und

Sylben gleicher Wbrter, wie bei den Eigennamen, durch andere gleich-
lautende Zeichen ausdriicken, oder Sylbenzeichen in Buchstaben auflo-

sen". Gramm. ^Egypt. p 31. He then gives five ways of writing the

word Bok. Compare p. xxix. " Findet man, dass, wenn 10 verschiedne

Abschriften der altagyptischen heiligen Schriften, wie der Verfasser

gethan, mit einander Buchstabe fiir Buchstabe vergHchen werden, die

verschiedensten Zeichen mit einander wechsehi. Allein der Verfasser

wusste damals noch nicht, das den einzelnen Wbrtern ganz verschie-

den Determinative beigesetzt werden konnten, welche akrophonisch
vcrschieden lauteten, imd dass die Abschreiber haiifig andere synonyme
Wbrter in den Text gebracht batten". Mr. Birch says of the Kituals,
"
they were rapidly copied, and are full of blunders". Dr. Hincks

(Trans, of R.I.A., xxi., p. 177 sq.) goes so far as to deny the use of col-

lating them in order to find out the values of unknown signs.
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off just as well. The passage, for instance, from the
" Todtenbuch ", given in our second plate, contains that

important sign but once
; yet Dr. S. has not confined his

syllabic interpretations to the group in which it occurs.

In his interpretation of the Rosetta Inscription, Dr. Uhle-

man has but once or twice had recourse to this
"

diacriti-

cal" use of the "Mountain", and that simply when he did

not know what else to do with it. And his diacritical

use of it is different from that of Dr. Seyffarth.
4. Diacritical signs and determinatives were attached

to ambiguous words.

Dr. Seyffarth's determinatives correspond to those of

the orthodox school, but differ from them in being pho-
netic. His phonetic

" diacritica" correspond in many cases

to what we call phonetic duplicates or complements.
The Egyptians often added to certain signs others whose
sound was already contained in the former. Thus, the

Hatchet (Neter) is often followed by ^, r*; the Beetle

(Cheper), by c/i, p, r, see note 43
;
the Crux Ansata

(Anch), by w, ch. But this was certainly not done for the

purpose of avoiding the ambiguity supposed by Dr. Sey-
ffarth. Each sign has but one set of duplicates or comple-
ments, and whether the complements be expressed or no,
the value of the sign remains invariable. What can be
less ambiguous than the Hatchet ? It has but one sound
and one meaning, Neter^ Divine. The Crux Ansata always
expresses Anch, to ^ijv, either as substantive or verb.

Besides this kind of complement, Dr. Uhleman, like

his master, admits another with a negative power. The
"
Quiver", he thinks, had the sounds of K and K L, but

when the mouth (R, L) is added to it, instead of deter-

ming the former sign as K L, the second sign subtracts its

own value from the former, and determines the group as

Ko, ponere.^' But no rule has been given for distinguish-

ing between the positive and negative complements. Nor
is it easy to know whether the signs in question are to be
looked upon as diacritical or not. The very group which
Dr. Uhleman reads ko, in the ninth line of the Rosetta

Inscription, is read by him ke-ehrai, in the tenth.

Such are the rules or expedients intended to facilitate

the reading of hieroglyphic texts. Whatever truth or

2^ In the same way the Beetle expresses tr in Dr. Seyffarth's alpha-
bet

; but when r is added, the two signs together only express the let-

ter t.
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but the falseliood there may be in them, it is certain that they do
diffi- not enable us to overcome the difficulty they are supposed
cultyre- ^^ meet. They do not help us to determine whether a

un- given group should be read reti^ alei, or liraam. They
Chang- do not enable us to discover whether we ought to read
®^'

heh or hamkohi, ho or ke-ehrai. \ Dr. Uhleman is perhaps
in possession of some other secret in virtue of which he

can tell whether a well-known group of five signs is to be

read hru (a day) or al-ur (the illustrious king).^^
We now come to the second part of our subject.

Thesys-
^^ spite of his chivalrous ardour for the glory of his

tern con- master, Dr. Uhleman has very considerably modified the

hf^t' system he defends. On many essential points he differs

not es- altogether from Seyffarth. The extreme luxuriance, for

sentiaily instance, of alphabetic and syllabic values, has greatly
modified Jiniinished under the hands of Dr. Uhleman. Instead of

Dhle-* hunting in Hebrew and Chaldaic for the old Egyptian
man, names of hieroglyphs, he confines himself in general to

Coptic roots
;
and he tells us that, instead of admitting a

variety of syllabic values, he fixes, in most cases, upon
one. This is perhaps the most important point of all.

But what both Seyffarth and Uhleman are most jealous
of is the syllabic principle, which they consider as the

distinctive mark of their system. Every admission of

the syllabic principle is looked upon by them as a con-

Charges cession on the part of their opponents. They constantly
of disho- assert that Lepsius, Birch, de Rouge, Brugsch, and others

^^^l^\ have abandoned the system of Champollion, and dis-

apos- honestly availed themselves of Seyffarth's key^ without

tacy giving him the glory of its invention. Accusations of
^sainst

plagiarism with reference to individual signs, are not

lowers" wanting ;
but even if these could be got over, Dr. Uhle-

of man absolutely denies that any one calling himself a

^^^."^'
follower of ChampolKon has the right of using the syl-

labic interpretation on any single occasion.

In reply to assertions of this kind, which have been

frequently repeated of late years, and sometimes in rather

indecent language,^ I beg to offer the following obser-

vations :
—

28 PI. 1. g. Compare Uhleman Inscript. Eosett. p. 143 and p. 166.

29 "Ob jemand laut zu Champollions Anhange sich bekenneund auf

Seyffarth schelte—wofern er der Hieroglyphe den Werth mehrerer

Hieroglyphen beimisst, so wandelt er auf der von Sej^artli gebahnten

Strasse, und liigt mit seinem Munde". This agreeable passage is

quoted by Ulihman. Handbuch, I. 211.





H
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1. In the first place, even if it be trae that the fol- These

lowers of Champollion have abandoned his method of have not

interpretation, it does not follow that they have adopted Jj^j^"j),^

that of Dr. Sevffarth. They do not believe in any one s. his

of his fundamental principles.
Nor is their alphabet the syllabic

same as his. The reader may judge for himself by a a^P^*^®*»

comparison of the orthodox mode of reading two lines of

the " Book of the Dead"^" with that of Dr. Seyffarth.

M. le Vicomte de Rouge, one of the most eminent dis-

ciples of ChampolHon, reads (Todtenbuch, clxiv. 13, 14)
as follows :

—
Oua nemma ha em (to 9) s, has (?) aou hra-w er-s;

her . . . ou-w em wa kah; ker hra (2) oua em hrd en vak

ki em hra en pa?^

(The sign which has no corresponding sound ascribed

to it, is an ideographic representation ofplumes).
Dr. Seyffarth's reading is this :

—
Keb moumi ish, ash-iri ^m,-m,as sorg^-es, auo harou res

heres ke ehrai hotp aouo hai kha ke ehrai hra snau keb

^m-hra ^n-beg' bak ket ^m-hra ^n-boki m,isi hime ish.

With one single exception, the only values which agree
in the two readings are to be found in ChanapoUion's
earliest alphabet. It is needless to add that M. de Rouge's
translation differs altogether from that of Dr. Seyffarth
and Dr. Uhleman.

If another proof of the difference of the two alphabets
be required, it will be found in the following table,^^ the

first column of which gives a list of alraost^^ all of the

values ascribed by M. de Rouge to the characters used

syllabically in the three first lines of the Inscription on
the Tomb of Ahmes. A good many of these are found
in Champollion's Grammar and Dictionary. The second
and third columns show the corresponding values given
by Seyffarth, first in his lithographed alphabet, and after-

wards in his Egyptian grammar.

30 See Plate II.
'' In Latin :

" Unus nemma stat in conspectu ejus ante earn et facies

ejus contra earn
; (habet) etiam plumas, est attollens brachium; (habet)

etiam vultus duo, unum sicut faciem accipitris alterum sicut faciem
hominis".—De Eouge, Tombeau d'Ahmes, p. 128.

32 See Plate I. c.
^3
Through an oversight the sign Sep was omitted in the plate. This

value was found by Champollion, Avith whom, so far, Dr. Seyffarth
agrees. He attributes to it in addition the value of A, and makes it tha
equivalent of another (?) sign, to which he gives the value of kb.
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nor the

idea of

syllabic

value?,

De Rouge.
1851.

1 Her
2 Chen
3 Aah
4 Mes
5 Nev.
6 Ta
7 Hes
8 Cheper
9 Nouv
10 To
11 T'er
12 Hen
13 Sahou
14 Nechou
15 Iri

16 Tern
17 Mat'aou (abbr.)

Seyffarth.

184i

kr, hr

kht, hm
hr, h

, ms, sm
shsh

tsn, tn
ht

t, th

nt, nb

tt, t

kl, ski

bt

St

anth, sh

or, tn

oumt, am
msh, shm

, a, m
+ msh, m

1855.
. kr, hr, k, h, ht, hpt. .

. kt, ht, k.

. kr.

. m, ms.
. n, nb, nbt, kn, s.

. t, tn.

.pt.

. tr (?).

. n, nb, nt.

. t, tt, ts, kn.

.kl.

. b, bt, pt, hpt, apht.

. st, kl, tb, tp, htp, hb, kp.

. mg'o.

. a,n,o,r,p,bl,pl,br,pr,s.
. m, um.

sh . mashi + mashi

The discrepancy between the rival alphabets might be
made still more striking, if the values of all the characters,

phonetic and symbolic, in the three lines had been com-

pared together. The third character, for instance, in the

first line is not phonetic at all, according to M. de Rouge,
except under certain conditions. According to Dr. Sey-
ffarth, it is always phonetic, and stands for thh, ht, p, chr,

hr, kl, kr, and g'r.

Even when both parties are agreed as to the value of

a sign, it is absurd to conclude without further proof that

one has borrowed from the other. Orbits depending upon
different laws may intersect

;
but would any mathematician

say that the points of intersection belong to one line rather

than to the other? In his admirable dissertation on the

inscription of the Tomb of Ahmes, M. de Rouge has

given his reasons at full length for the values he has as-

signed to each hieroglyphic character. Are these reasons

identical with those of Dr. Seyffarth ?

2. It will, however, be said that, even supposing the

disciples of ChampoUion have not stolen the syllabic
values from Dr. S., they have at least stolen from him
the idea of syllabic values. If this be the key, it would
be a sufficient answer to say, that with such an instru-

ment it would be as impossible to decipher texts, as to

open real doors with an ideal key. But, after all, how
comes this idea to be the personal property of Dr. Sey-
ffarth, so that every one who uses it must first make an
act of homage to him as the lawful owner? Is it through

right of inheritance, or through right of conquest? It
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certainly is not tlirougK riglit of original invention, litis which is

right cannot be maintained in the teeth of facts noto- no inven-

rious to all who have studied the history of hieroglyphic J^^'^g^

discovery, and, after all, acknowledged both by Dr. Sey- but of'

ffarth and Dr. Uhleman. If the first assertion of the syl-
Dr.

labic use of hieroglyphs be the matter in litigation, the Young,

rightful claimant is not Dr. SeyfFarth, but Dr. Young !

According to that celebrated Egyptologist, the first sign
in the word " Berenice" represents the syllable Be7\ the

goose Ken, the lion Ole, and the snake JEne. And his

view was, that the Egyptians used "
syllabic and al-

phabetic writing, combined in a manner not extremely
unlike the ludicrous mixtures of words and things with

which cliildren are sometimes amused". It is chiefly in

reference to Young's supposed discoveries that Champol-
Hon denied the existence of syllabic signs, and at the

time that he did so, the evidence was certainly on that

side
;
because the first inquiries turned upon Greek, Ro-

man, and other foreign names, and these are generally
written with purely alphabetic characters. SeyfFarth

forgets this in his grammar, when he gives Young the

credit of asserting the alphabetic but not the syllabic use

of hieroglyphs.^* In an earlier work^^ (published in

1840) his memory is more exact. " Until the time of

Young", he says,
"
every one had supposed that the

hieroglyphic characters signified words and whole ideas.

After Young had shown that the hieroglyphs were letters

and syllables, one immediately came to the belief", etc.

Dr. Uhleman speaks still more strongly on the subject of

Young :
—" He has acquired the immortal merit of hav-

^*
Young's Discoveries in Hieroglyph. L. i. p. 47. Seyffarth, Gramm.

^gypt., p. xxvii. Compare p. xvi. : ''Keine Hieroglyphe driickt

vocalisirte Sylben wie ole, bir-, aus". Is it on this ground that Young's
claim is to be denied ? In the first place, the objection asserts what
is not true. The first syllable in the name of Antoninus is expressed
by the Fish, and also by the Eye with the eyebrow (as distinguished
from the Eye [= Iri] without the eyebrow). Of the former sign Dr. S.

says, Gramm., p. 74, 336, lautet an in Antoninos : of the former, p. 45,

128, lautet an und n in Antoninos, Antinous. And it may be seen from
the lithographed alphabet at the end of Dr. Seyflarth's grammar, that
this syllabic value was one of those recognized by Champollion. The
phonetic equivalents of these two signs in the various readings consist
of a vowel and the letter n. See De Rouge, Tombeau d'Ahmes, p. 123,
sq. In the second place, if Dr. Seyfiarth puts Young out of the ques-
tion because their notions differed as to the nature of the syllabic signs
it is no less true that his own notion is not the same as that of the
*'

Champollioner". Theirs is not more like his than like Young's.
'^^

Alphabeta Genuina, p. 42.
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inw first proved that tlie sacred writing of the ancient

Egyptians really contained phonetic elements, alphabetic
and syllabic signs. This glory no one will deny or

dispute him".'^ All Dr. Young's syllabic values have un-

luckily turned out to be incorrect
;
but it is no less true

that those of Dr. Seyffarth can as little be depended
upon as the predictions of wind and rain in a sixth-rate

weather almanack. The worst almanack has a certain

amount at least of approximate truth in it. It does not

predict ice in July, or the dog-days in February. It may
give future generations a tolerably accurate view of the

average weather throughout the year in a certain locality,
even though it may have predicted wrongly for every
particular day. There is no such truth about Dr. Sey-
ffarth's syllabic alphabet. A certain number of signs
have the right values (among others) attributed to them,
but the strong antecedent chances with reference to every
individual sign are that it has been wrongly interpreted.
It is preposterous to fancy that one is tempted to steal

treasures of this kind.

3. In the next place, Champollion's disciples have been

gfgng""' guilty ofno apostacy, but have only followed their master's

admit- example in attributing syllabic values to certain hiero-

Ch
^^

g^yP^^s. Dr. Uhleman strongly denies this, but his master

pollion
is <^f ^ different opinion. The Grammatica -^gyp-

him. tiaca^^ tells us, at least, that "
ChampoUion himself finally

®®^^'
adopted the system ( !)

of the author [why not that of

Dr. Young?] and ascribed tivo consonants to several

hieroglyphs
—

legte er . . . mehreren Hieroglyphen zwei

consonanten bei". Dr. Seyffarth's partisans will do well

to remember this when they feel tempted to give the lie

direct to the same proposition when maintained by
Champollion's followers.

That ChampoUion did really, before his death, admit
and a certain number of syllabic values, is undoubtedly a fact
others of great importance in the controversy. But this unde-

vered niable fact is of very trifling consequence indeed, when
from compared with the far more important fact that at his

whTh
^^^t^ ^^ l^ft ^^^^ science in so advanced a state, that his

he had succcssors could not long have followed in his steps with-

collect- out admitting the existence of syllabic characters, even^
if he had not done so himself. And to this conclusion

they must have been forced, even if Young and Seyffarth

3^
Uhleman, Handbuch i. 38. ^'

p. xxxix.

Some

syllabic
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had never speculated on the subject, or rather in spite of

speculations which, from their evident failure, were more

likely to lead one to an opposite conclusion.^^ I say that

if Champollion had never recognized a single syllabic

value, this fact would not have the importance his op-

ponents attach to it. A man is really the cause of the

good or evil, the truth or falsehood, necessarily resulting
after his death from what he has done, even though he

may have protested against it every day of his life. And
it happens but rarely that the founders of great systems
are able to foresee the results of their labours.

Champollion died in 1832, only ten years after the

publication of his " Lettre a M. Dacier". During these

ten years he laid the solid foundation of the whole science

of Egyptian philology. Since 1832 the science has un-

doubtedly made great progress in every direction, but in

every case, as yet, it has simply followed the steps traced

by its founder. It may or may not be true that the whole
of Dr. Seyffarth's system consists in the assertion of the

syllabic principle. But it is ludicrous in the extreme to talk

of the negation of that principle as constituting the essence

ofChampollion's system. There is no arguing with people
who talk such nonsense. The syllabic values are deter-

mined by precisely the same method as the alphabetic. But
instead of rashly speculating like Dr. SeyfFarth, and being
obliged, in consequence, to change his system every five

or six years, Champollion clung to the positive results he
had obtained, and admitted new facts rather than new
theories. After he had obtained satisfactory proofs of the

values of some alphabetic characters, he sometimes came
across evidence in favour of values inconsistent with his

former results. Whenever this happened, he simply re-

gistered the new facts, and made use of them, without
at once rushing to the conclusion that every hieroglyphic
character had an indefinite number of alphabetic values.

Experience has shown that he was completely right. In
like manner, when certain characters were found to ex-

press words or syllables, this fact was not sufficient to dis-

prove the alphabetic or symbolic values of these cha-

racters. The Hatchet, for instance, is used to express the
pX^^"^^'

word Neter (God or Divine) ; according to Dr. SeyfFarth siyus,

' 38 j^yen at the present day no better reference then Champollion's
Dictionary can be given for the proofs of syllabic values in general. The
facts are there so admirably tabulated, that the reader has but to draw
the conclusion.
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and Dr. Ulileman, the Hebrew word Adir. Are we to

conclude at once that the sign is syllabic and simply
equivalent to the consonants ntr or drf We should cer-

tainly be justified in coming to this conclusion if we
found it used to spell all kinds of words indifferently.
But is this the case ? In what word does it ever occur ?
*' Das Beil driickt so oft es vorkommt, stets den einfachen

Begriff Gott aus". The Hatchet, says Dr. Uhleman, in-

variably expresses the simple notion, God. That is pre-

cisely what we mean when we say its use is ideographic
or symbolic^ not alphabetic or syllabic. And there are

many signs which, like the Hatchet, are never used but to

express a single idea. Until the contrary be proved,
one of Dr. Seyffarth's fundamental propositions is inad-

missible.^^

The progress, however, from the notion of symbols
read plionetically to that of syllabic characters is natural,

phoneti- ^^^> under the conditions, inevitable. If Champollion
cally, has (to take an imaginary instance) taught me to read

Hont whenever a certain character appears, and I find the

sign used to spell the Egyptian words for cat, kitchen,

tering^" fl^^^i wine, etc.
; if, besides this, I find it in proper names,

into the where the Greek text of a bilingual papyrus reads \vt or

compo- ^Qyj J if^ again, I find various readings of these words, in

word>.°
which h, n, t, appear as its phonetic equivalents, it is not

likely that I should think Champollion altogether wrong,
even though I may have doubts as to the symbolic nature

of the character in question. If the sign Throne be read

Hes, the Eye, Iri, and the two together Hes-iri (the Egyp-
tian name of Osiris), what is to prevent the same process

^^ Of course I do not mean to imply that, if the contrary be proved,
the symbolic principle is refuted. One of the highest authorities on the

subject (often referred to in this article), denies the distmction, asserted

in Bunsen's first volume, between the purely syllabic and mixed signs :

" Cette distinction n'est pas fondee, car les signes syllabiques de M. de
Bunsen ont tons un symbolisme principal comme ses signes mixtes, et

ceux-ci de leur cote ne sont pas bornes dans leur emploi a I'idee dont ils

sont le symbole".
—De Kouge, Tombeau d'Ahmes, p. 11. Lepsius, too,

seems to consider all characters ideographic which are not simply
alphabetic. As to Dr. Uhleman's objection that the Hatchet cannot be
considered symbolic, because he cannot see the rational connection

between God and a Hatchet, it is sufficient to refer him to the ablest,
as well as the most virulent, of ChampoUion's antagonists.

" Le lien

qui dans ces sortes d'associations, rattache I'idee a son symbole, est tel-

lement vague et tellement arbitraire, enfin emprunte a des notions si

eloignees des notres, qu'il y aurait de la folic a tenter de le decouvrir,
hors des cas ou la tradition nous la conserve". Klaproth, Examen cri-

tique des travaux de feu M. Champollion, p. 12.
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taking place in all parallel cases, whether all the elements

of a group or only a part be symbolical ? This kind of

syllabic value has been acknowledged from the very first

by Champollion and his earliest followers. Champollion has

hardly ever interpreted a line without having recourse to

it. He even imagined, at one time, that the stroke men-

tioned in the earlier part of this article, was intended to

point out the ideographic signs which should be read by
the whole name of the object represented. Thus, a Goose

with the stroke represented the sound Si; a Mouth with

a stroke represented the sound Ro. A word formed of

these elements he read Siro. The name of the Shep-
herds (Men a), a group of three signs, is read Menac/iom

by Rosselini, because the third sign, an Eagle, in Egyp-
tian Achom, is accompanied by the stroke.^*^ Between

Champollion's notion that certain hieroglyphic characters

were to be read as expressing the sound of the name of

the object represented, and that of Dr. Seyffarth, that

these hieroglyphs represent the consonants of the name,
the difference is not great, particularly if Champollion's

teaching, with reference to the vowels, is taken into con-

sideration. But if one of these notions is taken from
the other, the lender is certainly not Dr. Seyfiarth.

Let us take another case. A well known sign (the Abbre-

Plant) frequently stands for the word Suten (king)." It viations.

cannot, however, be taken as always standing for this

word, or yet for the consonants of the word
;
nor can it

be admitted as being simply the symbol of royalty. It is

found with a mere alphabetic value in the names of the

king Ramses," the god Khons, the city Suvan (Eilithyia),
and the goddess of the same name

;
in Krus,*^ a sarcopha-

gus, Ees, the south, the preposition Ensu^ and the personal

*" See de Rouge, ibid., p. 33. Compare Lepsius iiber die 22. agyp-
tische Konigsdynastie, p. 292, note. Birch, Introduction to Study of

Hierogl. p. 241. Cliampollion, Gram. Egypt, p. 59.
^' It occurs also in a number of titles,

"
royal wife",

"
royal mother",

'

"royal son", etc. Some of these titles, e.g., royal son, or prince of Kush,
or of Suvan, belonged to high functionaries not necessarily of royal
blood.

*^
E.g. in the name of Ramses Miamun on the Tablet oC Abydos, and

on the Flaminian and Luxor obelisks.
^^ This form (written KRSU) occurs repeatedly in the 27th tomb of

the Pyramids of Giseh, as represented in Lepsius' Denkmaler. Abth. ii.

Bl. 76. In these inscriptions, which are as old as tlie Fifth Dynasty
(or at least not much later), the Beetle is accompanied (on three occa-

sions) by the signs ch, p, r. Here we have a far more ancient authority
than any of those quoted by Mr. Birch in his interesting Letter to Le-

tronne, in the Revue Archeologique, vol v. I know of several others.
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pronoun Su. In different readings of tKe same word it is

found as the phonetic equivalent of a common S. The
most natural conclusion, therefore, consistent with all these

facts, is that the character in question is in every case

simply alphabetic, and that, when it stands for the word
Suten, it does so as the initial or abbreviation of that word.
Other nations used abbreviations in their inscriptions

—
why may not the Egyptians have done the same? It is

no argument to say: "At quantum periculum, si littera

initialis sola ad totam vocem exprimendam adhibetur !

"^^

It may have been a dangerous practice, and yet in use.*^

The hypothesis of abbreviation, however, was insuffi-

whTdT cient to explain the use of a large number of signs, and

invaria- in process of time it was found that many characters

blyap- which had been thought alphabetic, really represented

part^or
^^oi^e than one letter.

whole of The group, for instance, which was known to repre-
thesame ggj^^ the divine name, Amun, is composed of three signs,
^ ^ '

which were not unreasonably supposed to represent
the letters A, M, N, respectively.*^ The first and third

were perfectly well known to be A and N. The value

M seemed equally proved in a multitude of examples.
It is, however, certain that in every one of these examples
which can bear criticism, the sign for N followed, and
was in fact redundant, it being merely the phonetic com-

plement of the sign which it followed, and whose real

**
Uhleman, Inscript. Rosett., p. 135. Elsewhere, p. 60, he says:

"
^gyptios vocem Neter significaturos solam litteram N scripsisse, et

lectori permisisse ut reliquas litteras de sua sententia atque voluntate

adderet nemo credere poterit". Why not argue in the same way that

the Eomans could not have expressed "Dis Manibus", by D.M.? If it

be said that the marks of abbreviation prevented mistakes, is it not

equally true that a sign which never expresses any other notion than

that of God, is in no danger of being misunderstood ? But the ancients

did not always use marks of abbreviation. Inscriptions like the follow-

ing (Marm. Oxon, p. 2, Tab. iv. xi. 2) are not uncommon:
lOTATPANTinATPOS [k. t. X.]
ANEeHKENET0Y2AM$
AYATNAIOTKA

This seems easy enough ;
but if| we had had to acquire our whole

knowledge of the Greek language from inscriptions like this, the case

would have been different.
*^

L'empereur Justinien;'bannit les sigles des livres de droit comme
etant obscures enigmatiques et trop sujettes a caution . . . L'empereur
Basile defendit aussi de les employer en pareil cas Cependant malgre
I'obscurite et le danger de cette ecriture, on en a fait plus on moins

d'usage depuis les premiers temps jusqu' a nos jours".
—

Millin, Dictlon-

naire des Beaux Arts, III. 572.
« Plate I., B. a
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value is mn or men. In like manner, the sign which we Many
now read mes, in Ahmes, Thuthmes, Rameses, and a such

multitude of other words, was formerly taken for M. ^'^ns.

Experience has, however, shown that that sign never

occurred without being followed by S, or else implying
it. In the same way many other syllabic values have

been discovered, and, as a necessary consequence, alpha-
betic values inconsistent with them have been rejected.

Thus the sign mes can never be supposed to enter into

the words Mentu or Meri; the sign Neb could never

appear as the first letter of Nectanebo. In this, of course,

the orthodox theory is utterly at variance with that of

Dr. SeyfFarth. His theory is in contradiction with what This class

we consider the essential character of syllabic signs,
—what

^^^^'^^^j^

M. de Rouge calls
" les lois du syllabisme", without which, to Dr. S.

in fact, ChampoUion's followers need never have had re-

coiu-se to the syllabic h3rpothesis at all. The difference

between the two theories is therefore an organic difference,

and the resemblance between them simply external. The
whole syllabic theory, as now held by Lepsius, Birch, de

Rouge, Brugsch, and all the other eminent followers of

ChampoUion, did not suddenly spring into a fully de-

veloped existence, it was not stolen from Dr. Seyffarth
or any one else, but was slowly elaborated, step by step,
as the result of long and patient observation and in-

duction.

It is needless to pursue the subject further. Indeed, it

would be impossible to do so without presupposing in

the reader some knowledge of the science of hierogly-

phics. But with readers who possess this knowledge I

have no controversy. My intention in this article has

been, on the contrary, to explain to readers who have
never made hieroglyphics an object of their special study,
and who possess but what is called a literary knowledge
of the controversy, and this derived from Dr. Seyffarth
and his partisans, why it is that, in spite of his undoubted

learning and his devotion to the subject, Egyptologists
are unanimous in taking no account of Dr. Seyffarth and
his numerous publications.''''

*^ Since this article was written, Lepsius has published his "
Kbnigs-

buch der Aegypter", a splendid work, to which I would gladly have re-
ferred for illustration had I seen it earlier.

II
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Art. IV.—"
TTie Sick-bed of Cuchulainn, and the only Jealousy

of Eimer". [^Quoted from the ^Yellow Book of Slane' in

Leabharna h-Uidhre.'] By Eugene Curry, M.R.LA.

(Concluded from vol. i. page 390).

Ho'O'oti'pci fUAn -ptAn ^^iibAC,
'Oeci p5 TIIaca mocpuc,
tlic teci |Ae|Aococtti'o.

t)ecA A^uAUM-niD Iah '005'LAin,
T)ecA Action ti cocoTn|iAim,
'OecA ACAi|Apciti cinnic ^ierro,
*OecA A|A|ieuA pAnp'ocelt

X)ecA Acti|AA*ou comb-pi5,
IDecA Ain^eniAAiX) riA-p'omin,
T)ecA

A^ii^ti -pem tia^a,
T)ecA AiAignu 'oe-pmA|\A.

IDecA cojYAC ^emint) ^buAi-p,
'OecA CAcin^riAX) A^AnuAi-p,
T)ecA tec

i-ppet) -poc^ni,

-AftiAcc, A|:oc A nAtnii.

1S mec, ni ttiaiu, cocbu'o u|tom,

If me|ACAr) a|i necombotTo,

If boim foffAiu fUAn bifac,

UAtiAip "oec eccomtiAfc,

Hcoup^ fUATi fit) Af nob,
Uebci fifobfuc fomof ,

IbAf mbfiAti mbbAic foucAf ,

Of15 A^efiu UbAt).

Cfi5 A^efA1C "UbA-o.

AcfAcc lAfom CiJctibAinii lAfpn ocuf "oofac bAim 'OAfaa^i-o

octif focuif Amefcnip ocuf Acfotttoacc 'oe, ocuf ACfacu lAfpn
ocuf cAnic femi lAfpn comboi in Aifbi foif . Cotiacca cuci

,
•

^

King ofMacha.—This was Concobar Mac Nessa, king of Ulster, but named
here from Emain-Macha, the capital city of his province.
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[15^ Errata in the former part. At the end of the present article will be found a list of errata,

consisting chiefly of certain Irish words which are not printed in the first part of this tale

exactly in accordance with the ancient spelling of the original M.S. The attention of the

reader is particularly requested to these corrections.]

Arise, O champion of Ulster.

Mayst thou awake from thy sleep in health and happiness ;

Behold the King of Macha* of lovely form,
He will not allow thy great sleep.

Behold his shoulder full of crystal,
Behold his drinking horns with trophies.
Behold his chariots which sweep the valleys,
Behold the movements of his chess-warriors.

Behold his champions in their might,
Behold his noble, polished dames.
Behold his kings of valorous career,

Behold their exceedingly noble queens.

Behold the beginning of clear winter.
Behold all its wonders in their turn.
Behold thou that which it produces.
Its cold, its length, its want of beauty.

It is inertness, it is not good, heavy sleep,
It is adding enervation to incapacity for combat.

Long sleep is [the same as] drinking beyond a surfeit.

Debility is only second to death.

Awake thou from the fairy sleep thou hast drunk :

Cast it off with great, excessive ardour.

Many flowery words thou hast loved
;

Arise, O champion of Ulster.

Arise, O champion of Ulster.

^

Cuchulainn then arose after that, and he drew his hand over

his face, and he put his inertness and his heaviness off him
;
and

he got up then, and he went forth afterwards till he stood in a

place which he sought. And he saw coming towards him, after

that, Liban
;
and the woman spoke to him

;
and she was inviting

him to the fairy mansion (Sidh).
" What place is Labraid in?"

said Cuchulainn. " I will tell", said she :
—

7b
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lA-ppn l/ibAn, octi-p -[AOjAAit) iri'oin;5en f|Aiff? ocu-p bAi ocauocu-

]\mx) 'oincp'o. Cip Ai|\m hicA tAb]AAi*o oi CuctitAinn. tlin.

otp.

-dCA "LAbjlATO -poivbint) ^tATI,

'OiAriAiui^ec btii'onibAn,

TlibA-pciu tec cecc 'oiauuai'd,

1T1a*0 A\\pf LAb'pA'OA tuAIC.

lyAiTUt) cec AX)ey uitroben,
Cec eobAC inci Ap*oyec,

C0|ACA1H COriAt'OI "OACA,

SAmAlb ^HUAX)! 'LAb|\A'OA.

C-pouit) concent) caua cei|\p,

'PlA'0ActA1*0lb CAnA*0ei"{15,

t3|AUi*o i*onA bu'oen mbAeu,

t)-pipx) -pciAuti tennA bAec.

1^1 -pubA Acnef ipn T:\\ey,

tlitnAipvo CAi|A*oiu A^roiAAmbe-p,

1npce -pe^iAib pt)e,

fe\\, |A0febAi5 m6\\ mite.

t.Aec'oii ocAib, Am|\ii fceoit,

tlopACC C1]A
e-CAC 1tllt,

potc -pAijA
AmAlt -pte-pcA 61

]1,

DotAT) pnA tiA Anoit.

Amyiti -pe-jAAib -puAbAi]! nic,

l-p ^A-p^ piiciAnA cocpc,
lilA'OU CU-pAC OCUf ^'P^^IS?

Sec im-p hicA t/AbjAAi.'o.

Pepi conitti]i ^nim X)a\[ te|i,

l/AbpAlt) tuAu tAm A]\ ctAiX)eb,

ni^ubAnt) con-poici "oe,

l-p -ptitAn^ -puAin -pocAitDe.

S-piAnmtiinci tDepi^oi^A pAiA 51^^15,

Ocu-p noconex) nAmmA,
Uuipt) AIH51U ocii|" ^tAin,

liye-o pt ifci5 biuA.

AUA. l/AblAAIt) ipo]y.

TlocojAA^fA A-p
CucutAinn A]\ cm]uux) mnA. Uicet) iA]iom, Ap
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Labraid is now upon a pure lake,

Wliitlier do resort companies of women.
Thou wouldst not feel fatigued by coming to bis land,
If thou wouldst but visit Labraid the quick.

Happy house which a soft woman orders,

. An hundi'ed learned men in it that are adepts ;

Crimson in its most beautiful hue
Is the likeness of the cheek of Labraid.

He shakes a wolfs head of battle slaughter
Before his thin red sword

;

He crushes the armour of bounding hosts,

He shatters the broad shields of champions.

Dehght of the eye is his skin in the fight,
At all points he plies his valour feats

;

The most worthy of men is he,
A man who has cut down many thousands.

The most vaHant of warriors, the most famous in story,
Has reached the land of Eochaidh luil

;

Hair on him like rings of gold,
—

The smell of wine comes with his breath.

The most illustrious of men that seek battle,

Whose fierceness is felt by distant boundaries :

Swiftly ghde both boats and steeds

Past the island in which resides Labraid.

A man of many foreign deeds,
Labraid of the quick hand at sword

;
*

He cleaves not [men] till so compelled,
He maintains the repose of his hosts.

Bridles and collars of red gold to his steeds,
And it is not these alone,

—
Columns of silver and of crystal
Are what sustain the house in which he is.

Labraid is now upon, etc

" I shall not go", said Cuchulainn,
'' on the invitation of a

woman". "Let, then, Laegh come thither", said the woman,
" to

know everything".
" Let him, then", said Cuchulainn.

Laegh then went along with the woman, and they went past
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itTom^en, t^oeg Arrofuc x)if cec-pecA. Uiac iA|\om a|i Cucti-

tAinri. AcjAAiAcc 1^065 lA-pom lApnnin^in, ocuf X)o cuACA-p t)o-

mAi5 LiJA-OA ocu-p "oon bitm buA-OA ocuf 'oa|v OeriAc r»e-mnA

ocu-p in OeriAc 'P^'o^a ocuj" i-p A'nx)p'oe bAi -dex) -AbjAAC coriAin-

^eriAib.

fepAiX) IPatto -pAiice -ppi Loe^. Cit) "oiAmbAi CtJcutAinn cen

CIACCAIT1 o]Ap. Tli-p
bo Alb ieifp oAcuAin A-p bAnctJ-pm'o ocu-p

'OAn, copnriA'o innuAiupu -popAcc p-pt^o.
1S UAitn A|Ap, ocu-p cicex) cobuAu '0iA|\-pAi5it) A-pip-rroiu cti-pri|i

in CAu. LuTo Lac^ Aue-poc co Ai-pm imboi CucubAinn, octJ-p'PAn'o
iTiAbte

-pp-p. CinnA-p pn Aboi^ a|v CucubAinn. tlopiecAi-p t^Ae^

ocu-p -po|iA'oi
:

1-p mici5 cecc, A-p-pe tiAi|i
iua in cau ocA-peiicAin

in-om. Ocu-p i-p
AmiAix) |ioboi ocA-pA*© ocAf -pocAn bAit).

K-AnAC-pA -pemiAebAT) -pAn,

iDAbein^nAt) ciAjAbo^nAt),
Connici incAjAT) pccib iDpon^,

hi-puAi-p LAb-pAit) bebA-pmon^.

Co-puA-pu-pA be pncA]i*o,

lnA-pux)i mibib A|\m,

trion^ bui'oe
-pAiyv

Abbi "oau,

tlbubb 01|\
OCAIA'OA'O.

Co|vomAicnifCA-p lA-pAim,
Abbeinx) co|AC|iA coicx)iAbAib,

/AcbejAU -pim, iniiA^Abim,

'Oonci^ bi-|-Aib pAebbe pm-o.

Ac^jz nA-OA-pi^ ifcig,

pAibbe pint) ocu-p LAb-pAit).

U-pi CAecAic imcecuA-p "oe,

Ife bin innoencAige.

'
Magh Luada, that is, the Eacing Plain. This place is not now known, a

least to me.
3 Bile Buadhoj that is, the ancient Sacred Tree, or the ^dcto^y tree—the win-

ning-post of the racing plain perhaps. Not known to me.
* Oenach Emna^ that is, the fair, or assembly-place of Emania, which I believe

to have been the pubhc green, orfaithche, of that celebrated city.
^ Oenach Fidhgha, that is, the Fair or Assembly-place of Fidhgha, or of the

Woods. The name of this place would agree very well with the place now called

the Fews (feadha, or woods), but that this place is situated south of Emania,
while the Oenach Fidhgha appears, from our text, to lie to the north of Emania.
The place must, however, have been situated in this district, as it is foimd in an
ancient tract in my possession grouped with the following places in Ulster, thus:

I-urg, Lothar, Callainn, Feammhuighe, Fidhgha, Sruibh Bruin, Bemas, Dab-
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Magh Luada,* and past the Bild Buadha,^ and past Oenach Emna,*
and to Oenach Fidhgha,^ and it was there Aed Abrat was with
his daughters.
Fand bid welcome to Laegh.

" What was it that caused Cu-
chulainn not to come?" said she. " He did not Hke to come on
a woman's invitation, and also until he knew if it was from thee

that an invitation reached him" [said Laegh].
*' It was from me",

said she,
*' and let him come soon to visit us, for it is this day

the battle is to be fought".

Laegh went back to the place in which Cuchulainn was, and
Fand along with him. " How is this, O Laegh?" said Cuchu-
lainn. Laegh answered, and said: "It is time to come", said he,
"
for the battle is being fought to day". And it was so he was

saying it
;
and he spoke a poem :

—

I arrived, in my happy sportiveness.
At an uncommon residence, though it was common ;

At the Card^ with scores of bands
;

Where I found Labraid of the long flowing hair.

And I found him in the Card,

Sitting among thousands of weapons ;

Yellow hair on him of most splendid colour.
An apple of gold closing it.'

And when he recognized me there,
With his crimson cloak five times folded,
He said unto me,

" Wilt thou come with me
To the house in which is Faelbe Finn ?"®

The two kings are in the house,—
Failbe Finn and Labraid,—
Three times fifty [men] around each of them

;

It is the number of the one house.

hall, etc. Callainn, which precedes it in this group, is a well-known river near
the city of Armagh, and Fearnmhuighe, which follows it, is the present Farney
in the south of the county of Monaghan. It is evident, however, that all the

places mentioned in the text were within a short distance of Emania, since we find
that Laegh came back to that place for his master, and with him returned to

fight the battle on the same day.
^ Card.—The word Carn is sometimes thus written.
' An apple of gold closing it.—The hair was long, bound or platted, falling

down behind, and terminating in a hollow ball or globe of gold, such, probably,
as those which may be seen in the noble Museum of the Royal Irish Academy.

^ Faelhe Finn, that is, Failbe the fair-haired. Of this man there is no further
mention made in our text, nor do I know anything more about him.
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CAecA tepAt) nAteit "oei-pf ,

Octi-p CAecA A1]M 'oep,
CAecA tepAX) no tec cLi,

Ocu-p CAeCA Ae|Al t)!.

CotbA "00 tepcAib c|aox)a,

tlAune, -pnriA, |:o|\6]ax)a;

1ff1 CAItTOeil A^A-OtJ-pCA,

In tiA lo^rriAii iAine|\'OA.

ACAC AiiAintDoiAU-p dA|A,

InpnnAic hi-punent) 5|AiAn,

5|iAi5 n^Abop n^iA-p b^ec Atnon^,

1f A]\Aiie co|\co|\'oon'o.

ACAC Ajim 'oopti'p fA1|t,

Up bile t)o co|\co]i5'lAin,

T)iAn5Ai|\ in eniAic buAn btAic,
tDon rriACiiAi'o Afpnu'i^ivAiu.

AcA cjAAnx) inx)0|Mif bi-pi^,

Hi beci^ cocecui ppiff ,

C-pAnt) Ai|\5ic -pi-puAcm 5|AiAn,

CofmAib piAiboii A|AoniAm.

AcAc Ant)
c|vi pcic cuAnt),

Com]iAic nAX) coTn|AAic AmbA|i|i,

blACA|\ U|A1
CeC X)0 CAC CjAtin'O,

*Oo me-p i'La|\'oa imbum.

AcA cip-pA pncfit) cuett,
ConA cp cAecAic bjiectenx),

Ocuf "oet^ 6i|\ conAli,
1n oe cecA b]Aecienni.

T)AbAc Ant) t)o m'lt) met)|AAC,
OcAt)Aii ]:o|Aince5bAC,

TnA|AAit) be6|" ip buAn in bef,
Conit) bicbAn t)o bic^yiei-.

IcA in^en ifo^ cpebb,

Rot)e)A'pcAi5 t)omnAib Cjient),

Coputc but)i C1C irnniAC,

Ippi AtAint) litAnAC.
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Fifty beds in its right [south] side,

And fifty on their right ;

Fifty beds in its left [north] side,

And fifty on their lell.

A range of beds, crimson,

Green, white, gold-blazoned ;

The noble candle which is there

Is the brilHant precious stone.

There are at the western door.
In the place where the sun goes down,
A stud of steeds with gray-speckled manes,
And another crimson-brown.

There are at the eastern door

Three stately trees of crimson pure,
From which sing the birds of perpetual bloom
For the youth from out of the kingly Math.

There is a tree at the door of the court
;

It cannot be matched in harmony ;

A tree of silver upon which the sun shines.
Like unto gold is its splendid lustre.

There are there three score of trees,

In contact their tops come in contact
;

Three hundred are fed from each tree,

With fruit varied and ready prepared.

There is a fountain in the noble court.

With its three times fifty speckled cloaks,

And a pin of gold, in full lustre.

In the ear of each speckled cloak.

There is a vat there of merry mead,

A-distributing upon the household.
Still it lives, constant the custom.
So that it is ever full, ever and always.

There is a maiden in the noble house,
Who excels all the women of Erinn

;

With yellow hair she comes out,
—

And she is beautiful, all accomplished.
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IncomiAAt) "ooni -picAc,

IfaIaiito, ipn^riAU,
ttlAi-oix) cjATOi cec'Dum,

t)iAfei|\c i-p
'oiAinTntini.

AcpubAi-pc itToi-n^en cpeLt,
Coic in^ittA nAViAicnem,

ITlAfAcij, uAi-pbic lite,

gittA irropiA A Tnti|Acemne.

*O0 CUA'OU'pA CO foilt fOltt,

Rom^Ab eclA 'oomonoi-p,

Acbepu -[Aim
incic itie,

OetiTDAc 'oi5|iAif tDecce-pe.

UlAljl^ tlA tDeCAlX) OCIAtlAlb,

OctJ-p CAC
1CA1A-|1-pA1|l,

CorjAicet) immA|iiCA,
In cecm6|v AcconnA]AC'pA.

'OAmbA'o tim G^itt ule,

Ocuf n'l^e bjie^ mbu'oe,

IDobeiAAiiTO, Til Iaca^Iac,

AjA 511Aif inbAte -pAriAc

tlATiAcpA yietn.

If mAic pn Af CucutAinn. 1f mAiu Af 1065 ocuf if c6i]i
•0111 "OlAflACCAItl, OCUf IflTIAIC CAC ni Iffin Clfpn. OcUf IfATlX)

AfbejAu toe5 beof ffifpeom icirmiprj oibniufA in cfi-OA.

>(XuconnAfc cif fofca fAe-p,
InnA fAicef 56 nA ctoen,

Pib Ant) fi fUAmnA bu'oen,

LAbfA1X) buAu tAtn Af cbAi'oeb.

Occecc 'OATrroAfrriA^ buA'OA,

T)ommAffAf biii buAX)A,

tlo^Abuf immAi^ 'oennA,

1/A'OAnACfA15 imcennA.

If An*o ACfubAfu "LibAn,

Ipn bAbitj iffAbAmrriAf ,

tlobAt) inrriAin tem mpfc,
*OiAmbA*o Cbu nobeu icficc,
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The converse which she holds with all,

It is deHghtful, it is uncommon ;

The hearts of all men do break

For her love and her affection.

The noble maiden said :

" Who is the servant whom we do not know?
If thou beest he, come hither a while,—
The servant of the man from Muirtheimne".

I went up softly, softly,
—

I was seized with dread for my honour
;

She said to me :
" Will he come hither,

The only son of constant Dechtere ?"

'Tis a pity that he [you] did not go a while ago,
And every one soliciting him [you] ;

That he [you] might see in its actual state

The great house which I have seen.

If all Eire had been mine.
And the sovereignty of the happy hills,

I would give it, no trifling deed.
For constant dwelling in the place that I arrived at.

I arrived, etc.

*' That is good", said Cuchulainn. " It is good", said Laegh,
*' and it is proper to go to reach it

;
and everything in that country

is good". And Laegh then said farther to him relating the hap-

piness of the fairy mansion :
—

I saw a country, bright, noble.

In which is not spoken falsehood nor guile ;

In it there is a king of very great hosts,

Labraid of the quick hand at sword.

As I was passing over Magh Luada,
I beheld the gifted tree ;

I passed the flowery plain
With two rapid advancing feet.

It was then Liban said.

In the place in which we were,
" How dear to me would be the miracle.
If it were Cuchulainn that were in thy shape".
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AtAHTo bAnc|AAcc buAiT) cencACC,

In^eriA Aex)A Ab]AAu,
'OeibAT) pAinne -puAim cobti,

111 1A0ACU "p'i^ha
n-A

|ai.

Aubep, UA1|A i-pbiTi ]Aocto|",

Sit riA'OAUTi ceti imAnbo|",
T)ebbAlt) ii^fAinne -jAempe,]
Ha pb AtTO Abbecece.

AcconriAiAC bAecu cobbi,

ConA|AmTr»Aib icimx)ibi,

AcconnAjAC ecAc nx)ACA,
tlocon epjAet) An]:bACA.

AcconnAjAC inriA |?ecA ic ^beit),

AcconnA|\c Anin^en^AAix),

AcconnA|ic ^ibbtj ^bAtiA,
Ocimcecc inx)'p'0*o]\ommA.

Ai:connA|AC Aef ciuib ifci^,

1cAe]Apciti*o t)oriX)in5in,
ITIenbA'o AbuAf cifA AmmAC,

'Oom^encAii" cobec|\e6[VAC.

-dcconriAnc in cnoc jAobui,
-dbAinx) ben Cicne In^ubAi,
'dec inben Acbe|\A]A -purro,

t)e|\e|" nAj^buA^u a-j^a
ctitTo.

Accor»A|ic.

Luit) CttcubAinn bee iA|\om i-pnii ocuf he^c ACAjipAC be^^

co]\AncACA|A inninp. fe^AAib bAbjAAit) -pAebci y\w\x ocuf -pej^p

in bAnciAocc ubi ocu'p -penAii" fAnx) -pAebci pn-pe'OAig pii Com-
cubAinn. Cix) 'oo^encAn -punt) bi-pecufA ob CucnbAinn. Ilin.

o|\ bAb|iAit), ip^et) t)05enAm, jAepriAi co -pobAtn co]a imon-pbuA^.

U1A5AIC A-pp iAp\om co|AAncACA|\ cop nA fbtJA^ ocuf co-pob-

I'AC -puib CAi|Apti, octjj' bAt)i]Aim beo in -pbuA^. GijAg A|y hi-

peccfA, ob CucnbAinn pu b/Ab]AAit). Lvtit) LAbnAit) A-pp lAjAom

ocu]" AnAif CucubAinn oconci^bo^. pAnocjAAC int)ApAc t)]Aun-

t)eccA. *Oo ^en-pAc incfbuAi^. Ipooi^ obin-pbtJA^ inTliAi"CA|ACA
A bC^Aint) ip^et) ce^ACAnAic int)pAic. IDop^ennAC mcpbuAi^

^ The Hill, that is, the hill in which the Sidh, or Fairy mansion, was situated.
'°
Riastartha, that is, the angered man ;

the man whose face became distorted

with anger, as Cuchulainn's was accustomed to do.
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Beautiful the women, gifted without limit,

The daughters of Aedh Abrat ;

The form of Fand of renowned beauty,
No one could reach but the queens of the kings.

I will say,
—for it is I that have heard,—

[Among] the race of Adam without transgression,

The form which is Fand's, I shall ever say,

That there is not among them its like.

I saw champions in splendour,
With arms at cutting ;

I saw clothes of beautiful colours,—
They were not the raiments of men ignoble.

I saw beautiful women at feasting,

I saw all their daughters,
I saw noble youths

A-going over the woody hill.

I saw the professors of music within,

Delighting the maiden
;

Were it not for the quickness with which I came out,

They would have left me powerless.

I saw the hil? which was there,
—

A beautiful woman is Eithne Inguba ;

But the woman who is spoken of here,

Abstracts the hosts out of their senses !

I saw, etc.

Cuchulainn went along with him then to the country, and
took his chariot with him till they reached the island. La-
braid bade them welcome, and all the women bade [them wel-

come] ;
and Fand bade Cuchulainn particular welcome.

" Wliat is to be done here on this occasion ?" said Cuchulainn.
"
This", said Labraid, "what we shall do is, we shall go and take

a turn round the (adverse) host". They went forward then till

they reached the mass of the hosts, and till they cast an eye over

them, and the hosts appeared innumerable. "Go thou away for

the present", said Cuchulainn to Labraid. Labraid went away
then, and Cuchulainn remained with the host. Two black ravens

croaked. The hosts laughed.
" It is probable", said the hosts,

"the Riastartha^^ from Erinn is what the ravens predict". The
hosts chased them then, so that they found no place for them in

the land.
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iA]Aom connA
-puAi]!

inex) Leo ifciji. T)ocAec Cocait) 1ui1 iA|Aom
tjo mtuu AiAtn "oon uipjiAic mACAin moc. AcconAijAc Cucu-
lAinn iA|iom a ^UAtAin'o cpepn Coculi. 'Ooteci 5A1 "oo con-

Imt) cjAic. tlomAjAb cpiA-p i:o]iu]aicaic
'oib AoenA]i. Co-pobAi-pi:

iA"ppn SenAC SiAbo]AUA, octif ^re^iAic moi^^teo, ocuf mA^vbuuf
CuctjbAinn lAiAom. Uic LAbnAit) i-onom ocu-p mebAi-p -piAm

i:o|vfnA f16511. tlo^Aix) t/AbpAit) X)6 AnA-o 'oin-oim^mn. Aua-

5AmA|\ c^A, |:o|\ t^oe^, m ipe\\ *oimbepu a
i:e|\ci 'pojin'o tiAi|\

hac

lo-p iei-p '01CAC
-piJAiii. UiA^A-p, ^o]\Loe5, octif mbicijA ceo|VA

•OAbcA
iiA]AtJ^ci

'oo'oii3*oiJ*o Ab|vouA. IncecnA 'OAbAc iueu pcit)

CAijife. 1nx)AbAC CAnAi-pe m-p-po'CAim necA-pAcef . Incnei^ 'OAbAC

'iy com^e Acef . 1ncAn AcconcACA|\ nA mnA ComcubAinn
i-p

An-o

CACAin Patto info.

Se^-QA cAi^pcec 'oocm^ -poc,

Ce-pti AtnubAC
i-p 6c,

-AbAint) btJA-OATH ttiA'cef biAl,

Ipei'GtJit iA|\nOeniic fi-o^Ai.

til ce6b px)e -peob ^o-o^Ain,

1'PI?o|\'OAc -pobA pi fA1|t,

C-ponAn CAnA-p icA|\pAu] cpeic,

IPoCAriAC IAOIC ACAjipAlC.

Cic pb -po CA|ipuu ^bmne,
Anpm cein copt)Apbte,

Hipp ApAniAib '015PA15,

1cbiiAuiX)ip 5AIC nep-pAi^.

Imbep coicoeic tibubb 6ip,

Opcbepc pop A An 61b,

Hi puAip ApAtriAib 'oipi^,

Ccip min ocup Antnin.

Pib ICeCCAp A'OA^piJA'O,

Uibpi "oep^ AtnAib cpi3 ptJA'O,

Uibpi UAni cibpi 50pm,
Uibpi copcpA "OAC necpom.

Ipib pecc ptiibpe Ap Aptipc,
Hi pceb pAcbAbA hi bupc,

^^
If he be beardless he is young.—A beardless warrior of mature age was held

in contempt by the ancient Irish, and hence Fand's apology for her beloved

Cuchulainn's want of that manly appendage.
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Eochaid luil went afterwards to wash his hands at the spring
at early morning. Cuchulainn now saw his bare shoulder through
the Cochall (Cucullus). He threw a spear at him, and it passed

through him. He slew three-and-thirty of them alone. He was
then attacked by Senach Siabortha [the spectral] ,

and they fought
a great battle, and Cuchulainn killed him at the end. Labraid

came then and broke the hosts before him [before them]. La-

braid prayed him [Cuchulainn] to desist from the slaughter.
" We may fear", said Lae^h,

" that the man will ply his rage

upon ^^s, since he has not Bad enough of battle".
*' Let persons go", said Laegh,

" and let three keeves of cold

water be prepared to extinguish his heat. The first keeve into

which he goes boils over
;
the second keeve, no person could bear

for its heat
; the heat of the third keeve is supportable".

When the women saw Cuchulainn, it was then Fand sang :
—

Stately the charioteer that steps the road,
If he be beardless ^^ he is young.
Splendid the career in which he careers over the plain.
At eve, on the fair-green of Fidgai.

It is not fairy music of couches that serves him,
It is the deep colour of blood that is upon him

;

The purring'^ wliich the bodies of [other] chariots yield
Is sung by the wheels of his chariot.

The steeds which are imder his firm chariot,
I stand without motion viewing them ; ,

Their Hke of a stud is not known ;

They are fleet as the wind of spring.

Five times ten apples of gold he plays.
Above they dance upon his breath ;

No king their like has ever obtained

Among the noble and ignoble

There is in each of his two cheeks

A red dimple like red blood,
A green dimple, a brown dimple,
A crimson dimple of Hght colour.

There are seven lights upon [in] his eye,
—

It is not a fact to be left unspoken,
—

^

" The purring ; that is, the purring or murmur that proceeded from the mo-
tion of the wicker, or lathy body of any other chariot, was not less noisy than
the rolling of the wheels oi his chariot.
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Irrroeritim -putA -pAijie,

-AbiAACcAi^i "oubA 'OAi'le.

'Pit'po]i
Acenx) ciT) jro^e-p,

Azc\.oy i:6e-|Aint) imbeb,

U|ii -poibum CO -pAine "oau,

51itA 6AC ATnubAC.

CtAi*oeb |\ti|Yi -poiniDe]" c|au,

ConAITTTOtllVrit) Al^^'Ol'Otl,
SciAu combuAbi'o 6i|\bti'oi,

Ocuf combit prit)|iiiiiie.

Cinpt) 'OA|\p|Ati in CAcciiTo,
Imceiu iriA^ ine-pturo,

Tlipt 'oobA|\'oe c|viiAi*o lAitro

A^ coj^mAib "piAi
ComcubAin'o.

CtictitAinii '00 cAec itie,
IncocbAec a Tnii|Acemne,

IpAc 'o6]iAu -punrj bi^AC,

In^eriA Ae'OA -db|AAC.

t)]AoenAn -pobA -pocA jTbAnt),

La coeb C|\Anx) comA|A*OA "oe,

"UaIIac tJAb|\ec A-pt) Ia ^ot,

1T1ai|A5 fpi[fA] pAb|AAfe.

Se^'OA.
•

^penAif "LibATi -pAebci f|Aif iA]AUAin, conAtTo AfbejAc itrpop-p:
—

pocen CtictibAint), cojac (.1. -pi) cop\ACCAi'oe, iriAi m6|\ TDai^i

ITiupvueTTini, mA|A AtnenmA mAi'O, cujia'd cAcbiJA'OAc, cpiToe niAt),

nepvubiA 5Ai]"[c]e, ^bAn'0|iiJA'o -pejici, Aii|AbAm ^rpvi ppiecjAAc iAU

n^Aibe UbAt), AbAint) aU, ti i^ubA t)© An*o|Aib, i-p ]:ocen.

pocen CucubAin'o.

Ce]"c ci'O'oopvoriAi'p a CucubAinn opi t^ibAn ypvif. l-pAtro a|"-

be-pc CtJcutAinn Aia-oAitDe.

UA-pbtictif tipcupi 'oom-pbeig,
ItTounAt) e-o^Ain 1ribi|A,

Ttocon-pecu-p, j^ocbA feu,
1nbtJAi*o 'oo|Ai5Tiiuf no in bee.

'^ Three heads of hair—Ut\i fuitc b»\cA|\ fAi|\. X)oti'o f|\i cohto ciito
; c]\6-

'oe|\5 Ayv nie'oen
;

iniiix) o]\Diii-oe A'p'ooctigecAiv. Three heads of hair that

were on him. Brown at the skin of the head
;
blood-red at the middle

;
a dia-

dem of yellow gold at the surface. (Tain-Bo-Chuailgne, in Lebhar na h-Uidhre,
folio 58).
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Eyebrows brown, of noblest set,

Eyelashes of cliafer black

There are upon his head, what man's so good ?—
As has been heard through Erinn to her borders,

—
Three heads of hair^' of different colour

;

A young and beardless youth.

A crimsoned sword, which scatters gore,
—

With its hilt of silver
;

A shield, with bosses of yellow gold.
And with a rim offindruine^*

He outstrips all men in every slaughter ;

He traverses the battle to the place of danger ;

There is not with a high hardy blade

One Uke unto Cuchulainn.

Cuchulainn it is that comes hither.
The young champion from Murthemne

;

They who have brought him from afar

Are the daughters of Aed Abrat.

Dripping blood in long red streams.
To the sides of lofty spears he brings ;

Haughty, proud, high for valour.
Woe be him against whom he becomes angered.

Stately, etc.

Liban bade him welcome then, and there she spoke as follows

here :
—

*' Welcome to Cuchulainn
; relieving king; great prince of the

Plain of Murthemne
; great his noble mind

;
a battle-victorious

champion ;
a strong valour-stone

;
blood-red of anger ; ready to

properly arrange the champions of valour of Ulster; beautiful

his complexion ;
dazzler of the eyes to maidens

;
he is welcome.

" Welcome to Cuchulainn", etc.
" I ask what hast thou done, Cuchulainn?" said Liban to him.

It was then Cuchulainn said there :
—

I threw a cast of my spear
Into the court of Eogan of Inber,
I do not know,—path of fame,—
Is it good I have done, or is it evil.

^*
Findruine.—The precise nature of this metal has not yet been clearly ascer-

tained, but, from a comparison of several passages, it appears to have been a

species of white bronze, carved and ornamented.

II. 8
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C^X)i(:e]\]\ d'ome-ppti t)oiTirii-j\c,

Co-pye nicAiAtu-p 'oomcipu,

hey riAnA|ALAi*o 'otini beo.

Sto^ pnt) 'pop'oejA^ i:o]Amnib ec,

t)om-poipriicAii -popomtec,

TTItince'iA ITlAnATTOAri mic
ti-p,

CocA^A^u Co^Aii 1nbi]i.

1mmim|ioti'p cipe c|auu,
IncAn uAtnc mobATi iuu,

Oetrpeii idia c|mca cec,

CotiX)A|itJctip 13060111 tiec.

tlocuAbA cneic Ccac 1tJit,

1'P0C|AA1'01 lAb-pAit) built,
ttlAT) p-p conp|\ be-p mpcAu,
1ncti lectin TnAUA-pbdCAt).

CA]All1Ctlf tl|\Ct1]1.

"poit) djcubAinn lA-ppn tApnmn^in ocup AnAi-pmi-p inA yA\\-

]AAt), octip cebeb-pAit) hi ciiro mip t)i, ocup Aube]irp -piAiiyitim :

1n bAbe A|ip, Aube^AApu ppimpA 'oiib icconroAib-iiA^AcpA. OctJ-p

i-pAnt) 'oo-pon-pAc com-OAib ic1bti|A Cirro UpACCA. Uoinni-p -oo

e-mi|\ Anipn. 13o lAoncA pceriA Accip'oe "oomAj^bAT) riAinpne.
Uaihc

octi-p coecA in^en tee corimci in corrroAit. ^y atto poboi
CticutAnin ocup 1^065 oc immi-pu pt)citti, ocup ni

-po Aipvi^pec
TiAmriA cucti. ^y aut) |10|iauai5 pAnt) octij" ApbejAc -ppi Loe^:
fe^-ptj aLai^ Ani Aucuj-pA. CTOinpn a|a Loe^. T)epcAi'pt/oe5,

ocup i-pAiTo -po-pAt)! iiToin^en in-po .1. 6me|\ [Paito].

1^65 aLoi^ "OAiAcei-p, occoi|"cecc piiu ptec mriA copi, ciAtt-

mAo, copceriAib ^tAj^^ejiAib iriAnx)e-|'tAniAib, conop piiAnucu-
bjitinnib cp\iiu cAin, Aucicice^ AtriAit cecAic tAic [gAite X)A]icac

CAi-ppciu, ^te p\opoi ^ne G-me-p in^en po^i^Aitt.

tllCA^AIAA, A-p CuCutAITin, OCUp Hi COHUOpA eUl-p. UAIjipitl

ipn cpeic curriAcuA tApiiiptii*oi n^jiiATTOA, po^AiiTopeicpeA po-
'oein Ap-oouepApcAiribpeA Ap Atropib itib im*0Aib hicecApAip*o
UtAt), ApciATiop bAi^eA in^en ^opcAitt a hucu AconiAtcA im-

^nim cocuniAcuA, bep nit'im tAniACAip. Apbepc beop Cticu-

t<Mnn :—
Tlou pecriAimpeA Aben, AiriAit pecriAp cac ACApAic; mpvibnn-

peA X)05Ae cpuAi'o cpictAiiiAC, riAC 'oopciAn uim uaiiai-oi, nAc

cpep5 upeic cimAipccec, Apip mop tDoti^ moriepc 'oopcop onipu

' ^

Thirty and an hundred.—In the prose it is three and thirty.
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Whether better, whether worse be my strength,

Hitherto I have not cast of my Httle [dart]

The erroneous throw of a man in a fog,

[Or one] which did not certainly reach a living person.

A host fair, red complexloned, on backs of steeds^

They pierced me upon all sides
;

The people of Manannan, son of Ler,

Invoked by Eogan of Inber.

I gave wound for wound, in whatever way,
Wlien my full strength returned ;

One man after thirty and an hundred'^

Did I biing unto death.

I heard the groan of Eochaid luil.

It is in good friendship his lips speak.
If the man has spoken truth, it certainly has won the battle.

The throw which has been thrown.

I threw, etc.

Cuchulainn then retired with the maiden [Fand] and remained

a month with her
;
and he took his leave of her at the end of a

month; and she said to him: " Whatever place thou desirest me
to go to meet thee at, I shall go there". And where they made
their assignation was, at Ibar-Cinn-Trachta (Newiy).

All this was told to Emer. She had knives made for her to

kill the maiden. She [Emer] came, and fifty maidens along with

her, to the [appointed place of] meeting. Here Cuchulainn and

Laegh were playing chess, and they did not perceive the women
approaching them. Then Fand perceived them, and she said to

Laegh:
" Look you, Laegh, at what I see".

" Wliat is that?"

said Laegh. Laegh looked, and then the maiden, that is Emer,
[recte Fand] ,

said this :—
"
Look, O Laegh, behind thee

; listening to thee there are

proper women of good sense, with green sharp knives in their

right hands, with gold at their beautifully-formed bosom-breasts
;

they move in the manner in which champions of valour go'

through a battle of chariots. Well does Emer, the daughter of

Forgall, change colour".
" She shall not take vengeance", said Cuchulainn,

" and she

shall not reach thee at all. Come thou into the ornamented cha-

riot with the sunny seat, opposite my own face, for I will defend
thee from many numerous maidens at the four points of Ulster ;

for although Forgall's daughter may threaten, on the strength
8b
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tnriA. Ce-pc c|aa, a\\ Bme]\ civ
i:6'0|AtiAi|\ lAcpti a CuctitAinn,

mo 'oimiA'OfA pAt) AtToiAib itib in ctiici'o, ocuf pA-o Atropib ibb
riA bCnen'o, octj-p pAt) Aef em^ A-pceriA, A|\ip:oc ciiu CAriAC-pA,

ocuf -po ottbp^ "oo
cA'pi]"eri, A|ACiAn6c bA^eA UAtb oil im-pefAn,

bep nipA-oiAiu iAcpu trio iecun^A A^ibbAi ciAnocpiAltcA. Cepc
c|iA, AC-me-p, A-p CucubAinn, cit) A-p tia teicpx)eA 'OAtn-pA mo'oe-

ntif iTTOAib mriA. AiAcectif inben^^A, ipp in ^Iati, ^enmriAi'o,

^ei, ^ApcA, ; 'oin^bAtA 'oo p^ itcpvouAi^ nroin^enpri 'oocon-

riAib
x)A]\ bepiAib tAnmo-pAib, cotroeitb ocuf eco-pc, ocu-p -poejAce-

•nei, coTTo-puni, ocu]" iAm*0A, ocu-p bAmuopiit), co ceibi, ocuf
cotTO octjf CAbpAi-oecc, conimmAX) ec ocu-p bocA-nce; A-p -nipt

ponim -n'l bAiDcob 1A1A coemcebe -nAiDin^nex) ciaho com^ebbuA.
A6mep, Apv-pe,

ni -pAi^ebA-ptt cti-pAit) caih cpeccAC CAubuA'OAC

bA'OAmptipA. t)epA|A 6mep, nocon-ne-ppv in ben "oiAbenAi. ^cu
cenA, ip-AbAinx) cec n-oe-p^, i-p^ebcAcnuA, i-p

CAin cecApi*o, i-ppepb
CAc ^nAC, CAi*o cec necrriAip, ip^Aibb cecnAicniT) copepcA-p cac-

neobAp. A^ibbAi, A-pp, pvobAmAjAni -pecc cocacaix) acuc ocu-p

nobeinmi-p 'oopip 'oiAtnbA'O Aibtjuiupu. Ocu-p pvobo 'oo^pAC

-pvipiAL 13Apinbpea|\ cpA, Appe, i-pAUUAibpu 'OAiripA, ocu-p biX)AU-

Aib bicem bAcbeo. TDobecu-opA 'oin, obpAnx). 1-p copu mo
becux)p'A A-p 6me]i. TIaco, opPAn-o, meip beicpx)ip\ Ant) ocu-p if
me pvoi3Ae5bAi5e'o ocein

; ocu-p -po]i6pAi|A ocoo^-pA ocu-p oct)o-

menmAin moi^A A-p bAnA|i bee Abecux) ocu-p 'oub "oiaci^ Acecoi-p,

ocup pio buA*oi|v inpo^-pAX) hi 'oopiAc *oo ComcubAinn
; ocu-p i-p

AmbAiX) -poboi oc '005-pu ocu-p 'oojAoni in bAi-opeA ;
—

THeppe -pA^A-p -po-pApcup,
Cex)ec bim Apvmop ^e-jxub,
CecA nee bin AbbAt),

TlobAX)]:e|V|i bim cAi|\fem.

TlobA'o-pep-p bim bic bi-pup
'Oobeu -pocbAim cen-oobup
TlA*oubA, CI'Ol^nA'O bAU,
Co 5-piAnAn Ae'OA AbpiAc.

ACmepi ipbAc inp-e^,

Ocup pvomebA A-oei^ben,
Ani nApoic bAm ci'oacc,

1p ecen -OAm A-oucpAcc.

Tnoppe|i pvoboi comiA-ppAiT),

Cce-p cbiuA-p ip "oiAmAi-p,

Tloco'oe-pnA'o pviu mo-OAb,

IDai^ ip mip |iopipAn.
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of her companions, a deed of power, certain it is that it is not

against me it shall be dared".

Cuchulainn said farther:—
"I shun thee, O woman, as every one shuns his favourite;

thy hard, shakey-handed spear does not wound me
;
nor thy soft,

thin knife
;
nor thy impotent collected anger ;

for it would be

sad that my strength should be averted by the strength of a

woman".
*' I ask, then", said Emer,

" what it was that induced thee, O
Cuchulainn, to dishonour me before all the maidens of the pro-

vince, and before all the maidens of Erinn, and before all

honourable people in like manner ? for it was under thy shelter

I came, and on the great strength of thy constancy ;
for although

in thy pride thou threatenest a great quarrel, it is certain thou

canst not succeed in repudiating me, O youth, though thou

shouldst attempt it".

"I ask, then, O Emer", said Cuchulainn, "why not I be
allowed my turn in the society of a woman

;
for

firstly, of this

woman, she is the pure, chaste, fair, ingenious; worthy of a

beautiful king; the maiden from over the waves of the full,

great seas
;
with form and countenance, and nobleness of descent

;

with embroidery, and handiness, and hand-produce ;
with sense,

and intelligence, and firmness; with abundance of steeds, and
herds of cows

;
for there is not under Heaven anything which

her comely husband could desire that she would not do, even

though she had not promised it. O Emer", said he,
" thou wilt

not find a comely, wounding, battle-victorious champion of equal
worth with me".

*' It is certain", said Emer,
" that I shall not refuse the woman

if thou foUowest her. But, however, everything red is beautiful,

everything new is fair, everything high is lovely, everything
common is bitter, everything that we are without is prized,

everything known is neglected, till all knowledge is known
Thou youth", said she,

" we were at one time in dignity with

thee, and we would be so again ifit were pleasing to thee". And she
was overcome with grief.

"
By our word, now", said he,

" thou
art pleasing to me, and thou wilt be pleasing as long as I live".

" Let me be repudiated", said Fand. " It is more proper to

repudiate me", said Emer. " Not so", said Fand
;

"
it is I that

shall be repudiated in the case, and it is I that have been impe-
rilled of it a long time". And she fell into great grief and low-
ness of

spirit, because she was ashamed at being repudiated and

having to go to her home forthwith
;
and the great love which

she had given to Cuchulainn disturbed her; and so she was

lamenting, and she made this a lay :—
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Vf\A^'\\^^ X)6be^'\\ -pei-pc 'oo'otitii,

Tnene-pcA-p-OA "oia
ai|11,

l-p^eji-p
'ooneoc Acop a^,

lilenecA'puA|A mApcAHA|'.

CoecA bAn catiac itie,

A. Cme-p An i:otcbtiiT)e,

'OocA'pqAA'o A-pPAirro ni|:6,

If X)AmA|AbA*0 A\\ AtTOpO.

AcAC c|\i CAecAic -pimbA,
X)o mriAib Aitie oencAtriA,
-dcum iTTouri immAibe,

tlocou-peicpuif me-ppe.

tTie^e.

lA|ipri -po-pAbip^eT) -oo tTlAnAnx)Ari Anipn .1. fAiTO in^en
Ae'OA Ab|\AC 'oobic inecombAnx) icmriAib UbAt), ocu|' a bit co-

AbeciiX) '00 CboincubAinn. UAniciA]Aoni tnAriAnriAn AnAi|A "oo-

fAi^iT) nAliin^im, octt-p -poboi iriA pAX)nAi'pe, ocu-p ni [piopvACAi^
nee -oib Anipn acc pAnx) Aboenii|A; octj-p i-p

Ant) pn -po^Ab

ece|\e moi-p octi-p '0]AocmenmAin innin^m oc ^re^At) ttlAnAn'OAn,

ocuf x)op5ni bAix) :
—

fe^AiT) triAC bAec-pAit)! ti-p,

'Oo iriAi^ib e-o^Ain 1nbi|A,
ITlAnAnnAn UA-p 'oomtin 'oin'o,

Tloboi uAnjAop miTiAin bim.

1TlA'oin'oiti bA-oi^iAAi]" nuAbb,

TlicAp\An'o momeniTiA miiAt),

1f epiAi-pe inp\ec mc-pepc,
Ueiu Abeob cen immicecc.

t^A |\obA]"A OCUf mAC bljA,

hm^pAnAn *Ouni 1nbip\,

tlopo-ooi^ bmt) cenAnAT),
tlocobiAt) A-pnim'pcA|iA'o.

IDAnAmriic ItlAnAnnAn mA|Y,
tlobATn cebe comA'OAp
tlocobepvAt) opim pAbint),
Cbtjci ejAAib A-pp-ocibb.

'^
Though there is a man of equal fame.—That is, although she had her father,

a man of as full fame as Cuchulainn, to go to, still she would prefer to stay
with the latter.
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I it is that shall go on the journey;
I give consent with great affliction

;

Though there is a man of equal fame,'^

I would prefer to remain.

I would rather be here,
To be subject to thee, without grief,

Than to go, though it may wonder thee.

To the sunny palace of Aed Abrat.

O Emer ! the man is thine.

And well mayst thou wear him, thou good woman,—
What my arm cannot reach, what but

That I am forced to wish it well.

Many were the men that were asking for me.
Both in the court and in the desert

;

Never with those did I hold a meeting,
Because I it was that was righteous.

Woe ! to give love to a person,
If he does not take notice of it

;

It is better for a person to be turned away,
Unless he is loved as he loves.

With fifty women hast thou come hither,

O Emer of the yellow hair.

To arrest Fand
;
it was not well,

And to kill her in her misery.

There are three times fifty, during my days.
Of women, beautiful and unwedded,
With me in my court together ;

They would not abandon me !

I it is, etc

Now, all this was revealed to Manannan
; namely, Fand, the

daughter of Aed Abrat, to be engaged in an unequal conflict

with the women of Ulster, and that Cuchulainn was putting
her away. Manannan then came from the east to seek the

maiden
;
and he was in their presence, and no one of them per-

ceived him but Fand alone
;
and then a great terror and bad

spirits seized on the maiden on seeing Manannan, and she made
a poem :

—
Behold ye the valiant son of Ler,
From the plains of Eogan of Inbcr,—
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IDAnAmciic TnAnAiroAn mA|Y,
KobAm cete comA-OAf,

'Oo-pnA'pc '00^ A[c]nomcA,
Uuc 'OAin ittuA^ TniTtToeiA^CA

t)Ai ACAm 'OA]A -p^Aec immAC,
CAecA in^en iti*OAUAC,

t)onAciif 'oo cAecA ye'^

CencA]!, in caoca in^en.

Cec-jiA cAecAic cenmi|Ai,

l-ppe iucc innoenap,
T)a CAecAc

]:e|A -ponmec -plAti,

'Oa CAecAU i)An ptro ]?otiAn.

Accm "OAHinrntJiii itie,

tliriAcenx) nActne'pAi^e,

tTlAjicAc inmAjiA mon^Ai^,
tliienAtit) 'ooputon^Aib.

Uimcecu feocAinm co^^e,
tliAcent) Acc ptDAi^e,

ttlA'pAi'o '00 ciaII cec fttiA5 -peim,
CiAbeiu tiAic iriece|Acein.

ITlAt) tneiye, bA-oecbe-p iDATn,

*Oa15 AcbAeCA ClAbtA bAti,

1nci -pocA|Aii'p cobobL,

'Oom|AAC -puTTo iri ecomtoTTO.

CebebjiAt) 'Die aCHu cAin,

AyO piTO UA1U C0p0C-pA1*0,
Cen cocifATn "ouc^iacu biro,

l-p Ajit)
cec -pecc co bimcim.

Cji^e -peo miui5 'OAnrpA,
AcA nee

-pi-p
ni-o AntD-pA,

l-pmopv inuoco-pob c|ia,

AIaI^, AITIAIC TliAn^AbpiA.

'^ A sidhaighe.
—^This is the same as Benshee, when applied to a woman, or

Fershee, when a man. It signifies a being from the Sidhs, or mansions of the

immortals of the invisible world
;
—the beings called fairies in our times.
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Manannan, lord over the world's fair hills,

There was a time when he was dear to me.

Even if to- day, he were nobly constant,

My mind loves not jealousy,
Affection is a subtle thing ;

It makes its way without labour.

One day that I was, and the son of Ler,
In the sunny palace of Dun-Inber

;

We then thought, without a doubt,
That our separation should be never.

When Manannan the great me espoused,
I was a spouse of him worthy;

—
He could nat win from me for his life

A game in excess at chess.

When Manannan the great me espoused,
I was a spouse of him worthy ;

A wristband of doubly tested gold
He gave to me as the price of my blushes.

I had with me at going over the sea

Fifty maidens of varied beauty ;

I gave them unto fifty men,
Without reproach,

—the fifty maidens,

Four times fifty without folly,
It was the household of the one house

;

Twice fifty men, happy and perfect,
—

Twice fifty women, fair and healthy.

I see coming over the sea hither,
—

No erring person sees him,—
The horseman of the crested wave

;

He adheres not to Qiis] long ships.

Thy coming past us, up to this.

No one sees but a sidhaighe [fairy] ;"

Thy good sense is magnified by every gentle host,

Though they be from thee far away.
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IIa^au 111
m cell |:o'oeiri,

'OA15 noco'oin^neA mAm-pei]i,

11A|A Ap-pAit) i-|xein icteiu,
ITIat) Abe 'otjibp -pe^Ai-o.

pe^Ai-o.

Ac|\Acc itToin^en lA^pn int^iAix) ITlAnAnnAin octif \\oye]\ THa-
nAtiriAri -pAeta ppiA, octi-p A-pbejAc: TDaic Ain^en, A-p^e, in ocu|\-
tiAi'oi ConctitAinri biA -po-oeccfA no in tim-pA t)o jaa^a. t)A|A

A|\ mb]Aeui]i em, obp, pb uAib nee
bA-oireiA]! bim Acebi "oo ben-

niAin. Acr, A]\p, i-p bec-pu jAA^ACfA ocuf ni iimAi-omb Comeu-
bAinn A-piAomupee ; oeuf A-pAibb An*o 'OAn, A'oe5X)tiini, nipb -pi-

gAin eAUATTiAib Aeocfti, ACA iTnoi\]AO bA ComeubAinn. Oc eon-

nAi|\e imo|\]Ao CucubAinn ininpn icoubA ua'o co UlAnAnnAn

|AO|iAitD y1(\^ 1.065: C|\ecfiJC Anpe .Tlin.
a|a Loe^, pAnx) ic X)ub

bAlTlAnAnnAn itiac tiji, A-|An[o]coiibAbic 'omcpu bi.

1SAn*opn c]AA jAobin^ CucubAinn cp A]at) beinenx), ocuf cp
•oe-p

bement) Luac"|aa, co]A]AAbi -ppiie -pocA cen-oi^ cenbiAX) -pec-
non nA -pbebce, ocu-p i-pAnx) nococbAX) cecnAi-oci -pojASbi^i 1Tlix)-

buAcpiA. IDo coit) upiA 6meii "oo
-pAi^it) ConcobAipv co li6mAin

octJ-p -poinnif "oo CucubAinn AmAib ]\o bob Ro
^tai-o Concobo|\

pbet)!! OCU-p Aef X)AnA OCtlf IDpltJ-OI
tlbA*0 -OIA

j-AI^IT) COpA-pCAI-

cif ocu]" cocucuAip CO be-rriAin beo be. 11oc|aiAbb-pom 'OAn,

innAe-p n-OAnA 'oomApvbA'o. KACAn-pAcpx)e bjAeccA 'opiiiix)eccA

inAA^it) coi^o^AbAic AcopY^ ocupAbAmA conopcAmc cpebbiDiA-
ceibb. tloboipeom iDAn, occmn^i'o '0151 cucu lApvpn. Uuc-pAC
nA

'opvuix) X)i5 nxDepymAic 'oo. -dmAib Auib in-oi^ ni|A bocumAin

bAipp pAnt) ocuf cec ni *oo]Aoni. "Cucaic 'OAn, "oeo^A 'oe]AmAic
AbecA 'oo6mi|A A|Ani|Abopen|i -poboi. Tlocpvou iDAn, ITlAnAnnAn

Ab|\Au eue|A CoincubAinn ocuf pAin*o, connA]AOcom|AAiccip

•oo^jAep. Conit) CAibptJ Ai*omibbci "oo CoincubAinn bk bAei"

p-oi pn ; A]\ bAmopv in cumAcuA 'oemnAC pAC|\ecim ocu-p bA be
Ameic cocAUAi^cif coco]ApcA nA-oemnA ppi-p nA'ooinib ocup co-

CAippenuAi-p AibnitJ-pA octip 'oiAmAp 'ooib, AmAib nobeci-p comApi-
UAnAC, ip AmbAi*o no cpieceA tjoib. Conit) pii-pnAUAi'obpbpin

AcbejAAc nAbAneobAi^ p"oe ocup Aef p'oe.

•^ To whom it is not grief.
—The words ]M|' ni-o Arco]"^, to whom it is not grief

or difficulty, in the text, are further interlinearly glossed thus .1. i^if y\ax> "001115,
the word •ooibg more definitely signifying grief .

1^ The Luachair, that is, the place or district of rushes. This was a rushy
district lying to the south of Emania, througli which the great road of Midh-

luachair, which led from Emania to Tara, passed. Its limits are not known.
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As for me, I would have cause,

Because the minds of women are silly ;

The person whom I loved exceedingly
Has placed me here at a disadvantage.

I bid thee adieu, O beautiful Cu ;

Hence we depart from thee with a good heart
;

Though we return not, be thy good will with us
;

Every condition is noble to [in comparison with] that of

going away.

A departure this which it is time for me [to make] ;

There is a person to whom it is not grief ;^^

It is, however, a great disgrace,
O Laegh, O son of Riangabra.

I shall go with my own spouse.
Because %he will not show me disobedience.
That ye should not say it is a secret departure,
If ye desire it, behold ye.

Behold, etc.

The woman went after Manannan then, and Manannan bade
her welcome, and said: "Good, O woman", said he, "is it

attending Cuchulainn thou wilt be henceforth, or is it with me
thou wilt go ?" "(By our word, now", said she,

" there is of you
one whom I would rather follow than the other

; but", said she,
"

it is along with thee I shall go, and I shall not wait on Cuchu-

lainn, because he has abandoned me
; and, another thing, thou

good man, thou hast not a dignified queen ; Cuchulainn, how-

ever, has".

Wlien Cuchulainn, now, saw the woman departing from him
to Manannan, he said to Laegh: "What is that?" said he.

"This", said Laegh;
"

it is Fand that is going to Manannan, the

son of Ler, because she was not pleasing to thee".

It was then Cuchulainn leaped the three high leaps, and the

three south leaps of Luachair ;^^ and he remained for a long time
without drink, without food, among the mountains

;
and where

he slept each night was on the Slighi (road) of Midhluachair.

Emer, in the mean time, went to visit Concobar to Emania
;

and she told him the state that Cuchulainn was in.

Concobar sent the poets, and the professional men, and the

dmids of Ulster to visit him, that they might arrest him, and
that they might bring him to Emania along with them. He,
however, attempted to kill the professional party. These pro-
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nounced druidical incantations against him, until they laid hold
of his legs and his arms, until he recovered a little of his senses.

He then besought them for a drink. The druids gave him a

drink of forgetfulness. The moment he drank the drink he did

not remember Fand and all the things that he had done. There

were, too, drinks of forgetfulness of her jealousy given to Emer,
for she was in no better condition [than him] . Manannan in the

meantime shook his cloak between Cuchulamn and Fand, to the

end that they should never again meet. So that this was a vision

of being stricken by the people of the sidlie [or fairy mansions]
to Cuchulainn: for the demoniac power was great before the

Faith
;
and such was its greatness that the demons used to cor-

poreally tempt the people, and that they used to show them

delights and secrets, as of how they would be in immortality. It

was thus they used to be believed in. So that it was to phan-
toms the ignorant used to apply the names of Sidhe and Aes
iSidhe.

ERRATA IN THE FORMER PART.

Page 370, line l./or tlt'LcA, read Uticu.

„ „ line 18, /or pu'p'iAO, read -poiA^o.

„ 372, line 7, [/or •o-peccu, reac? "o-peccA.

„ „ „ for cectijebcAi^A, read cecA^ebcAiyv.
„ „ line 26,ybr Cu^cyvAi-o men'o, read Cu-pcyvATo ITlen'o ttlAdA.

„ „ line S7,for •did, lAeA-o -Dub.

„ 374, line 6^ for x>^Ax:^fAX^, read •DiAdfAc.
„ 376, line 3, ,/or nAccumAccu, rearf riAccumAccA.

„ „ line 14, /or couiA'D, read coctti'D.

„ 378, line 16,/or llicpt), read nicfet).

„ „ line 28, for Oen^A-p, read Gen
511 -p.

„ 380, line 2,/or riimAic "diia, rearf nitriAic "oun.

„ 384, line 16, for occeuiM, read occ|\ec]M, though the first is the correct

form, the
|v
between c and e being a mere mistake of the old scribe.

„ 386, line 11, />r imi^AAn'o, read imiiAA-D.

„ „ line 17, for UocotnbAAC, read CocotnbuAc.

„ „ line 21, /)r coAn'O'pA, reac? coAtrpA.

, 388, line 15,3^r An^AA-DAib, read An]\ACAib.

„ „ „ for con'Doc]Aui'Di, read con'Doc]Ati'oi.

„ „ line 23 for CAriAbb, read CotiAbb.

„ 390, line 9,/or pui^xbAi'oi, read pipbAi-oi.

„ ,, line 19,/or c]MX)e, read cpi-oi.

„ „ line 21, /or moc|vi'De, read moc]\Ai'oe.

„ „ line 28,for i:otDO]\ocpiic, read i:o'0|\ocd|\tic.

[From a poem of thirty six stanzas, written by Flann, the Professor of Mouasterboice, who
died A.I). 105(>, and preserved in the ancient Book of Leinster, fol. 6, in the Library of Tri.iity

College, Dublin, on the manner of death of the chief men of the Tuatha De Dannan, it ap-
pears that Eogan of luber was killed by Eochaid lull, and that Eochaid himself fell ia his turn

by Aed Abrat'and Labiaid of the quick hand at sword.]
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Art. v.—On the influence which the Physical Geo-

graphy^ the Animal and Vegetable Productions^ etc.^ of

different regions exert upon the Languages, Mythology,
and early Literature of Mankhid, with reference to its

employment as a test of Ethnological Hypotheses. By
William K. Sullivan.

[Concluded from vol. i. p. 128.]

IN
writing tliis and tlie former article under tlie same

title, I had two objects in view, and designed to ad-

dress two different classes of persons. A few brief obser-

vations, explanatory of those objects, will form an appro-

priate introduction to the present essay.

The thinkers of antiquity and of the middle ages were Differ-

universaHsts
;
those of modern times are, for the most ^nce be-

part, speciaHsts. The disproportion between the amount
^ndelit

of knowledge now and then accounts for the difference, and mo-

In the intellectual as in the material occupations of man- dem

kind, division of labour has become a necessity ;
but this

* ^" ®"*

division may be pushed too far in the one case as in the

other. One of its immediate results is the comparative
isolation in which the different branches of science stand

towards each other. The admirer of classical studies rarely One-

sympathises with the student of physical sciences, and sidedness

often contemns his pursuits ;
mathematicians are some- ^odera^

times accustomed to look down upon all other pursuits ones,

whatever, and upon classical and antiquarian investigations
in particular. The fault of one-sidedness does not, how-

ever, belong exclusively to the cultivators of perfectly
distinct sciences

;
for may we not find a complete want

of sympathy for each other's labours even amongst
those of different branches of the same subject? Are
there not inorganic chemists who believe that the greater

part of the recent researches in organic chemistry are

useless ? while there are, on the other hand, enthusiasts

for organic chemistry who believe that there is nothing
further to be discovered among the inorganic parts of
creation. Some geologists look upon mineralogy as a toy ;

and so on. Science suffers from this estrangement, not
injury to

merely by the paucity of those generalizing speculations
science,

so fecund in future discoveries, and which only a many-
sided contemplation of a wide range of ideas or pheno-
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mena can call forth, but also by the errors which a one-

sided or partial view of anything invariably introduces.

Individuals have, no doubt, particular predilections, as

they must have special aptitudes ;
but these favour the

advance of knowledge, and do not of themselves consti-

tute one-sidedness, or deter one from recognizing the

general truths, that real intellectual progress requires the

simultaneous advance of all kinds of knowledge, and
that there are few branches of science in the investigation
of which we may not derive aid either immediately or

remotely from all others.

Philo- As an example of the isolated investigation of a science,

aided"b'
I may mention that philology, although deahng with the

natural words wliich express the names of the objects of natural
science,

history, has hitherto received no aid from the latter, and

philologists carry out their investigations as if words were
abstract conceptions, independent of matter. They have,
to be sure, met natm'alists occasionally upon some common

ground, such as the determination of the plants mentioned

by Greek and Latin authors
; but, with few exceptions, like

A. V. Humboldt, the investigations of both have generally
been conducted in utter forgetfulness of each other's ex-

istence. How rarely does the naturahst who visits re-

mote regions bestow a thought upon the labom'S of the

philologist ;
and even when he does collect vocabularies,

it is singular that the native names of the plants or ani-

mals which he gathers are rarely if ever included therein.

Jacob Grinrni has some very appropriate remarks upon
Contrast tliis subject, which I will quote.

"
PKny", he says,

" has
between

spread a pecuHar charm over his natural history by not

and mo- disdaining to also cu'cumstantially mention the supersti-
dern na- tious opinions of the people about animals and plants ;

turalists. ]^q^ \^{^ veneration for antiquity, his versatile description
contrasts with the dry earnestness of our modern naturahst,
who bestows not a thought on the customs of home, and
esteems as insignificant all the force and ornament of

Philolo- German expression".^ On the other hand, the philologist
gists do

]^^g failed to recognize the utiHty of the physical and

cognize
natural sciences as instruments of research. My first

the use object, then, was to endeavour to estabhsh the claim of
^^

^^"
the physical and natural sciences to be considered as in-

solence, dispensable aids in the discussion of ethnological and

philological questions: hence, I had to address philolo-

' Deutsche Mythologie, Bd 2, S. 1142. 3'-<^- Ausg.
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gists. My second object was to show what naturalists Objects

might do for the latter, and through them for history :
^^ '^i^w-

the second class which I designed to address was, conse-

quently, that of naturalists, in the broadest acceptation of

the term.

This explanation of my objects, will, I hope, serve as Why
an apology for the elementary character and magnitude ^^^^

^'^^"

of my introduction. But I also plead other excuses. In
written,

the first place, I had no option but to make such a sum-

mary in the shape of a separate article, or to interweave

it as explanatory matter with my own peculiar views
;
for

it is evident that, in recording the results of any investi-

gation, the method should either be fully described, or its

leading features indicated. I believe the course adopted
to be the most useful and convenient, though I am con-

scious of having thereby incurred the penalty of exciting

expectations which may not be fulfilled.

As I only undertook to show how an investigation Subject

might be conducted, rather than to actually make one, I "^^^^t be

must needs, in order to maintain the unity of my concep- i^^^^q

tion, compress the whole into one article. My illustra- article,

tions must, therefore, be few, and rarely fully worked
out

; indeed, it would require as many pages as I can de- Effects of

vote lines, to give a tolerably complete sketch of one of ^^'^•

the examples upon which I could best rely. The very
extent of the subject, and its ramifications into other

sciences, will compel me to select those illustrations al-

most at random; a circumstance which, taken in con-

junction with my inability to develop them here fully,
cannot fail to give an incomplete and fragmentary charac-

ter to the whole.

The influence of the sensuous upon the ideal, has been Action of

long since recognized by many, and by none so clearly as "matter

by the illustrious A. v. Humboldt
;
this fact is rendered ^\^^

evident everywhere in his Cosmos. But, beyond the re- already

cognition of the general principle, nobody, so far as I am recog-

aware, has minutely investigated the character of this in-
^^

'

fluence with the view of discovering whether it might , .

serve as a method of verification for ethnological and use in

philological hypotheses in cases where historical evidence Ethno-

is absent or deficient, and thus help to make these sciences ^^^^ "*^'*

strictly inductive. This is what I am about to attempt.

Although a very large part of the evidence which I shall

bring forward is, so far as I know, new, yet I would beg
to remind the reader that it is rather by the use which I
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propose to make of that evidence that I desire to justify

my writing upon the subject. Hence it matters little, as

regards the final structure, whether the materials be old

or new, except, indeed, that it may make philologists
somewhat more indulgent with regard to any errors which
I may have committed in details.

General The general proposition laid down in my first article*

proposi- may be thus summarized : that the action of the sensuous
tion.

upon the ideal begins with the formation of the single
articulated sounds, and continues through the subsequent

stages ofthe combination of simple sounds, to words which
are symbols of definite ideas, and of words to sentences or

Division the correlation of ideas. These successive stages suggest
of sub- a natural classification of my subject into three parts. In

th^*^

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^* ^ propose to treat of the coordination of the pho-

parts.
netic peculiarities of languages ;

in the second, of the ob-

jective relations of words, and of the use of the names of

animals and plants as ethnological fossils; and, in the

third, of the connection of myths with natural phenomena,
and the influence of nature in developing the character-

istic features of primitive literatures.

§1.

Sugges- In the first part I can only offer suggestions, illustrating
tions

^
them by some results borrowed from others, and some of

Part'l" my own,—of very secondary value, however, because,

although costing a great deal of labour, they were never

intended to express more than general features.

Classifi- The phonetic peculiarities oflanguages may be arranged
cation under the following categories: 1. the relative quantity of

nedc*'' vocal intonation, or the ratio of vowels to consonants
;

2.

pecu- the ratio of pure to impure vowels
;

3. the ratio between
liarities. ^he chief or older vowels a, z, w, and the newer e and o;

4. the ratio between the individual vowels
;

5. the ratio

between the continuous andexplosive consonants
;
6. the re-

lative proportions between the different kinds of explosive
consonants—(a) classified into homorganic, i. e.<, labials,

dentals, and palatals; (6), according to material or homo-

geneously, i. e., into mediae, tenues, and aspirates; 7. ratio

between the several liquids; 8. relative proportion of

vowels) sibilants, liquids, labial, dental, and palatal mutes.

'
Atlantis, vol. i. p. 53.
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in the anlaut or initial sound, and auslaut or final sound,

especially of roots
;

9. gemination and consonant combina-

tion; and 10. the existence in, or absence from, a lan-

guage of particular vocal or consonantal sounds.

It is evident that there must be limits to the quantity Propor-

of vocal sounds in intelligible languages, but it is not the ^^^^

*J^
.

same in all languages. Thus the per-centage of vowels
different

in Sanscrit is 42, in Gothic 41, in Latin 44, Greek 46,^ languages.

Italian 45.4 to 47.6,'' modern high German about 36,

Magyar 41 to 42, Yakutish about 44.^ The ratio of the

pure to the mixed vowels is subject to important varia-

tions: thus, of 100 vowel sounds, 98 were found to be

simple in Sanscrit, 97 in Latin, 81 in Greek, and 70 in

Gothic, the u not being, however, in all instances a pure
sound, and about 84 in Yakutish. The ratio of the older

to the newer vowels is subject to still greater variations ;

in Sanscrit, 91.8 per cent, of the pure vowels belong to

the older ones
;
in Gothic 88.5

;
in Latin 60.8

;
in Greek

37; in Yakutish about 76.

The relative proportion of the several vowels in diffe- Ratio be-

rent languages affords some striking contrasts. Thus, in tween the

100 vowel sounds, there are 71 long and short a's in
^^^^^l

Sanscrit, 35 in Gothic, 16 in Latin, 17 in Greek, and 29
in Yakutish. Again, while in Gothic there are 4 e's and
18 ^'s, there are 24 e's and 27 is in Latin, and 32 g's and »j's,

but only 7 is in Greek. As we could not attempt to de-

duce any general law from results of this kind unless we
had determinations for all the languages of two or three

families, it would only unnecessarily occupy space to give

any further details of this kind.

There are more continuous than explosive consonants in
Propor-

aU languages, but there appear to exist considerable vari- tion of

ations in their relative proportions in different languages,
and these proportions do not seem to have any relation

with that of the vowels. ,Thus, of 100 consonants, 42 are

mute in Greek, 39 in Latin, 35 in Gothic, 38 in Sanscrit,
about 46.5 in Yakutish, and 36 in Magyar. If we classify
these mutes according to the twofold classification of ho-

morganic and homogeneous, we get the following interest-

ing results :
—

=^Forstemann.—ZeitschriftfdrVergleichende Sprachforschung Heft
2, 1851

; Heft 1, 1852
;
also Heyse's Sprachwissenschaft, S. 236.

* Fernow.—Italianische Sprachiehre, S. G2
;
also Heyse, S. 236.

^ These determinations are only approximative, not having been
made on a sufficiently extensive scale.

II. ft

mutes.
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aspirated sounds h and ch., so characteristic of German, the sounds in

Chinese r, and the distinction between tenues and mediae. lan-

All the Samoyede dialects except the Ostjak want cA, and s^^ages.

the Tavgy dialect of the same family, p. Again, certain

sounds predominate in one language and others in another,
or one or more languages may have one or more sounds

peculiar to them. Thus, in German the dentals 5, Z, w,

d, t^ so predominate as to give a base tone to the whole

language : so in the Slavonic languages the palatal sounds.

If all the languages of the world were coordinated ac-
rj-j^^ j^^_

cording to the ten categories above enumerated, we would netic co-

have the elements of a geography of sounds, the results ordina-

of which would constitute true constants of philological j^^"

°

science
; but, like the corresponding constants of the ex- guages

perimental sciences, it would require the patient labours of ^0"^^

many scholars for a series of years. Wlien completed, ^\^ti^al"

however, it would give to philology that character of ex- constants,

actitude which numerical data only can communicate to a

science. Every change made in a language could thus be

accurately registered from century to century, and a true

theory of phonetic modification evolved. These constants

could easily be determined for the European languages,
and, indeed, for all the Indo-European dialects now exist-

ing. But it is to the Russian scholars chiefly we can look

for those of the great Northern Family, every member of

which is represented within the ample limits of the great
Russian Empire. The numerical data which I have used
as illustrations are not obviously such as could be employed
as tests of hypotheses ;

those borrowed from Forstemann
and Fernow possess, no doubt, considerable accuracy, hav-

ing been founded upon a close examination of languages
which possess rich and varied literatures. My own results

are mere approximations, sufficiently accurate for my
present purpose, but by no means fit to serve as constants.

Indeed, the whole of the foregoing numerical relations

have been introduced, not as examples of absolute data,
but rather as rough approximations, explanatory of what
I understand by the coordination of phonetic peculiari-
ties. It may be worth while, however, to examine how
such constants might be employed, did we possess them.

In my former article^ I mentioned the doctrine, which Ethnolo-

appears to be well founded, that the vowels, a, i, u, are gicai ar-

older than the intermediate ones, e, o. According to g^nient

^
Atlantis, vol. i., p. 60.

9b
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from age
*^^^^ vlew, the Sanscrit exhibits the most unchanged form

of vowels; of the Indo-EuTopean languages ;
next in order comes

Gothic, then Latin, and lastly Greek. Among Turkish

languages Yakutish holds the same relative rank in this

respect as the Sanscrit among the others, a result which

corresponds exactly with the splendid researches of Boht-

lingk from a totally different point of view. An argument
may be founded on this circumstance, to prove that those

languages in which the vocalization is oldest and purest,
have suffered least admixture with foreign elements, and
therefore in most cases least displacement. Its applica-
tion to the Indo-European hypothesis is obvious, and in

favour so far of the migration from the east. The fol-

lowing observations show its bearing upon the northern fa-

mily of languages. One of the great connecting links

between the members of the northern family of languages
is similarity of phonetic character. The Magyar is con-

sidered to belong to that family. Even the rough ap-

proximation I have given of the ratio between the dif-

from ferent homorganic and homogeneous mutes in the Yaku-
the rela- tish and Magyar renders this phonetic affinity strikingly

portion^'
evident. The proportion of palatal sounds, which is very

of the high throughout the family, is nearly the same in both,
different -while the proportion of labials and dentals is less in

mutes.*^ Magyar, a circumstance which is accounted for by the

influence of sibilation, which has diminished the dentals,

and also by the preponderance of the labial liquid m,

especially in the anlaut. The harmony is still more strik-

ing, if we compare them by homogeneous categories, for

while they agree in the mediae and aspiratse, the tenues,
which have been those most affected by the increase of

sibilants, are less in Magyar in nearly the same propor-
tion as the sibilants are more. This circumstance even
removes the difficulty as to the relative number of ex-

plosives or mutes, which is extremely high in the Yaku-

tish, as it would seem to show that the primitive Magyar
contained as many.

Several philologists have drawn attention to the con-

between Election which seems to exist in the Indo-European lan-

the root guagcs between the manner of sounding the root and
anlaut ^^q {^qq^ ^o be expressed. Thus, for example, the words,

idea to sucMng, German saugen, Old High German sukan, Lat.

be ex- sugere, succus; sup. Old High German sufan, New High
pressed. German saufen; Sansc. danta, Lat. deiis; Lat. hucca,

French bouclie, German backen, Eng. mouthy Germ, mund^
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maul; Lat. lahia^ Eng. lips^ Germ, lippen; Sanscrit nasas^

Lat. nasusy Germ, nase, Eng. nose, sneeze, Germ, niesen,

etc. In several of these words it is the anlaut which gives
the character to the word. Accordingly, if we classify

words according to the anlaut of the root into the three

homorganic classes, labials, dentals, and palatals, we shall

find that words expressive of blowing, blasen, brausen,

pusten, etc., have labial anlauts; words, on the other

hand, expressive of pointing, holding, restraining, press-

ing, taming, squeezing, enduring, etc., have dental anlauts,

such as—deuten, zeigen, Ssijcw, dico, indico, digitus, direct

^ecT/uLog, ^vvaiuig, aradig, starre, domare, dompter, tame,

tie, tenere, ridnjiL damm, stem, door, dense, tendere, thick :

while the open, the hollow, the domed, etc., such as gah-
nen, gape, ^aivd), hiare, klafFen, yoiXog, cavum, cave,

keller, kelle, kessel, kahn, kugel, etc., as also the cover-

ing or enveloping and protecting, xvw, kev^u), cutis,

casa, case, haus, house, etc., have a palatal anlaut. Again,

among the aspirants and halfvowels s,f, w, generally ex-

press motion, as, weben, weave, wogen, wind, welle, wave,
water, volare, vehere, venire, via, weg, way, walk, flow,

fusion, flux, fliessen, fluere, fluvius, fly, fliegen, flu, flat-

tem, flutter, etc. S is used for imitating certain natural

sounds, sausen, sauseln, sigh, etc. The liquids I and r

also express flowing motion, and very often the gentle,
soft gliding, as, run, roll, rieseln, piw prifxa, etc'

It would appear that the more undisturbed by foreign This re-

elements a language is, the more evident will be this ob- lation

jective character of its root anlaut. Those which, on the modified

other hand, have been adopted by a different people, or
piace-'

which have become mixed with other languages, have ment.

this connection weakened. If we suppose a people speak-

ing one of the oldest forms of language to have first occu-

pied a country possessing a genial climate, picturesque
hills, covered with leafy woods, and valleys through which
ran pleasant purling brooks, gently undulating plains,
covered with verdure, and through wliich meandered
broad rivers with banks bedecked with flowers

;
that is,

a country without any remarkable contrasts of nature.

In such a region the language would become enriched by
words expressive of all the beauties of soft, gentle, ghding
motion—of the sounds produced by babbling brooks, the

^
Heyse's Sprachwissenschaft, p. 115 and following, gives a number

of examples of this kind, but they are all confined to Greek, Latin,
and German.
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rippling of waves—of the murmuring of tke breeze or the

sighing of the wind through the trees, the rustling of

leaves, the gurgling of eddies, and so on. And then,

again, tliis rich objective vocabulary would influence the

power of subj ective expression . Transfer now this people ,

or a portion of it, to an arid, treeless, waterless steppe, and
how rapidly would the character of the language change !

While the words expressive of gentle, gUding motion
would either lose their original meaning, or become ob-

solete, a vocabulary would be evolved suited to express
violent motion, gusts, blasts, sand hurricanes, broad ex-

pansive plains. Again, all the objective and nearly the

whole of the subjective words connected with the mo-
tion of water, or upon water, of air, through trees, etc.,

would be lost
;
the result of such changes would be the

increase of mutes and the diminution of liquids and aspi-

rants, besides the still greater changes which would take

place in the ratio of the individual letters in consequence
of the loss of some classes of words and the preponderance
of others.

This is, no doubt, an extreme case ; but it is not greater
than what we must presume to have actually occurred.

It is usually considered that the explosive or mute conso-

nants change into aspirants and liquids, but that the re-

verse change is very rare. But even though this were uni-

versally true, it would be no objection to the supposition

just made, that the mutes would increase, inasmuch as it

is not assumed that this increase would be by the conver-

sion of aspirants into mutes, but by the increase of words
with mute anlauts and the corresponding diminution of

Impor- spirants. It would be extremely interesting to examine
tance of ^ ^^ known roots in the Indo-European and Semitic

ing the languages, as the roots in both are now usually admitted
roots of to be the same, and those of the Finnic-Tatarian family,
^^°' and see whether this supposed objective character of the

from this anlaut really exists in the oldest meanings. A table

point of showing the results of such an analysis would, I am con-
view.

fl(Jent, tell us a good deal of the history of each family.

Among other tilings, I am incHned to think that it would
show that the northern family of languages are relatively
newer than the others above named, and that the roots in

that family are in a great many instances produced by
compression from words containing other roots originally.

Effects of While discussing the effect of change of geograpliical
fusion, position, I have not forgotten that most fertile source of
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phonetic change, the gradual adoption by one people of mixture,

the language of another, and the mixture and more or conquest,

less partial fusion of two or more distinct languages. Nor
have I forgotten, that even where no trace of the absorp-
tion of a given element, glossarial or grammatical, may
be distinguishable, a peculiar sound may remain, which,
like the foot-prints observed by geologists upon sand-

stone, that tell of birds and other creatures that walked

upon the shores of a former ocean, may waft to us from

past ages the tones of voice of an extinct people. Yet,

making all due allowance for these important modifying
causes (supposing the objective character of the anlaut

established), I think we may admit that the relative pro-

portion between those roots which still retain an objec-
tive meaning in harmony with that of the anlaut itself,

and those which have lost such meaning, will afford a

certain measure of the amount of displacement and change
to which the language has been submitted.

Hitherto, in speaking of phonetic changes in which Hitherto

natural phenomena shared, I have assumed that there has °°
.^'^^^J

been no direct agency of physical causes, and that the
physical

modifications have occurred from the necessity which ex- causes as-

ists of altering the vocabulary of a language to suit sumed.

changes in its orographical, climatal, and other physical
circumstances—a change which in turn reacts upon the

subjective words of a language. But is this strictly true ? Do phy-
Do sounds undergo no direct modification from the ac- sical

tion of physical agencies ? That the voice is influenced
^^^!^^

^"

by the cmnate few will be disposed to doubt; but it has act?

never yet been determined whether such modification

extends to an absolute letter change, that is, to a phone-
tic modification in a philological sense. The obvious

progression which has occurred in the vowels of the great
branches of the Indo-European family of languages ap-

pears to me, however, to point to such a direct action of

physical agencies, and accordingly I shall make a few

suggestions upon the subject.

Although all the vowels can probably be produced by Natural

the same amount of vibration of the vocal chords, the dif-
J®°*Jg°^fQ

ference in character being produced by variation in the
pitch of

size of the buccal cavity and labial aperture, yet there ap- voice in

pears to be a natural tendency to elevate the pitch of the Passing

voice in passing from a to ^. This, I think, is percep- to°T

^

tible in the circumstance that, in all true diphthongs in

which t occurs, it is the auslaut, and in all false diph-
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thongs containing i as an anlaut, the hiatus in pronounc-

ing it is more perceptible than with any other combina-

tion, and the pronunciation more difficult to those unac-

customed to modulate the voice. We shall also find, that

if we attempt to successively sound words containing the

pure sound of a in a series of rapidly ascending keys, that

the vowel will then tend to be obscured and become
a diphthong, or pass completely into e and i. It would
thus appear that the vocalisation of languages may, under

certain circumstances, tend upwards to i. An example of

this kind is presented by modern Greek, and to a certain

extent by English. It is probable that this phenomenon
is intimately connected with accents. According to Weil

Ancient and Benloew,
" The ancient accentuation was essentially

accentu- musical
;
it consisted in the contrast of graver sounds with

ation :

gJiarper sounds
;
in pronouncing a word of several sylla-

i bles, the voice passed through a gamut of accents".® The

peculiar syllabic tone of the Chinese is, perhaps, the older

form of accent. In modem European languages the ac-

cent has lost this character, at least in cultivated speech,
and consists now ofa mere intensifying of a certain sylla-

a form of hie. A phenomenon, however, which maybe viewed as

it still the representative of the ancient form of accent, is still in
existing. £^^| vitahty, if not among educated men in Europe, at

least among the mass of people in every country, being
more prominent in some districts than in others. This is

that pecuHar modulation of the voice which is so char-

acteristic of some districts, and which often amounts to

a perfect singsong in speaking.
Observa- Rapp^ has pointed out a remarkable circumstance in

tion of connection with this form of accent. According to him,

•^^PP,, . the people of central Suabia speak with none, or, at least,
upon this ' -i^ ^

1 -1 1 1 1
• • 'c

kind of With a scarcely perceptible modulation
;

it appears as it

accent, there was there a kind of nodal point, starting from which
the modulation began. If we go south from it towards

the Alb and the Danube, we immediately perceive a

perceptible modulation, a Hvely, pleasant rise and fall of

the voice, which becomes more lively and sprightly as we

approach Switzerland, and, as is well known, constitutes

one of the most characteristic marks of the Swiss idioms.

The cliief direction of this modulation is the same as that

which lies at the base of the Italian language, and the

* Weil et Benloew. Theorie Generale de raccentuation Latine, p. 15.
® Versuch einer Physiologie der Sprache. S. 173.
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same quick ascending character may be observed with

certain modifications pretty generally through all the pro-

\dnces of Italy. This would consequently be a southern

modulation. If on the other hand we go northward from

the nodal point towards the lower Necker, at the passage

into the dialect of the Rhine Palatinate, we hear a per-

fectly different but equally marked modulation, a softer

rocking of the voice, which might be approximatively re-

presented by a, while the other would be
".•^

•*

represented by h. This modulation goes nL*" [^
with certain modifications from the Rhine ^
Palatinate dialect into the other variations of the Franco-

nian language, until in the Upper Saxon it rises to a more

singing movement. Towards the Baltic it is lost, and is al-

most imperceptible in Denmark. This is the more remark-

able, because the same character of modulation is carried

to the shrillest pitch byj^Swedes and Norwegians, who sing

rather than speak their languages. It is an absolute sing-

song, which after a time becomes tiresome to the ear.

Whether the character and direction of the modulations

be as constant as Rapp supposes or not, it is quite certain

that in mountainous countries the voice is more modulated

than on flat open plains. It is well known that the cha- Influence

racter of the surrounding neighboui'hood exerts a marked ^ °^'^^'

. n 1 • • • 1 •
r»

• bour-
mnuence upon the mstmctive production oi tones : m a hood

small confined space, for example, having sohd walls, we upon

instinctively produce deep notes : in the open air, especially
^o^"^^-

in mountains and forests, and even in large high rooms,
the voice is invariably pitched very high. A good ex-

ample of the effect of locality upon the voice, is afforded

by the songs of the German miners, which are invariably
in bass and tenor, while the yodel songs of the Alpine
mountaineers are always in the highest falsetto notes.

Striking examples of this distinction may often be ob-

served in an Alpine village where both miners and shep-
herds reside.

If we generate a note in a homogeneous atmosphere, influence

the intensity of the sound will diminish according to the ofchange

usual law of distance, but the pitch will remain invariable,
^f

"^®"

But if we generate a given note in an atmosphere of one
upon

density, and then allow it to be propagated through an- pitch of

other of different
density,

the pitch will be altered. It ^°"^^"

will be lowered in passing into a denser, and raised in a

lighter atmosphere. In mountainous regions, especially AppHca-
those abounding in deep escarped valleys, where the at- tion to
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moun- mosphere is always in motion, and into which cascades of
tamous ^ense cold air are always pouring, the voice, whether arti-

culated or in singing, must be always undergoing slight
modifications in pitch in passing through an atmosphere of

var3niig density and in constant motion, and must conse-

quently produce on the ears of those listening the effect

of a distinct modulation
;
and this modulation must affect

the duration of the vowel sounds, and tend to diphthong
the pure ones,

—
changes which of course react upon the

consonants. This kind ofinfluence must of course operate
more upon those who live a good deal in the open air

;
and

accordingly we find that phonetic changes are more fre-

quent among uncivilized nations than among settled ones,
and in mountainous regions than in great extended plains.

Nume- It is only by physical causes of this kind that we can
rous dia- account for the evolution of dialects within extremely

within a li^^^d areas, where isolation, intermixture of foreign
small elements, and similar disturbing causes, cannot have ope-
areaonly rated. Take, for example, the Swiss canton of Appenzell,

ed for in which is not more than twenty-two miles long, and at

this way. most ten miles broad, and contains about 50,000 inhabi-

tants
; yet within that area at least four chief dialects may

be recognized, with many minor varieties
;
and these dif-

fer from each other in so marked a manner that the inha-

bitants of the heights about Rheineck, who speak what
is known as the Kurzenberg dialect, ridicule the speech of

the remaining part of the population.^" Such modifica-

tions as I have contemplated here can only take place
from the long continued action of the same causes upon
generations of men

; and, though the cause of change be

constant, yet the material operated upon being of different

kinds, the results must endlessly vary.
Action of City life, too, operates upon the phonetic system of a

city life,
language after a somewhat similar fashion. Its most

striking effect is to sharpen the pronunciation and the up-
ward tendency of the vowels. The prodigious number
of sounds passing through the atmosphere of a great city,
and which modify each other by interference, necessitates

a higher pitch of voice in those who live much in the

open air, and consequently a modulation which in turn

reacts upon the whole language. I think a careful investi-

gation would show that even the introduction ofpaving and

'" Toblers Appenzellischer Sprachschatz, 1837, Vorrede S. xxix.

Heyse's Sprachwissenschaft, S. 173.
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wheel-carriages has affected the local dialects of Paris and

London, and helped especially the progression towards i.

§2.

The observations which 1 have made upon the apparent
relation between the anlauts of roots and the objects or

operations intended to be expressed by the roots them-

selves, form a natural introduction to the second and more

important part ofmy subject. In my former article I stated General

the general proposition that all verbs and nouns symbolize proposi-

either positive material things, qualities, or actions, or did
^^^^^^ j^

so before they became the symbols of abstract conceptions, former

Again, that the original stock of roots in a language must article,

consequently have reflected the character of the climate,

physical conformation, geological structure, and fauna and

flora of the region where it originated. And again, that

among the objects for which names were framed would,

doubtless, be many whose geographical distribution would
be hmited, and therefore determinable. In process of

time also a language incorporates words from other lan-

guages by contact or fusion of the people speaking it with

other nations; some of them, too, might be connected

with objects having a determinate geographical position.

Hence, I assumed that if we could discover a number of

such words in every language, they would constitute true

ethnological fossils, by means of which we could as unerr-

ingly refer a language to its original home, and trace the

line of its onward movement, as the geologist determines,

by means of the remains of the plants and animals en-

tombed in the rocks forming the external part of the Earth,
the relative strati-graphical succession of those rocks.

My proposition does not in any way involve the discus- This does

sion of the great problem of the origin of ideas. For
°°J

^°"

whether we adopt the Aristotelian philosophy, and con- doctrine"

sider " the soul as entirely empty, like tabula rasa, and that of ideas,

everything therein traced is derived from the senses and

experience" ;
or with Plato, believe that " the soul origi-

nally contains the principles of several notions and doc-

trines, which external objects only awaken on occasions",
the first words must have had such an objective character

as that assumed. I therefore merely say that external
nature has influenced the mind, and either called forth an
idea which did not preexist, or merely embodied a dormant

conception. Humboldt has thus beautifully alluded to
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this influence of the sensuous upon tlie ideal: " For the

physical world is reflected with truth and animation on
the inner susceptible world of the mind. Whatever marks
the character ofa landscape : the profile ofmountains which
in the far and hazy distance bound the horizon

;
the deep

gloom of pine forests
;
the mountain torrent, which rushes

headlong to its fall through overhanging cliffs : all stand

alike in an ancient and mysterious communion with the

spiritual Hfe of man"."

T., Amonor rude and uncivilized peoples considerable atten-Names . . , o ,
i p p • -i

formed tion IS bestowed upon the lorms oi mountams, any strik-

in each ing peculiarity in the shape of a jutting crag, remarkable
language g^Qj^^g j^q river courses, chmatal changes, or in fact upon
expres-

' ,. I'l -i ^ '
^

sive of any common object wmcn strikes the eye m consequence
thephy- of some peculiarity; names are invented to express the

tuT* ^T'
^^^^ ^^^ called forth by them in the mind. And as these

the objects serve to characterize the general features of the

country, region in which they occur, the vocabularies of names
must therefore necessarily reflect the peculiarities of the

region. Humboldt has pointed out that there are at least

In Old thirty distinct names in Old Castilian expressive of the
Casti- varied forms of mountains, and that an equally rich voca-

'

bulary has been formed in Arabic to express the different

kinds of deserts, according as they may be hard clay ones,

or sandy, or interspersed here and there with patches
covered with grass or social plants, or covered with an

efilorescence of salt, etc. So also we have a rich vocabu-

Irish lary in Irish for the different kinds of hills and mountains,
and equally expressive of the outhnes of Irish scenery as

are those in the Castihan of the Spanish. Again, one of

Russian, the most Striking features of Russia is its general flatness,

the absence of high mountains, or even in many provinces
of hills of any considerable magnitude ;

its rivers must

consequently exhibit those characteristic forms which dis-

tinguish the great rivers flowing through alluvial plains.
Another feature is the large nmnber of lakes. Accord-

ingly, these two features of the physical geography of

Russia have led to the formation of a multitude of terms

which express in a striking manner every pecuharity of

rivers and lakes. The latter, for example, receive names
which express whether they are free from weeds or fish,

etc., or contain sedge or flowering potamogeton and other

water plants, or salts, etc.

" Views of Nature—Cataracts of the Orinoco, p. 154 (Bohn's Ed.)
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Such names as we liave just referred to, though strictly such

characteristic of the region where they arose, are never- "'^^^^

theless not sufficiently specific to enable us to recog- nerafiy

nize it by their study. There may be several regions specific

in which the same peculiarities of physical geography enough.

occur, and to which, consequently, the names could

equally apply. In this way the Spaniards have carried

their rich vocabulary for mountains to Mexico, South

America, and the PhiHppine Islands, the Arabs have car-

ried their desert nomenclature along the northern parts of

Africa, and so on. Some few may, however, possess a per- Some

fectly specific character, or at least may refer to a particular
few may

region, though an extensive one. Thus in the Yurak- ®

Samoyede there are two distinct names for spring, ndrcei, examples

yunui or wuenui, or according to a dialectic form, winu.

The first means the beginning of spring, when the snow
still lies on the ground, but its surface begins to thaw during
the day, and again freezes at night, presenting, instead of

a dry, crackling mass, a thin ice crust
;
and hence the name

from nara, asnow crust. The second is applied to the period
when the ice has broken up in the rivers, and is derived

from wuenui, advancing, drawing,
—a term applied to the

ascent of the shoals of fish up the rivers at this season,
and which is apparently in turn borrowed from wueno or

wiien, dog, perhaps from being yoked in considerable num-
bers to draw sledges. In Ostjak- Samoyede, the Salmo
Nelma of Pallas, or S. Leucicthys of Guldenstadt, is called

muenz or wuenz; but wuenui can scarcely be derived from

it, because July is the Njelma month, whereas it is the

Salmo Callaris, which is chiefly taken in the spring. In
the Yennissei Samoyede there are also two words for spring,
one of which, nareo, applied to late spring, is the exact

equivalent oi ndrcei, which, means early spring in the Yurak—a difference which perfectly expresses the effect of the

colder and more eastern position of the former. In the

Kamassinic dialects of the Samoyede spring is expressed
by biidu, from bilzzwater (corresponding to be, genitive b^

dan, in the Tavgy dialects), and means literally the period
when the ice thaws in the small brooks flowing into the
Yennissei and its tributaries. This takes place compara-
tively early, and is repeated in the Obi and the Lena. The
early period at which it occurs appeared to Erman diffi-

cult to be accounted for.^^

^2 Keise Tim die Erde. Bd. 2. S 237.
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If we contrast tlie names of the months among the

Yurak Samoyedes who nomadize in the region forming the

boundary of the wooded coimtry and the Timdra, and
the Ostjak Samoyedes of the Forest region about the

middle Obi and its tributaries, we shall observe how well

the different names characterize the climatal relations of

each district. One example will, however, suffice. Among
the Yurak Samoyedes, the ninth month, corresponding to

the end of April and May, is called Savu yiry^ or flood

month, because the lower courses of the great rivers are

then flooded,—corresponding to the name for early spring,

sebua, among the Yennissei Samoyedes. In the higher

regions of the middle Obi, the tenth month of the Ostjaks,

corresponding also to May, is called iltelguezel-iredd, that

is, month when there is water in the brooks and rivulets.

The im- But although, taken as a whole, the physiognomy of

pression particular regions of the Earth may be characterized by
^M^^^rt

*^^ ^'^''^^ ^^ ^^^ mountains, the presence of deserts, the

produced
number and magnitude of its lakes and rivers, it is, as

more by Humboldt truly observes, the vegetable covering which
*^®

T^f chiefly conduces to the total impression of individuahty
getable i •

i
•

i t
^

• i -kt

covering
wmch a particular country produces on our mmos. JNot

than by only are different regions characterized by a preponder-
physical ^^^^ ^f ^^^ ^^ other form of vegetable life, but certain

species, genera, or even whole families of plants, may be
confined to a very Hmited area. The same may be said

of animals : although from their relatively small mass they
do not materially contribute to scenic effect, yet from the

great use or injury which they are to mankind, they have

perhaps as largely contributed to impress a special cha-

racter upon some languages as plants.

Subjec- In the few illustrations which I have given of the influ-

ti'^e e]2ce of physical geography and climate, I have confined

not a^ myself to mere names of objects or of divisions of time,

luded to and have not alluded to the subjective words which are
in ex- evolved by the impressions of objects upon the mind,
amp es.

g^^,]^ words are even still better examples of the action of

natural phenomena upon language, than even the names
of the objects themselves. Many are borrowed from great
cosmical phenomena, and others from very local ones,

and others again from plants and animals : the latter are

more important for my special purpose, and I shall accord-

ingly confine myself to them. The following examples,
borrowed from Yakutish, Osmanli, and Samoyede, will

serve to show the character of this action :
—
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77a, a wood in Yakutish, is evidently the stock upon which the fol- Exam-
lowing words have been formed, or at least it contains the same root :

pies of

tiass, noise (rustling of wind in the forest) ; tit, to break ; timit, a hzard ; words

tir, to cut through ; ti, a boat
; tung, dense, impassable ; ting, a squirrel ; derived

tueha, a thicket. In the Yennissei Saraoyede dialects we have tjoe, a
from, or

pine-tree ; tjeje, a wood
; to'e, dense. In Osmanli we have tjale, a related

shrub; tjale kouckou, a wren
; tjalmak, to strike, smite, beat, open, ef-

to, names
face; tjalpura, castagnets: tjalkatmak, to stir, agitate, shake, or rince; of plants.

tjalelamak, to surround with thorns ; tjalghe, sound of a musical instru-

ment, concert, music
; tje'uyer, a kind of musical instrument

; tjalech-

kan, active, laborious, industrious
; tje'np, wood, a piece of wood ;

tje'rgue, a wooden tent or paviUon ; tjelek, a tub
; tje'ul, desert

; tjerneky
a ship ; tje'ktirme, tjektiri, a small galley, brigantine ; tjil, wood, gehn-
notte

; tjera, resinous wood
; tjit, a hedge ; tjam aghadje, a pine-tree.

Again we have ckating, a birch-tree
; chati, a notch

; chatiss, a flat

rope or thong ; chatirik, bark, fish scale
;
chatic or chatic halik, the

sturgeon. Also tit, a larch-tree
; titirik, a young larch-tree

; titik, a
summer stall for homed cattle (because made of larch-wood") ; titirice,

to tremble
; titerec, to tremble together ; tirech, Populus alba.^^ As ex-

amples of the relations of animals to language, we may instance—it, a

dog ; it, to let loose, to run away ; itillara, to give absolution for sins
;

ite, weeping ; itir, to bite
; injir, to gulp ; injl, to moan as a dog ; itird,

to snuffle, to sneeze. Again, hil, Salmo Taimen
; buld, fishing, hunt-

ing ; huldtta, to himt, to fish
; bilkher, an acquaintance (that is, some

one met with during fishing, etc.) ; biliss, to make an acquaintance. In
connection with domestic animals may be given—ia, to milk

; iaghass,
a vessel made of birch bark (to hold milk) ;

iam ija, milking month—
May ; ial, a neighbour ; ialpit, a guest.

These examples, taken at random from several hundreds What

equally appropriate, borrowed from the great northern ^^^7 Jl-

family of languages, not only illustrate the general prin-
^^^^^^^'

ciple, that the names of natural objects are the nuclei

around wliich not only other objective words, but also

subjective ones, group themselves; but they likewise

show that the sequence or connection of ideas which a

group of words derived from a common stock exhibits, is

characteristic of the country where they were formed, and
of the customs and pm-suits of the inhabitants at the time

of their formation. In proof of this, I would refer parti-

cularly, in the foregoing comparisons, to the words derived

from tia, a wood in Yakutish and Osmanli
;
in the former

the derivatives are not numerous, and are, with one ex-

ception, directly connected with a wood
;
in the Osmanli,

on the other hand, we have the evidence of a people hav-

ing ships, and therefore living near the sea, and most of
them have not been formed under the direct influence of

contact with forests.

None of the words in the foregoing examples are of so None so

specific a kind as to characterize, in the strict sense of the 'Pacific

word, any particular region. It is true that the word ^j^ac-

'3
According to Pallas (Fl. Ross.), Populus balsamifera is called Tj/t

in Kamtskadale, a fact of considerable importance.
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terize a wood indicates that we are dealing witli a country con-
region,

taining trees, and tliat larch and birch, though applicable
to several trees which extend over a very wide geogra-

phical area, are yet not found on tropical plains. In tliis

sense, therefore, such words do constitute ethnological
fossils, but their relative value as such is analogous to

those geological ones which, though confined to the rocks

of one epoch, are nevertheless distributed through all its

In some Subdivisions. Under certain circumstances, however, ge-
neric names, Hke birch or larch, and even those having
still higher meaning, may possess the value of a specific

name, and thus serve to define a Hmited area, although its

possess real geographical distribution may be much more exten-

value.^
sive. I shall illustrate this by an example borrowed from
the Turkish languages :

—
Example.

"^^^ word ot, in Yakutish, signifies grass ;
from it are derived ot ija,'

grass month, which is July or June, according to relative position,

being the former in the colder regions, where the spring is late
; otto,

otu otto, to make hay ; ototi, a berry ;
oto7i uba, the flower- stalk of grass ;

otu, an encampment, a place for encamping, a place of refuge ; dtoch,
the place where a house formerly stood. In Osmanli we have—ot,

herbs
; otlouk, a prairie ; otlou, full of herbs

; otlanmak, a shepherd ;

oraklamak, grass mower ; orak, scythe ; ot, poison ; otarmak, to poison ;

otak, otagh, the royal tent.

Again, we have another form of otu, an encampment, in Yakutish,

namely, ordu (Osmanli, ordou, and in most Turkish dialects, ordu or

ordou—hence the word Horde), in connection with which we have
ordulan (Osmanli, ordou kourmak), to encamp, to fix oneself

; ord, to

remain over, to remain behind (also the burning of a meadow or wood,
which seems thus to link ot, grass, and uot, fire=Osmanli, od); orduk,

rest, also superfluous (that is, remaining over), therefore more, greater,
better

; oron, a bank against the side of the jurte or hut for sleeping,
a stool, a bed (hence, Osmanli, oranitja, a long and narrow Danube
boat) ; oroch, a foot-path, a path, that is, to the encampment (Osmanh,
ormandd) ; oroghoss, to go one after another.

Original
'^^^ original Seat of the Turkish race is placed with

seat of considerable probabiKty on the high table-lands of Asia,
Turkish between Lake Dzaisang and the frontiers of China, and
^^^^'

between the Altai and the chain of the Thian-Schan—a

region of forests and Steppes, whose peculiar character

and the habits of fife wliich it necessitates must necessarily

produce a deep impression upon the minds ofits inhabitants.

Humboldt, who visited the Asiatic Steppes as far as the

western hmits we have assigned the Turkish race, says :

Steppe
" '^^^ vegetation of the Asiatic steppes, which are some-

vegeta- times interspersed with pine forests, is in its gi'oupings far

tion de- more varied than that of the Llanos and the Pampas of
sen ed.

Qg^j.^(,^g ^-^^ Buenos Ayres. The more beautiful portions
of the plains inhabited by Asiatic pastoral tribes are
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adorned with lowly shrubs of luxuriant white-blossomed

Rosacece, Crown Imperials (Fritillarias), Cypripedese, and

Tulips. As the torrid zone is in general distinguished by
a tendency in the vegetable form to become arborescent,

so we also find that some of the Asiatic Steppes of the

temperate zone are characterised by the remarkable height
to which flowering plants attain

;
as for instance, Saussu-

reae and other Synantherese ;
all siliquose plants, and parti-

cularly numerous species of Astragallus. On crossing the

trackless portions of the herb-covered Steppes in the low

carriages of the Tatars, it is necessary to stand upright
in order to ascertain the direction to be pursiled through
the copse-Kke and closely crowded plants that bend under

the wheels. Some of these Steppes are covered with

grass, others with succulent evergreen, articulated alkaline

plants; while many are radiant with the effulgence of

Hchen-like tufts of salt scattered irregularly over the clayey
soil like newly-fallen snow".'*

The coimtry thus so forcibly pictured, is naturally a pas- Such a

toral one, and seems fitted only for nomadic tribes to roam country

over with herds of sheep, cattle, and horses, encamping ^"j^^l^J^
here and there as suits them. Most of the Turkish tribes nfe.

still lead this nomadic Hfe, ifnot on the original Steppes, at

least upon similar ones. There are, however, two Turkish Other

tribes who now occupy countries differing widely in phy-
Turkish

sical outUnes, climate, and fauna and flora, from the pri- ^

mitive seat of the race, but even still more from one very dif-

another. There could surely be no greater contrast than ^^J^^^
^^"

that presented by the pleasant countries lying along the ^^^°^*

shores of the Levant and the dreary banks of the Lena,—
between Stamboul on the Golden Horn, and Yakutsk rest-

ing upon earth which has been frozen for thousands of

years. In the Yakut we have still to a great extent the

primitive nomade, while the Osmanli has adopted to a

certain extent civilized habits, and looks upon the nomadic
Turks as barbarians, vagabonds. The Yakut too, as results

from the admirable labours of Bohtlingk, was the earUest

offshoot from the parent stock, and has retained much of

its original character
;
the Osmanli, on the other hand,

has been in contact with many languages, and borrowed
from some of them. It is worth while, therefore, to see

what has been the effect of this displacement upon both.

The word ot signifies herbs, or rather the Steppe cover-

'* Views of Nature, Steppes, and Deserts, p 4.

II. 10
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Significa- i^g? '^^ most of the Turkish dialects, including the Osmanli.
tioD oiot. There is a distinct word for grass, which, being two-sylla-

bled, is probably newer than ot; at all events it does not

appear to have been preserved in Yakutish, if indeed it be
not younger than the separation of that nation from the

parent stock. As we have seen from Humboldt's descrip-

tion, the predominant vegetables on the Steppes do not

belong to the Graminaceae
;
but on the alluvial flat lands

and islands of the Lena, etc., the vegetable covering may
be described as grass ; hence, in Yakutish ot signifies grass.

Again, Yakutish appears to have lost the special word for

shepherd. The Osmanli has retained it
;
for although the

European Turk has ceased to nomadise, the cultivation of

sheep is still maintained among settled and civiKzed na-

tions. The preservation of the primitive meaning of ot

as herb, of course accounts for why in OsmanH it signifies

Theword poison also. The Yakutish word otu, an encampment, is

otu an
singularly characteristic of nomadic life

,being formed from

gicaKos-
^^ words ot, grass, and w, water, the chief requisites for a

sii. proper site to encamp upon. The nomade has, therefore,
retained the word in its strict original meaning. The
Osmanli has also preserved the word in the form of otagh,
but has given to it a new signification. It has thus travelled,
like a boulder rolled along by the waves, with the invading
hordes of nomades become warriors. The royal tent being
the centre ofthe encampment ofthe army, naturally became

synonimous with the place itself, and otagli now means

royal tent. In this way the military use of a word has

preserved it after it had lost its nomadic meaning. Such
a word is a true ethnological fossil, which unerringly leads

us back to the original home in the steppes from whence
we can historically trace the Osmanh. The word, with
an intermediate signification, has been retained among
some of the nomadic tribes, who got mixed up with the

military expeditions of the Turks
;
thus in Buryat, otek, or

otoh, means a place of refuge; it has tliis meaning some-
times also in Yakutish.

Words The other words mentioned among those related to ot
from will serve to show how Httle apparent connection may
^^^"®

exist between' the ideas expressed by a series of words,

often ex- although originally derived from the same root. At first

press un- sight there certainly appears to be no connection between

ed"ideas'
^ ^^^ Danube boat and a bed, but if we recollect the

shape of the plank that constitutes the bank or bed in a

Yakutish hut, we shall find the idea natural enough.
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I have selected ot as a type of a certain class of fossils, yvhy ot

because we know historically whence the Turks have come, has been

and because we can
logically

follow its change of meaning, ^^Jj""*^^'^

and can therefore verify any conclusions which we may ^e must

deduce from a study of the word. But as our object is seek for

to employ such words in unravelling the history of races,
^j° ^^'^J

it is obvious that, although those having so general a ^ords.

meaning as herb or grass may, under peculiar circumstan-

ces, be employed for such purposes, we must seek for more

specific words, names of definite objects, which only exist

in certain localities, and in no other. Before proceeding
with my investigation in this direction, I must make some

brief observations upon the classification of affinities, and

upon the kind of words which bear migration.
K a naturalist included the ox and the goat in the same

com]m-

genus, because they had eyes, were covered with hair, had rative

four legs, a tail, and generally two horns, he would not
^'^^^\

^^

depart more from the principles of a true natural classifi-

cation, than do many ethnologists in their classification of

languages. Either classification is useful or not. If it be,

then such relative affinities as would in natural history be

represented by class, order, and genus, ought to be ob-

served. Yet, in some very recent works it has been sought
to extend the limit of the Indo-European family at the

risk of confounding class, order, tribe, and genus together.
What is therefore most wanting in ethnology, as a whole,
and especially in philology, is a natm-al system of classifi-

cation of affinities, which would enable us to successively

separate in a language those words: 1. which it has in

common with all others, that is its remotest affinities;

2. those which it holds in common with a certain number
of languages forming a family, or first branching off from
the primitive stock; 3. those which it holds in common
with a subdivision of the primitive branch, and so on

;
4.

and, lastly, those words which it has picked up by fusion

or contact with other races
;
the elimination of the latter

being necessary before the others could be determined.

The difficulties attendant upon the comparative analysis oifficul-

of a number of languages, are very numerous and embar- ties of

rassing. There is, first, that arising from the number of
Pf^'^^'

words compared not being sufficient
;
then that attendant

fnalysis.

upon the determination of the correct laws of letter

changes, which, it is unnecessary to remark, must be de-

termined inductively, and not by a priori reasoning.
Another source of difficulty arises from the peculiar

10 b
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idiosyncrasies of different peoples, which lead them to

give names to the same phenomena under the influence

of totally different impressions. Fusion, contact, etc., of
different races produce a confusion of names constituting
another difficulty. This confusion is not confined alone
to the effects of contact of two languages, but may even
occur in the same language, in consequence of simple dis-

placement. A good example of this confusion is afforded

by the Russian emigrants in Siberia
; they apply the same

Example term sniegiri-zzEmberyza nivalis, or snow-bunting, both
of confu- to that bird and the Pyrrliula rubicilla, or bullfinch, be-

names^
cause the latter lives in society with the former during

from tlie winter. The Yakuts, on the other hand, although in

displace- contact with the Russians, have distinct names for the
™®°'- two birds. This kind of confusion is not the only diffi-

culty, however, which arises from displacement, or con-

tact or fusion with other races having different phonetic
Altera- systems, nor, mdeed, is it the chief. Words are con-
tion by tracted, altered in sound, new compounds formed out of

^jjjjj^

'

the contracted words, which may in turn be similarly
modified. We may liken a language thus treated to a

geological conglomerate composed of broken or rolled

fragments of various rocks cemented together, the ori-

ginal character of the fragments being sometimes recog-
nizable, sometimes not. We do not know how far this

wearing action may have proceeded in some languages,
and, consequently, what we often assume to be roots, may
be nothing more than united fragments of other roots.

French affords admirable examples of these kinds of phi-

lological conglomerates, which are the more illustrative,

because we can historically trace their formation. Who
could find diner in the middle Latin disjejunare, meme in

met-ipsissimus, pen in paucus, or the Proven9al ebra in

Latin Hedera, the Albanian
//Trper

in Latin Imperatorf
Words We see from the foregoing that many-syllabled words
not are Hable to suffer great modifications in process of time,

fit to
^ "^lien subjected to displacement and other modifying in-

bearmi- flucnces. All wor(Js are not, therefore, equally adapted
gration. to bear migration. Long compound words are naturally
Polysyl- least adapted for that purpose. This inability to bear

^^^^^ transportation naturally unfits such words for serving
least. the function of ethnological fossils. Hence, we have to

Those seek for a class of words that will be simple, that is, not
best many-syllabled, of such common use as not to be readily
fitted,

forgotten, and yet expressive of objects which are essen-
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tially local
;
that is, wliich are confined to a determinate to be

geographical position. Such words, for the reasons al-
f'^"^^

ready stated, are more likely to be got among the names ^^^^^"^

of plants and animals, and the subjective words suggested names

by them, than among geological, mineralogical, or cli-
^[j'^^"^^'

matal terms.

We may classify the names of plants existing in a Ian- Ciassifi-

guage into categories
—

say, for example, in English into
^^^^^

^

three: 1. those consisting of words of a single syllable, names

such as rye^ sedge, fir, etc., or of two-syllabled words, in of plants

which the separate syllables have lost all trace of their
animals,

original meaning, as yarrow, ivy, elder, daisy, etc. ;
2. those

names formed of two distinct Avords, either simply joined

together and pronounced as if one word, or not joined
and pronounced as two, and derived from some circum-

stance of its growth {water-lily), or peculiar property

(hitter-cress), or use (c/iick-iveed), striking resemblance to

other common objects (bog -myrtle), or from a supposed
fanciful resemblance to some animal (crane's-bill, ox-eye),

or, finally, from some mythological (fairy-finger), ideal

(toad-flax), or poetical circumstance (virgin's-bower) ;
and

3. foreign names introduced into the language, consisting
either of the common names of some other country,

slightly modified (violet, cinquefoil, dandelion), of cor-

ruptions of old pharmaceutical names (poppy, etc.), or

modem scientific names (saxifrage, lobellia, dahlia).
The names of animals are divisible into the same cate-

gories, as—^for example, 1. Ox, fox, wolf, badger, weasel.

2. HedgeJiog, long-eared bat, sparrow-hawk, black red-

stard. 3. Eagle, dory, rhinoceros.

It is obvious from what I have said above, that the names Relative

in the third category, except in a very secondary degree, value of

could not serve the function of fossils
;
while the second

^^^^ ^]^^^
is open to the objection above made to compound names.
And even if such a word as crane's-bill survived the dis-

placement of a language, it would have so little relation

with the object, that as an ethnological fossil it would be
inferior to such a term—for example, as woshewice osero, or

lacus pedicularis, if it happened to be found in a language
outside of Russia, for we would know that it referred to

such lakes as those near the fortress of Tanalizkaya and

Kysilskaya, on the Orenburg frontier, and that there are

few, if any, such lakes in other parts of the world.

The only natural history names, therefore, which could The first

serve as true fossils would be those referable to the first class best.
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category. Most of those names have now, however, lost

their original specific signification, and have acquired a

generic one. Thus, hazel might be applied with equal
correctness to Corjlus Avellana, C. tubulosa, or C. columa ;

so also, the word oak to any of the numerous species of

Quercus. This is the very difiS.culty to which I have

already alluded in the case of the names birch and larch.

This circumstance naturally reduces the number of words
available for the purpose I have in view. We shall see

hereafter that there are ways in which this difficulty may
be met, and the original specific signification of words
which have now geneiic meanings, sometimes detected,

rpjjg
But besides, the names of the plants and animals them-

^vords selves, we have to consider the words which have been
derived founded upon them, and expressive either of objects con-

jilliit-

' Jiected with the plants, or of ideas which have been sug-
names, gcstcd by them. I have already given examples of this

etc., to class of words. If a people whose language has been en-

^^^^ riched by appropriate words, expressive of natural pheno-
sidered. mena, animals or plants, or abstract ideas suggested by

them, emigrates, or be driven out of its original area, the
Effect new country may contain very few, or none at all, of the

I'ion '^t*" objects represented by the words of that people's language,

upoi
*'

If a few objects are found to be common to the original and
natural new country, the primitive names will, of course, be ap-
history

plied to them
;
the remainder must be provided with new

and their names. Should any of these resemble, in a striking way,
deriva- some of the objects left behind, the names of the latter
Uvea.

^jii -^QQ applied to them either simply or with a quahfica-
tion. The perfectly new objects having no analogies

among those of the mother country, would have new
names coined for them out of words already existing in

the language, but which may themselves have been de-

rived in the first instance from the names of objects
at some remote period in the history of the language.
Under the new circumstances we would therefore have :

1. names still appHed to the original objects signified;
2. names originally given to difierent objects, but now

applied without change to some new ones; 3. names

originally given to different objects, but now appHed
to new ones, but with certain quahfications ;

4. new
names consisting of combinations of words preexisting in

the language, but coined for the first time ; and, 5. the

names given by the aboriginal inhabitants of the new

region, some words of whose language would become
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incorporated, even though their state of civilization may Australia

be such that no true fusion of the two races could take
^^^^^~

place. The whole of these changes may be seen in pro- o^ml

gress in Australia
;

its fauna and flora are, however, so

pecidiar, that scarcely a single species of plant or animal,

unless those introduced, are common to Europe. The
latter retain, of course, their English names

;
the second

category would be represented by Porcupine (genus

Echidna, instead of the European one, Hystrix, Xm.),
thrush (genus Grallina, Vieil.^ instead of the European
one, Merula, Ray?)^ Robin (genus Petroica, Sw., instead of

the Eui'opean one Erythaca, Sw.), etc.; 3. by Green

Dove (Ptilinopus, Sw.), Helmet Goose (Ceriopsis, Zai/i.) ;

4. by Duckbill (Ornithorhynchus), Hairtail (Dasyurus),

etc.; and, 5. by Kangaroo, Koala, Jabiru, etc.

The words expressing abstract ideas, etc., derived from Subjec-

the names of objects lost, would still continue in the Ian-
^^J^jg^g.

guage, notwithstanding the disappearance of the stock- main

word; some might, however, be lost, others modified, the after loss

meanings changed, or they may become the stocks of new
^!

^^^^^~

words. If we suppose further, that instead of the displace-
ment of the whole race, only a part was displaced, and Contrast

that the remainder continued to occupy the original area, ^j^g^^^°
the whole of the primitive names would be found in its guages

language, both those applied to the objects common to of a race

the new and old areas, those which were appHed to new
*^f^^^a^ed

objects by the displaced part of the race, and those which and the

died out in the language of the latter. The names of undis-

plants and animals retained in the new region, and the ^^^^^^

derivatives from those of the plants peculiar to the original one.

seat, would be true ethnological fossils, provided we had
a complete comparative vocabulary of the names of plants
and animals in all, or the greater number of surrounding

languages, and of the words founded upon them.
The names of plants and animals picked up in the words

course of the migration, would point out the line of route, picked

and the relative duration of the occupancy of any interme- "P ^'' ^^^

diate region might often be measured by the effect which mark the

its peculiarities may have exerted upon the language. route.

The examples which I propose to give in illustration ^^^^_
of the views laid down in the foregoing, will consist— pies of

1. of some specific names of plants or animals, in two preceding

or more closely aUied languages, with the view of de-
^'^^^^'

termining where they originated, and, therefore, the point
of departure of the races in whose languages the words
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occur; the animals or plants being assumed not to be

cultivated, and therefore not liable to be transported
into distant countries, carrying with them their name :

2. examples of the use which might sometimes be made
of the names of domesticated animals and cultivated

plants, in order to test whether a migration had or had
not taken place : 3. manner of employing a word having
now only a generic meaning, but the primitive or specific

meaning of which may be established, or may be so defi-

nite that it would possess a specific value in testing eth-

nological hypotheses : 4. and, lastly, an example of the

complete analysis of a language the origin of which is

doubtful or unknown.
1. Show- 1. Anas erythropus is called by the Kasan Tatars hara-

the nam ^^*'' ^^* ^^ Yakutish it is called liglih In Osmanli the

ofa plant
word laklah or leyleh is applied to stork; while, in the

or ani- Turkish languages of the Caucasus the name of stork is

mal, oc-
i^gi^]^ Qp l^gleg^ In Osmanli also, the ibis is called hare

in seve- laklaJc. The majority of the Turkish dialects agree with
ral Ian- the Osmanli, whereas those of them spoken witliin the

ma^^- geographical range of the A. erythropus have a different

traced to name for that bird. We may legitimately conclude, there-

its first fore, that the Tiu*ks of the Steppes have preserved the ori-
home.

ginal name, while the Yakuts, migrating northwards, car-

ried the name with them, but applied it to a different bird.

Again, Grus leucogeranus, or the white stork, is called

inYakutish hitalik; in Osmanli, Tetrao tetrix is called kek-

lih
;
this is also the case in the dialects about the Volga,

etc. The Bucharian partridge, which is found in the

Eastern Kirgis and Dzungarian Steppes and in Buchara,
is called by the Turks of those regions keklik or kakelik ;

whence the specific name, given by Gmelin to this bird,

of Tetrao kakelik. We have, therefore, three birds to

which the name is now given. To which of them was
it originally appHed ? One or two circiunstances seem to

determine this point with considerable accuracy. The
Tetrao kakehk is said to cry out continually, kakelik !

and then, if other partridges make a similar cry, there is

a sufficient reason for this one monopoHzing the name, as

it has always attracted attention by its beauty ;
it is, indeed,

on tliis account kept in cages in Buchara. We may there-

fore safely conclude that the name started from the central

Steppes, and was applied by the migratory tribes north-

wards and westwards, to different birds which resembled

it or cried like it. We could scarcely have a better ex-

ample of what I call ethnological fossils than this.
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The Yakuts call the Canis lagopus, the stone, ice, or

arctic fox, which is found in the whole of arctic Siberia,

kirssa; the Siberian, or steppe fox, is called by the

Kirgiz, kharssak ; in the Tobolsk Tatar dialects it is called

karssak, whence the Russian name korssaki, whence is

also derived the] name Canis corsac, applied to it by Lin-

naeus. The steppe fox is found in the dry Kumanian
and Kalmuck Steppes, though but sparingly, but is more

common in the Eastern Kirgis and Dzungarian Steppes,
and about the sources of the Irtysh. Here, too, the compa-
rison points to the Dzungarian Steppes and the Altai as the

original home of the word. If space permitted, I might

give more than twenty similar examples, all of which

point to the same conclusion. As my object is merely
to show how the method may be applied, I will content

myself with the foregoing, which are, I think, sufficient

to justify my whole position. What other class of words

could possibly connect a language with a definite spot ?

2. The plants and animals cultivated by mankind have 2. Show-

more or less penetrated wherever the cHmate was adapted ^"S ^^^

for them—sometimes in the train of a migrating race, and JX^t b'e

occasionally through the agency of commerce. In the made

former case, people, language, and animal, migrate to-^^^^®

gether ;
in the second, the animal alone, but usually bear-

^o^egtj.

ing with it its name. Affinities, grounded upon similarity cated

between such names, mean nothing : at least this is the animals,

case with those which are commonly to be met with in

books. I beUeve, however, we might use them with ad-

vantage in some cases rather as negative evidence con-

cerning a migration, than otherwise. I will select one

example
—the names ofsheep :

—
Tungus (Niildji) cholichan ; do (Mandchu), cAo»m=lamb ; Mongolian

(Buryaet), cAowew^=sheep ; Mongolian (Chalchas), choni; Mong. (Chi-
nese frontier) goni; Mong. (CEloet) goi; Mong. (on the Volga), chonen,
choin; Ostjak Samoyede, koner, konir ; Yennissei Ostjak (Kottish),
hoi : Koibal, koi ; Soyot, hoi ; Osmanli, ghanen ; plural, aghnam ; Latin,

cr^nMS=lamb ; Eussian, agnez ; Finnish, oinas.

Affghan, pse=^ sheep; Kurd, pas; Iron or Ossetic, ^ss /ms* ; Latin,
ovis ; Russian, ovcz, ovza ; Polish, ovka ; Wogulish, osh.

Yakutish, Tshubuku; Kura (a Lesgian dialect), chepir; English,
sheep; German, schaff.

Georgian, Zchvari
; German, Schaar.

Kura, Langat ; Latin, Lana.

Mong. (Cliinese front.), churga ; Mong. (Chalchas), churiga ; Mong.
(Buryaet), kuryaga ; Mong. (CEloet in Dzungaria, kurcha ; Mong. (CEloet
on the Volga), chorgon; Mong. cAMrza=wether

; Koibal, kutsha; Kara-
gass, kuragan, huragan=lsimb ;

Iron or Ossetic, wr, urek;^^ Persian,

1^
Klaproth.—^Not given by Sjogren ; urss^ orss—white, has, perhaps,

been confounded with it.
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dry,^^ etc. It may be worth remarking here, that the words for riches
in most of the Turkish dialects appear to be connected with sheep.
Thus, in Osmanh, ghani, pi. fl^n«i/a=riches ; ghani itmak, to enrich

;

. Koibal and Karagass, bai; Yakut, bdi; Soyot, pai. There is also a
curious coincidence, if it be notliing more, namely, that while in the
Finnish (Karel.) geinamaurmi, is a meadow, and oinas, a sheep, the Es-
thonian for meadow is oinama or geinama. Is there any relation

l^etween French gagner, English gaiti; old Norse, Swed. ^ay»=utiiitas
eommodum, and the names of sheep or lamb ?

If tlie foregoing comparisons be correct, almost every form
in whicli tlie names for lamb and sbeep have appeared in

Em-ope, may be found in the Asiatic languages, but es-

pecially in the Finnic-Tatarian ones. The coincidence

of the names, too, is more remarkable in Central Asia,
which is usually considered as the native country of the

wild sheep. But even if we admit that the wild sheep
was once indigenous to Europe as well as to Asia, we
must also admit that in Asia was the country of its domes-
tication. This being so, the animal, together with his

names, were introduced into Europe by one of two ways :

1. either by migrating nations bringing it with them; 2.

or by commerce. If we accept the eastern origin of the

European nations in the terms of the Indo-European hy-

pothesis, the sheep might have been brought with them.

Tliis hypothesis would satisfactorily account for the ex-

istence of several names in Europe for the same animal,
identical with the Asiatic ones. If, on the other hand, we

deny such migration, as Latham seems inclined to do, the

sheep must have come into Em'ope by different routes, for

otherwise we could not account for the variety of names.

But as some languages have several words to express sheep
or lamb, etc., as for example, Latin, agnus and ovis, and
as these names appear to belong to two different parts of

Asia, it appears to me that we should admit that the

sheep came into Italy by two different routes. As I am
only illustrating a method, and not investigating this parti-
cular problem, I shall not attempt to decide between the

two views. It is evident, however, that this mode of mak-

ing the investigation would lead to interesting results.

3. Deter- 3. My next example is intended to illustrate the use
mination -^bich might be made of a word having now a generic

specific Cleaning in many languages, but whose specific meaning
meaning may be detected and used with advantage as a fossil. I
of ^ shall first give the glossarial comparisons, and then de-

havfnff
^^^^ ^^^^ them my conclusions.

'^
Evidently the Mongolian argal, or ovis argali.
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Generic.

Tree.—Sanscrit Druh, druma^ <fr?/ffias=shrub ; Zend, dru ; Greek, „ow a

^pvfwg, forest of oaks, a forest
; Gothic, triu ; Old Saxon, trio^ treo ; generic

English, tree ; Persian, dirakkt ; Russian, derevo, drevo ;^ Armenian, one, and

dzarh^ trachd=ztree, garden. ^
how it

Wood.—Irish -ooi^Ae, •oAi]\e
—an oak wood; Kymric, dervus or der. may be

Timber.—Sanscrit, ddru ; Albanian, dru, dhria=\me stock
;
Lith- ^ggd as a

uanian, <ferya=pine wood
5 Russian, drova ; Polish, </rya=firewood. fossil.

Specific.

Oak—Greek, ^pwc; Irish, •oai|\ •otii]\, xt^M^
—

^rmiA-triAgh, an oak

plain, which is the Zend form with only the interchange oiu and r;

Kymric, Cornish, Ddr^ derc, dero ; Russian, dubi ?

Subjective.

Sanscrit, drih, crescere, augeri ; driddhi, firmus
; dirgha, longus.

Zend, deregh, derez, crescere, to spread abroad by language ; daragha,

longus ; drdjanh,\ longitudo ; dareza, solid
; derezdna, usura

; drvacna,

belonging to wood
; Keltic, Kymric, dur, hardened by fire—steel

;
du-

rawl, steely, dense, hard ; durfin, dense, hard, close
; Breton, dir, steel

;

Kymric, devr, strong, valiant
; drud, strong, strenuous, bold.

Latin, durus; middle Latin, drusus, patiens, rigidus, contumax
;
old

French, dru (derived, according to Dietz, from durus).

German, dauern, to last
; dauerhaft, durability.

Greek, SrdgaoQ, ^paavg, durus.

Albanian, dhras, to make thick : dhras, thick.

Lithuanian, drutas, soUd, strong.

All the preceding words will, I think, be generally ad-

mitted to be derived from the same root, which is most

nearly represented by dru. Etymologists are in the

habit of referring nouns to verbal roots, and hence would
consider that the verbal form drih preceded the noun
druh. But the idea of the object tree must assuredly
have preceded that of growth, the latter being one of

considerable generahty, requiring much time to realize it,

and consequently not to be at all confounded with the

ideas of motion in space, which may be verbal from their

origin. That the original signification may be nominal

is, I think, proved by the circumstance that in languages
whose grammar is very imperfectly developed, such as the

Samoyede dialects, a noun may be either a verbal or

nominal stock, and may, consequently, be sometimes de-

clined or conjugated. The word druh=.tTee, expresses a

generic idea, and must have had a specific one before ac-

quiring it
;
that is, it must have been applied to some

particular tree first. All travellers bear testimony to the

fact, that specific names precede generic ones among un-

cultivated nations
; moreover, that the existence of any

generic or collective names may be considered as a step
towards civilization. On this subject I may be permitted
to quote the words of the distinguished and lamented

Castren, than whom no modern, and perhaps no traveller

of any period, had more opportunities of forming a correct
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opinion. He says :
" Rude and uncultivated people have

generally no expressions for the most every-day abstract

conceptions. There are nations who have no name for

river, but have one, however, for each individual river
;

no name for finger, but have one for the thumb, the fore-

finger, etc.
;
none for berry, but for cranberry, cloudberry,

bilberry ;
not even for tree, but yet for birch, fir, bird,

cherry", etc.^'^

Out of the above words the only ones strictly apphed
to special trees express oak : this is the case in Greek and
in the Keltic languages : there being room for doubt about

the Russian, I shall leave it out of consideration. Accord-

ing to the Indo-European hypothesis, as laid down in my
former article, the Keltic migration should have preceded
the Greek. Now, if druh meant tree generally, how does

it happen that two distinct tribes, successively departing
from a common centre at long intervals of time, should

have applied the word to designate the same kind of tree ?

Subsequent contact of these races might be suggested;
but such contact should include the two great divisions of

the Kelts, and should therefore be carried back beyond the

dawn of history. But we have yet to take into account

the subjective expressions derived from the word druh,
or some equivalent word. The connection of the ideas,

hard, solid, firm, strong, rigid, close, durable, and hence

strenuous, bold, and steel, with oak, are so obvious, that in

most languages such expressions as " solid as oak, firm as

oak", etc., are in daily use. There is not the same evident

connection with every other tree
;
we do not say

" hard as

poplar", etc. Then, also. Pott refers Latin durus to ^pvg ;

but if we admit this, we must equally admit the whole
chain of subjective words given above. Zend scholars

derive dareza, solid, from derez (Sanscrit, drih) to grow,
and daregha (Sanscrit, dirgha)^ long, from deregh (Sanscrit,

drih), to grow, which is unquestionably related to d7'uh.

The apparent conclusion deducible from the foregoing

is, that druh was originally apphed to the oak,^^ and that,

*'
Vorlesungen iiber die Finnische mythologie, S. 11.

^* This conclusion is not affected by the circumstance that the Chi-
nese for tree is shu, and the Chaldaic dir, and that many other langua-

ges, not connected with the Indo-European ones, exhibit like affinities
;

because attaching a specific meaning to the form druh does not imply
that a stiU more primitive form, from which it, as weU as the Chinese
and others, were derived, might not have meant, in other regions, olive

or any other tree. The examples given above of the transfer of names
is instructive in such cases. Here too we see the importance of estab-

lishing, as the basis of all investigations, correct views as to the rela-

tive values of affinities.
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as some of the Eui'opean branches of the family have

retained the original signification of the word, while

the eastern ones have exchanged it for a generic one,

the separation of the Europeans from the parent stock

must have preceded the occupation by the East Arians

of their present countries. If we assume the migration
to have been from the east, the Keltic and Pelasgic tribes

moving within the region of the oak, retained the primi-
tive meaning of the word, and developed other words to

express the generic idea, the Keltic one being related to

the verb crescere. Upon the assimiption of the Indo-

European hypothesis explained in my first article, the

Germanic and Slavonic tribes entered Europe by the

depression north of the Caspian Sea, across the Ural and

Volga, a region m which the oak is wholly absent,

Humboldt makes the following important remark :
" Be-

yond the Ural both oak and heather disappear ;
both are

wanting in the whole of northern Asia and in all Siberia

as far as the Pacific. Gmelin and Pallas have expressed
their astonishment at the disappearance of Calluna vulga-

ris, which, on the eastern declivity of the Ural chain, is

even more decided and more sudden than one might be
led to conclude from the words of the last-named great
naturalist".

^^

In passing through a region from which the oak was

absent, the specific name must have been lost. Equally
so, the East Arians, on entering India, where the oak is

no longer the most prominent vegetable form, exchanged
the specific for a general signification. We have an in-

teresting example of possibly the backward change in

Lithuanian, in which derva has come to mean pine
wood, that being the predominant forest tree along the

Baltic.

But why did the oak tree assume such a prominence
that its specific name should have become the general
name of all trees, and of the ideas of growth, length, etc.,

in so many languages? Perhaps because the acorns of
the oak served as food for mankind in those regions

aboimding in oak forests, before the cultivation of corn.

An ancient Greek myth, indeed, records that acorns did
serve as food on the banks of the Achelous, before Ceres

taught the culture of com.^" The Arcadians, who were

'" Views of Nature.
'" Creuzer. Symbolik, ii. 475, and iv. 156.
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considered as the direct descendants of the Pelasgians,
were called f5aXavri(payoi, and the oak, ({t-nyog, esculus.

It was dedicated to Zeus, or Jupiter, and hence the name

Phegonaeus given to him. There are several oaks in

Greece with edible acorns, as for example Qucrcus JEs-

culus, Lin., Q. Ballota, Desf., Q. ^gilops, or the Valonia
oak. The acorns of the first two are very mild, and are

still eaten in Southern Europe and North Africa. Unger
considers that it was the Valonia oak, the most common
of all in Greece, and which is now only useful for the

tanning material of its cusps, which, under the name of

^rjyog,
was so celebrated in ancient Greece. It was

it which formed the grove of Dodona in Epirus, in which
was a temple to Jupiter and a famous oracle.^^ If the Fa-
ther of the Gods was besought under a sacred oak, and
heard the prayer, the leaves rustled, though not moved by
any breeze. The ancients believed that Zeus resided in the

oak, and, as Creuzer observes, they imagined the rusthng
of the leaves to be voices of birds from his eyebrows,
which thus indicated his presence. According to Grimm,
the acorn was called among the Romans Juglans, i. e.j

Joviglans.^^ Statues and idols were generally cut in oak
at the most remote times, and are found crowned with
oak leaves. Hercules also received this honour

;
for the

oak was considered, with justice, as a symbol of life, of
strength and hravery?^ Whoever saved the life of a

Roman citizen by his individual efforts, received, as the

reward of his trouble, the civic crown of oak leaves. On
a Herculanemn picture, Victoria is represented with a

crown of oak leaves in the right hand, and in the left a

shield.^* The statue of Cybele was also crowned with

oak leaves, evidently betokening the nourishing qualities
of the acorns. Hecate also occurs with a similar orna-

ment. Among the Slaves, too, the oak was dedicated to

21 I have not seen the original memoir of Unger, but there is an
admirable epitome of his results contained in a series of notices by
M. Ed. Martens, under the title of "Les Plantes connues des

Anciens", in the Eevue de I'lnstruction Publique en Belgique for

Pebruary, April, August, and November, 1858.
22 Deutsche Mythologie, i. 155, 156. The name Juglansv^as also given

to the wallnut, which it still retains in botany, but as Pliny appears to

think it a very recent introduction into Italy, the name must have been
transferred to it. It is, perhaps, owing to some confusion of this kind
that Unger considers it to have been known in Italy as early as the

period of the kings.
23 Dierbach's Flora Mythologica, S, 26.
** Winckelmann.
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Perun, their thunder god. The ancient Prussians con-

sidered that their gods Hved in trees, especially the oak

and Hnden. The Bohemians also considered that they
were the seats of the gods, the latter being supposed to

assume the shape of this tree, in order to become visible

among men. Mone^^ even suggests a relation between
the Slavish name of oak (Russian, Dubi) and the Keltic

name of god (Irish, Dia) ;
but this is obviously Zeus,

Deus. The oak was also sacred among the Germans and

Scandinavians, and apparently a symbol of strength and

courage. Perhaps it is on this account that many Ger-

man soldiers, when marching, wear an oak leaf in their

caps. It was also one ofthe sacred trees ofthe Gauls, and
traces of the ancient feeling may even still be found in

Maine and Anjou. Without oak branches the druids

performed no worship ;
oak woods were their residences

;

under them were placed their judgment-seats.
I have gone thus minutely into the mythological tradi-

tions connected with the oak, in order to show that it has

really enjoyed from the remotest antiquity that preemi-
nence which I have assumed for it in the foregoing argu-
ment. These traditions, too, point to a region abounding
in oak forests as the home of the primitive race, from
which the European branches have sprung. The Indo-

European hypothesis makes the Belur or Bolor moun-
tains that home, and if the information wliich we pos-
sess about the region be correct, it cannot be described
as a country of oak forests, or indeed as a country which
in any respect could be the cradle of a highly subjective

language. Perhaps the only region in the world which
would completely answer all the requirements of the case,
is the coast-land of Ghlian, at both sides of the Kisilu-

sen, stretching from Khorasan to the high lands of Azer-

bijan and Armenia,—a beautiful region, covered with im-
mense forests of oak, beech, wallnut, etc. There too the

fig, the pomegranate, and peach thrive. It contains the
chain of Alburz, the highest peak of which, Demavend,
is considered by many to be the mountain of mountains,

Albordj, of the ancient Zend cosmogony. Whatever may
be the value of the foregoing argument, it is singular that
it places the cradle of the European nations in the very
region where religious traditions place that of mankind.

^^
Geschichte des Heidenthums in Nordlichen Europa (being a con-

tinuation of Creuzer's Symbolik), i. 1G9.
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To assume that tKe Arians went eastward from the oak

region of Europe would account for many things ; but,
as in the case of the sheep, it is beset with ahnost insur-

mountable dijBS.culties. For my present purpose it is,

however, unnecessary to go further into the subject, which
I have far from exhausted.

4. Exam- 4. It is needless to observe that, as a general rule, no

^^tf
^^ conclusions as to the origin of a race or the direction of a

a com- migration could be founded upon the results obtained from

plete the discussion of the name of a single plant or animal, or
analysis qygti several. Nothing short of a complete analysis of
maybe , piii ^ -i

• ^
^

' • •*^i
made of a ^ne names oi ail the plants and animals existmg m a Ian-

language, guage, would be of utility in ethnological investigations,
the on-

j^ -g |.j.^g ^^^ there may exist some words which would

which possess, as ethnological fossils, the same relative value as

unknown the remains of some few particular plants or animals are

known to possess as geological ones, their existence in a

rock being considered conclusive evidence of the age of

that rock. But even in such cases tliis kind of fossil

evidence is only used to complete the argument, all other

evidence having been first discussed. Having shown

by the examples 1,2, and 3, how different kinds of names

may be individually investigated, I now propose to show
how those of a whole language may be treated. For this

purpose I will select the Magyar or Hungarian, because

it affords an excellent example of an unclassed language,
for although it is usually considered to be a member of

the Finnic-Tatarian family, its affinities are not yet well

estabhshed, and we know notliing absolutely certain of

the particular country from whence the Magyars came be-

fore making their appearance upon the Volga.
From all sources available to me, I have made a Kst of

about four hundred Magyar names of plants, and between
two and three hundred of those of animals. Following
Dankowsky and others, who are considered as authori-

ties upon the etymology of the language, I must consider

about two hundred and seventy of those names as directly
borrowed from the Slavonian, Greek, Latin, Daco-Roman,
German, etc., or formed out of words belonging chiefly
to the Slavonic or Greek languages. As I am merely il-

lustrating a method of investigation, I will not enter into

the correctness of this relative proportion between bor-

rowed and primitive names, and will accordingly assume

it to be correct. I may, however, observe that many of

the words, considered to be borrowed, are not so in reality.
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For example, Dankowsky derives /a, tree, and /w, plant,

herb, from Greek (^tavov and (pvrhv respectively. If the

derivation was correct, these words would have come into

the language subsequent to the occupation of Pannonia by
the Magyars. But without wishing to deny the analogy of

the words, there is no reason for assuming them borrowed
in this way, for besides that fil is common in the Pohsh
names of plants, and that there is a Zend root fya^ cor-

responding to Sanscrit pyai^ to grow, both forms may be

found in members of the Finnic-Tatarian family, some
of which cannot certainly be said to have ever been in

contact with the Greeks. Thus, Finnish, puu; Ostjak

(on the Tas), po; Tavgy-Samoyede, Fd; Yurak-Samo-

yede, pea and paiju (as affixes) ; Kamassinic-Samoyede,

pha; linden bark, pAo, etc. Further on other examples
of the same kind will present themselves.

The remaining 130 words are either primitive ones,

existing in the language before the arrival of the Magyars
in Hungary, or compound names formed from primitive

words, which may either have existed at an early period
in the language, or have been coined since their arrival in

Europe. If my present object was to make a complete

analysis of the Magyar, I should, of course, examine criti-

cally every one of the names of the 400 plants, irrespec-
tive of the classification of roots made by Dankowsky
and others, and especially those very names which might
have been coined on the banks of the Danube out of pri-
mitive Magyar words: for my purposes, however, it is

better to deduct the latter from the 130 words, and con-

fine my attention to those which have evidently come into

Europe along with the Magyar race as names of plants.
The Hst thus reduced contains somewhat more than sixty

words, a number far more than sufficient to illustrate m}
idea, but to which, after a critical study of the whole sub-

ject, I think, I could add fully one hundred more. Some
of the words are specific names

;
some have only a gene-

ric signification.
The following table contains the whole of the names

classified into the two categories just mentioned, together
with some remarks upon their geographical distribution.

Of course the observations respecting the latter refer only
to the region within which the Magyar migration took

place. For obvious reasons, I have, wherever it could be

safely done, adopted the Linnoean names for both plants
and animals:—

II. 11
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Names of Plants which existed in the Magyar Language before
the arrival of the Magyars in Hungary.

MAGYAR
NAMES.

BOTANICAL NAMES. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

Specific Names.
Alakor
Alma

Baraboly

Dutkoro
Galna
Gordon

Gorvelyfil
Hars, Has,
also Szaldok
or Szadok

Kbrbsfa

Kbrtvely

Kotyo

Magyalfa

Medgy ^

Mogyoro
Nad .

Papits .

Pimpo I

Putnokfii

Repkeuy

Sikkantyu .

Sulyom

Triticum Spelta

Pyrus Malus

Chasrophyllum bill

bosum
Melilotus officinalis

Pulmonaria officinalis

Carthamus tinctoria

Scrophularia nodosa
Tilia Europaea

Fraximis Excelsior

Pyrus communis .

Prunus domestica .

Ilex Aquifolium

Armeniaca vulgaris

Coryllus Avellana .

Phragmites commu-
nis

Anemone sylvestris
Potentilla anserina

Sonchus oleraceus .

Mentha Pulegium .

Hedera Helix

Scabiosa succisa

Trapa natans

Cultivated plant.
South Russia, Caucasus, P. Sie-

versiana in the Alatau, and per^

haps eastwards to Gobi.

Russia, Siberia, to the Irtysh.

Russia, Siberia.

Russia, Caucasus, Siberia.

Caucasus (perhaps not found indi'

genous elsewhere).

Russia, Siberia to the Yennissei.

Volga, Don, and Siberia sparingly
to the Tobol, but apparently
not at all east of Irtysh.

Russia, according to Herman in

Siberia to Tobolsk, according to

others not at all in Siberia.

Russia to 50° N. lat., but no doubt
introduced

; indigenous to Cau-

casus, etc.

Caucasus, Tauridia (perhaps in

troduced) ;
stated also to occur

in the mountains about the

sources of the Irtysh, but more

probably another species.

Apparently not found in Siberia,

but occurs in the Caucasus.

Indigenous to the Caucasus.

Not fomid in Siberia.

Europe, Aral Sea, Kirgis Steppes.

The whole of temperate Siberia.

As far as the Lena.

Probably in Siberia, and S Sibe-

ricus and Tataricus are men-
tioned as occurring from the

Volga to China.

Tauridia, Caucasus, Altai, M. ar-

vensis, Lin., on Kirgis Steppes.
South Russia, Caucasus, does not

bear the cold of St. Petersburg,

apparently not found east of

Volga.
Russia, from the Ural to the Tom,

etc.

Abundant on Lower Volga, where
the nuts are taken up in im-

mense quantities with nets, and
sold cheap ; Siberia, in Koly -

van Lakes, etc.
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ginal seat to the point where the transfer of names took

place, occupied but a short period
—less than a genera-

tion—or, if it was gradual, that the same name was suc-

cessively applied to other plants by the way. Where this

has occurred, we ought to be able, in some cases, to find

traces of the series of transfers along the route. Where
no transfer of an old plant's name took place, they must

either have coined a new one or adopted the one already

existing in the country, supposing it to be inhabited. I

shall now analyse a sufficient number of names from the

list to see how far it may help us to detect the route

travelled
;
for this purpose, of course the names of those

plants whose distribution is hmited to Europe will be

best
;
but I will take some of the others also, in order to

show that even they might be made useful.

The first in the list is alakor, Triticum Spelta, a culti- Alakor.

vated plant, considered to be a native of Persia. It was

cultivated by the Greeks and Romans, and appears to

have been grown in the Caucasus. The Greeks had no

less than three names for it, the more usual, and perhaps
the oldest, being oXvpa, which is even mentioned by
Homer {Iliad, b. V. 196). This is, in all probability, the

original name which came with the plant into Asia Minor
and Greece, because, as Martens judiciously remarks, the

other name for it, mentioned by Homer in the Odyssey

(b. IV. 604), was originally applied to barley. I beheve

alakor to be related to oXv^a, and that the Magyars
first became acquainted with it in the country about the

Don.
Alma is the name for apple in all the Turkish dialects,

Alma,

inclusive of Osmanli, although the wild apple P3rrus
Sieversiana is found as far as the Alatau.

Korosfa, Fraxinus Excelsior, corresponds to Kuriutsh Kbrosfa.

Agatsh (agatsh =:tree), the Tatar name about the Volga,

beyond which the tree can be scarcely said to extend

Pyrus communis, although grown in Russia to lat. 50° N.,
is a native of warm regions, and became known to the

Magyars by contact with the Caucasus, for the name

Kortvely evidently contains the Ossetic Koerdo or Koertu. Kortveiy,

The Tilia Europa^a is one of the most universally dis- Hdrs.

tributed forest trees of Russia, reaching in the Ural to lat.

58° N., and even as far as Tjumen it passes lat. 57°.

Eastward of that point, however, it does not occur beyond
lat. 56°, and appears indeed to be confined to the region
about the sources of the Tobol and as far as the Tom, but
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then only sparingly, and wholly disappears beyond the

Irtysh, according to Bode.^® The linden is wholly ab-

sent from the government of Astrakan
;
nor does it appear

to occur in the region eastward of the river Ural and
south of the sources of the Tobol, that is in the region

by which the Magyars entered Europe. However, while

the northern boundaries of most of the trees indigenous to

Russia in Europe, sink from west to east, that of Acer
Tataricum rises, marking it at once as a characteristic Asi-

atic species. It is found in the region above mentioned
where the linden fails. There are two names for the

linden in Magyar, Hdrs or Has, and Szdldok. The first

is obviously the same word as the Kalmuck name Zarza
Modon =:Acei Tataricum. It is unnecessary to argue

against the supposition that the name of Acer Tataricum
was borrowed from that of the linden, because the for-

mer is indigenous to where the name Zarza is used, while

the latter is not.

Kotvd
Prunus domestica is usually considered to be indigenous

to Armenia and the Caucasus. The Magyar name Kotyo
is not easily traced, but on closer investigation it may be
found to be related to ^^vSaivm imrjXia, the name given
to the quince. This word, according to Pliny, is derived

from Cydon, in Crete, whence they were introduced into

Greece. Martens suggests that the word ;)(o8vjuaXov (or

according to ancient versions xwSviuaXov), is connected

with x^Stvvia. According to Hermon, cited by Athen-

£eus, this name was given by the Cretans to the quince,

and, if Hesychius' derivation from xujdiov, fleece, be

correct, it would mean woolly apple, and, therefore,, cor-

respond to the Cotoneum malmn of Pliny. If the ori-

gin of the Greek name be correct, and that my supposition
be just, the Magyars acquired this name only after contact

with the Greeks. It may, however, happen that the Greek
name is not borrowed from Cydon, but came with the plant
from the eastward—in any case the nearest point at which

they could have become acquainted with prunes was in

the neighbom-hood of the Caspian Sea, either from the

Greek side, or from the Bactrian countries south of the

Sea of Aral, whence immense quantities of diied fruit are

sent annually into Siberia. The trade appears to have
flowed towards the Volga before the irruption of the

^^
Verbreitungs Granzen der Wichtigsten Holzgewachse des Europa-

ischen Russlands Graphisch dargesteUt vom A. Bode. Beitriige zur

Kentniss des Russischen Reichs, Bd. 18, S. 56.
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Magyars. It may be wortli while, therefore, to examine
more closely into the etymology of xo^vfxaXov.

Armeniaca vulgaris, as its name implies, is a native ofAr- Medgy.

menia and the Caucasus, where it still grows wild
;
from the

former country it was introduced into Greece by Alexan-
der the Great. There appears to have been some confu-

sion with regard to the Magyar name Medgy for this fruit,

which is more properly that of the Mespilus Germanica or

medlar. I believe the word to be of Gothic origin, and

picked up on the Don or Terek.

The words Magyalfa (holly) and Mogyoro (hazel) re- Magyaifa

semble each other very much. This affinity cannot be ac- ^^^^^^S"

counted for by any resemblance between the plants. The

holly, although more abundant in beech forests, is often,
like hazel, found forming a close thicket in oak forests,

under the protecting shade of which they both thrive,
while they in turn shelter the roots of the oak in winter
from frosts. These thickets are so entangled as to be
almost impassable, and, if the following comparisons be

correct, it is from this circumstance that the Magyar
names are derived:

Tavgy-Samoyede, mogga, jno= branch; Tungus (Siberia), mo;
Ostjak-Samoyede, mag, maga^^stick] wiaA=board; saga (also hag),
seaga,=\Asick, dark; seak-kal-tnng, a black mountain ridge; sdnga,
sianga=-pme forest, dark forest (compare Sayan, momitains) ; mdgalzdk
^r=to lose one self. Tavgy-Samoyede, faemaga=didirk, obscure, as ap-
plied to a forest, fromya=tree, mo^a=branches (compare y?mie=even-
ing, /ae/na=winter boots.) Perhaps /)ae6z=dark in YuraJc-Samoyede,
is likewise related. Compare also Tungus, modugi, barberry, and Mon-
goUan, Zarza modon, Acer Tataricum

;
modon=tTee.

The Magyar nad, Phragmites communis, is obviously Nad.

the PoHsh name for the same plant, Fedo nad. I have
not as yet subjected those words, which are common to

PoHsh and Magyar, to a strict analysis ;
but besides the one

just given, there are several others in the foregoing list
;

for example : papits^ Anemone ^j\YQ^in^=:Vo\.Fejerpipat^ Papits.

Anemone nemerosa. This word appears to be related to

Russian paparot=.iQYr\ \
Pol. paproc ; old Bohemian,

paprut, now papradj ; Slovenic, paprat, praprot ; Lith.,

papartis; hett., papardis. Again, there is the old High
German word pzpo2:= Artemisia, corresponding to Lettish

libohtes. There is also the Magyar word pipiter= An- Pipit^r.

themis nobilis (or tinctoria), which corresponds to Os-
manli papadya. The whole series is probably Sla-

vonic. Szuldk, Clematis Vitalba= Pol. skulak ; Ternye g^uUk

fiij Alyssum incanum = Pol. Terrage fu ; Tseperke, Aga- etc.
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ricus campestris= Pol. Tseperkey Gomha; Tsermolya, Me-

lampyrum arvense=: Polish, Tshermety ; arpa^ barley=
Arpa. Pol. arpu. Tlie latter exaraple shows that the same word

may exist in the two languages, without the one having
borrowed from the other, arpa being, in fact, the Turkish
name from which both Magyars and Poles borrowed it.

It is well known that Poland held dominion over the

plateau of the Ukraine, and that the region between the

Dnieper and Volga was occupied in the time of Piano

Carpini and Rubriquis by Ciunanian Turks from between
the Caspian and Aral seas; and that these same Cu-
mani also entered Volhynia and Hungary, where they
have been absorbed. This circumstance may, therefore,
account for the coincidence of many words of Turkish

origin between both languages.

Repkeny. The Magyar name, Repkeny^ Hedera Helix, or ivy, I

believe to have been originally applied to Glechoma he-

deracea, or ground ivy. The Hedera, not being capable
of bearing much cold, does not appear to occur beyond
the lower Volga ;

the ground ivy on the contrary is found
in Siberia, as Pallas mentions it on the Tobol. It has

several names in German; one of which, Donnerrebe,

suggests the God of Thunder. The Letts call their thun-

der god, Pehrkon, and Glechoma hederacea, pehrkones,
a word which must exist in other Slavic dialects, and
from which the Magyar name is simply formed. It may
be worth remarking, however, that the Ugrian Morduins
on the Volga call their thunder god, Porguini. This

tribe is considered to have affinities with the Magyars,
and occupies a district close to the presumed original seat

of that people.

Szulo. Szolo, grapes, appear to be obtained from Georgian,
Kurtsoeni, the first part of the word being here= fruit.

Perhaps the most universally distributed family of trees

is the Salicinece. Some species occur even along the banks
of rivers in the most arid Steppes. In Magyar, the Salix is

Fiiz. called F'ilz, a word which appears to have no relationsliip
with any of the surrounding languages, its nearest affinities

being with the remote Kamtskadale Susuh= Sahx
;
Mon-

golian Azola. The OsmanH ^a^rr reeds, rushes, a musical

instrument
;
modem Persian ( ? Turkish) Sazak, pine, re-

sinous wood; and Osmanli Toz agadje =i^oiplaT tree, are

no doubt related, as also Tatar of Kasan, etc. Asak, usak

^er^^= Populus tremula. The birches are also widely
distributed trees, being found at every point between the
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Danube and Lake Baikal. Betula is called in Magyar
Nyir, corresponding to the Ostjak «ia7'sAe=Salix. Nyir.

The Magyar word, Render, cannabis, is the Osmanli

Render, Koibalish and other Altai-Turkish tribes, Ren- Kender.

dir. The mulberry is called in Magyar, Szederj, which Szederj.

is evidently related to Armenian and Georgian Shara ; the

Morus Tatarica being Tshata, which is almost identical

with the Magyar.
The only other example which I shall quote is that of Tolgy.

the oak. In my former paper I alluded to the opinion
that the Llagyars were the Khazars, whose empire was
about the lower Volga, and whose city, Madshary, on
the Kuma, was therefore on the frontier of the oak region.
If the Magyars occupied the Bashkir country, they would
have become acquainted with the oak on the western

frontier; if, on the other hand, they came eastward from

central Asia, the Caucasian frontier must have been the

first point at which they would have become acquainted
with the oak, and given it the name Tolgy or Toeldji.
Now it so happens that the Ossetic name for oak is abso-

lutely the same or Toldje or Toldze. This is, therefore,

an excellent example of an ethnological fossil.

I had intended to have introduced tables for the birds

and fishes, similar to that which I have given for the plants ;

but finding I had not space to do so, I have decided upon
leaving them out. I will, however, give a few examples
to show that the results obtained by an analysis of the

names of animals, are of the same character as those ob-

tained with plants.
Thus Ardea ciconia, the common stork, is called golya Example*

in Magyar, which is almost the same word as the Votjak of names

/:o/a=Ardea cinerea. Corvus corax is in Magyar hollo,
of birds.

in Ostjak hula, while Ardea nigra is shili in Tungus. Pe-
licanus onocratnlus, which is very frequent about the Cas-

pian Sea, is called in Magyar godenny, and in Tungus
kutan, and in the Kasan-Tatar dialect berkasan, in Ya-
kutish kiitdn. In Osmanli, the corresponding word, kay-
tan, means goose, and in Ostjak of the Obi, kodeng is ap-

pHed to swan. The Tungus and Yakut words are applied
to the same bird as the Magyar word; hence we may
conclude that this was the original appHcation, and that

either the Magyars brought it from the Altai, or that

some tribe with which they got mixed did bring it from

MongoKa. Again, the lark in Magyar is patsirta, the

Tungus for Alauda arvensis is hutshumar ; and lastly, the
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Magyar word Zsolna is the name of Picus flavovirens,
and corresponds to tlie Russian name of Picus martins,
Shalna.

Exam- Among fish may be given : Perca in Magyar is sigevj
pies of

siiger, whichj is the Usbek-Turkish sagora, Cyprinus car-
names of

p^^
.

Qypnji^g cephalus in Magyar is szdp, and in Russian

sapa; Cyprinus aphya in Magyar is okle, corresponding to

Lithuanian aikshle, Cyprinus albumus, etc.

^ A vokmae of considerable size would be required to

space
contain the complete analysis of the Magyar : I have only

enough attempted to give a very rough and meagre sketch of

com' Me ^^^^ ^ have even done myself Incomplete as it is, I

analysis,
think the arguments which have been brought forward
are sufficient to establish the truth of my proposition,

Argu- that the names of plants and animals in a language may
ments ]jq made to serve in ethnology the same relative functions

cieiit
^^ ^^^ actual remains of plants and animals do in geology,

however, Besides that, I am not seeking to estabhsh any theory at
to estab-

present, but merely pointing out a method of research

thor's""
which has not been hitherto tried, it would undoubtedly

proposi- be premature to draw any conclusions from my analysis
^^^^- as to the original seat of the Hungarians. I may, how-

ever, state that so far the resu.lts do not support the view
that it was in the Bashkir coimtry.

§3.

All races The different races of men, how low soever their con-
retain dition be, retain, together with the debris of their pri-

^?J"^® ^''^j.
mitive language, some fragmentary traditions of man's

cosmo- fii'st knowledge of the Creator of the universe, of cosmo-

gony, gony and physics. These traditions, like the languages

which through which they have been handed down, have been
have moulded, changed, and added to, under the influence of
been mo-

j^i^q circumstances of each people. Thus modified, these
'

traditions have formed the first materials out of which all

and form
mythologies have been gradually elaborated. And like

materials
^^ ^ *^^^ prototype of our knowledge of creation and its

of my- Author, and of the principles of good and evil, so beau-

thoiogy. tifuUy expressed in the account of the fall of man, we find,

Dualism ^ *^^ predominant characteristic of all mythologies, a

a charac- specics of dualism, or opposition of the good and evil, of
teristic life and of decay. This opposition is not manifested with

mnho- 6C[^al force in all mythologies, being apparently affected

logics, by the character of the physical circumstances under whicli
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each has grown up. How difFerent must be the idea of

life and decay among the inhabitants of regions of mighty
rivers, snow-capped mountains, and plains clad with the

rich and varied vegetation of the tropics, where no dark

clouds or humid mists check the ardour of the sun's rays,
and of herb-covered steppes, or the dreary lichen-covered

tundra that fringe the Arctic Ocean !

As the chieftains and heroes of a people, and the ene- Yi^ro-

mies with which they contended, gradually fade into the worship

dim twilight of the past, their persons and deeds become t)ecome8

interwoven with the primitive traditions and sharers of anwtho-
the Creator's powers. The former are dispensers of good, logy.

the rulers of those agencies which favour life
;
the latter

become identified with the causes of evil, of decay. But The real

the real is not the only foundation of mythology ;
the

"°f

imagination weaves together unconnected ideas and inci- basis.

dents, or invents new ones. These creations are, how- .

ever, cast in the mould, and bear the impress, of the vented'

region where they arose
;

the boulders scattered over the parts also

plains, the chasms of the mountains, are the work of the
J^®^''^

departed heroes
;
the animals, plants, and even inanimate

impress,

objects are often made to embody them.

If we contrast the Indian, Persian, and Grecian mytho- The

logics, which have undoubtedly many points in common, Indian,

we shall find how completely each expresses the physical '^jj'l^'^"'

nature of its peculiar region. The magnitude of the Greek

mountains, rivers, and plains, the luxuriance of the vege- mytho-

tation, the forms of peculiar plants and animals, the diver- ^^^^^^^

sity of the plumage of the birds, the periodicity of the the phy-

atmospheric phenomena of rain and wind, and the marked sical na-

separation of the seasons, caused the growth of a compli- J"''f "^^

cated pantheism, in which the wild vigour of production specti\e

and destruction in nature is embodied. How completely
countries.

the simple, beautiful mythology of the ancient Persians,
as revealed to us in the Zend-Avesta, harmonizes with the
cloudless sky and comparatively unpicturesque character
of the ancient Bactria ! How natural does the orisfin of
Sim and fire worship seem to us m a country whose sky is

thus described: "There is a constant serenity in its atmos-

phere, and an admirable clearness in the sky. At night
the stars have uncommon lustre, and the milky-way shines

gloriously in the firmament. There is also a never-ceasing
display of the most brilliant meteors, which dart like

rockets in the sky ;
ten or twelve of them are sometimes

seen in an hour, assuming every colour—fiery red, blue,
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pale, and faint".^^ In the charming countries bordering
the Levant and the JEgean Sea, an extraordinary, varied,
and diversified, but rather sensual mythology arose, in

which the dualism was so little marked, that good and
evil actions are often alike attributed to the same divinity.
And is not this specially characteristic of all the countries

occupied by the Pelasgian race ? Are they not devoid

alike of marked contrasts of terrestrial outlines or atmos-

pheric phenomena?
Mytho- The traditions and inventions constituting a mythology
logy the are handed down from generation to generation, receiving

ject of^

"

<i^^i^g their transmission, modifications of form, and some-

poetry; times of substance, until they are at length moulded into
and the

poems. In these early poems we have combined the germs

poetry
^^ *^^ Cultivated literature of after times. The rich poetic

of a na- literature of India is a perfect reflection of the action of
tion con-

great forest nature and grand contrasts of scenery and

germs
natural phenomena upon traditions, which, when sub-

of its jected to the monotonous nature of the regions about the
future Oxus or the arid deserts fringed with forests of the pla-

ture.

'

*^^^ ^^ Iran, produced the Persian poetry, beautiful no

doubt, but artificial, in which the murmur of cataracts,

the rushing waters of great rivers, the gorgeous tropical

vegetation, are replaced by gardens filled with fruit trees

and flowers, and cooled by artificial lakes and fountains,
in which we have, for the invigorating breath of fresh

nature, the odours of rose beds. A rich forest nature and

picturesque physical outlines also enrich a language with

those subjective expressions that communicate depth and

grandeur to poetry. The poetry of a language which has

grown up amidst herb-covered plains or arid steppes, un-

relieved by wooded moimtains, and having a scanty flora,

cannot be otherwise than monotonous, and, if the product
of a civilized society, must be artificial, and generally
loaded with meretricious ornament. This is the character

of the abundant poetic literature of the Turks.

The The powerful effect which the great forests and flower

efFect| bedecked regions lying at the foot of the Himalaya,

forestT
^^^ ^^ ^^ valley of the Indus, have produced upon the

etc., on imagination of the Indian poets, and which is especially
Indian visible in their richness of expression and variety of alle-

bearZout §^^7' ^^% bears out the opinion of A. v. Humboldt,
the opi

• that everywhere that a lively contemplation of nature is

27 Burnes' Travels in Bokhara, toI. ii., p. 158.
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interwoven with the whole culture and religious aspira- nion of

tions of a people, great contrasts of seasons, of vegetation, Hum-

and of altitude are the most stimulating elements of po- I'^^'J^^.qj^,

etical fancy .^^ In another work^ he says,
" The poetical trasts of

works of the Greeks, and the ruder songs of northern nature

races, owe much of their peculiar character to the forms stimulate

of plants and animals, to the mountain-valleys in which
fancy,

the poets dwelt, and to the air which surrounded them.

To revei*t to more familiar objects, who is there that does

not feel himself differently affected beneath the embower-

ing shade of the beechen grove, or on hills crowned with

a few scattered pines, or in the flowering meadow where
the breeze murmurs through the trembling foliage of the

birch? A feeling of melancholy, or solemnity, or of

light buoyant animation, is in turn awakened by the con-

templation of our native trees. The influence of the

physical on the moral world—this mysterious reaction of

the sensuous on the ideal—gives to the study of nature,
when considered from a higher point of view, a peculiar
charm which has not hitherto been sufficiently recog-
nized".

But is this action of so defiiiite and specific a character Is this

that its indications may be used to discover the original ^^i*^!^

^°

seat of a race, and the probable line of its migration ? ^g ^^ ^^

That this is so I hope to be able to show by a few ex- capable

amples borrowed here and there from difierent mytholo-
^^

^^*"S

gies. Here, as in the other divisions of my subject, the a test?

comparative value of the evidence must vary : some myths ^j^g

may date from a period coeval with the origin of mankind, compa-
or the branching off of a particular race

;
others again may

^^^^^®

have originated at subsequent periods, even at times very ^y^^g
little antecedent to the commencement of the history of must

the particular people. The first kind may have survived ^^^y-

the migrations of nations, and though variously modified, ^^^y ^®

may exist in several parts of the world, and among dif- ^^^^J
rerent famihes of mankind. The second kind may be three ca-

referred to some particular region which may be coex- tegories.

tensive with a continent
;
while the third may, in general,

be traced back to some very limited area.

The first example which I will bring forward can First ex-

scarcely be classified under either of the above categories, ample—
for it may serve to illustrate them all. I allude to the

"^^^

^^
Cosmos, vol. iii. p. 32 CGerman edition).

2» Views of Nature, Bohn's ed., p. 219.
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Lotus myths connected with the different water lilies, belong-
Myths.

jjjg iQ ^Q families of Nymphceacece and Nelumbiaceoi.
The most remarkable of the plants belonging to the for-

mer family are the two species, Nymphcea lotus, Lin., or

the white lotus, and Nymphcea ccendea, Savigny, or the

blue lotus, which adorn the tranquil waters of Egypt.
The former is the Xwroc.' of the ancients, though the JV.

ccerulea may have been also comprehended under it: in-

deed Dehle states that it occurs oftener in paintings and

sculptures upon the Egyptian monuments than the white

lotus; and according to Athenaeus, the ordinary lotus

garlands made at Alexandria were woven with the blue

lilies.

Eelaiion The fertility of Egypt depends upon the inundation
of Lotus Qf ^\^Q Nile, and it is at this season the lotus makes its ap-

flowof pearance. The dry rhizomes which remain in the soil

Nile. from the preceding year, vegetate as soon as the ad-

vancing water moistens the ground. Hence the expres-
sion of the Egyptians,—the more lotus, the more Nile.

When the inundation is at its height, the surface of the

water is covered with large floating leaves and magnifi-
cent flowers. For these reasons were they considered

emblems of the creation of the world out of water, sym-
bols of abundance, and therefore of the favour of the gods.
The seed being sometimes ground into meal and used as

food affords an additional reason for the plant being looked

upon as a symbol of abimdance. Hence, too, perhaps the

reason that Demeter of the Greeks, or Ceres, is sometimes

found with this symbol. The flowers were also sacred to

Osiris as the sun god, because they were behoved to close

their petals at sunset and sink beneath the waters, and re-

open them at sunrise.

N. alba Another species, the Nymphcea alba, Lin., or common
the white water lily, was connected with Hercules. A mytli
subject relates that a n3maph, jealous of that god, having killed her-

Myth self, was transformed into the plant just mentioned. To
of Her- this circumstance was attributed the club-shaped form of
cuies, ^]^g root, and the name Hercules' Club sometimes given to

it.
"
Nymphsea nata traditur nympha zelotypia erga Her-

culam mortua qua re Heraclion vocant aUqui, alii rhopa-
lon a radice clavse simili".^ The Javanese and some other

East Indian people place the flowers of Nymphcea pu-
bescens, Willd. (which so closely resembles the Eg3rptian

3°
Pliny, L. xxv., cap. 7.
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lotus that it has been confounded with it),
in their hair and of

when visiting the temples. It is the N. alba which is the vene-

venerated amongst the Frisians and Zealanders. The
"^^^l^

Dutch call it plompe, the Frisians pompe. Properly Fries-

speaking, the broad leaves swimming upon the water are landers,

pompebladden. The fragrant flowers with white petals sur-

rounding the golden yellow anthers are called swan-flowers

{Swanne blommen—-fiores cygnei). The Frisians have
*' Zeven plompenbladden

"
on their shields, and believe

that under this sign they are victorious.^^ This heraldic

feature is alluded ix) in the old German poem of Gudrun.
Allied to the' preceding is a still more beautiful plant, The la-

the Nelumhium speciosum, or rose lotus of India. This ^^^^

plant is included by the majority of authors under the
lQ^^_

term, and by some is even considered to be alone entitled

to the name. It is the Kvafiog myvTrriog of Theophras-
tus. Its leaves, which are from one to two feet in cir-

cumference, are so perfectly circular that this may have
been one of the causes of its veneration, as the circle was
looked upon as the most perfect figure. Hence, too, the

reason of the epithet, lotus-leaf-eyed, applied to Krishna
in the Indian poem, the JBaghavad Gita. They are hol-

lowed in the centre like a shield, the nervation radiating
from the centre, at which they are attached to a long

petiole which lifts them out of the water. The flowers

are as large as a magnolia or large poeony, mostly rose-

red, seldom white, and having an agreeable smell hke

anise, and, unlike nymphaea, do not float, but are ele-

vated by long flower-stalks above the water. Its fleshy

torus, which has the form of an inverted cone, enlarges

considerably during the ripening, and its upper surface is

pierced with alveoles, in which are imbedded the carpels,
about the size of filberts, and containing a single seed ex-

ternally black and internally white, and which, as well as

the rhizome, are edible. On this account the nuts are

considered by some to be the Faha Egyptiaca^ or bean
of Pythagoras, of ancient writers. The hardened torus

floats upon the surface of the water, and, as the seeds often

prematurely germinate, it presents the appearance of a

living cornucopia : hence it was a symbol of fecundity and
abundance. The Nelumbium is a native of India and
other parts of the East, and grows abundantly in difierent

parts of the Peninsula, Ceylon, Java, China, etc. It is a

^' J. Grimm, Deutsch Mythologie, 1, s. 420.
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conspicuous object in the old Indian mythology, and is

still revered by the modem Buddhists. The leaves and
flowers of the Nelumbium abound in spiral vessels, which
are carefully extracted, and form the wicks which, on

great and solemn occasions, are burnt in the lamps placed
by the Hindoos before the slirines of their gods.
The most important myths connected with the preced-

myths ing plants may be considered as among the most ancient

among traditions that speak to us of the primitive world, for they

^^^ carry us back to that remote period when the waters re-

known, tired from the surface of the deluged Earth. According
to the ancient Indian myth, the tomara or lotus grew from
the umbiHcus of Narayana, the water-moving spirit, that

That of is Vishnu, and from this lotus flower came Brahma, who
Brahma, then floated in one of its leaves, meditating for a thousand

divine years through the abysses of the ocean, until Vishnu
commanded him to create the world. The feminine

image and wife of Vishnu, the lily of Heaven, Padma,
Lacshmi Lacslimi or Sri, daughter of the benignant sea god, Va-
and runa, is also represented as living in the lotus, hence the

names Padma, Ramaprija (i. e. beloved of Rama or Lac-

shmi), and Srivasa (house of Sri). Another myth re-

counts that, when at Brahma's death the diy land is sub-
Vishnu, merged below the water, Vishnu, as a diminutive child,

sits on a leaf of the pippala (Ficus religiosa), sucking
the toe of his right foot, swims on the milk sea.

Myth Ij^ the poem of Brandaen, published in Blommaert's

poem^of
Oudvlaemsche Gedichten^ we are told how Brandaen met

Bran- on the sea a man the length of a thumb, who floated on
daen. ^ leaf, having in his right hand a small basin, and in his

left a style ;
he plunged the style in the sea, and allowed

the water to trickle from it into the basin
;
when the latter

was filled he emptied it and refilled it
;
the task of mea-

suring the sea until the day of judgment having been

imposed upon him.

The rose
'^^^ Nelmnbimn speciosum was formerly cultivated

h)tus in Egypt, for it is mentioned among others by Herodo-
formerly tus, and Tlicoplirastus assures us that its cultivation re-

vated in ^^I'^^i particular care. Its rhizomes do not survive the

Egypt, drying up of the soil Hke those of the nymphaea ; and,

consequently, in order to thrive, they must be constantly

submerged. The conditions necessary for its growth are,

but is therefore, very rare in Egypt, and accordingly it has gra-
not now

dually disappeared from that country on its cultivation
found,

i^gijig given up. It is generally assumed that it was not
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indigenous to Egypt, but introduced there at some very

early period. I do not know whether there is any spe-
cific information upon this point; but its disappearance,
after it had ceased to be an object of cultivation, supports
the view that it was originally introduced. As it had no The rose

connection with the great phenomenon of Egypt
—the ^^^"^ "^'

overflowing of the Nile—^it must have held a very sub- of the

ordinate rank as a sacred plant, compared with the blue overflow

and white lotus. The Egyptians appear to have con-
^.^^

sidered it merely as a kind of lotus, and to have paid it

no special veneration, but to have used its flowers for the
^^^^

same purposes as those of the true lotus. Athenseus in- specially

forms us that it was used along with the blue lotus to vene-

weave the garlands of Antinous. "And this lotus grows
^^""^ *

in the marshes in the summer season, and it bears flowers

of two colours, one like that of the rose
;
and it is the j^^de

garlands woven of the flowers of this colour which are with its

properly called the garlands of Antinous
;
but the other lowers.

is called the lotus garland, being of a dark colour".

Athenaeus, b. XV. c. 21. This subordinate position is

said to be borne out by the hieroglypliic monuments,

upon which the Nelumbium appears much less frequently
than the blue and white lotus.

All the myths and allegories connected with the lotus Myths

may be arranged under three categories: 1. Those in a"a"ge

which some divinity or other being floats on the ocean on
ggfj^~

a lotus leaf, or lives in it in the water; 2. those related under

to the piu-ely local phenomenon of the overflow of the three

Nile; 3. the much newer and poetic one suggested by
the club-shaped form of the rliizome, and which it is

imnecessary to discuss further.

The flowers and nearly all the leaves of the Nelum- ^j^^gg ^^

Hum are Hfted above the water
;
those of the Nymphsea, floating

on the other hand, float upon its surface
;
the myths of divinities

floating divinities therefore naturally attach themselves to au^ch
^'

the latter. The Flemish legend refers to the N. alba; them-

the N. pubescens is venerated in the Indian Archipelago ; ^^^^^
*^

and in India too, although the Nelumbium is the more
ph»a^"^~

sacred plant, the floating lotus is also venerated, and lamp-
wicks are made from its spiral vessels and used in the

temples. Does it not seem natural, therefore, to conclude
that the earhest forms of the myths of floating divinities re-

ferred to the Nymphaea, and were subsequently transferred

to the more beautiful alKed plant, the rose lotus? It is

probable, too, that analogous myths existed in all Euro-
II. 12
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and pean languages, and that the earliest names oftheNymphasa
existed in those languages expressed their characteristic feature

rai Eu-"
^^ floating on the surface of the water. Few of those

ropean names are now in general use, but no doubt many of them
langua- still survive in those localities where the plants abound.
^^^' I believe that the Frisian name plompen is one of them.

As my etymology for this word differs wholly from that

plant usually given, it will be necessary to state the arguments
had upon which I found it. The ordinaiy derivation is that
names

given by J. H. Halbertsma.^^ According to him, people

presrits
^^^ still very careful in breaking and carrying the plom-

floating. pen or waterHly in Friesland. Whoever falls wliile having

Plompen
^^^^^ Aower in the hand, gets the falling sickness. Hence he

one of derives the name from plomben, modem high German,
them, plumpen, old Norse, pompa, to fall down. They are ob-

viously related to French, plonger, Gael, plum, to plunge
usual ]^^Q lead; old French, plunc, plonG=plumbum, etc.^

logy of I believe the apparent affinity of the name of the plant
the with these words to be purely accidental

;
for otherwise,

word, j^Q^ could we account for the existence in Finnish of the

name pulpukka, and in Mandchu, for that of shuilcha,

true^one
^^^ ^^^^ same plant? A still closer affinity is exhibited

*

by the Finnish name for Nymphaea lutea, lumhi, wliich is

obviously =i:(P)^Mm6z,one of the most common changes in

is de- Finnish. It appears to me that the true derivation of
rived

plompen and its alhed names, is from the Sanscrit root

plu, and <^^ its equivalent, plu, fluere, natare, plava, a boat, or

perhaps Greek irXkiv, TrXevao/jLai to sail, swim ; Illyrian, plovati;

*^d"°^^h' Lithuanian, plustu, plaudite, to swim upon ; Irish, plod, to

Xurbg.
A^^* 5

^^^ Norse, fleyta (natare facere) ; Enghsh, float; old

Slavish, plot, a kind of boat or raft. Swedish, flotta-=.

Finnish, lautta, raft
; luota, a small island

; Lappish jo/?/erg,

lake, morass, etc. This comparison suggests that the word

Xwroc niay itself be a derivative from the same root.^*

Conclu- If further investigations should confirm the preceding
sions

comparisons, they will show—1. that the names for

this. Nymphasa are very ancient
;

2. existing at several points
of the world where the plant is also more or less venerated,

that we may anticipate the coexistence of the same le-

gend; 3. that finding a form of legend which is obvi-

ously related to the Indian myths of Brahma and

32 Grimm's Deutsche Mythologie, Bd. i. 420.
33 See Diefenbach's Celtica I., No. 268, s. 178.
3* In Finland the herdsman's wife makes, on St. John's eve, garlands

of reeds, which she hangs on the horns of the cows, and sometimes decks

herself with them
;
these garlands are called liuhta, pi. Huh'at. The
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Vishnu coexisting in a northern climate, with a name
which expresses tlie chief feature of the plant, and espe-

cially that connected with the legend, and having an im-

mense geographical extension, we may conclude that the

legend was originally applied to the Nymphaga, and was

consequently subsequently transferred to Nelumbium

spcciosum. Such a transfer may have been made by a

northern people, such as the Arians, entering tropical In-

dia, and would be the natural result of the impression

produced by the beauty of the plant, and the perfect form

and shield-like hollow of the leaf Another solution sug-

gests itself, namely, that the myths existed in India, etc., be-

fore the advent of the Arian people, who merely incorpo-
rated it with their own mythology. This view is supported

by the existence in Java of a form of the lotus legend.

Many persons, overlooking the relation which natu-

rally subsists between the overflow of the Nile and the

Nymphsea, have considered the Nelumbiimi to be the sa-

cred lotus of Egypt. Lotus flowers appear to occur more
j^^^^^

frequently than any other plant upon the monuments, in- flowers

deed it would be difficult to find one without some lotus common

ornament. But the flower represented on these monuments, ^^JJ^g"""
at least upon all antecedent to the period of the successors .

of Alexander, or even to the Roman times, are unmistake-
belong to

ably those of the Nymphsea. Sir G. Wilkinson, who has Nym-

paid great attention to the plants represented on the P^®^*

monuments, has the following passage on this subject in

his Popular Account of the Ancient Egyptians (vol. i.

page 57):
" But it is singular that, while the lotus is so Opinion

often represented, no instance occurs on the monuments
^^.^'I"

^*

of the Indian lotus or Nelumbium, though the Roman go^.

Egyptian sculptures point it out as a peculiar plant of

Egypt, placing it about the figure of the Nile god ;
and it

is stated to have been common in the country". It is pro-

bably during the Roman times, when the indigenous reli- My t lis

gious traditions had been weakened by contact with Greek trans-

and Roman worship and literature, that myths were trans-
fj^^^

'^

ferred from the Nymphsea to the Nelumbium. The cir- lotus in

cumstance already mentioned, of the torus of the latter re- Roman

presenting a cornucopia, naturally associated it with the
^^™^^*

Nile god's So also the shape of the leaf must have sug-
gested the idea that it was the cradle of Harpocrates, the

verb liuhutan, to move, to rustle leaves, is apparently related to it. It
is very probable that these words are also connected with the root plu,
and that the custom is a tradition belonging to a more southern region.

12 B
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Myths of God of Silence. This myth may have originally belonged
Harpo- to the Nymphaea, and may have been transferred to the

and^^Osi-
^^^ter adapted Nelumbium. The myth of Osiris, as

ris pro- Horus or the Sun god, floating on one of the leaves of the

bably latter, is obviously a form of the universally diifused one

iiaily already mentioned and originally connected with the Nym-
belonged phaea. Wlien we consider the phenomenon of the over-
to Nym- flow of the Nile, upon which the remarkable fertihty of
P **•

Egypt wholly depends, and the intimate connection which

Sf^* h
^-^^^^^ between that phenomenon and the appearance and

place of' disappearance of the lotus, and that no like phenomenon
primitive with similar associations is seen in any other part of the
lotus

-world, I think we would be justified in considering Egypt
^ *

to have been the birth-place of the original lotus myth,
some form of which has been current in most parts of

Europe and Asia.

How But it may be asked, how did the Nelumbium come
rose lotus •

^^^^ Effvpt ? and mis^ht not the myths associated with it
came , &./r. &

. n-ri-i'*,ij^'
into nave come m at the same time : 1 think its introduction

Egypt may be satisfactorily accounted for by the following obser-

t'orif

^" ^^*^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^- Wilkinson :

ex"
^ " ^^ ^^"^^ ^^^^^ *^^ Egyptians of trees and flowers, and of rearing nu-

plained
"^^^^us and rare plants, that they even made them part of tlie tribute

^ '

exacted from foreign countries
;
and such, according to Athenseus,

' was
the care they bestowed on their culture, that those flowers which else-

where were only sparingly produced, even in the proper season, grew
profusely at all times in Egypt : so that neither roses, nor violets, nor

any others, were wanting there even in the middle of winter'. The tables

in their sitting-rooms were always decked with bouquets, and they had
even artificial flowers which received the name of Egyptian".

An example of a somewhat analogous character is

afforded by the allegories connected with the banyan tree

Myths of India. Tliis remarkable tree is perhaps the grandest
andai-

vegetable production in the world. The stem throws out,

ries of at no great distance from the ground, several great hori-

Banyan. zontal branches
;
from these tendrils go out, and, sinking

towards the earth, take root, increase in tliickness, and

thus yield support to the mother bough. At a still higher

point, the trunk again throws out branches, and these

in turn send down aerial roots, which form an external

circle of supporting columns. The branching of the main
Ficus In- trunk is similarly repeated at successive intervals, con-
^^'

stituting so many stories one above the other, each too

forming its circle of pillars not very regularly outside the

preceding one, but yet so as to form an ever-increasing

grove of leafy halls and green archways. This onward

growth proceeds upon a gigantic scale. The highest
branches are sometimes two hundred feet from the groimd ;
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above the whole towers the crown of the main trunk.

The thick leaves are about five inches long and three and

a half broad, of a beautiful green colour, with which are

intermingled thousands of red figs. In this great green

temple of many halls, that afford an impenetrable cool

shade from the heat of the midday sun, the people hang
their idols on the stems, erect beneath them pagodas and

altars, and place upon them votive ofierings. There con-

gregate the Indian yogi, the degenerate representative of

the ancient gymnosophist, the various Hindoo penitents,

and even the Mussulman fakir, to exhibit their self-tortu-

rings. Other guests, too, which are often inconvenient

to men, are attracted thither by the shade or the fruit;

troops of monkeys and squirrels, multitudes of gabbering

parrots, wild pigeons, peacocks, and many serpents, with

whom the monkeys are in constant feud. Larger animals

also are not wanting. J. Forbes remarks that its deep
shade allures the vampyre or flying fox, thousands of

which he saw suspended by their wing claws to the

branches of the Kubbir Bur, or great Banyan of the Nar-

mada, and which brought to his mind the tales of the

dreaded Harpies of old. It pro-

The grandeur of the whole mass, the picturesqueness ^^^.^.

*

of the stems, the beauty of the foliage contrasting with
impres-

the red figs, the fresh coolness of its shade affording a de- sion.

sirable refuge against the burning summer winds, its im-

perishable durability, and the extraordinary character of its

never-ending growth, produce a striking impression upon
the beholder,—an impression which is indelibly stamped
upon the Indian poetry, some of its most charming as well

as subKme allegories having been suggested by the banyan.
It appears to be doubtful which of two fig trees, or

whether both, be objects of veneration among the Hin-

doos, the Ficus Indica and the Ficus religiosa. The des-

cription just given applies to the first, which is evidently
the tree that excited the astonishment of the follow-

ers of Alexander in the neighbourhood of the Peng abs, Yicm re

and to which the name trvjcij 'Iv^t/ci] belongs. The Ficus ligiosa.

rehgiosa, called in Mahratta peepul
—in Hindi, pippul

—
in Sanscrit, pippala, is not so large as the Ficus Indica,
to which it otherwise forms a contrast by the elegant

lightness of its lustrous foliage, which trembles in the

lightest breeze. Tliis contrast in appearance has no doubt
led to the idea that the Ficus Indica is male, and the

Ficus religiosa, female
;
and hence, a pippala is planted

alongside the banyan with marriage ceremonies, in the
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Names belief that otlienvise tlie banyan would not produce aerial

applied roots sending tendrils to the ground. The tremulous foliage

anr'diffi-
^^ ^^ pippala is indicated by the Sanscrit name K'ala-

cuity of dala. This name could not be apphed to the banyan,
but Kung' Aracana (elephant fodder) may be applied to

both, as the leaves of the two are eaten by that animal,

some of Bodliidruma, or tree of intelligence, appears to have been
them

always applied to the pippala, as there is no doubt that it

belong,
-g ^1^^ -g^^ ^^ Bogaha Bhandi, etc., or sacred tree of the

Buddhists in Ceylon, Nepaul, Ava, etc. It is not so easy
to decide to which of the two several other names

originally belonged, but especially the usual and therefore

most important one, Asvatiha. Ritter, under the im-

pression that the pippala, as is stated in all botanical

books, does not produce aerial roots, considers that the

banyan (Ficus Indica) is the asvattha of the Vedas, but

that at a later period it was also appHed to the other. He
also considers that there was originally but one sacred

tree. Fr. Hamilton, on the other hand, seems to think

that from the very commencement the two trees were

venerated, and that while the banyan was the chief sacred

tree of the Brahmins, the pippala became that of the

Buddhists. Lassen, on the other hand, doubting the

statement made in the botanical books, that the Ficus re-

ligiosa does not form aerial roots, considers that the words

asvattha, etc., were originally apphed to it and have never

been used for the banyan. There is no doubt that the

tree which is called asvattha in the celebrated drama of

KaHdasa the Sakuntala, is also called in the same work

by the picturesque name of k'aladala, or quivering leafed.

In other works the same tree, which is called Asvattha,

is likewise called, as Lassen remarks, Avak^akha, that is

with downward directed branches. I am not aware, how-

ever, whether the two epithets are ever used in the same

work. It is curious how much doubt and error exist re-

lative to this apparently simple question. If the state-

ments in the most recent botanical works, according to

which the pippala is described as being recognizable by its

rootless branches, be correct, Ritter must be right.

In the old Indian philosophy the Asvattha was the

ism of

'

emblem of existence, of the union of the spiritual, in a pan-
the As- theistic sense, with the sensuous. The labyrinth of stems,
vattba. which prevents the form or the beginning of the tree from

being distinguishable, s^anbolizes the difficulty of search-

ing out the origin or foundatioji of wisdom, while those
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numerous aerial roots sent down from tlie brandies repre-
sent the bonds in which the earthly passions hold the soul

desirous of soaring upwards to that wisdom, to attain

which, they must be cut off by the sword of reason. The
leaves, too, are compared to the sacred writings in which
that wisdom is unfolded. Its never-ceasing extension and
renewal was also to the Brahmin the image of the eternal

revolving course of nature, of the mobility of life, as op-

posed to that eternal equable repose towards which it con-

stantly tends to relapse, according to the cosmogony of

Menu. This allegory is beautifully expressed in the cele-

brated episode of the Mahabharata, the ancient Bhaga-
vad Gita, or Godly Song, in which the philosophy of

tlie Sankya system is so sublimely unfolded to us
;
a phi-

losophy which, according to the opinion of W. v. Hum-
boldt, is equally old with the ancient Greek anterior to

Parmenides. Krislina, the incarnation of Vishnu, the su-

preme upholder of the universe, thus discourses to the

hero Ardshunas:—
Asvattha, it is said, has the root above the branches downwards, the

j^Hegory
leaves are sacred verses

; they are known to him who is master of the
^^ ^j^g

Vedas. What grew out of nature and the sensuous strives upwards and Asvattha
downwards—downwards the roots, which, on Earth, bind with a net-

-^^ g{j^_
work the labours. The tree's form, size, beginning or existence, is not „avad
here recognizable ;

cut off the long roots with the sharp sword of equa- qjj
niraity. Then seek the place whence no one who reaches it returneth :

thither is the way to the highest genius, to the ancient origin of tilings.
He who, without ambition, base malice, and envy, elevated beyond

pleasure and pain, meditates continually on the highest, certainly ad-
vances himself towards the eternal region, where sun, moon, or even
fire shines not

;
whither gone, no one returneth, there where is my ele-

vated dwelling. One part of me always dwells living in the life world,
and draws to itself the soul and the sensuous from the kingdom of

nature. When a body appropriates to itself the Master, or abandons

him, he unites with it like unto the wind which wafts the fragrance of
flowers. Interpenetrating the sensuous, he gives hearing, sight, feeling,

taste, and smell. The foolish see not that it is he who comes, tarries,

enjoys, puts on the form of nature
;
those alone do so whose vision wis-

dom brightens. The pious who strive behold him in themselves
;
never-

theless the rude, fools, see him not even when they endeavour. The
splendour which, springing from the sun, illumines the world, and is in
the moon and fire, that know ! is mine ! I am he who, penetrating through
the Earth, gives life-force to beings. I who, transformed into sap, pro-
duces flowers, heahng and sacred herbs. Dwelling as Vaisvanaras,^^ in

animated bodies, being one with the inspiration and expiration, I boil

four kinds of meats. Memory, knowledge, judgment, which dAvell in
each heart, come from me. I am the Vedas' contents, and its creator
and expounder. There are two genii in the world—the mobile and the

quiescent. All existence is the former
;
the latter standeth on the sum-

mit. Yet there is another still higher, called the highest spirit, who,

^^ Penetrator of Men—a name of agnis or fire.
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penetrating through the triple world, maintains it—the Eternal, the
Lord. And because I am greater than the mobile and also than the

quiescent, therefore am I named in the world and in the Vedas highest
genius. He who undazzled thus acknowledges me as the greatest ge-
nius, he, recognizing the All, honours me with his whole existence.

Thus, O Pious ! have I unveiled to thee the most hidden knowledge.
He who understands it is wise, as had he fulfilled every duty.

Myth of Under the continually quivering foliage of the pippala,

^^Iy^'
Buddlia sinks down m the deepest meditation. This

giosa. image of life, of unceasing motion, must strongly direct

the thoughts to the eternal, the quiescent, the unchange-
able; under this tree, therefore, he reaches the highest

stage, that of a buddha. Hence the tree became to his

followers a symbol of the intelligence
—Bohdi, and one of

their most venerated objects. But the beautiful allegory
of existence faded from among the Buddhists—perhaps
because the pippala does not recall it to the mind by its

manner of growth.
Myth of In the compilation of the four Vedas, the so-called

*^^^th^ Upanischad, made by Mahommedan translators in the

in the Seventeenth century, and which, under the name of Oup-
Oup- nek'hat, was made known in Europe by Anquetil Du-
uek'hat.

perron, a tree is alluded to in connection with a very

important myth, in the following passage:
—" Mmidus

arbor est, quod radix ejus supra est et rami ilHus infra

sunt, et nomen hujus arboris Asthenteh est, i. e., arbor,

quod corruptionis capax non est, et stabilis non manet
;
et

folia ilHus semper in motu sunt. Et hsec arbor Mundus in

hac proximitate producta non facta est : a longo tempore
est. Radix hujus arboris Brahm est, et (hoc Ens.) purum
est ; et illud sine cessatione dicunt

;
et omnis Mundus cum

eo addictus (alligatus), ulla persona ab eo non potest tran-

siri
; ipse hie Atma est. Omnis Mundus e Bralim egressus

est", etc.^«

The al- The allegory of the Bhaghavad Gita applies to a tree

tif^b"

^^ ^^^ aerial roots, and contains no allusion to quivering

Gita

*

leaves, and may therefore be referred to the F. Indica.

implies The legend of Buddha refers to the F. rehgiosa ; but, so
aerial

£^^ ^g j ^^ aware, does not imply aerial roots. The le-
roots * ' X «/

,

the
'

gend in the Oupnek'hat refers to a tree corresponding to

others Lassen's idea of the asvattha, that is, to one having both

aerial roots and quivering leaves. This legend appears

^^ Not having had an opportunity of consulting the orignal work of

Duperron at the moment of writing this essay, 1 have been obliged to

borrow it from the admirable monograph of Ritter on the banyan.
Erdkunde Bd. IV. 2'^ Abth. S. 656.

trem-
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to me to contain the fragments of one of the oldest tradi-
^ling

tions of the Arian people, notwithstanding Ritter's opi- leaves

nion, who says that he considers it to be a totally different *^^°*

allegory from that of the Sankya doctrines, in comparison
with which it appears a weaker, younger, and formed by ^ ®_

a later sect and school. I have already alluded, at p. 158, nek'hat

to the early behef of the Greeks, that Zeus resided in myth,

the oak, and that the rustling of the leaves was an inti-
^^^^'^^

mation that he granted the wish of any prayer made an old

under it Among the Slavic nations, and perhaps gene-
tradition,

rally among all the Indo-European members of the fa-

mily, this belief that the oak was the seat of the gods
existed; the Bohemians even beheved that the gods as-

sumed the shape of this tree, in order to become visible

among men. This behef must have also existed among
the parent race of the Greeks, Slaves, and Arians, and any
branch of it entering the region of the pippala would na-

turally be struck by the beauty of its form, its deep shade,
and its constantly quivering leaves—foliis perpetuis mo-
bilibus f and, in the absence of the oak of their native The

forests, would assuredly substitute the pippala for it in Buddha

their religious ceremonies. The later Buddha legend "^ ^^^

would natm'ally grow out of this early belief This view of it.

is in perfect harmony with F. Hamilton's opinion, that

Ficus religiosa was simultaneously venerated from the

earliest times with the banyan, and also with Lassen's

view that the pippala was the only sacred tree
;
an opinion

which is so reasonable that there is no objection to it but
the doubt about the aerial roots.

I shall now return to the Sankya allegory and the Origin of

name Asvattha. According to Lassen, that word is a cor-
^^rd As-

ruption in the vulgar language (Prakrit), from asvastha,
non in se constans, in allusion to the trembling of the

leaves. There exists in the Zend, however, a word wliich

appears to me to be the exact equivalent of asvattha,

namely, the adjective astvat, which has been translated by,
I think, Biu-nouf, doue d'existence.^^ It occurs in the it exists

ya9na,^^ and is derived from astu existentia, from the root in Z^nd,

^^
Burmann, Thesaurus Zeylanicus Amstel., 4t. 1737.

33 Indische alterthumskunde. Bd. I., S. 257, not. 3.
3^ This is the form of the word in the Vendidad Sade, copied from the

Paris MS., and published by Burnouf
;

it is agtavat in the Bombay one,
published by the Parsee Idalji Durabji. See Vendidad Sade Die heili-

gen Schriften Zoroasters, Ya9na Vispered und Vendidad nach den litho-

graphirten Ausgaben von Paris und Bombay mit Index und Glossar
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and «s? «pj esse (Sanskrit as) ;
and I would suggest va^a, ventug,

therefore —
figuratively the soul or spirit. If this comparison be cor-

thauhe ^^^*' ^* ^^ obvious that the name existed before the Arians

philoso-
came in contact with the banyan, unless indeed we adopt

phy ex- the opposite, and very unusual one, that the Zend philo-

before sophy and language came into Bactria from India, or at

the ad- least from the region of the banyan. It is impossible to
vent of overrate the importance of the existence of the word as-

Arians
"^^^^^^ among the Zend people, because it shows that the

iu India, entrance of the Arians into India was, comparatively

speaking, a recent event, and that philosophic doctrine

must have already made considerable progress before that

period. It also points to a much more western origin of

the Arians than the Bolor mountains. It may not be out

of place to observe that the word asvattha, as I have here

explained it from the Zend, would not be at all inconsis-

tent with quivering leaves, but, on the contrary, appears
to me to support Lassen's view, that the asvattha was

always the F. religiosa.

Other The length to which this essay has already run forbids

myths me to discuss a number of myths for which I had collected

oraUted^ materials, such as those relating to the laurel, jasmine,
from Nyctanthes arbor tristis, and other plants. I also proposed
want of to discuss thosc derived from the fossil elephant or mam-
space. moth entombed in the frozen earth of Siberia. The latter

would have afforded an excellent example of the action of

geological phenomena upon mythology, for that remark-

able fossil has given rise to the strangest legends among
almost every people from Finland to China ;

above all, it

has left a deep impression on the heroic legends of the

Only a north-eastem Turkish tribes. I will accordingly confine
few from

myself to a brief notice of some myths taken from the
the Ka-

^^^^ Finnish Epic, the Kalewala.'*" These will not onlylewala o, 'i^i •• ,.... i*'
can be Supply US With a characteristic myth ongmatmg m geolo-
given. gical phenomena, but will also serve as illustrations of the

action of nature upon the primitive literature of nations.

herausgegeben von Dr. Hermann Brockhaus, Prof. d. Orient. Spr. an d.

Universitat Leipzig. Leipzig, 1850.
*" As I presume the Kalewala may be miknown to many of my read-

ers, I will make some brief observations about it. More than this

would be foreign to the object of the present essay; but perhaps, on
another occasion, I may take an opportunity of making the readers of

the Atlantis fully acquainted with that remarkable work, as weU as

with the heroic legends of North Asia.

In the year 1828 an ardent admirer of the literary fame of his country
and race, a Finnish physician named Elias Lbnnrot, set out on a diffi-

cult and laborious enterprise, for which he appears to have possessed
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The classical elements were—fire, earth, air, and water, iron a

The Finnish mythology has substituted iron for earth, and Finnish

it accordingly plays a conspicuous part in it. Its origin, as
®l®""'^'^<^-

every moral and intellectual quality. His mission was to collect toge-
ther the ancient and modern poetry of the Finns. Journeying, during
four yeai's, from village to village in Finland and the government of

Archangel, and living in the midst of the people, he collected from their

mouths the traditions handed down from generation to generation, and

which, fortunately for science, the isolation produced by geographical

position and other circumstances had saved from being forgotten. The
result of this truly patriotic labour was the publication of a vast number
of ancient and modern detached poems under the name of Kantelatar,
and an epic, in two volumes, under that of Kalewala. The latter was

pubUshed in 1835, and comprised somewhat more than 12,000 lines in

32 songs. Under the auspices of the Literary Society of Finland, new
material was accumulated, and, in 1849, a second edition, or rather a

wholly new poem, was brought out in one volume containing no less

than 22,793 lines in 50 songs. It is needless to observe that no single

person knew the whole of this mass, and that it was composed by diffe-

rent persons and at different times. Lonnrot is considered to have

merely arranged them and jointed them so as to form a consecutive

whole. Many of them, even in then* present form, are supposed to have
existed before the introduction of Christianity ;

others of them are de-

cidedly modified by, if not wholly created under, its influence. The
cosmogony is of a most extraordinary character, and, as given in the
first Kalewala, is in many instances more ancient and peculiar than
the form it has assumed in the second.

Finnish poetry, like that of many other northern nations, uses as a
substitute for the more highly organised rhythm of more cultivated lan-

guages, what is termed alliteration, or the recurrence in the same line

of two or more words, beginning Avith the same consonant
;
a contri-

vance which may be contrasted with the assonant or vowel rhymes of
southern European nations, particularly Spanish and Portuguese. Al-
literative verse has been very rarely used in English; the following
lines of Peter Plauwman will give an idea of the effect :

—
" In an Aabit, as an Permit, an holy of work,
Went wide in the i^orld z(;onders to hear ".

This example, from the German poet Burger, is not so strongly allite-

rative :
—

" PFonne weht von Thai und Hiigel,
PFeht von flur und Wiesenplan,
Weht vom glatten Wasserspiegel
Wonne M^eht mit ireichem Fliigel
Des Piloten Wange an ".

The character of the alliteration in Finnish wiU be seen by the speci-
men printed further on.

The metre employed in the Kalewala consists of eight trochaic feet,
or long and short syllables, which do not rhyme. This is the kind of
metre used by Longfellow in his "

Song of Hiawatha", and although
perhaps this is not the proper place, I cannot help expressing my admi-
ration at the manner in which he has caught the peculiar spirit of the

poetry of rude northern nations. Judged from this point of view, the
Song of Hiawatha is really a remarkable production.

I shall only add that to my colleague, D. F. M'Carthy, is due what-
ever merit the versification of the translation from the Finnish pos-
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Origin
of iron,

an epi-
sode of

the

Kale-

wala.

described in the Kalewala, is one of tlie most remarkable

episodes in the whole Epos, and affords one of the most

striking instances of the creation of a myth from a purely
physical phenomenon.

Wainamoinen, the great hero of the Kalewala, having
fallen in love with the charmingly-dressed virgin of the

Northland, woos her, and after some difficulties she pro-
mises to yield to his entreaties, provided he constructs a

boat from the sphnters of her spindle, and laimches it

without touching anything. The hero having begun his

task, wounds himself in the knee with an axe
;
unable to

stop the flow of blood, he seeks some one cunning in ma-

gic who could bind up his wound, and finds an old man
who promises to stay the bloodstream. Amazed at the

quantity of blood which flowed from the wound, and the

power of evil which iron possesses, the old man asks the

hero to tell him the origin of iron. The hero compHes
with his request and recounts as follows :

—
Silloin vanha Wainamoinen
Sannan virkkoi, noin nimesi ;

" Itse tiean rauan synnyn,
Arvoan alun teraksen :

lima on emoja ensin.

Vesi vanhin vejeksia,
Rauta nuorin veljeksia
Tuli kerran keskimainen".

Spake the ancient Wainamoinen,
These the words the ancient ut-

tered:—
"Well I know the source of iron—
Well I know of steel the birth-

throe :

First, is air of all things mother,
Water is the eldest brother—
Youngest brother is the iron—
Fire, the second, stands between

them.

" Tuo Ukko ylinen luoja,
Itse ilmojen Jumala
Ilmasta ve'en erroitti,

Veesta maati manterehen,

Rauta on raukka syntymatta,
Syntymatta, kasvamatta".

" Ukko iimoinen Jumala
Hieroi kahta kammentiinsa,
Mykelti molempiansa
Vasemmassa polven paasa ;

Siita synti kolme neitta,

Koko kolme Luonnotarta
Rauan ruostehen emoiksi,
Suu sinervan siittajiksi".

" Neiet kaya notkutteli,

Astui immet pilven aarta

"
Ukko, the o'er-all Creator,

He himself the God of Heaven
Sundered from the air the water

;

Then the water from the earth-
scum—

Unbegotten was the iron—
Never grows the unbegotten.

"
Ukko, yea, the God of Heaven,

Both his handshe rubbed together,
Pressed the one upon the other,
On the left knee's topmost summit,
Thence there starteth forth three

maidens,
LoveUest three Luonnetara,
Of the iron's rust the mothers,
At the Heaven-hued blue mouth

brought forth.

"Tottering then the three went
onward,

Forth from out the cloud's edge
stepping,
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Utaxilla ulikuvilla,

Nannilla pakottavilla,

Lypsit maalle maitojansa,
Uhkutit utariansa,

Lypsit maille, lypsit soille,

Lypsit vienoille vesille".

" Yksi lypsi mustan maion

Vanhinipainen neitoisia,

Toinen valkean valutti

Keskimkinen neitosia,

Kolmas puikutti punaisen

Nuorimpainen neitosia".

" Ku on lypsi mustan maion,

Siita syntyi melto-rauta,
Ku on valkean valutti,

Siit' on tehtynji terakset,
Ku on puikutti punaisen,
Siit' on saatu riiaky-rauta".

*•

Olipa aikoa vahainen,
Rauta tahteli tavata

Vanhempata veikkoansa,

Kkya tulta tuntemabau".

" Tuli tuhmaksi rupesi,
Kasvoi aivan kauheaksi,
Oli polttoa poloisen,
Rauta raukan veikkosensa.

"Rauta pkasi piileraahan,

Piilemahkn, skilymkhkn
Tuon tuiman tulen kasista,

Suusta valkean vihaisen".

"
Siita sitte rauta piili,

Seka piili, jotta skilyi
Heiluvassa hettehessa,

Laikkyvassa lahtehessa,
Suurimmalla suon selalla,
Tuiman tunturin laella,
Jossa joutsennet munivat,

Hanhi poiat hautelevi".

With their full breasts sodistended
,

That they pained them, 'till the

nipples
Let their bosoms' milky fulness

Fruitfully the earth flow o'er
;

Over dry land, over marsh land,
Over waves so rich in slumber.

*'

One, the virgin who was richest

In the wealth of years, poured
black milk

;

White milk shed the second vir-

gin,
She who stood between the others

;

Then at last, the third gushed red

milk,
She the youngest-yeared among

them.

"Wheresoe'er the black milk

flowed.
Waxedthere the swarth soft iron—.

Wheresoe'er was shed the white

milk,
There the hard steel was begotten ;

Wheresoe'er the red milk trickled

There outgrew the brittle iron,

" Short awhile therein abiding.
Iron will already visit

His beloved elder brother,

Fire, andknow his burning nature.

"Awfully the red fire rageth.
In his roaring strength increasing,
Fated there to burn, unhappy,
His beloved brother, iron.

".But from thence the iron flieth.

Saves himself by rapid running,
From the maddening fire flame's

clutches—
From the ravenous red fire's ven-

geance.

"
Thereupon forth flees the iron—

Flees from it, and seeketh shelter

In the ever-trembling quagmires,
In the richly bubbling fountains,
On the swamp's extended ridges,

Up the rugged cliffs of mountains,
Where the swans their eggs de-

posit,
Where long-brooding hatch the

wild gees2.

The story is somewhat differently related in the first The same

Kalewala, and, as I conceive, a more ancient and primi- "'yth as

tive form of the myth. Not having a copy of the ori-
^^'^j'jj^
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ferently ginal, I shall take it from the careful translation of
told in Leouzon Le Duo." Wainamoinen thus speaks :

—
the first « J ]giQ^ the origin of iron, I know whence steel is come. Three

infants have issued from the same origin : water, which is the oldest
;

wala.
iron, which is the youngest ;

and fire, which holds the middle rank.

The fire displayed its rage, the flames darted insolently, and grew great
with pride ;

it spread horror. The lands were bm'ned, the swamps
were burned in this great year of sterility, in this fatal summer, which
devoured with an indeUble fire all the beings of nature. Then the iron

sought a refuge where it may hide itself.
" The old man cried from the depths of the hearth, and said :

* Where
did the iron hide itself, where did it find a refuge during this great year
of sterility, during this fatal summer, which devoured all the beings of

nature ?
' The old, the brave Wainamoinen answered :

' Then the iron

hid itself; the iron found a refuge in the extremity of a long cloud,
on the top of an oak stripped of its branches, in the swelling bosom of

a yoimg girl'.
" There were four virgins, three betrothed, with breasts swoln and

suffering. They spUled their milk on the earth: the first, a black
milk

;
the second, a white milk

;
the third, a red milk. From the

virgin with black milk was born flexible iron
;
from the virgin with

white milk was born brittle iron
;
from the virgin with red milk was

born steel.

"Afterwards the iron hid himself during two years in a vast swamp,
on the top of a rock, where the swans deposited their eggs, where the

duck hatched its young. And the wolf ran through the swamp, and
the bear descended upon the sterile plain, and they turned up the

earth which concealed the iron.
" A god visited the route, and he saw the black sand which the

wolf had upturned, which the bear had trampled underfoot, and he
said :

' Misfortune upon thee, miserable iron
;
a sad destiny menaces

thee in thy abject abode, under the feet of the wolf, under the tracks

of the bear !

'

"And from that day the iron was drawn from the swamp, purged from
the dross of the earth, and dried from the humidity of the waters".

Com- In the myth as given in the second Kalewala, it ap-

of the

^
pears as if iron did not exist before the sprinkhng of the

two forms milks, and that it is to this late origin allusion is made
of myth, where it is stated, iron was the youngest brother ;

it is only
in the form of milk, too, that the iron liides itself In

the first Kalewala, on the other hand, the iron preexisted,
and in hiding from fire gets transformed into the three

milks, and again hides itself in the swamp, etc. Tliis

early form of the myth appears to me more original and
Iron

bespeaks a very remote origin ;
it also harmonizes better

pan^in
"^th the creation of the universe, in which iron plays a

creation conspicuous part, as described in both editions, but more
of the

fully and consistently in the second.

The daughter of the air, wearied with the sohtude and

perpetual virginity to which she is doomed in the lonely

world.

as rela-

ted

*' La Finlande, sonHistotre'primitive, sa Mythologie, sa Poesie ^pique,
avec la traduction complete de sa grande Epopee La Kalewala, etc.

Far Leouzon Le Due. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1845.
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regions of the atmosphere, descends upon the ocean, where, in the

by the action of the winds and waves, she becomes preg-
second

nant. Slie then wanders for ages through the waste of

waters lamenting that her child is not born
;

at length
a bird flies through the air, uncertain where to build her

nest and lay her eggs ;
—

" Then uplifted ocean's mother— Thought that from the knees' hot

She, the blue ah*'s beauteous glowing
daughter— All the veins would melt within

Out of the sea her round knees her.

lifted—

Out of the waves her white-boned "
Hastily her knees she moveth,

shoulders. Shakes her limbs with so much
Knees whereon the duck may roughness,

nestle, That the eggs into the water—
Building there her peaceful dwell- Into the waves of ocean tumble :

ing. There in mighty pieces splitting,

They themselves in splinters scatter.
"
Duckling, bird of downy softness,

Flieth slowly, looks around her,
" Not beneath the mud they perish,

Sees the knee of ocean's mother, Not within the waves the pieces.

O'er the green sea ridges risen, But transformed with wondrous
Takes it for a grassy hillock, beauty,
Thinksthat fresh green turf spreads Made anew in every splinter,

o'er it. From the egg's half dome—the

lower—
" Thither now she flies, slow float- Was the lower earth's arch fash-

ing, ioned.

O'er the knee lets fall her pinions.
Builds thereon her needful nestlet,

" From the egg's half dome—the

Lays within it eggs all golden— upper—
Golden eggs full six in number— Was the heaven's high arch formed.
Then a seventh egg all of iron. What of yellow was forced upward

Beamed as beauteous sim resplen-
" O'er the eggs she sitteth brooding, dent,

Quickly warms the arching knee- What of white above was scattered

pan. Shone as moon with friendliest

Broodeth one day, broods a second, beamings.
Also on the third day broodeth

;
From the egg's translucent portions

Then betimes knew ocean's mother. Were the numerous stars en-

She, the blue air's beauteous kindled—
daughter, From the egg's more dark interior

Noticed that her knee grew hotter. Were the dusky air-clouds ga-
That the skin was warming over, tliered.

The explanation of this very remarkable myth appears Expla-

to me to be very simple. Taking for a moment as our nation of

text the first Kalewala, we have three hiding places in ^^^^
which iron took refuge from the destructive rage of fire : simple.

1. the extremity of a long cloud; 2. on the top of an oak

stripped of its branches
;
and 3. in the bosom of a yomig

woman.
In the first we have a distinct allusion to the fall of Allusion

masses of meteoric iron, a phenomenon which has always
^^ ^^'
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teoric attracted the attention of mankind and served as the basis
iron. Qf j^any legends. Some of these masses have been seen
A to fall, while the meteoric origin of others is deduced fiom*

their position, structure, and chemical composition. Me-
teorites have fallen in Finland as elsewhere, such as that

of Lontalax described by Nordenskiold
;
but one of the

most remarkable masses in the world is that found by
Pallas on the summit of a mountain between the Abak-
ansk and Belskoi Ostrog, on the river Yennissei, in Sibe-

ria. It was first seen by Medvedief in 1750; it was re-

posing on the ridge of the elevation, without adhering to

the rock, in the midst of fir trees. The Tatars reported
that it fell from Heaven, and held it in great veneration.

In 1749, this mass, wliich weighed 1680 Russian pounds,
was removed to the adjoining town of Krasnojarsk, and
in 1772 to the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Peters-

burg. I have specially mentioned this mass, because I
have read somewhere, but cannot now recollect where,
that in the regions about the upper Tunguska, small

masses of native iron are very common, and that many of
these had been employed by the natives. Ernest Hof-
mann has recently*^ mentioned having received from Mr.
Nicolai Maesnikow, of Krasnojarsk, a small sample of na-

tive iron, which had been sent to him as platinum from
some of the surrounding districts, but the name of which
was not communicated. It consisted of splinters, which
had the appearance as if cut with a sharp instrument from
some iron utensils. They were obtained, it was said, in-

stead of gold, in an alluvial deposit, by a party sent in

search of that metal by Mr. Maesnikow. It is very pz'o-

bable, as Hofmann suggests, that there had been deception
or mistake about this extremely unusual deposit. It is sin-

gular, however, that such a story should arise in the dis-

trict in question, and obviously there must have been
some circumstance to suggest even such a deception.

2
The second hiding place is more or less connected with

li^rht-
the preceding. The descent of aerolites is generally an-

ning. nounced, though nA always, by the explosion of fire-balls.

Such a phenomenon is naturally associated with lightning
and thunder, during which something is commonly consi-

dered to fall to the earth. This belief is further strength-
ened by the finding of what are called fulgerites, which

^2 Reise nach den Goldwaschen Ostsibiriens. St. Petersburg, 1847.

S. 77—forming the 12th volume of "
Beitriige zur Kenntniss des Rus-

sischen Reiches und der angriinzenden Lander Asiens.
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consist of a kind of tube of semi-fused sand, that sinters

together from the heat produced by the electricity when
it discharges itself into the ground. Trees are frequently
struck by lightning ;

but of all trees perhaps the oak is

the one most subject to that accident. Hornemann*^ has

indeed confimied ancient experience, that lightning strikes

the oak twenty times oftener than the beech, although
these two trees chiefly constitute the leafy woods of Eu-

rope. The top of an oak, stripped of its branches, evi-

dently, then, alludes to a tree blasted by lightning, the

thunderbolt entering at top.
The third hiding place is of course an invention of the 3. The

imagination, suggested by the most important part of the three
',

myth, the three kinds of milk, under which are obviously ™^'? 1

symbolized the chief ores of iron. The black milk is the ize the

magnetic or octahedral iron ore, but some kind of specu-
three

lar iron might also be included under this category.
chief ores

The second, or white milk, refers to brown spar, spathic

iron, or carbonate of iron, which is of various colours,

sometimes white, but usually yellowish gray, ash gray,

becoming reddish brown on exposure, from decomposition
and oxidation

;
its colour is lighter in those varieties con-

taining much carbonate of lime and magnesia. The red

milk symbolizes the concretionary varieties of specular
iron or red haematite, and the brown haematites, in-

cluding bog iron ore and all the numerous hydrated
oxides of iron. The celebrated irons of Sweden, Norway,
and Russia, so remarkable for their softness and flexibility,
are manufactured from magnetite; the natural steels of

Styria and Carinthia are made from spathic iron, one of

the German names of which is stahlstein or steelstone.

The haematites are not adapted for making malleable

iron, and, when used alone, yield a very brittle or " short"

iron
; although unfit for making bars, such irons are suited

for castings, and the celebrated artistic castings of Berlin

are made from an iron of this character. According to

the first Kalewala (Le Due's translation), the black milk

yields flexible iron, but the white milk yields brittle iron,
and the red milk steel

;
in the second Kalewala this is

corrected, as will be seen in the translation of the myth
at p. 189, and we have steel produced from the ores which
in practice yield it, and brittle iron from the red milk.

The relative ages, too, of the three virgins, as given in

*3 Dierbach's Flora Mythologica. Frankfurt a. M., 1533. S. 25. Note.

II. 13
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the second Kalewala, accords in tlie most singular manner
with the relative geological ages of the ores just mentioned.
This coincidence is not, of course, to be attributed to

that kind of knowledge of the operations of nature to

which the name science may be applied, but merely indi-

cates the rude observation of local phenomena. It is not,

however, the less remarkable on this account. The oldest

virgin pours out black milk, and magnetic iron is found
almost exclusively in igneous rocks, granite, syenite,

gneiss, and in altered rocks, such as chlorite and mica

slates, etc. Spathose iron, though found in gneiss and
altered rocks, is also frequently met with, and in masses,
in unaltered stratified rocks as high as the oolite. Hae-
matites are of all ages, but being formed from the pre-

ceding, are always relatively newer than them, and some
of them are of very recent origin ;

indeed bog iron may
be said to be still in process of formation,

g. .J
The disposition to attribute the formation of striking

expiar.a- masses of rocks to the soHdification of milk, blood, or tears,
tions of

appears to be common among the nations of middle and

ca? Te- '^^'^^^ Asia. In the plain bounded by hills which stretches

nomena to the south-west of the mountain Kalmak Tologoi, near
common the sourccs of the Irtysh, a little to the N.N.W. of the
m sia.

j^j^^ Dzaisang, occur several naked masses of quartz, the

most remarkable of which is the Ak-Tach or white stone,

Legend which has the form of a tent
;
further on occui's the Kysul

of the Tshaku or red knob, which is a protuberance of a reddish-

Tobgoi^
colovu'cd stone, which rises amidst the hills. To these two

masses, as well as to the Tologoi itself, belongs a Kirgiz

legend of this kind. According to it, this mountain for-

merly lay south of lake Dzaisang, close by the mountain

Ssart Tologoi, in the Tarbagatai chain, where the latter

still remains. Among the hills of the sub-chain of Tar-

bagatai there nomadized two giants
— a father and son.

Wishing to dam up the river Irtysh, at the town of Ust-

kamenogorsk, they lifted up the Kalmak Tologoi and bore

it away. When they had reached the spot where the

mountain now stands, they halted for the night. Un-

luckily for them there nomadized at this place a tribe,

out of which a bride had been betrothed to the son of the

giant, but for whom however the whole kalym" had not

yet been paid. A Kirgiz may lawfully see his bride and

**The kalym is the price paid by the men to the father of their brides

for permission to marry them. Its amount depends upon the previous

arrangement with the parents.
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even remain alone with her, but not on any account marry

her, until such time as the whole kalym shall have been

paid down, a law which indeed
they^ strictly observe.

The bridegroom, who had not seen his bride for a long

time, begged his father's permission to go to see her,

to which the latter gave his consent, but at the same time

reminded him that the whole kalym had not yet been

paid, and that a breach of this law was the greatest crime.

On the following morning the son rejoined the father for

purpose of continuing the journey. The father lifted up
the mountain at one end, called his son to him, and then

allowed the stone to fall upon them. The Tologoi thus,

became the grave of both giants. The report of their

deaths having spread to their home on the Tarbagatai, the

wife of the elder giant determined to go and see the

mountain which had deprived her of her husband and son.

She journeyed as far as where the Kysil Tsheku stands,

and there she was shown for the first time the grave of

those she loved. As the widow gazed on the Tologoi, her

grief wholly overpowered her. Tears, mingled with blood,

flowed in streams from her eyes, and were sohdified into

the red rock of the Kysil Tsheku. After the first burst

of grief she went towards the Tologoi, and by the time

she reached the place where is now the Ak-Tach, her

tears were clear as water, and were transformed into the

white stone.*^

The myth of the origin of iron indicates that the Fin- The

nish nations had a knowledge of iron from the most "^yf^ of

ancient times, and were by no means indebted for that
of^iron^^"

knowledge to their Gothic neighbours. At the period of shows

the Russian conquest of Siberia, it was found that the ^^^^ ^^^^

knowledge of the preparation of iron was known to most
^asVng

of the Siberian nations, and one tribe inhabiting the re- known

gion about the Tom, were so expert in its manipulation ^^}^^

that the Russians called their town Kusnezk, or Smith-
town. A large quantity of iron is even still made by the

old process in the Altai, and eastwards and southwards.

In the Ural, too, the remains of ancient workings of rather

superior construction, and smelting places, are found. At
the period of the Russian invasion, the then indigenous
inhabitants, Voguls, etc., considered that these workings
were made by an earlier and unknown people, and hence

'^
Wlangali.—Reise nach der Ostlichen Kirgisen Steppe, S. 89.—20th

vol. of Beitriige zur Kenntniss des Russischen Reiches. St. Petersburg,
1856.

13 b
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the Russians called them tshudskoi kop, or stranger's
mines.

Where Finland abounds in iron ores, magnetic pyrites, specu-
did the lar iron, and an abundance of bog iron ore, perhaps not

^I'i!
exceeded -anywhere. So far as I can judge, there does

nate? not, however, exist that striking association of the three

ores which could alone have suggested so singular a

myth; for such a one could only have grown up in a

district where not only the three ores may be found, but
where they would occur in such masses and crop out so

as to strike the eye. It is not probable, therefore, that

the myth originated in Finland, although it may have
assumed its present shape west of the Dwina. Such de-

corations as that, where a "
god saw the black sand which

the wolf turned up", have, no doubt, been suggested by
some local circumstances, such as, in this case, deposits of

magnetic or titanic iron sand. The two regions which

natm-ally suggest themselves as the probable cradles of

this myth are the Ural and the Altai mountains. The
former exhibits the association of ores in a most striking
manner. The magnetic iron ore is so greatly developed
that it often forms the greatest part of considerable hills,

such as the Blagodat, where the attention is at once ar-

rested to it by the striking contrast which the black

shining ore presents to the adjoining rock composed of

flesh-coloured felspar more or less intermingled with mag-
netic iron. In the immediate neighbourhood are spathic
iron and haematites in abundance, and here also have been
found ancient workings. We know comparatively little

of the Altai chain, but so far it does not appear that the

association of ores occurs in so marked a manner as in the

Ural.

The idea As I have shown in another part of this essay that the

•^^^^h'd
^^^^ disappear beyond the Ural, the idea of the iron

ingin hiding in the top of one could not be of Asiatic origin,
an oak and consequently, if we assume the myth to have travelled
must be -westward from Asia into Europe, it must be considered to

pean.
be of comparatively recent introduction. But there is

another myth that rccoimts how the forests were first

Myth of
planted, which appears to me to show that the primitive

planting
Finns occupied a country within the region of the oak

of fo- trees, but subsequently moved northwards to one just on
rests.

'^g lii-i^its. The following is the translation of this myth
as given in the second Kalewala :

—
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" 'Tis the slender stripling Sampsa,
Son of the pastures Pellervoinen,
Who for him the soft soil sowed,
Who for him the seeds could scat-

ter—
O'er the land the seeds he scat-

tered—
Sowed the swamps too as the dry

land—
Sowed the loamy soil of forests

As the hard parched stony patches.

"Pine trees on the hills he planted ;

Spruce he planted on the moun-
tains

;

To the heath he gave the heather—
To the vales the softer saplings

—
'Mid the cleft rocks placed the

wliite-birch—
In the friable earth the alders—
To the moist lands bird-loved

cherries*^—
To the soft soil gave he sallows-
Rowans red to haunted places

—
Water-willows to the marshes—
Junipers to soils half sterile —
And to rivers' banks the oak tree.

"
Higher have the trees already

Grown in pride, young slioots have
burst forth,

Spruce firs with their blossoming
flower-tops,

Wood pines o'er the plains arising;
'Mid the cleft rocks rise the birch

trees—
Through the friable earth the

alders—
From the moist-land bird-loved

cherries—
Junipers light-rooted rise up—
Junipers enriched with berries—
Cherries with their bird-loved

clusters.

"
Wainamoinen, old and truthful,

Lifts himself to look around him—
Looketh for the Sampsa's sowing,
How for him worked Pellervoinen

;

Sees the trees themselves uplifting,

Budding green with vigorous

beauty—
One—the oak tree—would not bur-

geon;
No—Jumala's tree would root not.

" He the wicked let in freedom,
Joy them in then: brief good for-

tune.

Full three nights apart he waited—
Full three days he waited likewise.

Then returned to look around him,
As the week had vanished wholly ;

Still the oak tree would not bur-

geon;
No, Jumala's tree would root not.

" Then he saw four maidens mow
ing,

Yea, four busy brides of ocean,
On the downy prairie bottom,
On the grass bedewed with mois

ture.
On the peaks so richly clouded,
On the wooded ends of islets—
Then they raked what they had

mowed,
Binding all with swathes together.

" From the sea rose giant Tursas,

Upward rose a mighty hero,
Who the grass heaps squeezed to-

gether
With such tightness, that igniting,

Blazing up with rapid burning.
Soon to ashes had they dwindled,
Soon were burnt away to ashes.

Now where stored the heaps of

ashes.
Where the dry dust stood in

There was placed a tender leaflet,

With the leaf a round ripe acorn.
Then out grew the lovely tree-

plant—
Then the lithe sprout burst infresh-

ness

Out of the ground made rich with
berries—

Out of the grass land newly raked.

No better example than this could be given of the in- An ex-

fluence ofnature upon the early popular poetry of a people,
ceiient

How truly the peculiar characteristics of the north
of^ftJ^Jj^^

Russia have been painted, even to the well-known feature action of

of the rivers whose islets are wooded on one end—a fea- nature

Prunus padus, or bird cherry.
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upon ture also common to the Siberian rivers, wMch, in other
popular respects, resemble the Volga and its tributaries. In the
poetry.

regiQn thus pictured, the oak will only grow upon the
river banks, and even then only where cultivated with

great care. But still this new country has more of the cha-

racteristics of the region of the Kama, Wjatka, and other
tributaries of the Volga, than of modern Finland

;
and I

suspect that it was picked up by Lonnrot about the Dwina.
Conclu- On the whole, the results of an analysis of the Finnish
sion as to myths more immediately connected with natural pheno-

seat^of ^^^^5 appear to lead to the conclusion that the original
Finnish scat of the race, or at least that in which its primitive
race from traditions were moulded into a complicated mythology ,

w^as

myths
^l^o^t the Ural mountains, and between the Volga and

relating
the Ural rivers. From this position they must have been

to natu- driven northwards by the first wave of population, which

nom^ena"
^^^^ ^^^m the central table lands of Asia about the be-

in Kale- ginning of the Christian era. Every successive wave
wala. forced back upon the Ural and the Volga the barbarous

though alHed tribes of Voguls, etc., whose original seat

appears to have been about the sources of the Obi. The
Yotens of the Scandinavian Sagas have always been in-

vested with the character of giants, and traditions still

exist in Finland of such a preexistent race, under the
name of Wuorenwdki'^^ and Uiisi, the latter being the
name by which they are called in the Kalewala. This

gigantic race having no doubt partaken of the general
motion of the populations west and south of them, dur-

ing the first century of the Christian era, appears to

have almost wholly retired towards the south-west, leaving
Finland to be occupied by the Finnish race, gradually
forced westward and northward by the pressure from Asia.

This view harmonizes with the existence of a more or

less civihzed race about the Ural which history points to—
the Biarmaland of the Scandinavians—but it is needless to

say that it does not support the Finn Hypothesis. Every-
thing appears to show that the Finnish race never ex-

tended further west into Europe than they do at present,
and that even that extension is comparatively recent

The reader will .perceive that although my examples

*^
Beitrage zur Kenntniss Finulands in Ethnographischer Beziehung,

von Andreas Warelius.
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have not been numerous, and in no case fully developed, gumma-

this essay is already of considerable length. To make ry of con-

it longer would be useless, and I will therefore conclude elusions,

by summarizing in a few words what I believe I have

shown: the reader can judge whether I have been suc-

cessful. 1. In the first place, I think 1 have shown that

the coordination of the phonetic characteristics of lan-

guages would give us most valuable constants, and would
lead to the discovery of many unsuspected affinities.

Again, that if the relation between the anlauts of roots

and the ideas intended to be expressed be fully estab-

lished, change of climate, vegetation, etc., would change
the relative proportion of the diffisrent letters, in conse-

quence of a corresponding change in the roots used.

Further, that the age of the vowels, the proportion of

mutes and other constants, would consequently indicate

whether a language had suffered much displacement, etc.

And lastly, that it is probable that phonetic changes are

produced by the direct action, during long periods of

time, of physical agencies, such as a varying density of

the atmosphere, the effect of echo, and the character of

the natural sounds in a district, such as that of air through
pine forests, fall of water, etc., all of which affect the mo-
dulation of the voice, and consequently, the length of the

vowels. 2. I believe the examples which I have given
in the second section are sufficient to show that, as the

character of a country influences the ideas of pleasure,

happiness, beauty, grandeur, the food and pursuits of

men, the words constituting the vocabulary of any one
district must faithfully exhibit the character of the

country, and of its vegetation and the habits and pursuits
of the inhabitants. Again, a word may express an object
of so specific a character and such limited geographical dis-

tribution, that by comparing all the languages in which it

occurs, we may find where it originated, and that such
words may be used like fossils in geology

—^to determine
the origin of a

language, and, therefore, of a race, and
the direction in which it migrated. 3. That myths have
had, in almost all instances, an objective origin, and that

by discovering that, we may, in many instances, discover

where it first arose. And, again, as the language of a

country is the vehicle of its literature, and as that lan-

guage bears the impress of its cradle, and also as my-
thology constitutes the staple of all early poetry, the early

popular literature of a country must reflect the character
of the land of its birth.
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It is probable that, upon close analysis, some of my
analytical results may be found erroneous, and there can

be no doubt that the whole essay is fragmentary and in-

complete, and that many will feel disappointed that I have
not carried out my analysis to a conclusion in every case,

and thus tested the great Indo-European and Finnic Hy-
Object potheses. To all such I say, I care not for the hypotheses ;

Indo^-^E -
^'^^ <^^ty ^^ propose a method of investigating ethno-

ropean logical problems ;
and accordingly, I sketched in my first

Hypo- article the present aspect of the two great hypotheses above

but^th iiaii^ed, in order that they may serve as lay figures upon
appiica-

which to apply my examples. To make the exposition
tion of more complete, I analysed the phonetic structure of lan-

ofTn^^e'^'^ guage and the method of analysing words. Everything

ligation, brought forward in that article has, accordingly, found a

use in the present one.

Why the The majority of the examples are taken from the

majority Northern Family of languages, not because they were bet-

examples
*^^ suited for my purposes, but simply because they were

are available to me. But even here I laboured under many
taken

disadvantages, as I had no opportunity of consulting the

Northern ^^rks of Pallas, one of the very few naturalists who col-

family lected the names as well as the plants and animals them-

selves. This was also the case with Schrenk's travels, and

many others which it is unnecessary to mention. It is on
this account as well as the very great diversity of the ma-

The an- terials, which, although scanty, cost much labour to collect,

*!'°'" that I wish to direct attention more to the ideas which I

attention li^vc desired to put forward, than the materials which I

more to collected to illustrate them. I only wish, in conclusion,
the ideas ^^^ some one better qualified and more advantageously
ward circumstanced would undertake the complete analysis of
than to the Magyar in the way pointed out, as I have no doubt
the ex- ^^^ ^j-^g problem of the origin of that race can be deter-

mined by this method and by no other.
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MATHEMATICAL. PHYSICAL, AND NATURAL
SCIENCES.

Art. VI.—Note on the Laws which regulate the Distribution of
Isothermal Lines. By Henry Hennessy, F.R.S.

IN
my essay on tlie Distribution of Heat over Islands/ I

referred to another mode of treating the general problem
of isothermal lines, by which similar conclusions are derived.

As these conclusions are not only obtained by a method some-

what different from that already published, but as they are

accompanied with a few additional remarks relative to their

connection with the climatology of the globe, I may be per-
mitted to present the following investigation as a development
of a portion of the former inquiry.

2.

The general problem, whose solution is here attempted, is to

find the influence exercised by the physical structure and

hydrographical relations of an island on the temperature at its

surface. Let us consider an island having a certain definite

figure, and surrounded by an ocean so warm that we may at

first neglect the influence on its climate of the difference of lati-

tude of the several parts of its surface. Let it be supposed per-

fectly free from hills or mountains, land breezes will tend to

blow from the interior, and sea breezes from every point on the

coast. The disturbing action of other winds would sometimes

greatly modify the directions and intensities of the land and sea

breezes; but, abstracting for a moment the effect of such general
winds, it is evident that the temperature at any point of the

island due to the action of the warm air flowing in from the

ocean, and of the cold air flowing from the interior, will be some
function of its distance from the coast, and, consequently, the

forms of the isothermal lines should have some relation to the coast

line. Ifno other winds blew over the surface ofthe island but land
and sea breezes, and these with uniform intensity and frequency
at every point, the isothermal lines should be similar to the coast

line. Let us now superimpose on the island a series of eleva-

^

Atlantis, vol. i. p. 399.
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tions sufficiently considerable to offer impediments to the cur-

rents of wind: the forms of the isothermal lines will undergo
important changes. If these eminences are scattered around the

coast, their influence shall be greater than if they were all con-

centrated towards the interior of the island
; for, in the former

instance, they will present a kind of barrier; more or less broken,
between the air resting on the central plains and the air outside

covering the ocean. The sea breezes will no longer exercise

the same effect on the portions of the interior situated behind
the mountains, while their influence will remain unchanged, or

be even increased, on the portions still unscreened from the

ocean. A corresponding change must, therefore, take place in

the forms of the isothermal lines. They should approach the

coast at the parts screened by the mountains, while they should

remain stationary, or sometimes recede towards the interior, at

the intervals between the mountains. If the interior of the

island does not consist entirely of dry plains, but is covered with

lakes and considerable areas of undrained marshy land, such

evaporating surfaces will cool the surrounding air. If the eva-

porating surfaces be concentrated chiefly about the centre of the

island, their influence will not be much felt at the coast, and

thus, although they may produce some local changes in the

forms of the isothermal lines in their neighbourhood, their most

important effect will be to render still more decisive the diffe-

rences of temperature on a line drawn from the coldest region at

the centre to the coast; in other words, to contract or enlarge
the dimensions of some of the isothermals.

3.

If the influence of the differences of latitude of the surface of

the island be now considered, it can be demonstrated that its

tendency will be to transport the centres of the isothermals

towards the pole, in whatever hemisphere the island may be

situated, and that the isothermals at the centre shall be more
affected from this cause than those at the coast. Let us suppose,
for precision, the island in the northern hemisphere.

Let us at first abstract the effect of all other sources of terres-

trial temperature but solar radiation, and consider the propor-
tions of heat that may be received by two elements of the surface

of the island included between two adjacent isothermal lines. It

will suffice to determine the quantities for the spaces included

between each of their northern and each of their soutliern extre-

mities respectively. From the great distance of the sun, its

rays may be supposed nearly parallel, and from the limited area

we are considering, the Earth's figure may be supposed perfectly
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spherical. By the laws of radiant heat, the amount of heat re-

ceived by an element s of the surface of the Earth, will be

represented by*
SG cos

(f)

G being a coeflScient, independent of the state of the Earth's sur-

face, and expressing the amount of heat that passes from the sun

to a unit of surface placed perpendicularly to the direction of the

sun's rays at a certain unit of distance, 0, the inclination of the

sun's rays to a perpendicular to the plane of the element s of the

Earth's surface, and R, the radius of the Earth's orbit. But

s=a^ cos \dXd fif

where a is the Earth's radius, X the latitude of the point where
the element s is situated, and /z

its longitude. But in the spheri-

cal angle whose sides 7,
—

^, ^— X, include the angle ;//,
which

ibtends ^, we have

CDS = sin X sin S-fcos X cos S cos
i//,

rhere S is the sun's declination, and -^ an angle depending on
le hour of the day, being included between the meridian of

le element and that of the sun. The problem now before us,

)eing connected with the proportional quantities of sunshine

-received by different elements and not with the absolute

amounts, we may in a first approximation consider these quan-
tities as proportional to the amount received at noon; conse-

quently for a limited area of the sphere the quantity of heat re-

ceived in the time dths> proportional to

-pT 1 U cos (X
—

3) cos X C? X C?
jU

c? ^.

But if II represents the mean longitude of the sun, and P the

parameter of the Earth's orbit, we should have

But also

sin S=sin i sin w,

i being the inclination of the equator to the ecliptic : therefore

the above expression becomes

—
p J

1 U cos^XV 1— sin^ i sin^ udud\dfi

2 Poisson Theorie Mathematiiiue de la Chaleur, No. 210.
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—
1 11 sin ^ sin w sin X cos X cZ w c? X (?

/x
>

The limits between which the integrations for
ji
and X are to

be effected, will depend on the figure of the surface under con-

sideration. For simplicity, let it be an extremely small portion
of the surface of the island included between two meridians, so

close to each as to include a nearly rectangular space between
their segments and those of the two isothermal lines. If m be
the breadth of the rectangle, we may take

fx
from o to m, and X

from X2 to Xi, \ being the latitude of the northern extremity of

whichever of the isothermals is nearest the coast, and \ the lati-

tude of the northern extremity of the other isothermal. The area

under consideration will be w(Xi— Xg). The sun's longitude u
must be taken from to 27r in estimating the amount of solar

heat received during a year.

4.

The heat received by the element m (Xj
—

Xg) from the influ-

ences of causes, independent of direct solar radiation, will, as

already stated, be a function of the distance of this element

from the coast; it will therefore be a function of the difference of

its latitude and that of the nearest point on the coast. If we
make Xi-j-X2= 2A, and represent the latitude of the northern

part of the coast nearest the element of surface by Z, we shall

have for H the proportion of heat received by the element

during a year, the expression

H=/(Z-A)

2 p ^
r27r

^
- } [i (sin 2X1

— sin 2X2) -|- Xj
—

X2] JV1— sin H sin ^u du

— i (cos 2X2— cos 2X1) sin ijsin u du
o

The second of these integrals vanishes between the limits,

and the first may be determined by the properties of elliptic

functions for

I

27r
^iTT

Vl— sin H sin ^u GfM=4j Vl— sin H sin ^u du

=4E(0.
E {i) representing a complete elliptic function of the second
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order, wKose modulus is ^.^ The value of i being 23° 28,

E (i)= 1.50658: consequently we may ultimately write

H=z/(Z-A)

-3.01316^
m

jsin
(X.-A^) cos(Xi+X2)+Xi-XJ

But as sin (Xi— X2)= Xi— Xg, very approximately, this may be

written,

H=/(Z-A)+ C(l+cos2A)

where

C= 3.01316a ^G'^^^^P^.

Similarly H, the proportion of heat received by the very small

and nearly equal area included between the southern extremi-

ties of the isothermals, may be written

H,=/(Z-A0+C,(H-cos2A0
where

Ai
—

Ag

and Zi
= the latitude of the nearest point of the southern coast

of the island. f{l—A) and/(Ai— Zi) are both positive, and
both are supposed, in virtue of what has been already stated, to

possess the property of varying inversely with I—A and A^— l^

respectively; in other words, / {I
—

A) increases when I—A
diminishes, and/(Ai

—
Zj) increases when A^

—
l^ diminishes. If

we divide H and Hi by the nearly equal areas m (Xj— X^) and
m (Xg— X4) respectively, the results will represent the amount
of heat received by the units of surface at the northern and
southern extremities of the isothermals. These quantities should

be equal; hence we shall have, very approximately,

cos 2 A+/(Z-A)= cos2Ai+/(Ai-Zi);

But as cos 2A-^cos 2Ai, it follows that f (l—A)'^f(A,
—

l,),

and, consequently, l—A^^n^Ai—l^. If the influence of solar

radiation were not considered, these quantities would be equal:

consequently its tendency is to transport the closed isothermal

line from south to north, by making the distance of its northern

' Poisson gives 0.17798, as its logarithm from Legendre, Theorie de la Clia-

leur, p. 490.
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extremity from the northern coast less than the distance of its

southern extremity from the southern coast. The same result

will affect the next adjacent isothermal, and so on in succession,
so that ultimately all the isothermal lines will be transported
towards the north.

As
C(l+cos2A)= 2Ccos^A,

The heat received at any point of the Earth's surface from

solar radiation alone, abstracting the influence of atmospheric

absorption in different latitudes, varies in conformity with

Mayer's Law as the square of the cosine of the latitude.

The more the influence of latitude predominates over all other

causes, the more will the positions of the isothermals be changed
in the manner above indicated : it follows, therefore, that while

towards the equatorial coast of an island these lines terminate

on the coast, they may still continue as closed curves in the

interior of the island. If the influence of differences of latitude

was greatly predominant over all other climatic influences, all

the isothermals may terminate on the coast.

The quantity of heat received by a given small area during
the summer and winter half-years, between the spring and au-

tumnal equinoxes, may be readily found by integrating with

respect to w, within the limits 27r and tt, and afterwards within

the limits tt and 0. Thus we shall have the general expression

^ {[cos (A,+X,) sin (X,-X,)+X -AJ E (0

. . . 1 (4)
db 2 sin i sin (Xj+Xj) sin (Xj— Xg) V

the term affected by 2 sin i is to be taken with the positive

sign for that half of the year during which the sun is at the

same side of the equator as the area in question, and the nega-
tive sign for the other half of the year. If Xj— X2 be so small

that its square may be neglected, then for the small area s=m
(Xj— X2) we shall have the amount of solar heat Hj received

during either half year expressed by the equation

Hi=K (E (0 cos^Ai sin i sin 2A), making K= ^^^ (5)

sin 2A is always positive, as A cannot exceed 90°, it follows,

therefore, that the influence of latitude on the points of the iso-

thermals will be greater during the summer half of the year than
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during the winter half; and therefore, all other things remaining
the same, the isochimenal lines, or lines of equal winter tem-

perature,
would be less displaced from their concentric position

in an island than the isotheral lines, or lines of equal summer

temperature.
From the preceding expression we can determine the latitude

of the parallel which receives the greatest amount of solar heat

during the summer half of the year. For on differentiating we
have

-r- =K(sin i cos 2A—E0 sin 2 A),

This equated to zero gives

. .
sin i /_.

tang.2A=g^ (6)

Also,

^^=
- 2K

|sin
^ sin 2 A+E (i) cos 2 A

|

If in (6) we substitue the values of E
(t) and sin i respec-

tively, we shall find A— 7° 24' nearly, cos 2A and sin 2A will

both be positive, and therefore
-y-^ negative ;

the above value of

tang. 2A, gives therefore a maximum value to H, and conse-

quently the parallel w^hich receives the greatest amount of solar

heat during the half year that the sun is at the same side of the

equator, is the parallel which has the latitude 7° 24^

6.

The results of these investigations become applicable to the

two great continents of the eastern and western hemispheres;
for as these are both completely surrounded by water, they may
be considered as two immense islands. The distance from the

ocean of the greater part of their surfaces, diminishes so much
the action on their general climate of the waters by which they
are surrounded, that the influence of difference of latitude be-

comes, as a general rule, predominant over all other causes, and
the centres of most of their isothermal lines are transported so

far towards the pole, that many of these lines circumscribe the
Earth's axis, or lie in surfaces which cut that axis more or less

obliquely.
In the interior of a continent, an elevated table-land of limited

dimensions is circumstanced nearly in the same way as an island,
for its edges are surrounded with air having a mean tempera-
ture nearly uniform, and different from that lying on its sur-
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face. We may therefore expect to find, even in the interior of

continents, closed isothermal lines, as well as in the interior of

oceanic islands.

The disturbing action of general winds will modify the forms
of the isothermal lines, according to the frequency and the tem-

perature of these winds. The warm winds will cause the

isothermals to recede from the coast towards the interior in a

direction opposed to that from which they emanate
;

the cold

winds will, on the contrary, cause the isothermals to advance
towards the direction from which they blow. We may, there-

fore, conceive the tendency of such general winds, when warm,
to be to remove the centres of the isothermals from the points
whence they blow

;
when cold, their tendency will be to ap-

proach these centres towards the same points. If we compound
these tendencies with the effect of differences of latitude, we
would have the resultant direction towards which the isother-

mal lines should be displaced from their concentric position by
the action of all these disturbing causes.

Art. VII.—On Terrestrial Climate as influenced hy the Distri-

bution of Land and Wafer during differeJit geological epochs.

By Henry Hennessy, F.R.S.

EVERY point on the Earth's surface is continually gaining and

losing heat, and its actual temperature at any given moment

depends on the difference between its gains and its losses. If the

outer coating of the Earth were exclusively composed of solid

materials, terrestrial climate would depend principally on the

heat gained from sunshine and the heat radiated into space.
But as the Earth is completely enveloped by an atmosphere, and

partly surrounded by a liquid, its thermal conditions must be

greatly influenced by the physical properties of these fluid cover-

ings. While the heating or cooling of a solid follows the clearly

defined, and comparatively well understood, laws of conduction

and radiation, the heating or cooling of gases and liquids is

further greatly modified by the mobility of their particles. The

changes of state which frequently take place in fluids, whether

by evaporation or condensation, freezing or liquefaction, intro-

duce agencies which still further complicate the study of their

thermal relations.
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When we study the thermal conditions of a liquid distributed

over the terrestrial spheroid, it becomes manifest, that these con-

ditions are influenced by the area, configuration, and physical
structure of such portions of the solid Earth as rise above the

ocean and come in contact with the atmosphere, so as to con-

stitute the surface of the dry land. Upon this matter I propose
to develop certain views which are closely connected with those

I have already published relative to the distribution of heat

over such solid surfaces.'

2.

When a surface, covered with ordinary soil, receives the rays
of the sun, the heat thus acquired passes downwards, but on

arriving at a very small depth its intensity rapidly diminishes.

The solar heat which is thus received by the ground may, there-

fore, be considered as confined almost entirely to a thin superfi-
cial stratum. The air in contact with the soil becomes heated,

expands, and tends to ascend: a circulation thus follows be-

tween the upper and lower strata of the atmosphere situated

above the heated ground. During the night a different process
takes place ;

for then the radiation of the soil causes its tempera-
ture to fall below that of the superincumbent air

;
the coldest

stratum of the lower portions of the atmosphere being in contact

with the ground, the equilibrium of those above is not so much
disturbed. Yet, even in this case, causes exist which tend to

produce a series of actions and reactions between the upper
and lower strata of air, by which a process of convection will

be ultimately developed. These actions will be rendered espe-

cially remarkable if the soil is not bare, but covered with vege-
tation in the manner of the greater part of the dry land. This

question has been fully treated by Melloni,^ in his memoir on
the nocturnal cooling of bodies. His general proposition, that
" a body exposed during the night to the influence of a sky of

equal clearness and calmness, is always cooled to the same extent,
whatever may be the temperature of the air", is fruitful in im-

portant results. Thus is explained the great diflerences between
the temperature of the day and night on land in the torrid zone.

The intense cold observed during the night by Denham in tra-

versing the great Desert of Sahara, the process of artificial freez-

ing at Bengal, and the rain-like dews observed by Humboldt in

' On the Distribution of Heat over Islands, etc., Atlantis, No, ii., p. 396. See
also the preceding Article, on the laws that regulate the distribution of iso-

thermal lines
^
Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, vol. v., pp. 453 and 530

;
and Annales de Chimie,

et de I'Jiysique, for i'ebruary and April, 18-iy.

II. 14
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the forests of South America, are all necessary consequences of

the energy of the actions and reactions by which the outer coat-

ing of the Earth loses the warmth it has acquired from sunshine

during the day. Conversely, the almost constant temperature
of the sea in tropical regions, by day and night, and the nearly
total absence of dew on the rigging of vessels far removed from

the land, clearly show the peculiar retentiveness of heat pos-
sessed by the water, and that, unlike the land, it does not readily

part with whatever warmth it may have acquired from sunshine

during the day. The cold southerly breezes sometimes observed

in Egypt during the winter months,^ when the air has passed
over immense surfaces of sandy desert, present a striking con-

trast to the south-westerly winds which at the same season tra-

verse the ocean and visit our shores. While the feeble con-

ducting power of the solid portions of the Earth's coating, allows

but a small portion of the sun's heat to pass beneath the surface,

so that whatever warmth is thus received on that surface during
the day is readily radiated into space during the night, a liquid

mass, similarly exposed to sunshine and subsequent nocturnal

radiation, possesses peculiar properties which greatly influence

the differences between its thermal losses and gains. The most

important of these properties are, (1) the great capacity of

water for heat, by which it gradually accumulates and slowly

parts with whatever warmth it has received
;
and (2) the inter-

mobility of its particles, by which exchanges of temperature in

different parts of the liquid mass are essentially promoted.
Let us consider the effect of the sun's rays on a globe covered

with water, and we shall soon perceive that a more energetic

process than that of conduction accompanies the exchanges of

temperature between the different portions of the fluid. The
water which receives the vertical rays of the sun will be more
heated than the waters which receive its rays at more oblique
inclinations. Not only the amount of warmth received over

a given area, but also the depth to which the rays of heat

penetrate below the surface, depends upon the angles made by
these rays with the vertical. Inequalities of surface tempera-
ture, depending on the latitude, the hour angle, and the sun's

longitude, should thus result. The more heated waters would

expand, and tend to spread over the cooler waters in other

regions. Currents should arise from the mutual actions and re-

actions of the unequally heated portions of the fluid. The colder

currents would usually tend to flow beneath the warmer, unless

at temperatures approaching that of the maximum density of

' Kaemtz Meteorologie, French edit. p. 45.
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water, and thus a process of circulation would be established by
which the temperature acquired by the superficial strata of the

water should be ultimately propagated to a certain depth below

the surface. Evaporation would also take place, and by the

condensation of vapour a certain portion of the heat received

by the water would be imparted, in the formation of clouds, to

the superincumbent atmosphere.

If, as in the existing oceans, this water be salt, the inequali-
ties of temperature producing inequalities of evaporation, will

also produce diversities in the density of the water in different

regions, and thus additional energy will be imparted to the pro-
cess of circulation. The Salter and heavier surface water will

tend to sink into the colder liquid which lies beneath, and which

shall naturally tend to take its place, by ascendmg upwards.*
The process of evaporation would cool the surface of the water

;

but, unlike that of radiation, it is not altogether a losing pro-
cess as far as the entire surface of the Earth is considered;
for it is sooner or later followed by condensation, whereby the

greater part of the absorbed heat is again returned. When a

piece of land or water parts with its heat by radiation into space,
that warmth can never be restored to any part of the Earth's

surface ;
but whatever heat the water loses by evaporation, be-

comes latent in the vapour so produced, and is ultimately trans-

ferred by condensation to some other part of the globe ;
and hence

evaporation does not constitute an agent in causing a dimi-

nution of general terrestrial temperature. Let us now suppose
a sheet of water at the equator nearly surrounded by fixed

boundaries, so as to form a species of immense lagoon. Its

temperature, from the causes here referred to, will rapidly aug-
ment. The heat which it has acquired during the day shall

have penetrated so deeply as to be incapable of being radiated

backwards into space during the night, with the same facility

as on the surface of a sandy plain or fiom the summits of a

mass of vegetation. Its temperature should thus continue to

accumulate up to a certain limit imposed by the conditions of

evaporation, and it might ultimately attain a mean temperature

superior to any which is now met at the surface of intertropical
seas.

3.

These views are strikingly illustrated by the phenomena
accompanying the origin of the Gulf Stream. The mass of

water which rushes into the Gulf of Mexico, along the southern

* See Maurv, Physical Geography of the Sea, p. 160.

14 b
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shores of the Caribbean Sea, has already acquired a certain ele-

vated temperature from the action of sunshine in the southern tor-

rid zone in its passage from Cape St. Roque. In moving around
the Caribbean Sea and the Mexican Gulf, these waters still

continue under the influence of a tropical sun, and are constantly

increasing in temperature. The islands and coasts which they
happen to bathe, have no part in directly promoting this augmen-
tation. On looking over the isothermal chart of the Caribbean
Sea and Gulf of Mexico, prepared by M. Charles Deville,^ it

becomes manifest that in general the temperature decreases in

going towards the land. In some places the mean annual tem-

perature of the water close to the land is 24°.5 centigrade;
further out at sea it is 25°, and still further from the land it is

25°.5. In other places it gradually augments from 2*6°, in going
from the land, up to 27°.4.® These results are unconnected with
the influence of latitude, and they are still less explicable by the

influence of centrifugal force, in driving the cooler and heavier

waters towards the edges of the great current, in its semi-

rotatory movement around the gulf For inthis case the law
of decrease of temperature in going from the land, should not

hold on approaching the coasts of large islands situated to-

wards the centre of the moving mass of waters. But, in

such instances, it is also manifested; for on the north and
south coasts of the Island of Cuba we find the isothermal lines

of 2^°.2 and 26°.5, while the isothermals of 26°.7 and 26°.8

are situated outside them respectively.' In M. Deville's chart

these are closed isothermals, similar to those which I have indi-

cated on the surface of the British Islands; but as the lowest

isothermals in my map are the most remote from the sea, those

in his chart which exhibit the highest temperature are farthest

from the land. It is thus apparent that the intertropical sea

may become a storehouse of heat, by retaining much of what it

receives from the sun, which, but for the physical properties of

water, it would, like the intertropical land, lose by radiation

into space. It is important to bear this conclusion in mind in

any inquiries respecting the influence of the distribution of land

and water on general climate, especially as the influence of the

land seems to have been hitherto principally considered as a

calorific agent.
The heating action of intertropical land has been so often dis-

^ Annuaire de la Societe Meteorologique de la France, torn i., p. 160.
^ lleduced to degrees of Fahrenheit's scale, these numbers, arranged in the

same order as in the text, are 76°.l, 77°.0, 77°.9, 78.8, 81 .3.
^
Equivalent respectivelv to 79°.16, 79°.7, 80^.00, and 80^.24 of Fahrenheit's

scale.
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cussed by writers on climate, that it is unnecessary to do more
than to point out its principal ap^ency in the production of aerial

currents, by which exchanges of temperature may be promoted
between different parts of the Earth's surface.

In contrasting the mean temperature of the sea with that of

the land in tropical climates, the want of nocturnal observations,

as referred to by M. Melloni, is peculiarly felt. While the tem-

perature of the one is nearly constant, that of the other is liable

to considerable fluctuations
; and, as our records are principally

derived from diurnal observations, the results are probably too

favourable to an excess of land temperature. This conclusion

is contirmed by the results exhibited in M. Deville's map, and

in some measure by the fact of the higher mean temperature of

the entire oceanic covering of our planet, compared to its

atmospheric coating.
In comparing the calorific influence of the land on distant

regions with the agency of the sea, it should therefore be

remembered, that while the latter stores up heat, and acts

by night as well as by day, the action of the land is eiiective

only as long as the sun's rays are impinging upon it.

4.

Let us endeavour to apply these conclusions to the question
of the influence of the distribution of land and water upon
general terrestrial temperature. As the amount of solar heat

received by any point on the Earth's surface is a function of the

latitude, it follows that the distribution of land and water at dif-

ferent latitudes must be studied in order to obtain its influence

on temperature. This distribution may be supposed to take

place in an endless variety of ways, of which the Ibllowing three

cases are the most important:
—

1. Preponderance of land towards the poles, and of water

towards the equator, 2. Preponderance of land towards the

equator, and of water towards the poles. 3 Equable distribu-

tion of land and water in polar and equatorial regions.
At the present day three-fourths of the Earth's surface are

covered with water, so that all the dry land has been truly cha-

racterized as an assemblage of large and small islands placed in

a great ocean. If we suppose, with Sir Charles Lyell,^ that in

the question now under consideration, the proportion of sea to

land is the same as at present, each of the above three cases is

susceptible of two principal divisions, according as the islands

composing the land happen to be few and large, or numerous

^
Principles of Geologj, chap. vii. 9 cd. p. 101.
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and small. If all the dry land on the globe were collected into

a single vast continent, the climatological conditions of the

Earth, all other things remaining the same, would be very diffe-

rent from what would take place if the land were broken up
and spread out in numberless islands. Whatever may be the

supposed distribution of land and water, it is manifest that its

chief influence on the general temperature at the surface of

our planet, should result from the action of aerial and oceanic

currents.

In the first case above referred to, the belt of equatorial ocean
would probably acquire a high temperature, and although the

circumpolar islands would possess very rigorous climates in their

interior, portions of their coasts might be washed by heat-bear-

ing currents, just as the north-western coast of Europe is washed

by the Gulf Stream at the present day. The superiority of mean

temperature of the ocean might, in this case, be so great that the

distribution of heat over the islands should present remarkable

instances of the laws found to hold good in the British Isles,

and almost all of the isothermals on the land would be closed

curves.^

In the second case, the ocean would acquire much less heat

from the sun, and it would exercise a cooling influence on the

belt of intertropical land. But as whatever evidence we possess
seems to indicate that intertropical seas owe their elevated tem-

perature not so much to the influence of thermal exchanges with
the air winch has passed over the adjacent land, as to the direct

influence of sunshine, we may conclude that upon the whole the

heat-bearing currents would, in this case, be less influential than

in that which has been just considered. The heated air flowing
from the equatorial land should, by the agency of winds, in some
measure mitigate the temperature of the polar regions, but we
have no reason for believing that this influence would be su-

perior to that of the heat-bearing water currents in our former

instance.

If now w*e suppose the land to be equally distributed in

islands between the equatorial and polar regions, we shall have

conditions more or less favourable to the existence of oceanic

as well as of aerial heat-bearing currents, and it seems not im-

possible that, under such circumstances, the entire surface of the

globe may enjoy the highest possible amount of general warmth

by being best circumstanced for the accumulation, retention,

and distribution of the heat it receives from the sun. In this

case, as well as in the first which has been considered, warm

» See Atlantis, No. ii. p. 399.
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currents from the equatorial seas might freely bathe the coasts

of islands in higher latitudes, thus producing similar character-

istic cases of insular climate. The mean temperature of such

seas being higher than that of the air over the land, the iso

thermal lines of the islands should be partly or entirely closed

curves, having shapes dependent upon the outlines of the islands.

The greater the difference of atmospheric and water tempera-
ture, the more strictly should the isothermals conform to this

law. Thus it is manifest that a nearly circular island, with a

surface equal to that of Labrador, and lying in the same lati-

tude, would present a much greater diversity of climate between
its interior and its coasts, if the latter were bathed by sea water

having a temperature of 80° Fahrenheit, than if that tempera-
ture amounted only to 40°. As the manner in which the warm
air over the water would exchange its heat with the air over

the land should take place undoubtedly by circulation, it would
not be easy to assign a distinct law for the difference of tem-

perature between the interior and the coast of the island ;
but

it seems evident that this difference should, up to a certain limit,

increase with the temperature of the heat-bearing oceanic cur-

rents. A group of islands situated in high latitudes, and sur-

rounded by currents possessing a high temperature, while re-

ceiving but a small amount of heat from sunshine, should present
a series of closed isothermals, and while their interiors would be

cold, their coasts might enjoy an extremely genial climate.

5.

If such conditions existed at former geological epochs, we may
fairly expect to find some evidence of their existence by com-

paring the characters of the organized beings by which the

interior and the coasts of such islands were inhabited. Such geo-

logists as have hitherto studied the diversities in structure of the

fossil remains which have come under their notice, appear to

have attended principally to the climatic influence of the eleva-

tion of the interior parts of such islands. Professor Ramsay,^" in

his memoir on the denudation of Wales, after pointing out the

great elevation above the sea, which portions of that region had

formerly possessed, calls attention to the resulting varieties of
climate that must have prevailed. "If", he says,

" the climate

of our latitudes, when the coasts were washed by the new, red,
and liassic seas, were tropical, as is generally supposed, still on
the heights indicated on the vertical sections, we have ample
space for tropical and temperate zones, each probably abound-

•» Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, vol. i. p. 324
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ing in its own appropriate forms of life. And here, in connec-

tion with this subject, it may he remarked, that in Mr. Brodie's

recent work,
* A History of the Fossil Insects of the Second-

ary Rocks of England', it has been stated that, with certain

exceptions, the minute size of the great mass of the insect re-

mains seems to indicate a very cold, or at all events, a temperate
climate".

This appeared to Professor Ramsay not to be in harmony with
the other fossil evidence, which proves that most of the creatures

whose remains are preserved in the strata of the secondary series

inhabited a tropical climate. If the interior temperature of the

land, whose inhabitants apparently existed under such different

conditions of climate, depended not only on the coordinate of

height above the sea, but also on that of distance from the coast,

in the manner here described, a more complete explanation
would be afforded of these remarkable phenomena. The disco-

very by Mr. Strickland, in the alluvial sand of Worcestershire,
of the bones of a hippopotamus, accompanied, not only by the

bones of other mammalia, but by twenty-three species of fresh

water and land shells, of which nineteen are existing British

species, seems to show that, even at a period so recent as that

of the deposit from which these remains were taken, remarkable

differences of climate may have existed over a comparatively
small area of land.*^ The strong presumptions flirnished by the

fossil flora, and other evidences connected with the history of

earlier geological formations in favour of the existence of nume-
rous islands scattered over an ocean enjoying a tropical tempera-
ture, should lead us to expect more of such results as are here

noticed, instead of feeling surprise at the discrepancies which

they seem to exhibit.

6.

I shall now attempt to illustrate some of the preceding gene-
ral views from the actual condition of the Earth's surface. The

higher mean temperature of the northern, compared to the south-

ern hemisphere, is clearly proved and universally acknowledged.
This superior warmth is usually ascribed to the greater amount
of land in the former compared with the latter. It has been

apparently assumed that the surface of the dry land exercises

upon the whole a far more energetic influence, in tending to

elevate the mean temperature of the earth, than the surface of

the water, and this action is generally ascribed to the superior

'^
Geological Society's Proceedings, June, 1834, p. 94

;
and Lyell, p. 7G, 9th

edition.
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heat-absorbing power of land compared to water. Upon this

assumption is mainly founded the beautiful and elaborate theory
of geological climates, which Sir Charles Lyell first published
in his Principles of Geology. Although Fourier had previously
indicated the possible influences exercised upon terrestrial tem-

perature by the physical conditions of the Earth's outer coating,

ne had not given his views such a definite shape as to enable

him to deduce any conclusions from them for the solution of

the great problems of terrestrial physics which have so much

occupied the attention of philosophical geologists.

If the conclusions of the theory now referred to be correct,

it follows that predominance of land over water between the

tropics, where an absorbing surface would be most advantage-

ously circumstanced for acquiring heat, should result in pro-

ducing the highest possible degree of general terrestrial tempe-
rature. On the contrary, the Earth's general climate would be

reduced to a maximum of coldness by a predominance of land

towards the polar regions, and of water towards the equator.
The views developed in this essay would appear to require some
modification in these conclusions, and the first especially is not

in perfect harmony with the results to which we have been led

by such reasonings as I have here presented. Not only are there

physical grounds for adopting a somewhat different conclusion,

namely, that the most favourable condition for a generally high
terrestrial temperature would be in a comparatively equable
distribution of land and water over equatorial and extratropical

regions, instead of a concentration of land in the former; but

the study of the present relations of sea and land seems to

strongly verify the views on which this conclusion id based.

Ifwe look over a terrestrial globe, or a good stereographic pro-

jection of its surface,
^^ we soon perceive that in the regions tra-

versed by the ecliptic, and where, consequently, the sun's rays
diffuse the greatest amount of heat over absorbing substances,
land and water are distributed very evenly at both sides of the

equator. Each hemisphere absorbs the greatest quantity of solar

heat during the six months when the sun is vertical over some

part of its surface, and I have found that the parallel of 7° 24' re-

ceives the maximum amount of sunshine during the summer
half year. In the northern hemisphere this parallel runs from
the coast of Guinea through central Africa

; crossing the Indian

Ocean, south of Cape Comorin, it passes through Ceylon across

'2 M. Babinet's homolographic maps are still better adapted for such compari-
sons as that now made. See Arago Astronomic, tome iii. p. 344, Report of the
British Association for 1856, Trans. Sections, p. 112.
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Malacca and the island of Mindano
;
thence through the Pacific,

until it meets South America, the northern portion of which it

traverses from a point near the Gulf of Panama to another be-

tween the mouths of the Orinoco and Esiquibo. In the opposite

hemisphere, the parallel of maximum southern sunshine crosses

Africa from a point north of St. Paolo de Loando to another near
the Monfeca islands. It traverses a great part of Java, New
Guinea, and smaller islands. It crosses South America almost

on the line of greatest breadth, from near Truxillo to a point
north of Pernambuco. On comparing the extent of land and
water lying under the parallel of maximum half-yearly sunshine,
it appears that the proportions are nearly the same in both he-

mispheres, although a very slight excess of land appears to lie

under the southern, compared to the northern parallel.
^^ Outside

the torrid zone, the proportions of land and water belonging
to each hemisphere respectively are extremely different: while

nearly half of the surface between the pole and the tropic
of Cancer is land, by far the greater portion of the area

between the southern tropic and the pole is water. In the

arctic and antarctic regions land and water alternate in nearly

corresponding proportions. The great difference between the

areas of land and water of the northern and southern hemi-

spheres exists in the temperate regions. Upon the whole, it

may be concluded, that there is a comparative predominance of

land over water in the higher latitudes of the northern hemi-

sphere, while the opposite condition holds in the southern hemi-

sphere. If the presence of dry land in high latitudes is favour-

able to a cold climate, this condition appears to be more com-

pletely manifested in the northern than in the southern hemi-

sphere; and if the presence of a certain amount of dry land

within the tropics is favourable to a high temperature,' that con-

dition is almost equally well fulfilled at both sides of the

equator.
Let us conceive all the land north of the equator to be sub-

merged, and its place to be supplied, first, by a mass of land in

the north tropical zone, exactly similar in area and configuration
to that touching it in the southern zone. Let the arctic regions
of North America, Nova Zembla, and Greenland be replaced by
an island similar to Victoria Land, and let a few scattered

islands replace the greater part of Asia, Europe, and North

America : we shall then have a globe with a considerable belt of

equatorial land, while the polar and temperate regions will be

'' See the preceding Article, on the laws which regulate the distribution of

isothermal lines, § 5.
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occupied chiefly by water. We should thus have a state of

things approximating much more to the conditions required for

a high terrestrial temperature than the present distribution of

land and water. Yet the distribution here supposed for both

hemispheres would be precisely what at present exists in the

colder of the two; and we should thus have the paradox of

warming the entire globe by modelling its warmer hemisphere
after its colder. Unless the influence of Victoria Land as a re-

frigerator of the southern hemisphere should be greater than that

of the immense masses of land in the northern parts of the new
and old continents, this paradox w^ould seem inexplicable on

the theory under consideration. But it can be in some measure

explained, if the agency of oceanic currents in storing up and

transporting the heat acquired from sunshine be fully admitted.

In the actual state of the Earth's surface, the form of the basin

of tlie South Atlantic Ocean, combined with other physical

conditions, seems to determine the transfer of a great volume of

heated water from the southern intertropical regions to the

northern hemisphere, which, passing subsequently through the

Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, acquires a still higher tem-

perature, and ultimately confers its warmth on regions in high
northern latitudes. From the direction of the currents of the

Pacific, as laid down on some of Maury's charts, it is probable
that a similar transfer northwards of heated southern intertro-

pical water is effected in that great ocean as well as in the

Atlantic. The general result is, that the southern hemisphere
is not only deprived of a certain amount of the solar heat

absorbed by its waters, but that the temperature of the northern

hemisphere is augmented to a corresponding amount. But

although the paradox alluded to may be thus explained, this

result shows the danger of underestimating the agency of aque-
ous currents in connection with any theory of the distribution

of land and water that may be proposed in order to explain
vicissitudes of terrestrial climate.

7.

In examining the consequences resulting from the suppression
of the Gulf Stream on the climate of western Europe, with re-

ference to the question of glacial action at former geological

epochs, as has been done by Mr. Hopkins,'* we need only direct

our attention to what actually takes place at corresponding lati-

tudes in the southern hemisphere. In these regions, there is not

only an absence of such an active calorific agent, but even an

'*
Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, 1852, p. 85.
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abstraction of some of the heat due to them from the sunshine

which falls upon a portion of their oceans, which heat we have
seen is transferred to the northern hemisphere. Glaciers conse-

quently descend to the sea, not only about the latitude of 54° S.,

as observed by Captain Cook, but even so close to the equator
as 48° 'diV S., where they were noticed in great abundance on
the western coast of South America by Mr. Darwin. ^^ He even
observed one instance of a glacier reaching the sea in the lati-

tude of 46° 40', which corresponds to that of Napoleon Ven-

dee, in the west of France. The existence of glacial action in

the southern latitudes, equivalent to those of the temperate re-

gions of western Europe, suggests the possibility, that by an

inversion of the operating causes, the southern hemisphere
might have enjoyed a milder climate at the same geological

period when glacial phenomena were most completely deve-

loped north of the equator.

8.

While fully acknowledging the important influence which

changes in the distribution of land and water may exercise on
terrestrial climate, we are not precluded from studying the action

of other causes, and of giving to them such weight as the evi-

dences in their favour may render advisable. If, from the

results of astronomical as well as of geological testimony, we
are induced to believe that the Earth has been for ages slowly
coolincif from a state of former incandescence, its climate durinor

the earlier epochs of its physical history must have been more
or less influenced by the heat thus passing outwards through its

crust. However eflicient, as applied to recent phenomena, we

may find the theory of geological climates that explains the va-

riations of the Earth's superficial temperature by changes in the

distribution of the liquid and solid portions of its outward coat-

ing, it seems by itself incompetent to rationally and consistently
account for the very high temperature which must have pre-
vailed during remote epochs of the Earth's history. If we

reject the evidence on which it has been concluded that the

Earth has slowly cooled from a fluid incandescent state into its

observed condition, and admit that the Earth's spheroidal shape
was due to gradual and even existing causes, and not to the me-
chanical consequences of its primitive and universal fluidity, we
shall arrive at a conclusion which, on the supposition of the

complete adequacy of superficial causes to explain all changes
of climate, would lead to the inference that, from very re-

'^
Vovage of Adventure and Beagle, iii. p. 282.
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mote epochs, the mean temperature of the globe should be

increasing instead of diminishing. By rejecting the former

fluid condition of the Earth, we are compelled to account for

its oblateness in the way attempted by Playfair, that is, by

appealing to the influence of certain superficial actions co-

existing with the phenomena of geological changes. But

I have proved,'*^ that if, from superficial causes, the Earth's

figure became gradually more oblate, the extent of polar dry
land would gradually diminish, while that of equatorial dry land

would, at the same time, tend to augment. Hence the very

operations required to mould the Earth's figure into the shape
now observed, would, on this theory, point to a gradual increase

in the efiiciency of the physical conditions required for an aug-
mentation of terrestrial temperature in proceeding from the most

remote to the most recent geological epochs. But this is the

very reverse of the conclusions deduced from the entire mass of

geological inquiries ; hence, as far as observation enables us to

judge, we cannot explain by superficial actions alone, the two-

fold conditions of the spheroidal shape in the Earth's figure,
and the gradual diminution of its surface temperature from the

earliest periods of geological history up to the most recent.

Art. VIII.—On the Carboniferous Rocks of Ireland^ and chiefly
on the Yellow Sandstone^ and its relations with the Coal Mea-
sures and other groups. By John Kelly.

THE Geological Map of Ireland, made under the direction

of Sir R. Griffith, is a work of acknowledged merit, and
one that required more than ordinary activity and perseverance
to complete. It is a work of reference on many points connected
with the improvement of the country, and therefore it is impor-
tant that it should be as accurate as modern science will allow
it to be made.

It appears to me that there are errors in parts of this great
work, some of which it is my object in this paper to point out.

Those errors have arisen from wrong interpretrations of the re-

lations of some of the groups of rock, founded on mistaken theo-
retical views or hasty conclusions.

"5 Proc. Royal Irish AcademA^ vol. iv. p. 333, and Journal of the Geological
Society of Dablin, March, 1819.
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There is much speculation in geology, and much room for

differences of opinion, in respect of countries in which the usual

succession of the sedimentary rocks is interrupted by protrusions
of igneous ones, or broken up by faults. I may be wrong in the

view I take of what I believe to be errors ;
he may be wrong in

his interpretations of some of the facts which are presented to

observation. Where there is a difference of opinion, it must be
beneficial to discuss the matter further, with a view to have the

points in dispute settled one way or the other.

Men are never so likely to settle a question well, as when they
discuss it freely. It is in this, as in mathematics, when once a

proposition has been demonstrated, it is never afterwards con-

tested. It is to be hoped, however, that in all our differences

of opinion, we may have no other motive but that of establish-

ing the truth, and no other end but the good of geology.
On the Geological Map of Ireland the relative position of

the rocks, as the author interprets them, are represented by
colours

;
but as this map cannot be laid before every eye, it is

necessary to take advantage of any letter-press description he
has given, which may be available.

§ 1.

TTie calp.
—Last year I read a paper before the Dublin Geolo-

gical Society, on the supposed calp of Ireland, which is printed
in their Proceedings.^ In that paper I argued that there is no

such rock in Ireland, but that what was thus named had been

made up of parts of other subdivisions of the carboniferous for-

mation. The author of the Geological Map, who was present
at the reading of that paper, stated that some of the narrow bands

of calp, in Sligo and Mayo, against which I had been arguing,
had been omitted on the last edition of the map. This was a

step in the right direction. He promised at the same meeting
to put in writing whatever observations he had to make in answer

to my paper. That answer was read at the April meeting, and

is now printed.^ It gives a history of geology in England and
Ireland from its earliest days, and of the calp in particular, and

refers to all the papers that he had read on the subject at meet-

ings of the British Association at Liverpool in 1837, at Man-
chester in 1842, and at Cork in 1843; it likewise contains many
quotations from those papers, all of which are simple reiterations

of the same views. If such quotations extended to a volume, they
would not add a single new argument in support of his views.

J Journal of Geological Society of Dublin, vii. 222. '
lb., p. 267.
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I consider it quite unnecessary to reply in detail to those

several extracts. They all have reference to the supposed calp
of Ireland

;
and if I succeed in showing that there is no calp,

in Sir R. Griffith's sense, the whole of them fall to the ground.
If I fail in showing this, all the arguments I can adduce are of

no value, and, of course, only go to establish the calp theory
as it has been promulgated. And here I may observe that I

have no objection to the term calp, as first used by Kirwan,
that is, as a lithological distinction for certain beds of black

impure limestone.

For the benefit of persons who may not have seen those

papers, I will state shortly, that the supposed calp is a subdivi-

sion of the carboniferous system introduced for the first time
into geology by Sir R. Griffith. The succession of the carboni-

ferous groups, before its introduction, was—1. Old red sand-

stone
;

2. Carboniferous slate
;
3. Limestone

;
4. Coal measures,

as shown in fig. 1. The succession at present is made to con-

Fig. 1.

a. Silurian rocks. 6. Old red sandstone. c. Calciferous slate,

d. Limestone. e. Coal measures.

sist of— 1. Old red sandstone; 2. Yellow sandstone; 3. Car-

boniferous slate; 4. Lower limestone; 5. Lower calp shale;
6. Calp sandstone; 7. Upper calp shale; 8. Upper limestone;
9. Coal measures—as seen in

fig.
2. But these nine subdivi-

Fig.2.

a. Silurian rocks. b. Old red sandstone. c. Calciferous slate. d. Lower limestone.

e Lower calp shale. /. Calp sandstone. g. Upper calp shale. h. Upper limestone.

t. Coal measures.

sions are again split up into thirty-eight smaller ones on the

Geological Map. I shall have a few words to say upon these

minute subdivisions hereafter.

The calp occupies four large districts in Ireland, containing
above 1,800 square miles. In my paper, above alluded to, I

endeavoured to show that the first of these districts, about Bun-

doran, is old red sandstone and calciferous slate, and that the
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other three, that is, the Slievebeagh district in Monaghan, tlie

Dublin and the Galway districts, belong to the coal measures.
This calp is said to be 1,700 feet thick, composed of two

shales, with a sandstone between them. The shales and the
sandstones exist; they are j)lainly to be seen in many parts of

the country ; but the relative positions assigned to them is erro-

neous. I shall endeavour to account for how this has happened.
In the carboniferous formation there are two black or gray
shales—one below the main mass of the limestone, called car-

boniferous slate, and one above it, called millstone grit, or, as it

is sometimes called, coal shale
;
because in this country it forms

the base of the coal measures. There are two sandstones also—
the old red below, the top of which is yellow or white, and the

sandstone of the coal measures above, which consists of several

bands, and which are also yellow or white, and separated by
black shales. These sandstones are all difficult to be recog-
nized. When one of them is found in a detached position,
and the continuity with other members of the series is broken
off by faults, by drift, or by water, which is a common occur-

rence in the north of Ireland, it has been often mistaken for the

other. The two shales, in like manner, have been mistaken for

one another. They are much alike in general aspect and colour,
but yet they have individual characters, both lithological and

paleontological, by which they can be recognized by a practised

eye and close observation, and each assigned to its proper place
in the system. It is owing to the want of this observation that

the confusion has arisen, and the calp made up out of those

mistakes.

The name, carboniferous slate, given to this subdivision in Ire-

land for the last few years, appears to me to be objectionable. All

the slates and shales of the so-called carboniferous formation, are

carboniferous slates and shales, those above the limestone in the

millstone grit, as well as those below it
;
and such a general term

IS not truly applicable to any particular part of the system. In-

deed, the term carboniferous, given to this system on account of

the coal it contains, is not likely to stand ;
for coal, though long

known in the oolitic rocks at Brora in Scotland, and in York-

shire, has lately been discovered not only in the oolitic, but
in the tertiary rocks. At Richmond in Pennsylvania a bed
of coal 40 feet thick is worked, according to Professor Rogers.
In the East Indies, in the neighbourhood of the Irawaddy, Pro-

fessor Oldham told me that he has found a bed of coal 18 feet

thick, with many thinner beds. Coal is also found in Cutch.

All those in America and India just mentioned are in the oolitic

rocks. Important beds of coal have been found in tertiary rocks

in Germany and Austria.
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This slate ought to be called calciferous slate, the name first

given to it by Mr. M'Claren, a geologist of Scotland; besides its

claim as the original name, it has also the merit of being distinct,

and not likely to be mistaken for any other slate. I shall, there-

fore, use that name.
I will here add a few arguments to those already given in my

paper above referred to, to prove that the calp should be obli-

terated from the Geological Map. It appears that a fault of

considerable magnitude exists, running north and south, nearly

parallel to the western shore of Lough Erne. I have made allu-

sion to this fault already.^ It begins at Poulaphooca, near

Churchill, thence passes immediately eastward of Monea church-

yard, along the eastern border of the sandstone, a little to the west

of Enniskillen, close east of Knockninny Hill, a short distance

west of Belturbet, and so passes on southward into the county of

Cavan. There is a greenstone protrusion at Poulaphooca, on the

road side, immediately east of the precipice at Shean Hill, on the

north end of this fault, where it joins the Bundoran and Lough
Etnc one alluded to in the paper before mentioned. There is a

protrusion of granite at Crossdony in the line produced south-

ward; and because of the many intermediate indications nearly
in a straight line, it appears that this fault may extend the whole

way between these two igneous protrusions
—a distance of forty-

five miles. The whole bed of Lough Erne appears to be thrown

down, to the east of this line, as the limestone appears at Ennis-

killen, and for some miles north of it on the west shore of the

lough ;
also at Belturbet in the river

;
while its equivalent on the

west side has been left in a high position, that is in the range of

precipices, extending from Churchill, by Knockmore, to Bel-

more Mountain
;
and again in Knockninny Hill and the range

of precipices from Florence Court to Ben Naghlin, and the lime-

stone of Slieve Rushin.

If this view be denied, let us take the negative, and examine
the arguments on that side of the question. A good test for this

purpose is to measure the vertical thickness of that part of the

carboniferous formation between the shore of Lough Erne and
Belmore Mountain. Taking the data on the map, the shore

from Enniskillen to Churchill is lower limestone, which dips
westward generally, as well as I remember, at an angle of 15°

to 20°. It is succeeded westward by calp, and crowned with

upper limestone in Belmore Mountain. On the western shore of

the lough, opposite the south end of Devenish Island, the dip

^ Journ. Geol. Soc. of Dublin, vii. 246,

II. 15
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of the limestone is marked on Colonel Portlock's map to be 15°
west. I believe this to have been accurately taken, and shall

therefore adopt it in this trial.

The distance westward from this spot, across the calp, to the
nearest edge of the millstone grit on Belmore Mountain is six

miles, or 31,680 feet. From these data, by an easy process in

trigonometry, may be obtained, as the depth under Belmore and
below a horizontal line passing through the surface of Lough
Erne, 8,483 feet. Belmore Mountain itself is 1,312 feet high,

Lough Erne is 150 above sea level; the difference, 1,162 feet

above the horizontal line, is to be added to the 8,483 feet below
it

;
this makes the whole vertical depth from the summit of Bel-

more Mountain to that point in the plane of the bedding of the
limestone passing through the above-mentioned point near De-
venish Island, to be 9,645 feet. This includes part of the lower
and the whole of the upper limestone. Let us suppose it to be
1,000 feet in that locality, and deduct it from 9,645, we have
8,645 feet for the thickness of the calp alone between the two

limestones, in a vertical line under Belmore Mountain.
It appears to me, from the explanatory section on the map,

that the author believed the calp, in the country between Ennis-
killen and Sligo, to be about of equal thickness

;
and this might

be expected in any member, new or old, of the carboniferous

formation, from the well-known general parallelism of its beds.

But how stands the matter between Enniskillen and Sligo?
Take a triangle having Belmore Mountain, Bundoran, and
Drumahaire, at its three angles. The thickness of the calp at

Belmore mountain is above 8,500 feet; at Bundoran, the author

says, it is 1,700 feet; and at Drumahaire it vanishes to nothing,
as seen on the map. There can be no deception or equivoca-
tion in these figures, if the calp theory be true, and the dips
persistent; that is, if the lower limestone of the west shore of

Lough Erne dip under the calp of Derrygonelly and Monea,
and that again under the upper limestone of Belmore Mountain,
all in regular succession, without the intervention of faults or

convolutions. No one will believe that such an enormous mass
was deposited in twenty square miles of the carboniferous for-

mation, one remarkable, as just stated, for the parallelism and

persistence of its beds. It affords a strong presumption of a

blunder in the geological interpretation of the groups of the

district.

Of course no one has stated that any such mass exists. I only

say that, if the calp theory be true, there is no avoiding the con-

clusion that it does, and that the dimensions given at the three

angles of the great triangle selected, are derived from data
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taken from the map and from the letter-press of the " Outline" *

Another incredible condition of this visionary block is, that since

it reaches 8,483 feet below a horizontal line passing through the

surface of Lough Erne, this including a part of the lower lime-

stone, it must be at least 8,000 feet below the level of the sea

under Belmore Mountain, while it stands at sea level at Bun-
doran !

Instead of all this, I believe that the limestone at Enniskillen

is the counterpart of that on Belmore Mountain. They once

formed a part of the same sheet
;
but the north and south fault,

just described, from Belturbet to Monea, let down the limestone

on the east side of it, or tilted it up on the west. It now stands

on a low level along the shore near Enniskillen, and is called

lower limestone, while that part of it on Belmore is called upper
limestone.

The group of hills from Bundoran on the north, to Drum-
shambo on the south, and between Lough Erne on the east, and

Ballysadare harbour on the west, occupies an area nearly circu-

lar, about thirty-four miles in diameter. The northern half of

this area is composed of a group of high tabular hills, the upper
part of which is limestone, ranging from 1,100 to 2,000 feet

high. Those hills are separated by deep valleys, or more gene-

rally by deep wide ravines. The southern half" of the circular

area takes in the Connaught coal district round Lough Allen.

1 have just described in the vicinity of Lough Erne a great
fault, running from Belturbet on the south, to Poulaphooca on
the north. It then turns westward to Bundoran, and there enters

the Atlantic. Indications of faults appear to continue round
near the shore, from this place, by Benbulben and Knockna-

rea, to Ballysadare harbour, in a general line of precipices, which,
about Sligo Bay, are occasionally detached. This remarkable
line of cliffs is not in the original condition of the carboniferous

system. It appears to have been subjected to a great amount
of disturbance along its northern and eastern boundary. The re-

lative level of the limestone at both sides of the line of cliffs

has been greatly altered, either by large areas of the rocks hav-

ing been let down to the north of them, or tilted up to the south
from the original position by violent disruption. The latter was

probably the case, as the tabular hills are highest to the north, and
decline gradually to the south, where, about Mohill, they repose
on the inferior rocks in their original relative position, as I shall

show presently.

* Outline of the Geology of Ireland in Report of Railway Commissioners,
1838.
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Along this line of precipices on tlie east and nortli, the sup-

posed calp is introduced near its base. Let us now compare the

northern boundary of our circular area, near Bundoran, with the

southern, near Mohill. As just stated, on the northern boundary
is a range of high precipices crowned with limestone, and rang-

ing from 1,000 to 2,000 feet above sea level; the south boundary
is low and level, standing at about 200 feet high. The north has

the so-called calp, composed of sandstone and black shale, all

round at the bases of the cliffs, these cliffs clearly indicating vio-

lent disruption along their lines. The south has old red sandstone

and calciterous slate flanking the Cairn Clonhugh Mountains
of grauwacke, and reposing on tliose old slates and grits at a

low angle, apparently as they were originally deposited, from

Killeshandra, by Mohill, to Drumod. On the north, it is stated

that the basal rock (calp) is 1,700 feet thick. On the west, and a

great part of the south, it is totally absent, according to the

map ;
—there is not a trace of it from Ballysadare harbour, by

Coolooney and Keadue, to Drumshambo. If the calp be a band
of sandstone and black shale 1,700 feet thick, between a lower

and an upper limestone at Bundoran and along the north-east,

why is there none of it on the south-west ? The lower and upper
limestones on that side ought to have calp between them as well

as at Bundoran, yet there is none between Slievebawn, at Strokes-

town, and the Curlew Mountains at Boyle, nor from the north

side of the Curlew Mountains at Ballinalad, to the Ox Mountains

at Coolooney,
—a breadth of limestone of forty miles.

My interpretation of all this is, that the so-called calp on the

north at Bundoran,—that is, the sandstone and black shale, ex-

posed at the base of the tilted-up and disrupted precipices,
—is

old red sandstone and calciferous slate, and the exact equivalents
of the old red sandstone and carboniferous slate shown on the map
on the south near Carrigallen and Mohill, with this difference,

that on the north the carboniferous rocks have been thrown

up and the lower groups exposed in the bases of the precipices,

while on the south those lower groups lie undisturbed in their

original position, dipping at so low an angle as 5° or 10°.

In going from Ballyshannon to Sligo, the traveller beholds on

bis left the Dartree and Benbulben Mountains, elevated masses

of limestone, broken off by perpendicular precipices wonder-

ful to look at. The beds of rock in these precipices are nearly

level, or dip at a small angle to the south; and the fracture in

every precipice breaks across through all the beds from bottom to

top. The road is pretty near their foot, and the geologist cannot

help thinking that those precipices were at one time joined to

something else, which extended out to where he sees nothing but
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ocean. When he knows, too, that the eastern shore of Donegal

Bay is lined with limestone, which has a general dip seaward

under the bay, it is difficult for him to come to any other con-

clusion, than that the limestone in the bottom of Donegal Bay
is the continuation and the equivalent of the limestone in the

top of the Benbulben range of mountains, their relative levels

disturbed by a fault, which runs along in the ocean near the

shore, and most probably a continuation of the same fracture

which I have described as running from Lough Erne to Bundo-

ran, and there entering the sea. If this view of the subject be

correct, it would show that one great sheet of limestone would

account satisfactorily for all the geological phenomena visible

in the country.
In the district along the shore from Bundoran, by Mullaghmore,

and on to Benbulben, a great part of the sandstone, with all the

overlying shale and limestone, was broken up and carried away
by some great denudating action. This observation is applicable
to the low country west of Lough Erne. Here the amount of

denudation may be pretty well conceived by comparison with

the remains that still exist. Thus, compare the height of the

low level plateau between Knockninny and Belmore Mountain,
with the heights of those hills themselves, and the perpendicular

fa9ades that bound the plain on the south-west, extending from

Florence Court to Ben Naghlin. There can be no doubt but that

this low district was at one time filled up with solid rock to the

same height as those surrounding hills and precipices, and that

above 1,000 feet in thickness of the strata have been swept away
off the low district. The country around Sligo also affords

wonderful examples of denudation, and it excites the accounting

powers of the geologist to say how all the great gorges in this

vicinity became broken up, widened, and then cleared out as we
now see them

;
but into this I shall not enter further—it is an-

other subject.
Thus it appears that the Enniskillen limestone is in a similar

position with the limestone of Donegal Bay: both are removed
from their original relative positions, where they once formed
a continuation of the same band, and separated from their

equivalents by the faults I have described
;
that is, the Lough

Erne limestone is separated from the Belmore range by the

Monea fault, and in like manner the Donegal Bay limestone,
from the precipices of Benbulben and Dartree, by the Bundoran
fault.

I trust I have shown that in the vicinity of Bundoran and the

group of hills between Lough Erne and Sligo Bay, there is but
one limestone. The black shale, which lies under the limestone
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along the bases of the precipices, I interpret as being the calci-

ferous slate, and the sandstone under it the old red sandstone, as

I have already stated—these two forming the supposed calp ;
and

though the black shale or the limestone may appear in more than

one locality in the neighbourhood, this is the result of faults

which are numerous thereabout.

The black shales and sandstones of the other three calp dis-

tricts given on the map belong to the coal measures. The

Slievebeagh district has a limestone which is surmounted by
black shale and sandstone, but has no upper limestone, and in

this respect resembles the coal districts of Castlecomer, Kille-

naule, and every other. The Dubhn district has a lower

limestone, then black shales and sandstone, but has no upper
limestone. The Galway black shales, etc., rest on a bed of lime-

stone, but there is none over them. There is no upper limestone

in any of the tliree districts comprising upwards of 1,700 square
miles of country.

§2.

The yellow sandstone.— Other rocks, as well as the supposed
calp, also demand an examination.

The yellow sandstone appears to be a special favourite with

Sir R. Griffith, and he appears to have taken much pains to esta-

blish it as a subdivision of the carboniferous formation. The

place in the sequence that he chiefly assigns to it is the top or

upper part of the old red sandstone—the rock which lies imme-

diately below the great sheet of mountain limestone in the mid-

land parts of Ireland,—and it is here that its typical character is

seen. In the north he calls certain coal measures yellow sandstone,
while in the south he calls certain other rocks of much more an-

cient date, part of the old grauwacke, by the same name. To
find out what he truly means by yellow sandstone, if it has any
fixed character, we must have recourse to the descriptions given
here and there in his writings, and to these I shall make
reference in the sequel. The recent portions of those writings
are important, as explaining some of his view^s not known be-

fore
; they afford fossiliferous evidence which could not be shown

upon the map, and other evidence which he has only recently

published, and which was but partially known hitherto. The
new matter in his papers may be summarized as follows :—

1. He recants his opinion, published in 1838, regarding the

geology of the country between Drumquin and Pettigo. He for-

merly said it was millstone grit ;
he now says it is yellow sand-

stone.
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2. He relies on some fossils which he obtained from this dis-

trict, to prove that it is yellow sandstone.

3. He relies on and makes reference to certain sections en-

graved on the map, and to other sections, especially one, which is

assumed by him to show the structure of the country for a dis-

tance of fifty miles, to ratify the truth of his views.

4. He describes the scope of the yellow sandstone in the south

of Ireland, and especially in the county of Cork.

On the evening that my paper was read to the Geological

Society, in March, 1857,^ he exhibited sections of fifty miles of

country to corroborate his views of the geology of the north-

west district. Many think that the construction of a geological
section is a proof that the author's views are correct, whereas it

is merely a proof that the author's views and the section agree,
but none that both may not be highly erroneous. Suppose a

case. Give me one or more of those sections to construct. I

will adopt the same outline at the top, and the same base line

below. Another, e.g. Sir R. Grifliith, fills up his sections of

the carboniferous formation in the locality under consideration

with—1. Old red sandstone; 2. Yellow sandstone; 3. Calciferous

slate; "4. Lower limestone
;

5. Lower calp shale
;

6. Calp sand-

stone; 7. Upper calp shale; 8. Upper limestone; 9. Millstone

grit {see Fig. 2). I fill my sections here as I do everywhere
else with—1. Old red sandstone; 2. Calciferous slate; 3. Lime-

stone; 4. Millstone grit {see Fig. 1). He introduces nine sub-

divisions
;
I have only four. In this case, it is clear that no two

of the sections can agree. What authority, then, is there in

sections? If a man's views of the geological succession of the

strata be correct, his sections are valuable
;

if not, they are no
better than mere waste paper.

Since there are three different kinds of rocks in Ireland, called

by the name of yellow sandstone, I shall divide the country into

three districts: the northern, the middle, and the southern;
and as every one of these presents circumstances different from
the others, they must in each case be accompanied by argu-
ments of a different kind.

Northern district.—To begin with the north. In the

country lying nearly in a line between Belfast Lough and

Donegal Bay, there are three districts of rock marked on the

Geological Map as yellow sandstone, all of which I hope to be
able to prove to belong to the coal measures. They are—

1. A small district on the south shore of Belfast Lough, at

Cultra, in the county of Down.

* Jour. Geol. Soc. Dub. vii. 222.
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2 The Valley of Ballinascreen, between Maghera and Dra-

perstown, in the county of Derry.
3. The district between Drumquin and Pettigo, chiefly lying

in the parish of Drumkeeran, in the county of Fermanagh.
Evidence by ordinary succession in the two first of those dis-

tricts is not attainable. I shall, therefore, as best I can, com-

pare the three localities, Cultra, Ballinascreen, and Drumkeeran,
with one another.

Cultra district.—In the Dublin Geological Journal, vol. i.,

p. 175, there is printed a paper, by Mr. James Bryce, on the

rocks at Cultra. He regards them as the equivalents of the

Magnesian limestone of Durham and Yorkshire; and thus, as

appears to me, ascribes them to their proper geological position.
This paper was reviewed by Sir R. Griffith in his address

as president of the Geological Society, in 1834, printed in the

same journal (i., 148), in which he came to the conclusion that

the limestone at Hollywood is mountain limestone, like that at

Castle Espie, near Comber, and at Armagh. Again, at a meet-

ing of the British Association, at Cork, in 1843, he read a paper
" On the lower portion of the carboniferous series of Ireland'\ in

which, referring to a small district which occurs at Cultra, on
the east shore of Belfast Lough, in the county of Down, Sir R.

Griffith said that the strata of this locality had previously been
considered by him and other geologists to belong to the new red

sandstone and magnesian limestone group; but from a careful

examination he had made of its fossils within the last year, he
was now decidedly of opinion that they are coeval with the

valley of Ballinascreen.

It appears that he has frequently changed his opinion regard-

ing the Cultra rocks. In 1834, he thought they belonged to the

mountain limestone, as above stated. Before the Cork meeting,

say in 1842, he thought they were new red sandstone and mag-
nesian limestone. In 1843, on reexamination, he was " deci-

dedly of opinion" that they are coeval with certain carboniferous

beds in the valley of Ballinascreen, w^iich are shown upon the

Geological Map to be yellow sandstone.

The yellow magnesian limestone found here was discussed at

the meeting of the British Association, in 1852, at Belfast, and

many may remember that Sir R. Griffith and Mr. M'Coy main-

tained that the Cultra rocks belonged to the yellow sandstone,
and contained new fossils, out of which Mr. M'Coy named the

new genus Dolabra, with five species : while Professor King, a

man of much experience in the Permian rocks of Durham and

Yorkshire, and author of a paleontological treatise on Permian

fossils, maintained that the fossils in the Belfast Museum, from

the yellow limestone of Cultra, were Permian.
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There is no regular succession of the rocks at Cultra. This

little district is broken up by faults, in whicli there are trap-

dikes running nearly parallel to each other at right angles to

the shore. It appears that the compartments between these

dikes belong to different places in the succession of the coal

measures and Permian rocks, some being thrown up, some

thrown down from their original positions, and the sequence dis-

ordered. Both Permian and carboniferous rocks occur in this

little area. The black and gray shales, which lie immediately
west of Cultra Quay, or Mr.Bryce's marl slate, are coal measures.

The red sandstone, yellow limestone, and red shale, and all east-

ward, are Permian, along the shore for about two miles in a nar-

row band as far as Craigavad, where the old gray clay slate and

grit rocks occupy the shore from this place to Bangor. The

following sketch gives an idea of the section of the rocks on

the shore at Cultra.

Fig. 3.

From a to b, Peiinian red sandstone ; b to c, coal measures ; c to d, red sandstone and red
shale ;

d to e, yellow magnesian limestone ;
e to /, red sandstone and shale ; f to g, red lime-

stone ; g to h, red sandstone.

This district is considered by Sir R. Griffith to be yellow
sandstone, like that of the valley of Ballinascreen

;
there is,

however, no yellow sandstone of the ordinary type, such as is

seen at Scrabo Hill, near Newtownards, in the locality.
While attending that meeting, Mr. E. W. Binney, of Man-

chester, myself, and a few others, went to Cultra. Mr. Binney
has worked much, in the coal and Permian rocks in Durham,
as well as in Lancashire and Yorkshire, and is one of the very
best authorities in England regarding those rocks. He exam-
ined the gray and black shale at Cultra

;
he said they were coal

measures. Fearing that I may have forgotten the opinions he
then expressed, 1 wrote to him some time ago to know his views
about these Cultra shales. In his reply, he says: "I have no
doubt whatever of the black shale at Cultra being upper coal

measures. I saw fossils in them exactly like those of the upper
coal measures of Ardwick, near Manchester. A bivalve shell,

which I take to be the Modiola Macadami, is common to both,
as are several species of fish of the genera Holoptychius, Pa^
Iceoniscus and rays of Gyracanthus are common also in the

same beds". Thus, from the lithological character, as well as the

fossil, we have the very best authority for saying that the Cultra

gray and black shales are of the coal formation.
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To the statement made in Mr. Binney's letter, I will add that

Mr. James M'Adam has many specimens of the Modiolg, Maca-
dami from Cultra in his collection, and he has told me that the

specimens which Colonel Portlock named and dedicated to him
were found there. He informed me also that he has spines of

Gyracanthus ; I saw with him several fine specimens o£ Holop-
tychilis Portlocki from the same place. Adjoining the pier on
the west side of Cultra Quay, I found many small lozenge-

shaped scales of Palceoniscus, having a beautiful silvery enamel,
and other specimens of the same form without enamel, which I

took to be casts. Mr. M'Coy named thirteen new species of

Cypris which I got at the same place. I will have occasion to

use these fossils hereafter.

Ballinascreen district.—The second district is that of the val-

ley of Ballinascreen in the county of Derry. This valley is pe-

culiarly situated. It is bounded on the north by the White

Mountain, composed of many rocks, chiefly old red sandstone,
the top and east side being all covered with trap ;

on the south

by Slievegallion, a mountain of granite, greenstone, and meta-

morphic rocks; on the west by the Sperrin Mountains, formed
of mica slate

;
and on the east it opens to the low country towards

Lough Neagh, which is all trap ;
the river Moyola flows eastward

through it into Lough Neagh. Sir R. Griffith placed the black

shales which occupy this valley in his yellow sandstone, as may
be seen by the last edition of his map and by reference to the

paper already referred to, which he read at the meeting of the

British Association at Cork in 1843. I consider them to belong
to the coal measures. Coal rocks, and coal itself, occur at Coal

Island, Drumglass, and Annahone, west of Lough Neagh, and

are believed to exist under all the chalk of that district, from

Coal Island to Maghera. The country about SlievegaUion
Mountain and Ballinascreen has been much disturbed and dislo-

cated. Near the top of Slievegallion is a patch of chalk, covered

with trap, like that in the low country round Magherafelt; it

rests on greenstone and metamorphic rocks, with granite in the

vicinity. This patch is 1,500 feet above sea level, while in the

low plateau between Magherafelt and Moneymore, the chalk is

about 300 feet above the sea. It peeps from under the trap in

many quarries hereabouts. This shows that the chalk on the

summit of Slievegallion has been elevated more than 1,200 feet

higher than its counterpart in the low flat country, and of course

the whole mountain protruded to that amount, or the chalk let

down in the low country.

Again, on the northern slope of Slievegallion there rests a

patch of mountain limestone at a height of about 1,050 feet,
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while tlie counterpart of the same rock at Desertmartin, in the

low ground a mile and a half off, is only about 150 feet.

These facts prove the dislocations just alluded to, and show that

any attempt to work out the geology of this neighbourhood by
the ordinary succession of the strata is impossible. This lime-

stone on Slievegallion is accompanied by black shale, which
covers the north slope of the mountain in the townlands of Cul-

lion and Dromard, and continues across the valley of the Moyola
to Fallagloon, near Maghera. The fossils found in this black

shale are generally the same as at Cultra, as I shall try to show.

I got Modiola Macadami in the black shales of this valley, and

put many specimens into Sir R. Griffith's collection. It is abun-

dant in the townland of Fallagloon. In three places here I got

Holoptychius Fortlocki; that is, at Fallagloon, at Brackaghreiliy,
and at Moyheeland. Some scales found at the latter locality
were the largest I ever saw, being two and a half inches in

diameter. Very fine spines of Gyracanthus are also found here,
in the bed of the Moyola River, about ten yards west of Moy-
heeland, two yards from the south bank, and from two to three

leet deep in rather fine-grained black shale
; they are easily got

at in summer, when the stream in the middle of the river bed is

small. It IS from one of the specimens found here and sent to

Professor Sedgwick, that Mr. M'Coy named the Gyracanthus
OhliquuSf figured in the British Palceozoic Fossils. Here were
also found various fish bones and plants. Spirifer hisulcatus was

got at Cullion, and Limulus trilohitoides in the Moyola River,
in rocks about 150 yards east of the Forge Bridge, and two

yards from the north bank
; also Gypris Scoto-burdigalensis. I

shall again advert to these fossils presently.
Drumkeeran district.—Drumkeeran is the name of a parish

in the county of Fermanagh, which includes a great part of the

black shale district, between Drumquin and Pettigo. Sir R. Grif-

fith has held two different opinions regarding this district. His
first opinion is recorded in the Outline of the Geology of Ire-

land, which forms the first appendix to the Report of the Rail-

way Commissioners, 1838. He says, p. 13:—"Millstone
Grit.—Rocks decidedly belonging to this series are only to be
met with in the mountain district surrounding Lough Allen, in
the counties of Roscommon, Leitrim, Cavan, and Fermanagh,
hitherto known by the name of the Connaught coal district,
and in the shale district, extending from Drumquin, in the

county of Tyrone, to Pettigo, in the county of Fermanagh".
His second opinion is embodied in the following quotation, taken
from the Journal of the Geological Society of Dublin, vii. 272.

Referring to the same district between Drumquin and Pettigo,
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he ?ays:
—" But Mr. Kelly's basis for tlie argument has no foun-

dation, because the strata on the north shore of Lough Erne
consist of yellow sandstone, and not of millstone grit". Com-

paring those two sentences, which have reference to the same

rocks, it is quite clear that Sir R. Griffith in 1847 recants the

opinion he held in 1838 regarding this district. To have done
£0 was not only legitimate but right, provided the change was
made in consequence of more accurate knowledge.
When it was noticed that millstone grit stands at a level 1,000

feet lower, to the north of Lough Erne, between Drumquin and

Pettigo, than it does on Shean Hill, on the south, with sandstone

and mountain limestone between them, all dipping the same way
southwards—the great fault passing through the north end of

Lough Erne® being overlooked—a discrepancy arose, and, in

order to get rid of it, the change of opinion since writing the
" Outline" appears to have been adopted. If it could be shown
that the district north of Kesh is yellow sandstone, as he asserts,

there would be a sequence made out, with this rock and the

limestone and millstone grit on Shean Hill, favourable to his

views
;
but I hope to be able to show that the black shale dis-

trict lying between Drumquin and Pettigo does not belong to

his yellow sandstone.

To show this effectually, nothing more would be necessary
than for any geologist who ever saw a good section of the old red

sandstone to visit the locality, and to see the rocks with his own

eyes ;
in this case there could be no mystification or misrepre-

sentation
;
but since there is no hope that this can be done im-

mediately, I must do the best I can to show it by other means,
and first by a short description of the geology of the district.

Unlike the two districts already described, where no regular
succession can be traced, there is here a succession of the carbo-

niferous rocks, which, except on the south-east border, is re-

markably regular and persistent. The country is divisible into

four bands of rock, very distinct from each other. The northern

band is old red sandstone, which has a southern dip ;
this is suc-

ceeded by calciferous slate
;
the third zone is mountain lime-

stone
;
and the southern and largest area next to Lough Erne is

millstone grit, or the base of the coal measures.

Of the old red sandstone near Drumquin, I have already

given a sketch in a former paper, in describing the valley be-

tween Killeter and Mountjoy Forest.^ It has in the lower part
on the north, between Drumquin and Killeter, the usual charac-

« Geol. Soc. of Dublin, vii. 242. '
Ibid, vii. 237.
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terlstic red conglomerates, sandstones, and shales, and towards the

upper part on the south, as usual, yellowish sandstone. This

band terminates near Grouse Hall, the continuation of it south-

west being probably disturbed by a fault. The calciferous slate

is mostly covered with bog or drift along this line, and is but im-

perfectly seen.

The limestone band, which lies above the old red sandstone

and calciferous slate, begins at the foot of Dooish Moimtain, on

the south-east, with contortions, both horizontal and vertical, a

mile and a half north of the village of Lack. It continues

north-east to Lacka Bridge, and there it turns west and curves

round south-west to Edenasop, on the road from Castlederg to

Pettigo.
Here it appears to be thrown to the south about a mile by a

horizontal shift, and reappears at Lettercran, whence it occupies
the valley to Pettigo, and still proceeds south-west till it enters

Lough Erne. In the valley north of Pettigo the limestone is

divided into two or three bands, alternating with black shale

and white sandstone, somewhat in a similar manner to what it is

at the Rock and at Donaghrisk, between Pomeroy and Stewarts-

town in Tyrone; and though on the whole much inferior in

thickness to what it is in the south, it appears to be the true

representative of the mountain Hmestone in this part of Ireland.

The mountain limestone is thin in the north of Ireland. At
Ovil, three miles south-west of Dungiven, in the comity of Lon-

donderry, it is represented by a single bed about fom* or five feet

thick. It increases in thickness as we proceed southward—
near Pomeroy it is described above. At Mountjoy Forest, north
of Omagh, it is thicker, and in the Drumkeeran district, at Lack-

agh Bridge, near Drumquin, it reaches from 50 to 100 feet in

thickness
;
while at Black Head, in the county of Clare, there

is a regular clear section of it 1,200 feet above the level of

Galway Bay, besides some under water, wliich cannot be esti-

mated.

The limestone is succeeded on the south, at Lettercran, by
black shale. This black shale is what has been called yellow
sandstone. The district is eleven miles long from east to west,
and from three to five miles wide. It is interstratified with
some groups of beds of whitish sandstone and numerous beds of

clay ironstone, the shale forming about three-foui'ths of the
volume of the whole mass, and the sandstones and ironstones
about one-fourth. The ironstone beds especially abound to the
north-east of Edemy, several square yards of them being visible

m the beds of streams where the dip is favourable for exposure.
At Scraghy, too, on the northern border, beds of ironstone arc
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abundant. Be it remembered tbat beds of ironstone do not occur
in tliis lower carboniferous sandstone, red or yellow.

This black sliale is of a very different character from the cal-

careous black shale that sometimes appears in thin bands near
the upper part of the old red sandstone, as it does at Porter's

Gate, near Hook Point, and many other places ;
for besides its

considerable superficial extent, being above forty square miles,
and its great voliune, being many himdred feet in thickness, it

has but few fossils, and those belonging to the coal shales, as I
shall show

;
while the shale at Porter's Gate occurs only in thin

bands of alternating limestone and black shale, which contain an
abundance of the fossils found in the limestone. Between Kesh
and Pettigo the shale in its southern dip enters Lough Erne,
and forms the rocky floor of that lough for some distance.

I have thus shown that in the district between Drumquin and

Pettigo, we have the whole of the constituent rocks of the car-

boniferous formation
;
on the north the old red sandstone, suc-

ceeded on the south by the calciferous slate and mountain lime-

stone, and these again by the black shale, all with regular dip
and in regular succession. This shale, with its accompanying
sandstones and ironstones, has all the lithological characters of a
coal field, such as is seen about Lough Allen in Roscommon,
Castlecomer in Kilkenny, at Killenaule in Tipperary, at Ennis-

tymon in Clare, at Abbeyfeale in Limerick, or at Kanturk in

Cork. It was rightly classified as millstone grit, with the Lough
Allen district, in the Outline of the Geology of Ireland^ abeady
alluded to, before the fault at Lough Erne became apparent, or

the desire for novelty and system-making grew strong among
geologists.
The district of black shale just treated of is succeeded at

Kesh on the south by limestone
;
but whether this is the out-

crop of the limestone band unbroken, which dips to the south at

Edenasop, passes under the shale and rises to the surface again
on the south at Kesh, or whether it is thrown up by a fault

along the southern boundary of the black shale, it is not easy to

determine. The junction is obscure.

The fossils found in this black shale district are partially
enumerated by Sir R. Griffith himself, in a paper he read be-

fore the Dublin Geological Society, 8th April, 1857, and which
is printed in the Journal of the Geological Society of Dublin, vii.

267. They are Modiola Macadami, Holoptychiics Portlocki,

and Sphenopteris linearis. I beheve there are, or there were,

specimens of Gyracanthus spines in Sir R. Grifiith's own collec-

tion, got by Mr. Ganly for him in the bank of the river Ban-

nagh, in Drumkeeran. Palceoniscus Egerioni was fomid by
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Colonel Portlock, at Drumkeeran, county Fermanagli (Ordnance

Map, Sh. 5).

I shall now make a short recapitulation of the fossils of those

three districts, and compare them with those found by Mr.

Binney at Ardwick, near Manchester. He got there Modiola

Macadami, several species of fish of the genera Holoptychius and

Falceoniscus, and rays of Gyracanthus.
At Cultra have been found Modiola 3facadami, Holoptychius

Portlocki, Palceonisctis scales, and rays of Gyracanthus.
At Ballinascreen are Modiola Macadami, Holoptychius Port-

locki, and rays of Gyracanthus. Also Spirifer bisulcatus, Litnu-

lus trilobitoides, and Cypris Scoto-burdigalensis,
At Drumkeeran are Modiola Macadami, Holoptychius Port-

locki^ Palceoniscus Egertoni, and spines of Gyracanthus.
It thus appears that four of the fossils above enumerated are

found at Ardwick, and in each of the three Irish localities, and

that, so far as these fossils go, they show that the whole four dis-

tricts are of the same formation.

Mr. Binney's authority as to the fossils found at Manchester,

may be corroborated from another source. The best work we
have as to the stratigraphical arrangement of fossils is Morrises

Catalogue. In that work there are five species included m the

genus Gyracanthus, of which four are recorded from the coal

measures, and one, new, by Mr. M'Coy, from Moyheeland, a

locahty to which I have already alluded. In fact the Gyracan-
thus has not been found anywhere but in coal measures.

Of the genus Palwoniscus, there are thirteen species described

in Morris. Of these seven are from the coal measures, and six

from the Permian strata. We are not now dealing with the

Permian, we care only for the coal shales
;
none of the species

of Paloeoniscus have been found lower down, and therefore are

not known in yellow sandstone.

I have got some help in this matter from Sir R. Griffith him-
self In the Dublin Geological Journal., vol. vi. p. 201, the

following sentence is printed in a paper of his:—"
Sphenopteris

linearis., a well-known coal plant, is found in the lower shale of
the yellow sandstone in the river Bannagh, near Kesh, in the

county of Fermanagh". This plant is quoted in Morris's

Catalogue, from the coal measures of four localities—Newcastle,

Edinburgh, Swina, Bohemia, and from no other. The river

Bannagh, and all the black shale district in Drumkeeran, is now
disputed ground. There can be no doubt, therefore, from these
as well as from numerous other localities, that this is a coal

plant, and affords a proof, as good as any in the list, that the

rocks about the river Bannagh are coal measures.
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There is in tKe Museum of Irish Industry at Stephen's
Green, a tablet of specimens of Sj)irifer hisulcatus from the coal

shales of Coalbrookdale in England. Sir R. Griffith and myself
got several specimens of this fossil in a ravine in the townland of

Cullion, on the north-east side of Slievegallion Mountain. We
picked them up in the bed of the stream, where the water, hav-

ing melted away the black shale from about them, left them
clean washed. This is another fossil which I add to the proofs
that the Balhnascreen black shale belongs to the coal measures.

The Limulus trilohitoides is another fossil useful in this matter.

Colonel Portlock got it near Maghera in Derry. He says,
" The locality of the Limulus again appears, the rocks dipping
to the east at Forgetown bridge".

—
Rep. p. 573. One of his col-

lectors afterwards showed me the locality, in the rocky bed of the

river Moyola, close to its north bank, about 150 yards east of the

Forge Bridge, in the valley of Ballinascreen. Sir Roderick I.

Murchison, in his Siluria, p. 281, says of this fossil:
" It is

among the superior coal strata, where Trilobites became extinct,
that the Limulus appears for the first]time, a genus of crustaceans

which has liv^ed on to the present day"; and again, p. 311,

speaking of Trilobites, he says:
" With the final extinction of a

family destined never more to reappear, its place is taken by an
allied crustacean—the Limulus—the earliest form of which was
created during the formation of the great coal fields". Buckland

says, in his Bridgewater Tv'eatise, ip.
393: "The Limulus has

been found fossil in the coal formation of Staffordshire and

Derbyshire". There are three species of it known, and it has

never been found anywhere below the coal shales
;
the Moyola

River, where Colonel Portlock found it, must consequently

belong to this group.
The little Cypris Scoto-burdigalensis is recorded by Colonel

Portlock as having been been found in those Ballinascreen shales.

It is quoted by Morris from the coal measures of Burdie House,
near Edinburgh. This too has been found only in coal shales.

The genus Cypris occurs in specimens innumerable in the black

shales both of Ballinascreen and Cultra.

All this evidence makes a chain to connect these three locali-

ties with one another. Besides the fossil, there is the strongest

lithological evidence that can be laid before the eye in the

colour and constitution of those gray and black shales, that the

rocks of which the three localities are composed, having the

same stony character and the same community of fossils, are all

of the same formation.

I stated last year in my paper on the calp,that the black shale

in the vicinity of Bundoran is calciferous slate, not calp ;
and a
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part of my proof was that the black shales, sandstones, and iron-

stones of Drumkeeran, north of Kesh, are coal measures. This

was denied by the author of the calp, and he calls the Prum-
keeran district yellow sandstone. I trust I have shown that this

district belongs, like Ballinascreen and Cultra, to the coal mea-

sures, and not to the yellow sandstone, as he would have us to

believe. Now, as the black shales north of Kesh are coal mea-

sures, it appears to me that there is not a single argument left

to support the calp theory.
There are two other coal districts in the north-west of Ireland

marked on the map as yellow sandstone, like that at Ballinascreen.

The first of these is at Mountcharles in Donegal. This, like the

Drumkeeran district, comprises all the members of the carbo-

niferous formation. The old red sandstone is well developed on

high ground to the west of Lough Esk, where, though covered

mostly with coarse herbage, the outcrops of the thick beds are

seen from the higher hills to the north standing out in relief,

like great ribs crossing the plateau. These beds continue west-

ward towards Bruckless, where they enter the Atlantic, asso-

ciated in the upper part with calciferous slate. They are suc-

ceeded on the south by the mountain limestone at St. John's

Point, where it is laid bare and well exposed. This limestone

is covered at Mountcharles by the black shales and sandstones

of the coal measures, of which a pretty good coast section is

visible south of that town, and thence westward to Doorin Point.

There are greenstone protrusions and dikes about Mountcharles.

A striking difference may be observed here between these

black shales and those of the calciferous slate at Bundoran,
the latter being full of the fossils of the mountain limestone,
while in the Doorin shales there are scarcely any fossils to be seen.

The second coal district lies south of the village of Ballycastle,
in Mayo. Here also the whole of the subdivisions of the car-

boniferous series are manifest. To the west of the village the

old red sandstone is well exposed on the seashore, the beds dip-

ping mostly south-east. It is surmounted by the calciferous slate

and mountain limestone, of which the valley of BalKnglen
affords a good section

;
and the limestone is succeeded by the

black shales and sandstone flags of the coal measures, which

cap the hill south of Ballycastle. At Lacken, a mile south-east

of the towm, there is a large quarry of thin sandstone flags, which
have been worked and used as coarse roofing flags or slates in the

vicinity. Those thin sandstone roofing flags are common in coal

districts. In either of the foregoing districts there does not appear
to be a sufficient thickness of the coal measures above the Hme-
stone to warrant the expectation of finding workable beds of coal.

II. 16
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To the eastward of Lough Erne there appear to be an un-

usual number of faults,® and some of them of great magnitude.
Dooish Mountain, south-west of Drumquin, is mica slate. It is

very micaceous, and of the very oldest type of that rock. It

stands 1,119 feet above the sea level, and about 500 feet over

the average surface of the country. On the north it is in con-

tact with millstone grit, on the south with the brownstone which

conformably overlies the Pomeroy and Lisbellaw fossiliferous

Silurian rocks. The junction with the millstone grit along the

northern base of Dooish appears to be a fault, and the mountain
itself appears to have been pushed up in a solid state through all

the overlying sedimentary rocks
;
that is, through the Cambrian,

the Silurian, and the carboniferous formations. The beds of

limestone to the north of the mountain are thrown up on their

edges, and then contorted in a very remarkable manner. This

proves an unusual amount of lateral pressure, such as would
occur on the protrusion of a mountain mass through the over-

lying formations, and spreading out the adjacent strata from its

sides laterally, like a wedge driven from below with its point

upwards.
What may be the perpendicular amount of this fault through

those three formations ? I shall try to make an approximation
to it. This very old mica slate, in the north-west of Ireland, is

accompanied and interstratified with quartz rock and gray

granular limestone. Of this group the quartz rock is lowest, as

it lies immediately on the granite at Malin, at DunafF, and

Fanit, on the north-west coast of Donegal. This group in

Innishowen, near Culdaff, has many undulations, but at three

or four miles south of Culdaff, the rocks begin to have a steady

dip to the south-east
;
this continues for about five miles, and

the group is surmounted by an enormous tliickness of gray slates

and grits, which accumulate towards Moville. These slates are

^ In speaking of the country between Drumquin and Pettigo, Sir R. Griffith

says :
" If Mr. Kelly has not himself examined this district with a view of ascer-

taining whether his fabric of faults was well founded, and if in default of his

own observations, he depended on published data supplied by me, he should have
referred to the latest edition of my Geological Map" (Jour. Geol. Soc. of Dub.
vii. 272).
The only observation I have to make upon the sentence is, to express my

astonishment that it could have been written by a man of science. This attempt
to ignore the services which I rendered towards the completion of the Geolo-

gical ^fap of Ireland is certainly very little in harmony with the spirit of justice
which ought to characterize true disciples of science. Geologists may judge of

the value of the passage just quoted, when I tell them that it was I who marked
out the geological boundaries of the district between Drumquin and Pettigo, and
that it was from my notes and maps that those boundaries were transferred to the

present Geological Map.
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in general glossy, but cannot be called mica slate. From tlie

absence of fossils, and their great thickness, these slates and

grits appear to be the equivalent of the Cambrian group of Wales.

From the data here given, with an average dip of 45°, this

group must be above 18,000 feet in thickness.

On the south side of Dooish, the brownstone of the Silurian

rocks comes in direct contact with the mica slate of the moun-

tain. Those Silurian rocks are, of course, below, on the north

side, under the millstone grit, as well as on the south (for the

mountain is scarcely two miles wide at its base), and would there

overlie the Cambrian. The Silurian rocks have been estimated

in England at 20,000 feet in thickness. They may be as much
here. The carboniferous rocks in the north of Ireland, where

the coal shales or the limestones are not thick, may be taken at

about 2,500 feet, making the whole of the three formations

together at the least 40,000 feet
;
and this I assume to be the

perpendicular amoimt of the fault on the north side of Dooish

Mountain.

On the south side of this ridge there is also a fault, and in

proof of this may be adduced the fact, that a greenstone dike is

visible in some places in the boundary between the mica slate

and the brown Silurian grit. The amount of this fault is equal
to the thickness of the Cambrian and Silurian rocks added

together; there being no carboniferous formation here over the

brownstone, it may be taken, as just calculated, at 38,000 feet.

The enormous extent of the faults here assumed is only neces-

sary in connection with Dooish Mountain
;
the amount is un-

known east and west of that point, but the rocks brought into

juxtaposition at the siu'face have not come up from such great

depths, nor do they exhibit above such a difference of age as

would require faults as great as those just mentioned.

It may be argued against these views, that Dooish Mountain

might have been a steep ridge in the sea under water, or a steep-
sided island over it, when the rocks were deposited. If this had
been the case, the deposited beds would have sloped away gra-

dually from the steep sides both north and south. As proofs that

this was not the case, may be mentioned, the violent contortions

in the limestone band produced by lateral pressure near its

northern base, as may be seen on the map ;
the greenstone dike

at intervals in the junction on the south side; and a third fact,

that brown Silurian grit occurs on the south, and millstone grit
on the north side of the mountain, at the same average level of
the surface of the country

—about 400 to 500 feet above the sea.

This fact of Silurian rocks and millstone grit being on the same

level, is as strong a proof as either of the others, that disruption
16 b
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took place between the north and south sides of Dooish Moun-
tain. That those rocks were deposited in this position, no geolo-

gist will maintain. The protrusion of the mountain in a solid

state, and the accompanying faults, are therefore the inevitable

consequences which must be inferred.

The fault I have described in my paper, running into the At-
lantic at Bundoran, goes along the northern boundary of the

old red sandstone, and enters Lough Erne at the high precipice
of Shean Hill, which I take to be the south side of this fault.

This is where the millstone grit is thi'own down 1,500 feet,

from Shean Hill on the south, to Portinode on the north of

Lough Erne.^ This course of the fault from Bundoran produced
across the Lough, is seen to easily fall into the fault just alluded

to, which lies between the mica slate and brownstone to the

north of Lisnarrick
;
followed eastward, along the northern boun-

dary of the brownstone or brown Silurian grit, it separates
this rock from old red sandstone and mountain Imaestone near

Omagh. Three or four miles east of that town, the brownstone

again joins mica slate, takes a flexuous course southward, and
then eastward, where it comes in contact with two elongated

protrusions of granite, one after the other, accompanied by green-

stone, porphyry, and metamorphic rocks. This continues to near

Pomeroy. Along this line, a great dislocation occurs, and pos-

sibly continues into Lough Neagh. From Bundoran to Lough
Neagh, along this line, is seventy-two miles.

Having said so much on faults, or dislocations of great magni-
tude, I shall now advert to some on a smaller scale, at least in

extent. To the east of Lough Erne, along the northern boundary
of the Silurian grit near Lisnarrick, in Fermanagh, this rock is

in contact with mica slate, millstone grit, mountain hmestone,
and old red sandstone, for a distance of four or five miles. In this

district a small triangle of a few square miles, between the little

towns of Kesh, Lack, and Lisnarrick, comprises mica slate, mill-

stone grit, mountain limestone, old red sandstone, and Silurian

grits, not in succession, but in juxtaposition at the surface.

Such is an outhne of what Sir R. Griffith calls my fabric of

faults near Lower Lough Erne
;
and it appears to me that the

juxtaposition at the surface in the Kesh triangle, of the older

rocks, which were deposited at such different depths of the Earth's

crust, cannot be explained in any other way. At least, I would
like to see an explanation of the geological phenomena of tliis dis-

trict, without the intervention of faults. I may add, that in such

» Jour. Geol. Soc. Dub. vii. 232.
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a country a downthrow of tlie millstone grit of 1,500 feet, from

Shean Hill to Portinode, is not a matter of very great wonder.

The mica slate mountain at Ballyshannon, immediately east of

the town, like Dooish, appears to have been protruded through
the overlying carboniferous strata in a solid state. The absence

of the old red sandstone from its usual position, being probably
buried in a fault at the junction, and the dolomitic condition of

the limestone at the surface, for several perches away from the

mica slate, favours this view
;
for the mountain limestone is fre-

quently dolomitic in the vicinity of a fault or a protrusion of

other rock. The amount of this fault must be nearly equal to

that at the north side of Dooish, differing only by the thick-

ness of the millstone grit. Benbo Mountain and Slieve-an-Ean,
south of Lough Gill, afford other examples of this kind. The

vicinity of the latter exhibits also a subsidence along the junc-
tion of the mica slate and limestone in Lough Gill, for the lime-

stone to the north of this lough for more than a mile has a

southern dip, showing that it went down at its southern boun-

dary in the lough. The amount of this subsidence is equal to

the height of Benbulben, or about 1,500 feet at least.

In a paper which I read to the Geological Society of Dublin,
on the quartz rocks of Wicklow, in 1853,^" I made allusion to

a fault near Howth, that brings the quartz rock and mountain
limestone into juxtaposition at the surface on the north side of

the hill, in the demesne of Howth, and which must amount to

several thousand feet in depth, probably as much as that at the

north side of Dooish Mountain, if not more. We have in a

circle of ten miles radius round Dublin, as fine an example of

faults as in any part of Ireland of the same extent. It comprises
the whole series of the Paleozoic rocks. I will count them over
in the order of their supposed ages :

—1. Millstone grit, or the base
of the coal shales, at Loughshinny ;

2. The mountain limestone
at Rush, Howth, and Williamstown

;
'3. The calciferous slate,

at the Malahide shore, and at Poulscaden, east of the town of

Howth
;

4. The old red sandstone, at Donabate and at Portrane

Pier; 5. The Silurian limestones and slates, at Portrane and

Lambay ;
6. The mica slate, at Killiney ;

7. The Cambrian rocks,
at Bray Head

;
8. The quartz rock, at the Hill of Howth, the

oldest and lowest sedimentary rock known in Ireland; 9. The
granite, at Dalkey, the foundation of the whole. All those rocks
are visible on the sea coast from Bray Head to Portrane, at the
level of the sea, not in succession, but brought into juxtaposition
at the surface, Hke the Kesh triangle, from different depths of the

''' Dublin Geological Journal, v. 262.
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Eartli's crust, and separated by faults. Except in two or tliree

instances, none of those now in contact occur in the usual succes-

sion.

I think I may say that my fabric of faults near Lough Erne
is fully represented near Dublin.

Last year Mr. Joseph O'Kelly, of the Geological Survey, dis-

covered a fault on the north side of Slievenamuck Mountam,
near Tipperary, by which the coal measures are thrown down.
He described it in the Natural History Review}^ He estimates

the amount of this fault at 5,000 feet. The coal measures of

that locality were not known before he discovered them.

Middle district.—The typical yellow sandstone, which first

suggested the idea of this subdivision, is chiefly to be found in

this district. It comprises all the counties in the middle zone of

Ireland, from the east coast to the west. The descriptions of it

in various locahties are set forth in several paragraphs of the

Outline of the Geology of Ireland already adverted to. I will

not quote those detailed descriptions, but briefly say that the

old red sandstone is described, at pages 8, 9, in one of them;
in a second, the yellow sandstone

;
a third gives its thickness,

ranging from 600 feet to 1,000 feet; and a fourth says,
" The

yellow sandstone succeeds the old red, and where that is wanting,
it rests on primary or transition rocks".

I may as well state at once that I consider the whole of those

descriptions as appertaining to different parts of the old red sand-

stone. Taking this rock as a whole, the upper part of it is

yellow, the lower part is red
; and, so far as I can see, there is no

good reason for making a separate subdivision of the yellow part
at all, because it has no definite base. In the north of Ireland

the prevailing colour is red, in the south it is yellow ;
but there

is no fixed point of demarcation, or plane of division, between
the red and the yellow colours. In Sligo and Mayo, the yellow

part at top is from 50 to 100 feet thick. Round the Slievebloom

Mountains, in the King's and Queen's counties, it is from 200
to 500 feet, while round the Derrybrian Mountains, in Galway
and Clare, the yellow colour prevails altogether, and the thick-

ness of red beds near the base is only about fifty
feet. In short,

in some places the yellow part is no more than one-eighth
of the thickness of the old red sandstone. This is the case at

Scrabo, near Newtownards in the county of Down. In some lo-

calities it is as much as half, and in others it is fully five-sixths

of the whole mass. At Tober Elathan, six miles south-west of

Loughrea, in Galway, in the conglomerate of the very lowest bed,

"Kat. His. Rer., iv. 251.
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which is there well exposed, the yellow colour
prevails.^

It ap-

pears, therefore, that changing the name of a part of this group
from old red sandstone to yellow sandstone, is wholly uncalled

for and unnecessary, and tends to injure the nomenclature and

classification of the carboniferous system.
Cases sometimes occur in which the upper beds of the old red

sandstone are interstratified with gray bands, consisting of black

shale, alternating with dark gray limestone in thin beds. One of

the clearest of those cases that I know of is in a very fine coast

section at Porter's Gate, near Hook Head in Wexford. In that

locality there is a band of black shale interstratified with thin

layers of encrinital limestone, containing abundance of fossils,

most of them being of the kinds found in the limestone above.

There is yellow sandstone above this gray band, and yellow sand-

stone below it. This appears to be one of the chief reasons for

adopting the yellow sandstone as a subdivision of the carboniferous

formation. It appears to have been considered that those fossils,

being found imbedded in it, gave it a claim to distinction, and
entitled it to get a special name in geology. But fossils belong-

ing to the mountain Hmestone are got in red sandstone near the

bottom, and in the middle of the old red sandstone in the river

at Kildress, near Cookstown, in Tyrone. This fact of fossils

being found in the red part near the bottom, as well as in the

yellow part near the top, nullifies the claim of the yellow for

fossil distinction. The yellow sandstone at Porter's Gate, as in

all other places, has no definite base, for in the fine section which
this place exhibits, the passage from the yellow above into the

red below, affords no indication by which any decided bed can be
fixed upon as the base of the yellow part, because, as well as

I can remember, there are intercalations of red and yellow col-

oured beds in the passage.
Since there are, however, shale bands in the upper part of the

sandstone, it may be asked where should the line be drawn to

determine the upper boundary of the old red sandstone ? I would

say it ought to be at the top of the upper bed of sandstone, be-

cause the succeeding rock, calciferous slate, is a neutral band,
and not at all allied to the sandstone under it. The slate itself is

very properly made a subdivision. Any thin bands of shale below
the upper bed of sandstone might be included in the latter rock,
and the whole be again properly called old red sandstone.

A few years ago, Slievedart in Galway, and Slievemurria in

Roscommon, two remarkable hills, were coloured on the Geo-

logical Map as yellow sandstone. This has very properly
been alten^d in the last edition; but still there remain twenty
or thirty small patches of yellow sandstone, which it is to.
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be hoped will, in tlie next edition, be made of the same colour,
for they really are all of one colour in the hills.

It will be observed by looking on the map, that round the

Derrybrian Mountains in Galway and Clare, there is a very nar-

row border on the outside of the sandstone district, adjoining the

calciferous slate. What does tliis border represent ? It is in the

position of, and made apparently to represent, yellow sandstone.

Nearly all the old red sandstone at Woodford and Mountshannon,
TuUa and Gort, is yellow, and in many places from a mile to

three miles wide. There is no good reason for marking off those

narrow bands on the map, where no diiference can be observed

in nature. Tliis appears to have been done to make the yellow
sandstone of this district consistent with the long narrow bands,
shown as yellow sandstone in Cork, of which I shall speak pre-

sently. The same observation applies to the narrow bands round
the Slievebloom Mountains, round the Knockmeldown Moun-

tains, the Galtees and Cappawhite in Tipperary, at Abington in

Limerick, and Thomastown in Kilkenny.

§3.

Southern district.—There appear to be several errors of

considerable magnitude in the representation of the county of

Cork, some of which run mto the south-eastern part of Waterford.

1. The brown colour, representing old red sandstone, extend-

ing from the Blackwater to the Lee, and in an east and west

direction from the Boggra Mountains to the eastern coast be-

tween Youghal and Helvick Head. To this large district may
be added other minor ones, as, first, one extending from Carrick-

fadda by Mount Gabriel to Mizen Head
;
a second, from Clona-

kilty to Cape Clear ;
a third, from Dunmanway, south of the Lee,

to Cable Island at Youghal Harbour; a fourth, from Ballymarth,
across the entrance of Cork Harbour, to Ballycotton. These are

all composed of grits and slates, such as those seen in the penin-
sula of Dingle in Kerry, and which, as I shall show, are now

proved to be undoubted Silurian rocks. The area of those al-

together makes about 1,160 square miles.

2. Some beds of whitish friable grit containing plant remains,
and other similar beds containing casts of bivalve shells belong-

ing to the Silurian rocks, are shown and coloured as very long
narrow bands of yellow sandstone.

3. The portion in the southern part of Cork, coloured green,
to represent calciferous slate, is all composed of grits and slates,

mostly of a gray colour. They extend from Cork Harbour to

the west coast. They all belong to the old grauwacke series or
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modern Silurian. This district is upwards of 430 square miles in

extent

4. Some insulated districts of the coal measures, known by
their fossils, between Bandon and the Old Head of Kinsale, are

omitted on the map.
I will examine each of these points in succession.

Old red sandstone.—The south-eastern parts of the counties

of Cork and Waterford constitute a district replete with geolo-

gical interest, and the rocks of which appear to me to have been

mistaken altogether on the Geological Map.
To express this satisfactorily, it is necessary to refer to a

locality where a good type of the older rocks of the south of

Ireland may be seen. The peninsula of Dingle affords such a

type. In that locality there are brown, gray, and green hard

grits, and purple, gray, green, and red slates. All those rocks

appear in layers, some thick, some thin, interstratified with each

other. In some places, as at Connor Hill, the green grit is un-

mixed with any other rock for many hundred feet in thickness.

Again, brown grit occurs near Sybil Head, unmixed for many
hundred feet. In Mount Eagle, gray, green, and brown grits
alternate in thick bands. In other places, slates and grits of all

the colours mentioned are interstratified. Fossiliferous slates and

grits, of considerable thickness, lying undoubtedly in the brown
and green grits, also occur at Ferriter's Cove and the neighbour-
hood towards the west, and at Coosathurrig, on the south coast

;

and those fossiliferous bands being Silurian, as is proved by their

fossils, are the means by which the lower rocks of the whole pe-
ninsula are determined to belong to the Silurian system, for

the green and brown grits have no fossils.

Those unfossiliferous rocks, both gray, green, and brown,
have been called GlengariiF grits. New names are objection-
able in geology, and local names are equally so. There are

already seven subdivisions of the Silurian system in England,
seven in Belgium, and seven in America, each havingf a dif-

ferent name, derived generally from local circumstances. The
tendency to multiply names, instead of benefiting geology, in-

cumbers it. But it appears to me that these rocks might more

appropriately be called Silurian grits, as they are found to

belong to that system, and I will adopt that name because it con-

veys the idea of the sequence in the term Silurian, and the idea
of their lithological character in grit.
The equivalents of the Silurian grits of the Dingle district

appear a^ain
in Rossbegh, south of Castlemaine Harbour, and

in Macgillicuddy's Reeks, and continue by the Gap of Dunloe,
Derrycunihy, south of I^illamey, Turk and Mangerton Moun-
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tains; by Glengariff, south of Kenmare, Macroom, Millstreet,
Musherra Mountain, and tlie Boggra Mountains, to the cutting
in the Cork and Mallow railway. In all those places the Silu-

rian grits and slates are as well defined in lithological character,
in colour and alternations, as they are about Dingle.

I have stated that in the south-east of Cork and Waterford
the rocks, as shown on the Geological Map, appear to me to

have been mistaken. To prove this, it will be necessary to.

give a short physical and geological account of that part of ihe

country.
The Boggra Mountains attain an elevation of twelve hundred

to thirteen hundred feet above the level of the sea, but proceed-

ing eastward from this group, the average surface elevation de-

clines gradually. At Watergrass Hill, a meridional section is

much lower, say about five hundred feet, and the surface con-

tinues declining until it reaches the shore near Youghal, where
it disappears under the Irish Sea, the coast line cutting across

the general strike of the rocks, and exhibiting their relations.

The whole country consists of a series of undulations, com-

posed of anticlinal ridges and synclinal valleys, which assume
almost everywhere an east and west direction. The rocks,

except in some valleys, are gray, green, or brown grits, in-

terstratified with gray, green, purple or red slates. In some

parts of the district the green and brown grits are pretty

equally distributed, as in the Fermoyle River, east of the Boggra
group of hills, and in the railway section of the cutting
from Mallow to Cork. In other districts one colour prevails,
as has been already noticed in the case of the green grits at

Connor Hill, and the brown grits at Sybil Head, near Dingle.
There is a great thickness of red slate in Mount Hilary, south

of Kanturk. The brown colour prevails eastward towards the

shore in most, if not all, of the anticlinal ridges between Cork
and Ilelvick Head, near Dungarvan. Those grits and slates

have the same stony character as the rocks in the Dingle penin-

sula, and all are, as I believe, Silurian rocks.

The lithological character of the calciferous slate and moun-
tain limestone rocks of this district, differs from that which they

usually present in the rest of Ireland. They are much affected

by cleavage, and their fossils are distorted. I do not mean to

give a particular description of every valley, but it is necessary
to state the facts connected with one or two of them. In rea-

soning on those facts, and in offering evidence concerning any
one trough or valley, I shall use that which is positive, where a

fact is clear and the rock undoubted
;
but the negative must ne-

cessarily be used where a rock does not appear to be present in
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tlie position it ought to occupy in tlie sequence. On this part of

the subject I must be particular, as I have to deal with precon-
ceived notions. It requires a good deal of hammering to knock

an old idea out of the head of a geologist, and to put a new one

in its place.
The synclinal valleys or troughs in the south-east parts of

Waterford and Cork, where the elevation does not exceed about

100 feet, are usually filled with rocks of the carboniferous forma-

tion. Mountain limestone, with calciferous slate, are the most

common, but sometimes there is a httle old red sandstone, and

sometimes a little of the coal measures, as I shall endeavour to

show. The bottom of the synclinal hollow often has no carboni-

ferous rocks, but the usual green and gray, brown and red, Silu-

rian grits and slates of the country.
Those synclinal valleys or troughs containing carboniferous

rocks, the beds of which are nearly all parallel to each other, are

supposed by some geologists to lie conformably on the inferior

strata of brown grit or other rock, but this appears to be highly

improbable. I believe that here, as everywhere else in Ireland,
the carboniferous system lies unconformably upon the inferior

rocks. Out of seventy-eight cases, affording good junctions,
that I examined closely, and recorded in the Journal of the Dub-
lin Geological Society^ vol. vii. p. 119, I did not see a single case

where they were conformable. I therefore consider that the lime-

stone of the troughs of Waterford or Cork does not lie conform-

ably on the brown or gray beds (Silurian grits) of the country
that lie beneath it.

The old red sandstone in Cork, is shown, as before stated, on
the Geological Map to the extent of about 1,160 square miles

to the south of the valley of the Blackwater. It is my purpose
to show that all this old red sandstone is Silurian, like the Dingle
grits, and should be so coloured.

I have already traced the Dingle grits, step by step, from the

Dingle peninsula to the railway cutting between Mallow and

Cork,—that is, into the heart of this supposed old red sandstone.

At Commons, one mile north of Cork, similar grits, brown and

green, are seen in small quarries, as characteristic as any in the

Dingle peninsula. Thus, those rocks are traced to within a mile
of Cork.

The old red sandstone has two prominent points of character,

which, in all parts of Ireland, stand out in relief, and make it a

rock which cannot be mistaken for any other. The first is a

thick band of conglomerate at its base, which generally contains

quartz, jasper, and other pebbles; the second, that this conglo-
merate always lies unconformably on the inferior rock. Other
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characteristics are, that the lower part of it is usually of a red
colour

;
it passes upwards into yellow, but both are comparatively

soft, and easily split for economic use into rudely rectangular
blocks, according to the will of the workman,—a circumstance

quite at variance with, and distinguishing it from, the Silurian

grits, which are so much affected by cleavage, and so hard, that

blocks of them are quite refractory under the wedge, the ham-

mer, or the chisel, and cannot be worked satisfactorily for build-

ing purposes.
The conglomerate band, as it appears near Hook Point in

Wexford, at the Devil's Bit in Tipperary, and at Bartrigoum,
on Slievemish in Kerry, does not exist in the county of Cork in

positions where it might be expected,
—that is, in the vicinity of

the mountain limestone troughs. It appears, therefore, that the

conglomerate diminishes in thickness from Tipperary and Kerry
southward, and is wholly absent to the south of the valley of the

Blackwater in Cork. The old red sandstone of the true typical

kind, like that near Hook Point and the rest of Ireland, seems to

be wanting here. It either thins out to nothing, or it is buried

in faults at the edges of the limestone troughs. It is most pro-

bably absent, for if it existed it would be found at the sides or

ends of some of the smaller boat-shaped synclinal troughs of

limestone or of calciferous slate, which exist in many parts of the

district.

It is true that immediately about the railway tunnel at Cork,
as well as all the way to Helvick Head in Waterford, the brown-

coloured rock prevails, as it does at Sybil Head, near Dingle ;

but the well-known band of conglomerate is absent; the uncon-

formable sequence is absent
;
there is no trace of either of those

characters in or about the tunnel, or any where in the railway

cutting near Cork. The geologist may look in vain there for

them.

It will be seen that, in the valley of the Lee at Cork, the

brown grit dips southwards under the mountain limestone,

and it does so at the very steep angle of 60°; but there is

every reason to believe that there is a broken sequence between

the two. There is no calciferous slate visible at Cork between

the brown grit and the limestone, although it has been stated by
a geologist that there exists at Monkstown, in the vicinity, 2,600
feet in thickness of it. Limestone is visible at the Bandon rail-

way station in Cork
;

it is said to have been quarried on premises
in Brown Street. Either of those localities is but a short way
from the brown rock on the north bank of the Lee. Even if the

calciferous slate were visible, and stood on edge, there is not

room for 2,600 feet thick of it; nor is there one-fourth, I might
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say one-tenth, of that thickness between them. Again, limestone

in Cork, where the bedding is visible, lies in nearly level beds.

This, with the absence of the calciferous slate, is not reconcilable

with the steep dip (60°) of the brown rock on the north bank of

the river, without the intervention of a fault, supposing for a

moment that this brown rock is old red sandstone, for the beds

of the carboniferous system are always parallel.

At Mallow there is an anomalous appearance, something like

this at Cork. The coal shales at the railway station dip southwards,

40° to 50°, apparently imder the limestone which occurs at Mallow

Castle, and at several quarries near the bridge. Notwithstand-

ing the position of those coal shales, no geologist will say they

dip under the mountain limestone. There must be a fault be-

tween them.

It appears, therefore, rather that the limestone at Cork was

let down by a fault, or between two faults, than that it is in con-

formable sequence with the brown grit on the north bank of the

Lee, which should be the case if that brown grit were old red

sandstone. I shall allude to this subject again presently, when
I come to speak of the limestone block atTaghmon.
The Cork synclinal valley, or trough, whichever it be, from

Youghal Bay to Kilcrea Bridge, is about fifty miles long. At
Cork, the limestone is about a mile and a half wide

;
at Castle-

martyr, near the east end, three miles
;
but as it proceeds west-

wards it gets both narrower and thinner, and at last crops out

and is absent. Then calciferous slate appears, and in still pro-

ceeding westwards, this too crops out, disappears altogether, and
leaves the Silurian grits uncovered.

There is a long narrow district of old red sandstone shown on
the map, between two of the imaginary yellow bands in the

country between Dunmanway and Roscarberry. Two of the

highest hills in South Cork are situated in it, that is, Carrick-

fadda and Mount Gabriel. The geologist who goes up Carrick-

fadda Hill to see this old red sandstone, will be surprised to find

none there. The rocks are all gray, hard, thick-bedded grit,
with a few thin bands of gray slate. There is no brown grit
here. Those gray rocks are like the rocks of Connor Hill near

Dingle. This long narrow district is erroneously coloured on
the map. It is not old red sandstone.

The same observation is applicable to the brown band stretch-

ing along the south coast from Clonakilty to Cape Clear, and to

all the ridges of country about Cork Harbour, coloured as old

red sandstone on the map. They are all Silurian grits and slates.

In the valley of the Blackwater there are some small patches of
old red sandstone. It appears at Drumaneen Castle, to the west of
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Mallow. It is also at Quartertown, one mile south of Mallow,
where it lies unconformably on the Silurian grits. The junction is

at the north end of the first railway cutting, going from Mallow
southward. It was laid bare when the formation of the railway
was in progress, and then clearly exhibited the unconformability,
which I had the good fortune to see. The Silurian grits in the

cutting have slight undulations and a general dip eastward. The
old red sandstone dips steadily from the junction to the north-east

15°, and appears to dive under the limestone of the valley about
Mallow. There is no conglomerate visible at its base here. This
rock also occurs at Ballyvoil Head in Waterford, where it is of a

yellowish colour. The beds are visible on the strand between

high and low water. I will return to this locality presently. I

know of no genuine old red sandstone to the south of those

three places in Waterford or Cork.

Yellow Sandstone.—There is in The Journal of the Geological

Society of Dublin, a paper, by Sir R. Griffith, from which the

following extract is taken, vol. vi. p. 201 :
—

" The position in which the copper beds of the county of Cork occur is

generally very near to the outgoing of the yellow sandstone as laid down
on ray Geological Map; hence, in a practical point of view, it becomes

most important that the miner should be made acquainted with the in-

dications which characterize the commencement of that group, as without

this clue no direct benefit could be derived from the discovery of the

position in which the metallic beds usually occur ; but, possessed of this

knowledge, walking along the strike of the strata near the outgoing of

the yellow sandstone, the miner will examine with confidence all the sur-

face indications, and when he observes the bright green tint which the

cupriferous beds generally present, he will at once conclude he is on the

proper trail".

Pa^e 203. " Metallic beds, producing copper and lead, have been dis-

covered, and many of them partially worked, near the line of the out-

going of the yellow sandstone, for a length of sixty miles, or from Ring-

abella, near the entrance to Cork Harbour, to the Mizen Head".

The foregoing description certainly promises a ready method
of finding the mineral treasures of South Cork. What will

be thought of a person who has the hardihood to say, that

there is no yellow sandstone of the ordinary type to be found

in the locality to which the above description applies, and that,

even if there was, yellow sandstone is one of the most barren of

rocks in mineral wealth? This is w^hat I venture to say, and

here are my arguments.
If a line be drawn from Cork Harbour across the county to

Bantry Bay, through the towns oi" Monkstown, Ballinhassig, In-
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niskeen, Dunraanway, and GlengarifF, the liigh lands of the

county lie to the north of this line, and to the south of it the

country is comparatively low. This low country is about 72

miles long from Cork Harbour westward to the Atlantic, and 12

miles wide, making about 860 square miles. In the last edition

of the Geological Map (1856), several very narrow yellow
bands are seen running east and west, in the strike of the strata

through the low country just pointed out: these thin bands re-

present the yellow sandstone, and measure on the map about

435 miles altogether in length in Cork, besides some in Water-

ford. They consist of a single bed, sometimes of two, and from

two to four feet thick. I believe that those narrow stripes,

where they occur at all, are not yellow sandstone, according
to the usual meaning of that term, and that in three hundred

miles in length of them, as shown upon the map, there is no dif-

ference of appearance in tlie rocks to warrant the laying down of

any such bands at all. I shall detail a case to show this more

fully.
In the section of country between Dunmanway and Roscar-

berry which crosses the strike of the rocks of the country, there

are four of those thin narrow bands shown on the Geological

Map of Ireland. In 1852 I had an opportunity of examining
this line of country, and looked for those bands w^ith anxiety and

interest, and can vouch for the fact, that there is no visible sign
"whatever ofyellow sandstone at Dunmanway, where one of them
is shown. I examined every one ofthe rocky knolls on the slope of

the hill north of the town, followed them in the direction of the

band, as laid down on the map, for a mile to the east and a mile

to the west of the town, but could only find gray and green
slates and giits of more ancient rocks.

I also examined, and with a like result, the rocks of Carrick-

fadda, about half-way between Dunmanway and Roscarberry, a

short way to the north and south of which two more of those

yellow bands are shown. I could not find any yellow sandstone—
nothing but gray grits and gray slates of the old grauwack^

rocks. 1 examined, for some miles of its length, the position
of the southern one of the four bands near Roscarberry, but
no trace of yellow sandstone was visible. There is therefore no

ground for separating those four yellow bands, shown on the

map, running east and west between Dunmanway and Roscar-

berry, from the other rocks of the locality.A whitish friable bed of rock, containing obscure remains of

plants, is Ibund in many places in the Silurian grits and slates

of South Cork
;
and this bed, in one or more of its convokitions,

is either repeated in other places, or there may be other similar
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beds in the country, containing casts of certain bivalve shells,
—

both plants and shells being obscure, and many of them new-

forms. These plant or shell beds cannot be followed through
the country for anything like the continuous length laid down
on the map.

It is this plant-bed that has been taken in the south of Cork
for yellow sandstone

;
but it cannot be that rock, because where-

ever it has been discovered, it forms but a single bed, from half a

yard to a yard in thickness. It is bounded on both sides by the

adjacent brown or green grits and slates of the Silurian rocks,
and dips at the same angle with them, being, in short, nothing
more than one of the beds of that series

;
whereas the yellow

part of the old red sandstone has numerous beds, and is of con-

siderable thickness, and instead of dipping with the brown or

gray grits, if there at all, would lie unconfbrmably over them.

This fossiliferous bed in the Silurian rocks reminds one of the

bone bed in the lias : the lias bed, however, contains fragments
of bones and remains of fishes—while the Silurian bed contains

fragments of plants or casts of certain bivalve shells, obscure, or

not known. It is absurd to suppose that yellow sandstone, which
is many hundred feet thick on Slievemish in Kerry, and in the

Galtees in Tipperary, could be represented m Cork by a single
bed. I hold, then, that this bed cannot be called yellow sand-

stone. It is visible in one locality near Cork, that is, immediately
north of the city, in an old quarry on the north side of the Glan-

mire road, and there affords obscure fragments of plants.
Sir Henry De La Beche has given this matter some considera-

tion, as may be seen in his Geological Report on Cornwall,

Devon, and West Somerset. He says in that work, at p. 132:

"That it should have been considered an anomaly, as has been done in

England, to discover plants in an earlier rock analogous to those so

abuudandy found in the coal measures, is the more remarkable when we

reflect, that it has for some time been held by continental geologists that

plants similar to those in the coal measures are discovered in grauwackd.
And it should be recollected that this opinion has been held, not by

geologists who, as formerly, made no distinction between coal measures

and grauwacke, but by those who did make, and well understood, such

distinctions".

M. Burat said, in 1834, when speaking of the grauwacke
series :—

"Fossil vegetables are not abundant in it
; nevertheless, the upper part

of the system sometimes contains them in great quantity. They consist of

ferns and reeds analogous to those found in the coal measures".
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M. Omalius d'Halloy also mentions the remains of plants of

the coal measures—
" As occurring among the slates of the Ardennes, which appear to

have been contemporaneous with transition limestone".

Sir Henry De La Beche further says, p. 49 :—
"
Upon these beds are other arenaceous rocks, generally gray or brown,

and for the most part schistose and micaceous. They are fossiliferous in

part, and contain casts of shells much resembling those of Cucullsea. In

the upper part of these arenaceous rocks we find remains of plants, noticed

by the Rev. D. Williams in his paper on the Grauwacke of North Devon
and Somerset, read before the British Association, at Liverpool, in 1837.

According to Professor Lindley, those which he has examined much re-

semble species detected in the coal measures. Among them is Stigmaria

ficoides, on« of the commonest of the fossil plants found in the true coal

measures of Great Britain, and which is also obtained from the upper

grauwacke of Brittany, at St. George's, Chatellaison, and Montrelais, and

occurs in the grauwacke of Bitschweiler (Department du Haut Rhin).

There would also appear to be a Bothodendron, somewhat resembling B.

punctatum, found in the Newcastle coal-field, and a Knorria, like Kn. Sel-

loni (Sternberg), obtained from the grauwacke of Magdebourg and from

Felling Colliery. With these are other plants, the species of which are

not so determinable, but possessing the general characters of the genera

Lepidodendron and Stigmaria^ so commonly found in the coal measures".

In a more recent memoir on the nature of the plants which
have existed on the surface of the Earth at different epochs, M.

Adolphe Brongniart observes that—
" The terrestrial plants which occur in the beds more ancient than the

coal measures—the transition rocks, for example—are not numerous, and

scarcely, if at all, differ from those contained in that formation. There

does not appear to me", he continues,
" more diflference in the fossil plants

of the two epochs, than between those in the upper and lower beds of the

same deposit of coal measures". ^^

These quotations are, I hope, sufficient to show, from other

and better authority than mine, that plants occur in the grau-
wacke rocks, as they do in the coal measures.

A paper was read at a meeting of the Royal Dublin Society
in March, 1857, by Sir R. Griffith,

" On the remains of fossil

plants discovered in the yellow sandstone strata", etc., etc. From
the journal of that Society, vol. i. p. 314, we learn that a box of

specimens of plants from nine localities was sent to M. Adolphe

'*M. A. Brongniart, Memoires de 1'Academic Royale des Sciences, 11th Sep-
tembre, 1837.

II. 17
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Brongniart to have their names determined. The nine localities

were—
1. MacSwjne's Bay, west of Dunkineely, county of Donegal.
2. Fallagloon and Dromard, in the valley of Ballinascreen, in

the county of Londonderry.
3. Bunatrahir Bay, and other places, near Ballycastle, county

of Mayo.
4. Monaduff, near Drumlish, county of Longford.
5. Hook Head, near Fethard, county of Wexford.
6. Tallow Bridge, county of Waterford.

7. Glanmire, near Cork.

8. Coomhola, near Bantry, county of Cork.

9. Kiltorcan, south of Thomastown, county of Kilkenny.
It is to be regretted that the locality of every specimen, as

numbered, is not given in this paper, as this, coupled with M.

Brongniart's notes, would increase the interest in this part of it

considerably. The author says, at page 315,
" The plants are

not confined to the yellow sandstone beds, but in some localities,

as I understand from Mr. Jukes (as at Ballyvoil Head and in the

county of Cork), extend into the red grits, and even cornstones

and shales which lie below them, and which, on account of co-

lour, I have classed with the old red system, and have tinted

them as such on my Geological Map". The specimens sent to

M. Brongniart, were not, it seems, confined to the yellow sand-

stone. Some of them were got from the red grits, cornstones,
and lower shales. These would have made one or two more lo-

calities if they had been named, and very interesting ones. Those
red grits and cornstones, from recent investigations made of parts
of Cork, Kerry, Hertfordshire, and Brecon, appear now to belong
to the Silurian. The black shales of Ballinascreen are coal mea-

sures, as I trust I have shown. At Tallow Bridge the rock I

believe not to be carboniferous, as it dips with the brown grit

behind it Coomhola grits, I believe, when their fossils come to

be investigated, will prove to be Silurian. M. Brongniart's ob-

servations show that the contents of the box proved a complete

puzzle to that great man. And no wonder. A box full of a

mixture of fragments of plants, sent from the Silurian grits and

cornstones, the yellow sandstone, and the coal measures, was no

easy subject to investigate in a satisfactory manner.

The following are a few of M. Brongniart's notes on the speci-

mens sent to him :

"No. 3, 15, 19, are very remarkable specimens, and altogether new to

me.

"No. 19.—I know no similar stem in the fossil state, and I cannot

place it with certainty in any known family.
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" Are these stems single or dichotoraous ? What are the organs in-

serted at the scars ? Are they linear leaves like those of the Lepidoden-

dron? and are linear leaves, contained in the same specimen, portions of

the same plant? Are the roots like the Stigmaria? 1 do not think so,

but there is much uncertainty on the subject.
" No. 16 is altogether unknown to me, and its nature is very difficult

to appreciate. Can it possibly be a compressed rhizome of a fern ?

"
111 defined fragments. The label says ferns, but I see no traces of

any.
"

I merely remark that the fig. 2, marked Sigillaria dichotoma, difilers

much from the specimens from Tallow Bridge, sent under the same name".

It will be seen that I do not admit, as belonging to the old red

sandstone,—that is, to either the red or the yellow part,
—the

whitish friable plant bed on the roadside near the railway tunnel

at Cork; or a similar bed at Tallow Bridge in Waterford; or a

third bed of the same kind at Knockahavaim, two miles north of

Dungarvan ;
with many others too numerous to bring forward

here. These plant beds all dip at the same angle, and lie paral-
lel to the brown Silurian beds with which they are associated,

and cannot be separated from them in any way as part of a dif-

ferent formation. If the brown grit be Silurian, the plant beds

are Silurian.

The Cappagh mine is thus spoken of at page 202 of Sir R.

Griffith's paper:
" The lode in this mine consists of a true metal-

lic bed, composed chiefly of gray slate interstratified with gray
quartzite, forming a portion of the yellow sandstone of that lo-

cality. The thickness between the north and south walls varies

from two feet to two feet six inches, and the enclosing walls con-

sist of schistose quartz, or quartzite, the rib containing the ore

being generally close to the north wall". Again, page 203:
" The yellow sandstone rests upon the upper beds of the Devo-

nian, and underlie the carboniferous slate".^'

Regarding these quotations, I have to say that the metallic

bed, consisting of gray slate interstratified with gray quartzite,
and the enclosing walls, consisting of schistose quartz, or quartz-
ite, cannot be yellow sandstone. We have abundant and fami-

liar examples of gray slate, gray quartzite, and schistose quartz,
in the rocks along tlie shore at Bray Head, and the descriptions
above quoted are equally true of the rocks at Cork and of Bray
Head. The grauwacke rocks, in a thousand localities in Ire-

land, might be equally well described by the same phrases. No
careful geologist would call such rocks yellow sandstone.

As to the yellow sandstone resting on the upper beds of the

'3 Jour. Geo. Soc. Dub., Ivi. 2C \
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Devonian and underlying the carboniferous slate, if tliere be no

yellow sandstone in that country, there is no Devonian, and
there is no carboniferous slate. The rocks called Devonian, be-

tween Dunmanway and Roscarberry, are composed of the usual

gray, green, and brown grits, and gray and red slates, of the

grauwacke of the south of Ireland. The supposed yellow sand-

stone bands shown on the map, are composed of the same, and
the so-called carboniferous slate likewise. All the rocks of that

line of country are, as I have said before, of more ancient date

than any part of the carboniferous system.
The following remark occurs at p. 201 of the same paper :

" The position of the copper beds of the county of Cork is generally

very near to the yellow sandstone as laid down on the Geological Map."

It is not said whether this proximity of the mines to the yel-
low sandstone be owing to any electric or other influence pos-
sessed by this yellow sandstone to attract metallic particles
towards it, or whether it be owing merely to accident. The ob-

servation is at all events a very vague one. There are eighty-
four marks on the map in that patt of Cork, to indicate where
mines are said to exist, or trials for mines made : of these, only
three are apparent on any of the yellow bands; thirteen are

within a furlong of some one of them, and sixty-eight are more
than a furlong, or beyond any possible metalliferous influence

which could be derived from the proximity of the supposed

yellow sandstone. Further, there is no mark of a mine within

a mile of either of the four northern bands, which together
measure 300 miles, out of 430, which is about the length of

the eight or nine in the county. How, then, can it be said, as

at p. 201,
*' that it becomes most important that the miner

should be made acquainted with the indications which charac-

terize the commencement of the group of yellow sandstone

beds" ? In reality there is no useful indication pointed out in

this whole paper but the bright green tint mentioned at p. 201,
and when the miner has this, which is a strong indication of

copper, before his eyes, he need not care if the outcrop of the

yellow sandstone, as shown upon the Geological Map, be forty
miles away.

Calciferous Slate.—The calciferous slate is one that is easily

recognizable by any one who has noticed it well. It lies on the

top of the old red sandstone and beneath the mountain lime-

stone. It is a soft rock, often brown at the surface where

decomposition has set in, and dark gray downwards where it

is unaltered. It is generally full of fossils, chiefly of the genera

Fenestella^ Orthis, Spirifera, Producta, and crinoid stenos and
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heads of various kinds. Those several fossils are common in the

overlying limestone. By means of them, the calciferous slate is

at once identified in the south. In the valley of the Blackwater

and other valleys to the south of it, this rock exhibits a strong

but rude cleavage. There is a good typical section of it ex-

posed on the sea-shore at Ballinacourty, near Dungaryan,
and

at Clonea a little farther north. At both those places it dips in

opposite directions, thus forming a synclinal hollow or trough,
which contains the mountain limestone. At Clonea Castle it is

about 400 or 500 feet thick. A complete section of it cannot be

seen, for on the beach, at Clonea, the top is covered with gravel
and mud, and the bottom at Ballinacourty gets under low water.

It lies most probably under all the troughs of mountain lime-

stone in the south. It gets thinner and thinner southwards,

towards Middleton and Carrigaline, in each succeeding valley.

There are no green, gray, or brown grits in any part of this

slate.

I have just said, that near Dungarvan a good typical section

of the calciferous slate of Waterford and Cork is to be seen.

So strong is my conviction of the necessity of knowing this

type well, that I would impress upon the mind of every geolo-

gist, that any slate which does not resemble that type in

lithological character, and bear similar fossils, is not calciferous

slate.

As already stated, the synclinal valleys often contain lime-

stone, which lies on calciferous slate. Those valleys sometimes

contain calciferous slate only, and often neither the one nor the

other, but in the bottom, the usual grauwacke of the country.
The latter is usually the case along the southern coast near Skib-

bereen.

One of those valleys, extending from Blarney by Dripsey and
Coachford to Annahalla near Macroom, eighteen or twenty miles

long, and nearly in a straight line, contains those rocks in both

conditions. At the two ends, at Blarney and Annahalla, lime-

stone is found
;
but in the middle part, for several miles between

these localities, there does not appear to be any. There is, how-
ever a brownish gray soft slate in a plantation adjoining Ellen-

ville lawn, on the road side, half a mile west of Dripsey, where
a pit was opened for repairing the roads, in which fragments of

obscure fossils have been found
;
this appears to be calciferous slate,

but it is not certain that it fills the valley westward from this

place. The bottom of it is much covered with drift and reclaimed

moory»land. Near Coachford the drift contains about a twen-
tieth part of rounded small limestone boulders, and to get these

for the purpose of being burned into lime, pits have been made.
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There are many synclinal hollows, or troughs, of calciferous

slate like this one between Blarney and Macroom in the south

of Cork. They are often small, not exceeding a mile or two in

length. There are some of this kind especially about Cork har-

bour, assuming mostly the form of narrow elongated troughs,
sometimes containing limestone, sometimes not.

There is a characteristic trough of this kind at Killanully, to

the west of Carrigaline. The limestone in it is about one mile

and a quarter long in an east and west direction, and a quarter of

a mile wide. Calciferous slate of the Clonea type is seen to the

south of the mass, along the Owenboy river, dipping to the north

under it, but none on the north side, at least none visible. This

limestone does not appear, from its dip, to be like the synclinal

trough at Dungarvan, even on a small scale, but rather more
like the Taghmon block, to which I shall allude presently, or it

is kept up at the south side, and dropped down by a fault at the

north one, into the place it occupies.
I now come to speak of those slates in the south of the county

of Cork, coloured green on the Geological Map to represent calci-

ferous slate. The northern boundary of this green colour is shown

passing through Dunmanway ;
and there it became important to

look for a good section, so as to ascertain the reason of the dis-

tinction. I examined two or three sections near that town to

determine whether the brown rocks to the north of the town, or

the gray rocks to the south of it, lie uppermost. This could not

be done by a meridional section through the town, because

though the rocks for a mile to the north are well exposed, there

is a synclinal valley through the town itself, and for two miles

south of it the country is cultivated or in grass. Any bits of rock

at all visible are few and far asunder.

There is a good section on the west side of the Bandon river,

four miles east of Dimmanway. In the north part of the town-

land of Toom, the brown grit and purple slate are the chief

rocks that meet the eye. Proceeding southward down the gentle
mountain slope, beds of gray slate begin to appear alternating
with the purple, and soon get common, so that at the southern

boundary of the townland the bands of gray and purple slates are

pretty equal. Next comes Balteenbrack, and in the southern

part of this townland nearly all the rocks are gray, and the red and

purple disappear. Those gray rocks continue southward for miles.

In going over the section towards the south, as first described,

from tlie brown rocks to the gray, there is no synclinal hollow—
no apparent fault—nothing but a simple southern dip all tj^e way
from the brown rocks on tlie north to the gray rocks on the

south, which shows that the gray rocks are uppermost.
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Those gray rocks are what the author of the Geological Map
calls carboniferous slate, but they cannot be that rock. There are

certain conditions wanting at the base of it which ought to be pre-
sent. The grits and slates of every colour to the north of the junc-
tion near Dunmanway belong to the Silurian grits, like those at

Dingle ;
and supposing, for the sake of argument, the gray rocks to

be carboniferous slate, there ought, according to the usual sequence
in Ireland, to be old red sandstone between the two, together with

an unconformity in the succession at its base. Now, though the

rocks are well exposed here in a section oftwo miles long, dipping
from 50° to 70° south, and above 9,000 feet in thickness, such

a thing as a band of conglomerate 40 or 50 feet thick, succeeded

by 1,000 feet thick of soft red sandstone and red shale lying

unconformably on Silurian grits, is not to be seen before we come

up to the gray slate, colom-ed as carboniferous.

I have thus shown that, supposing the gray rocks to be car-

boniferous slate, the conditions of the succession at the base of it

here are not what they usually are, and therefore, that the gray
rocks are not carboniferous slate, as supposed. The brown beds

on the north, the gray beds on the south, as well as the passage
of interstratified coloured ones between them, are all Silurian

rocks. There is no gap or interruption in the succession, as

there always is at the base of the carboniferous formation.

I now come to discuss the lithological appearance and the fos-

sil contents of those gray rocks, as compared with the Clonea

slate, which is the true type of the calciferous slate, in the

counties of Waterford and Cork.

Quarries of roofing slate have been worked at Benduff, two
miles north-west of Roscarberry, on the Skibbereen roadside;
also at the Leap ;

at Mohona, two miles south of Dunmanway ;

and many other places in the south of Cork. These appear to

be all in clay slate belonging to the old grauwacke rocks (modern
Silurian). In the quarry near Roscarberry, a large excavation

has been made, and thousands of tons of the refuse are thrown

about, but no trace of a fossil is to be found in the fragments.
The slate in the quarry appears by the excavation to be fifty
feet thick, and it is hemmed in at the sides by two vertical wall-

like beds of gray grit.

Let us further compare the roofing slate of this county with
the undisputed calciferous slate at Clonea, near Dungarvan. The
features, both positive and negative, in this vicinity, are the ver-

tical wall-like beds of gray grit, just described, visible at the
sides of the slate quarry, 40 feet high. The abundance of gray
grit in the vicinity ;

the total absence of fossils in the slate or

grit ;
the total absence of old red sandstone of the red or yellow
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colours, as the underlying rock; the absence of limestone, the

overlying rock in the sequence, for many miles from this place ;

the faciUty by means of good cleavage with which the slate splits
into good duchesses and countesses;—all those circumstances
stand in strong contrast with the calciferous slate at Clonea,
where the gentle dip—the abundance of fossils—the vicinity of

the yellow or upper part of the old red sandstone, lying below it,

and the usual gray limestone lying above
;
the total absence in

it of gray, green, or brown grits ;
the soft decomposing aspect of

the slate, and the imperfect cleavage, on account of which it will

not yield even a lady, as the small slates are called by the

quarrymen ;
no quarries of roofing slate of any value have ever

been worked in it
;
—all these circumstances make it quite appa-

rent that those two slates cannot belong to the same geological

period. The two localities compared have no one rock, fossil, or

character in common, except that the slates of both are of a gray
colour when sound. The rocks about Roscarberry are like the

similar gray grits and slates of the counties of Down, Armagh,
Monaghan, of Cavan, or of Louth. They occur in undulations
of great thickness, and in short have none of the usual characters

or accompaniments of calciferous slate in this part of the country,
coloured green on the map.
From this view, it is evident that all the calciferous slate, in

the country between Cork Harbour and Crookhaven, making
about 430 square miles, and coloured green on the latest edition

(1856) of the Geological Map, must be replaced by the colour

representing grauwacke or Silurian rocks, except any small basins

of calciferous slate or coal measures, which may be found lying

throughout the country in shallow troughs or hollows, which

may be known by the lithological character of the rocks and by
their fossils.

Carboniferous limestone.—Besides the observations I have

already made on this rock, I shall make a few more with a view
of explaining some additional circumstances regarding the rocks
I have been discussing.

In the undulations formed by anticlinal ridges and synclinal
hollows in the south-east of Cork and Waterford, to which I

have before alluded, the synclinal hollows are often filled with

calciferous slate or carboniferous limestone, or both. On ex-

amining the dips, it will be seen that the limestone is often

found in a synclinal valley, having a gentle dip from both sides

towards the centre. Sometimes it appears as if brought to its

present condition by the more violent doubling up in folds of

the strata of the underlying brown grit ;
sometimes those lime-

stone masses have been let down into their troughs between
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two or more faults
;
and sometimes appear to have been let down

bj a fault at one side of a valley, and not at the otber. A
good example, though on a small scale, exists near Taghmon, in

the county of Wexford, of limestone having been let down in a

trough between two or more faults. I saw this in 1846. But

having been employed at that time on the General Valuation of

Ireland, and the Commissioner having interdicted me from draw-

ing up or contributing geological papers to any scientific society,

I was unable to draw the attention of geologists to it. An
account of it has been since drawn up by Mr. Jukes, and printed
in the Journal of the Dublin Geological Society}^ It is a block

of mountain limestone (known by its fossils) about 150 yards

long and 50 yards broad, and appears to have been let down
into the Silurian rocks by means of faults. It is surrounded on

all sides by Silurian gray slates and grits, and level with them
at the surface. The nearest limestone is seven miles to the

south-east, at Bridgetown, and the nearest in the opposite direc-

tion, to the north-west, is at Thomastown in Kilkenny, twenty-
four miles off.

This sunken block of limestone suggests the idea that the car-

boniferous rocks once existed over the whole surface of tlie

country, and thai denudation to a vast extent subsequently took

place, clearing away the whole of the rocks of that formation,

except where patches of it, like this block, were let down here and

there, or formed the bottom of troughs, lower than usual, and thus

escaped the agency of the denuding power. This appears to have
been the case along the south-eastern base of the Forth Moun^

tain, in Wexford, where the limestone between Duncormack and

Drinagh stands at a low level. Also in the low promontory at

Hook Head
;
in the great trough of the Blackwater from Fer-

moy to Dungarvan; at Kenmare, at Bantry, at Cork, and at

those other hollows and troughs in the eastern parts of Water-
ford and Cork, between the Blackwater near Cappoquin and the

country round Cork Harbour, which has many of those lime-

stone valleys.
At Dungarvan the limestone is in position clearly overlying

the calciferous slate, the latter dipping under the limestone, both
on the north and south sides of it. In a country where undula-
tions are so numerous and so steep, this is the form it might be

expected to assume in most of the other valleys between this

point and Cork Harbour. There is strong reason to believe that,

together with this physical feature, an unconformable sequence
exists along the north side of the valley, from Fermoy to Cappo-

»* Vol. vi., p. 178.
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quin, and tlience to Ballyvoil Head, at the base of the steep

ground to the north.

At Ballyvoil Head, the brown grit dips south 70°. The ad-

joining yellow sandstone, a few yards south of this spot, appears
on the shore, between high and low watermarks, and dips south

20°. This difference in the dip in so short a distance, shows
that the brown grit and the yellow rock at both these places are

not conformable, and therefore the brown grit cannot belong to

the carboniferous system, for if it did, the beds in both would be

parallel when there is no intervening convolution {see fig. 4).

Fig. 4.

Section at Ballyvoil Head, near Dungarvan.

a. BroAvn grit, like the Silurian one at Dingle ; dip south 70°.
6. Old red sandstone, upper part ; dip south 20°.

Additional evidence of the unconformable sequence is afforded

by the brown grit along the north bank of the river, near Lis-

more, and between that and Fermoy, coming quite close to the

river in many of its bends, the limestone being but a few yards
off to the south of it, as is clearly seen at Lismore, and thus

leaving no room between them for the old red sandstone (yellow)
and calciferous slate, as it does on the shore at Clonea, where
the valley is more expanded.
Whether this unconformability was effected by a fault run-

ning in the direction of the north side of the valley, or by a re-

gular sedimentary deposit on an old sea beach, I am not prepared
to show, 1 merely state that it exists.

Coal Measures.—Mr. Ganly found fossils—(for Sir R. Grif-

fith) in the townland of Ballymakean, near the Old Head of

Kinsale—one of these was Posidonia lateralis^ as determined by
the late Professor Forbes. This fossil is abundant in certain

beds there, but much wrinkled by distortion and cleavage. Four
or five species o^Goniatites were found there also by Mr. Francis

Jennings of Cork, which were lent to Mr. Griffith, and the

names determined by Professor M'Coy and recorded. All those

fossils belong to the coal measures. Tliere is no limestone visible
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...aer the coal shales here, and to find them at all in that position

would be out of the usual sequence. The block containing them

must have been let down into the adjacent Silurian grits in the same

way as the block ot limestone at Taghmon, already alluded to.

At Ballyheedy chapel, near the Ballinhassig station on the

Cork and Bandon railway, black shales are found containing
Fosidonia Becheri and other forms. This is another fossil that I

have never found anywhere except in the coal measures, or in

some localities in thin limestone beds at their base. Like the

Ballymakean district, there is no limestone seen at the surface

here, and the limestone, if it be under the coal measures, as it

must be, is buried between faults. This place I believe to be

another great block of coal measures, let down by faults like tliat

at Ballymakean, and like the Taghmon limestone. The coal

shales, either at Ballymakean or at Ballyheedy, are not shown
on the Geological Map.
From the foregoing observations it appears that there are many

different rocks made to assume the character of yellow sandstone

on the new Geological Map.
1. The coal measures of Cultra, of Ballinascreen, and of

Drumkeeran, between Drumquin and Pettigo.
2. The long narrow bands on the external borders of the old

red sandstone, round the Derrybrian Mountains, in the counties of

Clare and Galway, adjoining the calciferous slate, and the nu-

merous similar bands in Kerry, Limerick, Tipperary, and Water-
ford. Those very narrow bands belong to the upper part of the

old red sandstone, and should not have been drawn on the map
at all, because there is no visible boundary, or difference, between
them and that rock to warrant making separate bands of them.

3. The yellow or upper part of the old red sandstone in all the

midland counties of Ireland, or wherever else it occurs. This is

the primary type of the whole.

4. The Silurian plant beds in Cork and Waterford.

6. Several imaginary bands drawn on the map, in the county
of Cork, such as those supposed to exist in the country between

Dunmanway and Roscarberry.
6. The beds with the green tint, or other indications of copper,

betAveen Ringabella and Mizen Head, especially in the vicinity
of the Cappagh mine

;
these are clay slate and quartzite of the

grauwacke series, and in no way like any part of the true car-

boniferous old red sandstone.

Another erroneous feature of the new edition of the Geological
Map is the splitting up of groups of rocks into numerous sub-
divisions. In the carboniferous formation the old red sandstone
IS divided into nine subdivisions, each particularized on the map
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by a different letter and colour. Tli(3 yellow sandstone is divided
into five

;
the calciferous slate into two

;
the lower limestone into

four
;
the calp into six

;
and the upper limestone into five subdivi-

sions. The coal measures are divided into—millstone grit, three
;

lower coal measures, two ; upper coal measures, two : making in all

thirty-eight subdivisions. The old red sandstone may contain
some members of a lower formation. The six subdivisions of the

calp are a fiction
;
and many of the others are often only the same

beds modified by faults, or difiering somewhat in character but
described under a new name. The definitions given of some of
them are so much like each other as to make them undistinguish-
able. The dividing of the four principal divisions of the carbon-
iferous system into thirty-eight subdivisions of this kind, appears
to me, therefore, to be not only a useless affectation of great ac-

curacy, but to have a very embarrassing effect on geologists, and
much more so on the public.

§4.

A paper by Messrs. Jukes and Salter was read before the Geo-

logical Society of Dublin, 13th June, 1855, entitled "Notes on
the Classification of the Devonian and Carboniferous Rocks of
the South of Ireland", and is printed in the Society's Jom-nal,
vol. vii. p. 63. In this paper they say

—
" The authors during the last month had examined some of the

principal sections in the south of Ireland, where the base of the carboni-

ferous rocks and the upper part of the old red sandstone are to be seen,

paying especial attention to the paleontological evidence. They have ar-

rived at the conclusion that it is impossible to separate the so-called yel-
low sandstone of the south from the old red sandstone, on account of

their physical union alone".

After enumerating the names of some plants, they again say :

" The yellow sandstone with these characters forms the upper part of

the old red saadstone all along the south of Ireland, from the Hook in

Wexford to the shores of Bantry Bay".

It is not to be wondered at if they found it impossible to se-

parate rocks physically which do not exist in this part of the

country ;
the only wonder is that, not being able to separate them

physically, they could still recognize them, as they do in the same

page :
" All along the south of Ireland, from the Hook in Wex-

ford to the shores of Bantry Bay". How could they recognize two

groups of rock which they found it impossible to separate ?

Speaking of a subdivision of those rocks called Coomhola grits,

page Q6, they say:
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" In the meantime the authors prefer to leave them under the designa-

tion in the south of Ireland of the Coomhola grit series. They are clearly

the equivalents of the Marwood sandstone of Sedgwick and Murchison, a

group which has been recently shown by one of the authors to underlie

the carboniferous slate of North Devon".

Notwitlistanding this conclusion, tliey have the following :

" P.S.—March^ 1856.—Since the above was written, the authors are

more decidedly inclined to look on the locally developed group above de-

scribed, under the designation of Coomhola grits, as undoubtedly carboni-

ferous, and, therefore, on the Avicula Damnoniensis, the CucuUcea, and

the other shells as carboniferous species".

I agree with the authors that those beds in which the Avicula

Damnoniensis, the Cucullcoa, and the others are found, are the

equivalent of the Marwood sandstone in North Devon
;
but al-

though not a professed paleontologist, I totally disagree with

them in saying that those fossils are carboniferous species. I

have examined our mountain limestone, which is perhaps the

best developed in Europe for fossils, in above two hundred and

fifty localities in the north, south, east, and west of Ireland, and
I have never got those fossils in any part of it.

Barnstaple in North Devon is on, or very near, the lower

boundary of the carboniferous shales which lie and dip to the

south of it. Marwood is three miles to the north of this boundary,
and therefore well into the grauwacke. Those fossils, therefore,

belong to the Silurian rocks.

The Coomhola grits, as they are called, have no connection
with either the rocks or fossils of the calciferous slate. They
form no part of the carboniferous series. They are really old

gray or green grits and slates of the grauwacke ;
and the plants,

the several species of Cucullcea, and the Avicula Damnoniensis^
are all proof of grauwacke origin. Those fossils are found in

many localities of the county of Cork, and a great number of

specimens collected during the Irish Geological Survey, but unfor-

tunately not yet arranged for inspection. There is a good loca-

lity for them on Derrylieve Hill, five miles south-east of Cork,
in the townland of Glinny, near a new house, where they occur
in a yellowish hard grit, or rather quartz rock. Here, a few

yards from the quarry, in a farmer's yard, red and gray clay slate

of the grauwacke, and the quartz rock with the fossils imme-
diately adjacent, is laid bare. They occur at Coolkirkey, half a
mile west of this, in the same strike. The whole is certainly as

unlike calciferous slate as any rock can be. Any man whose
eye is accustomed to the Coomhola grits and the calciferous slate

of Clonea, can at a glance recognize the difference between
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them, as I trust I have already explained. Mr. Francis Jen-

nings, of Brown Street, Cork, has, I believe, a number of speci-
mens from Glinny quarry in his cabinet.

I shall now make an attempt at comparing the south of Eng-
land with the south of Ireland, Devonshire with Cork, by means
of the lithological characters of the rocks and the fossils in each.

South Devon and Cornwall seem to have been so much dis-

turbed in the geological succession of the rocks, probably by the

causes which accompanied the protrusion of the several granite dis-

tricts, that it is perhaps vain to attempt to classify their rocks by
any knowledge we may possess of those in Ireland, where the

sequence, especially in the carboniferous system, is pretty regular.
No comparison can be made between this and any other place
with a satisfactory result. North Devon is different, and is there-

fore eligible as a subject for comparison.
This district is bounded on the west by the Atlantic

;
on the

north by the Bristol Channel
;
on the east, near Williton and

Wiveliscombe, it is covered up by new red sandstone
;
and on the

south, it is bounded by a low valley, nearly coinciding with a hne
drawn across the map of England, from Barnstaple to Clayhanger.

Sir Henry De La Beche has written, and cited from others, a

good deal regarding this North Devon district, in the Report of

the Geology of Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset. I shall

not follow him in detail. He calls the whole area grauwacke,
and says, at p. 40, that

" The value of the Cambrian and Silurian researches of Professor

Sedgwick and Mr. Murchison cannot be doubted. The latter geologist

has devoted several years to the detailed study of the upper part of the

grauwacke group".

Again, p. 130.

Note—" In 1836, Professor Sedgwick and Mr. Murchison divided the

grauwackd of North Devon into five subordinate groups".

In 1837, Professor Sedgwick and Mr. Murchison read a paper
before the Geological Society ofLondon, printed in vol. ii., p. 566,
of their Transactions. They conclude that the minor groups of

North and South Devon are newer than the rocks of Snowdon
and central Cumberland (the Cambrian of Professor Sedgwick),
and older than the Silurian system of Mr. Mui'chison.

" At the meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, held at Liverpool in 1837, the Rev. D. Williams divided this

grauwack^ (North Devon) into seven minor groups, and gave an account

of plants found in it".

" In January, 1838, Mr. Weaver read a paper to the Geological Society
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of London, on the *

Geological relations of North Devon', in which he

subdivided the rocks of the district into six subdivisions, and said they
constitute a peculiar transition group".

I give tliese quotations to show tliat all the geologists who

visited, and wrote upon, North Devon, were of opinion that it is

grauwacke, or transition rocks, or Silurian, which all mean the

same thing.
Sir Henry, at p. 48 of the Report, etc., describes the Combe-

martin limestone, the slates at Ilfracombe, the red, brown, and

gray arenaceous beds at Morte Bay, succeeded by other arena-

ceous beds, generally gray or brown, and schistose or micaceous,
and containing qasts of shells much resembling those of a Cucullcea,

etc., etc. I need not quote his descriptions in detail, but merely
add, that the rocks of North Devon, which he describes, the red,

brown, green, and gray grits, and the red, green, purple, and

gray slates, with their several intercalations, recal vividly to my
mind the appearance of rocks near Dingle, in the Killarney, Ken-

mare, and Boggra Mountains, at GlengarifF, Dunmanway, and
Kinsale. His descriptions afford good lithological characters of

the rocks in a hundred localities in Cork and Kerry. In short,

I consider the rocks of Cork as equivalents of those of North
Devon as exactly as can be described, and both truly Silurian.

As regards the fossils, I believe I cannot do better than give
the names of those of North Devon, as described by Dr. Phillips
in his Palaeozoic Fossils. It is a district acknowledged to be Silu-

rian by all the geologists who visited it. I will select the fossils

from his table, and the localities both from the table and descrip-

tions, and put them into a tabular form
; and, instead of enume-

rating all the species found in each locality, I will classify them
into districts. I shall also give one locality in the mountain lime-

stone or calciferous slate of Ireland, opposite to the name of any of

the fossils which I found in that rock, so as to indicate those

which may be common to the carboniferous system of Ireland

and the Siluiian of North Devon.

TABLE OF FOSSILS.
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are of an intermediate age between the carboniferous and Silurian systems,
and consequently of the age of the old red sandstone. It is necessary to

add that Mr. Murchison has shown that there is a regular passage from

the old red sandstone upwards into the carboniferous system, and down-
wards into the Silurian, and that the suites of fossils of the two systems
are perfectly distinct".

Sir Roderick Murcliison, in his Siluria, p. 257, says:
" The highly important deduction, however, of Mr. Lonsdale, that the

fossils of the South Devon limestone really exhibited a character inter-

mediate between those of the Silurian system and of the carboniferous

limestone, was the most cogent reason which induced Professor Sedgwick
and myself, after identifying North and South Devon, to propose the term

Devonian".

I shall make a few observations on these Devonian rocks thus

based on Mr. Lonsdale's conclusions, and whicli appear to have

been founded upon unsound premisses, and therefore unworthy
of being retained in our science.

The complete insulation of North Devon, the absence of any
doubtful rocks within tKe boundaries described, and the un-

doubted fact that it contains the fossils of a division of tlie Silu-

rian or grauwacke rocks only, on tlie one hand, and the certainty
that the carboniferous limestone of Ireland cannot be mistaken

for any other rock, on the other, contribute together to make
these two systems and the two localities the most eligible for a

comparison of the fossils of both.

From the two foregoing quotations, it appears that Mr. Lons-

dale depended on Sir R. Murchison's statements for the opinion
he entertained regarding the fossils, and the authors of the De-
vonian system depended on Mr. Lonsdale's conclusions for found-

ing the new system. More recent investigations have shown
that Sir Roderick's statements, as given by Mr. Lonsdale, are not

general.
At a meeting of the Geological Society of Dublin, I read a

paper entitled *' Researches among the Palaeozoic Rocks of Ire-

land",^^ etc. In that paper I drew up a table made out from

seventy-eight localities in Ireland, where junctions are visible of

the old red sandstone lying on the inferior rocks, and recorded

the dips of the upper and lower rocks at those junctions. I

stated that after those older inferior rocks had undergone a great

physical change, and their beds became upturned on their edges,
the old red sandstone was the first layer or foundation of the new

overlying system (the carboniferous) which was deposited; that

it was laid down upon the edges of the older rocks as they hap-

pened to present themselves
;
that it rests on mica slate, on gray

'^'Dub. Geoh Jour., voh vii, p. 115.
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clay slate, on gray grit, on gray slate and grit interstratified, on

green grit, on brownstone or brown Silurian grit, on brown mi-

caceous flag, on yellowisli white stratified quartz rock, on yellow

amorplious quartz rock, on brown porphyry, on greenstone, on

granite, and that the old red sandstone in Ireland lies every-

where unconformably on those inferior rocks, and consequently

that there is no passage upwards from those old rocks into the

carboniferous system. See Jig. 5.

Mg. 5.

m I Ti i A y
a. Granite ; 6. Stratified quartz rock ; c. Mica slate ; d. Primary crystalline limestone ;

e. Greenstone; /. Amorphous quartz rock; g. Gray clay slate; h. Gray grit; i. Red clay
slate ; k. Green grit ;

I. Green chloritic slate ; m. Brown Silurian grit ; n. Old red sandstone ;

0. ilountain limestone ; p. Coal measures.

Sir Henry De La Beche, in the Memoirs of the Geological

Survey of Great Britain^ vol. i. p. 60, in describing the coun-

try going westward from the Vans of Brecon, says :
—

"
Proceeding towards Caermarthen, not only do we appear to find a

mingling of sand more, at the same geological time, westward than east-

ward, but also an overlap of the higher arenaceous and conglomerate
series upon the lower and marly accumulations of the old red sandstone ;

the carboniferous limestone and coal measures over the Silurian rocks".

The old red sandstone referred to above, is that of Hertford-

shire, now known to belong to the Silurian system, and the

overlap of conglomerate is the base of the old red sandstone (car-

boniferous) of South Wales, lying on it unconformably, show-

ing that tliere is no passage upwards from the Silurian into the

oarboniferous rocks.

Professor Sedgwick, in his introduction to the BritishPalceozoic

Fossils^ p. 28, says;
—

"
Though the Devonian series of the Herefordshire type seems to pass

downwards into the upper Silurian groups, it does not appear to pass
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upward into the carboniferous. There is generally a paleontological and

physical gap between them, which is in many places indicated by the

upper conglomerates of the old red sandstone".

This physical and paleontological gap is the unconformable

sequence at the base of the old red sandstone.

From this it appears that Sir H. De La Beche and Professor

Sedgwick both think that there is no passage upwards from the

Hereford grits (Silurian) into the carboniferous rocks of South
Wales. I have shown that there is no such passage in Ireland

from the Silurian system into the carboniferous.

Mr. Lonsdale in the foregoing quotation says :
—

*'
It is necessary to add that Mr. Murchison has shown that there is a

regular passage upwards into the carboniferous system and downwards
into the Silurian, and that the suites of fossils of the two systems are

perfectly distinct".

Here are two assumptions of great importance in geology,
both of which turn out to be groundless. I have discussed the

first; and as to the second, the little table of North Devon fossils

shows that the suites of fossils af^e not perfectly distinct : nearly
half of them are common to the two systems. Mr. Lonsdale's

reasoning therefore does not apply. We must reject his conclu-

sion, and with it the cogent reason that induced the authors of

the Devonian to propose that name.

Paleontologists appear to have been too stringent in appor-

tioning every fossil to a particular system. Trinucleus concen-

tricus is a fossil peculiarly characteristic of the Silurian forma-

tion, and of the lower division of it too. Leptcena analoga is

very abundant in the carboniferous. I got distinct and well

marked specimens of those two fossils in one piece of gray lime-

stone at the Chair of Kildare, a Silurian locality. The Leptcena

analoga w'as not any of the small varieties which resemble it,

but a fine full-grown specimen, with a hinge more than two
inches long, and the upper valve convex, not depressed ;

such a

specimen as may be obtained by hundreds in the mountain
limestone at Millecent, near Naas, in Kildare, or in the calcife-

rous slate at Ring, one mile north-east of Enniskillen.

It appears to me that the same fossil has often got different

names, when it happens to be found in different formations.

Leptcena depressa of the Silurian rocks, and some varieties of

Leptcena analoga of the carboniferous, are two of these. Rhyn-
chonella borealis, of the Silurian, and Rhynclionella pleuroden^
are two others. It would be a great advantage to geology if

more of our fossil shells could be examined and revised by such

a man as Mr. Davidson.
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ATLANTIS

Art. I.— CalderoTbs Autos Sacramentales.— The Sorceries

of Sin} By D. F. M'Carthy.

THE
Autos Sacramentales of Calderon—those wonder- Little at-

ful allegorical dramas to whicli this great poet devoted Jention

the utmost fervour of his devotional aifections and the ^^ q^I-

highest efforts of his inspiration
—^have not attracted even deron's

in Spain that attention which their singular merit and
^^'o*

in

almost unique character deserve. Until very lately, the

duty of collecting and publishing, in a popular and typo- ^^^^ gjjj_

graphically-correct edition, the secular dramas of Calderon tion of

(as they may be called, though frequently introducing re- dramas,

ligious personages and legends), was left to the enthusiasm
theTeip-

of a German professor and the enterprise of a Leipsic sic one,

bookseller.^ This reproach has, no doubt, been since re- "^^^^

moved by the publication of Don Eugenie Hartzenbusch's bu^ch'T"
elaborate and valuable edition ;' but neither in this nor ^^ ^^^^
the former reissue is there given a single specimen of given in

these extraordinary productions, which, when they come either,

to be known to English readers generally, will probably
The Au-

awaken a stronger interest in this remarkable writer, than
^^^

7.Op,. ,. , , ,
' awaken

any presentation oi his ordinary secular dramas has yet more in-

succeeded in obtainins:.'' There are many reasons why terest
°

1 i than the
^ Zos Encantos de la Culpa. Autos Sacramentales de Don Pedro dramas.

Calderon de la Barca. 6 vols. 4to, Madrid, 1759-60. Vol. 6, p. 109.
^ Las Comedias de Calderon, PorJ. J.Keil. 4 vols. Leipsique, 1827-36.
^ Comedias de Don Pedro de la Barca, por Don Juan Eugenio Hart-

zenbusch. 4 volumes. Madrid, 184:8-50.—JBiblioteca de Autores Es-
panoles, vols. 7, 9, 12, 14.

* In the Preface to the 35th volume of the Bihlioteca de Autores Es-
panoles, a promise is given by the editor, Don Justo de Sancha, that a

portion of the series wiU be devoted to the Autos of Calderon and other

writers,
—an announcement which all Spanish scholars will receive with

pleasure. See Romancero y Cancionero Sagrados, Madrid, 1855, p. vi.

II. 19
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The lyric readers wlio have not been prepared by some prepara-
fojm and

^ory studies in Spanish literature, to know what they

J^^yl-^_
are really to expect in Calderon, are repelled, perhaps

dual cha- disgusted, by the lyrical form, as well as what must
racteri-

appear to them the undramatic absence of individual

the^dra-" characterization, so frequently felt in perusing his purely
mas re- secular dramas. The intricacies of his plots in some,
pel the and the splendid bursts of poetry that irradiate others,

rmac- li^ve their separate admirers
; but the want of such life-

qainted like portraitures (except in a few rare instances) as so fre-

withSpa quently adorn the British stage, destroys altogether that

rature'^' apparent reality and vraisemblance which is the very
soul of dramatic illusion, and provokes comparisons most

injurious to that literature in which no identity of inten-

tion or conception can properly be traced, or should pro-
The Au- perly be looked for. But in the Autos there can be no
tosare

q{\qjii appeal to those forms, perhaps prejudices, inter-
^^^^ ' woven with the social threads of a nation's existence for

more than two centuries. They have no types, they have
no substitutes in the dramatic literature of any other

country. Emphatically may it be said of these, that none
but themselves can be their parallel. In these marvel-

lous allegories it is not the spectacle of private sorrow, or

the exhibition of pubHc virtue, that we are called upon to

in them witness. It is not the individual man moved and moulded
man is

]^j ^be unseen springs and influences of his passions and

moved ^^^ beliefs, who is the hero of the scene
;
but it is these

by hid- shadowy entities themselves, and a thousand others of the
den pas- ]{^q description, that take bodily shape before us, all con-

etc°\ut tending in rivalry for the soul of man—the eternal weal

the pas- or woe of which (however varied may be the ordeal)
sions are forms the interest of the story, and finally produces the

selves catastrophe of the plot. To this end everything in nature

embodied and in the soul of man contributes. The Earth and the
and ap- Seasons, the Days and the Hours, the Sea and the Sky,

for^us^s Faith and Increduhty, Christianity and Paganism, the

actors in Prince of Darkness and the Divine Orpheus himself, who
the dra- commences the work of creation with music and song, and

tending^" fi^^^^J restores the lost Eurydice of Human Nature to its

for his state oforiginal innocence and grace
—with athousand other

soul. ideahsms, pass across the scene, all delineated with the

same copious fertility of imagination, and for the most part

speaking to us in strains of the utmost purity and harmony.^

^
Speaking of this wonderful Spanish drama in its religious aspect,

the Protestant Louis Schack, its learned German historian, says :
" A

temple is thrown open to us, on entering which we feel as it were the
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It is not my intention at present to attempt any general Author's

analysis or description of tliese remarkable productions, ^bj^ect

Indeed after the admirable sketch with which a distin-
g°^e a

guished dignitary of the Protestant Church in England^ general

has prefaced his own translated specimens of one ofa°^y^^^»

them in tlie little volume referred to in the note, the

effort would be as difficult as perhaps it is unnecessary.

For deep insight into the profound significancy of these

allegories, and for a cordial appreciation of their poetic

and even religious merits, no better guide can be found

in English Literature than this. My object on this occa- but to

sion is to present one entire Auto, without abridgment, *^^^°g^^|®g

substitution, or alteration of any kind, imitating, as far j^^^q j^

as my command of the English language would permit versica-

me, the most difficult and pecuhar versification of the
^^^^^^ •_

original, an attempt which, I may be permitted to say, ^ai
;

has never been made in Enghsh to the same extent, and, ^^ ^^_

with respect to Calderon, to any extent, except in the tempt

specimens introduced into Dean Trench's analysis of The
"^^^^^

Great Tlieatre of the World, etc., already alluded to. ^j^de to

Upon this subject of Spanish versification I shall have the same

a few words to say presently. In the meantime a brief ®^^®^**

account of the number of Calderon's Autos, and an allu-

sion to the class of which The Sorceries of Sin may be
considered a type, may not be unacceptable.

In Mr. Ticknor's valuable History of Spanish Litera- Mr.Tick-

ture there appears (to me, at least) a sHght confusion in °°^
°°^

his account of the time at which the Autos were first pub- ^^^ gtate-

lished. In the text there is a statement that these '•''

Autos, ment of

or Dramas for the Corpus Christi Day", are the only
^^® ''"^®

ones which Calderon "
thought worthy of his care in pub- ^^^ j^^-

lication"
;
while in the note on the same page the following tos were

passage is given, which seems irreconcileable with it.
^^f^^

P^^'

" The Autos", says Mr. Ticknor,
'*

being the property of

the city of Madnd, and annually represented, were not

breath of eternity blowing upon us, while a holy flush of morning, like

a reflection of the Divine Glory, undulates through the awful precincts,
In the middle rises the cross, as the centre-point of all life and history,
on which the Infinite Spirit, in infinite goodness, was offered a sacrifice

for mankind. At the foot of this sublime symbol stands the poet, as

priest and prophet, and interprets the images on the walls, and the
dumb language of the tendrils and flowers which twine up the pillars,
as well as of the tones which reverberate from the vaulted roof".— Ges-
chichte der dramatischen Kunst und Literatur in Spanien, vol. iii., book
ill., p. 253.—Rambler, December, 1855, p. 407.

It is singular that this admirable work of Schack has not yet been
translated even into Spanish.

^ Dean Trench, in his Life's a Dream: The Great Theatre of the

World, from the Spanish of Calderon. London, 185G.

19 b
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permitted to be printed for a long time. They were first

published in 1717, in six volumes, quarto, and they fill

the same number of volumes in the edition of Madrid,
1759-60, quarto"—ffis^. o/ Sp. Lit, vol ii. p. 319).
That the Autos contained in these editions were first

printed in 1717 is certainly inaccurate, as I have in my
own possession a volume containing twelve of them
which was published at Madrid in 1690. This, though
not called so on the title-page, is described in the Suma
de la Licencia, as being

" Primera Parte de Loas y
Autos Sacramentales escritos por Don Pedro de la Barca'\

suggesting the probability that subsequent volumes of

this edition were published. In the forty-seventh vo-

lume of the Bihlioteca de Autores Espanoles, published

only last year, which forms the first volume devoted to

dramatists subsequent to Lope de Vega, there is a chrono-

logical and alphabetical catalogue of dramas which ap-

peared in Spain between 1635 and 1740, or from Calderon

to Canizares. This catalogue gives a list of Calderon's

Autos, which contains fourteen that are not to be found in

the six quartos above referred to
;
omits two, which those

volumes contain; and alters the names of two others, if

if indeed these last are not different autos altogether.'

The The Sorceries of Sin, in this paper, is not offered as the

^"'0
most perfect or beautiful of the Autos—indeed it is sur-

trans- passed by many of them in splendour of poetry and ori-

lated not ginality of invention. It is, however, a favourable

given specimen of its class, and as such has been selected, with

best spe-
*^^ others, by the only translator of these singular dramas,

cimen. which even German enthusiasm for Calderon has as yet

tempted to undertake the task.® My preference for it

'^ Among the new a7itos mentioned in the list of Don Ramon de

Mesoneros Romanos, referred to above, is one called Devocion de la

Cruz. This is not to be confounded with the terrible tragedy of that

name which Bouterwek so strangely mistook for an Auto^ a translation

of which, by the writer of the present paper, is almost ready for the

press. Another of the new Autos is Cruz en la Sepultura. This is

curious, and adds somewhat to the confusion already surrounding The
Devotion of the Cross, this tragedy having been first published (imper-

fectly, I believe) under an almost similar title,
" La Cruz de la SepuU

tura'\ in the Parte Viente y Ocho de Comedias de Varios Autores,

Huesca, 1634, where it is, erroneously of course, attributed to Lope de

Vega. See Notas e Illustraciones to the edition of Calderon's Comedias,

by Hartzenbusch, vol. iv. p. 701. See also Dramaticos posteriores a

Lope de Vega, vol. i. p. 38. The promise of new treasure in this list of

Autos adds greatly to the interest which the expectation of a new edi-

tion awakens.
s Geistliche Schauspiele von Don Pedro Calderon de laBarca, von J.

F. von Eichendorff. Two vols. Stuttgart, 1846-53. The German
translations of the Comedias are numerous. Among those in my own
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arose in this way :
—During a period of depression from Why it

illness and otlier causes, when an interruption of pursuits, ^^
^eea

perhaps more useful, certainly more necessary, became un-
^*^ *^^ ® *

avoidable, I naturally turned, when opportunities presented

themselves, to the pages of my favoiurite poet, from which

I have always gleaned delight and consolation. I read

the long, gorgeous Fiesta, or Spectacle, El Mayor Encanto

Amor, or Love the Greatest Enchantment, which is the old

Hellenic legend of Circe and Ulysses, reborn as it were, in

tliis drama, which (as Schack says), along with possessing all

the charms of the primitive fable, is impressed with the no

less distinct and delightful character of modern romance.^

The circumstances to which I have alluded have per-
mitted me to devote more time to the translation of this

drama, than I would otherwise be justified in bestowing

upon it. I commenced and completed a version in the

metre of the original, which, considering that it contains

more than three thousand lines, is perhaps the most consi-

derable attempt at reproducing the forms of Spanish ver-

sification in EngHsh, that has as yet been made. Having
concluded my task, and feeling confident that Calderon
could not have left so tempting a subject for allegorical
treatment unused, I turned to the Autos, and there found

LosEncantos de la Culpa, which, as showing the marvellous

fertihty with wliich he could, for a second time, take up the
same theme, and repeat it over again in a more wonderful
and original manner than at first, as well as for its intrinsic

beauty, and for the mutual light which Fiesta and Auto
reflect upon each other, I also translated with the same

rigorous adherence to the original. This religious reproduc-
tion of a secular di-ama is quite usual with Calderon. Many
of his Autos have the same names as his plays. Some are the

same stories with different names, but all in the process of

re-creation, are transfigured as it were in the light of his

imagination and rehgious enthusiasm into purer existences,
from which everything gross and degrading is removed.

possession, I may mention excellent ones by A. W. Schlegel, Schack,
Gries, Malsbnrg, Martin, Barmann, Schmid, Schumacher, etc. In
EngUsh, except the metrical portions of Dean Trench's analysis, no
attempt to reproduce even one of the Autos in verse has hitherto been
made. Prose outUnes of three or four may be found in Sismondi,
Ticknor, and Southey, as well as an excellent one of Poison and Anti-
dote, in the Rambler for December, 1855, in an article from which I
have already quoted.

^ Shack's Geschichte P. vol. 3, p. 190. Love the Greatest Enchant-
ment is the drama referred to with so much praise, by the Quarterly
lieview (vol. 25, p. 22), as evidencing the "

great comic powers" of
Calderon.
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It would be more satisfactory as supplying the means of

immediate comparison, to publish the translation of Love
the greatest Enchantment with that of The Sorceries ofSin.
This I purpose doing in another form and at another time.

This the The Auto in itself, I should hope, will not be unacceptable

complete
*^ ^^ readers ofthe Atlantis, as presenting (however im-

version perfectly) the only complete version that has ever appeared
in Eng- in English, of one of *' those marvellous compositions", of

Auto
^° *^® greater number ofwhich, says the distinguished writer'*^

I have more than once referred to,
**

it is not too much to

say, that they are hymns of loftiest praise to redeeming
love,
—summonses to all things which have breath, to

praise the Lord
;
and he too that writes, writes as one that

has seen Satan fall like lightning from Heaven, and rejoices
in spirit with his Lord"."

Brief ob- It remains for me to add (for those who have not turned
serva- their attention to the subiect) a few words on Spanishtions on -p* !• ^ ' ^ n ^

Spanish versiiication, an attempt at reproducmg wmcn lorms the
versifica- principal feature of this translation. In addition to the
tion. metrical forms known to most modern languages, the

Spaniards have onewhich is almostconfined to themselves,'*
and which, except in some accidental resemblance to be

^° Dean Trench in Life's a Dream, etc., p. 93.

"The opening scene of The Sorceries of Sin, and still more the ana-

logous one in Love the greatest Enchantment, will not unfavourably re-

call the similar scene in The Tempest. The allegory in tliis part of the
Auto seems to have been a favourite one with rehgious writers long pre-

cediug the time of Calderon. If the reader refers to the dedication of
the fourth part of the Paradisus Animce, he will j&nd a remarkable coin-

cidence in the work of one who may be called a contemporary writer.

The allegory in this pasage is, however, forced and strained beyond the
limits of Calderon's taste and judgment. The introduction oiElEnten-

dimiento, or Tlie Understanding, as a personal entity, is to be met with in

other writers beside Calderon, as in the Templo Militante of Cayrasco,
a remarkable work, and a remarkable, though almost forgotten writer.

See El Templo Militante. Lisboa, 1615, part 4, p. 140.
^2 The fact of the Portuguese having to a certaui extent adopted the

asonance in some departments of their poetry, can scarcely be considered
an exception to this statement. The circumstance of two of the south-
ern nations of Europe asonating in their versification has been considered

by some investigators into the philosophy of language, as having arisen

in obedience to certain laws and impulses existing among them, analo-

gous to those which, among most of the northern nations, have stamped
alliteration as the distinguishing mark of their poetical expression. If

the asonance were indeed diffused to the same extent, the adoption of

such striking contrasts in the production of rhythmical harmony, would
be certainly a curious and interesting subject of inquiry. But when
we find the asonance confined to one particular people, when we can
discover no trace of it in the most southern dialects of the Itahan penin-

sula, or in any of the forms of the Italian language, which is as soft and
suitable for its reception as the language in which it has taken root, its

cause must be looked for alone in the caprice, or convenience, of that

nation which has exclusively appropriated it to itself.
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found in early Christian hymns, wHch, however, rather

appear to be faulty rhymes in the ordinary sense of the

word, than intentional asonante^^ ones, as this form of

versification is called, as well as some apparently more real

resemblance in Celtic and Gaedhlic poetry, is unknown
in the literature of any other nation. With regard to its The Spa-

appearance in Celtic poetry, if the reader will refer to ^ish aso^

Mr. Curry's interesting papers in previous numbers
o£^^^_

this journal, he will find in the metrical lines of the rently

original Irish frequent instances of a similarity of vowels fo^^^d

in the last accented syllables of lines, while the consonants
!JJ,etry.

arc entirely different. On this subject I speak with great

difiS-dence, my ignorance of the Irish language not en-

abHng me to know how far the sound of these vowels

may carry the rhyme beyond the limits of the asonance,
and thus in reality make them full consonant rhymes.
To return to the Spanish asonante: " It is", says the late Lord

Lord Holland,
*' a word which resembles another in the

?g"j[5^^
vowel on which the last accent falls, as well as the vowel ^f ^^^

or vowels that follow it
;
but every consonant after the asonante.

accented vowel must be different from that in the corres-

ponding syllable. Thus: Tbs and ambr, orilla, and

dellra, alamo andpaxaro, are all asonantes'\^^ Tliis defi-

nition, though perhaps a little too limited for the bound-
less variety and freedem of the asonance, may be consi-

dered tolerably satisfactory. The rhyme (such as it is)

is not confined as in all other languages to a few repeti-

tions, of which those in the octave stanza are perhaps the

most frequent; but in Spanish the same asonance, that is. The same

the same recuiTing similarity of vowel or vowels in the fsonance

last accented syllable or syllables of every second line, is JJJsh^^

kept up unchanged, however long may be the ballad or through-

the scene in which it is commenced. In Spanish, from the ^^^ ^ s^®°^

open sound of the vowels, and from the copiousness of the
^^^^^

dif-

language, tliis is easy. In fact it is said that the difficulty avoid

^^

lies not in producing the asonante where it is required, than pro-

but in avoiding it in the intermediate lines where it is ^ace

superfluous. But in Enghsh the case is very different ;
from ^^anuT

the comparative weakness of the vowel sounds, from the
^^^ .^^

rare possibihty of combining them, and what is still worse, English
from their perpetual variation in quantity, anything like it is very

'^ This word is generally written assonant m English. For a thing
80 entirely Spanish, perhaps the Spanish form is the more appropriate
one, and I have therefore followed Lord Holland and Mr. Ticknor, in

calling it by its original name.
'* Life of Lope de Vega, vol. ii. p. 215.
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producing the same effect as in tlie Spanish is impossible.
The

^

Yet this
"
ghost of a rhyme", as Dr. Trench calls it, is

of the°°
better than none at all, and I have found from my own

asonante experience, that an inflexible determination to reproduce
tends to it, at whatever trouble, even though with imperfect suc-

the^^"^
cess, enables the translator more closely to render the

transia- Cleaning of the original, and saves him from the danger
tion of being tempted into ditfuseness by the faciUties for
closer,

expansion which an uncontrolled system of versification

supphes. Translators who have felt the weight of too

much liberty, might find within the restricted limits of

the asonance the same salutary restraints which Words-
worth found in the sonnet—it is to be hoped with a

portion of the same success.
Reason J l^ave printed the original text side by side with the

original translation, notwithstanding the trying ordeal which any
Spanish version would be exposed to by such a juxtaposition,
18 also

partly because copies of the Autos are becoming scarce,
and are not likely to be m the possession or within the

reach of some of my readers
; and partly from the fight

which, even to those who are but sfightly acquainted
with Spanish, will, I feel, be thrown upon the obscurity
or baldness of my translation by a glance at the opposite
column. It is not, I need scarcely say, a challenge as to

verbal exactness, feeling convinced that those who will

most clearly detect the errors of the translation, will be the

readiest to acknowledge the difficulties of the task, and to

overlook the defects of its execution.'^

15 [The subject of Versification in the ancient Irish language has not yet, perhaps,
been sufficiently investigated to enable the philologist to decide, by a comparison
between ancient Irish and Spanish poetry, whether the ancient Irish did not form

one of the same group with those southern nations of whom Mr. Mac Carthy speaks

above, (note 12), as distinguished from the northerns by the use of the asonance,
"
in obedience to certain laws and impulses existing among them". But it is certain

that the rules of Gaedhlic Verse contemplate an asonance or agreement of the

Towels alone as necessary to rhyme ; though it frequently happens (the Gaedhlic

asonance not being restricted so narrowly as to agree with Lord Holland's definition)

that the rhyming words used are accidentally such as do "
carry the rhyme beyond

the limits of the asonance", and thus become "fuU consonant rhymes" also. In Dr.

O'Donovan's Irish Grammar (p. 412, et seq.) the "OAn "OlixeAd or 'direct metre' is

described as composed of quatrains, each line of a certain definite number of sylla-

bles i each quatrain (called in GaedhUc the lAAnn lomlAti,) consisted of two

couplets, or four lines ; (in the examples below each couplet is printed in a single line,

as generally written in the MSS., though containing two in fact) ; the first couplet

was called feotAt) 'leading', the second COtriA'o 'closing'; each 'pAllTl or qua-

train should make perfect sense in itself, without dependence on the next. In these

<iuatrains the rhythm is stated to have required two things; 1°' 'UAim, or 'Con-

cord', as Dr. O'Donovan translates it, which was a kind of alliteration; 2°' coiri-

AyvOA, or '

Correspondence', which appears to have been identical with the Spanish

asonant or vowel rhyme. The rule of
' Concord' was, that in each of the four lines

some two words (neither of which should be a preposition or a particle) should com-

mence either with the same consonant or with some vowel ;
if the last two words in
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the line, It was called po]\-UAiin or 'proper concord,' and strictly this 'proper

concord' should, it seems, be observed in the last two lines or cotriA'O of each -pAtin.

The rule of
'

Correspondence' was, that the two words the last in two lines should

agree in vowels and consonants of the same class (which was 'perfect correspon-

dence"), or at least in the voicels only (which was '

imperfect correspondence'). The

latter seems to be exactly the Spanish asonance. The '
classes' of consonants alluded

to were six in number, according to the ancient poets :—1°. f, called by them (wo

are told by Dr. O'Donovan) the
'

queen' of consonants ; 2°. the '
soft' consonants'

J),
c, c

; 3°, the 'hard', b, 5, -o
;

40. the 'rough', -p, c, c; 5°. the 'strong',

it, m, nn, nj, pjx ; 6°. the 'light', "b, "o, §, iri, 1, n, -ja.
Dr. O'Donoran's ex-

amples (from OMulloy, etc.) of 'perfect correspondence' are "poi-p with cofg-poi j,

5-cOim with -niAti
; of 'imperfect correspondence', "bA with blA-p, CAf with

cIa6c, A0I with AOI-p, and blAOlfg with bAOl|\. His examples of perfect qua-

trains are taken from the poems of O'lleerin and O'Diigan, of whom the former died

in 1420, and the latter in 1372. But in the best compositions attention does not ap-

pear to have always been paid to the tJAim, or alliteration
; while the C0TriA]A'0A,

or (asonant) vowel rhjTne, is invariably observed, and is not imfrequently found in

the form of a perfect rhyme even in the earliest poems extant, though no rhyme
Beems ever to have been sought for save that above described. Several examples
will be found in the very ancient poems contained in the ''Sick-bed of Cuchulainn'",

printed in the Atlantis for July, 1858, and January, 1859 (see vol. i. pp. 378, 382, 386,

388, etc.). Professor Curry has enabled the Editor to give another and still better

specimen of ancient metrical composition in the following quatrains (the first and

second) of a poem preserved in one of the most precious MSS. of the Library of

T.C.D. (H. 2. 16), which is known to have been composed by the celebrated "ptAnn
mAC botlAin, called by succeeding writers " the Virgil of the Gaedliil"

; this Flann

was 'Al^'O ObbAtV), or Chief Poet, of Erinn, at the commencement of the reign of

•ptAtin SlontiA, who became Monarch of Erinn a.». 879
; he died a.d. 918. The

poem is in praise of the Finian district of fblAb eAccjl, a chain of hills north of

Killaloe, on the borders of the county Galway, by the banks of Loch Derg ("oeAixg-

•6ei|\c).

Aibirm(i) Aibir>ri<^*^ eccgi*^^) a^a-OjC^) . A-obA riA [b-]fiAti(3) ^AebA^(')

•pont) i:oi\f'A m-bToif meic ei-pc . mAi'oen •otib-bAiti im
-oe-pgC^)

•oircojnA n-eAccji^^) oeriAc^^) piro, . •oAnrpA^^^ 1 n-'otiAir><^'^) |\o irroif

til btii<^'^ -pom ni biA *^^^
ca]\ tri'df . . neAc bu'p eotcA*^^^ tiA

f-Ai-pneii^.*^^-*

(That is: "Delightful, delightful, is high Sliabh Eachtga ! . . . the dwelling place of

the Fians [Fenians] of furious sharpness, . . . the land upon which used to be the

Sons of Ere ... on the morning of a dark dark day by Loch Derg-deirc. The wonder

[the chief spot] of Sliabh Eacthga is the fair-place [assembly ground] of Finn [Finn
Mac Cumhail] ... To me Finn recited in a poem . . . there was not before me, there

shall never be after me . . . any one more learned in its recital".)

In the first l\Ann, the first line contains two concords, of which one is a 'proper
concord' (2) -(2) ; the second an '

improper concord' (3) -(3) ; the third no true concord ;

the fourth a 'proper concord' (4)-(4). In the second, the first line has an 'improper
concord' (5)-(5) ;

the second a similar one (6)-(6) ; the third another (7)-(7) ; and
the fourth a 'proper concord' (8)-(8), the f not being sounded, and the preposi-
tion and particle riA, according to the rule, not being considered to form an inter-

ruption. In the first "pAnn, the first two lines end with words forming a 'perfect

correspondence' and a perfect asonance, A^At) and gA^pg ; the second couplet
happens to contain a perfect rhyme. In the second ]\Ann, the first two lines happen
to end with the very same word ; the second two with a complete rhyme.

These observations and examples may perhaps serve to suggest some further in-

vestigation of this very interesting subject, with regard to the possible connection of
the ancient Gaedhlic with the Spanish and other southern forms of poetry, as dis-

tinguished from those of the northern nations. Tlie structure of the Gaedhlic

poetry can certainly be traced back to a very remote antiquity.—Editoe.]
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PERSONAS.

El Hombre. El Oido.

La Culpa. El Tacto.

La Lascivla.. El Gusto.

La Lisonja. La Vista.

El Entendimiento. Musicos.

La PENITENCLflL. ACOMPANAMIENTO.
El Olpato.

Suena un Clarin, y se descubre una Nave, y en ella el Hombre, el Entendimiento^

y los cinco Sentidos.

Entend. En la anchurosa Plaza

del mar del Mundo, oy hombre te amena

gran tormenta.

Oido. Yo he sido

de tus cinco sentidos el Oido,

y assi el primero siento

bramar las ondas, y gemir el viento.

Vista. Yo, que he sido la Vista,

que al Sol los rayos perspicaz conquista,

desde lexos diviso

imo, y otro uracan, a cuyo viso

en esta cristalina

campana te previene fatal ruina.

Tact. El Tacto soy, a horrores te provoco,

pues ya cercanos los peligros toco.

Olfat. El Olfato te dice, que se crea

El humedo vapor de la marea.

Gust. Yo en trance tan injusto,

con ser el Gusto, estoy aqui sin gusto.

Oido. Gran tormenta corremos.

Ent. En el Mar de la vida nos perdemos.

Tact. Larga aqueUa mayor.

Olfat. Iza el Trinquete.

Gust. A la Triza.

Otd. A la Escolta.»6

Vist. Al Chafaldete.

Entend. En alterados hielos

corre tormenta el hombre.

Todos. Piedad, Cielos!

Homb. En el Texto Sagrado,

quantas, reces las aguas se han nombrado,
tantos doctos Varones

18 Should obviously be Escota.
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PERSONS.

The Man. The Smell.

Sin. The Hearing.

Voluptuousness. The Touch.

Flattery, The Taste.

The Understanding. The Sight.

Penance. Musicians, Chorus, etc.

A trumpet sounds, and a ship is discovered at sea. In it are The Man, The

Understanding, and thefive Senses,

UnderSt. Upon the boundless plain ofthe World's wide sea,

O Man ! this day doth darkly threaten thee

A mighty tempest.

Bearing. I who am the Hearing

*Mong thy five Senses called, perceive the nearing

Of the impending storm
;
to me is known

First when the waves grow hoarse and winds begin to groan.

Sight. I who am called the Sight—
Swift victor of the great Sun's golden light,

—
With power to look between

Each whirlwind wild that breaks the blue serene,

Foreseeing, can behold the coming woe
That on this crystal plain this day thou 'rt doomed to know.

Touch. The Touch am I, harrowing thy soul so much,
That dangers closing round thee seem to touch.

Smell. Smell, too, proclaims how near doth ruin glide.

Even by the humid vapours of the tide.

Taste. For such a tumult of the sea and sky
No taste I feel, though Taste itself am I.

Hearing. We run before the wind.

Underst. Storm-tost,

Upon the sea of life our bark is lost.

Touch.

Loosen the mainsheet.

Smell Hoist the foresail, ho !

Taste. To the cable!

Hearing. To the tack-rope !

Sight. Let the clew-lines go.
Underst. Over the waves by mighty tempests driven,
Man struggles on.

^11- Have pity, gracious Heaven !

Man. In the sacred text do we
Find frequent mention of the waves of the sea.

Which learned doctors all translate
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las suelen traducir tribulaciones,

con que la humana vida

navega zozobrada, y sumergida.
El Hombre soy, a astucias inclinado,

y por serlo, oy Ulises me ha nombrado,

que en Griego decir quiere

cauteloso : y assi, quien oy quisiere

correr las lineas de la suerte mia,

de Ulises siga en mi la Alegoria :

y los que en una parte

me llamaron viador, viendo mi arte,

y en otra navegante, que el camino

del Mar discurro siempre peregrino,

dando ocasion a que ningun viviente

se admire de i)eligro tan urgente :

y assi nadie se espante,

que Ulises peregrino, y navegante,

con inquietud violenta,

corra tanta tormenta,

confusos, y perdidos

en mis tribulaciones mis sentidos.

Oido. Solo se escuchan en la selva Ma
rafagas, que nos dan por travesia.

Vista. Solo se ven en essos crizontes

montes, que se deshacen sobre montes.

Tacto. Solo se tocan ondas, con quien sube

el mar, que nace mar, a morir nube.

Olfat. Uno son ya los dos azules velos.

Gusto, Que nos vamos a pique.

Todos. Piedad, Cielos !

Entend. Si los llamais, serenidades crea

vuestro temor cobarde, y que no sea

este Baxel, que en pielagos se mueve,

sepulcro de cristal, tumba de nieve,

que el Cielo, a humildes voces siempre abierto,

al naufragio Piloto es feliz Puerto.

Gusto. Acordemonos del, aora que estamos

en riesgo los que el Mundo navegamos.

Ent. Dadle voces en tales desconsuelos,

pues el siempre responde.

Todos. Piedad, Cielos !

Otdo. Ya escucho, que se llena

de paz la vaga liabitacion serena.

Gust. Y el Mar tranquilo, ya con ira suma

no rine, sino juega con la espuma.

Ent. Todo el ayre es cambiantes, y reflexos.

Vista, Todo es serenidad, y ya no lexos,

antes que todos miro
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The tribulations of this mortal state,

Through which in stormy strife

Struggles submerged and tost the bark of human life.

I then am Man, to craft and cunning prone,

And therefore by Ulysses' name am known,
As if a Grecian synonym it were

For cautious sense ; therefore if any here

Wish to track well the straits my fate goes through,

Let him Ulysses' story keep in view :

Then those who call me at one part

Of my course a way-farer, seeing my art,

A mariner at another, day by day

Pilgrim-like treading over the sea's salt way.

Will wonder not at th' extremity

Of dangen which none living 'scaped but he ;

And thus without a fear,

A pilgrim and a voyager,

You may behold Ulysses braving

The sea's unrest, the tempest's raving,
—

See him in me confused and lost.

And by my Senses girded like a host.

Hearing. The wild gusts on this frozen forestry

Of masts side-striking list alone to thee.

Sight. Nought can be seen on the horizon wild,

But mountains upon yielding mountains piled.

Touch. Nought can be touched but waves, if waves they be

Which die in the air a cloud, though born a sea.

Smell. Commingled are their veil's deep azure dyes.

Taste. We strike ! we sink !

^11. Have pity, O ye skies !

Underst. If upon Heaven you call, your prayers, though weak,
Will of themselves create the calm we seek,

Bringing this Bark, which through the waves doth go,

A crystal sepulchre, a tomb of snow,
Safe to that holy haven it lays bare

To shipwrecked pilot's eyes
—so strong is humble prayer.

Taste. Oh ! may it grant it soon, for here are we
Tost in extremest risk upon the World's wide sea.

Underst. In such affliction let its vault be riven

Still vrith your cries, 't will answer.

All. Save us, Heaven.

Searing. Already calm comes on, the wild winds cease.

And o'er our heaving home gUdes the soft breath of peace.
Taste. The sea grows tranquil—smoothly silvered o'er,

It plays with the foam with which it fought before.

Underst. Bright grows the air with many a changeful hue.

Sight. All grows serene, and lo! not far I view—
I first of all—the bare
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cumbres, que tocan al azul Zafiro,
del Mar burlando la saiiuda gueira.

Ent. Zelages se descubren : tierra, tierra.

Homh. Prudente Entendimiento,

Piloto, que al goviemo estas atento

de aquesta humana Nave,

que nadar, j bolar a un tiempo sabe,
siendo en mansiones de atomos de espumas,
sin escamas Delfin, Cisne sin pluma&,

pon la Proa en aqueUa

Montana, en quien la mas luciente Estrella

peligra, pues su cumbre
es en donde se roba al Sol la lumbre :

y assi sus puertas inconstantes cierra

a este humano Baxel.

Todos. A tierra, a tierra.

Desembarcan, y desaparece la Nave.

Homh. Humanos sentidos mios,

vassallos, que componeis
la Republica del Hombre,

que niundo pequeno es.

Generoso Entendimiento,
Piloto de esse Baxel,

que sobre el campo del mar
monstruo se alimenta, pues

quanto bate el viento es ave,

quanto baiia el agua es pez.

Companeros de mi vida,

dexad el mar, no porque
nuestra peregrinacion

en la tierra, que aora veis,

aya de cessar, supuesto

que siempre tengo de ser

yo Peregrino del Mar,

y de la Tierra tambien :

dexad siada essa Nave
a la diserecion cruel

de un embate, y otro embate,
de un bayben, y otro bayben.

Seguramente amarrada

con las Ancoras est^,

que de quien Piloto ha sido

el Entendimiento, aunque

17 The metre changes here to one which is seldom found in Calderon's secular dramas, but

frequently in the Autos. It is a single asonante vowel rhyme in the last syllable of each alter-

nate line, which, as in the more usual double asonantes, is kept up through the entire scene.

It appears to be the oldest form of the asonante, being found in the earliest primitive ballads,
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Peaks of tall hills, which touch the azure air,

Now mocking the far wave-war on the strand.

Underst. Now the clouds part
—it is the land, the land !

Man. O prudent pilot Understanding !

Thou who hast been so long commandmg
This bark of human life, this boat,

That at the self same time can fly or float,

Being upon the foam flakes it rests on,

A scaleless dolphin, and a plumeless swan.

Beneath you mountain turn its prow.

Beneath yon peak which on its brow

Wears a star of brightest ray—
That point whose hght is filched even from the God of Day—
There where it seems to stretch a curved hand

To clasp this human bark.

All To land ! to land !

All disembark and the vessel disappears.

Man. Human Senses mine, myvassals,

Who together all compose'^

Man's Eepublic, he a httle

World himself, as all do know.

Generous Understanding, thou

Pilot of this mystic boat,

Changeful monster, pasturing well

Over the sea-way, swift or slow,
—

Being a bird when winds it played with,

Being a fish when seas washed o'er.

Ye, companions of my life,

Leave the sea, but not therefor

Think that our long wandering ceases

In the land that you behold—
Since stiU moving onward ever

Must my fate be, I suppose-
Over the earth to move a pilgrim

—
Over the sea likewise to go :—
Leave this bark a while entrusted

To the cruel care and cold

Of waves dashmg wildly together,

Of foam writhing in hostile foam,
But let anchors firm and strong

Safely still the vessel hold.

For the Pilot Understanding,

Though he leaves her for the shore,

such as that of Virgilios, of Count Amaldos, of The Infanta of France, etc. (See Duran's Ro-
mancero General. Madrid, 1849, 1. 1, p. 151). In the original of this scene, the vowel used is e,

which is an effective one in Spanisli: for this, which is comparatively weak in Engliah, I hare
aubstituted the stronger o.
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aore le dexe, quiza

le avTe menester despues :

y entrenios a examinar

estos montes, que han de ser

Puerto de nuestra fortuna.

Gust. Qah tierra es esta ?

Tact. No se
;

mas quiera el Cielo que sea

Tiro, para que aya en el

olandas, sedas, y ropas,

donde regalado est^

mi tacto.

Olfat. Mejor no fuera,

que fuera a tanta altivez

la gran India de Saba,

donde huviera para oler

yo, suavissimas Aromas ?

Otdo. Ninguno ha pedido bien,

pedid la India Oriental,

porque liabitan su vergel

dulces Aves, cuyos cantos

sonora musica den,

que regalen mis oidos.

Vista. Necios sois, pues no quereis

que sea Tiro, y que aya aqui

oro, y diamantes, en que
mi vista halle mas reflexos,

que el Sol en su rosicler ?

Gusto. Mai aveJs deseado todos

en no desear, y creer,

que sea la Tierra de Egypto
essa tierra, para que

en ella hallemos las oUas,

que en ella dexo Moyses,

pues no ay en el Mundo gusto

sin comer, y sin beber.

Ent. Que como humanos sentidos

todos deseado aveis

haUar cada uno el objeto,

que mas conviene a su ser !

No fuera mejor que fuera

la tosca Tebayda, en quien

la penitencia se haUara,

riyendose del poder

de las Cortes populosas,

May perchance again require her :—
Let us enter now, and go
Curious through these hills which

Heaven

Gives our fortunes as their port.

Taste. What land's this?

Touch. I cannot say.

Heaven but grant 't is Tyre : if so

I shall find abundant here—
Silks, fine linen, purple robes,

Things my touch deUghts to feel.

Smell. Were it not better then to hope

That 't will prove some Arab plain-
Some Saboean scented shore

Where the sweetest odours may
Glad the happier sense I own ?—

Hearing. No one yet has wished aright :

Wish the land through which we

roam

May be beauteous eastern Ind,

In whose vocal bowers and groves

Sweet birds' songs may fill my ears

With melodious music tones.

Siyht. Idle are your wishes all,

Since you wish not for the zone

Where the diamonds ghsten bright

And the land is rich with gold :

Sweeter to the sight are gems
Than the morn on roses throned.

Taste. Badly have you all desired

In not wishing this alone,
—

That this land should prove to be

Egypt's comfortable coast, [pots

Where perchance we '11 find the flesh-

Left by Moses long ago,

Since the world hath little better

Than good drink and meat to show.

UnderSt. Human Senses, oh ! how each,

Each and all are prompt and prone

To desire this land may ofier

What its instinct longs for most !

Were it not better that it prove

The Thebais wild and lone.

Deserts where pale Penance may

Trample down the pride of courts ?—
Since there 's nought more sure than

this—
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puesto que tan cierto es,

que sin pena de esta vida

no aya en la etema placer ?

Homh. Y que como Entendimiento

has hablado tu ! Que estes

siempre aconsejando penas
a mis sentidos ? No ves,

que son sentidos humanos,

y que al sin es menester

alivios, que los diviertan

de las fatigas en que
han nacido ?

Entend. Como tu,

siendo su Senor, y Rey,
buelves por ellos ? Ya olvidas

aquel passado bayben
de la fortuna, en quien viste

la Troya del Mundo arder,

de adonde te saque yo ?

Ya te olvidas, que despues
en una tormenta viste

tus sentidos padecer
con tantas tribulaciones ?

Ya no te acuerdas de que
el Cielo te libro de ellas ?

Gust. No tienes que responder,

yo respondere por ti.

Prudentissima vejez,

que aunque somos de una edad,

solo tu cano te ves,

porque te ha hecho tu podrida

condicion encanecer :

aora sabes tu, que el hombre,

quando en peUgro se ve

de la enfermedad prolija,

del enemigo cruel,

de la perdida de hacienda,

de la esperanza del bien,

solo se acuerda del Cielo,

y que se olvida despues,

que lo uno este mejorado,
u essotro alcanzado este ?

We through temporal pain alone

Can expect th' eternal bliss ?—

Man. Why for ever words of vroe

Speak'st thou, Understanding, thus ?

Why for ever shadows throw

On the path my Senses take ?

Dost thou not their nature know.
That they 're human, and require

Something soothing to console—
Something sweet to ease the pangs
That from birth-time they have

known?
UnderSt. Canst thou speak in their de-

fence,

Thou who art their King and Lord ?

Can it be thou hast forgot

That late peril scarcely flown,

When from out the world's dread

Troy

Wrapped in sinful flames, alone

Thou wert rescued, and by me ?—
Hast thou too forgot the roar

Of the wild waves, and the plight

Of thy senses suffering sore,

And that Heaven it was that drew

Them and thee from their control ?—
Taste.^^ Do not thou reply : to me

Leave the answer and the tone.—
O thou cautious eld and wise.

Thou whose hair is white and hoar,

Thou alone of all our band,

Though thine age is not more old—
'T is thy colder constitution

Doubtless caps thy head with snow,—
Hast thou yet to know that Man,
When some peril he beholds,

Whensome tedious sickness threatens,

Or some more malicious foe.

Or the loss of worldly wealth.

Or perchance the hope of gold,

Only then remembers Heaven,
And remembers it no more,

When his health he hath recovered,

Or hath reached the wish'd-for goal ?

18 To the Man.

II. 20
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Ent. Essa ingratitud le pienso

quitar yo, que aqueste fue

del Entendimiento ofieio.

Bomb. Mi srusto os ha dicho bien ;

sentidos, seguid al Gusto,

y no arguyais mas con el,

sino esta tierra a que avemos

llegado, a reconocer

entrad. Pues eres la Vista,

delante de todos ve,

mira si acaso descubres

poblaeion. Tu, que eres fiel,

Oldo, mira si eyes

voces, que noticia den

de gente, o ganado. Th,

del suavissimo placer

con que essas flores respiran

el rastro sigue con el.

Mira si puedes topar

algun blando lecho en quien

descanse. Y tu, Gusto, al sin,

mira si hallas que comer,

y todos buscad delicias

para mi.

Entend. Aunque desee,

que haUes, penitencia, yendo
a esso, la Culpa hallareis.

Vist. Yo vere si ay publacion. Vase.

Homb. Y yo me quedo sin ver.

Old. Yo escuchare si oygo voces.

Homb. Yo, ausente tu, nada oire.

Tact. Yo, si ay lecho en quien des-

canses.

Homb. Ya yo no le he menester.

Olfat. Yo, si hallo blandos aromas.

Homb. Yk no tienes para qu^.

Gust. Yo, si hallo dulces manjares.

Underst. Be it mine, Man, to free

thee

From ingratitude so low,—
'T is thy Understanding's duty.

Man. Taste, thy words are wise and

bold :—
Follow Taste, my Senses all,

And with him dispute no more,—
But this land to reconnoitre.

On whose bosom we are thrown.
Enter now : Since thou, O Sight,

Seest many a mile before.

Look if thou, by any chance.

Canst the dwellers here behold.—
Hearing, thou my faithful friend,

List if thou canst catch the tones

Of human voices borne afar.

Or the pasturing herd's deep low.—
Thou whose rapture rises sweet

From each scented flower that blows,

Follow too the track with them :
—

Some soft bed for my repose

Thou by gentle pressure find,—
And the task, O Taste, I '11 throw

Upon thee of finding food.

All on separate missions go.

Seeking sweet delights for me.

Underst. By another path I hoped
Thou wouldst Penance find: pursu-

ing

ITiat, thou 'It find Sin's syren door.

Sight. I depart to look for people.

[Exit.

Man. BUnd I stay, since Sight hath

flown.

Hearing. I to list if sounds can reach

me. \^Exit.

Man. Since thou 'rt gone, I hear no

more.

Touch. I a bed in which to rest thee.

[Exit.

Man. None I need now for repose.

Smell. I to search for herbs of fra-

grance.

Man. There is none their sweets to

know.

Taste. I sweet savoury food to seek

for. [Exit.
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Homb. Aora no quiero comer,

porque mientras vais vosotros

el Mundo a reconocer,

al pie de este Cypres quedo
Echase al pie de un Cypres.

echado a dormir.

Entend. Que bien,

para dormir, los sentidos

apartas de ti
; pues es

cierto, que queda sin ellos

el que duerme : y que bien fue

Cypres el Arbol, que aqui

tomaste para ti, pues

viene a ser Arbol de muerte,

de quien el suefio tambien

es sombra
; y aunque dorados

los ricos Catres esten,

en que deseansen los hombres,
desde el mendigo, hasta el Eey,

aunque sean de otras maderas,

son Arboles de Cypres.

Quedo el hombre sin sentido,

y durmio
; ya que he de hacer ?

Que aunque potencia del alma

soy, y ella, que mortal no es,

dormir no puede, este tiempo

que yaze el hombre, tambien

estoy yo sin discurrir,

sin percibir, ni entender.

Vaga mi imaginacion

confusas visiones ve
;

y todo es tiniebla, y sombras

para ml el Mundo, porque
sin los sentidos no puedo
actos de rason hacer:

seguirelos, pues sin mi

se queda el hombre la vez

que duerme, y que sepultado

temporal cadaver es. Vase.

Homb. Ay de mi ! pesado sueno,

no tanto me aflijas, ten

la violencia de las sombras.

Que es lo que mis ojos ven

sin vista? Mas digo mal,

que mis sentidos cobre
;

si bien informes, y brutos.

Man. Now the thoughts of food I

loathe.

Wherefore, whilst you all are gone
To explore this land unknown,

I, in sleep, this weary body
At this cypress' foot shall throw.—

[/ie lies down.

Underst. Yes; 't is right that thou

shouldst sleep.

Since apart from thee, there prone,

Are thy Senses
;
for 't is certain

That the man who sleeps doth hold

Them no longer in his keeping :

And the tree thou sleep'st below,

Rightly hath thy choice selected.

Since the cypress long hath grown
Death's especial tree

;
and sleep

Is death's shadow as we know.—
Thusthough wearyman may slumber

In rich couches gilded o'er,

Call the wood of which they're made

What you please, to king and clown

Cypress is it all the while.—
Here then Man, by sleep o'erthrown,

Lies insensate : This being so.

What remains for me to do ?

Since although I am the soul's

Manifested power, and that

Deathless spark no sleep can know,

Still while man thus lies, am I

Likewise left without discourse

Powerless to perceive or think.

Now my fantasy beholds

Visions all confused and dim,

Darkness o'er the world is thrown.

Since without the Senses, I

Lose all reason and control :

I shall follow them, since Man,
While his eyes in sleep are closed,

Without me remains, and buried

Thus, is for the while a corse. \_Exil.

Man (asleep). Woe is me ! oppressive

dream.
Pain me not so much ! withhold

These thy shadows' violent rage.

What is this my eyes behold,

Though my sight is gone ?—Ah me !

Badly must my thoughts be told

20 b
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en el punto que llegue

a v^r estos fieros monstruos,

que me quieren deshacer
;

me pasma adrertir, que quando

esperaba, que cruel

cada uno cebasse en mi,

todos se echan a mis pies ;

por seiias dicen, que huya,

que los quiero conocer

parece; desesperados

se entran al Monte otra vez.

Que es esto, Cielos !

Al irse sale el Entendimiento como

assombrado.

Entend. Escucha,

Ulises, yo lo dire,
•

que aunque estas aora incapaz

de sentir, tocar, j ver,

porque brutos tus sentidos,

y entorpecidos se ven,

por los vicios, a que tu

los diste licencia
;
bien

me entiendes : mas los del alma

fuerza es que velando esten.

Apenas fuimos, Ulises,

yagando aqueste Orizonte

tus compaiieros, del Monte

penetrando los Paises,

quando un Palacio eminente

nuestra vista descubrio,

cuya eminencia toco

a las nubes con la frente.

Llegamos a sus umbrales,

y aviendo llegado a ellos,

en dos Esquadrones beUos

de hermosuras celestiales,

vimos salirnos a hacer

fiestas a nuestra fortuna,

con varias musicas una

hermosissima muger.
De passo la repeti

'Till my senses I recover.—
But I seem to see a swarm

Of misshapen beasts approach me,
Bent on draining my heart's gore.

When their cruel fangs, my fear

Seems to fasten round my throat,

At my feet I see them kneeling

With submissive reverence low :

They by signs appear to say

JFly ! oh ! fly this fatal shore.

Then when they perceive that I

This their hidden meaning know.
In despair they all reenter

The wild mountain wastes once more.

What is this ? O Heavens !

As he starts up, the Understanding enters

amazed.

Underst. Ulysses,

Hear me, and thou soon art told.

For although thou hast not now

Power to see, or feel, or hold,

Since thy Senses have become

Torpid, brutalised, o'erthrown

By the vices that thou gav'st them

Leave to seek, yet still I know

Thou canst understand my meaning

Through the soul's instinctive force. '®

Scarce had we, Ulysses, gone

This wild mountain's summit over,

Hope, some fair fields to discover,

Thy companions leading on, ^

When our sight beheld with wonder

A proud palace rich and fair.

For whose lofty roofs the air

Bade the gold clouds part asunder.

We its beauteous thresholds nearing.

Beached them, and beheld, delighted,

Two fair squadrons disunited

Of celestial nymphs appearing,

And with smiling looks of human

Sympathy for om- distresses—
Music mingling its caresses—
After them one beauteous woman.

Of our perils on the sea,

19 The alternate vowel monorhymes terminate here, and the metre changes to the full conso-

nant rhyme as in the text.
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nuestra peregrinacion,

que el uso de la razon

siempre me ha tocado a mi.

Ella, afablemente humana,
dulcemente lisonjera,

a entender nos dio, que era

de estos Campos la Diana.

Mas yo, como Entendimiento

soy, y a mi divine ser

siempre le toca tener

natural conocimiento,

conoci al instante, que era

la culpa fiera, y cruel,

que a habitar en un Verjel

fue desde la edad primera.

Aqui damas suyas son

los vicios con que eUa lidia,

lascivia, gula, y embidia,

lisonja, y murmuracion.

Mandonos agassajar

de estas damas, y ellas luego

al mandato, si no al ruego,

quisieron executar :

y con viciosos placeres

al momento nos brindaron
;

tus sentidos, que se hallaron

servidos ya de mugeres
tan hermosas, y tan bellas,

sin ver que el Entendimiento

alii se hallaba, al momento
se conformaron con ellas.

La Epabidia, que es toda enojos

del bien que en los otros ve,

viendo a la Vista, porque
la Embidia, al fin, toda es ojos.

La Lascivia, que se ofrece

en los alliagos cruel,

brindo al Tacto, porque el

las blanduras apetece.

La murmm-acion, que es quien
lo malo ve, y no lo bueno,
brindo al Olfato, que lleno

de este defecto le ven.

Solo por esso le igualo

con causa al murmurador,

que no alaba lo mejor,

y hace lo malo mas malo.

La Gula al Gusto brindo,

Of our jonmeyings ending never,

Brief I spoke, since Reason ever

Throws that duty upon me.

Then her voice so softly bland,

Yielding swift to pity's law,

Let us know, in her we saw

The Diana of this land.

I, the Understanding, who
To that part which is divine

Add a wit so keen and fine,

By my natural instinct knew

She was Sin, that fierce and fell

Monster full of ravening rage.

She who when of earliest age

In a garden loved to dwell,

And her dames, to whose address

All her wiles entrusteth she,

Are Envy, Calumny, Gluttony,

Elattery, and Voluptuousness.

These, her ladies, then she bade

To regale us,—a behest

Scarcely needed
;
the request

Seemed to make them but too glad.

Since upon the instant they

Flung theirvicious wiles aroundthem.
And thy Senses, who thus found them

Served in this seductive way
By such lovely ladies fair,

(Neither wishing nor demanding
Aid from me, the Understanding),

Yielded, all, without a care.

Envy, who with agonies.

Sees another's merit shine.

Pledged the Sight, because in fine

Envy is herself all eyes.

Wantonness, that ever were

Cruel most when most caressing.

Tempted Touch by her addressing.

Since he loves soft lures like her.—
Calumny that doth reject

Good for bad, and false for true,

SmeU selected, since he too

Labours 'neath the same defect :

If on this account alone,

He with Calumny should mate,

That he ne'er doth celebrate,

The better and the worse makes

known.
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probarlo no es menester
;

porque bien se dexa ver,

que el Gusto a la Gula amo.

La Lisonja, mortal fiera

de las Cortes, al Oido

brindo, que el objeto ha sido

de tod.a voz lisonjera.

La Sobervia, con intento

de que el veneno que esconde

passasse a mi, porque es donde

peligra el Entendimiento,

me brindo
;
mas sin el fruto,

que de mi estaba esperando,

por saber yo, que en pecando

se convierte el hombre en bruto.

David lo diga, que atento

este sentir en el hallo,

que el que peca es un cavallo,

en quien no ay entendimiento.

Y fue assi, que como fueron

bebiendo, todos mudados

en fieras, y transformados

en varias formas se vieron.

Mas atencion desde aqui,

hombre, te pide mi acento ;

escucha a tu entendimiento,

que es el que te habla.

Homb. Di.

EiU. La Vista, en Tigre cruel

fue de la Embidia despojos,

que este animal todo es ojos,

bien lo publica su piel

manchada de ellos
; y quando

no baste esto, bastara,

que el Tigre muerte se da,

si oye musica, rabiando.

Y el embidioso, en sus penas

se da muerte cada dia,

si oye la dulce harmonia

que hacen las dichas agenas.

El Tacto, que fue el objeto

que a la Lascivia creyo,

en Osso se convirtio,

que este animal, imperfecto,

sin forma, y sin ojos nacc :

y el Apetito, a creer Uego,

Gluttony the Taste allured,

Little proof this needs from me,

Since that Taste loves Gluttony

All the world is well assured.

Flattery was Hearing's choice,
—

Flattery, that mortal pest,

Known to courts,where he 's the quest

Of each falee and flattering voice.

Pride, with full intent that I

Should her hidden poison drink

(Understanding, Danger's brink

Neareth, when that nymph is nigh),

Came and pledged me, but the fruit

Hoped for so, she failed in winning.

Since I know that Man, by sinning

Is transmuted to a brute.

David's song the sinner tells,

If in sin persisteth he.

Comes a beast of earth to be.

In whose soul no reason dwells.

Thus it was, as each, the bowl

Drank, of poisoned bliss, deranged

Quick to grovelling beasts they

changed,

Reft of sense, of shape, of soul.

Thy attention, O thou weak

Man ! my voice is still demanding,

Listen to thy Understanding,

Who doth speak to thee :—
Man. Still speak.

Underst. Sight, a tiger fierce did grow.

He, the keen-eyed Envy's prize.

Since an animal all eyes.

As its spotted skin doth show,

Is the tiger, and we may
This additional reason add,

That the tiger dieth mad,

If he hears sweet music play.

Thus the envious man doth feel

Every day the pangs of death.

If he heareth rumour's breath

, Sweetly speak another's weal.

Touch, that soon became the thrall

Of Desire's lascivious air,

Was transformed into a bear—
An imperfect animal.

At its birth unformed and bUnd—
As is Appetite, that makes,
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que nace sin forma, y ciego,

pues tantos errores hace.

El Gusto (gloton hambriento)
en un bruto inmimdo fue

transformado
;
esto porque

solo a su comida atento

vive, sin que de su pecho
el hombre servicio adquiera,

pues ha menester que muera

para serle de provecho.

El Olfato, que entregado

se vio a la murmuracion,
se convirtio en un Leon,

que es quien rugidos ha dado.

Y finalmente, el Oido,

que falsedades creyo

lisonjeras, se miro

en Camaleon convertido :

y el bruto, que vivir quiere

del viento solo fiado,

es el mas vivo translado

de la lisonja en que muere.

Homh. Docto Entendimiento mio
en gran peligro me veo,

a mis sentidos deseo

rescatar con mi alvedrio,

para vivir, pues que yo
no puedo de aqui ausentarme,

que no tengo de dexarme

compaiieros, que me dio

mi misma naturaleza.

Y supuesto que perdidos

todos mis cinco sentidos

estan en esta aspereza
de la culpa, entrar intento

a hbertarlos, porque
bien de la empressa saldre,

si voy con mi Entendimiento.

Ent. Pues que conmigo has de ir

a cobrarlos, ha de ser

con tres cosas que has de hacer.

Primeramente, pedir
al Cielo perdon de que
tan mal los aconsejaste,

que al riesgo los entregaste.

Otra, confessar que fue

tuya la culpa que ha avido,

aunque ellos fueron, Ulises,

Therefore, all its dread mistakes

Sightless, formless, undefined.

Taste, the hungry glutton, grew

Easily a filthy swine—
It a beast that doth incline

But to eat and eat anew,—
Long delaying to conduce

To man's benefit thereby,

Since 't is needful he must die

Ere he turns to any use.

Calumny, that had thrown out

Lures to Smell, converted him

Into a lion, gaunt and grim,

Who, loud roaring, roams about.

Lastly, Hearing, that had grown
But to live on what it heard,

Trusting every idle word.

Changed to a chameleon;

Since the being that but needs

For its life the air, be sure

Is a lively portraiture

Of the sense that Flattery feeds.

Man. O my guide in every ill !

'Mid the risks that round me hover,

I my Senses would recover

By the ransom of my will.

If 't were but to live, since I

Have no power by flight to save me,

If all those whom Nature gave me
As companions, forth not fly

With me from this fatal coast.

And supposing that within

This enchanted world of Sin

My five Senses may be lost,

Still I '11 enter, notwithstanding.

Them to free, because I know
I to victory must go.

Going with my Understanding.

Underst. Since then to this dangerous
task

Led by me, you mean to run,

There are three things to be done.

In the first place you must ask

Heaven to pardon the express

Sanction and unwise advice

Given by you, that they to Vice

Should entrust them : next confess

That the fault was thine that cast
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los que entregarse quisieron.

Y otra, averse arrepentido.

Homb. Digo, que pido perdon
del mal exemplo, (ay de mi !)

que a mis sentidos les di :

digo, que hago confession

de la culpa que he tenido

de que se ayan entregado

a las manos del pecado,

y que voy arrepentido.

Tocan Chirimias, y descubrese un Arco

Iris en un Carro, y en el la Peni-

tejicia, y canta la Musica.

Music. Ya que el hombre confiessa

su culpa,

y arrepentido me pide perdon,

(6 Penitencia !) pues eres el Iris,

acude bolando a darle favor.

Penit. Ya corro veloz

en el arco de Paz, en quien haces

las amistades del hombre, y de Dios.

Homb. Que musica tan sonora

es la que oimos los dos ?

Ent. Auxilio es que te da Dios.

Homb. Y aquel bello Arco, que aora

sobre las nubes se assienta ?

Ent. Arco es, que la Paz abona,

y que ya cesso pregona
el rigor de la tormenta.

Dios le puso por senal

de Paz entre si, y el hombre,

y assi el verle no te assombre.

Homb. Y la Ninfa Celestial,

quien es, que saberlo espero ?

Eat. La Iris, Embaxatriz

mas soUcita, y feliz

del Jupiter verdadero,

la que a los hombres erabia

a consolar su doiencia.

Homb. Pues quien es ?

Eat. La Penitencia
;

Them into the snares of Sin,

They not loath to enter in,
—

Let repentance be the last.

Man. I declare, for such transgression.

For the bad example given

To my Senses, I ask Heaven

To forgive me : next, confession

For the fault, by whose event

Into Sin's foul hands they feU

I declare aloud as well :

And that truly I repent.

There is a peal of clarions, and a Rain-

bow is discovered in a Chariot, and in

it is Penance, and Music sings.

Music. Now that man his sinful fault

confesses.

And repenting asks to be forgiven,

Fly, O Penance I fly, celestial Iris,

Grace to grant him once again from

Heaven.

Penance. Yes, adown the sky ;

On the arch of Peace I fly
—

On the arch whose mystic span

Amity proclaims 'twixt God and Man.

Man. Ah ! that music so sonorous

Which we hear, what may it be ?—
Underst. God's assistance aiding thee.

Man. And that beauteous Bow, that

o'er us

Rests on clouds its radiant form ?

Underst. Is the Bow that bringeth

Peace—

Is the Bow that maketh cease

All the rigour of the storm.

God has placed it as a sign—
Peaceful sign—'twixt Him and thee

;

Therefore, Man, rejoice and see.

Man. And the Heavenly nymph divine,

Who is she ? oh ! make her known !

Underst. Iris, the Embassadress,

Who with happy haste doth press

Downward from the true Jove's

throne,

Bears her hither, to console

Man in all his misery.

Man. And her name ?—
Underst. Is Penance : see
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bien que en esta alegoria

probado esta con decir,

que es la que con dulce nombre

se pone entre Dios, j el hombre.

Homh. Su voz bolvamos a oir.

Mus. Pues el hombre confiessa, etc.

Penit. Ya corro veloz, etc.

Christiano Ulises, tus voces

en el Empyreo se oyeron,

que ellas hasta el subir saben

por las Escalas del viento.

y viendo, que tus sentidos

tan postrados, y deshechos

de la culpa estan, y que es

el rescatarlos tu intento,

el gran Jupiter me embia

con auxilios, y consuelos

a ti, para que la Culpa
con sus hechizos sobervios

no pueda danarte, y puedas
tu postrarlos, y vencerlos.

aquestas flores te traygo,

How this allegoric whole

Proves what has been said before,
—

She it is who comes in Heaven's high

plan,

Mediating betAvixt God and man.

Man. Let us hear her voice once more.

Music. Now that man, etc.

Penance. Yes, adown the sky, etc.

Christian-born Ulysses, higher

Than the heavens, were heard thy ac-

cents,2°

They well knowing how to climb

there

By the wind's invisible ladder,

When, beholding that thy senses

Were by Sin o'erthrown and scatter'd.

And that thy intention is

For their rescue to do battle,
—

Me, to aid thee and to counsel,

Hath the mighty Jove despatched.

That from all Sin's proud bewitch-

ments,

Should to thee no evU happen ;

And that thou mayst wholly conquer
And undo her worst enchantments,

Take these flowers that I bring thee.

Dale un Ramillete deflores.

que es un KamiUete bello

de virtudes matizadas

con la Sangre de un Cordero,

de quien Ara fue cruenta

la Inmensa crueldad de un Leno.

En virtud de sus virtudes

postar podras sus venenos,

que no tendran fuerza alguna
en tocandolas a ellos.

Toma, y a Dios : y no temas

que me ausente, aunque me ausento,

porque siempre que me llames,

veras, que a tus voces buelvo.

Ella, y Mus. Corriendo veloz

en el arco de Paz, en quien hace

Letsfall a hunch offlowers.

Beauteous bunch of flow'rs, all dap-

pled

O'er with virtues from the life-blood

Of a Lamb, whose crimson altar

Was a tree's unmeasured hardness.

By whose mystic aid thou mayst
All her poisoned snaresdown trample ;

Touch them but with this—that mo-
ment

Shall they lose all power to harm

thee—
Take it, and adieu ! Thou need'st not

Fear my absence
;
for though absent,

Ever when thou callest on me.
Thou shalt see that I will answer.

Penance and Music together. Yes, along

the sky,

ao The asonante vowels in the original are,

substituted, in this scene, a, e, as in accents,

e, 0, as in Viento, Oyeron, etc.
;
for these I have

ladder, enchanted, etc.
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las amistades del hombre, y de Dios. On the arch of Peace I fly,

On the arch whose mystic span

Amity proclaims 'twixt God and Man

Tocan Chirimias, y desaparece el Arco.

Homh. Iris bello, hermosa Ninfa,

no desvanezcas tan presto

tanta multitud de Estrellas,

tanta copia de Luzeros.

Ent. Rayo de Luz, que has corrido

por las Campaiias del viento,

serial de Paz, que a Moysfes

Dios senalo en el Desierto :

Homh. Tente, aguarda.

Ent. Escucha, espera.

Homb. Fuese, dexaudome impresso

im renglon de tres colores

en el Papel de los Cielos.

Ay Entendimiento mio,

dichoso soy, pues que tengo

con que veneer los encantos

de esta Circe !

Ent. Alza del suelo

essas flores.

Homb. Ay de mi !

Ent. Que sientes ?

Homb. Herirme siento

con sus espinas.

Alza lasflores.

Entend. Las flores

de la penitencia, es cierto

que asperas son al principio,

quanto son fragrantes luego.

Homh. Espinas de mi pecado,

con temor a alzaros llego.

Vamos, que aunque mis sentidos

esten cautivos, y presos

de su bellissimo encanto,

assi libertad pretendo.

Entend. No tienes que ir a buscarla,

que ella a buscarte a este puesto

While the clarions play, the Rainbow

and Penance disappear.

Man. Beauteous Iris, lovely nymph,
Do not hide in such swift darkness

Such a host of starry splendours—
Such a crowd of meteor flashes.

Underst. Hay of light, that through
the wind-swept

Plains of azure Heaven hath darted—
Sign of peace, which in the desert

God to Moses indicated—
Man. Stay ! detain thee !

Underst. Listen! wait!

Man. She is gone, but in her passage

Leaving me a line of greeting

"Writ in triple-hued enamel,

On the sky's cerulean paper,—
Understanding mine, how happy
Am I in a power possessing

Of subduing the enchantments

Of this Circe !

Underst. From the ground
Raise the flowers.

Man (in doing so). Oh !

Underst. What smarts thee ?

Man. By the sharp thorns round these

roses

I am wounded.

Underst. Yes
;
the sharpness

Of the penitential flowers,

Is the first thing felt, but after.

Nought but their delicious fragrance.

Man. Ah ! with fear I stoop to handle

Ye, the sharp thorns of my sin.

Let us on ! for though this fastness

Keeps my captive Senses chained,

Spell-bound by such sweet enchant-

ment,—
Still I hope to liberate them.

Underst. Then to meet with the en-

chantress,

Thou no farther needst to go,

Since to meet thee she advances.
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ha salido, con las voces

de musicas, e Instrumentos.

Salen la Lascivia^ y la Ctdpa detras

de todos, y traen una Salvilla, un

Vaso de plata, y otra una Toalla al

hombro.

Music. En hora dichosa venga
a estos Jardines amenos

el Peregrino del Mar,
donde halle seguro Puerto.

Culp. En hora dichosa venga,

digan los dulces acentos,

una, y mil veces, sin que
nada les usurpe el eco,

Vandolero de los Ayres,

que se queda con los raedios.

En hora dichosa venga
el hombre, que por sus hechos

es assunto de la fama

por su valor, y su ingenio,

donde tengan sus fortunas

dulce Patria, amado centro,

noble asylo, illustre amparo,

blando albergue, y feliz Puerto.

Apenas supe, inconstante

huesped de dos Elementos,

que sobre tribulaciones

baten las olas, surgiendo

ya los embates del Mar,

ya las rafagas del Viento.

Apenas supe, Sefior,

oy de vuestros companeros,

(a quien ya en Palacios mios

bien agassajados tengo)

que erais el valiente Ulises,

que quiere decir en Griego
hombre ingenioso (que al fin

no ay sin, cautelas ingenio)

que de la Troya del Mundo

huyendo venls al fuego,

a quien vos mismo en vos mismo
alimentais en incendios,

quando a recibiros salgo

con todo esse Coro hello

de mis daraas, celebrando

tan noble recibimiento.

Llegad todas a sus plantas.

See, she comes with songs and music,

And her syren train, to charm thee !

Enter Sin,followed by Voluptuousness^

Flattery., and others. Voluptuousness

bears a salver, on which is a silver

goblet, and Flattery a napkin.

Music. Happy, happy, be the hour

That to these dehcious gardens

Comes the pilgrim of the sea.

In a safe port happily landed.

Sin. Happy be the hour he cometh !

Once a thousand times repeat it
;

So that Echo, the freehanded

Robber of the air, may filch not

From the sound his usual largess.

Happy be the hour that cometh

Here the man to whom is granted,
For his wit and worth in warfare,
Fame the proudest and the amplest :

Here, wherein a home and country
Now his happier fate imparteth,—
A proud shelter—a high safeguard—
A soft rest—a happy haven.

Scarcely had I heard, O ever

Changeful guest of air and water,
Of two elements the victor,

Since on troublous billows wafted,
Nowthe rude sea's rage thou curbest—
Now the wild wind's mightier mad-

ness :
—

Scarcely had I heard, my lord,

From thy comrades, whom my palace
Entertaineth now and welcomes
In obedience to my mandate,—
That thou wert the brave Ulysses,
Which doth mean in Grecian par-

lance,

An astute-soul'd man (astuteness

Being, as 't were, a twin with talent),
Who from flaming Troy escaping,
Hither to a fire hast wander'd,
Which withui thyself thou feedest,

From internal quenchless ashes,—
When I hurried to receive thee

With this beauteous choir of damsels

Celebrating with due honour

Such a noble stranger's advent.
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y con corteses festejos

le saludad
; y porque

el que en el Mar tanto tiempo
fluctuo golfos de penas
en pielagos de tormentos,
es la sed la que le aflije ;

mas a quien no admira esto,

que sieudo el Mar todo agua,

tenga a su huesped sediento ?

Brindadle con esse Nectar,

que esta de dulzuras lleno,

en tanto que en mis Palacios

mas regalos le prevengo.

Lasc. Bebe, Sefior, el sabroso

licor que yo te presento.

Ent. Ay de ti, si le bebieres,

que todo es lascivo fuego !

Que haces ?

Homh. Para resistirme

conmigo mesmo peleo.

Ent, No le bebas, ya no sabes

que es tosigo, y es veneno?

Homh. Si, Entendimiento, y tu aviso

ha llegado a muy buen tiempo.

Estoy cobarde, estoy mudo,
tanto al cortes cumplimiento,

que debo a vuestra beldad,

y a vuestra hermosura debo
;

que aunque retorico fui,

al miraros enmudezco :

en fe de lo qual, el nectar

con que me brindais acepto ;

mas por no ser descortes

hare la salva primero

con estas flores, que no

se atreven a ser grosseros

tanto mis labios, que lleguen

sin aquesse cumplimiento.

Toca el Vaso en el Ramillete, y sale

Fuego.

Lasc. Ay de mi ! El Fuego que avia

At his feet then lowly kneeling,
Welcome in the costliest manner
His arrival, and, because

He who in the sea has tarried

Such a length of time, exchanging
Gulfs of gloom for waves of saltness,

Was by thirst afflicted mostly—
Strange, the sea, which is all water,

That it should its guests leave thirsty,

And the liquid store so ample !
—

Pledge him with this honeyed nectar

Sweetened by celestial savours.

While within my palace yonder
Are prepared more festive banquets.

Volupt. Drink, my lord, the sweetly
savour'd

Liquor, which I dare to hand thee.

Vnderst. Woe to thee, if thou dost

drink it !

Liquid lust-fire fills that chalice !

What then wilt thou do ?

Man. I struggle

With myself in self-fought battle !—
Underst. Drink it not : the draught

concealeth

Poison deadlier than the adder.

Man. Yes, my Understanding, yes :

[^aside.

Timely comethywords to warn me :
—

I am timid, I am mute, [7b Sin.

Thinking of the courteous favour

Which I owe to thy perfections,

Which I owe thy beauty, lady.

For though skilled in speech were I,

Dumb I 'd grow in gazing at thee :
—

Therefore I thy proffer'd nectar

Take, and thus by taking thank thee.

But that I may not be wholly

Wanting in more courteous manner,
I shall first salute and touch it

With these flowers, the grosser ad-

vent

Of my lips presiuning only

Such sweet tribute to come after.

He dips the nosegay in the goblet from
which fire issues.

Volupt. Woe is me ! the secret fire
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en este Vaso encubierto

rebentd.

Homh. Es verdad, que mal

arde encendido tu fuego,

vil Lascivia.

Lasc. Ay infeliz I

Culp. Mortales furias !

Homh. Que es esto ?

Culp. Saber oy, que desvanezcas

mis encantos.

Homh. Si, que aviendo

llegado aqui accompanado
de mi noble entendimiento,

aunque llegue sin sentidos,

porque tii me los has preso,

con este ramo sabre

desvanecer tus intentos,

porque es el ramo de Iris,

que esta de virtudes lleno.

Culp. Ay infelice demi!

Aviendo volado el fuego

de la mina, que ocultaba

entre lisonja mi pecho,

c6mo soy yo, como soy

la que me abraso ? Que es esto ?

Til eres quien la mina enciende,

y soy yo quien la rebiento ?

Homh. Si, que sabiendo que eres

horror de aquestos Desiertos,

y Circe de estas Montanas,

que quiere decir en Griego

maleficiosa Hechicera,

a darte la muerte vengo,

y a rescatar mis sentidos

de la prision de tus hierros.

Saca la Daga.

Culp. Ten la Daga ; Sspera, aguards

no manches tan noble acero

en mi, que soy inmortal,

y ya sin morir me has muerto.

Yo bolvere tus sentidos

a su ser, porque viniendo

armado de las virtudes,

Which within this cup I scattered

Has burst forth.

Man. 'T is true, for hard

Is 't to hide the fire thou makest,

Vile Voluptuousness.

Volupt.
Ah! me,

Woe the day !
—

Sin. My fury mads me !

Man. Why, Sin?

Sin. ^OT now I know

You have conquered my enchant-

ments.—
Man. Yes, for having ventured hither

'Companied and happily guarded

By my noble Understanding,

Though I come here in the absence

Of my Senses, still kept captive

By thy wiles, to me is granted

Power to frustrate thy intentions

By this little branch I carry-
Wonder working branch of Iris—
Full of virtues and of marvels.

Sin. Ah ! unhappy me ! the fire

Having from the mine departed,

Which beneath fair flattery's seeming

Hid my heart within its caverns !

How am I ? Oh ! how am I

Still its victun? How does 't happen
That the mine for thee enkindled,

Bursts 'neath me and leaves me
blasted ?

Man. Thus
;
no sooner had I heard

That thou wert the shame and scandal

Of these deserts, the dread Circe

Of these mountains, the enchantress

That thy Grecian name expresses,

Than I came here to despatch thee,

And to liberate my Senses

From the prison of thy shackles.

Draws his dagger.

Sin. Hold thy hand ! Oh ! do not then

Stain the bright steel of thy dagger

With the blood of an immortal.

Deathless though I be, thou stabbest

Deep enough without such aidance.—
Back, the Senses thou demandest

I shall give thee, since beholding
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que dio tu arrepentimiento,

no tengo yo poder, no,

para guardarlos mas tiempo.

Oido, que oiste lisonjas,

que tu dulce encanto fueron,

por quien te tuvo trocado

en Camaleon tu afecto.

Sale el Otdo como assombrado.

Oido. De que letargo tan dulce

a esta nueva voz despierto ?

Culp. Olfato murmurador

de lo malo, y de lo bueno,

que fuiste Leon, que diste

danado olor con tu aliento.

Sale el Olfato assombrado.

Olfat. O nunca yo despertara

de tan regalado suerio !

Culp, Tacto, que lascivamente

empleado en tus deseos

Osso fuiste, pues que nace

sin forma, sin vista, y cuerpo. ^

Sale el Tacto assombrado.

Tacto. Que a mi pesar me levanto

de tan regalado lecho !

Culp. Vista, que manchado Tigre

has pacido este Desierto,

pues embidioso eres ojos

que sientes bienes agenos.

Sale la Vista como assombrado.

Vist. Si noche ban de ser los mios,

de que sirve lo que veo ?

Culp. Gusto, que animal inmundo

eres, porque siempre hambriento

solo en esta vida cuidas

de sustentarte a ti mesmo.

Sale el Gusto assombrado.

Gust. Que era un gran puerco soflaba,

nadie que ay que creer en sueiios

diga, o si diga, pues oy

lo soy dormido, y despierto.

That thy penitence hath arm'd thee

So with virtues, I no longer
Have the strength or power to guard

them.—
Hearing! thou to whom light words

Were a source of sweet enchantment,
On account of which defect

A chameleon's shape I gave thee.

Enter Hearing amazed.

Hearing. Ah ! from such sweet lethargy

Must I at this new voice waken ?

Sin. Smell ! that hbellest in turn

Equally all forms of matter.

Thou a lion late, whose breath

Fetid odours round thee scatter'd.

Enter Smell amazed.

Smell. Ah ! that I had never woken

From a sleep by dreams so glad-

den'd !
—

Sin. Touch ! that, by thy low desires

Wholly occupied and trammel'd,

Wert a bear, since it is bom
Sightless, formless, and unshapen !

Enter Touch amazed.

Touch. Oh ! the sorrow ! to arise

From a bed so softly padded !—
Sin. Sight ! that in these deserts here

Livest like a spotted panther,

Fleck'd with envious eyes to see

Aught of alien good that happens.

Enter Sight amazed.

Sight. Of what service are mine eyes.

If I 'm doomed to dwell in darkness ?—
Sin. Taste ! that art a beast unclean,

Since with hunger never sated,

The sole thought of thy existence

Is how best to feed and fatten—

Enter Taste amazed.

Taste. What a hog I dreamed I was !

Dreams are fables though, what mat-

ter?

Waking or asleep by me
Is the self-same part enacted.
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Culp. Ya estan aqui tus sentidos,

ya a tu poder te los buelvo.

Idos, que en mi no durais

sino solamente el tiempo

que tarda en venir el hombre

por vosotros
; pues es cierto,

que esta en su mano el cobraros,

como en su mano el perderos.

Ent. No esperas mas, ven a este

Baxel de tu Entendimiento.

Oid. Donde hemos de ir tan apriessa ?

Apenas llegado avemos

a estos Palaeios, y ya
nos quieres ausentar de ellos ?

Vist. Adonde quieres llevamos

por esse Mar padeciendo ?

Olfat. Dexa que de las passadas

fortunas nos reparemos.

Gust. Dexame, Senor, que sea

puerco otro poco de tiempo,

pues no ay mas seguridad

en el Mundo, que ser puerco.

Ent. En fin, sois brutos, sentidos,

tan brutos, que holgais de serlo.

Gust, No sabemos quan bueno es

estar comiendo, y gruiiendo ?

Ent. Vamos, que esperes, Ulises?

Homh. Vamos, pero no tan presto,

porque de aver visto aqui

mis sentidos mal contentos

de dexar estas delicias,

no se (ay de mi !) lo que siento.

Ent. Yo te llevare por fuerza.

Homh. No haras tal, que tu consejo
arrastrarme no podra,

moverme si, ya lo has hecho :

ve a prevenir el Baxel,

pues Piloto eres.

Ent. Ya buelvo. Vase.

Homh. Por poder mas libremente

ver esta Deidad, le ausento ,

Sin. See, thy Senses all are here :

Back into thy power I hand them.—
Go ! your stay with me endured

Only for the time your master,

Man, delayed to come and claim you,

Since 't is certain power is granted

Not alone to Man to lose you.

But to regain you when you 're absent.

Underst. Stay no longer here, but come

To my bark in which we landed.—
Hearing. Whither should we go so

quickly ?

Scarce have we the beauteous gardens

Of this friendly palace entered,

And already we 're debarred them.

Sight. Wouldst thou bring us back to

sea,

There to suffer new disasters ?

Smell. Let us here recruit our strength

After all the ills we 've master'd.

Taste. Let me be a hog, I pray,

Once again, good sir, I ask thee,

Since of all the lives I know,
Is a hog's life the most happy.

Underst. Ah ! so brutish are the Senses,

To be brutes appears to glad them !

Taste. Have we not found out how

pleasant

'T is to eat and grunt untrammell'd ?

Underst. Come Ulysses, why delay ?

Man. Let us go,—but still there 's

ample
Time to spare, for since I see

How my senses are distracted

At abandoning these pleasures.

Ah ! I know not how I falter.

Underst. I must drag you hence by
force.

Man, Ah! by force you cannot drag

me,
But by counsel you may lead :

Even already you attract me :

Go, prepare the bark, for you
Are the pilot.

—
Underst. Yes, with gladness
To return here. \^Exit,

Man [aside']. That this goddess
I may see with freer glances,
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de mi aqueste breve instante

sin temor de sus preceptos.

Culp. Aora podre hablarle, pues

aparto su entendimiento.

Ya Ulises, que victorioso

te miras de mi, bolviendo

de essas incultas Montaiias

coronado de trofeos,

no tan presto al Mar entregues te

en esse inconstante leiio,

que el Mar da la Vida surca,

amenazado de riesgos.

Mira alterados los Mares,

que con veloz movimiento

en pyramides de espumas,
son Alcazares de hielo.

Dexa que el Mar se serene
;

y pues te miras exempt©
de la Magia de mi encanto,

en fe de esse ramo bello,

que te dio la Iris, no quieras

bolverte al afan tan presto :

descansa en mi albergue oy,

que manaua sera tiempo

para dexar estos Montes

de tantas delicias Uenos.

Que priessa te corre aora

de ausentarte
; y mas sabiendo,

que yo, cada vez que quieras

ir, detenerte no puedo ?

Entra en mis ricos Palacios,

donde son divertimientos

todas sus ocupaciones

para el aplicado Ingenio.

Veras mis grandes Estudios,

mis admirables portentos

examinaras, tocando

de mi Ciencia los efectos.

Por que piensas que me llaman

la Circe de estos Desiertos ?

Porque Ciencias prohibidas,

que son Leyes que yo tengo,

con mis estudios alcanzo,

con mis vigilias aprendo.

Veras apagado el Sol,

solo a un soplo de mi aliento
;

pues en la luciente edad,

el dia yo le obscurezco:

Undeterred by his suggestions,

I have thus contrived his absence.—
Sin [aside], I can tempt him now,

since his

Understanding hath departed.
—

Ulysses ! crowned with trophies,

Vanquisher of my enchantments.

Flying from this lonely island,

From its mountains and morasses,

Do not trust thyself so quickly

To the wild and dangerous vastness

Of the sea of life, to plough it

In a frail bark so unstable.

See ! its mighty breast upheaving
In its rapid movement sparkles

Now as pyramids of crystal,

Now as snow-embattled castles.

Wait the wild turmoil's abating.

Wait until the sea grows calmer
;

And since thou hast been exempted
From the spell ofmy enchantment

By the gift that Iris gave thee,
—

By that budding beauteous branch-

let,—

Oh ! return not back so quickly

To its dangers and disasters :

Kest thee in my house to-day:

In the morning will be ample
Time for thee to fly these mountains

And these joy-enfolding gardens.

Why so swiftly fly for safety,

Knowing well thou art so guarded,

That whenever thou wouldst leave me
1 am powerless to withstand thee?—
Enter then my dazzhng palace,

Where an intellectual banquet,

Graced by gladness and enjojment,

Waits upon thy "welcome advent.

Thou wUt see my deep researches,
—

Thou my wonders wilt examine,—
All the secrets of my science

Will be bared to give thee answer.

Wherefore, thinkest thou, the Circe

Of these desert wastes, they call me?

'T is because forbidden knowledge

(^That sole law I leave untrampled)

I, by application, reach to,
—

I, by mighty studies, master.
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bien digo, la sombra soy, Ap.
David lo dixo en un Verso.

Veras, a solo una liuea,

que corran mis pensamientos,

desclavadas las Estrellas

del octavo Firmamento :

Y es verdad, pues tercer parte Ap.
de ellas aparte del Cielo.

La Nigromancia veras

exeeutada, saliendo,

a mi conjuro obedientes,

de sus sepulcros los muertos.

Cadaver es el que peca, Ap.
pues me obedece, no miento.

La grande Chiromancia

veras, quando en vivo fuego,

en los papeles del humo
caracteres de luz leo.

Que fuego no enciendo yo ? Ap.
No es engano, pues le enciendo.

Titubear veras caducos

imo, y otro Polo, haciendo

que desplomados se caygan
sobre todo el Universo.

No sera la vez primera, Ap.
que yo estremeci su Imperio.
El idioma de las aves

veras, que yo sola entiendo,

siendo el canto vaticinio,

y siendo el graznido aguero,
de las flores te leera

estos escritos quademos,
donde la naturaleza

escrivio raros mysterios.

A todas horas tendras

dulces musicas, oyendo
suaves cantos de las aves,

de los hombres dulces versos,

sabrosisimos manjares
te serviran conasseo

tal, que el Olfato, y el Gusto

se esten lisongeando a un tiempo.
La vista divertiras

en essos jardines bellos,

que son nuestros paraisos,

de varias deKcias llenos.

Dormiras en regalada

cama, donde el Tacto atento

II.

By a breath from out my lips

Thou wilt see the sun-light blacken'd,

Since in all its perfect prime,

Can I the bright noon-day darken :

I may say so, since a shadow laside

David calls me in the Psalter.—
Thou wilt see that my mere thought,

Even my wish in silence wafted,

From the Heaven beyond the seventh

Will the mighty stars unfasten.—
True, a third of Heaven's bright host

[aside

Thus my primal fall brought after.—
Necromancy shalt thou see,

Tried and tested to the farthest
;
—

So that, yielding to my spells,

From their graves the dead vnll an-

swer :
—

Yes
;
for dead in sin is he [aside

Who doth yield to my advances.—
Pyromancy, too, will show thee

How upon the red flames' sparkles—
Howupon the curUng smoke-wreaths,

Knowledge there inscribed I gather :

I deceive not here—the fire [aside

Lit by me doth ever crackle.—
Thou wilt see the poles of Heaven

Tremble at mydread commandments,
As if down about to fall

On the world's disturbed axes :
—

Not the first time will it be [aside

That its kingdom I have shaken.—
All the language of the birds

Wilt thou learn, by me sole master'd—
Both their sweet prophetic warble

And their harsher augural cackle.

On the flowers, too, wilt thou read,

As upon illumined parchment,

Written characters revealing

Nature's mysteries and marvels.

Every moment wilt thou have

Sweetest strains to greet and glad

thee;
—

Now the nightingale's lone ditty—
Now the poet's lovelier anthem.

Food the daintiest shall be spread

For thee with such nice exactness.

So that smell and taste together

21
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a tu descanso, en mullidas

flores, tendra blando lecho.

A todas horas tendras

Damas, que te esten sirviendo,

que, como soy en comun

la Culpa, conmigo tengo

y en particular a todas

las que se precian de serlo.

Va dexando caer el Hombre las Flores

del Ramillete poco a poco.

Y sobre todo tendras

los regalos de mi pecho,

las caricias de mis brazos,

los alhagos de mi afecto,

las finezas de mi amor,

la verdad de mi deseo,

la atencion de mi alvedrio,

de mi vida el rendimiento :

y finalmente, delicias,

gustos, regalos, contentos,

placeres, dichas, favores,

musicas, bayles, y juegos.

Hombre. No se que he de respon-

der,

porque divertido, oyendo
la retorica suave

de su voz, fui deshaciendo

el Kamo de las Virtudes,

que desperdiciadas veo,

y ajadas entre mis manos;

pero que mucho, si advierto,

que para que ella me hablasse

aparte mi entendimiento ?

Sin el hablare. Gallarda

Circe, a tus voces atento,

de mi me olvido, y ya solo

de tu hermosura me acuerdo.

Ap.

Shall at once thy senses flatter.

Thy enraptured sight shall revel

In these sweet dehcious gardens,

Which to us are bowers of Eden

Full of every form of gladness.

In a soft bed shalt thou sleep,

Where the touch that looketh after

Thy repose, on downiest flower leaves

Shall outspread thy pleasant pallet.

Lovely ladies every hour

Shall their various service grant thee,

Whom, as Sin supreme, I keep
Here at once my slaves and partners,

Specially all those who are

To my service self-attracted.

During the latter part of this address

the Man has let fall the flowers of his

nosegay one by one.

But above all other joys,

Wilt thou have my heart's free lar-

gess.

The dehght of my embraces,

The sweet proof of my attachment,

All the fondness of my love.

All the truth desire implanteth,

The devotion of my will
;

Of my life the sweet enthralment :

In a word, dehcious joys
—

Eaptures, ravishments, entrance-

ments,

Pleasures, bhsses, fondest favours-

Sports and plays, and songs and

dances.

Man. {aside'] Ah ! I know not what

to say !

Ah ! I know not what to answer !

Since, obUvious of myself.

Listening to her sweet-toned accents,

I have been, ah, me ! destroying

AU the beauty of this branchlet.

Withered in my hand it Ues,

At my feet its leaves he scatter'd.

But what wonder, when I think

In my Understanding's absence,

Has she spoken to me thus ?

Thus without him then, I answer .
—

Circe fair, in mute attention

I unto thy sweet voice hearken.
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A tus Palacios me guia,

porque ser tu huesped quiero

desde oy, estimando humilde

tan corteses cumplimientos.

Culp. Venci. La Musica buelva

a repetir sus acentos
;

y essos gallardos Palacios,

que estan en el duro centre

del Monte, sus puertas abran,

que va gran huesped a ellos.

Descubrese un Palacio muy vistoso.

Odio. Al Entendimiento aguarda

antes, Senor, que entres dentro,

porque sepas donde estas.

Homb. Para que ? pues es tan cierto

que no entrara, si supiera

(ay de mi I) mi Entendimiento.

Gusto. Dices bien, vamos sin el
;

para que aca le queremos,

que es un Ministro cansado,

todo limpio, y nada puerco ?

Music. En hora dichosa venga
a estos jardines amenos
el Peregrino del Mar,
donde halle seguro puerto.

Vanse^ dadas las manos, y sale el

Entendimiento.

Entend. Hombre, espera, escucha,

aguarda,

DO entres en esse sobervio

Alcazar, porque no sabes

los peligros que estan dentro.

Mas ay de mi ! con las voces,

que le ban tenido suspenso,

no me oye : Que bien (ay triste
!)

se echa de ver, pues pudieron
los alhagos de la Culpa,
los hechizos, y venenos

moverle, que me tenia

retirado ! porque es cierto

que a tenerme a mi consigo,

no se rindiera tan presto.

Self-forgetting, lost in dreaming,

By thy wondrous beauty dazzled.

Lead me to thy longed-for palace.

As thy guest, thy slave command me.

Let my humble acquiescence

For thy courtesy thus thank thee.

Sin. I have conquer'd !
—once again

Music sing your sweetest accents,

And my beauteous palace home,
Which amid these mountains stand-

eth,

Open wide your dazzling doors

For the great guest who advanceth,

A magnificent palace appears.

Hearing. Oh! my lord, before thou

goest

Where thou know'st not what may
happen,

Here await thy Understanding.
Man. Wherefore ? since if thus I acted,

Ah ! I know too well that he

Ne'er would sanction my advances.

Taste. Right ! without him let us go :
—

What's the use of being saddled

With a pig and pleasure hating

Cool cantankerous old carper ?—
Music. Happy, happy be the hour

That to these delicious gardens

Comes the Pilgrim of the sea

In a safe port happily landed :—
Exeunt all hand in hand. The Under-

standing entersfrom the opposite side.

Underst. Hear ! weak Man, oh ! listen !

stay!

Enter not that pride-built castle,

Since thou knowest not the quick-
sands

On whose dangerous top it standeth :

But, ah, me ! their flattering songs

Keep his senses so abstracted.

That he hears me not ! How soon

Can it now be seen, O sadness !

That the lustful lures of sin.

That her philters and enchantments

Have the power to overwhelm him
In his Understanding's absence.

Since with me, he would not have

His consent so freely granted.

21b
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Sah la Penitencia.

Penit. Entendimiento, que voces

son estas que das al viento ?

Entend. Lastimas son de aver dado

mala cuenta de un sugeto,

que Dios me entrego : Oy el Hombre
me ha dexado, de ml huyendo
se ha entrado en esse Palacio,

poblado de Encantamientos.

Las Virtudes que adquirio,

con un arrepentimiento

que tuvo, desperdiciadas

en el ayre las encuentro.

Mira a las Flores.

Penit. Pues yo las recogere,

guardandolas para el tiempo

que arrepentido me busque,
de su culpa, y de su yerro.

Entend. Sin ml esta, que no estuviera,

conmigo (ay de mi !) tan ciego,

que se olvidara de ti.

Penitencia. Darte yo una industria

quiero,

para sacarle de aquesse

encanto
; toca en su pecho

al arma, pues escuchando

este behcoso estruendo,

(haciendole de si mismo

siempre mortales acuerdos)

veras, que con tal temor

creera advertido, y atento

a su Entendimiento, donde

esta sin Entendimiento.

Salen la Culpa^ y el Hombre, y los

Sentidos, y canta la Musica.

Music. Compitiendo con las selvas,

donde las flores madrugan,
los paxaros en el viento

forman Abriles de plumas.

Enter Penance.

Penance. Why these outcries, Under-

standing,

That thou to the winds imparteth ?

Underst. "Waihngs are they for dis-

charging

Towards my human ward so badly

Duties trusted me by God.

Man has left me, hath departed,

Fled me but just now, and entered

This enchantment-peopled palace ;

AU the virtues which by thee

Were to Imn repentant granted,

As I entered here, I found

By the wanton breezes scatter'd.

Penance (^seeing them on the ground).

I shall re-collect them all

And preserve them 'till he ask me
For them once again, when he

Feels repentant for his lapses.

Underst. Ah ! without me is he now !

With me, never had such hardness

Steeled his heart forgetting thee !—
Penance. I shall show thee in what

manner

Thou mayst yet perchance release

him

From the chains of this enchant-

ment :

Touch the key-note of his soul,
—

Sound to arms ! the martial clatter

(For of death and deathfullest omens

Ever breathes the call to battle !)

Soon will wake him from the stupor

That his memory now doth darken :
—

Then he will attend to thee,

Now without thee he advanceth.

Enter Sin, the Man, and the Senses,

and Music sings.

Music. With the blossomed boughs

competing.

When the sweet flowers rise from

slumber,'*

Birds an April of the Air

Fashion with their painted plumage.

ai In this scene the asonante vowels of the original are «, a: in the translation, m, e, or their

equivalents in sound, are used.
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Culp. V^n por aquestos jardiues,

adonde critica, y culta

la naturaleza, ha hecho,

entre jardines, j murtas,

alardes de sus primores,

pues su varia compostura
Acadcmia es, donde el Mayo
de un ano para otro estudia.

Homb. Tan hermosa es esta estancia,

que el mismo Sol que la alumbra,

8U esfera dexara, a precio

de que fuera esfera suya.

Digalo el Cielo, que al ver

las flores que la dibujau,

arrebolo las Estrellas,

porque compitan las unas

con las otras : Y assi, estan

desde la tiniebla obscura,

hasta la luciente Aurora,

essas Estrellas ceraleas,

donde en brazos de la noclie

duermen las esferas mudas,

El, y Musica.

compitiendo con las selvas,

donde las flores madnigan.

Culp. Todo el jardin es delicias;

no ay planta, no ay hoja alguna,

que verde aroma, los mas

blandos perfumes no supla.

Y porque Vista, y Olfato

la pompa no se atribuyan

para si solos, objetos

son del Oido las puras

fuentes, siendo en el ruido,

compas que a coros se escucha,

apacibles porque parIan,

y alegres porque murmuran.

Embidioso todo el viento,

al ver por la tierra, en una

Primavera solaraente,

tantas Primaveras juntas,

de otras flores se ha poblado,

que aladas sus golfos surcan,

Sin. Come unto these gardens fair.

Where rich Nature's careful culture

With her beds and myrtle buds

Maketh such a dazzling muster,

That united they appear

Like a fair collegiate structure.

Whither comes the young-eyed May,
Year by year, an eager student.

Man. Yes, so lovely is this place,

That the sun that flames refulgent,

Would his own bright sphere abandon

For the fairer flower-sphere under
;

And the Heavens, the flowers behoM-

ing

Eadiant in their rosy clusters.

Would paint red their own pale stars,

That with these they might be num-

ber'd.

Thus it is from Evening's gray

To the Morn's glad gleams of umber,

These cerulean stars appear

Twinkling, each with trembling lus-

tre.

When within the arms of Night

Sleep the silent spheres of Summer.

The Man and Music together.

With the blossomed boughs compet-

ing,

When the sweet flowers rise from

slumber.

Sin. All the garden is one joy :

Not a plant that here hath budded,

Not a leaf but breathes from out it

Fragrance that no tongue can utter :

And that sight and smell should boast

not.

That this Eden hath resulted

Solely from their aidance, list !

Limpid fountains leap and bubble.

Breaking witli melodious beat

Songs whose never-ceasing burden

Seemeth sad when most they laugh,

Mirthful most when most they mur-

mur.

And the envious Nymph of Air,

Seeing Earth so richly studded

With the flowers of many springs,

Joined in this that is the youngest,
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siendo ramilletes vivos :

Y assi, quanto entre esta sunia

deydad, las flores, y fuentes

de la tierra, con industria,

paxaros forman de rosas,

por igualar su hermosura :

Ella, y Musica.

Los paxaros en el viento

forman Abriles de plumas.

Mus. De una beUeza enganados,

por Aurora la saludan,

y viendo sus beUos ojos,

quedan vanos de su culpa.

Hovih. Toda essa belleza, toda

essa varia compostura
de vientos, y quadros, que

emulos siempre se usurpan
la alabanza, dignamente
sus trofeos assegura,

quando al saludar tu vista

a todas horas te juzga
Aurora de essas Montanas,

haciendo que se confimdan

en los tormentos del dia

salpicadas las purpureas

hojas ; pues aunque haya Aves,

y flores del dia en la cuna,

bebiendo a la Aurora el llanto,

que cendales de oro enjuga,

el verte segunda vez,

con nueva salva segunda :

El, y Musica.

De tu belleza enganados

por Aurora la saludan.

Culp. Culpa fuera de las aves,

y las flores, porque nunca

para equivocar deydades

hallar pudieran disculpa.

Has unto her azure plains

Flowers of other kinds conducted,

Which, upborne on myriad wings,

Living nosegays float and flutter.

And as Earth's young goddess fair

"With her flowers and founts eon-

structeth

Spring's sweet Paradise below,

So the other in her upper

Beauteous realm of birds makes roses

RivaUing the rich ones under.

Sin and Music together.

Birds an April of the Air

Fashion with their painted plmnage
Music. By her lovehness deceived,

For Aurora they salute her,

And beholding her bright eyes,

Love the sweet mistake they sufler.

Man. All this fair variety,

All this loveliness that surgeth

Up from billowy buds of bloom,

By the wandering zephyrs ruffled.

All this realm of spring, whose crown

Earth and Sky in turn usurpeth,

When it looks upon thy face,

Every moment doth it judge thee

The Aurora of these hiUs,

Blending hours that erst were sim-

der'd,

Streaking in the noontide's glow
All the leaves with roseate purple.

So that birds and flowers that drank

Morning's pearly tears imnumbered

Round the cradle of the Day,
Tears that from her eyes she brushes

With the golden-threaded clouds,

Seeing on the horizon under

Thee arise a second time,

Hail thee with new matin music.

The Man and Music together.

By thy loveliness deceived

For Aurora they salute thee :
—

Sin. This were wrong in bird and

flower.

Bird and flower are both excuseless

For confounding goddesses,

Whom their separate shapes have

sunder'd.
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Homh. Si es culpa, o acierto, no

es justo que yo lo arguya ;

pero bien se, que mi amor

oy de su parte assegura ;

que aunque culpa decLr sea,

que por Aurora te anuncian

flores, y aves
;
ni las aves,

ni las flores se disculpan

de essa culpa, porque antes

se, que con causa mas justa,

El, y Musica,

en viendo tus bellos ojos,

quedan vanos de su culpa.

Gusto. Ya que me ha tocado a mi,

(que en efecto soy la Gula)

preveniros las viandas,

en cuya alegre dulzura,

quanto corre, nada, y buela

registro entre mil dulzuras

su sabor, desnudo ya
de piel, de escama, y de pluma,
mirad adonde quereis

comer oy.

Lisonj. Sea con una

ceremonia llsongera.

Gusto. La Lisonja es muy astuta,

pues que sabe sembrar mesas

tan Candidas, y purpureas.

Man. K 't is right or no, the point

It were wrong I argued further.

This though know I well, my love

Is of one thing well assured,—
That although 't were wrong to say
That the flowers and birds misjudge

thee

For Aurora, bird and flower

Would not wish to be excused

For that fault, since they, I feel,

Acting with impulsive justness
—

TTie Man and Music together.

In beholding thy bright eyes,

Love the sweet mistake they suffer.

Taste. Now since it devolves on me

(I who am thy Taste), the duty
Of providing for thy need

Viands culled from out the number

Of the things that swim or fly,

Or possess the earth's green surface,

'Mid whose thousand varied forms,

Stript of skin, of scale, and plumage,
I their hidden savours seize,

—
Think where art thou to have sup-

per?—
Flattery. Here with all due service

fair,

Let it on the spot be usher'd.

Taste. What a clever lass is this ! !

Since with skill as sharp as sudden

Tables o'er the ground she scatters

Gleaming all with plate and purple.

Sale por debaxo del Tablado una Mesa A table sumptuously provided with viands

con muchas viandas, y sientase la risesfrom beneath. Sin and Ulysses

Culpa, y Ulises, y las demas sirven, y place themselves at the table, the Sen-

los Sentidos se sient an en el suelo. ses on the ground : all are waited on

by the others.

Gulp. Sientate, y todos

OS sentad en la verdura

de essas flores.

Lasciv. Pues yo quiero

que no todas se atribuyan
las finezas, sin que a mi

el Huesped me deba una.

Sin. Sit, Ulysses, at my side :
—

On the soft and verdurous turf here

Let the rest recline.

Voluptuousness. Since I

Would not that our guest should num-

ber

Every courtesy as thine,

One on my part thou wilt suffer :
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Aquella letera cantad,

que yo hice.

Homh. Pues si es tuya
sera amorosa.

Lasciv. Si es.

Homh. No ayDama aqui, que no acuda

a un Sentido.

Gusto. Si senor,

pero victor.

Homh. Quien?
Gusto. La Gula.

Music. Si quereis gozar florida

edad entre dulce suerte,

ohadate de la muerte,

y acuerdate de la vida.

Culp. No canteis mas
; qu^ atrevida

voz nuestros gustos divierte?

Sing that little canzonet

Made by me.

Man. Its gentle burden

Must be love, if thine it be.

Volupt. So it is.

Man. Each Sense is suited

With a separate lady.

Taste. Yes ;

But there's one deserves a bumper.
Man. Who is she ?

Taste. , Intemperance.

Music. Wouldst thou, Man, to rapture

give

Life's young hours that flower and fly,

Oh ! forget that thou must die !

And but think that thou dost live !

Sin. Cease the song ! what voice doth

strive

Thus to mar ourjoy thereby?

Tocan Caxas, y alhorotanse todos, y A sound of drums and voices is heard

dicen dentro el Entendimieiito, y la from within : all start in surprise. The

Penitencia. Understanding and Penance answer

from within.

Entend, Ulises, Capitan fuerte,

si quieres dicha crecida,

Penit. Olvidate de la vida.

Entend. Y acuerdate de la muerte.

Culp. Quien, con tanto atrevimiento,

trucca el gusto en confusion ?

Homh. Circe, las que escuchas son

voces de mi Entendimiento,
el me ha llamado, e intento

responderle.

Culp. De el te olvida.

Hombr. Suelta.

Culp. Es accion atrevida.

Cantad, porque no se assombre

de oir aquella voz el Hombre.

Music. Acuerdate de la vida.

Homh. Si hare, que bien larga es :

y despues tendre lugar

para sentir, y llorar.

Underst. "Valiant soldier! from on high

Wouldst thou lasting bhss receive?^

Penance. Oh! forget that thou dost

live!—
Underst. And remember thou must

die!—

Sin. Who is this whose bold voice

breaketh

Rudely on my startled ear ?

Man. 'T is my inner voice you hear—
'T is my understanding speaketh.

Him my answering conscience seek-

eth.

Sin. Heed him not, no answer give.

Man. Let me go.

Sin. Thou goest to grieve.

Sing once more, lest Man should hear

That mysterious voice severe.

Music. Oh! remember thou dost live !

Man. Be it so : the days extend
;

Life is long and full of joy :
—

For contrition and annoy
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pues me bastara despues :

a tus brazos buelvo, pues,

dulce dueiio.

Culp. Feliz fuerte I

Homh. Tu hermusura me divierte;

contigo ufano me nombre;
no quiero mas diclia.

Entend. Hombre,
acuerdate de la miierte.

Suena Caxa.

Bomb. Fuerza es que mg acuerde (ay

triste !)

quando mi afecto se mueve
de que es tan caduca, y breve,

que en un instante consiste !

Entendimiento, que hiciste

en mi tal efecto, advierte,

que ya voy a obedecerte.

Culp. Vuestra voz su passo impida.

Music. Acuerdate de la vida.

Entend. Acuerdate de la muerte.

Suena Caxa.

Homh. Aqui me estan alhagando

gusto, placer, y contento,

quando alii mi Entendimiento

al arma me esta tocando.

Culp. Que dudas?

Entend. Que estas pensando ?

Culp. No de essa voz confundida

tu memoria este afligida.

Ent. En aqueste encanto advierte :

acuerdate de la muerte.

Music. Acuerdate de la vida.

Homh. En dos mitades estoy

partido, (passion tyrana !)

entre el horror de mafiana,

a la Ventura de oy ;

a aquel sigo, y a este voy ;

y uno, y otro en mal tan fuerte,

6 me aflige, 6 me divierte :

qual ha de ser preferida

de mis glorias?

Music. Vida, vida.

Homhr. De mis penas ?

Entend. Muerte, muerte.

Y aunque me la den a mi Sale.

los encantos de esta fiera,

Time enough ere comes the end.

To thine arms then, dearest friend,

To thine arms once more I fly.—

Sin. Happy fate !

Man. Felicity

Is it but thy face to see :

Greater bliss there cannot be.

Underst. Man! remember thou must

die!

Drums sound.

Man. Oh! the woe, to be compelled

This to think of even in bliss,

Rapture, oh ! how fleet it is,

Flying ere it scarce is held :
—

Understanding mine, impelled

By thy low voice whispering nigh,
—

See ! at thy behest I fly !

Sin. Song, arrest the fugitive !

Music. Oh ! remember thou dost live !

Underst. Oh! remember thou must

die 1 [^Drums sojind.

Man. Here Enjoyment round me draws

Nets of bliss, whose woof intlirals me :

There my Understanding calls me
To comply with valour's laws.

Sin. Canst thou waver ?

Underst. Canst thou pause ?

Sin. Oh ! no more attention give

To that voice, but bliss receive.

Underst. Think, 'mid all this witchery—
Think that thou art doomed to die.

Music. Only think that thou dost live.

Man. Oh ! to which, torn heart, give

way—
Present bliss or fature sorrow,

Or the anguish of to-morrow,
Or the rapture of to-day ?—
This I follow, that obey.

Wish the gladness, yet would fly

All the grief that comes thereby :
—

Oh ! to which the preference give ?—
Which for my joy ?

Music. That thou dost live ?—
Man. Which for my pain ?

Underst. That thou must die !
—

[^He enters.^ Yes; and though that

fate be mine,
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he de entrar, porque no fuera

Entendimiento, si aqui

temiera morir : assi,

Ulises, te has olvidado

de ti mismo ? Assi entregado
a unos placeres fingidos,

que sin mi, y con tus sentidos

aqui vives enganado ?

Culp. Estara (dime) mejor,

creido de tu prudencia,

alia con la Penitencia,

adonde todo es horror,

todo tristeza, j pavor,

que aqui, donde le divierte

tanta gloria ?

Entend. Si, si advierte,

que aquesta gloria es fingida.

Culp. Cantad, cantad.

Music. Vida, vida.

Ent. Tocad, tocad : muerte, muerte.

Homhr. Dices bien, a ti te creen

los influxos de mi estrella.

Culp. Pues dexasme ?

Homhr. Ay Culpa beUa,

que tu tambien dices bien?

Entend. Valor mis voces te den.

Culp. Muevate el verme rendida.

Entend. Nada el seguirme te impida :

tocad.

Culp. Cantad.

Hombr. Pena fuerte !

Music. Vida, vida.

Entend. Muerte, muerte.

Dentro Penitencia.

Penit. Muerte, muerte.

Music. Vida, vida.

Entend. Este es bien perecedero.

Culp. Aquella es pena cruel.

Entend. Por esso espera laurel.

Culp. Goza tu vida primero.

Entend. Mira que es encanto fiero.

By this monster's sorceries slain,

Here I enter : since 't is plain,

I were not myself, or thine

God-given guide, should I resign

Death itself defending thee :

Hast thou lost all memory
Of thyself? that thus, Ulysses,

Thou wouldst live in phantom blissoa

Here with thy senses—without me f

Sin. Were it better, then, that he.

Following thy advice, should go,

Penance led, where all is woe—
All is grief and misery,

Than remain contentedly

Here, where on his every sigh

Pleasure waits ?—
Underst. Undoubtedly,
If he knows she nought can give.

Sin. Sing! sing!

Music. 'T is sweet to live !

Underst. Peal! peal! Man needs must

die!

Man. True ! oh true ! my star to thee

Yields, O voice ! that speaks within.

Sin. Canst thou leave me ?

Man. Beauteous Sin,

Ah ! thy voice, too, moveth me.

Underst. May my voice thy soul's

strength be !

Sin. May my tears thy love revive !

Underst. Follow me, be strong and

strive.

Drums reheat.

Sin. Sing sweet !

Man. I try

Suffering's depths !

Music. To live !

Underst. To die 1

Penance within.

Penance. To die ! to die !

Music. To Uve ! to live I

Underst. Life is but a dying day.

Sin. Death, a pang that strikes thee

down.

Underst. But it gives the laurel crown :

Sin. Life enjoy though, while you

may. [away.

Underst. Life 's a dream that fades
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Culp. Mira que es tormento faerte.

Ent. En que eres mortal advierte.

Culp. No te acuerdes de esse, no.

Music. Vida.

Penit. Muerte.

Los dos. Quien vencio ?

Hombr. La memoria de la muerte.

Culp. Que importa que aya vencido,

si eseaparte no podras

de ml ? En mi poder estas,

sin reservarte un sentido.

Las flores que avia texido

la Penitencia, que eran

las virtudes que pudieran

salvarte, ya las perdiste,

tu mismo las deshiciste
;

pues que alivio de mi ei^eran

oy tus ansias ?

Entend. No te d^

aquesso desconfianza,

ten en el Cielo esperanza,

que es columna de la Fe.

Essas virtudes, yo se,

que quando mas divertido

las avias esparcido,

para guardarlas Uego
a recogerlas...

Culpa. Quien ?

Sale la Penitencia.

Penitencia. Yo,

que el Arco de paz he sido,

que si oy en Carro Triunfal

me llegas a ver sentada,

substituyendo Dosel

de oro, de purpura, y nacar,

es, porque a triunfar de ti

vengo, que quando me llama

del liombre el Entendimiento,
no puedo yo hacerle falta.

Sin. Death's a pain that all would

fly.

Underst. Think thy final hour draws

nigh.

Sin. Think not so till life be done.

Music. Life I

Penance [within]. Death!

Underst. and Sin together.
—Say which

has won ?

Man. The remembrance I must die.

Sin. What imports it thus the gaining

Barren victory, if thou art

Powerless to escape my art ?

Thou, with not a sense remaining :

Since the potent flowers disdaining.

Woven for thee by Heaven's host—
Which the hands of Penance gave

thee.

Virtues were they wliich could save

thee,

Thou hast scattered, thou hast lost.

Wherefore, therefore, canst thou boast

Thou art free from me to-day ?—
Underst. Do not, therefore, Man, mis-

trust thee,

Hope in Heaven, to that entrust

thee—
Hope, the Faith's best prop and stay,

All those virtues flown away,
Scattered in thy wantonness,—
One, I know, doth hither press

To restore them
;
from the sky

Comes she hither now.

Sin. Who?
Penance [enters']. I,

Erst who wore the rainbow's dress :

Who if in a car triumphal
Thou to-day behold'st me seated^^

'Neath a canopy, wherein

Purple, pearl, and gold are blended,
'T is because I come to triumph
Over thee, for whensoever

Calleth me Man's Understanding,
Never is the call neglected.

All the virtues which he squander'd

22 The metre in the original changes to asonantc alternate vowel rhymes in a, a. For these

I have substituted corresponding ones in e, e.
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Las virtudes, que sin el

desperdicio su ignorancia,

yo recogt ; pues es cierto,

que si se adquieren en Gracia,

siempre que buelva por ellas,

en deposito las halla.

Y para que el Hombre vea,

que solas a veneer bastan

tus Encantos, oy veras

todas aquestas viandas,

del viento desvanecidas,

en humo, en polvo, y en nada,

mostrando con este exemplo
lo que son glorias humanas,

pues el Manjar solaraente,

que es etemo, es el del alma :

este es el Pan Soberano,

que veis ya sobre esta Tabla :

la Penitencia os le ofrece,

que sin ella (cosa es clara)

que verle no merecia

el hombre con glorias tantas.

Sentidos esto no es Pan,

sino mas noble substancia :

Came, y Sangre es, porque huyendo
las especies, que ai estaban,

los accidentes no mas

quedaron en Hostia blanca.

Culp. Como quieres que te crean

los Sentidos con quien hablas,

si todos conoceran

que los ofendes, y agravias ?

Llega, Olfato, Uega a oler

esse Pan ; en el que hallas,

Pan, 6 Carne?

Van llegando los Sentidos.

Olfato. De Pan es

et olor.

Culp. Llega, que aguardas,

Gusto?

Gusto. Este gusto es de Pan.

Culp. Llega, Tacto, que te espantas,

di lo que tocas ?

In his ignorance, demented,

I have here regather'd, since

Certain 't is that when presented

By the hand of Grace they've l)een,

He who turneth back repentant,

Ever findeth them again,

Safely guarded and preserved.

And that Man may know that they
Can alone thy sorceries render

Powerless, thou wilt now behold

All the viands here collected

Vanish into air, and leave

Nought behind to tell their presence ;

Showing thus how human glory

Is as false as evanescent
;

Since the only food that lasteth

Is the food for souls intended—
Is the eternal Bread of Life

Which now fills this table's centre.

It is Penance that presents it, [tain)

Since without her (nought more cer-

Man deserveth not to witness

So much glory manifested.

Yet, ye Senses, 't is not Bread,
But a substance most transcendent :

It is Flesh and Blood
; because,

When the substance is dissever'd

From the species, the White Host

then

But the accidents preserveth.

Sin. How canst thou expect to gain

Credence from thy outraged senses,

When they come to understand

How you wrong them and offend

them?

Smell, come here, and with thy sense

Test this bread, this substance,
—tell

me,
Is it bread or flesh ?

The Senses approach.
Smell. Its smell

Is the smell of bread.

Sin. Taste, enter,

Try it thou.

Taste. Its taste is plainly

That of bread.

Sin. Touch, come, why tremble ?

Say what 's this thou touchest?
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Tacto. Pan toco.

Culpa. Vista, a ver que es lo que
alcanzas ?

Vista. Pan solamente.

Culp. Tu Oiclo,

rompe essa Forma, que llama

Came la Fe, y Penitencia,

y luego las desengaiia

al ruido de la fraccion :

que respondes ?

Oldo. Culpa ingrata,

aunque la fraccion se escucha

ruido de Pan, cosa es clara,

que en fe de la Penitencia,

a quien digo que la llaman

Came, por Cariie la creo,

pues que ella lo diga basta.

Entend. Essa razon me cautiva.

Pen. Ea, Hombre, pues que aguardas?

Cautivo tu Entendimiento

esta ya de la Fe Santa

por el oido, a la Nave
de la Iglesia Soberana

buelve, y dexa de la Culpa
las delicias momentaneas.

Ulises cautivo ha sido

de esta X^irce injusta, y falsa :

huye, pues, de sus encantos,

ya que estos secretes hallas

en el Jupiter Divino,

quien sus encantos deshagan.

Homhr. Dices bien, Entendimiento,
de aqui mis Sentidos saca.

Tod. Vamos al Baxel, que aqui

todo es sombras, y fantasraas.

Culp. Que iraporta, (ay de mi !)

que importa,

que assi de mi poder saigas,

si mis Encantos sabran

seguirte por donde vayas :

yo sabre alterar las ondas,
Penit. y yo sabre serenarlas.

Touch. Bread.

Sin. Sight, declare what thou discern -

est

In this object ?

Sight. Bread alone.

Sin. Hearing, thou, too, break in pieces

This material, which, as flesh,

Faith proclaims and Penance preach-

eth;

Let the fraction, by its noise,

Of their error undeceive them :

Say, is it so?

Hearing. Ungrateful Sin,

Though the noise in truth resembles

That of bread when broken, yet

Faith and Penance teach us better.

It is flesh, and what they call it

I believe : that Faith asserteth

Aught, is proof enough thereof.

Underst. This one reason brings con-

tentment

Unto me.

Penance. Man! why linger?

Now that Hearing hath firm-fetter'd

To the Faith thy Understanding,

Quick, regain the saving vessel

Of the sovereign Church, and leave

Sin's so briefly sweet excesses.

Thou, Ulysses, Circe's slave.

Fly this false and fleeting revel,

Since, how great her power may be,

Greater is the power of Heaven,
And the true Jove's mightier magic
Will thy virtuous purpose strengthen,

Man. Yes, thou 'rt right, O Under-

standing !

Lead in safety hence my Senses.

All. Let us to our ship ;
for here

All is shadowy and imsettled.

Sin. What imports it—woe is me !
—

What imports it that my sceptre

Thus you seem to 'scape from, since

My enchantments will attend ye?
I shall rouse the waves to madness.

Penance. I shall follow and appease

them.
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Tocan Clarines, y descubrese la Nave,

y todos se meten dentro.

Gulp. Tribulaciones no son

en la Escritura las aguas ?

Luego a padecer le Uevas

trabajos, afanes, y ansias.

Penit. Si
; pero estos son regalos,

con que mas merito alcanza.

Dent. tod. Buen viage, buen viage.

Culp. Aquessas voces me matan.

Homhr. Circe cruel, pues que supe
veneer prodigiosas Magias,

quedate, donde te sirva

de monumento tu Alcazar.

Culp. Ondas, que tanto Baxel

sufris sobre las espaldas,

en vuestros senos de nieve

le dad sepulcro de plata.

Penit. Ondas serenas, al blando

movimiento de las aguas,

porque vuestros pavimentos
no sean montes, sino alcazar.

Culp. Vientos que soplais del Norte

no le saqueis de Tinacria,

y chocad, cascade el pino,

en aquellas penas altas.

Penit. Notos, que venis del Austro,

soplad con suaves auras,

porque hasta el Puerto de Hostia

oy a salvamento saiga.

Ent. Buen viage nos prometen
las seiias de la bonanza.

Culp. Haced, vicios, que el velamen

todo pedazos se haga,

y buelto el Barco, sea tumba

con piramides, y jarcias.

Homhr. Haced, Virtudes, que rompa
la quilla suave, y blanda,

encrespando las espumas
vidrios de nieve, y de plata..

Trumpets peal. The ship is discovered,

and all go on board.

Sin. Do the Scriptures not compare
Waves with woes that life engenders ?

Thither then ye go to suffer

Toils, discomforts, and distresses.

Penance. Yes, but these prove plea-

sures when

They to greater favour lead them.

All. Happy voyage ! happy voyage I

Sin. Oh ! with rage these cries o'er-

whelm me.

Man. Cruel Circe, now that all—
All thy wondrons wiles have eade d,

Drag thy palace o'er thy head.

As thy monument and emblem.

Sin. Waves, that on your foam-white

shoulders

Bear the weight of such a vessel,

Give it swift a silver tomb
In your bosom's snowy centres.

Penance. Halcyon waves, with silent

swell

KoU your waters smooth and level
;

Like the bright floor of a palace,

Let your azm-e hills extend them.

Sin. Winds, that from the black north

blow.

Waft it not to seas serener,

But upon Trinacrian rocks

Dash its broken huU to pieces.

Penance. Airs, that float from southern

skies.

Gently breathe with favouring bree-

zes,

That it may the happy haven

Of the Host in safety enter.

UnderSt. Friends, a prosperous voyage

promise

AU the signs of settled weather.

Sin. Vices, tear the canvas down,
Rend the rifled sails in pieces,

Let the obeUscal masts

Make the hull a tomb resemble.

Man. Virtues, for its curved keel

Make the sea-waysmooth and settled,

Send its prow swift-gliding through

Silvery foam, a snow-scaled serpent.
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Todos. Buen viage, buen viage,

que vientos, y ondas amaynan.
Homb. Circe, poco tus Encantos

han podido, pues me saca

(ay de mi !) la Iris Divina,

coronadoa de espernzas.

Pen. Circe, ya su Entendimiento

va con el : poco las trazas

de tu Magia te han valido.

Gulp. Llenas estoy de pena, y rabia :

Si yo soy vivora, como

no me rompo las entraiias ?

Si soy aspid, como oy
mi veneno no me mata?

Pedazos del corazon

me arrancare con mis ansias

para tirarlos al Cielo :

mas a mi, que me acobarda ?

Si en la Nave de la Iglesia

huyes de mi, sabre darla

tormentas que la zozobren
;

mas ay de mi ! que ya es vana

mi Ciencia, pues que la veo

navegar con tal bonanza :

fallen todos mis Sentidos,

pues que ya poder me falta.

Stiena Terremoto, y la ruido se bunde

el Palacio.

Confimdanse los Palacios,

y bolviendose montanas

obscuras, no viva en ellas

sino yo, porque me saca

a quien encantado tuve

la Penitencia Sagrada,

en virtud de aquel Divino

Manjar, que da por Vianda.

Todos. A cuyo grande milagro
el Mundo mil Fiestas haga,

principalmente Madrid,
noble corazon de Espana,

que en celebrar a Dios Fiesta

con la opinion se levanta.

Con esta repeticion^ y al son de las

Chirimias, se dci FIN AL A UTO.

All. Happy voyage ! happy voyage !

Sing the winds and waves together.

Man. Circe, now thy sorceries vile

Harm me not, since from thy meshes

Faith, the Heavenly Iris, leads me
"With Hope's glory round my temples.

Penance. Circe, now that as his guide

See his Understanding wendeth,

Little can thy sorceries wound him.

Sin. Rage and anguish overwhelm me !

If I am a viper, say

Why, O heart ! dost thou not sever ?

K I am an asp, oh ! why
Does not my own poison end me ?

In my anguish I will tear

Out my heart in purple pieces

But to dash them in Heaven's face.

Wherefore, though, should fear un-

nerve me ?

If thou fliest from me thus

In the Church's saving vessel.

Know, my storms can overwhelm it.

Idle boast ! for all is ended,—
All my science now is o'er,

Since the ship sails on so steady:

All my senses leave me too.

Since my magic power hath left me !

There is heard the sound ofan earth-

quake, and the Palace disappears.

Palaces sink down in ruin.

And the dark hills that upheld thera

Reappear in all their wildness—
I sole dweller in the desert :

For from me hath holy Penance

Him released, whom charm'd I beheld

here.

By the virtue this divinest

Bread, this Heavenly food, possesses.

All. Let this mightiest miracle

Over all the world be feted.

Specially within Madrid,

City where Spain's proud heart swel-

leth.

Which, in honouring God's Body,
Takes the foremost place for ever.

END OF THE AUTO.
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Art. IL— 77ie Sibylline Riddle. Bj W. H. Scott, M.A.

THE Sibylline Riddle is one of the curiosities of litera-

ture. It is found in the Greek poems, or rather

metrical collection, called the "
Sibylhne Oracles"; and it

came into notice at the time of the first pubHcation of

Attempts that collection after the re\dval of letters. Many attempts

int^r^ ret
*^ interpret it, but none of them satisfactory, were made

Sibylline by the learned of the day, of which the record may be
Riddle, seen in the works of Morhof, Isaac Vossius, John Albert

Fabricius, and other writers. It became, under the title

of "The Gordian Knot", even the subject of a book; but
from that day to the present (for in 1856 the learned

not French editor of the Sibyllines, M. Alexandre,^ admits

success-
*^^* ^^ ^^^ nothing to add on this subject to previous

fill. conjectures) it has remained a mystery,
—a solitary and

singular specimen of a puzzle devised by man's ingenuity,
which has resisted solution for perhaps seventeen centu-

ries.
'

With antecedents so unpromising, it may seem rash

for any one now to attack the same problem in the confi-

A true dence of success
; yet I hope, nevertheless, to make it evi-

tation'^^" dent, in the course of a few pages, that its true interpreta-

now tion may be determined with perfect certainty, and that

offered, the real wonder is rather, how an interpretation so obvious,
when once given, could so long have escaped the obser-

vation of keen inquirers. The subject being one little fa-

miliar to most readers, it is necessary to introduce it with

some general account of the collection in which the riddle

occurs.
Brief ac- When Hcrmas, in his vision, saw, as he relates it,^ a

S^bvUine
^0^^^^ ^^ venerable age come and present him with a

Oracles, volume containing sacred knowledge, and on being ques-
tioned by the angel at his side who she was, said he

thought she was a Sibyl, but was answered that " he was

mistaken, for she was no Sibyl, but the Church of God",
he could Kttle have imagined that there was actually in

course of formation about that very time (the date of his

vision being supposed to be not very long subsequent to

the fall of Jerusalem) a volume of a rehgious kind, which

1 XPHSMOI 2IBYAA1AK0I, curante G. Alexandre, 2 vols., Paxis,

1851-1856.
» Hermae Pastor, Sib. T., Vis. L, c. 2; Vis. II., c. 4.
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would realize on a large scale the mistake wKicK lie had
himself made. The words of his monitor are, in fact, the

epitome of the history of the
"
Sibylline Oracles", those me-

morable compositions having always, so far as appears,
been regarded by the Christians of the first centuries as

the genuine utterance of the heathen pythoness ;
whereas

in reality, as is now agreed, they are a tissue of prophecies

put together by a member of the Church from her own

Scriptures ; coloured, indeed, here and there with a line or

two of the traditional oracles of Delphi or other places,
for the sake of appearance, but in form, character, and which

substance, utterly unlike anything really Sibylline that is
^^

""*

known to us through the classics, and, on the other hand,
'

minutely corresponding to the divine oracles of Chris-

tianity.
That a ''

pythonical spirit" could and did, on particular

occasions, proclaim the " servants of the Most High God",
and the "

way of salvation", is very certain f we may even

believe it to have occupied a real, though a subordinate

part, in the economy of revelation
;
but we may positively

say that it was not the source of the inspiration of these

documents. The course of opinion respecting them may
be traced rapidly. Quoted as being the Sibyl's, if not cer- as was

tainly by Clemens Romanus, yet certainly by Josephus,
<^i^""S^^

that is, as early as the reign of Vespasian, or of Domitian
at the latest

; then referred to by Justin Martyr, about the

middle of the second century, as a luminous witness to the

truth of the miraculous facts of our Lord's life
;
forbidden

by the emperors of Rome to be read under pain of death,

according to the same writer
; quoted again by Athena-

goras, Theophilus of Antioch, Clemens Alexandrinus,
and others,

—
by TertuUian towards the beginning of the

third century,
—
by Lactantius with great copiousness,

and by the Emperor Constantino with great respect, at

the opening of the fourth,
—at length, from the time of

Constantine onwards, they begin to fall into disrepute;
and the suspicions as to their genuineness, somewhat hesi-

tatingly expressed by St. Augustine, form the introduc- !>"*
.

tion to the almost unqualified judgment of modern times
^^^"^"

that they are mere forgeries.

Nor, all things considered, is this a conclusion to be re- Their

gretted. We have gained by it more than we have lost.
^'^'"^.

Heathen oracles, so minute in their inspiration, if in- ^rrased'

'
Acts, xvi. 17.

II. 22
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spired, as to announce even the name of the Blessed

Virgin, and the number of baskets containing the frag-
ments of the loaves and fishes miraculously multiplied,*
never could have done more in the long run than impair
the prerogatives of those of Isaias or Daniel in the Sacred

Canon
; whereas, admitting them to be fictitious, we have

the advantage of regarding them as monuments of the

mode of thinking or speculating, on sacred or other sub-

jects, in the age when they were composed ; as, for in-

stance, when they are employed in the form of ante-

Nicene testimony to our Lord's di-vanity. They are lite-

rary weeds, to which time gives an accidental value,
as is often the case

; and, as a wilderness of vegetation

may be converted by the operation of centuries into a

rich coal mine, so may these yield a treasure to the fu-

ture of which they gave no promise on their first ap-

pearance.

They As to their contents and arrangement, they consist in

consist of the ordinary editions of eight
"
books", or sets of compo-

^^ }^ sitions, of various length, some of them apparently com-

plete, some fragmentary, and some a patchwork of hetero-

geneous pieces, strung together by the Greek editor (so
to call him), who Hved probably about the time of Jus-

tinian,^ and who, as he tells us in his preface, reduced the
*' oracles" to order and harmony, and the consecutive

form in which we now have them. But to these eight
have to be added in the present day four others, an

eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth book, pub-
lished from the Vatican manuscripts for the first time by

with Cardinal Maii in 1828, and lately edited, in conjunction
four with the original series, with a very elaborate and learned

found by apparatus of notes and essays, by M. Alexandre, who
Maii; decides, after careful examination (and we may accept

his conclusion), that the fii'st eight are identical in the

main with the Sibylline Oracles so frequently quoted by
the Fathers down to the time of Lactantius.

not all As to the date of the collection, it is not to be ima-
written

gined that they were written by any means simul-

taneously. Josephus, writing under Domitian, certainly
never could have quoted a work written under the An-
tonines. But we are sure that the fifth Sibylline was then

written
;

for it contains what professes to be a prophecy
of the emperors of Rome in regular succession, from

* Orac. Sibyll. i., 358, viii. 458. *
Alexandre, Excurs. y., c. xv.

at one

time,
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Julius Caesar down to M. Aui'elius, indicating each em-

peror by the numeral power of the initial letter of his

name, together, usually, with some historical fact in the

life of each f and as nothing historical is related beyond
Aurelius, it is tolerably evident that nothing more was

known to the composer. A similar inference must be

drawn as to the eighth book, where it is said in the same

manner that a series of fifteen kings shall terminate in

one bearing the name of the Adriatic, that is, Hadrian,
and that after Hadrian there shall be three (spoken of in

the fifth book as " three branches"), who
"
shall live in the

very last days" {iravvGraTov rifiap txovT^q)^ these being
the Antonines, Pius and Aurelius, and Lucius Verus.

Again, the date of the composition of the fourth book is

much earUer, being determined by the description at the

end of it of the eruption of Vesuvius, to the period of

the reign of Titus, when that eruption occurred, or of

Domitian, his successor. On the other hand, the new
" Oracles" discovered by Maii descend to Valerian and

GalHenus, beyond the middle of the third centmy ;
and

though not without value, whether as illustrating the

mode of the formation of the original eight, or as re-

peating, with variations, and so explaining, particular

passages in the former which present diflaculties, are of

secondary interest, and very inferior in composition. The or in one

books of the " Oracles" vary also in the indications which P^^ce.

they contain of the place where they were composed,
some being assignable to Asia Minor, and some to Alex-
andria.

More than this need hardly be said, and less could not, Riddle is

by way of introduction to the notice of the first book of
!J^^^

the series, which is the one containing the riddle. It contents

has more of the character of a poem than the other books, of the

and is largely made up of words and fragments of verses ^^^

derived from Hesiod. It begins with an imitation of the

Scriptural accoimt of the creation and fall of man, after

which come the generations succeeding one another from

Adam, which are given as five, down to the flood of Noe.
Of the flood itself there is a minute and vigorous des-

cription, in the course of which comes the riddle. Then
follows the mention of the posterity of Noe (who are con-

sidered to make the sixth generation, and are identified

with the Titans), down to the building (so we gather

" E. g. Nerva is described as ll€vr»?icovrapt^/uoc ytpapoc ftporog, v. 41.

22 b
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from the parallel passage in the third book) of the tower
of Babel

;
after which comes a transition to the Messias,

whose name, Jesus, is symbolically announced as con-

taining
"
eight monads, eight decads, and eight hun-

dreds", that is, the numeral value, 888, of the letters

lr](Tovg added together. To this " Son of the immortal

God, coming in the flesh, and made like to mortals,

priests", says the Sibyl,
"
shall bring, gold, myrrh, and

frankincense". Then follow some of the principal events

of His Hfe
;
then His passion, His crucifixion, and resur-

rection; the whole concluding with the announcement,
that, in punishment for the sin of the Hebrews, by whom

and re- He was crucified, the " Roman king" shall plunder them
markable of their gold and silver, shall destroy their temple, and

sion oTit.
^rive them into exile ;

" and when this shall happen,
then also shall be evil contentions in all the world, and
the cities shall lament for one another, because they have
done an evil deed, and have received into their bosom
the wrath of God".

Question It would be interesting to investigate the question of
as to its the date of this composition. M. Alexandre, the editor

resUng*^'
^^f*^^^ mentioned, is disposed to assign it, notwithstanding
the place actually occupied by it at the head of the series,

to the reign of Commodus ;
his reasons being partly the

fact of its not being referred to by the early Fathers, and

partly the notice with which it concludes, of the calami-

ties which were to come upon the world after the fall of

Jerusalem, and which, in fact, began to break upon the

empire in the time of Commodus. Yet it may reasonably
be argued that the closing words of it, anticipating, as

they seem to do, the coming of calamities as a conse-

quence of the destruction of Jerusalem, are identical in

their tone with the close of the fourth Sibylline, already
referred to, where the eruption of Vesuvius is in fact re-

presented as a judgment provoked by the overthrow of

the Holy City ;^ whence it would follow that it was written

at least as early as the fourth Sibylline, if not earlier. Nor
would there be anything to prevent our explaining the

fact of its not being quoted by the early Fathers, as owing
partly to the perplexity likely to be occasioned in their

minds by the riddle which occurs in it, and partly by the

little profession which it makes of being the work of the

Sibyl, for it is put into the mouth of one who was in the

''

^vae^kiiiv on ^vXov avairiov cCoXtKOuai,
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ark with Noe at the time of the deluge, the person in-

tended being, therefore, either the Church herself in her

own person, or at any rate wearing the mask of the Sibyl
so lightly as to deceive no one.

But however this question may be decided by compe- but not

tent judges, it is unnecessary for our immediate purpose
^""P"'"^-

^

to arrive at a decision. The key to the riddle, upon the
'

consideration of which I am now entering, is to be found
^ ^^

in the Apocalypse ; and, as the poem before us was written riddle

in any case after the fall of Jerusalem, whether long after being in

it or not, no disputable conclusions can be involved in
^^g^*"

seeking it in the Apocalypse. Neither is it here neces-

sary to multiply instances of references to the Apocalypse
in the Sibylline books generally. They are familiar to

those who are acquainted with those books, whether as

occurring in the form of direct quotation from the Apoca-
lypse, or of indirect imitation, so to call it, of the Apoca-
lyptic manner. Of the former kind are the passages which

speak of Rome as Babylon, and detail the exterminating

judgments about to fall upon it f of the latter kind are the

passages which compute the nimaeral value of the letters

of particular names, as in the example before given of the

name Irjo-ouC) which is expressed as 888
;
or as elsewhere

the duration of Rome is predicted as 948 years, this being
the sum of the value of the letters, taken as numerals, in

the name Pw/urj ;^ for so the number ^^Q is specified by
St. John as being that of the name of Antichrist, and we
know from Irenseus that the two names in particular of

TuTCLv and AareTvoc were regarded with interest, among
others, as containing that number. Hence there is no-

thing to forbid our suspecting an allusion to the Apoca-
lypse in the case before us

; and with this proviso I pro-
ceed to the consideration of the riddle.

It is contained in a speech which is put into the mouth The rid-

of the Almighty, commanding Noe to preach repentance
^^® '^^^'^^^'

to the men of that generation, and to build the ark
;
and

it professes to be the name of the Almighty in an enigma-
tical form. It runs as follows :—

Etjui 5' kyo) 6 iijjv' (TV d' svi (ppeal ayai v6r}aov.

Ovpavbv Ivdkdvfiai, TrspijSsfiXrjfiai 6e ^aXaaaav,
Tola dk fioi arrjpiyfia TTodaiv' Trepl aoJ/xa Kexvrai

A^p* i]8
'

darpojv fie x^poQ TrepidsdpoiJ.e Trdvry.
'Evvsa ypafifiar ix^' TtTpaavWatoQ eifii' voei fis'

At rptiQ ai Trpwrat dvo ypdfXfiaT txovmv kKatrrri^

» Orac. SibyU., iii. 303 ; iv., 142
;

v. 154, etc.
5 Orac. Sibyll., viii. 148.
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H XoiTTj) Sk rd Xonrdy Kal tialv d<l><itva rd Trtvre.

Tov TravTog d" dpi^fiov eKarovTaSeg dal dig oKTUt,
Kal rpeig rpig dsKadsg, avv y CTrra* yvovg 5k rig eifUf
OvK dfjLvrirog iay ^dtjg Trap' tfioiye <To<l>Li]g.

(_vv. 144-153).

Translated, it mav stand thus :
—

" Be wise, discern me ; He that is am I
;

The earth my footstool, and my robe the sky ;

With air encircled, girdled with the main
;

And all around me nms the starry train.

Discern me well
;
four syllables are mine

;

In each two letters, out of letters nine
;

Save that three letters to the last belong;
And five are consonants the nine among.
But of my perfect number there will be
Hundreds twice eight, and decads three times three

;

Add seven to these, and if thou read'st me right.
True heavenly wisdom will have purged thy sight".

Faulty This curious production has at least the merit of inge-
soiutions

nuity, and the shifts to which the commentators have
been driven in their attempts to solve it, are amusingly

desperate. Qeog ^wrrip (God the Saviour), and avfic^w-

vog (the Unutterable), are generally considered the best

answers; but recourse has been had even to chemistry,
and ^aoa^opoq and apcreviKov have been offered in de-

fault of better. However, none of these wholly fulfil even
the literal conditions of the riddle, to say nothing of their

irrelevancy either to the context, or to the gravity of the

subject, or both. What we want is a solution accurately

complying with the terms given, on the one hand, and in

harmony with the poem, as having reference to the de-

luge, on the other; and this, as I have said, is to be
obtained only from the Apocalypse.

Its pecu- First, it is necessary to observe carefully the points of

the riddle
;
for it is skilfully contrived, and contains several

ambiguities. The statements with which it begins are

simple. The name which it has in view is one of four

syllables and nine letters, five of these being consonants

and the rest vowels
;
and the syllables are severally com-

posed of two letters, except the last syllable, which has

three. Then follows the mention of a number—'* twice

eight hundred, three times three decads, and seven". This
it is natural to compute as 1697

; yet the " seven" is ambi-

guous, and may mean, ifwe choose, "seven decads", which,
if so, must be added to the preceding nine decads

; and the

number resulting will then be not 1697, but 1760, which
in fact is the one intended. Moreover, natural as it may be
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to conclude, as the commentators have done, that this num-
ber is the sum of the numeral value of the nine letters com-

posing the name, this is not necessary, nor is it asserted

by the riddle. And lastly, there is an ambiguity, not un-

intentional, in the circumstance that the riddle does not

say simply that " the whole number is 1760", but "of the

whole number there is 1760", thus obscurely implying
that the whole number intended is something larger than

the sum mentioned.

Turning now to the Scriptural account of the events ciue to

preceding the deluge, and comparing it with the Sibyl-
the an-

line, we see that whilst in the command of the Almighty
^^®^ '

to Noe to prepare the ark, there is no mention of the

Almighty reveahng His name, or of anything directly

throwing light on the introduction of this riddle
;
there is,

on the other hand, an omission in the Sibylline narrative,

of the announcement accompanying the command to enter

the ark :
" Yet awhile, . . . and I will rain upon the

earth forty days and forty nights", although the Sibyllist
was aware of it, for he afterwards speaks of Noe coming
out of the ark on the forty-first day.^° Comparing, then,
as it is natural to do, the omission with the insertion, the

idea suggests itself that the Sibylline riddle may be the

substitute for the Scriptural fact
; or, in other words, the

expression of that fact in a symbolical form.

The solution of the puzzle is now easy. The key to which is

it is the passage in the Apocalypse, "I am Alpha and theAQ,

Omega, the beginning and the end, saith the Lord God, ^^'^^^
who is, and who was, and who is to come, the Al- j. s.

mighty";^' Eyw ufii to A kol to i2, cip')(rj
koX TiXog, Xtyti

6 Kvpiog, 6 wv, Kul 6 rjv, kol 6 lp\6fx^voQ. Alpha and

Omega (A and 12), as being the beginning (ap^ri) and
the end {riXoq) of the letters, numerally taken, of the

Greek alphabet, are the s3rmbols of Him who is the first

and the last, and comprehends time and creation in His
own eternity. The Name, then, intended by the Sibyl-
list is apXT) TsXog, and the number equivalent to the

name is A ii. The Name precisely fulfils the conditions

of the riddle, as containing nine letters, four syllables,
five consonants, two letters in each of the three first syl-

lables, and three in the fourth. And the number, rightly

understood, fulfils them also
;
for A represents one, or one

'* V. 288. We are not concerned with the false history involved.

Compare Gen., vii. 4, 12, 24
;

viii. 13, 16.
''

Apoc, i. 8.
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thousand/* as we choose to take it, and Q, is eight hun-

dred; A and i2, therefore, are equivalent together to

1800, which is in excess of the number in the riddle,

which I have shown to be 1760, by just forty; the ex-

planation of which is this: A and Q^ being symbols of
" the beginning and the end", are employed by the Sibyl-
list as the measure of the period which he describes, from
the Creation to the deluge ;

the deluge being the *' des-

truction of the earth" and the " end of all ilesh",^^ as the

Creation was the beginning of it. But as the deluge
itself, that is, the rain of forty days, was pending, and not

Its use of actually come, when the command was given by the Al-
forty in

mighty for the preparation of the ark, this is expressed

Sf**
in the riddle by the diminution of the full 1800 to the

amount of 40
; exactly in accordance, it will be observed,

with the words of the riddle, which does not say,
" My

whole nmnber is 1760", but " of my whole number there

is 1760", as before pointed out. The purport, then, of

the enigmatical name, as introduced into the riddle, is

simply this: "I am the beginning and the end (1800),
and my number is even now within forty days of the end ;

of the whole number {rov iravToq S' api^/iov) there is at

present 1760, and there remains 40". The number 40
is thus separated off from the whole number, for the ad-

ditional reason, that in Scripture it is the symbol of a

time of waiting before judgment begins, and the language
of the riddle is virtually analogous to the announcement
of the impending catastrophe by the prophet Jonas,

" Yet
Similar

forty days, and Ninive shall be destroyed".^* For a simi-
use of

Yqx mode of mystical interpretation, involving the addition
numbers j 7^ ^. p ^i

°
ix

by St. and. subtraction 01 a number, we may consult a passage
Augus- of St. Augustine on the fifth chapter of St. John's Gospel,
tine.

jjg tlcius comments on the 38 years during which the sick

man, whom our Lord cured, had laboured under his infir-

mity. The number 40 "in quadam perfectione commen-

datur"; and, as being the length of the fasts of Moses,

Ehas, our Lord, and of Lent, it especially denotes the

good Christian's life, which is a perfect mortification. Now
what is the reward of these forty days of Hfe-long Lent ?

we find from the parable of the vineyard, that it is denarius,

i.e., a ten; add 10 to the 40 days of Lent, and we have

the 50 days of Paschal time. So much for a holy life ;
it

'2 E. g., in the Codex Vaticanus, lately published, in Apoc., xiv. 20.

CLTTo araSiajv ax (1600 furlongs).
'3

Gen., vi. 13-17. >*
Jonas, iu. 4.
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is represented by 40 years ;
but bow is a life deficient in

religious mortification expressed by 38? because tbe

great commands of tbe law are two, love of God and our

neigbbour ;
subtract tbem from 40, and we have tbe mys-

tical number of imperfection.
That tbe interpretation bere given of tbis famous riddle Other

is tbe true one, may be reasonably concluded from tbe
^^^^\^^

fact tbat it botb fulfils tbe requirements of tbe riddle in source is

tbe minutest particulars, and tbat it explains tbe intro- the Apo-

duction of tbe riddle, on tbe face of it so anomalous, in ^^^yP^®-

tbe context in wbicli we find it. But tbe following con-

siderations come in to complete tbe argument :
—^tbe use

of 6 lu)v in tbe first line (" I am He tbat is"), wbicli is

manifestly a repetition of tbe 6 wv in tbe passage of tbe

Apocalypse above quoted; tbe use of v6r\(jov and vou

("understand me"), wbicb is imitated from tbe passage in

tbe Apocalypse about tbe number of Anticbrist: "He
tbat liatb imderstanding {yovvY^ let bim count tbe num-
ber"

;
and tbe similar reference in tbe a/xurjroc of tbe last

line, to tbe great doctrine intimated tbrougbout tbe Apo-
calypse in various figures, tbat tbe knowledge of divine

trutb is a mystery (juuo-rrjjOtov) revealed by tbe Almigbty
only to His own initiate

; e.g.,
" tbe new name wbicb no

man knowetb but be tbat receivetb it"
;
and tbe "

canticle"

wbicb " none could say" but " tbose bundred and forty-
four thousand wbo were purchased from tbe earth"

;
and

the " name Babylon", which is
"
mystery", it being only

the Church which has the gift of discerning Antichrist.^®

Finally, it is not to be overlooked tbat the distinct men-
tion in the Apocalypse of the rainbow and of tbe ark,

taken in connection, as it must be, with the great judicial
visitation which closes that prophecy, recalls the deluge,
and may have prompted tbe adaptation of the Apocalyptic
name of tbe Almighty to tbe account of it in tbe poem.

Art. ni.—Hieroglyphic Studies. No. I.—By P. Le
Page Renouf.

MOST persons wbo have visited tbe Egyptian col- Ritual, or

lections in tbe great museums of 'Europe, have Book of

remarked tbe
brilliantly illuminated papyrus manuscripts,

'^® ^*^*

'•^

Apoc, xiii. 18. '"
Apoc, ii. 17

j
xiv. 3 ; xvii. 5, 7.
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upon which the ink and colour appear as fresh as if their

age had to be estimated by years instead of centuries.

All the numerous manuscripts of this class have been
found upon mummies or in tombs, and the vignettes,
with which they are profusely ornamented, consist of re-

presentations of the dead, either in the processes of em-

balming and burial, or with reference to the future state

according to the Egyptian doctrines. All of them con-

tain either the whole or portions of one and the same

text, which has been divided into chapters, and published

by Dr. Lepsius from a Turin papyrus, under the name
of the "Todtenbuch", or " Book of the Dead". Various

portions of this remarkable book, to which ChampoUion
gave the equally appropriate title of "Ritual", have been

published at different times. One of the most beautiful

of these fac-similes is that contained in the second volume
of the Description de VEgypte; but as that publication

appeared before the great discovery of hieroglyphic de-

cipherment, the different portions of the "Ritual" are not

always printed in the right order. The great importance
of the "

Ritual", or Book of the Dead, Kes, of course, in

its being manifestly an authentic document, and a very
extensive one, respecting the religious ideas of the an-

cient Egyptians. These ideas I hope to have future

opportunities of illustrating in the pages of the Atlantis,
but the task I propose to myself in the present article is

a different and a less ambitious one.

A portion The hieroglyphic text in Plate I. is taken from the
of it se-

forty-second chapter of the Turin Ritual, and contains

iUustra-'^
what used to be considered the dedication of the diffe-

tion in rent parts of the human body to as many divinities. I
this arti- have selected it for illustration, because it is one of the

^^~p easiest portions of the Ritual, and at the same time dis-

plays all the most remarkable peculiarities of the hiero-

glyphic mode of writing, in such a way as at once to

render them intelligible to a beginner. Many long hiero-

gl3rphic texts, incomparably more interesting, have been

translated and analyzed within the last few years by the

great masters of the science, but the learned writings to

which they have given birth presuppose a thorough ac-

quaintance with all the previous works on hieroglyphic

literature, and are therefore only available to initiated

readers. It is for another class of readers that the pre-
sent article is written, and I hope to be able to make

myself understood without presupposing any previous
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acquaintance with the subject, except such as may be

easily got from Mr. Birch's short but admirable " Intro-

duction to the Study of the Egyptian Hieroglyphs".
The hieroglyphic mode of writing differs from that Pecu-

used by European nations, not only by the vast number Harities

of signs employed, but chiefly by the use of wow-phonetic gj^p^ic"

signs. In our modem alphabets every letter is expressive writing,

of a sound. Of hieroglyphic signs, some are expressive
of sounds, others of ideas; or, in technical language,
some are phonetic, some ideographic.

1. Phonetic signs. Whatever may have been their ori- Phono-

ginal character, some hieroglyphs are as purely alphabetic
^ ^^ ^'

in their use as the letters of the Greek or Roman alphabets.
Their number is but small, as will be seen by referring to

the table^ at the bottom of Plate II.
; they are of constant

occurrence, and, if no other hieroglyphs existed, it would
be as easy to learn to read the Egyptian language as any
other. The group made up of the signs A, H, A, is read

AHA, an ox (in Coptic, e^e) ;*
U H, and R spell UHR

(Coptic, OT^op), a dog; T, E, N, H, TENH (Cop-

tic, Teng,), a wing. The truth of this phonetic

alphabet is easily verified by means of the numerous
well-known proper names, Egyptian, Hebrew, Greek,
and Roman, which are written with it, also by such

groups as those just cited, which may with perfect cer-

tainty be identified with Coptic words. The identity is

proved by means of

2. Ideographic signs. If it be asked, how we can be ideo-

sure that the groups AHA, UHR, and TENH, really s^JP^^-

correspond in sense to the Coptic e£^e, OTg^Op and

Tert^, the reason is clear enough. The first group
is generally followed by the picture of an oj;, the second

by that of a dog, and the third by that of a wing. In
like manner the group MSUH is followed by the picture
of a crocodile, in Coptic JULCCW^ ; MAChI, by that of a

pair of scales, in Coptic JUL^^OJI ;
ASCh by that of a

sickle, in Coptic OC^; SUH by that of an egg (Cop-
tic, COOT^e) ; SaTI by that of an arrow (Coptic,

* In this alphabet I hare admitted only those signs which are of
constant occurrence. All others occur much more rarely, and really
belong to the class of ideographic signs used phonetically. One or two
of these have been allowed to remain, because we shall have occasion
to speak of them in the course of the article. They are distinguished
from the others by an asterisk.
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C^Lx). In all these examples we see the operation of
the same law, viz., that a group written phonetically
should be followed by a sign expressive of its sense.

This is technically called the determinative of the group.
Almost every hierogl3rphic group has, at least, one deter-

minative, which often is, but need not be, a pictorial

representation of the idea expressed. Most determina-

tives have only a S3rmbolical connection with the idea,
and in many cases this connection is too recondite, or of

too conventional a character, to be discovered. It must

not, however, be supposed that the difficulty of reading
is in any way increased by our ignorance of the rationale

of this symboKsm. When it has been observed that a

considerable nmnber of known words expressive of evil

are followed by the sparrow^ the ideographic use of that

sign becomes perfectly intelKgible, even though we may
not be sure of knowing why the Egytians chose the

sparrow as a symbol of evil, rather than other objects

represented in the list of hieroglyphs.
Phono- 3. All hieroglyphic signs are either ideographic or

glyphs phonetic. Some of the phonetic signs are, however, occa-

ideogra- ^ionally used ideographically, and many ideographic signs

phicaiiy,
are often used phonetically. This change of use takes

and ideo-
place according to fixed rules, otherwise the whole system

used pho-
w<^^l^ ^^ thrown into inextricable confusion. It was said

netically.
above that the signs used ideographically stood at the end
of groups written phonetically. Sometimes, however,
these ideographic signs stand by themselves, or at the be-

ginning or middle of a word. In each of these cases they
have a phonetic value which it is not always easy to ac-

count for, but may generally be supposed to correspond to

the name of the object they represent. Thus the ox by
itselfwould be read AHA, the wing TeNH. These signs
followed by the mark of the plural, would be read, AHA.U,
TeNH.U And on the other hand the word KAHU,
which signifies an arm^ may take for its determinative the

picture of an arm, although that sign has the alphabetic
value A. No confusion can possibly spring from the ob-

servation of rules so definite as those which have been laid

down, though, as we shall shortly see, difficulties some-

times certainly arise from a complication of these rules, or

rather from uncertainty as to which rule should be applied
to one or two individual cases.

All these fundamental principles were laid down by
ChampoUion, and have been admirably illustrated in his
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Grammar. The progress of discovery has only confirmed

them. Nothing can be more contrary to fact, than the as-

sertion that Champollion's followers have been gradually

abandoning the ideographic, and approximating to a purely

phonetic theory. The first great step made in advance

after Champollion's death was the reduction by Lepsius^
ofthe number of purely phonetic signs. It was found that

a great number of alphabetic values admitted
\>j^

Cham-

polHon are either not true, or only true in certain cases.

The most remarkable of these concern what we now call Syllabic

the syllabic signs, the true theory of which was first pro-
^'S^s*

mulgated by Dr. Lepsius, and perfected by M. de Rouge.
^

On looking over Champollion's Dictionary, it will fre- Instances

quently be found that some signs of very frequent occur-
^^^

rence have alphabetic affinities which there is no possibi- poiuon's

lity of mistaking. Thus the sign 250 (p. 229) of the Die- Dic-

tionary, which is said to express the consonant M, is found tionary.

only in words like MeS, MeSCheN, MeST, MeSKTU,
MeSeTeR, and in the proper names Aah-MeS Thut-MeS,
etc. We never find this form of the letter M employed
in the syllables Men, Mer, Met, or in any other but MeS ;

and so close is the affinity between the sign and the letter

S, that when the latter is not expressed, Champollion is

obliged to suppose it left out by abbreviation, as in the ex-

amples which he interprets
"
generatrice des dieux",

"
les

enfans males",
" Aahmes". He implies most distinctly that

wherever the sign is to be found the syllable MeS must be

supposed.
The sign 254 (p. 230) is quite as remarkable. This too,

according to Champollion, 'expresses the articulation M'.

But it occurs only in words like MeN, MeNA, MeNT,
SMeN, MeN-NoFRe, MeNTU, MeNCh, MeNChA, etc.,

that is, only before N, and wherever this letter is left out

after the sign, Champollion supposes an abbreviation.

In the word MeN-NoFRe just quoted, only one sign is

used to express NoFRe. This sign 337. A (p. 292) is

said to express the articulation N
;
but the very next line

represents it as the abbreviation of NoFRe, and the two
next pages are taken up with examples of its use

;
from

which it appears that the sign invariably indicates the dis-

syllable NeFR, even when the F and R are left out. It

2 In his "Lettre a M. le Professeur Rosellini", Rome, 1837.
' It is most clearly explained by Dr. Hincks in his "

Attempt to ascer-

tain the number, names, and powers of the letters of the Hieroglyphic
Alphabet", in the Trans., Roy. Irish Acad,, xxi., p. ii.
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would be easy to multiply parallel instances* from Cliam-

pollion's Grammar and Dictionary to justify the assertion

of Lepsius, that " certain signs, originally ideographic, are

only employed phonetically [i.e. alphabetically] before cer-

tain others, which must be restored in the pronunciation
when they are omitted". The latter, which may at plea-
sure be expressed or left out, are called by Lepsius,

"
pho-

Double netic complements". They are really redundant, but M.
ortho- de Rouge has shown that this double orthography, which
grap y. j^g ^g^Yls a "pleonasme graphique", applies to all ideogra-

phic signs used phonetically. All such signs might be

accompanied or not by their alphabetic equivalents or ex-

pletives, and syllabic signs might be placed at the begin-

ning, middle, or end of their phonetic equivalents.
" This

mode of explaining one character by another", says Mr.

Birch, "is of the utmost importance, for by it the value

of several sounds is determined, which otherwise it would
be impossible to assign"^.
As the fact has been vehemently denied,^ it is as well

to insist upon it, that the only kind of syllabic value ad-

mitted by Egyptologists^ at the present day was fully

*
Champollion has brought many of them together. Gram. p. 64,

seq.
^ Introduction to Study of Hieroglyphics, p. 237.
^ In the last number of the Atlantis, No. III., vol. 2, p. 91, 1 said that

the idea of syllabic hieroglyphs was first suggested by Dr. Young, not by
Dr. Seyffarth. I am now bound to say that M. Champollion-Figeac
has proved that, as early as the year 1810, his illustrious brother had

anticipated Dr. Young's rebus theory. On August 7 of that year,

Champollion read before the "
Societe des Sciences et des Arts", of

Grenoble, a very remarkable paper from which I select the following

passage :
—"

Puisque tous les mots egyptiens sont formes de monosyl-
labes significatifs, ces memes monosyllabes devraient ce reduire a un
nombre fixe. Alors rien n'etait plus facile que de composer un Alpha-
bet syllabique, et selon toutes les probabihtes telle etait la nature des

hieroglyphes". Kev. Archeologique, xiv., p. 593.
' I do not know how often it has been asserted in certain quarters,

that M. de Rouge knew nothing about syllabic signs till 1850, when he
is supposed to have learned the mysterious truth in Berhn from Dr.

Seyffarth's lithographed alphabet (Seyffarth Gram. JEgypt, p. xHv.).
I find, however, the complete syllabic theory in an article of M. de

Rouge, pubUshed in the Revue Archeologique of 1848, where he speaks
of " une classe tres nombreuse de caracteres, ou le phonetisme se deve-

loppe a divers degres, tout en conservant au groupe le fond de sa na-

ture primitive qui est ideographiqne. Champollion en a parfaitement
saisi la nature generale, et transcrit presque toujours ces groupes avec
une grande sagacite. On doit neanmoins a M. Lepsius d'avoir formide

plus nettement les divers degres du phonetisme. Ce savant reconnait,
1° un alphabet tres restreint compose de caracteres purement phone-
tiques ou simples lettres .... 2° des caracteres syllahiques c'est a dire

valant une syllabe complette, soit que la seconde lettre soit exprimee,
8oit qu'elle soit restee sous-entendue. C'est ainsi que Champollion donne
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recognized by CKampollion, and though his hypothesis of

abbreviation was not the best explanation imaginable, it

was at least perfectly consistent with facts, and by no

means liable to the objection raised against it by his ad-

versaries. If, indeed, the letters M or N might be arbi-

trarily taken as the initials of any syllable or word be-

ginning with those letters, the widest scope would be open
to the caprices of fancy ;

but Champollion was far from al-

lovsring anything of the kind. One particular form ofthe

letter M he considered as an abbreviation of the syllable

Mes, and of that only. Another M he considered as the

abbreviation of the syllable Men, and of no other syllable
or word

;
and so on for the rest. And were it not for the

principle of double orthography, ChampoUion's explana-
tion would be the simplest and the true one.

Before proceeding farther it is necessary to say a few Mode of

words in explanation of the mode of transcription of tra"-

Egyptian into Roman characters, which has been adopted adopted!
in this article, after the examples of de Rouge and

Brugsch. The capital letters represent the hieroglyphs,
the smaller letters stand for the vowels which are neceS'

sary for their pronunciation. These are sometimes

adopted from Coptic analogies, but are often purely con-

ventional. The hieroglyphic, like the so-called Semitic

alphabets, contained no vowels properly speaking. These

alphabets contained letters which had, indeed, strong af-

finities with certain vowel sounds, but were perfectly

capable, under other conditions, of coalescing with other

sounds. Thus in the Syriac transcriptions dPQ^m»'^,o»T^j|y

imoAj..ii22ij, the vowel letters correspond to those of 'Avrt-

XpiaroQ and *'A\piv9og, but the first of these letters stands

equally for the e in Erastus, the o in Onesimus, and the

first i in Ignatius. It is the initial letter in combination
with another in such words as Israel, Urischlem (Jerusa-

lem), Urbanus. In the word
jjj (air) where it occurs

twice, and which is pronounced o-yar, the same letter re-

presents three different sounds.^ In Hke manner the same

tres exactement la valeur mh au caractere", etc. Vol. v., p. 326. But
quoting a few lines from such an article is almost like producing a
brick to give a notion of a house. Any unprejudiced person will read
the same doctrine in another article by the same author in vol. iv. p.
490 of the same publication.

® In the following sentence from the " Arabian Nights", the vowel
letters correspond almost accurately with the real vowels as pronounced
in the vulgar language (the initial Elif being read e or i) ; but it would
not be easy to find whole sentences like it in the same page, or even in
the same tale.
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hieroglypMc sign is found in well known proper names
to stand for a, e, i, ai, and o. The hieroglyphs, therefore,

which are transcribed A, I, and U must not be supposed
to have a more decided vowel character than the quies-
cihle letters of the Hebrew or the weak letters of the

Arabic alphabet.^ This, of course, did not prevent the

language from being rich in vowel sounds.^"

The hieroglyph transcribed T'" corresponds to the

Coptic X, the sornid of which approximates to that of the

English J. Mr. Birch transcribes it by a G; but this

transcription is open to grave objections, not only on ac-

count of the many different sounds of the letter G in our

modern languages, but because the affinities of that letter

are quite different from those which enable us to identify

X^.rtK with TaviQ and
i^::, XeJULItOT-j- with ^^x^

and perhaps Se/Slvvurfc, the hieroglyphic T^AR with

n^ir. Tyre (Coptic CCOp) ;
T'ARePTA mth sns^i:

;
CheSBeT'

with CheSBeT (lapis lazuli); TTToS with Titus; and
T'oMATIANoS with Domitian.

It will be observed that one hieroglyph represents the

letters L and R, wliich at all periods of the language have
been closely allied. The same proper name in Coptic is

written KOprtHXiOC and KOpnHpIOC, and the Baslmiu-

ric dialect regularly changes the R into L. Xeit, X^'^Itl,

l*j jb ^^Ij U3 jb \}^i^\ ^j\
a\s\

^^jJj v.

Yd uldy Hem en ed-demjd ddrfend uH-achira ddr begd.
" My child, know that the world is a perishable abode,
" And the world to come an everlasting one".

^ " Le manuscrit demotique a transcriptions grecques, conserve au
musee de Leyde, prouve que le vague des voyelles a persiste jusque
dans les derniers monumens des ecritures egyptiennes. On remarque,
dans ces transcriptions que le caractere vague etait encore plus complet
que dans I'alphabet hebreu. Non seulement le signe de I'i s'employait

pour les sons e, ij, mais encore la voyelle ou servait atranscrire dans les

mots grecs les sons ov, 0, w, e, rf'. De Eouge—Tombeau d'Ahmes,
p. 13. Compare Lepsius Lettre a Rosellini, p. 37. Konigsbuch, i.,

p. 176.
»» E. g., proper names like lUAA, A-U-A-U-IT and BUIUOAA.

In the Coptic language accumidation of vowels is frequent. E. g.

^.0TI^.0T^.^, oTei^.^.T, eeieioxX, enroTKOT,
iULOTeioonre.

"
Lepsius transcribes this sign and its homophones by an ordinary

T, though he is far from denying the results of its identification with

the X- He cites, for instance, the hieroglyphic group T'aTBI, which

corresponds to the Coptic X^tS-G. See the "
Konigsbuch", pp.

170-176.
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HIC TEXT IN PLATE I.

Tatu.

AUHeN

Is the phallus

AU ChePeT

Is the thigh

Sais.

loth.

AU MeN-EATti

Are the legs

AU RaT-(ti)

Are the feet

AU A-T-U

Are the hands

AU AK-U AB-U

Are the fingers and nails

O fD

V|
3

P CO

CO

(0 P>

eM HeSARi

(that) of Osiris.

eM ARi(T) HoR

(that) of Ari-hor.

eM NuT

(those) of Nut.

eM PTaH

(those) of Ptah.

eM HaRScheF

(those) of Arsaphes.

eM ARA-U ANCh-U
c
c

(those) ofthe liying Uraeus divinities.

firtment. The copula precedes the subject of the proposition. The first sentence is

Ul the other sentences are formed on the same model.

D should have the shape 1.
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XeJULIA.'Cei, are mere forms of p^.^, pJOOTHe, and

peJULeiooTe.
A transcription whicli applies to alphabetic signs applies

of course equally to the ideographic characters used pho-

netically, as the latter are resolvable into the former.

A comparison of Plate I. with its transcription and Order in

translation, will show at once the order in which the words which the

of the text are to be read. It consists of thirty-eight small
JJi^'Jtext

vertical columns, and three lines running in a horizontal should be

direction. Vertical columns are read from the top to the '^^^<^-

base ;
and the rule is, that all signs on the same line are

to be read in succession from the direction which they
face. In horizontal hues, a sign which is above another

is read before it. Each of the vertical columns of our

text marked with an odd number (1, 3, 5, etc.), con-

tains the name of some part of the human body, preceded

by the auxiHary verb A-U. The columns marked by
even numbers (2, 4, 6, etc.) contain the names of Egyp-
tian divinities preceded by the particle eM, one of the

signs of the genitive case. The horizontal lines A, B, C,
which are identical, contain, each of them, the name and

•parentage of the deceased person for whom the papyrus
was written, preceded by the particle eN, another sign of

the genitive. Each odd vertical column therefore begins
a sentence. It is followed by the entire horizontal line

beneath it, and that by the next even vertical column.

Nineteen sentences are thus formed, which are all of them

repetitions of the same formula, in which the variable ele-

ments are the name of the limb and the divinity.
Before examining the text more minutely, it will be gome pe-

well to note some pecuharities which are common to dif- culiarities

ferent portions of it.
ITd^ffl^

It will be remarked in the even vertical colimms, that ^ent por-

the name of each divinity, except the last, is followed by tions of

a seated figure. This is a determinative of the idea of di-
^^® ^®^''

vinity. The beardless figures indicate goddesses, the

others male divinities. It will also be observed that the

first beardless figure (6) follows two signs (the segment
and the egg), which are again found in column (14),
where we find the name of the next goddess. These two

signs, whenfound together,
^^ determine the names of queens

" Here we have a case of a phonetic sign (the segment =T) used

ideographically ;
but there is nothing more arbitrary in this use of il

than when we use the letter V to represent the number five, and with I

23
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and goddesses. In the group last referred to we have a

word ^viitten with six signs, of which the three first are

purely phonetic, and the three last purely ideographic.
But no mistake can possibly be made as to the reading of

the group, there being nothing arbitrary in the principles
of its decipherment. Yet a most learned and accomplished
scholar, Mr. George Long,^^ has declared that if the hiero-

glyphic mode of writing be a complex system, the same

text, the same phrase, and perhaps the same word, con-

taining phonetic, symbolical, and figurative elements, no
man in his senses will ever trouble himself about deci-

phering an liieroglyphic text. A person ignorant of ma-
thematics might, with equal plausibility, speak of the ab-

surdity of trying to solve an equation involving three un-

known quantities. Hieroglypliic writings are deciphered,
as equations are solved, by the observation of fixed rules.

If we turn to the odd columns containing the names of

the limbs, we shall find No. 3 terminated by a spiral cha-

racter somewhat resembhng the upper part of a note of

interrogation. The same sign will be found in most of

the columns marked with an odd number. It is the de-

tenninative of limhs in general. In this series of columnsi

we again find several groups to wliich more than one de-

terminative is attached. The ears, for instance, MeSaT'eR

(7) have first the general determinative of limbs, then the

ideographic representation of the ears. Some of the groups
like (1), ai'e without the general determinative, and have
a special one.

Three small vertical strokes will be observed at the end
of 13, and other columns. These indicate the plural, and
are pronounced U. Sometimes the hieroglypliic signs of

this vowel letter are expressed, before the three strokes,
as in the example referred to.

Variants. -^s very many copies of the Ritual are extant, it might
have been expected with certainty beforehand, that many
different readings would be discovered. Those of our

text, which are noted in Plate I., are extremely far from

exhausting the hst which might be di-awn up. I have

selected a few for the purpose of illustrating the hierogly-

phic mode of writing in general, not our text in parti-
cular.

On comparing together copies of the same text, dif-

before it for the number four. These are really cases of phonetic cha-

racters used ideographically.
13 «t

Egyptian Antiquities of the British Museum", vol. ii., p. 361.
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fercnt readings are invariably found. These diiFerent

readings are often of the same kind as the "vari^e lectiones"

in other languages ;
but they often arise from the facihty

with which, according to the liieroglyphic method, the

same word might be written with diiFerent, but equivalent

signs. In one MS. a word is written with phonetic cha-

racters at full length, in another it is found written with

merely ideographic signs.

In our text, for instance, which represents that of the

great papyrus in Turin, the Lips (in Coptic CIIOTOT) are

represented in column (11) ideographically ;
but another

MS. gives the variant d with the word SPoTI in purely

alphabetic characters, followed by the ideograph of Lips as

a determinative. On the other hand, our text (13) writes

ABHU (teeth, compare Coptic oSi^e) in full letters,

where another MS. (variant e) gives merely the ideo-

graphic sign expressive ofTeeth, with the sign ofthe plural.
There are different ways of expressing the plural. We
have already spoken of the three vertical strokes either

with or without the vowel letter U. Another method
which chiefly affects ideographic characters is the repetition
•of a sign three times. Examples of these different ways
may be seen on comparing the variant / with its equi-
valent in column (8), or the variant m with the correspond-

ing group in column (38).
The immense importance of these variants in determin-

ing the value of unknown signs was pointed out by
Champollion, who could not but notice that the very first

words deciphered, such as Ptolemy, Cleopatra, and Bere-

nice, were written in different ways, and that values dis-

covered by a comparison of these variants led to fresh

discoveries, or at least confirmed results derived from
other methods of inquiry. Thus by comparing the two
variants (39) and (40), in (Plate II.) of the word Sebastos,
the former being found as a title of Antoninus Pius at

Medinet Abu, and the latter in that of Domitian on the

Pamphihan obelisk in the Piazza Navona, we find that

the Child was, at least at that period, used as an equiva-
lent of the letter S, and the Ram as that of the sign which
was discovered to have the sound of B in Berenice. The
Egg, which stands for the second S in (39), is shown by
(40) to be simply equivalent to the first S. The greatest cir-

cumspection is required in the application of a method so

fruitful in results, but I shall have frequent occasions to

recur to the subject. It is sufficient for the present to

23 b
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observe, first, that is extremely hazardous to identify va-

riants of different periods, those, for instance, of the early

monarchy with those of the Ptolemaic or of the Roman
times

;
and secondly, that the Rituals are full of blunders,

and therefore give rise to a vast number of apparent va-

riants,from which only erroneous conclusions can be drawn.

Let us now proceed to a closer inspection of the text, be-

ginning with the horizontal line A. We shall then pro-
ceed to the columns containing the names of the limbs,

and conclude with those containing the names of the gods.

Line A. Line A.

eN HeS-ARi AUFANCh-A MA-CheRU, MES eN SiT-MiN MA-CheRU.
of Osiris Aufanch the justified, born of Sitmin the justified (lady).

The first group HeS-ARi is surmounted by the straight
line which in cursive writing has the alphabetic value N,
and which corresponds to the Coptic particle rt (pro-
nounced en), which indicates the genitive or dative cases.

The group HeS-ARi consists of three signs, the Eye,
the Chair, ,.and the Hatchet. Of these the Hatchet is

merely a determinative placed after the names of gods.
It might be left out, and often is left out, without affecting
the sense or sound ofthe group ;

and on the other hand it

might everywhere be substituted for the sitting figure
which is found after most of the divinities of our text. In

the column (28), Avhich belongs to Osiris, both the Hatchet

and sitting figure appear as determinatives, and in a pas-

sage of the Ritual engraved in oiu* Plate 11. (58) the sit-

ting figure is substituted for the Hatchet. The meaning
of this sign was discovered from the many places where it

occurs in the Rosetta Inscription. Wherever the Greek

speaks of gods, as ol Oeoi, tCjv O^wv o-wrripcDV, deov EirKpa-

vovg, Toig aXXoig Oeoig, we are sure to find the Hatchet.

When by itself it has the phonetic value NeTeR or Nuter,
and its phonetic complements T and R are often expressed,
as in column (16). This is even sometimes the case with

the initial N. NuTeR is no doubt the ancient form of the

Coptic nOTTe, the final r having been dropped in

this case as in very many others.

Of the other two signs, the Chair is pronounced HeS,
and the Eye ARi, both being ideographic signs used pho-

netically. Their values are determined as follows.

That of the Eye is discovered by its phonetic comple-
ments. It is very frequently accompanied by the Reed

[= A] as its initial, and no less frequently by the alpha-
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betic cliaracters R and I as its final letters. With this the

direct testimony ofPlutarch,'^ that in the old Egyptian lan-

guage the Eye was called
ipt^

is in perfect harmony ;
not

merely because, owing to the vague character of the hiero-

glyphic vowel letters, ARI might have been pronounced

«W, just as the- Arabic particle ^\ [ALI according to our

mode of transcription] is pronounced ila^ or the Hebrew

OS, m, but because innumerable passages occur in hiero-

glypliic texts where the Eye can only be taken in the

sense of a verbal root corresponding to the Coptic verb

jpl,
to make. The final letter of ARi is not written

with a capital letter, because there is reason to believe

that this vowel is an accidental adjunct in certain words.

In the variants of the word ART, milk, the Eye has for

equivalent the mere syllable AR.
Two variants of the name of Isis, which is almost in-

variably represented by the Chair only, prove the value

of the latter sign to have been HeSe. One of these

variants, Plate II. (41), was first published in the plates
of Sir Gr. Wilkinson's Ancient Egyptians ;^^ the other is

quoted in M. de Rouge's Memoir^^ on the Tomb of

Ahmes. In both the name of the goddess is written

with the purely alphabetic characters H and S. The

Coptic form, Hce, of her name, and its derivatives,

n^,Kce, T^-KCe, ^uopcmce, would seem to prove that

the aspiration at the begmning of the word was a very
light one. The hieroglyph by which this aspiration
is expressed is the same as the first of the name HaPI,
Plate 11. (42), ^.g,, Apis, which both Greeks and Phoeni-

cians'^ wrote with a light aspiration. The name of the

god, when written in demotic character, begins with the

letter A. Variants of the proper name Herbes^ found on
an inscription of the British Museum, pubhshed by Mr.

Sharpe,'* show that even in Egypt this aspiration could

'* "
tvioi dk Tovvofia dupfirjvsvovai 7ro\v6(p9a\fj.ov, ojg to fiev og to

woXu, Tov dk ipi Tov o(pQa\p,ov aiyvTVTiq, yXujTTy (ppdZovTog^\ Plutarch,
de Is. et Osir. c. 10.

'^ Second Series, voi. iii. pi. 34, n. 2. ^^ P. 30.
^^ M. le Due de Luynes, Inscription Phenicienne sur une picrre a

libation du Serapeum de Memphis, in the Bull. Arch, of the Athen.
Fran., 1855, p. 70.

" Le nom Apis est compose de trois lettres
;
la

premiere est un Aleph parfaitement clair comme tous ceux que con-
tient cette inscription". Cf. Brugsch, Gram. Dem., p. 47.

'*
Sharpe, Egyptian Inscriptions, second series, pi. 44. See Bulletin

Archeologique de I'Atheneum Francais, 1855. p. 94, where M. Mariette

speaks of these variants as having been pointed out to him by Mr.
Birch.
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hardly have been perceptible. In Phoenician transcrip-
tions^^ this aspiration is represented by an Aleph, as in the

names "nto^-^os (qiiem Osiris custodit), ^dk-jsj (Osiridis

cultor), and nas-sV^. In one inscription the name of

Osiris is written •'•^ois.

I do not beUeve that any of the hieroglyphic autho-

rities produced by M. Brugsch^'' in favour of the value S
are inconsistent with the value HeS as I have explained
it. If the proper name Herhes be transcribed osa-n,

as it certainly may be, it will be consistent with both

hypotheses. A similar test may be applied to the variants

of the name of the goddess Bast. Brugsch's real difficulty
in accepting the value HeS lies in his recognizing only a

strong aspiration for the hieroglyphic H. Yet his o^vn

view as to the identity of sound between this hieroglyph
and the Hebrew n would lead to a dilFerent opinion. A
word which is written V^\l (multitude) in the 51st chap-
ter of the prophet Jeremias is written fitts

in the very
next chapter,^^ and the greatest Orientahsts,^^ as Brugsch
would readily allow, are agreed as to the close affinity
between the weak gutturals and the facility with wliich

they interchange. Coptic transcriptions lead to no other

result. The name of HaT-HoR was written IJXocop,
of which g,4LOa3p is the Theban form, and the Greek

HaOvpLTrjg is a far stronger authority as to the aspiration
of "Advp than the Phathyrites of Pliny. No one argues
from the Greek transcription, ^afiivwO, of the hiero-

glyphic P-amen-liotp^ that the first letter of Ammon
should be strongly aspirated. If Brugsch be right^^ as

to the hieroglyphic name HRUMeNT of Hermonthis,
the EPM12N9 of the coin of Hadrian, it is no less

true that the Coptic name of this city was epJULOItT or

^pJULOIte, whence the Arabic name
CJ^J^. As to

Greek transcriptions, it yet remains to be proved that

^^ In Gesenius : Scripturas linguaeque Phaeniciae monumenta,
^°

Geographische Inschriften altagyptischer Denkmiiler, i. p. 27.
2J

Comp., Jer., 51, 16, with 52, 15.
22 " The gutturals are indeed consonants, but very weak ones, which

give up all stronger pronunciation, and even easily suffer all their aspi-

ration, and with it their peculiar power and whole sound, to disappear ;

all this may be seen in graduations from the weakest n to the strongest
h". Ewald : Hebrew Gramm., p. 28, Eng. transl.

" Universe hie

litterae [s, rr, et y] utpote pronuntiatione sibi admodum vicina?, saepi-
ssime inter se permutatae sunt". Gesenius Lexicon Manuale, p. 1,

Ed. 1847.
*^

Geographische Inschriften, i. 193.
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our predecessors were wrong in writing "Q,pog^ *Apjuaxtc>

'AporjpfC) 'Ap(Ta^i7Cj 'Apo-tTjo-tc? Auaptc with a soft breatli-

ing, as well as Apis and the Ibis (Coptic £^in).** But even
if we confine ourselves to hieroglyphic authorities, there is

very strong evidence not only of affinity but of inter-

change between our H and the letter A.^^

Having thus fixed the values of the two signs, which

together phonetically compose the name of Osiris, it is

necessary to add that considerations ofsymmetry frequently
led the hierogrammatists to place the sign ARi in such a

way as to give it the appearance of preceding the sign
HeS. In the more cursive texts, the hieratic and demotic,
the right order is invariably observed. And this is the

case in the hieroglyphic texts when the determinative is

omitted. So well known a name, however, accompanied
by its determinative, could not be mistaken. Yet such

liberties, had they been much indulged in, would soon

have rendered the language imreadable, from the confu-

sion which would have resulted. Our two signs would

naturally come together whenever we had to express the

idea of '*

making an abode" (ARi HeS.) desolate, happy,
splendid, etc., as the case might require. Thus on a stele

in the British Museum we find the passage
^°

Ha NTeF [?]-U AKi HeS-U NeB
Percussit ille malos, faciens domos omnes . . .

Where the two signs (the Eye and the Chair) appear to-

gether as in the name of Osiris in our text.

It has already been said, or at least implied, that the

Egyptian name of Osiris (HeS-ARi) differs from that of

Isis (HeS) only by the addition of the important word

^*
"P, respondet elemento n Hebraeorum, vel h aspirato, quare Copti

ut exprimant spiritum asperum Graecorum scribunt P^OTlXoit,

PjIIt^ proo7rXov,iva"—Peyron., Gram. Copt., p. 5. This is perfectly

true, but it is not the whole truth. The Copts wrote PjIpHItH,

^eXnic, ^iKcoit, ^nf^-^.X^^., (itaiy), and £,iaotjulg^..
Mingarelli says, "Thebaidenses cum initio cujm lihetfere Grcecce vocis

a vocaU incipientis prasponant notam
O^,

videntur banc ipsam et pro
tenui et pro denso spiritu habuisse". JEgypt. Codd. Reliquias, p. xviii.

^^ De Rouge, Etude sur une stele Egyptienne, p. 39-4:0 :

" En tout
cas il y a quelques exemples du changement de la voyelle A initiale

contre I'aspiration H".
2^ See Plate II. (43). The passage occurs in the second line of the

tablet of Semneh, No. 138, published by Mr. Birch in the Archaeologia,
xxxiv., pi. xxviii.
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ARi, whicli has the signification make, but by its posi-
tion in composition, at the end of a word, is determined

as a passive verb or participle. In its passive sense, it

signifies to be born (as well as made), and is constantly
used in this sense in the genealogies as a synonym of the

word MeS. Throughout the Turin Ritual, Aufanch is said

indifierently to be MeS eN SiT-MiN or ARi eN SiTMiN,
born of Setmin. HeSARi, therefore, signifies

" born of

Isis", just as Ptah-mes, Thuth-mes, Amen-mes signify bom
of Ptah, Thoth, and Ammon.

Etymology seems here to be at fault, or at least in

contradiction with mythology, which represents Osiris

and Isis as husband and wife, and at the same time bro-

ther and sister, both of them being children of Seb and
Nut. Innumerable texts might be cited in favour of this

relationship. Osiris is called^^—
UeK eN NeTeR-U 5 SchAA eN TeE-eF SeB
Eldest of the 5 Gods the children of his father Seb.

He is^*

Si NuT UT SeB—the son of Nut, engendered of Seb.

In another inscription he is said to be^^

API eN CheT NuT
First from the womb of Nut.

These words occur in a fourth text, which says of Osiris

that he is^

Aa eR TeF-eF T'eSeR eR MuT-eF
Great(er) than his father (more) powerful than his mother.

A fifth text^' says
—

Ha HeSARi MeSTu-K MuT-ek NuT eN T'AM
O Osiris I genuit te mater tua Nut in Thebis.

Texts like these might be multiplied ad libitum
; others,

however, are not wanting, which imply a different rela-

tionship. In one of the legends^^ of Isis, engraved in

Wilkinson's Pantheon, Osiris is called the father of Isis.

27 Plate II. (44).
2®

Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians, 2nd Series, vol. III., PL 33." Plate II. (45) Champollion Gram., p. 241.
3"

Sharpe, Egyptian Inscriptions, 1st Series, PI. 97. This passage
has been cited by M. Chabas, in his most interesting papers in the Rev.
Archeologique of 1857.

31
Champollion Gram., p. 195.

3* Ancient Eg^'ptians, 2nd Series, vol. III., PL 34-1.
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Lactantius^^ however, alludes to another opinion which

approaches more nearly to that which would be sanc-

tioned by our etymology. He speaks of the Eleusinian

rites as resembhng the Isiac in their idea. As in the

former, Demeter went about lamenting her daughter, and

seeking her, so in the latter was Isis impelled by maternal

(not by conjugal) aiFection to lament and to seek the lost

Osiris. This passage of Lactantius expresses at least one

portion of the truth, which, in its completeness, must be

derived from hieroglyphic texts. No one who has read

the metamorphoses which occur in " the Romance of the

Two Brothers", translated by M. de Rouge, can be startled

at a myth, according to which Osiris is at once the father,

brother, and son of Isis, and, as we shall presently see, the

son of their child Horus. He is, moreover, said to be his

own son.

Many texts allude more or less distinctly to the resto-

ration to Hfe of Osiris by his wife, but the most exphcit
is the remarkable ode translated and commented upon by
M. Chabas in the Revue Archeologique of 1857. The fol-

lowing passage^* occurs in it :
—

"... His sister, the illustrious Isis, the avenger of her

brother
;
she sought him without resting ;

she went round
the world lamenting ;

she staid not till she found him
;

she made light with her [plumes ( ?)] ;
she made air with

her wings; she uttered the invocations of her brother's

burial
;
she took the roots of the god who has a tranquil

heart
;
she extracted his essence

;
she made a child

;
she

suckled the babe by an arm. Unknown is the spot where
this passed.

" His arm grew strong in the mighty dwelling of Seb.

The gods rejoice at the approach of Osiris, Horus' son,
the bold, the justified, the son of Isis, the child of Osiris.

The divine chiefs unite themselves to him, they recog-
nize the universal Lord himself".

The son of Seb and Nut is therefore called the son of

Isis, in virtue of the TraXtyyeverria^^ of which his sister was

33 "
Isidis CEgyptia sacra sunt, quatennsfilium parvulum vel perdiderit

vel invenerit. Nam primo sacerdotes ejus deglabrato corpore sua pec-
tora tundunt : lamentantur sicut ipsa cum perdiderit, fecerat. Deinde
puer producitur quasi inventus : et in lastitiam luctus ille mutatur .

. . Sacra vero Cereris Eleusinse non sunt his dissimilia. Nam sicut
ibi Osiris puer planctu matris inquiritur, ita", etc Lactant. Instit.,
1. 21.

3* Vol. xiv. page 75.
3^ This idea, at least with reference to the gods and the dead, is

familiar to the Egyptians. Of HoR Pe ChKuT (Horus the Child), it is
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the instrument, and in wliicli she appears from various

texts to have been assisted by other divinities.

The right meaning of the word Osiris had been guessed
at before the discovery of hieroglyphic decipherment, but,
as may be imagined, through the medium of false etymo-
logies.

One of the ancient etymologies is worth noticing;

because, unlike most Greek speculations of the kind, it

exhibits some knowledge of the Egyptian language. It

is that in Diodorus Siculus, according to which Osiris

signifies
"
many-eyed". Plutarch explains this, saying

that OQ means "
many", and ipL

"
eye". According to

another etymology, no doubt suggested by that in Plu-

tarch, the word signifies
" much labouring", from

ipi
in the

sense of " facere". Now the Coptic word ocy,
which would

in Greek be transcribed o^, certainly means "
many".

OOJ, A.CIJ, ^CIJ^.1, A.cge, COOJ (with all of which OJ^.! to

multiply, Clje a hundred, OJO a thousand, KA-Oje many,
are akin), are expressive of multitude The Egyptians
however, did not say

'* multi ocufi", but *' oculi multi"
;

if, therefore, the latter portion of a compound word be a

substantive, the former is not an adjective, but another

substantive or an active verb. The objection is a strong

one, but, perhaps, not decisive, and as to the second ety-

mology referred to, it would seem that the word
A-OJIpI

really exists in the sense of " multum facere". Both ety-

mologies, however, labour under two fatal objections. In

the first place, the consonant cy, which is the all-impor-
tant letter in the Coptic words signifying multitude, and

which has more than one hieroglyphic equivalent, is not

said, NeM-MeSTeF eM AP,
" He was born again in Ap." (Bnigsch

Geog. Insch. I. p. 214. He is called NeM-MeS eN CheMMIN. " The
born again of the Sanctuary of Min". Amenemha, the first king of the

12th dynasty, who lived some centuries before the Exodus, called him-

self, in his royal titles, HoR NeM-MeSUT, "Horus, the born-again".
The sign (a bull's leg) here read NeM, according to M. de Rouge, is read

UHM by Dr. Brugsch, and with the latter readmg it would give us the

hieroglyphic form of the Coptic OTA.P.JULICI (regeneration) of the

Christian RituaL However, whatever difference there may be about

the reading, there can be none as to the meaning of the sign, which is

as ideographic as our numeral 2. It is used in another expression applied
to the state of gods and men declared just

—NeM ANCH "a second

life". Another sign, the Palm, has the value UAH, which corresponds

to the Coptic Ot^p., and it is found as a synonym of NeM in the

royal title UAH-i\:NCh HoR NuB of Amenemha III. of the 12th

dynasty.
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represented in the hieroglyphic orthography of Isis or

Osiris. The s in these names is written with signs which

are not interchangeable with OJ. I may add, that in the

Phoenician transcriptions this s is written with a Samechy
and never with a Schin. Secondly, both derivations

ignore the important fact, that in their natural ortho-

graphy the names of the two Egyptian divinities are as

closely and visibly allied as those of Atreus and Atrides,
or Clarence and Fitz-Olarence.

I hope that by this time the hieroglyphic name and

etymology of Osiris have become tolerably clear. It

must now be noted that the Osiris of our text is no other

than the deceased person for whom the papyrus was

written, all the good being supposed to become Osiris after

death. The identification was of the strictest kind. It

went so far as to ascribe to the deceased all the actions,

sufferings, and relations of Osiris. The inscription on the

covei*^*^ of the sarcophagus of one of the most ancient

kings of Egypt, the Mycerinus of Herodotus, begins as

follows :
—

HeSARi SuTeN CheB MeNKa-U-RA ANCh T'eTa MeS eN PeT Sche-

Osiris, King Mycerinus living for ever, Bom from heaven, son
Re NuT AA eN SeB MeR PeSSclie-S MuT-eK NuT
of Nut, subitance of Seb, beloved ; spreads (her wings) thy mother NuT
HeR-K.
over thee, etc.

The same formula continued, with all sorts of variations,

to be used on funeral monuments down to the latest

periods. Sometimes, for instance, the deceased invokes

his mother Nut to extend herself over him, and this action

is frequently represented. All the gods of the family of

Seb, and, indeed, the gods in general, treat the departed
as if he were the only Osiris that ever existed. Anubis
takes charge of the body, Isis and Nepthys utter their la-

mentations over their brother, and recite the charms which
will restore it to a new life. Thoth justifies the departed

against all his enemies. In a funeral text, translated by
M. de Rouge, the genius Hapi, son of Osiris, addresses the

departed as follows :^^—
*'

Ego Jllius tuus adsum pro salute tua, impleo artus

tuos vita. Suscito germen in cadavere tuo ut sanetur, non
discedam a te in aeternum". And in another, from the

Ritual (chap. 51) Isis says
—" Venio per auras, adsum ut

•'^
Now in the British Museum,

•''' Etude sur unc stele, pp. 116 and 127.
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fiam tibi animus
;
do halitus naso tuo, spiritus emissos a

deo Turn".

Identification with Osiris was no privilege of the male
sex. A considerable number of texts prove that females
and males went through precisely the same process in the
next Hfe. The old translation "

Osirien",
"
Osirienne"

instead of "
Osiris", for a long time obscured this fact,

The sacred Bulls Apis and Mnevis also became Osiris
after death. Serapis is only a corruption of HeSAR-
HAPI.

In i\\Q name AUFANCh-A which follows, all the signs
are alphabeti-c except the fourth (the Crux Ansata) wliich
has the worth of the syllable Anch, corresponding to the

Coptic ort^ Life, of which it is the symbol. It is fol-

lowed by the alphabetic signs N and Ch wliich are its

phonetic complements. They might be suppressed with-
out changing the reading of the word. The syllabic worth
of the Crux Ansata was perfectly known to Champollion,
He indeed says^* that it seems to have been pronounced
w or o, but he immediately adds,

"
It is perhaps only the

hahitual abbreviation of . . . OJIt^. COIt^, living''. And
he never reads it otherwise when, as in the name read by
him OnksiYsiesi, the phonetic complements are suppressed.

It is doubtful whether the A written at the end of the

word should be pronounced there or in the previous sylla-
ble. One of the most remarkable pecuharities of the

Egyptian writing, and which is found in the demotic and

hieratic, as well as in the hieroglyphic, is the constant ha-

Vowel bit of placing at the end of a syllable vowel letters which
letters seem to have been pronounced in the middle of it. Lep-
at the sius^^ gives nineteen examples of this strange custom, and

end, but the niunber might be indefinitely increased. He accounts

P""^"^"^"
for it by the syllabic nature of the primitive writing. If

middle of ^^^ ^%^ ^^ty? fc)^ instance, be used to express the syllable
a sylla- of which ]\I and S are the extreme consonants, mas, mis,
^^®- and mus, could only be written by placing the vowel let-

ter either before or after the sign, and the Egyptians seem
to have adopted the latter alternative.

3®
Dictionnaire, p. 329.

'^ Lettre a Rosellini, p. 40. He says
" Je ne connais rien d'analogue

dans aucune autre ecriture". In such English words as table, nitre, the
final vowel is pronounced before the last consonant. There is no real

analogy between this and the Egyptian practice referred to, but it may
help one to conceive how the Egyptians might pronounce seb or mus,
words written sbe or msu. But in English the dislocatioa is in the pronun-
ciation, in Egyptian it is in the writing.
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MA-ClieRu the justified. Tliis word is constantly

placed after the names of deceased persons, and is written

in various ways. Our text presents two variants, as may
be seen by comparing together tlie last group in the three

lines A, B, and C. If the final sign (which is an inde-

pendent ideograph) be eliminated, we have an equation
from which the long Trapezium (the Ell) is found to be

equivalent to the Sickle^ and the Arm as its phonetic

complements. These two signs, which appear in the pho-
netic alphabet, give us the value MA. The three first

signs of our group are indeed frequently employed to spell
the name of the goddess MA^" (Justice, Truth), whose

symbolic Feather, on the other hand, very frequently
occurs as the first character of the group MA-CheRu.
The last sign of our group is an Oar, and has been

shown by Mr. Birch*^ to have the value of CHeR. Va-
riants have been found in which this syllable is written in

alphabetic characters. It is often followed by the vowel
letter U, and the word CHeRU has with probability been

identified with the Coptic ^pOJOT vox. It is of very

frequent occurrence, and its meaning was perfectly well

known even before its right reading was ascertained.

Thus, in Champolhon's Dictionary*^ we have the exam-

ples :
—

CheRU-K MA,—Thy true word.
SeM-TeN CheRU,—Hear ye the voice.

I CHeRU eN TeMU ReNF
venit vox ad annuntiandum nomen ejus

And in the well known invocations*^ of Thoth :
—

A Tut Se-MA CheRU HeSARi . . . eR ChaFTU-F

Oh Thoth
{™|^sUf7^}

^^^ ^^^•^^ °^ ^^""'^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ enemies.

MA-CheRU (as predicated of some one) means, there-

fore,
" whose words are justified".

MeS, horn. This word is written with the syllabic sign
MeS, of which we have abeady spoken, and its phonetic
complement S. The root mes., which persists in Cop-

*^ The Ell sometimes spells the name of the goddess MA, without
being accompanied by any complementary characters. See an example
in Champolhon's Grammar, p. 201.

*i
Archasologia, xxxv., p. 1 19. Also " Memoire sur la coupe d'Or du

^lusee du Louvre", which, I am sorry to say, I have not yet been able
to see.

42 p^ 2jg g^
"

Todtenbuch, c. 18.
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tic (whence the Blessed Virgin's title AJLA.crtOT'f'zr

diOTOKog is derived), may, like all other roots, have an
active or passive signification, according to its position,
Here there can be no doubt as to its meaning, as it is con-

nected with the next nonn by the particle eN. MeS eN
SiTMiN is

" born of Sitmin".

SiT(MiN ?)
—About the first part of this proper name

there can be no difficulty. It consists of the following

signs :
—

First, the figure of a child holding his finger to

his mouth, and accompanied by two small signs, one on
each side; then an Egyptian standard, surmounted by a

sign like an alphabetic S
; lastly, a flower. This Flower

is a determinative of female names. Female names are

frequently followed by the sign of a Woman sitting and

holding a flower. It will often be foimd in the Todtenbuch
after the name of Setmin, the mother of Aufanch, and of

this sign the Flower seems to be an abbreviation.

The two signs which appear, one on each side of the

child, are, from their diminutive size, not easily made out

in our text
;
but wherever the name is written in larger

characters, as on the title of the second page of the Tod-

tenbuch, it is easy to see that the upper one is an Egg,
and the lower one the segment (

= T).
We have already seen how in the word Sebastos the

Egg has the value of S. Many other proofs of this value

might be given from Roman names, but it is more im-

portant to remark that in earlier times the Egg is very

frequently found as the equivalent of the Goose, as ideo-

graphic of the notion Child, and with the same phonetic
value. It is put for the Goose, in the common royal title

Si Ra, Son of the Sun, and a comparison of the variants

of Si eN Si, a grandson, Plate II. (46), will show how the

two signs interchange. The Egg is employed phoneti-

cally in the royal name Si-Ptah, and in the divine name

Hor-Si-Hese, Plate II. (48). One of the most curious

cases of the use of this sign is found in a variant of the

name of the city Sais, Plate II. (47).

The sign Child, we have also seen, has the value S in

Sebastos. On the obelisk of Benevento it is the last letter

in the name of Domitianus. And it is found as the equi-
valent of the Goose or the Egg in the name HoR-Si-HeSe,
and a multitude of other names. Its principal function,

however, is ideographic, and in the earlier monuments, it

is only when it stands by itself, or begins a syllable, that a

phonetic value is to be attached to it. Thus in such names
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as that of the king PSiMuT" of the 23r(l dynasty, or of

the princes TaSiHeSeT'^ of the 24th, the Child is used

phonetically, but in such others as PScheReNHaTHoR**
or PScheReNPTaH,*^ it is only the determinative of the

word ScheRe (Coptic Ctjepe) a child. On the stele of

Pscherenptah two royal shields are found belonging to

Ptolemy surnamed Ncoc ^lovvgoq. This surname is hiero-

glyphically*® expressed in one of the shields by the words

HeSARi HuN, the Child appearing as the determinative

of the latter word. In the second shield the Child simply
takes the place of the second word, and has a phonetic va-

lue equivalent to it. In the so-called Negative Confession,
one of the most important parts of the Ritual, the deceased

says in one of the clauses.*'

AN NeHeM AKT eM Ee eN NeCheN-U
I have not taken away milk from the mouth of the suckhngs.

The Child is used here as the determinative of the word
written in full letters NeCheN. But in some MSS. of the

Ritual the phonetic characters disappear, and are simply

replaced by the Child, which thus acquires another pho- Poiy-

netic value. Here, then, we have an example of what M. Pj'^^^e

de Rouge and other scholars call
"
polyphonic", a totally

^^^°^*

different thing in their hands from what I have argued
against as characterizing Dr. Seyffarth's system, viz., the

admission in a purely phonetic system of a large number
of signs, each having perhaps half a dozen different values.

All ideographic writing is from its very nature equivo-
cal. The same picture would to English observers sug-

gest different words as expressing its nature. "Babe",
"infant", "suckling", "child", "little boy", etc., each of
these words might a priori be equally appropriate, and the
choice of any one of them to the exclusion of the other,
must be determined by definite circumstances. The same
truth holds in hieroglyphic decipherment. It is from po-
sitive evidence alone that we know that the sign Child
must be read Si in one place, Nechen in another, and that

other values must elsewhere be given to it. And when
such evidence fails, we must simply despair of reading the

<* Plate II. (50).« Plate II. (51).
*6 Plate II. (52).
*'' Plate II. (53).
*8 Plate II. (54). From M. Prisse's Monuments Egyptians, pi. 26.
*^ Plate II. (55). From Todtenbuch, c. 125-9. Compare a variant

in Champollion's Dictionary, p. 1 85.
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word in wKicli sucli a sign occurs. We can only guess at

it according to tlie probabilities of the case. Let it not,

however, be supposed that the progress of hieroglyphic

decipherment is much impeded by difficulties of this kind.

They are comparatively few, and the absence of evidence

on some points is but like a feather in the scale, when

weighed against the mass of evidence on so many other

points. Besides, as the progress of decipherment advances,
difficulties resulting from polyphone signs tend necessarily
to disappear altogether. And, after all, it must not be

forgotten that the meaning of an ideographic sign may be

perfectly certain even when its reading is doubtful. What-
ever be the reading of the sign Child, we can never be

wrong in translating it child^ though when it occurs in a

proper name, we may be at a loss for the corresponding

Egyptian word. The students of hieroglyphic writing
are in this respect in a far more advantageous position than

the students of cuneatic writing, in which polyphone va-

lues must be ascribed to a large number of ideographic

signs, which have retained no trace, if they ever had it, of

a pictorial character.

In the name SiT-MiN, the Child is used ideographi-

cally after the Egg, as expressing the same notion, just as

in our variant, Plate II. (49), the Egg is used after the

Child in the name HoR-Si-HeSe. Or we may choose to

consider these second characters as used phonetically as

well as the first, and in this case they would furnish us with

instances of double orthography. In certain parts of the

Todtenbuch {e.g.
in our text, line B) the name of Setmin

is written without the Egg, and in such cases the Child

has, of course, the value Si, but the omission of the Egg
may sometimes be owing to its having been effaced by
time from the original papyrus. The small sign under the

Child is the segment with its ordinary alphabetic value.

We, therefore, read the first part of the name SiT (that is,

daughter), the letter T added to nouns making them femi-

nine. Sit-min signifies the daughter of Min. Sometimes

the T is left out where we might expect it, as in the cor-

responding place of line B, if its omission there be not the

result of mistake or obliteration. But that is because

ideographic signs, like the Child or the Egg, express the

feminine as well as the masculine of the idea.

The next sign which I follow Dr. Brugsch in reading

MiN, is the Standard with the sign like the hieroglyphic
S. Every one allows it to be the name of the god repre-
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sented in Plate II. (56). It was sometimes read Sa .by

ChampoUion, sometimes Hor, sometimes Hor-Ammon.
Sometimes Cliampollion called the god Arsaplies, some-

times Amim-Ra "
generateur". WKen Lepsius published

the Todtenbuch, he read the name Set-uta for the mother
of Aufanch, but he has since adopted the reading Khem,
proposed by Wilkinson, and accepted by other scholars,

for the name of the divinity in question. Mr. Birch, who
has argued in favour of this name, says notwithstanding :

" The name of this god is very puzzling".

Very plausible reasons might be given in favour of the

name Hor-ammon. The god in question differs from the

ordinary representations of Amun only by the circum-

stance of his being ithyphallic, and also by the position
of his arm, which is raised behind his back under a whip.
A hieroglyphic legend which accompanies one of these

representations says,^° Chu-F HeR KAHU(?)-F ABeT.
*' His whip (is) above his right arm"

—
literally

" brachium-
suimi dexterum".

This god andAmun are represented on the same monu-
ments^^ in such a way as to leave no doubt as to their being
forms of the same divinity. On the other hand, Cham-

poUion had noticed an important passage in the Ritual in

which the god is spoken of It has been quoted more
than once, and rims as foUows.^^ (The name of the god is

here transcribed x).

NoK X eM PiR-TI A-U eRTA-NeF Mati-F eM

I (am) X in two manifestations,
jthere

have been given >
j^^ ^^^^^g ^^

APe-F
his head.

This passage is thus explained immediately afterwards :

AR X HoR PU ANeT TeF-eF HeSARi AR PiR-U-F
Est a: Horns ultor patris ejus Osiridis, Sunt manifestationes ejus
MeS-TU-F AR Mati-F eM APe-F ScheMe HeSc

nativitates ejus, simt plumae ejus in capite ejus ambulantes Isis

HaNA NeBTHi
et Nepthys.

^0 Plate II. (57), quoted in de Rouge's Etude sur une stele.
*i feee the Description de I'Egypte Antiquities, III. PI. 47, 60, etc.

Hosk n's \ isit to the Great Oasis, Plate VIII. RoselliniM. del Culto,
PI. 83.

52 Plate II. (58) From Todtenbuch, 18, 11 sqq. In the Vignette the

female just before the boat holds an image of the god in her right hand.

In the simple proposition ''Min is Horns" "AR MiN HoR PU,"
observe the double copula AR—PU. Some easy examples of its use

will not be out of place here.

1. "The mighty Chiefs (?) (TaTa.u) dwelling in Abydos, are Osiris,

Isis, Nephthys (and) Apheru".
n. 24
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Although these passages identify the god with Horus,

they throw no light upon his name. M. de Rouge tells us^
that both names, Amnion and Horus, are often found at the

same time on representations of this deity : they are, how-

ever, but predicates of x.

The reading Chem is suggested by a comparison of se-

veral passages in the Greek writers about Panopolis and
its divinity.^* Stephen of Byzantium thus speaks of the

representation of the god of Panopolis: ""Eort ^l koi tov

Beov ayaXfia fxiya wpOiaKog to aidoiov elg ItttcL ^aKryXovg,

iTraipei re fxaaTiyaq rrj ^e^ia SfX?7yi7v, -qg a'/SwXov (jiatriv

tlvat TOV Ilava\ This is evidently the divinity in ques-

tion, who is here identified with the Greek Pan. We
are, moreover, told that

Xifji/uLig (or Xejuillw) being inter-

preted, signifies Havog iroXig.^^ And a hieroglyphic group
is found, consisting of the alphabetic signs Ch, M, fol-

lowed by the sign ^ (which may thus be represented as the

ideograph of the word Chem), and the determinative of a

city. This group might plausibly be read as " the City
of Khem", i.e., Panopolis.

Dr. Brugsch, however, positively assures us that in

Greek transcriptions the sign x is universally, and with-

out exception, rendered by the syllable juiv, as in the

names (pajLLLvig, '^^fifiLvig, and Z/uLivig. He appeals to hie-

roglyphic variants in which the letters MN are substituted

for
.2;,

and he refers to a passage in Plutarch's treatise de

Is. et Os. (c. 56), which, according to its last editor. Dr.

Parthey, says, tov /ulIv ^Qtpov dwOacri koi M\v irpoaayo-

peveiv. And, by reading the hieroglyphic name of Pano-

poHs, just mentioned, CheM-MiN, he obtains the sense
"
Sanctuary of Min".

The value MiN, proposed by Dr. Brugsch, is thus quite
as consistent with the Greek authorities which suggested

At Tat'a-u aa.t am.u Ah Hesari Hese Nehthi Ap-heru pu (Todten-
buch, c. 18. 7)

2.
" The mighty chiefs dwelling in An are Turn, Su, Tefnet".

Ar T'at'a.u aa.t am.u An Tim pu Su pu Tefnet pu. (lb. 18. 3).
3.

" The mighty chiefs dwelling in Sechem are Horus of Sechem (and)
Tboth, who (is; of the princes of Narotf'.

Ar Tat'au aa.t am.u Sechem Hor pu am Sechem Tut pu nti em
T'at'a.u Narotf {Vo. 18. 18).

^3 Notice Sommaire des monuments Egyptiens du Musee du Louvre,

p. 102.
^*

Brugsch, Greographische Inschriften I. p. 212.

^'^ The Coptic name of Panopolis is
*V]JULin, ClJJULIIt or

^^.ItoccIJJULm.
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Chem as tliat value, if not more so, and it has the advan-

tage of being directly founded upon hieroglyphic, and, if

I rightly understand him,^^ bilingual authorities. I should

have no doubt whatever on the subject, were it not that

Lepsius, who is fully acquainted with all the existing

evidence, still hesitates to accept the value which Dr.

Brugsch proposed about ten years ago. But unless Brugsch
is mistaken in his facts, the evidence (as far as published)
is strongly on his side.

The name Sit-min (daughter of Min) is female, which

may appear strange to those who are not aware that when
the Egyptians did not mention the names of both father

and mother in a person's pedigree, the mother was named
in preference to the father.

The name of Sitmin is followed, Hke that of her son,

by the epithet MA-CheRU.
The hues B and C repeat exactly the same words as Lines B

those in hne A. The first part of the name Aufanch has and C.

been obhterated in B. We have already seen the variants

of the word MA-CheRu, which these lines contain. On
comparing the name Aufancha in Hues A and C, it will be

observed that two different forms of U are employed. The
final A of this name is replaced in line C (and also in B) by
a human figure, seated and holding up an arm as if gesticu-

lating. This latter sign, which is ideographic, is frequently
used as a determinative of men

;
but it is also used phone-

tically, and interchanges with A in pronominal affixes.

We now come to the vertical columns, beginning with Vertical

those marked with an odd number. All of them begin
co'"'""^.

with the copula A-U, (" is' or "
are')^ which precedes

the subject of each proposition in our text; and thatwhe-
|^ ^u.

ther the subject be singular or plural. The Coptic epe is

used in the same way, e.g., epe KeKfi.^.X JULlTOItKpOC,
est oculus tuus nequam^ epe ^HTOT XKC^ sunt eorum

fades plence. The corresponding word in Coptic seems,

however, to be OI, or the Theban O. By the addition of

suffixes characteristic of the different persons, AU can be

made to have the appearance of conjugation. Thus—
AU-A eM ScheRA JEram ego puer.AUK UBeN Tuespurus.
AU-S . . . KeN-T HeR MU Ilia est carens aqud.

AU-TeN eM BeS-e A.T NeB NTI AU-F EM- S.LiteraUy.
Estate in salutem domus omnis [in] qua erit ille in Hid.

^^ Cf. Brugsch's Uebersichtliche Erklaning asgyptischer Denknialer

des k. neuen Museums zu Berlin, p. 82.

24 b
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The " substantive" verb is also expressed in tbe old

I Egyptian by other words, as eR and UN (Copt. OTOIt).
I have already, in a note, given examples ofAR ....
PU. Sometimes PU, which is originally a pronoun, is

used by itself as a copula, without undergoing change for

number, gender, or person,^' as in the sentence—
TeChA-K PU BeChTeN HeN-UK PU EeT-F NoK PU HeN-K
urbs tua est Bachtan, servi tui suntpopuli ejus, ego sum servus tuus.

To illustrate the various uses of these different forms

would carry us beyond the scope of the present article.

They are noticed here lest it should be supposed, from the

analogy of some other language, that the form of copula
used in our text was the only one known to the Egyptians.
The logical combination of subject and predicate might
also be implied without any expressed copula. As in

Hebrew we may say "^? P3"^ V?^^. tJnguentum effusum [est]

nomen tuum, so did the Eg}^tians say
—

ANeK eN MA ReN-K
a Rock of truth [is] thy name.

In this sentence, it will be observed, that, as in Hebrew,
the place of the predicate is before the subject.

Parts of The first part of the body which is mentioned in our
the body, text is PeN-NU (Coptic XA^ienc), the hair. This word

is followed by a lock of hair, as the determinative. We
have, I beheve, no direct proof of the value of the first sign
of the word, but M. de Rouge has shown that a certain

number of hieroglyphic groups beginning with it corres-

pond to Coptic words beginning with K, (^ot X. Tliis

had already been noticed by ChampoUion. M. de Rouge
has also shown that the N, which follows the sign in most
of the places where it occurs, may be either left out or

expressed, and is therefore merely the phonetic comple-
ment of a syllabic sign, which he reads T^eN, and identi-

fies with a Coptic word signifying flexure. The only
difficulty in accepting this value consists in the existence

of a certain number of variants in which a sisfn havinof
the undoubted value SeN, is interchanged with the one

*^ The Coptic 1X6 is used exactly in the same way. Peyron says

Gram. Copt. (p. 150)
" nC proprie construitur cum solo mascuUno

singulari", but is obliged to add " sed construitur etiara cum ferainino,
et plurali". The hieroglyphic texts show that no distinction existed in
the ancient times.
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now in question. But M. de Rouge assures us that this inter-

change never takes place on monuments of the Pharaonic

period, and can only be attributed to the ignorance of the

copyists of a later age, who were unable to distinguish
between two extremely similar hieratic characters.^^

The second syllable, NU, is found very commonly after

syllables ending in N. It has been remarked that this syl-
lable is frequently suppressed, as for instance, in a variant

of this very passage in ChampoUion's Dictionary, p. 393.

Champollion concludes that the signs NU were not used

phonetically
at the end of words of this type. Another

inference is that the final nasal was always sounded as

strongly as ifNU were written at the end of it.

(3) HRa (Copt. 2^pA. or ^o) the Face. A human
head seen in profile as in Plate II. (45) is read AP, and

corresponds to the Sahidic <LHe, a head. When the

head is drawn exhibiting the face, it is read as here in-

terpreted. Its value is determined by the variants, Plate

II. (60) and (61), of the name HaT-HoR, in which it

spells the syllable HoR either with or without the alpha-
betic sign R as its phonetic complement. The syllabic
nature of this sign is further proved by the variants^*

of another divine name HaRScheF, ^Ap(Ta(j)rig. This

name occurs three times on the stele of Horpeson in the

Louvre, and only once the R is expressed. The hiero-

glyphic name ChoNT-HeR-HeT of the Decan Xovrape,
leads to the same result. And if Champollion be right®"
in his interpretation of the passage, Plate II. (59), ST'eR-
U HeR HRa-U-SeN,

" s'etendant sur leurs faces", we
have another proof that the face represents two consonants,
not one only.®*

(5) ARi-U. Tlie Eyes. We have already seen the

phonetic value of the Eye to be ARi. I have also said

that the plural is sometimes expressed by writing an ideo-

graphic sign three times. Thus a Hatchet (NuTeR) thrice

written, expresses the plural NuTeR-U. In the same way

*^ Memoire sur le tombeau d'Ahmes, p. 151-159.
^9 See Plate II. (62).
^" Gramm., p. 42.
®' M. de Rouge has since the last five or six years generally transcribed

the sign by the syllable Ha. If this eminent scholar, whose reasonings
I generally feel to be of the most cogent kind, has anywhere assigned
those which have led him to change his opinions on this particular point,
it must be in some paper which I have not had the good fortune to

come across.
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an ideographic sign twice written expresses the dual, of

which no corresponding grammatical form has been proved
to exist.^^ Two oblique signs in our group express the

same notion. I read the group in our text ARi-U on the

strength of the variant a, which is found in Champollion's

Dictionary, p. 63, cited from one of the hieroglyphic Ri-

tuals in Paris.

(7) MeSaT'eR (
= Coptic JUL^ajA^eXf/ig^aT-s. The

only sign in this group of which nothing has been said as

yet, is the third, which was identified by ChampoUion
with the Coptic X. The only apparent difficulty in ac-

cepting this value Hes in its being found in one of the

variants of the name Soter in a bilingual inscription in the

British Museum, where it occupies the place of the tj and

interchanges with the alphabetic hieroglyphs which re-

present that letter. This is, however, easily explained by
the affinities of the Z, and the mania which led the

scribes of that period to avail themselves of every pos-
sible means of writing the same name in an infinite variety
of ways.^^ M. de Rouge has shown^^ that Champolhon's
reading is a correct one as far as it goes. The letter R,
which constantly follows it, must, however, be considered

as the phonetic complement of the syllable T'eR. The
final r in the word MeSaT'eR has, like in a multitude of

analogous cases, been dropped in the Coptic word derived

from it. It had already dropped it in the demotic fonn

MASTI.

^^ Much may be said in favour of the final syllable Ti, but the argu-
ments on the other side of the question are very strong. The two oblique

lines are undoubtedly the letter I, but this may be ideographic like jSl

in Coptic as may be suspected from its frequent omission in variants.

A good deal of uncertainty exists about the T also. I have generally
included such doubtful forms within ( ).

^3 "Le cerceuil de Soter nous transporte dans cette epoque desespe-
rante pour 1' etude ou les hierogrammates se plaisent a multiplier les

concei ti et les variantes inutiles. II semble que ce soit une gageure de
leur part, tant ils montrent sous ce rapport une fecondite de mauvais

goiit Ainsi le nom du dieu Hake est inscrit sur le temple d'Esne de

plus de vingt manieres differentes
; I'inscription de Rosette eUe-meme

nous montre le nom de I'Egypte rendu chaque fois par une nouvelle vari-

ante. Salvohni a bien montre comment on se permettait alors de donner
aux caracteres de nouvellesvalem's phonetiques, prises soit du sens propre,
soit du sens figure de chaque hieroglyphe ;

il faut done etre extreme-
ment reserve dans I'usage que 1' on pent faire de pareilles variantes en
les appliquant au dechififrement des anciens textes". De Rouge, Rev.

Arch., iv. p. 124.
" Rev. Arch., ubi supra, p. 127. Tombeau d'Ahmes, p. 77.
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(9) FeNT(I), the Nose. This group, written in pho-
netic characters, is followed by two determinatives, a calf's

head, and the determinative of limbs in general. The
calf's head is an ideographic sign, having the phonetic
value FeNT, for which it is often substituted, as in the

variant c.

The word FeNT, in the sense of nose, has disap-

peai-ed in the Coptic. The hieroglyphic group, com-

posed of the same phonetic signs, but followed by the

figure of a worm, as determinative, corresponds to the

Coptic qeUT" in Mark, ix. 47, "Where their worm
dieth not".

(11) SPoT(I), the Lips (Copt. cnOTOT). Here we
have only the ideographic representation of the two lips,

the determinative of limbs, and the sign of the dual. The

phonetic value of the ideograph is ascertained from the

variant d.

The word SPoT is remarkable for its similarity to the

corresponding Semitic words ns^j (dual a^nsfe) jAsiio, ^JLi

(dual -jAJjLi).
It is used exactly like these words^^ in the

derived
*

sense of brink, ba7ik, shore. It might be sup-

posed that such an expression in the Coptic version of

the Scriptures as niOJCJO eTT^^-Ten neitCc{)OT"OT

JULc{)IOJUL (Heb., xi. 12), was a servile translation of to

\Ei\oQ Trig OaXacrarjg in the Greek
; but, at all periods of

the Egyptian language,
" the lip of the sea" was used

where we should say the " shore of the sea". In one of

the hieroglyphic inscriptions found in Dr. Brugsch's work
we have the words—

HaNeB-U eNTI HeR SPoT UaT'-UR
The Greeks, who [are] on the lip of the Mediterranean.

In this passage, the word SPoT is represented by the

ideograph only; but in many other inscriptions, as, for

instance, the Annals of Thutmes III., it is written in fuU

letters, and accompanied by a determinative of locality.

(13) ABHU, Teeth, Coptic oB.^e. This word is

written with purely alphabetic characters, and followed

first by the ideograph of Tooth (compare variant d), then

by the three vertical strokes indicating the plural. As
the word is very frequently found even in variants of this

^^ It might be objected that the t, in the Semitic words, is not radi-

cal [is it radical in Egyptian ?] ;
but the question cannot be solved with-

out going deeper into the matter than I can afford at present.
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very passage, witliout tlie alphabetic U, It is not unna-

tural to take tliis for the plural form. Still it is not abso-

lutely impossible that this U may represent a vowel sound

really belonging to the singular, but habitually omitted,

as in the name of ANP(u) Anubis, in col. (12) of our

text.

(15) NaHBet, (Copt. rt^.^BLl), the Neck The first

sign, a peculiar kind of bird, was, like its fellow, in

variant i, taken by Champollion for the letter N. This
value is undoubtedly true wherever it occurs, but it never

occurs without the H. Dr. Hincks has well illustrated

the use of the syllabic sign wliich occurs in several well-

known groups ; among others, one which he has identi-

fied with the name of the Biblical rs^n, Timnah.^^

(17) A-U(i), the Arms. We now come to several

groups wliich are not so satisfactorily explained as those

we have already seen. There is no doubt that the group
in col (17) signifies arms, and that these are ideographi-

cally represented.^^ But when the arm is an ideograph,
how is it to be read? Probably not with its alphabetic

value, but with that of some group of which it is found
as the determinative. It is found as that of the group
KAHU, a word the presence of which can be traced in

the compound KeXcriKe^ (the elbow), literally, the bend
of the arm. Thus, in the description of a vignette, in

the Ritual, we read of one of the figures^® that—
AU HBa eN ScheFT HeR KAHU-F AMeNTi KI HeR KAHU-F ABt.

He has the face of a sheep orer his arm of the right side (&) another over his arm of the left side.

This reading of the arm as an ideograph is retained by
Dr. Brugsch, but it has been dropped by M. de Rouge,
who, I think, first proposed it. It is certainly much
easier to see difiiculties in the way of this reading than

to defend it or any other.

(19) T'eN- [A-]T ( ?), the Elbow. The same difficulty
meets us here. The meaning of the group, or rather

double group, is clear enough. The first sign is the

syllabic hieroglyph T'eN, which we already met in col.

(1). It signifies Jlej^ure. The Lion which follows is a

66 Trans. R.I. A., vol. xxi., pi. II.. p. 155.
«7 See Plate II. (68), from Todt. c. 26.

AUeRTA-NA Re-A eR T'aT RaTti-A eR ScheMe
TTiere have been given me my mouth for speaking, my two feet for walking

AUeRTA-NA A-UI- eR SCheR
"

ChaFT-UA
Tliere have been given me two arms for overthrowing my enemies.
^^

Compare the figure Toiltonbuch, PI. LXXIX.
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determinative of the same idea.^^ The arm is used ideo-

graphically, as in the last column, and is followed by the

letter T, indicative of the feminine gender. The whole

group signifies
" bend of the arm".

(21) T'eN-RaT, the Knee. In this double group, the

Leg is used ideographically, and the whole signifies
" bend

of the leg", in opposition to Men-Rat, the part of the leg
where there is no flexure.

(23) CheT, AT(I), the Belly [{and) Spine'] (?).^
As

the syllable CheT is followed by the determinative of

limbs, there seems to be no doubt that two parts of the

body are included in this column, as well as in column

(37). "We have already met the word CheT in the

phrase
" First from the womb of NuT", but it is quite as

often applied to male personages. It occurs constantly,
from the very earhest times, on monuments representing
children by their father's side. They are called children
" eN CheT-F", as we might say

" heirs of his hody'\ Its

meaning is further determined by the phrase of people

falling
"
upon their belly", HeR CheT, in sign of adora-

tion, and perhaps still more by its being used in pictorial

representations, to designate the belly of the goddess of

Heaven. It corresponds to the Coptic ^HT, or the

Sahidic form ^KT, which is found in places of the

Scripture where the Memphitic version has rteXI.

The word ATI has for determinative, besides that of

limbs generally, a sign which has always been taken for

the ideograph of the spine. The group is found in dif-

ferent parts of the ritual, as in chap. 163, in the descrip-
tion of the vignette, where Mr. Birch translates AT-F
eM BAK, "its hack Kke a hawk". In our text the sense

back is too wide, as that part of the body comes in

the very next column. We must therefore restrict the

meaning of ATI to the spine, or look out for some other

portion of the body to which it may apply. If the deter-

minative could be supposed to represent the sternum as well

as the spine, "belly and breast" would form as good a

context with the other columns as could be desired.

(25) PeST, the Back. This word is susceptible of

several meanings, according to the determinative at the

end of the group. In the sense of hack^ it is commonly
followed by the spine^ as in a text quoted in Champolhon's
Grammar (p. 279), MeS-U HeR PeST-SeN, their chil-

^* De Rouge. Tombeau d'Ahmes, p. 157.
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dren behind their hacks. In one of the most remarkable

inscriptions known/** a sentence occurs in which PeST is

found with two of its significations
—

PeST-ek HeR PeST MuT-eK Plate U. (^63)
Thou shinest upon the back of thy mother.

It is followed in the first case by the determinative of

light, in the second by the ideograph of the spine.

(27) HeN, the Phallus. On this group I need only
remark that the second sign is syllabic, and has the value

HeN. It is preceded by its initial H, and followed by N,
as its phonetic complement. Variants of this group some-

times admit NU as a final syllable, as in T'eN-NU, col.

(1), and many others of the same form.

(29) ChePet (or, according to variant kj ChePeT-U),
the thighs.

(31) MeN-RaT, the two Legs, and") There is no

(33) RaT, the two Feet. J difficulty in re-

cognizing in col [33] the Coptic p<^T", foot, which, like

the older form of the word, seems to have been sometimes

used in the sense of legs. In MeN-Rat, the first syllable,
which signifies firm, stable, straight, is opposed to T^eN,

flexible, in T'eN-Rat, the knee.

(35) A-T-U- [?], the Hands'' [?]. Here again we have
a group of doubtful reading, and closely resembhng that

in col. (17). A good deal might be said about it, but as

I am unable to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion, I think

it better for the present to acknowledge the difficulty, and

pass on to the next column.

^^ See Rev. Arch., viii. p. 56. The Egyptians, like the Hebrews and
other ancient nations, were exceedingly fond of paronomasia. Many
examples might be quoted. Perhaps one of the most curious is that

about Horus and Typhon. Of the former it is said, Plate 11. (64) :

TeBTeB TeB eM TeB
He wounded Ti/phon in Teb. (Edfu).

See Brugsch Geograph. Inschr. (i. p. 165), who says that numerous

legends at Edfu play upon this etymology of TeB, one of the ancient

nomes of Egypt.
KTAU ReN HeSF TeN TeB eM TeB HoR TeB.

Lit. Is called the name ofthis nome TeB, from wounding Horus Typhon
i.e. from Horus wounding Typhon. Ideograpliic writing would encoiu-age

this kind of wit, as when the Greek name Arsinoe was written with the

signs ARi and SeN, the former being the ideograph of guardian, the

latter of brother, and both together implying
''

guardian of her brother".

The name of the Emperor Verus is written at Philas with three signs,

two of which (= UeR) were generally used for the notion "
Princeps".

On the Hebrew paronomasia and play on words, see Gesenius Aus-

fiihrliches Lehrgebaiide der heb. Sprache, §. 237, 238.
^' Or sides.
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(37) AK-U, AB-U (??), the Fingers and Nails. The
two groups in tliis column are distinguished from each

other by the determinative, and the sign of the plural after

the first. The first sign is the ideograph o^ finger.,
in

Coptic Te^, and is generally read TeB. I am not pre-

pared at this moment to discuss the point ;
but it seems

to me that in the Ritual the sign is generally identified

with the syllable AK, both as the determinative of that

syllable and as its initial. The initial character of the

second group is a polyphone character. It determines

groups which have apparently but little in common.

With the value AB it may be identified with €16^, a

nail. It has, however, frequently the value SaH, and

may signify hone., a meaning which may also be derived

from AB.
The even columns all begin with the Owl, which has Even

the alphabetic value M. It corresponds to the Coptic AJL,
<^olurans.

and, like that particle, interchanges with eN, as a sign of

the "
oblique cases", to use an incorrect, but consecrated,

expression. It is impossible to point out any difference

of use between these two particles when signifying
"

o/.
Particle

m, to'\ etc. Euphonic reasons, which have been assigned
®^'

for the use of one rather than the other, under certain

conditions, are really untenable. If we compare different

copies of the Ritual, we shall find that in certain places
eM is substituted for eN, and vice versa. The accurate

Peyron says^^ that in Coptic
" n plerumque ante B., JUL, c{>,

semper vero ante Tl scribitur JUL". This, at all events,
does not hold good for the hieroglyphic period of the

language. It would be easy to quote abundance of proof
to the contrary. A few well-known examples will suffice.

HRa eN BAK KI eM HRa eN PA
A face of a hawk^ the other like theface of a human being.

King Mycerinus MeS eN PeT, horn from Heaven.
And the words BAK, PA, and Pet will suggest a number
of other instances. The names of places beginning with
B or P will furnish other examples. We have Thoth, the

god, en Pnuhs " of Pnubs" and " en PselF " of ^riXKig,
Ammon en Prem " of Primis", Nepthys en Pemer, etc.

Besides indicating the cases, however, eM was employed
in several ways in which eN could not be admitted as a

grammatical equivalent. It would be altogether beyond

72 Gram. Copt., p. 49
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mj present purpose to illustrate these diiFerent uses," and
I must be content to refer tlie reader for further informa-
tion to Champollion's Grammar, and a paper of Mr. Birch,
in the Revue Archeologique of 1848.

Egyp- We now come to the names of the divinities, and it will

tholo"^^" P^^^^ps
^^ expected that I should enter upon a disserta-

tion respecting the Egyptian mythology, at least as far as

regards the nineteen gods or goddesses mentioned in our
text.

How far J am sorry to be obliged to disappoint any expectations

stood as
°^ *^^^ kind, but all persons acquainted with the subject

yet. will at once understand my reasons for declining such an

undertaking as that in question. As far as the under-

taking is a possible one at present, it has been successfully

accomplished. The Catalogue of the Egyptian Museum
of the Louvre''* contains a short but most accurate sum-

mary of the religious ideas of the Egyptians, and must be
taken as a necessary corrective to such works as Champol-
lion's Pantheon, which, like every other book written be-

fore much progress had been made in hieroglyphic deci-

pherment, is full of errors. Sir G. Wilkinson's book on
the Ancient Egyptians contains a most important conti-

nuation of the work begun by Champollion, and Mr. Birch
has enriched his "

Gallery of Antiquities in the British

Museum" with translations of very many hieroglyphic
texts referring to the deities described by him. Besides

these works,^^ it would be unjust not to mention two

others, which, although not written by professed Egypto-

logists, will give a very fair notion of the present state of

our knowledge with respect to Egyptian mythology. The
first of these is Duncker's " Geschichte des Alterthums";
the second is Dr. Dollinger's

" Heidenthum and Juden-

thum". The latter work, in particular, is of a wonderful

accuracy.
^' I have already quoted the phrase Aux em schera—"

I was a child".

In Plate II. (69), we have this passage from the Ritual:

HA-NA eM HeR HeMSe-NA eM PTaH NeChT-NA eM
I stood like Horus, I sat like Ptah, I conquered like

Thut T'eSeR-NA eM TuM ScheMe-Na eM RaT-UA, T'aT-NA
Thoth, I lorded it like Turn, I walked with my feet^ I spoke
eM RoA
with my mouth.

^* Notice Sommaire des Monuments Egyptiens exposes dans les Gaie-
ties du Musee du Louvre, par le Vicomte Emmanuel de Rouge.

^^ I have not mentioned Brugsch's Geography, because it is not pro-

fessedly or principally concerned with the mythology ;
but its immense

importance in the study of the mythology cannot be too highly esti-

mated. I am indebted to it for a great deal of what follows.
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It must not however be forgotten that our present know-

ledge of the subject, however extensive and accurate as

far as it goes, is but superficial, and that the sources of it

have but begun to be explored. Any one who will take

the texts translated in Birch's Gallery of Antiquities as a

sufficient basis for speculation, is sure to arrive at false con-

clusions. Analogies and other processes of reason which
hold good in other cases, break down here. We find

Amen-Ra called SuTeN NuTeRU, "
king of the gods"

(70); Ptah is ATF NuTeRU, father of the gods (71);
HaTHoR is NeBT Pe HoNT To, Domina cceli directrix

mundi, nay Jwnt nuteru neb,
" mistress of all the gods"

(72). Another divinity "made the Heaven" ARi Pe

(73). Another is self-created, ChePeR T^eTF (74).
From these and many other texts, it might be possible to

draw up a perfectly consistent and harmonious view, until

we came across other texts where Nun is called " the

father of the gods'V^ or Un-nefr, the "
king of the gods", Its Con-

or where the other expressions just quoted are applied to ^f^^^<^-

other personages. We gain nothing by generahzing such

expressions, unless we can at the same time generalize an

individual fact. Horus is son of the goddess Hathor, but

he is also son of Isis. Are we to conclude that Isis and
Hathor are the same person? This may be good logic,
and it would lead us to identify Seb, the father of Isis,

with Ra, the father of Hathor
;
but when one text says

that Horus was born in Cheb, and another that he was
bom in Tattu, it is impossible to identify one of these

towns with the other. We may have recourse to the ex-

pedient of supposing different versions to exist of the same

fact, in which case we are sometimes likely to meet these

different versions in the same text, and finish by finding
out that Horus was not only one person but several, and.

that he might, without losing his individuality, be the
son of each of the goddesses of the Pantheon." The per-

sonahty of Hathor was as manifold^^ as that of Horus, and
in general each god may be said to have enjoyed nearly
as many distinct personalties as there were towns in

which he was worshipped. One of the most striking

'^ Todt. 141 3.
" See Plate'lf. (75). HoE-U NeB-U eN To-KeNS—" The Horus

gods, the lords of Nubia".—(From Prisse, Monuments, pi. xxi. 24).
Mr. Birch translates this the " three Horus lords" etc. Unless there be
a special reason for the number three, I prefer the indefinite plural.

7» Plate II. (76). IlaT-HoR-U . . . AM-U TeP—" The Hathor
goddesses inhabiting the town of 7t;p".—(From Brugsch, Taf. L. 1404).
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Its local peculiarities of the Egyptian mythology is its local

tejf'^^*^'
character. Every god was connected with some locality,
and his name was commonly foUowed by a phi-ase indi-

Tech- C2,ting this relationship. A deity was said to be Neb
nicai -^ht, "Lord of Abydos", Hent en Senem, "mistress of Se-
terma nem", fent (78) Sechem^ "dweller in Sechem", her-het

HonshTp (^^)' ^'?^' "presiding (deity) of Thebes", am (81), Se-

between sennu, "inhabiting HermopoHs", sometimes only the par-
gods and tide eM (or eN) was interposed between the name of the
cities.

gQ^ ^^^ ^Yiat of the town, as Anup em Sechem^
"Anubis of

Sechem", Nit em Sau, "Neith of Sais", sometimes one or

more epithets were added, as aa (84) or ur the mighty,
mench the beneficent, as the august: sometimes the name
of an animal (a bull, a lion, a ram, etc.), with which the

god was identified, e.g. ur-t ur-u en Haatef^ "Neith the

mightiest of the mighty ofHaatif
"

; Nehuut aat mencli-t en

Pe-chnum, "N. the mighty one, the evspyirig of Pech-

num", p-ka aa ur as her-het Matu,
" the most mighty (and)

august Bull presiding over Matu".^* Special titles were

given to deities according to the place in which they were

worshipped. Osiris was called Che " the child" in Thebes,
ur "the great one" in Heliopolis, ati "the king" in Mem-
phis. Every town had a cycle of divinities, Pa NuTeRU,
PL II. (83) (Tvvvaovg Oeovg ;

besides other gods who were
not included in the cycle. It frequently happened that

in one town the same god was worshipped under difier-

ent attributes or as coming from two or more localities.

Thus in the remarkable inscription^" on the exorcism of

the princess ofBachtan, we find the god Chons, worshipped
at Thebes under two titles, Chons em T'ama nefr hotep,

i.e., "Chons in Thebes, perfect in his repose (?)", and
Chons p-ari sechen em T'ama, i.e., "Chons executing
counsels in Thebes". The god of perfect tranquillity is

entreated by the king of Egypt to turn liis face towards

the god who executes counsels, and to give him his divine

virtue. "And by the most extraordinary grace Chons in

Thebes perfect in his repose gave his virtue four times to

Chons in Thebes executing counsels". We read of Set

the god of Senu, Set of Uau, Set of Un, and Set of Mem.
Other forms of Set are found, but the four just mentioned
are spoken of in one inscription as children of Tmn. On
the diiferent forms of Osiris alone, unmistakeably one god

'^
Brugsch's Geography, passim.

80 Translated by Birch, Trans. R. S of Lit., vol. IV., and de Rouge,
Etude sur une stele Egyptienne.
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and yet many, a volume might be written. But until we
have read a vast number of texts which still remain to be

deciphered, any work professing to give a philosophic
view of Egyptian mythology must be condemned as pre-

mature. It will, then, I hope, be understood why the

following remarks on the names of the Egyptian divini-

ties mentioned in our text are confined to the illustration

of that text, and chiefly with reference to its decipher-
ment.

[Col. 2] Nun ? This group is composed of the fol- Names

lowing signs:
—

1st, Three vases; 2nd, An ideograph of of deities

the sky, often painted blue, and studded with stars ; 3rd,

Three straight lines
; 4th, The figure of a god. Of these

the god is the determinative of divinities generally. The

straight lines are put in cursive writing for the waved lines

representing water, and constitute the ideograph of that

element. It is not difficult to understand that "celestial

waters" are imphed in the combinatian of the two ideo-

gi-aphs. The three vases, which are also ideographic, are

generally read Nun, and supposed to correspond to the

Coptic rtOTn abyss, the whole group signifying the "ce-

lestial abyss of waters". This, however, is one of those

readings which requires to be subjected to fresh criti-

cism.

Lest this uncertainty as to the reading of the first god in

our text should seem discouraging, it may be as well to

say that it is the only one about which a doubt can exist.

And to persons more advanced in the study than I, the

reading may, perhaps, be free from all doubt.

(4) RA. The name of this god is written first with

the sign of the Sun (Coptic pH), which is the ideograph
of Ra, and then by the alphabetic signs R and A, its pho-
netic complements. Representations of this deity, and of
several others of our text, will be found in Birch's "

Gallery
of Antiquities".

(6) HaT-HoR. The name of this goddess is here

expressed by the hawk, ideographic of Horus in the sign
of a house. This latter sign has for phonetic equivalents
the signs H -\- T, giving us the word HaT, of which T
is, perhaps, not radical but the feminine termination. We
have already had occasion to speak of the variants (60)
and (61) of the name of Hathor. Plutarch was aware
that this name signified the "abode of Horus".

(8) AP-HeR-U. The first sign of the name Ap-heru
represents two horns, and as it is frequently accompanied
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by tKe alphabetic signs A and P (sometimes P only),^' it

was very naturally supposed for some time to have the

syllabic value Tap corresponding to the Coptic TA.IT, a
horn. As the A, however, is always written before the

sign, it is still more natural to suppose that letter to be the
initial one. The next sign represents a road, and is pro-
nounced HeR or HoR. This value is undoubted, as ap-

pears in variants of the names of Horus, Anhur, etc. The
triple repetition of the sign gives us the value HeR-U.
This whole name signifies "guide of the ways". Ap-heru"''
is a form of Anubis, and we find an Ap-heru Res, "guide
of the paths of the south", and an Ap-heru Mehi, "guide
of the paths of the north".

(10) FeNT SeCheM, "the dweUer in Sechem". We
have already met the first sign in col. (9), where it ap-

pears as the ideograph of FeNT(I), the nose. It is re-

placed in variant g, and in countless other places, by a sign
which may be proved to have exactly the same value.

The T which follows it here is a phonetic complement.
The word SeCheM which follows is easily read, as it is

made up of three purely alphabetic hieroglyphs, but it is

followed by three ideographic signs. The last of these

which precedes the sitting figure of a god is the determi-

native of cities. It is found again in col. (20) after the

name of Sais, and in col. (22) after that of Ker. The sign
before it is the ideograph of dwellings, and is frequently

put after the names of towns, villages, and other dwelhng
places. The sign preceding the two last is an ideographic

sign of negation or repulsion commonly attached as a de-

terminative to the word CheM. This last word is found

at the end of the fourth line of the Rosetta inscription

(with the two determinatives just spoken of) in the place
where the Greek has vaovg. The sense ofsanctuary

"
ady-

tum" suits a multitude of passages in hieroglyphic texts

where the word occurs, and the ideographic sign of repul-
sion most probably expresses the same notion as that of

the Greek aSurov, ajdarov. Whether there be any ety-

mological connection between Chem in this sense and the

city of Sechem (Letopolis), I am unable to say. It fre-

quently happens that syllables which require certain deter-

®i In the title of an ancient personage (Lepsius, Denkmaler, Ab. II.,

Bl. 85) the horns are followed in one instance by T and P. A variant of

the title in the same tomb places, however, the T after the P.
^'^ This name is not to be confounded with that of Ap-er-hu which is

given to Thoth as god of Hisoris. Brugsch, Geog. In sch. I. p. 216.
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minatives when they are independent words, retain those

determinatives when they enter into the composition of

words belonging to another range of ideas.

The words FeNT SeCheM "dweller in Sechem", ge-

nerally apply to Horus, who is also called the "Lord of

Sechem", though other gods were worshipped in that city,
which Dr. Brugsch has identified with Letopolis. One of

the forty-two assessors of Osiris in the judgment of the

dead is called ARi-UF eM URT (lit.
his eyes in flame)

PiR eM SeCheM, "appearing in Sechem".

(12) ANPu. This is the well known God Anubis,
the son of Osiris. The final vowel is often expressed and
as often omitted. It is probable that it was pronounced
before not after the P.

(14) SeLK. In many variants (as A) the name of

the goddess, or of the town ^eXjctc? which derived its

name from her, are followed by the figure of a scorpion^
as a determinative. The goddess herself is represented
mth this emblem upon her head.

(16) HeSe NuTeR-T. The goddess Isis. We have

already discussed the phonetic value of the Chair, which

expresses the name of Isis. The two next signs are ideo-

graphic of goddesses, as I have abeady said, and the seg-
ment here loses its phonetic value by its union with the

Egg. Dr. Lepsius, however, denies this, and says that

the T should invariably be read after all names of queens
and goddesses. It seems to me, however, very difficult

to carry out this rule, which is easy enough in cases like

Hese-t, but not so in those of Hathor, Selk, Nit, Nut, and
others that might be cited.

After the word Hese^ and the two signs which follow

it, we have the hatchet=NuTeR, followed by its pho-
netic complements T and R, and a final T, expressive of
the feminine gender.
. (18) Ba NeB TaTu. " The Ram Lord of Tatu", or

TuT. The first two signs, we have already seen, corres-

pond in the variants (39) and (40) to the B in Sebastos,
and they are here written together in virtue of the

double orthography current among the ancient Egyp-
tians. The Ram is often put by itself, to express the
idea contained in our text. The next sign, which is

the last but one in the proper name Nechta/ie^f was,
from a very early period, recognized by Champollion as

the ideograph of the notions all (Coptic Itl^, n:ifi.ert)

and lord (Coptic HhS.).
" It enters also", he says,

11. 25
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**

phonetically" [that is, of course, syllahicallyf^
" into

the composition of names".

The name Tatu, here followed by the determinative of

towns, is written in different ways [see variants {f<^) and

(87)], from a comparison of which** it is not difficult to

ascertain the value of the initial characters, which appears
to have been TaT. . It represents what used to be called

a Nilometer, but was, in fact, a mystical emblem, signifi-
cant of stabihty, not necessarily peculiar to kings or gods,
but often buried with the dead as a talisman, according to

the prescriptions of the Ritual.^^ One of the important
ceremonies of the Egyptians consisted in "

raising the

Tat". The U, which is often written at the end of the

name Tatu, is, in one of the variants, placed in the middle
of the word, and was, no doubt, pronounced there. TuT,
in this case, would be a more correct transcription than

that commonly adopted. We need not now inquire where
this city was situated, or discuss the rival claims of This
or Mendes. There is no doubt, however, that it was an

extremely important town,^*^ and its name occurs particu-

larly in all texts relating to the dead, or to Osiris, who was

worshipped here under the form of the " Ram Lord of

Tut". In this form, however, he was one of "ihe
children of Tum", and " the eldest of his brethren", a

totally different family from that of Seb and Nut.

(20) NiT NeB SaU, Neith Lady of Sais. The name
of Neith, which is generally expressed by the Shuttle, is

sometimes alphabetically determined, as in the variant

(90), where the letter N and T accompany the Shuttle.

Sais is written with four signs, including the determina-

tive of cities, first the alphabetic S, as a double of the

®' The example he gives (Diet. p. 403 sqq.) explains his meaning
clearly enough, iVeireds, iVe^>ounnounf, Pone6sar, iVe6enchari, Nebti.

If this be not admitting a syllabic value for a hieroglyphic sign, I do
not know what is. Yet the value Neb for the very sign in question is

one of those syllabic values which CharapoUion's disciples are said to

have stolen from Dr. Seyflarth. See the Gram. JEgypt. p. xhv. of the
writer just mentioned.

®* The last variant in (86) is given on the authority of Lepsius and

(87) on that of Brugsch. The others are frequent enough.
85 See Plate II. (88). TaT eN NuB MeNch HeR CheT

a Tat of gold, made out of the trunk

eN NeH-U eRTA eR CheCh eN Chu
oj" Sycamore, placed at the throat of the dead.

lb. (89). HeB SeHa TaT = Feast of raising the Tat. Cf. Todten-
buch c. 18.

86 Plate II. (77). NoK HoR PiR eM TTU ST'eR eM ABT
lam JHorus born in Tattu buried in Abydos,
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Goose (
= S) wliich follows, and after tliese two tlie alpha-

betic U.

{22) NeB KeR, the Lord of Ker. The determinative

of cities follows the sign of two arms holding a mace and

shield. The latter sign appears as the ideograph of the

word KeR, to fight, and also of the city so called. The
famous city of Ker was situated in the Delta, though it

is impossible at present to say in what part. Nor is it

possible to say who was the " Lord of Ker" in our text.

We only know that Osiris, Ap-heru and other gods had a

local worship in the town, and that the Nile is called
*' father of the gods of Ker".

(24) SeT Ki-T'aT TeT. Set^ otherwise called Thoth.

Here we have first the alphabetic letters S and T, then the

ideograph of the word SeT, a rock . "The block of

stone", says Mr. Birch,
"

is introduced because the name
of the god was pronounced in the same manner as Set,

the rock". The two next signs come together extremely
often in the Todtenbuch. If we look at the correspond-

ing passages in other copies of the Ritual, for instance

that published in the 2nd vol. of the Description de

I'Egypte, we shall find our two signs replaced by the va-

riant (91) which gives us the well known words KI Ta'T,
aliter dictus. The Ibis on a standai-d is the well known

ideograph of the god Thoth, whom the Greeks identified

with Hermes.

(26) PaChT. The reading of this divine name is

beyond all doubt, as the first sign of it is in many cases re-

placed by the alphabetic P, and the other two signs are

alphabetic. It would, however, be false reasoning to argue
that the first sign is equivalent to the first letter of Pacht's

name. It is an ideographic character, and cannot, as far

as I am aware, be proved to have the value of P in any
other name than that of the lion-headed goddess.

(28) HeSARi, Osiris.

(30) ARi(T)-HoR. Ari-hor, Ht. the Eye of Horus.
The stroke which occurs twice in this name,^^ once under
the Eye and again behind the Hawk (= Horus), is not

phonetic or even ideograpliic. It is employed chiefly for

the purpose of filhng up a vacant space, squaring or har-

monizing the appearance of hieroglyphic groups, and

avoiding confusion between successive groups. In this

way it sometimes accidentally acquires a quasi-ideographic
^^
Compare the variant (93). (92; is the ordinary mode of represent-

ing the goddess. See Sharpe, Eg. Inser. PI. 51.

25 b
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use. Thus in the passage (55) already quoted, we are en-

abled to distinguish the right reading Ro eN NeCheN from
another possible one ReN eN CheN. Dr. Bmgsch has
thrown most light on the subject of the goddess here called

the ' '

Eye ofHorus". On the Mettemich stele we read (94)

HoR, AMeNT ARi(T)-K eM SU ABT ARi(T)-K eM TaFNuT
Horus, thy left eye is Su, thy right eye is Tafnut,
MeSU PU eNTRA.
the children are they of Ra.

As the latter of these divinities alone is female we may
conclude (if conclusions may be allowed upon such a sub-

ject) that Tafnut is the goddess intended in col. (30) of
our text.

(32) NuT. This goddess is the wife of Seb, and mo-
ther of Isis and Osiris. The letters NT are followed by
the ideograph of the sky. As this sign is omitted in va-

riants,®^ there is no reason for supposing it to be used here

phonetically. The three other signs have already been

explained.

(34) PTaH. This name consists only of alphabetic

signs followed by the determinative.

(36) HaRScheF. None of the signs here require

any notice except that of the Sheep's head (or face) de-

termining the group Harschef, wliich literally signifies
"
sheep's face". The good Harschef, whom there is every

reason for identifying with the ^Ap(Ta(priQ of Plutarch, is

represented on monuments with the Ram's head, exactly
as the ancients describe Jupiter Ammon.

(38) ARA-U ANCh-U, the living urceus (divinities).

In the year 1827 ChampoUion gave a translation of our

text, or at least of one very like it, and he concluded from
it that each limb of the deceased was dedicated to some

Egyptian divinity. This conclusion did not necessarily
follow from his translation " Ses yeux appartiennent a la

deesse Hathor"; "ses pieds appartiennent a Phta", or

the more Hteral and accurate "Les oreilles . . . sont a
Macedo-Dieu". Too literal a sense cannot be given to

these passages which describe metamorphoses undergone
by the deceased. " His face is the face of Ka",

" his eyes
are the eyes of Hathor",

" his feet are the feet of Ptah".

A considerable part of the Ritual is taken up with an ac-

See among others Brugsch, Taf, xlix, 1324.
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count of a series of transformations still more wonderful.

In one chapter**^ the deceased says (95, b)

NoK SeSchiN UBeN PiR eM AHE-U RA
/ {am) the lotus pure, springing in the fields of Ra.

In another chapter of '

making transformations as a cro-

codileV** he says (96).

NoK RaM eN HoR Aa eM KeMUR.
/ (am) the fish of Horus, the great {god) of Kenmr.

In another (95, a)

NoK ChoNSU TeR TeNTeN NeBU
I {am) Chons destroying all rebels.

In chapter 79—
NoK TuM ARi(T) Pe .... ChePeR SaTI NeB
/ {am) Turn who makes heaven, .... creating all the generations
cNTI MeS NuTeR-U ChePeRT'eTeF NeB ANCh
which give birth to the gods, self-created, the Lord of Life^

SeHat' PA NuTeR-U
giving light to the cycle of the gods.

In other chapters the deceased assumes other forms

(those, for instance, of the gods Ptah and Ra), and in

chap. 87, he declares himself to be the " soul of the

world".

Some persons will at once exclaim: "Why, this is

simply Pantheism!" Pantheism it certainly is, but we
do not gain much in being able to predicate of the Egyp-
tian religion a name which adds nothing to the informa-

tion we abeady possess on the subject, and is equally

capable of being predicated of systems and modes of

thought springing from totally difierent origins, developed

according to different laws, and hardly exhibiting a single

phenomenon in common with the theology of the " Book
of the Dead".

That theology, such as it is, will not much longer
remain a mystery. The progress made within late years
in hieroglyphic decipherment and interpretation, may be
estimated by the fact that Bunsen begins the third volume
of his Egypt with promising a complete translation (by
Mr. Birch) of the Todtenbuch, of which he had a few

®'
c. 81. 2. Compare the vignette and the rubric above it. Ro eN

ARi-T ChePeR-U eM SeSchIN, i.e.,
*'

Chapter of making transforma-
tions in the form of a lotus". For some of these references, as indeed
for many others, I am indebted to Mr. Birch. See Rev. Arch., v. 6i0.

^0
c. 88, 2.
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years before most emphatically declared that no living
man was capable of translating a single section. Mr.
Birch would not have allowed such a promise to be made
if he were not perfectly able to fulfil it. There is no
doubt that when his translation appears, many passages of
it may call forth the objections of competent critics, but
the discussion will certainly not turn upon its general ac-

curacy, and even scholars much inferior to Mr. Birch may
be enabled through his labours to correct oversights or in-

accuracies of detail.

Art. IV.—An Essay upon the Date of the Booh of Job.

By Very Rev. John Canon Morris.

Apparent HPHERE are some controversies which have lasted so

hopeless- JL long, that it looks like a mixture of fooHshness and
ness of of presumption to say anything with a view to settling

ject.^"

"

t^^J^- The question, at what time Job lived, is a ques-
tion which to many readers will doubtless appear to in-

volve a controversy of this nature. This is not the ques-
tion upon which it is proposed directly to enter here:

the question we are about to discuss is, at what time the

Book of Job was written, and not at what time the man
Job lived. If, in discussing the former question, we do

anything towards settling the latter, it must be remem-
bered that it will only be done incidentally. Of course,

the greater approximations we make to knowing the date

of an author, the better position shall we be in for under-

standing the drift of his book, the circumstances to

which he makes his characters allude, the anachronisms

he would be guilty of if he put into their mouths things
later than the age he intended them to belong to, and the

unfitness of quotations taken from authors who lived long
after the date he meant to represent. Still the questions
are two questions : the age of the author is one thing, and

the age of his hero (so to call him) is another. But even

our attempt to decide the age of the author of the Book
of Job will seem to many readers to involve an inter-

minable question. Surely, it will be thought, the data

upon which such a decision can be founded have been so

long before the world, that, if any really reliable decision

could be formed, it must long ago have been discovered.
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A man who pretends to come to a conclusion upon sucli

a subject, must, it will be urged, be either foolish or pre-

sumptuous.

I. Bearing of critical science upon the question.

2. Nevertheless, as there are people who have dis- Critical

cussed the Book of Job without possessing even the com- nature of

monest knowledge of Hebrew, it does not seem absurd to
^^'"^'^^^^

.
&

. ,
'

. , • 1 • upon,

express a conviction, that as m other cases, so m this,

folly and presumption admit of degrees : the conclusions

here come to are at least results from the study of the ori-

ginal Hebrew. The question, when the author lived,

must be of some weight in deciding the drift and inten-

tion of the Book. And this question is a purely critical

question, as much as the question when Galen, or Athe-

n33us, or Lucian lived. It must be decided, if it can be
decided at all, by a study of the original texts, the phrase-

ology employed, the events alluded to, or the authors

quoted in either of these cases A critical question, in

fact, is a question to be decided by the observation of

certain phenomena ;
and although a man who has some of

the cognitions requisite for observing those phenomena
may easily overrate his powers, it seems quite certain that

the man who has none of them must be as a blind man

arguing about colour. A critical question is to a great

degree parallel with any scientific question : as utter igno-
rance of chemistry disqualifies a man from discussing a

mineralogical question, so does utter ignorance of Hebrew

disqualify a man from discussing the date (or consequently
the drift) of the book before us. But directly we begin
to regard the question as a critical or a scientific question,
it will appear possible for a person possessed of limited

attainments in Hebrew to observe and to group phe-
nomena which have not struck others. It is no more

presumptuous, in such a case, to think one sees a critical

matter in a new light, than it is to think that one sees a

scientific matter in a new light. Men of greater critical,

or greater scientific powers, may prove that light to be an

ignis fatuus; but they will hardly accuse one of sheer

folly and presumption, if they find one not wholly igno-
rant of the data upon which alone a conclusion can be

arrived at.

3. But it is with criticism as with other sciences : ex- Extrane-

traneous prepossessions and a desire of ulterior results ous pre-

warp the mind, and the scientific man is often condemned P^^^^^-
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siona by unscientific judges. A jury ofcritics too is not the only
against tribunal before whicli an aimer at criticism must expect to

of ij^
have his merits tried. Yet in a case like the present it is

surely clear, that, until we have decided, as well as we
can, the purely critical question,

" when did the author of

this book live", we are not at all in a fair position for

drawing any ulterior conclusions from the contents of the

book. To take a parallel case,
—a writer on liturgical an-

tiquities might draw certain ulterior conclusions from the

works known as the Clementines or the Areopagitica ;
it

is his business to do so. But it is not his business, nor the

business of any science but that of criticism, to determine

at what period those books were probably composed.
Criticism must hand over to other sciences conclusions

which they may or may not see fit to use
;
but criticism

must come at those conclusions by its own principles,
much as chemistry, or geology, or astronomy come to con-

clusions about matter, or the Deluge, or the caelum em-

pyrasum. Whether the adept in any other science Hkes
these conclusions or not, is nothing to the critic

;
he has no

infalhble principles to go by ;
he gives the results of a

human science in a certain stage of advancement, which
results posterity may possibly overthrow. But he, as a

critic, has a right to see that criticism has fair play, has a

right to see that his conclusions are not set aside simply
and solely on the strength of prepossessions extraneous to

his own science. To put the matter in an English way,
he may claim at least to be tried by his peers.

Apparent
^* Pr^possessions of this sort are sometimes local. In

origin of this part of the world, the dominant opinion about the
them to Book of Job perhaps is, in spite of a few learned dis-
^ °"°

claimers, that both the person of Job and the author of

the book are of remote and patriai'chal antiquity. The

probable source of this opinion is to be found in an addi-

tion made to the end of the book by the Greek version,

commonly called the Septuagint. From this source the

opinion flooded^ all such commentators as had no know-

ledge at all, or a very slender one, of the original Hebrew.
To identify Job and Jobab as the Septuagint does, is to

practise upon the ignorance of a person who knows

nothing of Hebrew letters or etymologies. Yet this is the

remotest date to which that opinion can be referred. But
as that version bears throughout the book the most im-

' See Pererius in Genes., p. 859.
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mistakeable marks of critical inaccuracy, a critic, as such,

cannot attach any weight to an historical opinion which it

incidentally expresses. Neither will it in his eyes be of

any avail to say, that unless the Alexandrian translator had
some clear tradition to that effect, he never would have

identified Job and Jobab. Because the critic will reply, in the

that while he does see positive inaccurateness through-
Alexan-

out the version, he does not know what particular object ^"jg^Q„

the author of that part ofthe Greek version might have had
for making such a statement

;
but that he is sure that the

original was (what a critic would call) tampered with by
such persons in other cases, to suit an Alexandrian pub-
he, e.g.^ when

"
angel of the great council" is put for " coun-

sellor, mighty God^\ It should, however, be observed,
that this apparently continued to be an Alexandrian view,
if Ecclesiasticus does not give Job a place among Jewish

saints. On Tobias, see below, §. 38. But it is strictly
within the province of criticism to point out how men,
who believed the Septuagint inspired, would adopt and

propagate an opinion on a mere historical question, no-

ways authorized by the original. We ought, says Aris-

totle, not only to point out the true, but the origin of the

false view
; for, to do this, contributes to the confirmation

of the true. A critic, as such, must go by the ' Hebrew re-

ality', as even the Fathers call it: to discuss the nature

and extent of different kinds of inspiration is a thing

entirely out of his province.
5. Let us then proceed to the question with a firm

conviction, that truth by whatever source it be arrived at

can never ultimately clash with truth. But let us re-

member also another sage remark of the Stagyrite, that

we must not expect mathematical demonstrations where

nothing but moral certainty is to be had. If, on the one Moral

hand, it is as absurd to go to uncritical ages or extra- certainty

neous sciences for an opinion upon a purely critical ques- ^oggf^ig

tion, as to consult the College of Surgeons about a dis- in the

puted will : on the other, it is also absurd to quarrel with case,

criticism, because its results are not absolute certainties.

In the case before us, perhaps, every single proof which
is advanced admits of being combated, if a person will

persist in looking at them singly, and isolating them;
their strength lies in their combined force. Yet, though
all men have heard, when children, of the old man and
the bundle of sticks, many men, when grown old, forget
to apply the lesson which it teaches, and to reflect that
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items weak in themselves, may yet, when taken together,
be incapable of being broken. The state of opinion then

among us, in regard to the book before us, forms a local

prepossession against a person who attempts to handle the
matter

critically, strong enough, it is conceived, to justify
this prelude to what we have to offer.

General ^- I^ treating this question, men have sometimes in-

likeii- dulged by far too much in considering what might have

Jewish^

*
been, to the neglect of what is Hkely to have been,

origin.

" J^h might have talked pure Hebrew in the days of

Melchizedek", would be a statement of which this remark
would hold good. But this is not likely: and here we mean
to rule our course by what seems likely. Now there is

not (it is believed) one atom of trustworthy evidence that

any nation but the Jewish nation ever spoke or wrote in

the Jews' language, as it is called in Isaias, xxxvi. Him-

jaritic, Palmyrene, Abyssinian, Babylonish, Punic, and
even Etruscan,^ inscriptions have attracted the notice of

Semitic scholars. Of all the Semitic dialects, none pro-

bably came so near to the Hebrew as the Punic (see
Mover's Punisch. T. im Plautus, p. 5

; Opferwesen der

Karthager, p. 16
; and Renan. Hist, des L. Semit., p. 178

;

Augustin c. lit. Petil., ii. §. 239, Punicae hnguse consona

alia Hebraaa permulta, et pene omnia). Yet, if both Punic
and Hebrew were the offspring of an earlier Canaanitish

language, the Punic we have contains abundant marks of

having become so distinct from Hebrew, that it is pro-
bable that an unlearned Jew would not have understood

it. And this will seem truer, if we reflect that, on viewing

cognate languages from a distance, either of time or of

linguistic character, we are apt to overrate similarities

and to underrate dissimilarities, so that Hebrew and Sy-

riac, for example, appear to us far more alike than they
would to an Arab or an Ethiopian. But even supposing
that some unknown tribe might have written and spoken
as beautiful Hebrew as that m wliich the book of Job is

Illustra- composed, still the Hkely thing is, that a book written in

tions good Hebrew is the work of a Jew. If we could draw
®^^*^-

up from the bottom of the Mediterranean a Greek MS.,

*
Steinschneider, Hebr. Bibliog. p. 120, laughs at Stickel's essay, Das

Etruskische, etc. : here it is alluded to as usefully bringing together

various specimens of the rare Semitic forms, even if it be ein hochst

ungliickliches Versuch. See also Zeit. der deutsche morgenl. Gesells.,

xiii. p 289.
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who would say, it
'

might have
'

been written by Cicero,

Hanno, or Cleopatra? The presumption surely would

be, that it was the work of a Greek. No man who
read Cecile or The Pervert, or Madame de Bonne-

ville, would be justified in assuming that the first might
have been written by a French gentleman, and the latter

by an English lady. A posteriori evidence can compel
us to come to such a conclusion; internal evidence in

some cases might induce us to adopt it
;
but when we

have not a posteriori evidence to compel us, and not suffi-

cient internal evidence to induce us, to adopt such a con-

clusion, the "
likely" thing is, that an Enghsh book is the

work of one who speaks the English language, and a

French book the work of one who speaks the French

language. In a similar way, as we only know of one

nation who spoke the Jews' language, the likely thing is,

that a book written in that language is the work of a

Jew. When other considerations have fairly driven us

from that hypothesis, then, and then only, may we fairly

give up this presumption and speculate as to what

"might be".

7. From the category of such other considerations
jg jj^j ^^

ought rigidly to be excluded mere negative proofs, and be set

by mere negative proofs are meant such as are not used ^^^<^^
.^y

simply as confirmations of positive objections to making evfdence.

Job a
pious

Jew. If beliefs, customs, phraseological

peculiarities, and the like details, which go to show that

Job was not a Jew, can be mustered in sufficient force to

overpower the numerous details which go the other way,
then negative proofs will be of weight as confirmatory
evidence. But you cannot argue, for instance, that if

Job were a Jew, he would have spoken about the Sab-

bath. For nobody supposes that the Psalms are not the

work of Jews; and yet, as St. Augustine (in Ps., xxxvii.

2) has shrewdly noticed, the Psalms nowhere mention the

Sabbath
; though, in a body of devotional compositions by

very different authors, one surely might have expected
such a markedly Jewish institution to have been noticed.

Of circumcision the same might perhaps be urged.

Merely negative proofs, then, will go for very little, or for

nothing at all. It will be our business by and by to

show the untenableness of some views supposed to afford

positive proof that Job was no Jew; but here we are n

simply anxious to prevent the adverse influence ofmerely
negative grounds upon the position already taken up,
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wliich is this, tKat the presumption is, that a book writ-

ten in pure Hebrew is the work of a Jew.
External 8. It should also be distinctly urged here, that no-

orslna^? thing whatever like external evidence exists to show that

use in either author or hero belonged to a patriarchal age.
this case. Vague, nonsensical, and sometimes palpably absurd tra-

ditions, furnished by Arabs and others, are really not for

a moment deserving of consideration as external evidence ;

still less can they be set off against clear internal proofs
of a later date. It is to the book itself, and to the nimae-

rous lights thrown upon it by the rest of Jewish litera-

ture, to which we must look for anything like reliable

conclusions. The actual inspection of the actually used

Hebrew words can alone either originate ideas as to its

probable date, or put one in a fair position for carrying
them out when once they have suggested themselves. No
amount of unauthorized traditions, or of negative proofs,
will justify the neglect to look into these minutiae, which
would unquestionably tally with the statements the former

suggest, if the former held within them any approxi-
mation to the truth. But these minutiae, as we hope will

be made perfectly clear, lead us to adopt a date for the

book in perfect accordance with the only clear external

evidence which we possess about its
" hero".

The book 9. People have been found so bent upon considering
not a what "

might have" been the case, that they have thought
transia-

^^^ -^^^^ u
jj^igi^t have" been translated by Solomon out

of Syriac. It Avants more of the patience of Job than of

the wisdom of Solomon, to deal with dreamers of this

sort. However, we shall in the sequel take occasion to

say a few words upon the hypothesis of a translator, as the

composer of the present text. Here that hypothesis is

simply noticed as a dream, which indeed would, if it

were true, destroy the general presumption to which we
have adverted, to wit, that a book written in good He-
brew is presumptively the work of a Jew. But it may
be added, that the whole course of argument hereinafter

adopted will probably, without any eifort distinctly di-

rected to that end, entirely remove from the reader's

mind any lurking suspicion that the book is a translation.

When we have got through that course of argument,
then we shall be able, without an effort, briefly to enforce

the impracticableness of such a theory.

tion.
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11. Argument from national peculiarities in the use of
the verb and absence of archaisms.

10. But let us proceed to strengthen the presumption use of

abeadj advanced, by such argmnents as come to hand, the'^ten-

Now each language has, like each man, an individuality
^®*"

of its own. This individuality shows itself commonly, ^.j^g a„.

not in mere words and names, but in some marked syn- thor for

tactical peculiarities, the free and natural use of which ^ '^^^ •

peculiarities occurring in any author always renders it

probable
—not certain, but probable—that that author is a

native. If, therefore, the author of the Book of Job can

be shown to use such and such marked peculiarities of

the Jews' language, this will add probability to the pre-

sumption that the author of it was a Jew. If those pecu-
liarities are, furthermore, such as it is very hard to find

European counterparts to, the critic will consider it as

next to certain that in ages when nothing was known of

comparative grammar, the author was very Hkely to have

been made by Europeans to say things which he did not

mean. It will be directly pertinent, then, to our present

purpose to speak pretty fully upon the peculiarities here

alluded to, and we must not be thought to be digressing
from our subject, if we do so at some length. We do it double

in order that the translation of passages given by and by f^^^^J^-

may not appear to be arbitrary, as well as for what is here cussing

our direct purpose to show—namely, that the use of the them.

Hebrew tenses in the Book of Job, helps, as far as a

national pecuharity can, to prove our author to have been
a Jew. This is, of course, only one of the lower links in

our chain of argument ;
if it does fail to convince by itself,

it may look diiferently when some of the higher Unks
have been examined. They may hold it on to themselves

by magnetic attraction, so to say, even if they are not

mechanically united to it
;
for as there is a cast of features

which we call a Jewish cast of features, and which is of

some weight in proving a man to be a Jew, when other

things leading to the same conclusion are not absent
;
so

there is a peculiarity in the Jews' language which, in this

case, helps to prove that the author was a Jew.
11. Now, it shall frankly be confessed that a variety of

versions, both ancient and modem, use the so-called He-
brew "

tenses" quite ad libitum, for futures, presents, or

perfects, just as the present vitiosa libido of the translator
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fecerit auspicium. It must, however, be obvious without
instances that if these tenses are tenses, this is a very queer

proceeding, and that, if they are not tenses, it would be
rather desirable to ascertain what relationship they bear
to each other, before we commence translating a book as

difficult as the one before us.
" Shall" and " have been",

in our language, convey such different ideas, that an Eng-
lish reader would see, with very little thought, that he
must be completely at the mercy of a translator who uses

two perfectly distinct Hebrew forms, sometimes for the

one and sometimes for the other. But we will spare him
even the little thought necessary to convince himself of

this assertion by putting before him a simple sentence in

the Book of Job, ii. 10—y-^n nm oinVsn rsa ^apa nrjn ns cja

V2j?3 sV As we have here the same form ^aps in the same sen-

tence twice over, a grammarian can hardly help feeling
a curious impulse to translate them in the same English

Practical words in both instances. When he finds other inaccu-

iliustra- racies in a translator, who translates them with different
tion of

-^ords, his suspicions that such a translator knew nothine:the im- 111 P1TT1
portaace about the real nature oi the Hebrew tenses waxes stronger,
of the of course. Wlien, therefore, the Greek translators con-
tenses . found Da with ns and nx^ with

-r-^tt,
it is very hard to be-

lieve that they had any distinct ideas as grammarians
what they were about. But, at all events, obstinate com-
mon sense must refuse to believe that Job's major premiss
remains the same, whether we make him say,

" If we have

received good from God", or " even the good we shall

receive from God"
;
and then, of course, common sense

will expect the second Vap: to be translated in the same

way as the first, if it can be. It is one thing to meet his

wife's proposal, by looking to the recompense of reward

hereafter, and another thing to meet it by urging that he

had had so many good turns from Heaven in times past,

that he ought to put up with an ill turn now. In the

former case, the aa is a sensible adjunct to the sentence;
in the latter, it was wise to change it into as. St. Paul

thinks pagans ought to have been thankful for what they
had had, but that perfect Jews should look to future re-

compense ; but this, by the way, from a writer evidently

acquainted with what Jews would think and feel.
" Shall

we not receive evil", is a clause in the same plight. If

the former may be translated,
'* We have received",

then this may be translated,
" We have not received the

evil"—i.e.^ from God, but from Satan. So, too, if
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••^mn be rendered "locuta est", it makes a severe assertion :

if it be rendered,
" Wilt tliou speak as one of tlie foolish

women do ?" it exempts tlie man who is not to sin with

his lips from saying,
" Thou fool" to his wife. It is,

therefore, perfectly clear, from these most simple instances,

that Job's character is pretty much at the mercy of a

translator, who thinks that the so-called futures and
per-

fects may be, or not be, translated as such, just as he wills.

It is also perfectly clear that, as nobody would even attempt
to deal with Greek and Latin tenses in this way, Hebrew Hebrew

tenses must be tenses in some vastly different sense from "
tenses"

that in which the Greek and Latin forms are tenses. 1" "!,!,_

This much at least is mcontrovertibiy certain, that these Euro-

are in no sense adequate representatives of the Hebrew pean.

forms. And the reader may be certified that this is not

an arbitrary and accidental instance, selected for the pur-

pose of a theory, but that, throughout the whole book,
an exceedingly different aspect is given to a vast variety
of passages, accordingly as we believe, or do not believe,

that these Hebrew forms have an ascertainable relative

value.

12. Now the best thing that could happen to us with Attempt

a view to ascertaining this relative value, would be to be to ascer-

in a position to assert that there are no tenses in Hebrew, ^eai na-

only moods. From what has been said already, it is quite ture.

plain, and from what will be said it is hoped it will be
more plain, that they are not tenses in the European ac-

ceptation of the word. To call them tenses is a piece of

courtesy to European prejudices, and nothing more. For
whatever becomes of Meier's ingenious theory (pref. to

Heb. Wurzel Lexicon) that Hebrew perfects were origi-

nally generated by reduplication, certain it is that those

perfects are operated upon to make "futuri^s" out of

them, as if their original structure was completely for-

gotten. Thus if ^vs be from 'rs, whence tt?s5, much as jagaja
comes from ji, or Trf^u/ca from 0u, still ttjya^ is formed
from toys as if it, and not tos, were the root. But in Euro-

pean verbs, as in European sentences, there is a feature,
absent apparently from those of the Semitic tribe. It is

this
; European, or Sanscrit, or Indogermanic (for we need

not here dispute about the name) verbs and sentences

have at all times and in all places evinced a tendency to

introduce that which Aristotle in his logic takes little or

no notice of—the copula. Thus KoXoq iariv 6 avr]p is the

Greek as well as the Enghsh way (mutatis mutandis) ofsay-
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ing
"

tlie man is good". But a Hebrew would say »"»Kn avj

without any copula. So in English we say, I am to

hear
;
in Latin, au-di-b-o, or, to take the more modem form,

audi-a-m. Here the ^ is a fragment of the copula,
=

j3u, and the a of as = is; o and m represents the pro-
noun. So Tvtpuj is from rvTr-atr-w "to beat am I". These and
other cases more or less clear, attest the existence of an

Aux- Indogermanic principle : to wit, that it is a right common
iiiary thing in those languages to introduce an auxiliary verb

often
^^^^ *^^^ which they use to express a tense. Wliether

consti- this be done by a sentence or by a verb, which in many
tuents of

languages is as much a prosentence as a pronoun is a pro-

peTn ten- ^^^^5 ^"^^^ not signify. It is a peculiarity in which Se-

ses
;

mitic languages do not rejoice, yatos is, "I to hear", not " I

am to hear, "^ny^^ is "hearing I", and not "hearing have I
heen^\ There is, indeed, no proper verb in Hebrew either

for to '

be' or to
'

have', which is one reason why they do
not use them in tense-making. Or, if this last assertion be

disputed, at any rate they do not so vise them. The use

of jooi in Syriac after perfects is an attempt at an excep
•

tion
; perhaps, too, the nx of Hebrew is a remnant of ^»x

= tc, and was once an approach to the same tiling. But
as a rule, the tenses, as they call them, are not made of

anything but a raw root and a fragment of a pronoun,
which can hardly express them as accurately as a root, an

auxiliary, and a pronoun. The Syriac form JjA.^ well

illustrates the Semitic notion of tense-making : it stands for

"I am kilhng", "was killing", or "shall be killing". It is

a rude prosentence, whose tense must be divined from the

context, but it is not a tense in the sense in which we talk

of tenses in Europe, To put two words closely together,
and not thereby to suggest some connexion in the speak-
er's mind to the hearer's mind, is impossible. Nobody
would like to hear a vituperative epithet joined to his own
name, even without a copula ;

or suppose that when it was
so joined, there was an ellipse of "is not",

" will not", or
" never was". But to state the time in a tense, something
more is wanting than mere connection of subject and pre-
dicate. Auxiliaries which imply

" to become", naturally

express a future : those which express possession, as natu-
but not

rally express also the certainty of the past. But to com-
so in Se-

pound a tense out of any three such elements appears to

be a step beyond the energies oi the k^emitic languages.

Any variations which exist of certain Semitic futures, ap-

pear to result much more from the more or less intense
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form of the pronominal element therein employed, than

from any deviation from the original principle, that a ver-

bal form is to be composed oftwo elements, a pronoun and

a root. When, therefore, we look at the structure of Se-

mitic tenses, a wholly different principle is seen to per-
vade a Semitic language, from that to which the Indo-

Germanic languages evince at least a strong propension.
Auxiliaries are as a rule not employed by the Semitic,

either in the condensed sentence which an ancient verb

mostly is, or in the uncondensed severalties which are

made by mere juxtaposition to form a sentence.

13. We have just compared a pro-sentence to a pro- Verbal

noun. Ifthis comparison be just, the laws which regulate forms,

f)ro-sentences

will be deducible from the laws which regu- ^j^^^^
ate sentences, just as the laws which regulate pronouns here as

are deducible from those which regulate nouns. But in prt)-sen-

Hebrew sentences a certain law is observable even now to a
^®"^^® '

great extent, and probably was at one time the universal

law
;

it is this : in all independent statements, the rule is, to

put the predicate first and the subject last : e. ^. a Jew would

say. Good is Jehovah to them that fear Him. He takes

the more inclusive notion goodness, and subjects to it the

less inclusive one (for so he then conceives it) Jehovah.

This is his ordinary way of making a definite, indepen-
dent, or rather non-depending statement. In a dependent
clause he reverses the order: the subject in such a clause

stands first, and the predicate last. Thus to take an in-

stance, hit upon at random, Goliath (I. Kings, xvii. 43)

says, A dog [am] I, that thou [art] coming to me ? Here
the clause wliich imphes an independent statement places
its predicate first and its subject last: the clause which

implies dependence on the foregoing puts the subject first.

We need not here discuss the numerous real or apparent
deviations from this rule, or take refuge in poetical licence

and the necessities of metre to soften down their repug-
nance to submission. It is quite enough to observe the

existence of this tendency in the Hebrew methods of ex-

pressing relative thoughts. But this relationship is ob-

viously a relationship, not of tense, but of mood.
14. Precisely the same position of subject and predicate

may be traced in the verbs or, to keep to our new name, the

pro-sentences. The verbal element in either of their forms are go-

clearly is the predicate. That part of the pronoun which in-
^^'""^^

dicates the person, not the gender, mind, but the person, \l^^ of

must therefore come first in all dependent pro-sentences,
sentences.

II. 2^
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and last in all non-dependent ones. This it does do. Thus

if, setting aside the accident of the accompanying vowel,

we regard t as representing [twa, ta, tu, or ti] the second

person, it is evident that shama 'ta must be a mood
which makes a definite assertion, and ti-shma' a mood
which makes a dependent assertion. As Agatho says that

the past is a thing which God cannot alter, a strong defi-

nite assertion very naturally forms a tolerable substitute

Hebrew for a European preterite. The other form, with slight
tenses

euphonic variations, of course will do duty for all that is

moods^
^
contingent, future, optative, or conjunctive. But either

of these forms is far enough from being an exact represen-
tative of an European tense : moods they are, and moods

they will remain, albeit men who drew their notions from

Oreek grammarians compelled them to bear the yoke of

Indo-Germanic verbs in a dreadfully arbitrary manner.

But this is no reason whatever why we should ignore
their clearly-marked distinction, and put for the contin-

gent
" we are to receive", the non-contingent "we have re-

ceived", jumble togetherpositive with dependent assertions,

break down all subordination in sentences, put past for

future and future for past, good for evil sometimes, and
turn blasphemies of Job's "friends" into the wise saws of

holy dervishes.

15. Madmen, it is said, sometimes reason correctly

upon false premisses : at all events, they reason boldly :

and so did the Hebrew grammarians, who were of old

men of renown. After they had determined on the false

The con- premiss,
" Hebrewmoods are European tenses", itwas found

versive
neccssary to invest a common " and" with the super-divine

rts"incre- P^wcr (for Agatho would have thought it so, and Diony-
dibie sius have called it so) of turning futures into perfects, and
powers, perfects into futures ! Men who would have shrunk with

horror from a conversive "and", fell down and worshipped
a conversive " vau". When the tenses were tenses, then no
doubt the facts were facts, and " and" was conversive. It

is clear that, however hard it might be to ascertain the real

state ofthe case, it never could be this. To say that a certain

form, arbitrarily employed to express a past, by the addition

of an "and" to it, expresses a future, is to confuse every-

thing in a language. It is so complete a reductio ad ab-

surdicm of the whole system, that it Hterally is Uke in

boldness to a madman's reasoning upon a false premiss.
But a mass of difiiculties will vanish from the field directly
we fairly see and acknowledge that the Hebrew forms
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called past and future are (so to say) an orist and an a-orist

mood. Dependence, either actually stated or implied, is

always expressed by the latter, and non-dependence by the

iormer. Clauses may imply dependence even when they
do not state it. Thus the clauses " If I don't beat you",
or " Ifthey shall enter into my rest", are clauses which im-

ply dependence, even though that on wliich they depend
be not distinctly before the speaker's mind : they are a spe-
cies of brachylogy, in using which he is fully aware that

they depend on something not expressed. Here, however,
we make no pretence of going into all the intricacies of

the question. Enough has been said to make it extremely Practical

credible, that men who believed in the conversive vau
**^*7"S

and all the absurdities thereto belonging, must give to belief in

many a passage of the book of Job a meaning, which those them,

who entirely disbelieve therein cannot at all accept. He
who makes subordinate clauses into co-ordinate ones, and
translates a series of perfectly different Hebrew forms by-
one and the same European form, obviously must elicit

from our author a very different meaning from that which
a person who goes by the principles just stated will elicit.

Neither will the Jewish features of our author strike him
as strongly as they will the latter.

16. A simple instance or two will again be the best

mode of suggesting to the reader that something really
does depend upon the view we take of the Hebrew tenses.

In chap. iv. 10, then, Eliphaz says, according to the lllustra-

aforesaid views about the moods ;

IhT fore-

goingA lion's roar, a jackal's voice, from the

Or young one's fangs, outshak'n have been, Book of

What time the old one dies from lack of prey, Job.
And thus she-lions' bearns get scatter'd far.

Here the perfect (to keep to its old pseudonym)
nyina expresses a non-dependent fact,—the participle "f?"**

somewhat contemporaneous with it
;
and the so-called fu-

ture ^T^sn^ somewhat resulting from these two. The mean-

ing will then be, if we judge by the moods, something of
this kind:—" As the attendant animals roar in vain when
the old lion is djring, and the she-lion's young have in

consequence got scattered, so do Job's friends in vain

thunder admonitions, now that Job has lost all, and his

own wife's children are scattered from him". Thus a vague
general sentiment becomes a just and appropriate senti-

ment. And Eliphaz then proceeds to speak of the dis-

26 B
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embodied spirit waicIi appeared to him. After human
arguments have failed, it is very natural to have recourse

to superhuman, and to say,
" if you will not listen to us,

you may to a spectre". The context therefore favours the

sense here put on the former part of the passage. Let us,

however, add another simple passage, where many trans-

lators bestow upon the vau a conversive force, although
the so-called future keeps alooffrom it (ibid. v. 3) : ir^a-' r::n

jpti-in
ni5^ Q^n^i i3^a"\

" How oft hast thou set others right, and

flagging hands thus wouldest brace !" would be our render-

ing of it : ^.e., we must consider pi^sn to be represented as in

dependence upon n^s'^, and not as coordinate with it. What
the English

" thus" literally says, that the Hebrew change
ofmood delicately suggests. Translate it

" and hast braced",
and the connection between the former and latter clause

intended by the author is made to evaporate. All kinds

of delicately-suggested dependencies all through the book,
are destroyed by the reckless neglect of this beautifully-
harmonious system of moods. Perhaps it is hardly

wrong to say that many a platitude is thus often made to

occupy the place of the finest observations and the most in-

Reflec- structive sentiments
;
so at least it appears to ourselves. If

*]^°
it be said that " a man has set others right and cheered

them up", plainly it is different sentiment from that which

puts the one in subordination to the other. " The way in

which you yourself would cheer up other people was by
enforcing upon them principles", is a biting and telling

position. The former statement is not so. If with reflec-

tion it is possible tlirough the whole book to translate

upon this principle (and it is possible), surely it is rude

wrong and injustice to the Hebrew language to translate

perfectly distinct forms, as if no such discriminating prin-

ciple existed.

Parallel 17. It may be well to add here a rough parallel from
absur- Greek grammar, to the treatment which the Hebrew

Greek°°^ moods liavc met from the behevers in conversive "
and".

Gram- for that is the honest name to give it. As, then, the old
™^^' Greek grammarians imagined a genitive

—dative—and—
accusative—governing virtue to reside in certain preposi-

tions, instead of looking to the change of sense in which
the noun itself was employed for the cause of the change
in its form

;
so the Hebrew grammarians gave to the par-

ticle vau a power of effecting changes in the meaning of

forms, which changes really resulted from the sense in

which those forms were used. As the shades of meaning
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which the Greek preposition and its case in combination

represent, often cannot be expressed directly by any one

Enghsh preposition, so neither can the compound pro-
duced in the Hebrew by an " and" and a future (aorist),

or an " and" and a perfect (orist), be represented in our

language Avithout some circumlocution or addition. As
the " and" in such Greek forms as kirk r€ often simply
marks the apodosis, so does it Hebrew, and that in a good
measure from a similar cause, namely, from the fact that

when the coordinate clauses of more antiquated language
were supplanted by the more finished system of subordi-

nate clauses, the old " and" was still kept standing at

the joint of the sentence. *' He came and saw me" is the

antiquarian style : in " he came, that he might see me",
one clause is made to depend on the other? If we said,
" and that he might see me", we should blend the two

systems.
18. But a desire to be clear has perhaps detained us This

too long over these minuti^. It will, however, be plainer
Wiom as

now, that a book which abounds in this idiomatic peculia- ^^ jo^j^^s

rity of the Jews' language, as much as Isaias, the Penta- else-

teuch, or any other book, is
"
likely", on that ground, to where,

be the work of a Jew. It should be added, that parallel
cases from Arabic, although they throw some light upon
the Hebrew idiom, are anything but the identical same
idiom. Cases where the " future" comes not at the joint
of a sentence, but at the end, after a "

perfect" at the begin-

ning, like the one given above in §. 16, are perhaps com-
moner in Job and Isaias than in other Hebrew books. At

any rate it is worth calling the attention of scholars to

such an opinion, especially for the reason which will ap-

pear by and by.
19. We must now advance from the peculiarity of Absence

all Hebrew authors to one observable in the Pentateuch ^^ P*"^"

only. In order to handle this small peculiarity with gj^aii ar-

eifect, let us observe first, how such small things do tend chaisms

to show the antiquity of a writer, unless we suspect some
^^ ^"J*'^^

such affectation of archaic forms as would interfere with
such a conclusion. The absence of an archaic form of

this nature will, of course, tend to show that our author
was not only a Jewish author, but not the earliest Jewish
author. Now in Homer we find such a dative as ^^t j3f^^t,

mostly printed, absurdly enough, with an iota subscriptum.
The 0t answers to the bhi in abhi, the Sanscrit equivalent
of £7rt. Time must have softened this first into ^t j3i»it,

and
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then into ^ j3i^. But the eldest form belongs to a period
when ibi was the dative of is, and ibus the dative plural,
or when twabi= tibi and twabis= vobis were coming out of

chaos, "
Its", again, in Shakspeare, had, perhaps, no ex-

istence :
* ' his" takes its place . Chaucer and Mother JuHana

use a second plural,
"
makyth", for

"
ye make". In the far

less changeable (see Welte's admirable Httle treatise. Das
Nachmosaisches im Pentateuch^ p. 6) Semitic languages,
the absence or presence of such archaic forms is much
more telling than it is in the Indo-Germanic languages ;

their presence does more to prove, their absence more to

disprove, the antiquity of a book, than either would do in

an Indo-Germanic author. The absence of such a use as
"

his" for "
its" certainly would make it likely that the

author, in which such use was absent, was later than the

time of Shakspeare ;
and so with the other cases.

Tbe 20. Now in the Pentateuch the pronouns sirt and x^n

and^fem
^^^ (^® ^^ *^^ ^^^® with Other roots in which n and "^ are

pronouns interchangeable) used indiscriminately. Proper names,
not con- those usually faithful depositaries of archaic fomis, keep

as'ln the ^P ^^'^^^^ ^^ *^^ Same indiscriminate use. Penw-el and

Penta- Pcni-el, Bctw-cl, Melchzzedek, the formula ynx Sr,^r\ and
teuch. Q.,tt Si^v^s, and the -^

prefixed to the third person
"
future",

are all cases in which such traces remain. A parallel
archaism exists in the form ^a^nVcjp, formed from ti^rVjp

instead of an?i3p. But in the Book of Job the Mosaic

confusion of the masculine and feminine form of the

pronoun has vanished, except in one instance, and
that an instance which itself tends in another way to

show our author to be later, at all events, than Moses.

In chapter xxxi. 11, then we have the words, n^t sin •'s

wh-hs, fy s^r:\ Now, as this is said of adultery, and the
An ex-

pbrase s^irt ntot occurs twice in Levit., xviii. 17, and xx. 14,

noticed, ^^ incest, it is not unlikely that the above was a quotation
from Leviticus; and that it suggested, by way of con-

trast, the phrase V"^^ ^^^^, unless that also belonged to some

older adage ;
for in chapter xxxi. 28, we have the phrase

'o^'vB fny Kin na. But as there is another difficulty com-

mon to both passages, viz., that V^ is not the construct;

as moreover it is hard to say, even if it were the construct,

why
" a judge's iniquity" or "

judges' iniquity" should

mean "
iniquity to be punished by judge or judges" ;

the

simplest thing is to suppose that the nttt xin and the
y\'S

vr^

are both sayings, which are a^'s^'^B, are judges, are decisive ;

TO " TO^l fiv(Tog'\ KaX to "
i]^ adiKia' iim Kvpta. And in
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old formula, to keep up an arcliaism of this sort is natu-

ral; the absence of that archaism throughout any book, in

itself, makes it likely that that book is of more recent

date than the Pentateuch. Nor can the use of the suffix

n for 1 be urged as of the least weight against this view
;

for the chances are, that the n in that case should have a

segol as in ".!, or in Aramaic.

21. Before adding to tliis, proofs of a different kind,
which show the author to have been later than Moses, it

is worth remarking, that there are several words which,
as used in Job, belong apparently to a later date. We
shall notice below the words nV:>3 ^^sns fjosa, and several Words of

others. But to keep together here all arguments drawn
^^a^^*^^'®

from mere words, let us call attention to the word n^ajin. Moses ia

It occurs six times in Job, four times in Proverbs, once Job.

in Isaias, and once in Micah. The lexicographers coin

a root, titc% for it to come from. When they have done

so, there is not a single Hebrew word, it is believed, at

all like it. Thus if we manufacture from :>:s"> a word
tny^'i'^in for "salvation", we see at once that we have got an

un-Hebrew word. Now as n^sw occurs fii-st in Solomon's ^^'^"'T},

days, when intercourse with Egypt became common, of ^G,.eek

it is not at all impossible that it is nothing more or less origin,

than the Greek word ovaia^ with the fem. Coptic article

prefixed to it
;
and that, whatever Michaelis Suppl. (in

V. p. 1167), or Gesenius (p. 638 in v.
ntt--^), may say of

it, it means properly "reality", "substance", "wealth", as

in Greek; and that the kind of "reahty" meant is deter-

mined by the context. The phrase n'''»oinV a-^^ss ''s in xi. 6,

might then be paraphrased,
"
for when we behold the real

truth, one side with another is matched". The sentiment

would then be the same as in Ecclus., xlii. 25, omnia du-

phcia, unum contra unum; and you have an excellent

reason why Zophar should wish Job to desire to know
the secrets of wisdom. For a parallel instance in Hebrew,
one may be at a loss, but perhaps

" Pharaoh" is nothing but
" the shepherd" : the Semitic root rTy^,^ with the masc. Cop-
tic article before it. In Greek £A-£«^ac is a good sample,
if Benfey's (G. W. L., i. p. 46) suggestion, that it is the

Sanscrit "ibhas", with an Arabic article before it, be

right. Alchemy, alembic, and other similar cases might
be added. If the word

-i^-^nss, which occurs in Canticles,

^ Too much importance, perhaps, can hardly be attached to Meier's

(H. W. L., p. 728) remarks on the probable influence of early Semitic
invasions in introducing Semitic words into the language of Egypt.
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be as St Jerome (ad Esai., vii., 14) tKouglit it, the Greek

^opeiov, we should have another instance of the impoi-ta-
tion of a Greek word at that period. But at all events,
this much is clear, that when we are discussing the date

of a Hebrew author, we must not assume that he used, at

a very early period, a word which no other early Hebrew
author used. He "

might have" done so, but the proba-

bility lies the other way. And it is because it lies the

other way, that it is worth considering whether historical

circumstances connected with a strangely-formed word do
not allow us to refer it to a foreign source. Of course

where one does not think one sees such circumstances, to

look for foreign etymologies is inadmissible.
The 22. Again, the names both of the persons and the

pfacS

°

places are good Hebrew. Not that this, by itself, would be

and per- of much weight, as Semitic names mostly remain petrified
suns in into certain positions for centuries. But they appear so

sidered.

'

characteristic of the persons, that Gesenius, in v. n^s, ima-

gined Job's name was given him after his calamities.

And although he makes him an " Ausite Arab", allows

the word a^K to be a thoroughly Hebrew form, like to

TiV^ and to mean "
Hostiliter impetitus". v^y too is possi-

bly a synonym for /j,: "stronghold" is a likely meaning
for the name of a place. Eliphaz is

"
Gold-my-god" ;

and
he tells Job, in xxii. 25, how rich he would be if he

turned good again; nay, if nnnisa be "ores", in that pas-

sage, he seems to tell him that " ores to him the Almighty
would be", ifhe repented. He is a Themanite—a southern.

Zophar is
"
piper" (see Mover's Opferw., p. 55) of Naa-

mah, which would be in rudeEnghsh, "Mount Pleasant".

He represents the loss of the real pleasures of the palate
which a wicked man undergoes, in chap. xx. 12. And Bil-

dad—the bitterly cursing Bildad,
—

^why should we refuse

him a Hebrew etymology from Va -|- ""' = afiaZtttv?

PHny says :
" Mammas homo solus e maribus habet ;

ca3tera

animalia mammarum notas tantum"—ii. 95. A "
brute",

therefore, might fitly be styled
" Breastless" of the Pit.

But the translators, by turning his curses into futures, in

chap.xviii. 11, have been gentle withliim, and haveput feel-

ing into the Breastless. Job's paronomasia, ash asa ss^s sV,

ch. xvii. 10, shows what he thought of them all. If any
one fancied the three foe-fiiends to be types of the world,
the flesh, and the devil, he really might find a good deal

to say in 'his defence. Elihu, too = "
He-is-my-God", of

Scorn-ton, looks like the very embodiment of a pretentious
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philosophy. Now, surely a person who has not the least

wish to transmute real characters into allegories, must To match

allow, that it is a thoroughly Hebrew thing to match names

names and characters in this way : the rest of Hebrew
Jac^jers^i

literature abounds in instances: and without inquiring at Jewish

all by whose contrivance such coincidences were brought thing,

about, a mere critic may notice a feature, which makes
our author like a Jewish author.

III. Historical Evidence from passages and events^

etc., etc., alluded to.

23. But let us leave these etymological arguments, and
Allusions

return to the Pentateuch. Now, such allusions as that in to Gene-

chap, xxxi. 33, to Adam hiding his transgressions, or that ^^^ =

in X. 9, to his returning to dust, are of some weight, when

occurring in a Hebrew author. He might have had them
from antediluvian tradition ;

but it is more Kkely that he

got them from Genesis. But such a combination of words
as ans K-13, which occurs in xi. 12, and in Genesis, xvi. 12,
is a more striking proof If we found in a Greek author

two such words as daKpvoev yeXaaaa-ai or avr]piOfJLOv ye-

\d(7fjLa, together, we should certainly infer from their

mere existence in juxtaposition, that the author, almost

to a certainty, knew the IHad or Eschylus; and that,

even if they were not, in the quoting author, grammati-
cally connected together. But in Job we cannot always
follow the accents in translating, and a good sense may
be given to the words by taking them together, and ren-

dering,
" Then a vain, empty man taketh heart, and

a very wild ass of a man will the colt be that to him is

born". But, at all events, a writer positively familiar

with Genesis would be the likehest person to put in juxta-

position two such words.

24. The ketiv, or "written" text, is, in the opinion ofthe and to

present writer, always, or with very rare exceptions indeed, Exodus,

to be preferred to the synagogue emendations, which go
by the name of keri, or " read" text. The former are often

difficult, but often even on that account, as well as on

others, far more genuine readings. In chapter xxvi.

12, we have, by aid of the ketiv, a plain allusion to the

Exode in the words sn-^
Yt-^n

^,n3a",^a', o-^n ysn ihsa.
"
By his

mightiness still stood the sea ! By the turn thereof smote
he Rahab". The keri substitutes for the unusual root and
form naa-^, the common ria-an. But surely the " turn of

the tide" is a better weapon than "
understanding" to smite
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Rahab withal : surely the use of the root ain is conceiv-

able in an author who has several Aramaic words. This is

noticed as an allusion, and not as more, although, perhaps, in

the next words, instead of making
" the Heavens garnished

by his Spirit", we should have,
"
By his wind grew the

Heavens all clear". Hebr. " were a clearness". For he goes
on: "His hand wrung a fugitive snake". It evidently
is parallel with Isaias li. 9, where

i^an nW.h^a answers to

the rhhh here. Nor does the passage want symptoms of

other allusions to Exodus
;
for if we deny that ths^ and

tons, in V. 9, can possibly be construed as coordinates, we
must render " closeth up the forefront of his throne, when
o'er it his cloud he had spread".

" His cloud" is an expres-
sion nowhere to be found but here and in chapter xxxvii.

15 ; and, therefore, the figures are such as are naturally

suggested by God's cloud coming over the tabernacle,
and preventing even Moses from going into it—Exod., xl.

34. Nor is it at all clear that, if we keep to the ketiv, the

last words of the chapter do not simply refer to the ends

of God's journey ^bm with the Israelites, and the thunder

of his majesty to the scene on Mount Sinai, in Exodus,
xix. :

Lo these were the ends of his route,
In which was heard whispered his word ;

But the thunder of His majesty,
Who was it that could understand ?

The words :ii
-^toto

n^i would then be literally. And in it

(his route) was heard what a whisper of his word is : and
we take ri^^p too quite in a literal sense. See Deut., v. 24,
etc. But persons prepossessed with the patriarchal theory
most properly and most guilelessly kept both Rahab, a

name not used in many writers for Egypt, and also the

turn of the tide, out of sight. Simonis, in his comparison
of the ketiv and keri, even alters the form ns^-n by omit-

ting the 1. In ix. 13, the words " 'Neath liim Rahab's as-

sisters sunk down", allude apparently to the same events,

especially if Pharaoh did not pursue the Israelites in

person, as Wilkinson (Egypt, i., p. 54) makes it likely.

Again, in xxxiv. 20, we read :
—

Sudden they die, and at midnight
They quail, the people : then they pass,
And sever without hand a mighty [host].

The passage is hard enough : yet, perhaps, '^T?? Hebrews,
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passengers^ is to be supplied to '^a»">i they pass; and the

meaning is, that men escape then, as the Hebrews did of

old, and keep a mighty, or rather haughty, foe aloof from

them as these did. The word oy would then be used

almost as an equivalent to Trav^rif^id. But in a Hebrew
author it is natural, from early Hebrew history (Exod.,

xii.) being before his mind, to use allusive expressions of

this character, and to expect Hebrew readers to supply
from history what is wanting to make these expressions

intelligible. Other versions evidently writhe under the

words -!^a k^ "n^as n-i^a'^i
; they are obHged to give nn ^d^ a new

nominative, and render it as if "
the mighty is taken

away", were the sense really intended by the author.

So, at all events, to a choice of difficulties we must sub-

mit. Other allusions to Exodus might be noticed here :

e.g. Eliphaz, in xxii. 6, taxes Job with violating the pre-

cepts of Exodus, xxii. 25, and Deut., xxiv. 10-13. Job,
in xxi. 15, has in the words: "What is the Almighty,
that we should serve him ?" before his mind, the language
of Pharaoh, in Exodus, v. 2 :

" Wlio is Jehovah, that I

should obey his voice?" Elihu, in xxxiv. 2, bears the

threats of Exodus, xxii. 23, in mind, applying to the cry
of the poor and afflicted what is there said of the orphan and to

and widow. An allusion to Leviticus has been mentioned other

already ;
one to Numbers, xi. 33, occurs in Job, xx. 23,

P^""'^ °^

where wrath is rained upon the wicked, while he is eating.
25. To passages in Deuteronomy several allusions occur : the Pen-

e.g.
in xxiv. 2 :

"
Wliy do they that have robbed a flock tateuch.

and fed thereon, boimdaries move ?" which alludes to the

laws in Deut., xix. 14, xxvii. 17, against moving boun-
daries

; and though he might have used the self-same phrase
Vaj s-'an by chance, it is a good deal more likely that he

quoted the same. But, to cut the matter short, we shall

here notice those passages, which refer to the times of

the captivity in Deuteronomy, premising the fact, that

there have been sceptics who thought Deuteronomy was
written by Jeremias. In v. 14, then, the "

groping at

noon-day", spoken of in Deut., xxviii. 29, as a feature of

the captivity, is spoken of as a cotemporary and expe-
rienced fact. It is alluded to also in xii. 25, and by
Isaias in lix. 10, but not with the same words as in the

two former passages. The two words n^^nisa tcta^ might
have come together by accident! Again, in the same

chapter, verse 18, we have,
"
for he it is who wounds, yet

bindeth up, who smiteth, though his own hand heal
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again". Here, also, both words and thouglits convey an
unmistakable allusion to those of Deut., xxxii. 39. In
vii. 4, occurs the complaint of the captivity from Deut.,
xxviii. 67 :

" If I laid me to rest, then I said,
' When arise

I?' and evening grew long". In xviii. 15,
"
Spread o'er

liis home may brimstone be", is a curse suggested by
Deut., xxix. 22. In xxxi. 8-10, things, commonly indeed

the lot evZd)v(x)v yvvaiKwv in a siege, are noticed
;
but it

was Deut., xxviii. 30-36, which led a Hebrew writer to

notice them. The use of observing these resemblances in

preference to others will appear more clearly in the

sequel.
Allusion 26. Allusions to the historical books will be recognized
to histo- or not, according to the view we take of the Hebrew

books moods, and to that of the time in which Job lived, or,

suggest- at least, in which the author of the book lived. We
^' do not, of course, expect, and possibly do therefore not

find them, when we identify Job and Jobab. Yet such

words as " Bids the sun, and no day-break it gives", in

ix. 7, do, when occurring in a Hebrew author, surely look

like an allusion to what happened either in the days of

Josue, chap, x., or in those of Hezechias. Where there

was no theory to prevent it, the margin of Blayney's Bible

refers, at the words of Habakkuk, iii. 11, to Josue at once.

Again, in xv. 34, if we render,
" And fire ate up bribery's

tents", there is an allusion to the fate ofAchanin Jos., vii.

25, which is destroyed by those, who render rr^as,
" shall

eat". In xiii. 14, the phrase
" to put my soul in my

hand", is a phrase which a Hebrew author would be Hkely
to take from I. Kings (Sam.), xxviii. 21. In v. 11,

" to set

the lowly up on high" is a thought Hkely to be borrowed
from I. Kings (Sam.), ii. 7. In xx. 25, the word p^a,

which means hghtning, is compelled to mean " a sword".

Yet, as the words fi^^a and ss^i are to be found together in

Judges, iii. 22, it is possible that the author meant to say
that if the wicked escapes Ehud's fate, may he meet
that which Sisera met in Barak's days.

Should he scape from artillr'y of iron,

Should the brazen bow too pass him by,
When 't is drawn, and (the otfal) hath come
From his body, from out of his woe

May a Barak come forth, and upon
Himself be the terrible ones !

*'And it hath come" is said ^vcrxvfJ-ovwg in that case,
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and tlie history is expected to supply tlie ellipse of xs, or

some sucli word. Nor does it seem altogether absurd to

suppose, that in the next words the next event of impor-
tance—namely, the celebrated "

day of Midian", is alluded

to,
—the singular history of Gideon's stratagem with the

lights concealed in pitchers, recorded in tlie seventh

chapter of Judges.

Darkness all be concealed from his men,
Who are secretly lying in wait :

May a fire, unblown, eat him up !

What is left in his tent come to ill !

For a " darkness concealed" is a strange thing to speak of,

and wants some allusion to a strange event to clear it up.
The mention of Barak (lightning) leads him to speak of

the darkness as if hidden by it, and to pass from that to

another sudden light which hid the darkness. The lire

unblown is explained at once by the sudden appearance
of already kindled torches, and it is natural for a Jewish

author to draw figurative language from the events of the
*'

day of Midian". But if our readers think this a forced

allusion, we are not disposed to spoil a good cause by in-

sisting too peremptorily upon it,

27. Further, Job wishes to die and to be
(iii. 14)

— Job

to be

With the kings and the land's counsellors,
buried

Who build up waste places for them,
^^ se-

Or with princes, the owners of gold, pulchres

Who with silver their dwellings do fill.

Joseph of Arimathea, and Joseph who married in Egypt,
were both "

counsellors", and both persons, with whom
one who wished to make his grave with the rich, might
wish to lay his bones. But, assuredly, if we can make
the perfect Job long for the grave at a time when pious
kings and counsellors had had an historical existence, and
when plenty of waste places to build up into sepulchres
were known historically to exist, this will be a more likely
mode of fixing an unknown date, than that of those, who
by fancy's aid people a patriarchal world with quantities
of hypothetical Melchisedeks, in order that a supposed,
not proven, patriarch may utter a wish not discreditable

to a "
perfect man". Now the good Pineda {in loc.) inno- like to

cently proves for us, out of Josephus, that David's tomb l^'^vid's,
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did contain quantities of treasures. And in Isaias, xxii. 15,
we find Shebna, the treasurer, making himself a state se-

pulchre. So that we have grounds for imagining that

such things were not unusual with Jewish kings and

counsellors, and have no reason to draw into the service

of exegesis remote pyramids, when Hebrew customs will

explain a Hebrew author. And that Job had some con-

and was fidence in the saints, is plain from the bitter taunt of Eli-

prone phaz, in V. 1,
" Unto which of the saints wilt thou turn?"

worship" Ewald, p. 63, notices this "bitte an hohere Geister" for his

own purposes ;
his notice of it is here itself noticed for

our purpose. In fact, Jocasta's taunt w Oatdv /uavTeviuLaTa

\v IcTTE cannot more forcibly prove what (Edipus's opinion
of oracles was, than does this taunt show what Job's opi-
nion of saints was. The wish, then, to be buried near

saintly men is natural in a Jew. And
our^

author cer-

tainly did not mean to put wrongful words into the mouth
of a man whom he makes God praise first and last. At
least, to the mind of St. Augustine, whom here we only
quote as a shrewd thinker, he conveyed this impression ;

for he says, in Psalm ciii. iv. 7 :
" Inter ilia omnia quae

dixit, nusquam lapsus est Job
; quod multi in illis verbis

non intelligunt, et qusedam ibi sic accipiunt quasi aliquid
durum dixerit Job in Deum". If, then, we can put Job
at a date, when pious kings and counsellors are known

historically to have been in graves full of riches, we shall

be going by what is likely. Of course, such kings in

such sepulchres "might have" existed centuries before the

time of " the Kings". That we may allow most distinctly,
and yet prefer likelihood to possibiHties. It is worth

considering, also, whether in Isaias, xiy. 9, the opposite of

Job's wish is not threatened to Sennacherib. There all the

princes of the Earth then in Hell are represented, it seems,
as rising up to meet him. The prayer of Job is to be

gathered to his fathers : that Sennacherib will be gathered
to his, is the threat of Isaias.

Liturgi- 28. While on this subject, the apparently liturgical use
cal use of ^f ^Jie word vias'' in xxvii. 19, is not to be passed over. It

ue^wor
^g ^g^^ ^|g^ -^ Isaias, Ivii. 1, alone and without the ad-

junct "to his fathers". It would probably take much

longer to make a Semitic nation adopt an ellipse of this

kind, than to make a Greek or a Roman do so. Yet as

teXuv and reXao-^ai are used without the adjunct
" into

the mysteries"; or, as Roman Catholics say, "he was

anointed", without mentioning the "oleum infirmorum";
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so do Job and Isaias say,
'* He was gathered", without

adding the words " to his fathers". Job says:

Down lies a rich man and is gathered not :

His eyes hath he opened, and nothing is he.

If for " rich man" we put
"
Dives", we can hardly help

thinking of one who was not in Abraham's bosom, was

not gathered to his fathers, but hfted up his eyes, and

found himself nothing. Nor can the passage in Isaias,

Ixiii. 16, where Abraham is said not to know his children,

be urged with any cogency against this view of the mat-

ter, as it has sometimes been. For no one complains of

the eyes that they do not taste, but of that organ from

which taste is expected. And it is because the Jews did

expect help from Abraham, that the prophet speaks plain-

tively of their not obtaining it. This, then, can hardly
deter us from giving tonos-^the ritual sense here con-

tended for. Schlottman indeed ascribes a similar mean-

ing to the word •jnsp''
in xxiv. 24

; but it is not desirable

here to discuss that difficult passage with a view of

showing that, with our theory of the moods, he must

have wholly mistaken its meaning. It is enough to point
out that the elHptical use to which we have called attention

is more likely to have belonged to a late than to an early

period of Jewish hterature. It helps, in some measure, to

prepare us to put Job to a date, in which several pious

kings were in their graves
—the more the better, of course,

for our purpose.
29. Quotations from the Psalms and Proverbs occurring The quo-

in the book before us, help also towards the same conclu- tations

sion. And our author puts them into the mouth of the
^^"^

*^®

holy Job, the worldly Eliphaz, the sensualist Zophar, the adverted

sarcastic Bildad, and the self-important Ehhu. Thus, to.

in vii. 17, 18, Job uses the words iDipsn -^s '^»is ntt,

manifestly taken from Psalm, viii. In verse 10, Job

quotes the phrase ',^-.p^ "^ ^^^^^-^ kVi from the Psalm, ciii. 16.

Psalm cvii. 42, supphes Eliphaz with the thought tj'^pni: ik"ii

".MttB-^^ in chap. xxii. 19. Zophar promises Job (xi. 6) a

knowledge of the rittsh jii)a^:>n if he repents, an idea evi-

dently taken from the n^sn ono in David's penitential
Psalm, h. 8, to say nothing of abundant other parallel

thoughts. Bildad, viii. 13, speaks of the ways of those

who forget God, where Psalm ix. 18, suggests the thought,
and, 1. 22, the actual form of ns^ employed. Elihu says.
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xxxiv. 22, there is no darkness nor death's shade, where

"j',s
^V»3 (a great phrase with the Psalmist) may hide. The

thought is evidently like that in Psalm cxxxix. 12. In
xxxvii. 13, he uses ^rs.'^nh of God's land, just as Psalm,
Ixxxv. 2, does -fs-^s (he has Psahn cxlvii. plainly before his

mind throughout the chapter).
" On a tribe, on his land, or

on piety, doth he cause it to fall", seems the sense naturally

suggested by the thrice repeated as. But Blayney's mar-

pnal references will point out numberless parallel thoughtsm our author and in those of the Psalms. A little pains
would enable a person to collect a good number of passages
where there is a nearly perfect identity of thought with a

seemingly studied variety of words. A sample of this

occurs in X. 8, where the words •'rt?:?^', "^i^ariy -i^-;^, evidently
contain a thought parallel to that of Psahn cxix. 73,
^a^ajia^i -^a',^?

"fiT>. We have then a book, many of whose
Psalms are ascribed to a great king, David, and his co-

temporaries ;
and another written by an obscure regulus,

so to call him for argument's sake : to ascertain the dates

of all the Psalms, is certainly what no one in his senses

would think, now-a-days, that he could do, without mi-

nute and laborious investigation. But the question is

which of the two books contains the most matter of pro-

bably ascertainable date ? In discussing the date of Job,

precedence must be given to the book in which such

matter exists, if we mean to be ruled by the likely, and
not by the possible.

And from 30. As we find in our Hebrew author several allu-

Proverbs. sions to natural history, and as we do not know any He-
brew author great in that line before Solomon, any little

things symptomatic of his having lived after Solomon
will deserve our attention. Obviously there is a vast

similarity between the moral reflections occurring in Pro-

verbs and in Job
;
the marginal references of either book

will show that to any one. Therefore, as we notice

below, §. 47, another proof that our author was later than

Solomon, here we shall simply call the reader's attention

to two things. The description of wisdom in Prov., viii.

ix., is far too like that in Job, xxviii., in its whole bearing,
to have become so without one author knowing the

other. But in v. 17, Eliphaz says:
" Well fares the man

whom God upbraideth: And scorn not thou the Al-

mighty's chastisement". The change from the tliird to

the second person here wants accounting for. A "likely"
mode of accounting for it is this : an apt quotation from
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Prov., iii. 11, strikes the author: he therefore puts it

in, simply altering n^n"» into ^-ta, as he had made up
his mind not even to mention before ears profane the

sacred name of Jehovah. Once, and once only, does he

depart from his resolution, and that, as we shall see, for

the sake of another apposite quotation.
31. But as we wish to place a good many pious Exceed-

kinffs before Job's day, strict attention must be paid to '"^ly

resemblances between our author and Isaias. Curious ^Q\^\ par-

words and curious phrases common to them, and to them ticuiar

only, may be pointed out. Both conspire to use several Tf
^'""^

racy old Pentateuch words, apparently abandoned by other between

authors. Sometimes they and they only give to commoner Job and

words an unusual sense. In them are to be found com- I^aias;

binations of words and thoughts unmistakably alike, in

spite of a great disparity of general style. Now, before

we set down some instances in proof of these assertions,

let the candid reader ask himself to what conclusion he
would come about a Greek author of unknown date, in

whom he found such parallels to another Greek author

of known date ? Would he not be predisposed, if any
little thing turned the balance, to put the author of un-

known date later than the author of known date ? Would
not a single case of tolerably certain quotation in the one
be sufficient so to turn the balance in itself, even if no
further probable arguments could be adduced after what
had been already said, to show that such was the case ?

If then we can make it in this manner credible, that a

quoter of David and Solomon is also a quoter of Isaias, in

the name of all reasonable criticism, let us deal with the

two Hebrew authors, as we should with the two Greek
ones.

31. Now the following words may be noticed as whether

occurring in Job and Isaias only, either as they stand or ^^ ^o"*^^

in their roots.

"n"3V5 occurs in Isaias, chapter x. 49 ; Ix. 21.

nn^S viii. 23.

fT^S. norain. without
y^n, xxxv. 1.

jlttSK,
ix. 14

; xix. 1.5 ; Iviii. 5.

r!~a tcna, xxvii. i.

P|-in,
verb kal., xviii. 6.

a-'Vas, xl 2.

"'"'33 xvi. 14 ; xvii, 12
; xxviii. 2.

II.

And in Job,
34; XXX.

xxxiv. 13.
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fitahV, verb,
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The following are old Pentateuch roots revived by
both authors:—

;

In Moses,
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simple poetical justice sternly forbids us to suppose that our

author would introduce the Creator of all merely boasting
of the monsters he can rule

;
and so no doubt Leviathan

is in him too a similar s3rmbol. The idea of almsgiving in

Job, xxix., XXX., as that from which mental illmnination in

tribulation may be expected^ is preciselythat given in Isaias,

Iviii. It is a Jewish notion (compare CasseTs Juden^ p.

38, in Gruber and Erscli), and not a classical one. Mo-
hammedan imitations of it might possibly be found. Job,
xvi. 17, has ""ssa atoh xV W. Isaias, liii. 9, has r:ry ottn sV hy :

in which passages alone Gesenius gives to hy the sense of
**

quanquam" ;
but the three first words can hardly have

come together in both fortuitously. Job, xxx. 10, has,
*'

they refrained not to spit in my face". Isaias, 1. 6,
" I hid

not my face from shame and spitting". Whether the pro-

phets said this of themselves or of some other man, is a

devotional question, not a critical one
;
but when all these

peculiar words and phrases and ideas occur in two authors,
criticism will surely induce us to suppose that one bor-

rowed from the other.

Heze- 33. But, as it was observed above, that we want as
chias's many pious kings as possible in their graves before Job's

may be ^^^5 ^ translation of the hymn of Hezechias may, per-
so trans- haps, be excusably hazarded here. To do battle for all

lated, the items of it would take too much space ;
but as it is of-

fered with a view to making out a parallel between Job
and Isaias, the reader is requested to be on his guard.
For although a translator's intentions be ever so honest,
he is Hkely to be misled by a theory. One main object
of this essay is to show this very thing, viz., that the

theory about Job, which the translators have had, has

misled them. It would, therefore, be presumptuous to

claim for oneself an exemption from the hke human
weakness : but with this theory in one's mind, Hezechias

appears to speak as follows :—

Myself had said : Oh ! let me go in midlife to the gates of Hell !

^

Muster have I already passed for [all] the remnant of my days.
Shall I not, said I, see the Lord, the Lord i' th' region of the quick ?

Shall I not Adam yet behold with those that dwell in quietness ?

For my own times—they 're moved from me, and folded like a shep-
herd's tent.

Up have I wound my life, as though a weaver cut it from the yam.
And thou from day to night wilt close my course !

Till morning was I thinking,
" He will, lion-like, crush all my

bones".

And thou from day to night wilt close my course !

I, as collected swallows do, would chatter, murmui' like a dove !
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Languid mine eyes gazed on the sky : it hurts me, Lord
;
oh ! pledge

me, do I

What was I saying ? Then to me he promised, yea hath done it too.

That I in triumph all my days should walk o'er my soul's bitterness.

Lord, for their sakes, oh ! let them hve, for all my inmost soul

desires
;

Then shalt thou give me health again !
—Ay, give me life again.

See, for a peace, what bitterness, what bitterness was mine !

But thou from pit of nothingness my life itself hast kept,
For thou hast tossed all my sins away behind thy back.

Why ? Because Hell confesseth not, Death gives no praise to thee I

Expectant for thy faith are not men sunken in the pit!

The quick, the quick confesseth thee, as I this day can do
;

Father to sons instruction gives according to thy faith.

Jehovah wills my perfect health, and we shall chaunt our chaunts,
For all the days we have to hve, along Jehovah's courts !

34. As Psalm xlli. 5 both contains the word, rms, andpara-

and seems to be alluded to at the close of this hymn P^r^^'^ed,

by Hezechias, the only remark on the mere words which
need be here indulged in is, that, in both places, it appears
to mean marcliing in a triumphal procession, and has

therefore been so rendered here. A brief paraphrase
shall be added, in order that the view of the passage
which leads the translator to compare it with a portion of

what Elihu says, may stand more clearly before the

reader s mind. It will run thus :
" I own that I myself

had prayed for death
;
and had, with a view to preparing

for it, reviewed the whole ofmy past life. In Abraham's
bosom I thought I might have a nearer view of God, and
behold Adam in that peaceful abode. As to the age in

which I lived myself, I had supposed it completely closed

to me, I had broken off all thoughts of living any longer,

thinking that the long lawsuit, which my pain-stricken
bones plied against me, would terminate in their favour,
and put an end to my Hfe. But God sent Isaias to me,
and promised to recover me. This he has done. He gave
me to understand also, that I should go over the recollec-

tion of this illness afterwards with triumphant thoughts.
After that, I wished life for me and mine, that I might see

my children grow up, and also for the sake of the cause I

have much at heart (Heb. for all in which the Kfe of my
soul

is). For a peace, when Sennacherib threatened in-

vasion, I did ask with heartfelt anxiety ;
but not for life.

However, thou hast given me both life and forgiveness.
The reason was, because, as times go, the need of one to

make valiant profession of our faith on earth is very great :
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in limbo there is no such need. That need I can now
teach my children. I accept with public thanksgiving
the life which enables me so to do". This paraphrase, it

should be owned, cannot hold, if we view Judaism from a

Sadducaic "
standpunckt" ;

but the critic and the antiquary
can hardly deny that from a Pharisaic "

standpunckt"
there is nothing absurd in it. The language of strong
emotion always requires some filling out to make it conse-

cutive
;
and actual sentiments of holy men generally pre-

sent them to us, when we can get at them, in brighter
colours than a historical record of their outer actions

would have induced us to suppose. He who shares these

thoughts and has some little knowledge of the Jew-
ish prayer book, as a source whence an antiquary may
draw some idea what Jewish devotional feehngs are, will

perhaps not be offended at this attempt to exhibit the

hymn of Hezechias as a consecutive whole,
as to 35. In the xxxiii. chapter of our author we find a
make it

passage containing some curious specimens of the liberties

resembfe *^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^-^^ "^i^^ the ketiv. This, be it observed, is

part of not the least impeachment of the faithfulness of the Jews :

what
fQp^ jjj ^}^g

u written" text the consonants are preserved,

sa^.g though the points suited to the "read" text are introduced.

Here, as in other instances, we shall adhere faithfully to the

ketiv : we shall translate the affixes of the first person as

those of first person, and not as those of the third. To be

enabled to do this, we shall introduce inverted commas
where we conceive a new speaker is introduced

;
we shall

have also to make, as is frequent in Hebrew, the same pro-
noun mean different third persons, as

e.g.
in " When they

arose in the morning, behold they were all dead men". In

xxxiii. 15 and the following verses, we shall thus get the

following passage to parallel with the hymn of Hezechias,
alluded to also in earlier chapters of our author, e.g.

vii. 6,

ll;x. 1.

Trans- In a dream, in a vision of night,
1 ation When deep sleep on mortals doth fall,

of that In the slumbers that happen on bed,

part. Ear of mortals then openeth He;
To their chastisement setteth a seal :

That a man may lay business aside
;

Body ['s presence] he hideth from man
;

Yet withholdeth his soul from the pit,

And his life from a close by the dart !

Yet hath he been chastened with pain
On his bed, and the law-suit his bones
Plied against him protracted became.
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[
And his life had no relish for bread,
Nor his soul for the food which he liked,
While his flesh was consuming from view,
His bones chafed unheeded away.
So his soul did approach to the pit,
And his life to the slayers of men.

If o'er him an Angel there was,
One ambassador out of a troop,
To tell Adam of his good life,

Then pitied he him, and exclaim'd :

" Him redeem from descent to the pit,
" I have found [me] a ransoming trait

;

" All florid with youth was his flesh
;

" To youth's days, oh! let him return:
" Let him ofier his pray'r unto God".
So [God] did accept him, and he
With merry shout God's presence saw,
Who to mortal his justice restored !

When to mortals he look'd [Adam], said :

" I sinned and perverted th' upright,
" Yet the punishment due unto me
" Was not mine

;
for myself he redeem'd

" From passing o'er into the pit :

" So my life, it shall gaze on the Light !"

See all of these things God will do.

Twice, yea, and thrice too, with a wight.
To bring his soul back from the pit,

To be lit with the light of the quick !

36. We find from II. Paral., xxxii. 26, that wrath did Reflec-

come a second time upon Hezecliias, and that he repented
Jj^^^*

^^

again ; consequently, the mention ofGod doing this
" twice trlnsia-

or thrice" does not prevent this passage from being sug- tion.

gested by the history of that king. For we have here a

man musing upon his bed, as Hezechias was, thinking till

morning. Here is also a deep-seated chafing of the bones,
such as the pious king complains of. Here is the advocacy
of Adam in the region of the quick (the Bitte an hohere
Geister above, §.27), ofwhich Hezechias is, by the transla-

tion above given, made to bethink himself Here is the dart

hV» thought of, for the procuring of which in abundance,
Hezechias is celebrated in II. Par., xxxii. 5. Here are

the slayers of men, the troops of Sennacherib, or, if

you please, the destro3dng angels, such as were repre-
sented as destroying Sennacherib's army, and

suggest-
ing by contrast the mention of the good angels : here is the

pV-^tt, which word St. Ephrem (no mean judge) un-

derstands in this sense in chap. xvi. 20. Like to this is the

office ascribed to angels in Luke, xvi. 22, or even in

Plato.—Dolhnger Heid-und Jud., p. 89
;
and Wetsten in

Luc, I. c, will show that neither Platonist, Jew, nor

Christian can quarrel with such a notion. Here is the
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33^ ^ttj'^ (comp. V. 3) pleaded by Adam as the nVtj nV^ p^s

is by Hezechias in Isai., xxxviii. 3. Here is the rrns-on

pr!3^ itjsa of Hezecbias and tbe nh«j -^vc \'az^ 72:^^ of our au-

thor. All betrays an author who had seen the writing of

Hezechias. Well might Job, who was doubtless aware
of Sennacherib's fate, admonish his friends by an allusion

to the death of Hezechias' enemy, xix. fin. :

Oh ! fear ye a sword for yourselves,
For wrath, a sword's wrong-doings are.
That ye may learn that Judge there is.

But had we space, other passages might be so translated

as to seem to have that monarch's end in view, e.g., the

close of xxi. and xxiv. We might also discuss the details

of the translation above given, and defend each item of it.

It will be enough to point out that n®:?^ mx n'^cn? is

translated without injecting absent pronouns ; that nia is

not turned into rrsa. Above all, the faithful Ketiv is ad-

hered to.

^^^ 37. Now that all these marks of a knowledge of Isaias

ilail^s!
^^'^^ been put together, one single and tolerably well-

estabHshed case of quotation ought to lull all suspicions
that the prophet might have taken from our author, and
not our author from the prophet. The reader is requested
to consider the following passage from xii. 7 :

Anyhow (a^'si) ask Behemoth, and she

Will teach thee
;
ask birds of the air,

And they will declare unto thee ;

Or to earth talk, and it wUl teach thee,
And fish of the sea preach to thee !

Who knows not that in all of these

'Twas the hand of JEHOVAH did this ?

Let US put a parallel case :
—

suppose a man got a scroll

from Herculaneum unrolled, and found it to contain the

work of some philosopher in whom there were a number
of words which were great favourites with Aristotle, a

community also of thoughts and phrases, such as we have
noticed in the two authors under consideration,

—but a

studious avoidance of the word
<f)v<Tig,

—so studious, that

when he quoted a passage, say from Pindar, he changed
it for some other word. Suppose that we had begun to

suspect he was later than Aristotle, when at last we came

upon the following sentence : Who knows not that in all

of these, 'H (()v<ng ov^ev woui fiaTaiov ? This, I think,

would settle the question. We should say the author re-
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fers to a known saying of Aristotle's, and therefore Ke was
later than Aristotle. Now this is very nearly our author's

case : he studiously avoids in the dialogue the use of " Je-

hovah",—so studiously, that when he quotes Solomon, he

puts "^-t? in its place. In this one single instance, a quotation
from his favourite author proves too much for his resolution,
to put the matter as a mere critic, and he quotes from Is.,

xH. 20, words which occur nowhere else, it is believed,
rsT rrnt?:? mrr^ n^ ^3. He evidently makes Job think it a

quotation which everybody with any pretence to learn-

ing ought to know. " Who knows not", impKes as much.
Nor can it be said that the pretended quotation was much
more probably a handy formula current in the schools

of the prophets (see below, §. 53); for an author who, in

quoting a written proverb, avoids the word Jehovah, Certain-

sm-ely would never be scrupulous about preserving that
aptness

name in an oral tradition. Nor is the quotation an inapt of the

one : for Job is arguing from the unexpectedly imequal quota-

distribution of strength and skill in the physical world,
*^^°°'

to the same sort of inequalities in the moral world. And
Isaias had been speaking of cedars, etc., being planted
in places where one would least expect them. It might
be worth considering whether the quotation does not help
the cause of those, who, with the learned Welte, in his

Freyburg Kirchen-Lexicon, esteem the last chapters of

Isaias to be unquestionably the work of that author.

38. To all this must be added, that we hear nothing Ezechiel

ofJob until the times of the captivity. Isaias is the last
^^^

^''"'^^

author he quotes ;
and Ezechiel is the first author who mentions

mentions him. Tobias also speaks of him. Therefore Job.

the likely thing is, that the author of Job lived between
the times of Isaias and Ezechiel, and was a little after

Daniel, whom Ezechiel, ch. xiv., (with unmistakeable

allusion to Job's potent intercession in xlii. 7-9) puts be-

fore him, probably because he was before him. Moreover,
as the Jews, who generally have at bottom a good reason

for what they do in these matters, put the three great

prophets in chronological order, so probably they do
also with the three great hagiographic works—Psalms,

Proverbs, and Job.

39. Cicero has somewhere said that great men are

raised up to match great occasions. To quote Aristotle

again, 17 ^vtriq ov^lv iroiei jiaraiov. Now, a critic may The book

ask what was the good of a Job before there was a capti-
^^'^^^

vity ? Cicero would have been as much out of place in
* ^^^^~
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terpart Romulus's time as a Job in patriarchal times. Demos-
to the thenes is not more avTiarpofpog to the rise of the Macedo-

^^^'
nian dynasty, than Job is to a captivity. When we have
started this question, how shall we answer it ? is it to be by
making out what "might have" been in the days of Che-

dorlaomer, or by considering whether there are any things
in the Book itself which render such an assumption
"
likely", or rather which confirm its already demonstrated

likelihood ? Here the latter course will be preferred. We
shall leave the uKog rvyxavEiv ovk tiKora to other hands,

but was 40. But before we go on to these internal proofs of
"^^ Job's date, let us endeavour briefly to crush a suspicion

lated which might arise in an English reader's mind. He
then might think that the book was perhaps translated out of
into He- Heaven knows what language in Ezechiel's days, but

^*
existed long before. If so, all we have said is nonsense.

We might as well suppose Shakspeare was translated out

of Icelandic in the days of James the First. The whole
current of thought, the quotations and references to Jewish

authors, the names of men and places, the paronomasias

employed, are all thoroughly Hebrew. We have only to

imagine all the rest of Hebrew literature lost, and we shall

see that Job would then become a perfectly unintelligible
book. That stiffness which clings to translations, e.g.,

to Ecclesiasticus or Wisdom, is entirely absent. Nor can

Mat- the case of Matthew's gospel, said to be written in Syriac,
thew's and afterwards doctored to suit a Septuagint-reading pub-

affords ^^^' ^^ iirged as furnishing a possible parallel. For Origen,

noparal- who was the best informed upon the subject, only says
*®^' that it was in Syriac letters ypafifiaaiv ^Ej^pdiKoig ovvts-

Q^fxivov ;
and therefore it may have been written in the

Greek language, but in Syriac letters, which deceived the

far sillier Papias. But let us proceed to look for traces

of captivity in the book itself.

41. We could not, conformably with a correct taste,

speak of Moses crossing the Rubicon. After the Rubi-

con has been crossed for a decisive step, and not before it,

is it proper to draw metaphors from that fact. Even now
it would be bad taste to apply such a phrase to Moses'

passage over the Red Sea. For metaphors, to be properly

applied, must be such as suit not only the author's date,

but the date of the characters whom he introduces. When
dramatists in Spain or in England put into classical mouths

metaphors drawn from the Christian system, obviously
this is a piece ofbad taste. Thus when Shakspeare talks of
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the "
scriptures of Leonatus" (a heathen) being

"
all turned

to heresy", we are offended at the anachronism of such a

figure of speech. Equally grotesque would it be in a Jewish

author, after quoting the principal Jewish authors up to

the days of Isaias, to talk ofJehovah turning the captivity
Meta-

of his hero, as a metaphorical expression for
"
restoring ^^^^^^^

him to his former position", unless by that time captivities drawn

had become common. The likely thing for a writer of from

pure Hebrew to do, is to draw metaphors from events
J™g^^g^g_

known to his countrjrmen, as weU as to quote proofs tence

from books known to them. Now, such a phrase as ofj capti-

wa hM", hy^ in xx. 28,
—" To captivity go his home- '^^'^'*

growth",
—might be noticed as a metaphor of this kind ;

but when in chap. xlii. 10, we find it positively said

that Jehovah " turned the captivity" of Job, surely, as

he had not been in captivity in any proper sense, the

phrase is an unnatural metaphor in a Jewish author, unless

captivities were common in his day. It is upon the

phrase, as a metaphorical one, that we are here insisting.

As a Hteral phrase, though exceedingly rare in old times,

it is as old as those captivity-chapters of Deuteronomy so

often before our author's mind. The Septuagint makes
it »jv?Tjo-£ Tov Iwj3 ; Lyddasus, Jerome's Jew, helped him
to " conversus est ad poenitentiam Job". Of course if

they held the patriarchal theory, a critic must suppose
that they would a priori be likely to give the passage a

good wrench to make it square with that theory. But no
critic would endeavour to conjure up various readings, to

break the neck of a difficulty such as these translators, by
so translating, evidently prove that they felt. When a

man has a theory, it may not interfere with the staple of

his duties as a translator
;
but it is mighty likely to inter-

fere with his handling ofa telling metaphor in the " Hebrew

reahty", fatal to that theory ; likely too to make him lean to

the semblance of a reading which favoured his own views.

Thus suppose a translator of Shakspeare to believe him
to be a Roman Catholic, the reading

"
unhouselled, un-

anointed, unannealed", would seem to him a pleasant
alliteration alluding to the three last sacraments. A man
who took the opposite view would accept with Dehus the

reading,
"
disappointed". If, however, we think " Job" a

well-timed production for the days of the captivities, the

metaphor will also strike us as highly appropriate.
42. Again, from Jeremias (xxv. 20, 23) we find that in The stul-

those days the kings of Uz, Buz, and Thema, were to be t^fication
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of Uz,
"

stultified", I'^jV^nn (verse 16). In Job, xii. 17, we find tlie

Buz, and followW words :—
Theina,

°

^P*'.'*^'^
*' Misled and misleader are his

;

<*^ '"
.

'T is he maketh counsellors go
Jereraias, Barefooted each of them away,

And judges he thus stultifies.

Punishment hath he taken oflf kings,
And a belt on their loins so hath bound.
'T is he maketh priests also go
Barefooted each of them away,
And the long-stablished so overthrows.

Now, object as you may to tbis version, it is tbree to

two tbat Jeremias and Job are speaking of tbe same event
;

alluded it is Uz, Buz, and Tbema, to Naamab and Sbuach. Three
to in q£ j^i^Q countries mentioned in our author incur stultifica-

tion in Jeremias
; certainly the chances are that they are

speaking both of them of the same event. We shall see

below that a principle of fellow-feeling may have actuated

our author and his cotemporary Jeremias m cursing their

day. But by translating "^^V.^, V^i^'^, and h^s, as if they
were coordinates, you refer them all to one and the same

stamp of events, which, of course, the theory of moods,
hereintofore contended for, prohibits. A paraphrase will

put the reader in possession of the view of the passage
here adopted.

" Both deceiver and deceived are in God's

hand. We have known him allow to be led off into

captivity our own counsellors, and seen how misled the

judges were in consequence. The way in which Jehoiakim
was served by Merodach Baladan, shows that God can

also lift up the captive again, and set him on high among
the princes. (The orist mood refers to something definite.)

Priests also get carried off in the same manner
;
and the

long established viu)Kopoi get in consequence ejected
from their places".

Observa- 43. The idea of "
priests" existing wholesale and for

tions on
transportation in patriarchal times, was too much for the

saee^of' generally literal Anglican version; they therefore ren-

Job. dered the word "
princes". But if yi^ is really a sub-

stantive, and not a participle, in the very few passages
where it must refer to a layman, surely we have no right
to force an extraordinary sense of a word upon a passage
where the ordinary one will do. The obliging Pineda

furnishes us with facts which even he sees are parallel,
from Jerem., xiv. 18

; Lara., ii. 6 ; Isaias, xxii. 15 (add
to these, Is., xxiv. 2; Jerem., xxix

, 1,25; xlviii., 7;

xlix., 3) ;
and which may be regarded here as cotempora-
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neous facts. As for
"
putting a belt on to

kings" being a

phrase for putting a rope round about them, it is hardly

credible in the teeth of xl. 7, where to "gird up ones

loins" is to fit oneself for a royal presence. The word
a^an^s

is not used elsewhere of persons, and therefore there is

some room for the conjectural meaning here given to it,

which would make it in form a contraction for
1??.^,

and

in sense identical with a^rna. The passage almost brings

to mind sculptures, such as one finds in Layard's Babylon

{e.g., p. 152), where the Jewish captives are being led

" barefooted each of them away". One might be tempted
also to invent a new etymology for ai-^-^us from ^^k, and sup-

pose that [yiaj-'n^aswere wi7igedhvX\B, in one case ;
in another

winged angels ;
in another, men who, in a far different

sense, were iirTipiuiiivoi
Jews who had drunk of the

waters of Egypt or Assyria (Jerem., ii. 16), might at all

events bring reports of a^^^as which Sennacherib 'ihiaa yai2

c. xxiv. 22. But it is unwise to overlay with what may even

seem fanciful, the solid truth upon which we are engaged.
44. Whatever "

might have" been the case in Melchi- Writing

zedech's days, it is, to say the very least,
"
likely" that ^^ ^o^^^'

writing with a pen of steel upon a rock was a common

mode, in the days of the captivities, of securing the per-
manence of a document. Such "

pens" are only men-
tioned by our author, xix. 24, and by Jeremias, xvii. 1,

with an improved nib to them, it should seem, ^-^nv i^ibs.

Now that Sennacherib's " Bos locutus est", one must use

the omen; and surely when two good Hebrew authors

mention a species of tool nowhere else mentioned, it alone

would create some sort of weak presumption that they
lived about the same time. Our own steel pens bear

witness of the truth of this remark. Nobody expects to

find mention of them in writers of the last century ;
but

if, when we are become the ancients, a man can ascertain

their date by one author, it would be by him that he would
have to measm-e the imknown date of another author.

But weak as this presumption is alone, it multiplies all and

that went before it in favour of "Job's" later date. Bildad's arrow-

expression in the chapter before,
" How long will ye cha'rac-

put tips to words", with its two Chaldee forms
•j-'^ttV -^^jp,

ters al-

ls perhaps a metaphor for needless finish, borrowed from ^^^^^ ^"•

some Chaldee workman, whom he had seen at work with
an arrow-headed inscription. Such an expression in an
author who does talk of writing on rock, is not altogether

undeserving of notice. Valeat quantum !
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Astro- 45. AnotKer symptom of the influence of Babylon is

nomy an ^q be found in the calling of stars by their names, which we
tSrfrom ^o ^ot meet with in Hebrew authors before the times of
theChal- Isaias. The Psalmist ascribes this to God alone, cxlvii. 4.
dees. Thus in Isaias, xiv. 12, we find the name ^ri? for Luci-

fer according to tradition. The form and the word stand

alone in the Hebrew language, insomuch that Hitzig (ap.
Ges. Lex. in v.) wished to alter the form into

^^"'^I. The
word a^P^03 also occurs in Isaias, xiii. 10, apparently with

(at least) an allusion to astronomy. Ideler (Urspr. der

Stem-Namen, p. 265) says that the shrewdest interpreters
take it to be a general name for bright stars. Amos, too,
has the words V-^asi n^'^s n-iy, which words Ewald (in Job,

p. 62) thinks it unhkely that an unlearned shepherd
should have lent to our author; rather he would have
borrowed them from him. From Ezech., xvi. 28, we
see that the intercourse of the Jews with the Chaldees

was later than that with Egypt. Indeed, a Greek papy-
rus given in Seyffarth's Beitrdge^ p. 212, states thatEgypt
got its astronomy from ancient (TO(^C)Vi tovt sari, xa-^^"'"
Kojv. And Isaias, xix. 11, tells us that the Egyptian
D^ttDH boasted their descent from these mp "^sVa. A httle

pains might enable us to show that the traditionary names
of the three kings

—
Caspar, Balthazzar, and Melchior, are

good Chaldee. Isaias, xlvii. 9,13, teaches us that that sort

ofknowledge was at once their pride and their ruin. It is

hardly worth making such statements except in order to

help us to make it more probable still, that a pure Hebrew
author,who has got names for four or five constellations, and
beheves in their secret influences, lived after, rather than

before the times of the prophet we have supposed him to

Amos's 9.^<^*^- Against this the passage in Amos, v. 8, certainly

mention makes a difficulty, as he was an earher writer than Isaias.

of con- But then the numerous parallels between our author and
Isaias must be set against this difficulty They tend to show
thatEwald's suggestion is not worth much. Neither is there

the same objection to supposing the words of Amos to be a

short formula current in the schools of the prophets, that

there is to such a supposition in regard to the use of the pas-

sage of Isaias with the word Jehovah in it. The passages
in our author, ix. 9, xxxviii. 31, etc., must stand then as

witnesses in favour of a late date for his work. It is worth

adding, that as Solomon does not seem to have possessed
a knowledge of astronomy, so neither does he ever use

the word ^^oa in its astronomical sense. Ideler, 1. c. p.

stella-

tions.
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xlvi., and p. 410, points out how the Arabs coined as well

as borrowed names for the stars
;
so that it is not absurd

to suppose Chaldeans doing the same, especially as it is

not easy to find a good Hebrew etymology for any one of

the constellations mentioned in our author; yet, if the

names came from Semitic pagans, to borrow the inven-

tions of Greek pagans in translating those names, is

scarcely as shocking as some seem to have thought it.

We might add to this, perhaps, an apparent allusion to the

mansions of the moon in Bildad's V-^ns-^ kV, xxv. 5,
" does not

pitch her tent", or does not go through her mansions. Other

But as "^Tp and other cognate thoughts occur in our author's
^fca"al-

favourite writer, Isaias, xiii. 10, so perhaps the tradi- lusions.

tionary is better than the etymological interpretation of

^'ns'', although it is the sound, rather than the letters,

which suggests the idea of giving light. Still, as, in five

other instances, our author uses ^t of ethical not of phy-
sical purity, Gesenius (in Isai., ii. p. 529) seems justly to

parallel what Bildad there says with EHphaz's horrible

assertion, that His (God's) angels are not pure, and to

explain the passage by reference to the heathen notion

that the stars were animate (compare Pineda on iv. 18
;

Schwegler ad Aristot., Meta., p. 991, s. 16; Noris Vind.

Aug., p. 1024). The worshipping of the sun and moon,
mentioned in Ezech., viii. 16, and Jerem., xliv. 25, as

common in their days. Job, xxxi. 26, speaks of as a temp-
tation which he had resisted, as a good Jew was bound to

do (Deut., iv. 19), which "might have" been a temptation
even in early ages, but is sure to have been then, when
intercourse with Chaldeans was common. Other astrono-

mical influences might perhaps be found in the use made
of the words "Rahab" and "Leviathan", and ir^a teh3. But,
on the whole, enough has been said to show, that if we
wish to free our author and the characters he puts before

us from anachronisms, one easy mode of doing so, is by
putting him and his hero near to the times of the cap-
tivity of which he speaks.

46. Moreover, we see from Sextus Empiricus Hy- Horo-

potyp., iv. 4, §. 346 sq., and from Censorinus, cap. viii
,
s^^Py

that the Chaldeans brought this astronomy to bear upon "^^^^

horoscopy. This would have led them to a minute ob- supplied
servation of the stages of fetal life.* The ^heathen, as we

*
Compare Flilgel in the last number of the Zeit. d. deutsche mor-

genl. Gesellsch., p. 11, § 11, vol. xiii. Die Ausbildimg der Foetus, etc.
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may infer from Hippocrates, p. 254, 5, or Aristotle's Poli-

tics, viii. 16, or Clemens Strom., ii. 92, p. 477 Pott., had no

scruples about the style of anatomy required for this pur-

pose ; they were far more Hkely to have made experiments
in this line than the Jews were. The words of Psalm li.,

•'antth'' xtana, imply, as the passage of Job x. does, the pre-
sence of a "

me*', a human person, from the first. The
law in Exodus, xxi. 22, which the Greek version forces

to tell against this view, may easily be explained as a

penal law, which merely lays down a practical test as

to whether the fetus was animate, and so is not a law

implying a scientific statement of the contrary theory.
But few persons now-a-days will pretend that Hebrew
authors had the gift of anticipating in distinct and clear

statements such knowledge as results from experimental

inquiries. The results either of astronomy or anatomy
might of course be used by a person who had not the

slightest behef in that connection between them which
was entertained by a caster of nativities. Yet the Chal-

dees are very likely to have got at the former through
their behef in the latter. In this way, then, the well-

known passage in Job x. 10, beginning in the Vulgate with

Nonne sicut lac mulsisti me, may be easily explained.
Job

^
The following passage from Censorinus De die Natali,

with his
^g^p^ ^^^ ^-^Yl put before the reader a clear parallel from an

ledge of author not unlikely himself to have derived his knowledge
fetal life, from the same school: for we learn from Juvenal, Sat. ii.,

554, that Chaldeans swarmed in Rome
;
and that Censo-

rinus knew their doctrine, is evident, not only from the

rest of his little work, but from the very chapter here re-

ferred to, although he gives this statement as that of

Pythagoras, himself perhaps an adept in Babylonian nu-

meri. But omitting these last, we find the following
statements in Censorinus : Quod ex semine conceptum est

sex primis diebus humor est lacteus; deinde proximis octo

sanguineus tertio gradu novem dies accedunt

jam carnem facientes tum deinceps sequentibus duo-

decim diebus fit corpus jam formatum. And again, he

speaks of lacteum conceptionis fundamentum .... semen

insanguinerriYQxtitViT .... xxxv. diebus infanswgmira^Mr;
and of the agreement of these with the statements of the

Chaldees. Of the mention of "
nerves", ta-^n^s, too much

must not be made : probably
" muscles" is what is really

meant, as the distinct notice of nerves belongs probably
to much later times. See Schubert G. d. Seele, p. 186

;
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Hecker G. der Heilk., p. 246
;
Trendelenb. ad Ar. de

Anim. p. 162.

47. All along we have been acting upon the
jjrinciple

that the only way to ascertain our author's date, is by at-

tention to minutiae in his work. With this sort of evi-

dence, it is easier to tire one's readers than oneself, and so

we ought to apologize for continuing it. Now there is no The

evidence of any trade to Ophir before the days of Solo- J^*??
^^

mon, as the rsalm m which Opmr is mentioned cannot and the

be fixed to an earher date. The probabiUty is that it was "se of

some place in India (see Rodiger's App. to Gesen. Lex.
fQ^^ti^^J^

H., p; 72 on p. 141). But our author is not content of Ophir".

with knowing the existence of such a place, but he goes
a step further, and uses the name of the place for the

gold that came from it, in xxii. 24. When the traffic

with the place had become easy and long estabhshed, this

sort of use of the word would also be natural. Even we,
with all modem appHances and means to boot, did not

use " Latakia" or "Pekoe" for kinds of tobacco and tea

until the trade in those articles had gone on for a long
time. But, as for a Jewish writer who had abundance of

names for gold (e.g. ts, probably for a "
nugget"; ant (gHt-

tery), for gold-dust ; yi^h = XP^^^^'OC? for laminous gold;
the three common forms of native gold, to say nothing
of ens, and not to discuss

ts'-ito),
it is absurd to suppose that

he would substitute the name of a place for the article,
until the trade with that place had grown quite common.
As well might we ascribe to Ennius a passage which used
*' Chium" or " Maraeoticum" for wine, as to a patriarchal
author of a pure Hebrew book such a use of the word

Ophir. But if Mero-dach-Baladan had sent Hezechias
a wedge of "

Ophir" from the country of the Chaldees,
that would not surprise us. Isaias, however, though he,
as well as Job and the Psahns, use the phrase, ^'^s^.s tjns, had
not yet got to substitute the name of the place for that
of the article, even if Babylonian trade had in his days
brought more of the article to the Jewish money market.

48. While we are speaking of one metal, it is as well
to raise the question, whence did our author get the word

yptt. Fiirst, Gesenius, and the Gesenius-combating Meyer The word

dispute about the Hebrew word's etymology : the Greek
^""'f^ ^^

idraXXov suffers the same at the hands of Buttmann, "rGre-

Pott, and Benfey. Yet, as the Hebrew word stands cian ori-

qiiite alone in Hebrew (and perhaps in all the Se- =*'^*

mitic dialects), and the Greek word at least thrives as if

II. 28
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in its native soil, and produces a great abundance of

derivatives, the chances are that h'^'^'a is some kind of

pluralis fractus, intended to represent the Greek plural,

liiraWa, far more commonly in use for a mine than was
the singular, fieraXXov. And as there is some reason to

think that all the mining processes known to classical

antiquity were originally learnt from Phenician sources

(see the Art. Montes in Pauly Real-Encyl. v., p. 143) ;

as, moreover, we know from Diodoms Sic, iii. cap. 11.,

what in Egypt was the poHcy, probably adopted from the

Phenicians, namely, to employ foreign slaves as task-

masters in the mines, that, if the gang complained, their

complaints might not even be imderstood
;

as besides, we
know from Aristotle, Poht., i. 11, that there were in his

days so huge a number of ramifications of "metallurgy" as

implies a long-continued knowledge thereof among the

Greeks; as we also know from Ezechiel, xxvii. 13, that

Javan= Greece furnished Tyre with slaves ;
as also Aris-

tophanes, in his Plutus, 521, showeth us that there were
in Thessaly abundance of avdpaTroSiarai,

—there is no
reason why Greek slaves should not have been employed
in some mine or other known to Job and his friends.

This would account for the existence of a Greek word,

ficraXAa, or V^-^to, in an author whom Ezechiel knew
of. It does not seem impossible that miners should have

Pape. G. twisted the unusual word fiirvXXov, a lump, into jULeraX-
Worterb.

Xq^^ and that the plural, juLiraXXa, should have then been

used for " a mine", somewhat in the same way as 'oi IxOveg
was used for the "fislunarket". But it does seem impossible
that ij^eraWov, which was never used for " metal" until a

late period, should come from an Arabic word signifying
"to draw out"; for ductility belongs not to the un-

wrought ore, but to the produce of it. If then we com-

pare a hippopotamus's bones to "a mine" of iron, we
shall have at least as good a comparison as those have
who compare them to a "plate" or " bar" thereof: but the

simile here, like the metaphor noticed in §. 41, will then

lead us to times when Greek slave-dealers frequented
Phenician markets. Compare Joel, iv. 6.

The 49. What we know of ancient mining is chiefly drawn

Tocesfes
^^^^ Greek and Latin sources, and chiefly concerns Spa-

men- nish mines; but although Diodorus, v. 38, iii. 13, leads

tioned us to suppose the mines to have been apxaia TravrsXiog

we must recollect first, that a state of mining skill such

as existed in the days of the captivity would have been
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to Diodorus exceedingly ancient; and secondly, that the

more advanced a state of that art is, as described in an un-

known author, the later that author ought to be put. If

then we can bring forward a passage in Job in which there

is every appearance of allusion to most of the processes of

Spanish mining, made known to us by the aforesaid Greek
authors or by Pliny, the reasonable thing to do is, to put
Job as near as ever he possibly can be put to the date of

the Spanish mines, and not as far off as ever he pos-

sibly "might be". Quarrel as you may with portions
of the translation here given, it is not "

likely" that so

many-coincidences between Job and the aforesaid authors in our

could exist, if there were a huge number of centuries be- f
"*^^''

tween them. After saying, then, that iron from stone is late date,

taken up, and molten stone becometh brass, chap, xxviii.

2, he proceeds:
—

" End to the darkness hath man put :•

*"T is he that to all comers pries,
" For stone of darkness and death's shade",''

With this (a) compare Pliny's words, xxxiii. 4,
^' Cimi-

culis per magna spatia actis cavantur lapides ad lucernarum

lumina, or those of Diodorus, iii. 11. \v^vovg liri rwv it is fX-

lisTwiriov TmrpayfxaT^vfxivovQ Tr^pL(pipov(n, of Egyptian ""t^ov^

mines, ibique Wessel. On (h) compare what Strabo, iii. ^^^
'"''^

p. 147, and Athenseus, vi. p. 233 (or 396-7, Schw.), cite ovf^iaq

from Posidonius: IXTrt^ovrec .... ava^siv ek tCjv fiv^C)v
—but I

Tr\g yr\q avrov tov UXovrtova ;
or what Pliny, ibid, says :

gj^o^ on'
*' Manes trahuntur ab homine". To proceed: purpose.

" A stream hath severed from the grit
" Those particles the foot passed o'er

;

"
They hang : by feeble man are shook".

To give '^> the sense of Kovia with the Septuagint, is

what the passage requires and etymology permits, see

Meier, H. W. L., p. 113—n^na-isn is here made to mean

literally
" the forgotten from the foot", i.e., those lumps

which are too small for the foot to scuffle out of the

loose grit, are washed out. Strabo says, 1. c. : rrjv arvoTriv

BljXov KotTKivoig elg vSwp ^lapraaOai (iVn) ; and a little

before, (TKoXicri ^lafiwcrag ttXvvelv yvvaiKag, *i?:sft lya (of

Polyb., xxxiv. 9) ;
and Athenseus says, avdpsQ aaOevtig M-

(TTCKTei, in which he is confirmed by Diodorus Siculus,
iii. 12, who ascribes a similar duty to the women and
older men employed in Egypt. The washing by the

stream, -^a oy^a
" from with the grit", is mentioned by the

same authors; e.g., Diod., v. 27, says, 8m tmv vdartov ttiq

28 b
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<f)v<Tt(jt)c
TO

-yfwSec irXwavTeg,
" after washing away with

water the earthy part (grit) of the natural product". Job

goes on:
" 'T is earth from which bread cometh forth,
" Whose under parts change Hke a fire :

" Her stones are sapphire's dwelling place,
" And to it chng small grains of gold".

Here is perhaps an allusion to the deleterious effects of

mining on vegetation ;
for mining, the hills (Phny says)

**

coguntur fertiles esse", but for crops are barren
;
and he

intimates that " in oriente' ore was found,
"
sapphiro scin-

tillans", as if on purpose to prevent our surmising that

Job had had a trip to Tarshish himself The words " like

a fire" represent the parts below the earth, as fire,
"
sup-

positus cineri doloso". Pliny, xxxiii. 6, tells us that there

was an " odor ex argenti-fodinis inimicus omnibus ani-

mahbus". Lucretius, vi. 808, cited by Casaubon on

Strabo, and Strabo, iii. 8, p. 146, confirm this statement,
which will prepare us for the following words of our " so

called" patriarch:
—

The " 'T is a path which the eagle knows not :

greediest
" Nor a vulture's eye ever hath kenn'd

;

animals *' Which the lynx's young never have tracked,
avoid tlie

" Nor a jackal alighted thereon".

odour f^ ,

of Job's Ale proceeds :
—

^''"^* " 'Gainst flint-rock his hand hath he set,
" Hath overturn'd mounts from their base.
" In rocks hath he cloven out riUs".

D. Siculus, V. 27, mentions the breakage of fnyaXovg
KoXiovovQ in some mining districts, in order to obtain ores.

Strabo says, (j^iZ^ofiivwv XWwv svpiaKeiv (5(i)\a.pia; and

PHny, xxxiii. 21 (quoted by Schlottman) speaks of the

crash of mountains
;
and Siculus, v. 37, tells us how they

Tunnels
" clove out rills", bpvyflora TrXayia, to carry off the water

and other which got into the mines. Whether our author knew of
counter

^-j^^ Egyptian pumps, which Siculus describes in the fore-

them. going chapter, we need not discuss
;
but the troublesome

oozing of Diodonis's underground streams, Job's miners

must have got over in some way. For he adds :
—

" All that 's precious his eye hath beheld
;

" From oozing ("32'2) hath held rivers back,
" And brought hidden things so to light.

"But for wisdom, oh! whence is she found?" etc.

These processes seem to indicate a later rather than an

earlier stage of the art of mining. One word more, and
we have done this part of our subject. Job's daughter
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indulged, it seems, in stibium, to adorn and strengthen Whence

her eyes. But is there any proof that any Hebrew author Cornu-

knew of the use of this ore of antimony (^^s) before her stu'

the days of Jezebel? Lassen Ind. Alterth., iii. p. 49, bium,

says it was imported into India for use, although the ore ^^^^^~

existed there in abundance. Possibly the Chaldeans got
the crude ore from India, and prepared it, and then sent

it back to its native country. Neumann (ad Jerem., i.

p. 359) gives some references to books about it. But
until we can prove that "^13 was known to patriarchs,
we must suppose that a Jewish author who quotes Isaias,

would never have kno^vn that useful mineral, but for

traffic with nations where its ore was abundant. These

things, then, seem, when all taken together, to add to the

likelihood of the assumption that our author lived be-

tween the days of Isaias and Ezechiel. For any other

knowledge of natural objects, he might easily have pur-
chased and consulted the works which Solomon devoted

to those subjects: we need not send him to any distant

chme for what he could have purchased at any passover
he went up to.

IV. Consideration of objections to the foregoing view.

50. But against this whole view of the matter people Objec-

will probably still object, that Job is so far from being a
*^'^"®'*

Jewish conception, that there must be a mistake some- ^^^ ^
^

w^here. So many features of the Jew, it may be said, Jewish

could not be absent under any circumstances. There is cpncep-

not only an absence of sabbath, and circumcision, and the

like, but neither Jehovah, nor law, nor temporal promises
are mentioned; and therefore a person may fairly ask,
how these and other things are reconcileable with the

character of a pious Jew, here supposed to have lived

about the times of the captivity. Such objections as these

fairly drive one to consider what "
might have" been the

set of circumstances, which could so operate upon a person

represented at least by the author, as quoting and referring
to the Jewish Scriptures. To some indeed of these objec-
tions it is veryeasy to answer out of the theory here adopted.
For plainly, the strictest believer in the notion that the Jews
lived under a system of temporal promises, could not very Tempo-

well suppose the times of the captivities a fitting season ^^1 P^*^'

to urge them as a ground for moral goodness. The won- would
der is, that Job's foe-friends contrive at such a time of day not tell
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in the

captivi-

Counter

objec-
tion :

Job
has no

horses.

Absence
of the

word Je-

hovah in

the dia-

logue.

to urge suck a notion upon our author s hero as much as

they do. It looks, to use a modern phrase, quite
" doc-

trinaire", and is far more wonderful surely than to suppose
that Job himself looked for some distant Goel, be that

Goel a Redeemer, in what sense you please, in a Jewish
or some other sense.

51. However, before we answer to such objections,

drawn, as we have said at the first, from what is negative,
and not from what is positive, let us just reflect that there

are some negative things which may be urged the other

way. In Job's live stock, then, there are no horses, and

yet he is not ignorant of the value of the war-hoi^se.

Does the latter end of the book forget the beginning?
Is an " Ausite Arab", living evidently amongst predatory
tribes of Sabeans and Chaldeans, or, at least, within the

reach of those migratory robbers, so Hkely to have no

horses, as a pious Jew would be ? The pious Hezechias

is taunted by Sennacherib, Is., xxxvi. 8, with his want of

horses: in Isaias, xxx. 16, and xxxi. 1, fault is markedly
found with rehance on horses (compare Ez., xvii. 15).
The laws of Moses on that head, then, were not yet consi-

dered by pious Jews to be obsolete: why should Job,
who is represented as quoting Isaias, be assumed to

differ from Hezechias in this respect ? And Job had seen

some service too; for, in v. 20, Eliphaz speaks of God

having delivered him (""s not
T^-rb)

from the grasp of

swords. Make Job a pious Jew, and the reason why he
had no horses is clear at once

;
make him a patriarch, and

what sensible reason can you assign for his not riding a

spirited war-horse, inasmuch as the author has described

one? And it is a single horse, too, to judge from the

description, and therefore not a pair of chariot horses, such

as the very ancient fiiovvx^c 'iTriroi were wont to be. Thus

Pharoah, in Gen., xli. 4=6, mounts Joseph on a chariot:

Haman, in Esther, vi. 8, proposes a single horse for a

a sunilar purpose. Comp. Zech., x. 3. Negative argu-

ments, then, are two-edged swords, and the objector should

be as much upon his guard against them, as we need
to be.

52. But, it will be urged, God is made to say, in Ex-

odus, vi. 3, that He was not known to the patriarchs by
the name of Jehovah

;
and sm-ely this makes it pretty

sure that an author, who, in the dialogue, represents his

characters as abstaining almost entirely from that name,
intended (whenever he lived himself) to represent his
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hero as living in patriarchal times. Unfortunately, how-

ever, the passage in Exodus, if so understood, is contrary
to fact

;
for Abraham not only knew God by that name,

but called places by it, e.g.,
nxni m^^, Gen., xxii. 14. Opi-

nions on the subject may be seen in Welte's excellent

tract " Das Nachmosaisches im Pentateuch", p. 83, sq.

The simplest solution of the difficulty which occurs to

us is that which makes much of the fact, that the Niphal
inyrj s? is not a passive, but a reciprocal

—i.e ,
does not

state that God luas unknown to them, but that, when
he appeared to them, he himself did not make himself

known by that name. But, be this as it may, the occur-

rence of that assertion in that place shows, that the use

of that particular name has some reference to the pecuhar

position of the Jewish commonwealth. If, then, a Jew A theory

was living away from home, or was addressing people *^^^^^ ^^^

who had discarded, or held but loosely to, the Jewish this ab-

faith, it would be proper for such a Jew to drop the term, sence in

Hence in Ecclesiastes (which seems to have been written
^^^^^ .

by Solomon, after the purity of his Hebrew had suiFered

from long intercourse with foreign women, in a fit of re-

pentance, such as one may not unreasonably suppose he had
at times) the name Jehovah is dropped, without its having
the shghtest pretensions to being a patriarchal book. It

may have been written to reclaim infidels, by bringing be-

fore them the exceeding mysteriousness of even the exter-

nal aspect of tilings. And if Job was intended as a book and in

of devotion for people in the circumstances of Ezechiel or Jo^-

Tobias, there might be good reasons for making a secret of

a name, in the use of which, the Psalms for instance,

might be said to revel. In Jeremias, xliv. 26, we find it

asserted that God's name should be no more used in

Egypt; and however we explain this, certain it is that

6 Kvpiog, or -^a^-s was substituted for r:^n^ or 6 wv. Simple
and grand as the latter name is, as matter of fact it fell

more and more into desuetude in proportion as the Jews
mixed with heathens. If, then, "Job" was intended for

Jews under such circumstances, the fact just noticed ex-

plains the omission, without making a patriarch of an
author who quotes the Psahns, and Proverbs, and Isaias.

53. But, it will be said, Wliy are there no direct ap- The law

peals to the law ? such appeals would surely have been is not

effective weapons to such sturdy Shylocks as Job's friends

were, to prove that "
thrift is blessing". But, perhaps, the

same reasons which would induce a Jew not to mention
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Jehovah, would induce him not to mention the law:
which would prove too that the sacred name has relation

to the theocratic system of the Jews. At all events, the

books which avoid the one avoid the other also, as Canti-

ticles, Ecclesiastes, and Job. Yet surely Job's friends

might see that Job could explain away a written law, and
so they appeal, as Jews used to do, to a Hving testimony

the tes- instead. For the wordnT,yn, which Isaias, viii. 20, uses to

timt.ny, ghow what their practice was, is only used once elsewhere,

is^r^^*^'
^^^ there it is of a living testimony of" consuetudo", Ruth,

pealed iv. 7, and so we may as well save Isaias from tautology
to-

by adopting, the same sense for the text cited from him.

Hypocrites, who counterfeit the good, will then appeal to

the law and to the testimony; to oral and to written

teaching ;
to the books of Moses, and to those who sat in

the seat of the elders (see Deut., xvii. 8). Imagine Hyllus
or Deianira desirous of proving some truth to Hercules in

his torments, and we cannot have a doubt that a cloud of

tradition would not be half as effective as the decisions of

the Hvely oracle of Delphi. If Job's friends, then, thought
he raved, they would scarcely quiet him with a mere ap-

peal to legendary lore. The r]Tria ^apfiaKa must, in such

a case, be applied by some living physician, sitting, ifyou
please, in the seat of his predecessors, and deriving from

them a portion of his authority. Hence the bitter Bil-

dad, in viii. 8, says:
" Ask now at a primitive race :

" Fix thy heart upon searching their sires !

" For a yesterday are we ourselves,
" So we know not : a shadow indeed
" Be the days we have lived upon earth !

" "Will not they give instruction to thee?

*'Not tell thee? and forth from their heart
" Not cause their discourses to flow ?"

So palpable is the allusion to some Hvely oracle here,

that good Pineda cites Deut., xxxii. 7, and Psalm, Ixxvii.

(Ixxviii.) 3, as parallels. Bildad evidently wishes to crush

Job with what certain living representatives of antiquity
would say to him. The words of Eliphaz are substantially
to the same purport, xv. 17.

" I will show thee : oh ! hearken to me!
'"T is a thing I have seen, so woidd state,
" A thing men of wisdom will tell,
" Men that never did swerve from their sires,
" When to these alone given was the land,
" And amid them no stranger did pass".

Here, by neglecting the moods, and rendering y^n
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"the earth" instead of" the land", you can give the passasre

a different turn. A patriarchal theory seems to require a

whole patriarchal earth for its inhabitants ! but where the
"
stranger" came from, deponent sayeth not. Perhaps from

the moon ? Surely it is a thoroughly Jewish object of de-

sire to have the laiid all to themselves. Hence in Joel, iv.

{alias iii.)
1 7, we read "there shall no strangers pass through

her any more". And in Isaias, Hi. 1
; Nahum, i. 15

; Zach.,
xiv. 21, the same idea occurs. Now suppose Eliphaz was
a proselyte, nothing would be more natural for him than

to endeavour to bear down a living sufferer by appeal to

a hving authority which drew its wisdom from the pure
and primitive ages of the Jewish Church. Surely this

is a far more telKng weapon than a puerile platitude, like

to "
all history attests this", or "remember the old saying".

A rough and homely way of stating the case will perhaps
be excused, as it tends to make it plain, how easy all this

is to account for, upon the supposition that persons acquaint-
ed with Jewish literature, and speaking in the Jews' lan-

guage, were either born Jews or proselytes.
54. But as we have mentioned Joel, it is worth ob- *^°^*^

serving that he notices the slave-dealing and migratory pro- ment'of

pensities of the Sabeans (iv. 8) : Job's
'I, ^-^^^ 1, 3, perhaps

hissiaves

was supplied by them, or his surplus stock of slaves sold
^^^^^^

off to them. Be this as it may, we find that most durable
institution was under stricter rules amongst the Jews than
elsewhere. "Nullum jus habet servile caput", is the echo
which the Digests, iv. Tit., v. 3, give to the doctrine of

Aristotle, in Ethics, \'iii. 13, and elsewhere. But by the
law of Moses slaves had certain rights, see Ex., xx. 10,
xxi. 6

; Deut., XV. 16, xxiii. 15
; which rights in the times

of the captivities were probably often violated, see Jerem.,
xxxiv. 8. Job resisted this temptation as a good Jew would
do.

^

See xxxi. 13. There is no merit in
resisting except

in times when most people yield. But Job did not think
it beneath him to contend (in court it seems) with the
male and female slaves, whom he had reared (see verse 1)
from savage purchased slaves. Simple as his ground for

doing so is, it is one which we cannot
easily find outside

the pale of Jewish literature. " Did not he that made me,
make him ?" Exactly on the same foot does Solomon put
the obligation of kindness to the poor. "Rich and poor
meet together. Maker of them all is Jehovah"—Prov.,
xxii. 2. The learned Potter does not supply any classical

parallel, at all events, to this sentiment when it occurs in
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Clement, Paed., iii. 12, p. 307. And Pineda^s (in loc.)

parallels are either quite beside the mark, or from authors
after Christian times. But see Dollinger, Heid. und
Jud. p. 785,

Objec- 55. But we are digressing from the consideration of ob-

job
'

jections to self-defence. It is urged further, then, that if

offers sa- Job had been a Jew, he would not have offered sacrifice

crifices in private. It is indeed painful to part with this pleasing

au-i- picture of a pontificating patriarch ; yet let us be allowed

arch. to endeavour to persuade the reader to hang it up as a
" votiva tabula" over the altar ofprobable ti-uth. Now the

bright David could offer to the suspicious Saul his pious
father's a-^tt^n nat (I. Kings, xx. 6, 29) as an excuse for ab-

sence even in quiet times. They were, therefore, things
of notoriously common occurrence : why, then, should the

pious Job be less a Jew than the pious Jesse, because he
had a private sacrifice, and that, as we suppose, when

priests were being led "barefooted each of them away"?
Or if we say that in Jesse's days the ark had as yet no fixed

abode, what shall we make of his son's sacrifice on the

threshing floor of Areunah? Or again, if the circum-

stances of the times excuse Elias, why are they not to ex-

cuse Job, for offering sacrifice ea;tra templum? If we give
Jesse or David an unmentioned Levite, why not allow

one to Job ? If we make a priest of Elias without evi-

dence, why not accept evidence of the weakest kind to

prove Job a Levite too? And as of the only authors

w^ho curse their day one, Jeremias, certainly was a priest,

why, when both specify in the curse, in order to augment
it, that they were born males, refuse to find in their com-
mon priesthood a reason for that item of the curse?

Priests were more likely to be hunted out and carried into

captivity, and more likely when in captivity to miss their

sacrifices and other privileges. That gives a good reason

why men bom at that time should regret that they were
bom males, and, therefore, some sort of reason why we
should suppose Job was a priest as well as Jeremias. But

why Jobab should put that into his curse, is not so easy
to say, without mystical lore. Let us add here, that the

same Septuagint which makes Job Jobab, makes Tobias

(xiv. 11), 158 years old! ^^ Scire velini" patriarcha-

turn, ^^quotus arroget annus P^ Abundant instances of

longevity in later days, however, may be found in

Schubert's Geschichte der Seele, p. 354. But such

objections are really not worth considering, as neither
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are the ridiculous scepticisms lavished on the speeches of

Elihu.^

56. But it may still be said, that it is difficult to put How Job

together positive circumstances under which a Jew would might

have written as our author does. He who endeavours to
^J^^ ^

do this, must necessarily get into the region ofwhat "might jew.

have" been
;
but he need not therefore take leave of what

is
"
Hkely". What we have done hitherto is this—we have

put before the reader (ii.)
an author writing idiomatically

in the Jews' language (iii.), quoting or referring to the lite-

rature of the Jews up to the time of Isaias, mentioned by
Ezechiel after Daniel, speaking of a captivity, and referring
to evelits known to have existed at the times of the capti-

vities, as well as evincing knowledge obtainable by a Jew
about that time. The title which this gives us to consi-

der our author a Jew (iv.), has been also improved by the

removal of some objections. After this, and not before it,

we have some right to invent circumstances under which

a Jew would have so written.

57. Now, a nation acquainted with Ophir and Tartessus,
The Jews

Sinim and Sepharad, Egypt and Greece (Javan), Crete
^e?ciai

(Kittim), and Babylon, locate these places as we may, cer- nation,

tainly looks like a commercial nation. Even in Solomon's

days they had a naval station (and perhaps a " consul"

there) at Ezion Geber, on the Red Sea (see Robinson's

Palestine, i. p. 169). In Isaias's days, there was a multitude

of strangers (xxix. 7) to be found in Jerusalem. This
alone might beget a suspicion that there were a multitude

of Jews settled abroad. A trip down the Red Sea was easy

enough. Rab-shake, who spoke Hebrew and has a

Hebrew name, might be a degenerate Jew, who traded in

wine, settled at Babylon, and who had risen by his talents

to office there. It is scarcely credible that he should be
the only Jew about Sennacherib's capital. Devout Jews
could not well get settled in every nation under Heaven,
unless the deeply-seated commercial propensities of the

Jewish people had gradually, and that in spite of the law,
centuries before, also carried indevout ones thither. Com-
merce usually precedes devotion upon their respective
travels. Whatever else Isaias, xhii. 6, may mean, it

certainly seems to contemplate the existence of Jews
settled with their families in all parts of the world:

^ Mr. Kenan's Job came to us too late to use
;
but Welte had refuted

the staple of his objections to Elihu (in Herbst's Einleitung, 1., p. 201)
long ago.
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" Fear not, for I myselfam with thee,
*' From East will I thine offspring bring ;" From West too will I gather thee

;

" Will say unto the North,
' Give up',

" And unto South,
' Hold not thou back'.

" My children bring thou from afar,
" My daughters from the ends of the earth".

And if there is, at all events, some appearance of such

being the case in regard to distant nations, much more ia

it likely in regard to all the neighbouring nations. For,
when the prophets are ordered, as most of them are, to

prophesy against those nations, either such prophecies
must have been a mere hrutumfulmen at the time, or there

must have been some mode of publishing them amongst
those nations. In this way perhaps Tyre knew who Daniel

was (see Ezech., xxviii. 3). And what more likely mode
could we invent, than that which the supposition that there

were Jewish settlers in almost all of them, supphes ? Their
own interests, with such settlers, would be directly affected

by the tlireatened downfall of these nations
; indirectly, an-

nouncements of this nature might benefit even the na-

tives. Jonah's mission to Nineveh at a distance, can

hardly have been without some kind of counterpart in the

neighbouring countries. Where indevout Jews went first

for commerce, there devout ones would in time follow : as

the indevout exchanged at the caravan " a hide for a

hide" (ch. ii. 4), so the devout, at the passover, might
learn of prophecies and presentiments to transport to their

distant settlements.

58. Without the smallest desire, then, of carrying Job
to Tartessus to see the Spanish mines, it surely is not

absurd to suppose that he might have been a metic

settled within reach of the Holy Land. The Arabs

show Job's well near Jerusalem to this day.
—Robinson,

Pal. i., p. 239, 273. They are welcome, if they can, to

confirm this legend by what has been here offered. But,
in xl. 23, the Jordan is mentioned, and one does not

see what, but a preconceived theory, should induce one

to put on a good Hebrew word, used in a good Hebrew

author, a sense which it cannot, perhaps, be proved to

have in any passage whatsoever
;
and that too when the

friends common sense will do. In such a residence as this view

may would make Job's to have been, the Jews or proselytes

J*^'^
about him are much more Hkely to have been indevout

commer- than devout Jews
;
but as they held to the Jewish creed,

ciai men, of couTse Job would keep on good terms with them, and
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they, and not the natives, would be his more intimate

friends. Here we have agreed with Job in not finding
one wise man among his friends

;
but symptoms of heresy

we have found (see §. 45). They might have roamed over

a considerable extent of country, and met at the caravan

Eliphaz's Themanites, who seem, from vi. 19, to have been

very good friends with those migratory Sabeans, who pil-

laged Job : and a little Chaldee learning might have easily

been picked np from some well-informed soothsayer or in-

telligent leader oftheir marauding tribes. The latter would

supply Job with the few Aramaic, the former with the few

Arabic words which are to be met with in the book. But

David, Solomon, Isaias, and the best Hebrew authors must
have been constantly in his hands, to secure to him or to

his biographer the power of writing Hebrew, in all main

respects exquisitely refined and beautiful. Our author,

then, according to this notion, was a Jewish metic living and Job

between the times of Ezechiel and Isaias, and probably in himself

some spot where the x^"^ •'^nis had to show their Jewish

passwords, or nin^s (ch. xxi. 29), as they carried letters

from Jerusalem to Babylon (See Jeremias, xxix. etc.).

And if our author has not been guilty of gross anachro-

nisms, Job himself must have lived somewhere about

that time. But our business was with the date of the

author, and not with that of Job himself

59. Let us, before we conclude, fairly acknowledge to The pre-

the patient reader, that we expect in tliis country to en- "hisses

counter his dislike for venturing to shake a cherished opi- weighed

^

nion regarding the gigantic antiquity both of the author before we

and ofJob himself. This is a reasonwhywe should beg him ^^J^<^'

not to allow himself, through dislike of our conclusion, to ^j^^^
overlook the premisses. If a man told us that, because all

other ancient epic poems can be shown to be made up of

pre-existing ballads, therefore ,"0/xt//ooc is froma/joj and 6/if),

and means " a fitter-together", it is pretty certain that dis-

like of the conclusion would arm many people against the

premisses. But a person who admitted, rightly or wrongly,
that induction from other ancient epics was the only way
in which the question could be settled, would have no

right to reject the conclusion, till he had examined the

premisses. In order to do this, he would have to go
through many tedious examinations of details, and after

that he might hope to judge. This is the kind of treat-

ment the author of such a theory, at all events, would wish
to meet with. Rightly or wrongly, it has in a parallel
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manner been here assumed, that the question before us is

a critical question. If our readers do not admit that, then
of course we have no business to ask them to weigh our

premisses, and not our conclusion
;
for they have got a con-

clusion from some other source. But those who do admit it

to be a critical question, may disprove these premisses, or

find others to confirm the same conclusion. MaXXov yap fk

ttXhovijjv tri iruaQdr] rig Tr^irHGjxivog' irpog ^e to TTU(jdr\vai

fjLri Tmruafiivog^ ov9lv fiaWov. Aristot. Meta, p. 1086,
a. 19 (supply av tikol or something of the sort).

The na- 60. Tliis little disquisition, then, must here come to a
ture of

close, after passing through a variety of confessedly de-

mfss^r'
b^teable minuti^. But as the author does not forget that

and of the details of such circumstantial evidence (so to call it) ne-
the con-

cessarily are debateable, so the reader ought not to forget

notftcTbe
*^^* ^ great number of uncertain premisses may yet gene-

forgot- rate a certain, a morally certain, conclusion. So far as
ten. this conclusion is adverse to ascribing to our author an

immense antiquity, it is confirmed by critics of all classes

abroad, whether they be Catholics or infidels, Protestant

or nondescript. It is not, therefore, through any particu-
lar religious bias that men have given up the antiquity of

the book. Tliis is worth mentioning as helping to show
that the question is a critical question. From it we have

endeavoured, as the readers ofthe Atlantis will expect, to

exclude theology : we have both professed at first, and en-

deavoured throughout, to make the question a critical

question. But should any one not a reader of the At-

lantis, accidentally take up what has been' here written,

him would we address as one, who, for the time being, had
become one of its readers, and must abide by its laws, in

the words of the learned St. Jerome (in Isaias, xiv.):

"Quod hgereo literae et in more serpentis terram comedo,
tu83 est voluntatis, qui historicam tantum interpretationem
audire voluisti,"



SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHES.

Aet- I.—On the use of the Sections of the Cone in the solution

of certain Geometrical Problems. ByRev.W. G. Penny,M.A.

THE object of the following paper is to show that there is a

large class of problems, which, though they do not admit of

solution by rule and compasses only, nevertheless admit of a very

simple geometrical construction by means of a circle and a curve

traced on the paper from any parabolic section of a cone what-

ever; and that a single such section will suffice for the entire

class of problems of this kind.

Every problem in plane geometry may be said to have for its

object the determination of some one or more Points. Thus in

the first proposition of Euclid, which is a good type of all geo-
metrical problems, the object is to determine some Point from

which, if straight fines be drawn to the extremities of a given
line, an equilateral triangle shall be formed. Or, to take an exam-

ple of another kind
;
—To determine the area of a given curve.

This again is only the same thing as the determination of a Point,

viz., that at which some straight line must terminate, so that the

square or other figure described upon it may equal the area of

the curve.

Now in order to determine the position of a point in a plane,
it is well known that two conditions are necessary ; we must have
two facts concerning it given us, such as its distances from two

given lines, or from two given points, or the like. Suppose the

point to be referred to rectangular axes (and the same reasoning
will apply to all other cases), we must have two coordinates, x^

and z/', in order to define its position ;
and as we have two coor-

dinates, so must we have two equations to determine their mag-
nitude. And as these equations are themselves determined by
the conditions of the problem, we may call them "

Equations of
Condition".

These equations may be of any degree, and they may each
of them contain both the coordinates or only one, as the case

may be.
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The first thing then is, of course, to form our equations of con-

dition
;

let us suppose them to be of the second degree, and let

them be

V^+B,^y+cy»+Dx+Ey+F

F=0 1

These, then, are the equations which express the relation which
the coordinates of the point have to each other and to certain

known quantities expressed by A, B and C
;
and from them the

values of x' and y' are to be found. It often happens, however,
that the values which satisfy these equations are such that they
cannot be constructed geometrically by rule and compasses alone.

This generally happens when the equation which we arrive at by
the elimination of x' or y' is a cubic. In this case, straight lines

and circles will not suffice for the construction of the roots, and

we must have recourse to a simple method which it is the object
of this paper to point out.

Now it is evident that, besides satisfying these two equations,
the coordinates a' y' will also satisfy the two equations

A,^«+B,^z/+C,a^='+D,a?+Ejy+F,=0 3
^

which are the equations to two lines, x and y being now no

longer restricted to the required point, but representing the

variable or current coordinates, and belonging to any point in

the line whatever.

And since the coordinates of the point required satisfy the

equations of each of these lines, it must lie in each of them, and
will in fact be the point where they intersect. The position of

the point then will here, as indeed it is in all cases, be deter-

mined by the intersection of two lines.

What we have to do then is, first, to form two equations, such

as (A), then write the same with the accents suppressed, as equa-
tions (B), and consider these as the equations to two lines, and

then, if possible, draw the curves represented by equations B,
and the point where they intersect will be the point required.

But where it is not possible to draw the lines (B), the thing
to be done is to try to replace them by others which shall inter-

sect in the same points, and which we have the means of draw-

ing. Suppose for instance that we have a parabolic section of a

cone
;
we may easily place it upon the paper, and draw a para-

bola from it. If then we can replace the two equations by two
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others, one of whicli will represent the said parabola, and the

other a circle, the problem will admit of an easy geometrical
construction.

Now it is easy to replace equations (A) by a great variety of

others, by addition, subtraction, etc., each of which new equa-

tions, the accents being suppressed, may be taken to represent a

curve, as before, and the curves so found, though they dilFer

from the original ones, will all of them manifestly intersect in the

same points, since the ehmination of x or y between them will

give the same equation as would result from elimination between

the original ones.

But although by this process an endless variety of curves may
be found, it is not always possible to find among them curves

which will suit our purpose ;
this method, therefore, which is the

first of two methods which I propose, though it may often be ap-

plied with advantage, as is the case in problem 2, will oftener be

inapplicable ;
for it is not always possible to replace them by a

circle and parabola at all
;
and even when it is, it may so happen

that they are such that the branches of the parabola, which are

not supposed capable of being produced beyond the limits of the

section of the cone which we are making use of as an instrument,
will not be long enough to reach the circle. Therefore we must
have recourse to another method, which, though not always so

direct, has the advantage that it is free from either of the incon-

veniences mentioned above, and never fails. It is this :

Ehminate x and y successively, and we shall obtain two equa-
tions of the fourth degree, or, when there is no absolute term in

the equations of condition, of the third degree. Wlien we have
done this, we may sometimes find, by solving the equation, roots

which admit of being constructed by rule and compasses ;
but

this is not always the case
;

as for instance, when the roots of the

equations appear with a cubic sign before them. When this hap-

pens, what we have to do is to find for each equation in succes-

sion, which, as I shall proceed to show, may always be done, a

circle such that by its intersection with a given parabola, it will

determine their roots, that is, the coordinates of the point or

points required.
It will sometimes be only necessary to determine the roots of

one of these equations, as is the case in problem 4.

Sometimes, also, the problem is such that we arrive imme-

diately at equations each of which contains x or y only, as in

problem 1. In which case this method is not only the more
certain but the more direct one.

I shall now endeavour to prove the following propositions, to

which I would invite attention.

II. 29
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Prop. 1. Every cubic or biquadratic equation may have iU
roots exhibited geometrically by the intersection of a circle and a

given parabola.

1. Let the equation be a cubic; and let it be, when wanting
its second term,

a!^+q£C-\-rz=:0.

The real roots of this may be found by means of a circle and a

parabola, both of them passing through the origin. Let their

equations be

^2-2a^+2/'-2J3^/=0. (1)

where a /3 and k are quantities as yet unknown. By the ehmi-

nation of?/, we obtain the equation

a;^'\-(k'^—2j3k)x^—2aJc^x= 0, or dividing by a,

a;'+(^-2j3%-2aP=0. (3)

This will coincide with the proposed equation, if

]c'-2j5k=q 2a= -^.

Now since we have three undetermined quantities, viz., a, /3,
and

Jc, and only two equations to determine them, one of them may
be taken arbitrarily, and of any magnitude we please. Let this

one be k, which we may therefore take equal to the latus rectum

of the parabolic section of a cone which we may possess. Then

we shall have 2a= —T^^ 2/3= ,
^

;
so that equation (1) becomes

«'+^^+2/'+^y=0, (4)

between which, and equation (2), if we eliminate y, we arrive at

an equation identical with the proposed, and whose roots are

therefore the same, and represent abscissse of the points required.

Equations (2) and (4) intersect at the origin; they will also, if

the branches of the parabola are long enough, intersect again in

some one point at least, which is the point which determines

the roots of the equation. But if the constant quantities in the

proposed equation are large, so that the parabola will not meet
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the circle, let us diminish the roots of the equation in a given

ratio, and we shall always be able to diminish them so that the

intersection may take place as near to the origin as we please, so

that however small a portion of the curve we have, it may always
be made to suffice ; for.

The equation with its roots thus reduced becomes

x^+ qm^x+wV= 0, and a and j3 become

Now when m is taken very small, a becomes very small, and j3

k
becomes very nearly equal to

-^.
Hence it is manifest that a

circle described with these quantities for the coordinates of its

centre and passing through the origin, will intersect the para-
bola very near the origin, as near m fact as we wish to make
it. Therefore the roots of the reduced equation may be repre-
sented by means of a given parabola, however short its branches

;

and thence we may obtain the roots of the original one, by
multiplying by m. Problem (1), which relates to the dupli-
cation of a cube, is an instance. If the line whose cube is

to be duplicated were very large, we should only have to re-

duce the roots of the first equation in the problem ;
or in other

words, take a line —th of the given one
;
find thence the lines

whose cube is the double of it, and multiply the latter line

by m. We can always, therefore, find at least one of the real

roots by this method
;
and if there are tliree, the other two may

be found by rule and compasses. Let a 5 c be the roots of the

equation x^-\-qx-\-rz=:0\ then, since the equation wants its second

term, a-f-6-f c=0, also r= —ahc.

Suppose that a is the root which we have found
; then the

quadratic, which has for its roots the other two, will be

» r m r
oxx^'{-ax =0, smce 6-|-c=— a, and 5c= ,d a

an equation whose roots may be determined by rule and com-

passes. Very often, however, it will not be necessary to do this
;

It is only when the parabola is long enough to cut the circle only
once. We may, of course, depress a biquadratic in like manner.

If we have a cubic in which the second term is present, we
29 b
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may either deprive it of its second term, or we may leave it as it

is, and use a parabola passing tKrough the origin, but having
its vertex elsewhere, as is done in problem (4), in which case we

x^ I fix
should assume for the equation to the parabola, y=.

—^— »

where h is to be determined in the same way that the other con-

stants are.

It appears, therefore, that any cubic equation whatever may
have its real roots constructed geometrically by a circle and a

given parabola ;
and hence that any problem which gives rise to

a cubic equation may always be solved by this method.

2. Let the equation be a biquadratic, and let it be, when de-

prived of its second term,

x^+qx^-\-rx-\-s=:0.

This may be solved by a circle and parabola, the latter passing

through the origin, but not the former. Let their equations be

a;2-2a^-f2/2— 2j3?/+c'=0

Then by the elimination of?/ we obtain the equation

-c4+(P_2j3%2-2ato-f-c^F=0,

which coincides with the proposed equation if

k'-2pk= q, 2ak'=:-r, c'J(^=s,

which give /3=^^ "=~i "^'^P

so that equation becomes

which, it is easily seen, represents a circle, the coordinates of

whose centre are —
cvp

and ,.,
^

,
and whose radius

^ Ahi* AU4.k'^ A:k' k^'

This radius will always be possible if the quantity under the ra-
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dical sign is positive ;
which it always is if s is negative, and

also when s is positive, provided Ti is less than -rn'T at/ • ^^

these cases then the equation will need no further transformation
;

but if s is positive, and the quantity under the radical sign nega-
tive, let us alter the roots of the proposed equation in the ratio of

m: 1, by writing
— instead of ^; then the equation becomes after

reduction

a!*-\-m^qa!^-\-m^ra!-{-m*s=0,

and the expression -rr^-\- aiJ
—

tj will become

Now since m is arbitrary, it is always possible to make it small

enough to render this quantity positive, that is, to make the

radius of the circle a possible quantity. Also, we may make the

circle pass as near to the origin as we please, by assigning such a

value to m as shall make c in the equation to the circle small ;'

so that the intersection of the circle and parabola may be made
to take place as near the origin as we wish, that is, so near that

the parabola, however short its branches may be, will always in-

tersect the circle
;
and so with a given parabola and circle we

may always represent the roots of the transformed equation, and
from thence the roots of the original one : and so also any pro-
blem giving rise to such an equation may be solved by this

method.

Prop. 2. All problems^ whose solutions depend upon the in-

tersection of two conic sections, may be solved by a circle and a

given parabola.

For in all such problems the two equations of condition will

be of the second degree, or may be replaced by such
;
and the

elimination of x and y between them will produce an equation
not exceeding the fourth degree, which, as we have shown, may
be solved by this method.

Prop. 3. All problems, whose solutions depend upon the in-

tersection of two conic sections, may be solved by a circle and an

ellipse.

' The VAlue of c^ being -p-.
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Add together the equations

^"+f^'+2/"+^-^i/'=0, and

x'^—ky'— O^ and we have

2^"+y"+y*'+(f-2A)y'=0, (1)

which, with the accents suppressed, and x y being taken for vari-

able coordinates, represents an ellipse.

Since k is arbitrary, we may make it anything we please, and

may therefore make it equal to any of the constant quantities in

the cubic equation, which will make equation (1) the simplest.
The same applies to biquadratic equations.
We might also in the same way obtain the equation to an

equilateral hyperbola, the use of which might be sometimes con-

venient.

It appears, therefore, that any problem whatever, which can
be solved by the intersection of conic sections, or which gives
rise to an equation of the third or fourth degree, may be solved

by means of a circle and a given parabola, or if we prefer it, by
a circle and an ellipse or hyperbola.

These methods appear to give the simplest construction which

problems admit of, when they are not capable of being solved by
rule and compasses.
The use of the parabola is in general preferrable to the ellipse,

as it requires some skill to describe the latter with perfect

accuracy.
It is of course necessary that we should know the latus rectum

of the parabola which we are using. It may easily be found thus :

Place the section of the cone on the paper, and trace the curve

from it
;
draw any two parallel chords

;
bisect them, and through

the points of bisection draw a straight line, which will therefore

be a diameter. Through any point in it draw the line PQ at

right lines to it, meeting the curve in P and Q. Bisect PQ in M,
draw MA A. PQ, and meeting the curve in A

;
then MA is the

axis, and A the vertex of the figure, so that if k be the lat. rect.

we shall have MP^= ^. MA. Find, therefore a third propor-
tional to MA and MP, MP being the mean

;
and it will be the

latus rectum required.
In this way the latus rectum of the parabola, used in the fol-

lowing problems, was determined.

It has been long known that certain problems can be solved by
the intersection of conic sections, but they have never been re-
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cognized as geometrical problems, possibly from its being sup-

posed tliat they require a particular conic section for each pro-
blem, in which case they might be truly regarded as impossible,
but this it appears is not the case

;
it is not necessary that we

should be able to describe any conic section with any axes, in the

same way that it is that we should be able to describe a circle

with any radius
;

a single curve will do for all problems ;
it is

only necessary that we should be able to describe some one

parabola, which may easily be done by a section of a cone. This,

then, is the only additional instrument or postulate required.
And it is to be observed that not less than this seems requisite
for ordinary propositions in conic sections, where it is necessary
that we should be able to describe, not any conic section, but

some one^ which will serve as a specimen of all the rest. Such, at
*

least, would be required according to the strict method of the an-

cient geometers, who always suppose that we have the means of

constructing the figure which we have to reason upon ;
otherwise

a much shorter way might be given of proving Euc, b. i., prop.
5. And the only reason why this shorter way has not been

generally received, is the fact that it requires the construction of

a figure which the student has not yet been taught to construct.

If either of the equations of condition is of a higher order than
the second, and is such that it cannot be replaced by one of

lower degree, we shall require a curve of a still higher order

than a conic section for the solution of the problem, so that we
have in geometry several distinct classes of problems. Indeed

geometrical problems might be classified according to the instru-

ments which are requii-ed for their construction. First, there are

those which only require rule and compasses ; next, those which

require a parabola, or a parabolic ruler
;
and lastly, those which

require still higher curves. And these latter may in general be

regarded as impossible ;
and moreover they appear to be distin-

guished from those of the second class by another feature besides

requiring a higher order of curve
;
for whereas a single parabola

will suffice for all problems of the second class, in the third class

a separate curve or instrument appears to be necessary for each

problem ; for, the equation for determining x would here be of
the fifth or sixth degree at least; and though we might find

plenty of curves of the third order, which, by elimination with
the equation to a circle, would produce an equation coinciding
with the general equation of the sixth degree, yet we require for

the purpose a curve of more than one parameter, otherwise the

equation so formed will only coincide with an equation of the
sixth degree for particular values of the constants.

By a curve containing only one parameter, I mean one whose
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equation is sucli that, by transformation of coordinates, it may be

reduced to one containing only one constant.

Before giving examples of the solution of problems by these

methods, it may be well to say a few words as to the circum-

stances under which problems may be solved by rule and com-

passes only.
As a general rule, then, when there are not more than two

points which satisfy the conditions of the problem, it may be al-

ways solved by rule and compasses ;
but when there are three or

more, it cannot in general ;
because two circles cannot intersect

in more points than two. In problem 3 for instance, no circle

can intersect the circle there drawn in as many points as the pa-
rabola does. In certain cases, however, we might replace the

parabola by two circles, since two circles may intersect either a

straight line or another circle in four points. This may be done

when the cubic or biquadratic equation contains what may be

called common or unconnected roots—^roots, that is, which might
have belonged to a simple or quadratic equation, such as a, 6=tVc;
but not when it contains proper or connected roots, that is, those

which could not have belonged to a lower equation than a cubic,

such \^2<z, which is a root of the equation x^— 2a^=:0. In this

latter case, the roots are all necessarily connected together; in

fact, knowing that one root is ^^2a^ we know what the other two
roots must be, even without having given the equation which

they belong to. But if, on the other hand, we knew that one

root of an equation was a, we could not tell without seeing the

equation itself, what the others were, or even what sort of equa-
tion it belonged to. In this latter case, it is the same thing

virtually as if we had, not one but tico problems to solve.

Hence, if we have found a circle and parabola, whose intersec-

tion will determine the roots of the equation x^-\-qx-^r=0, and
if we find by solving the equation that the roots are unconnected,
we might replace the parabola by two imconnected Hues

;
but if

the roots are connected roots, we can only represent them by
some line which actually connects them, or passes tlirough them

all, as in problem 3.

In other words, when the cubic, etc., is resolvable into factors,

in which the cubic sign does not appear, the parabola may be re-

placed by simpler lines, but not otherwise.

Again, when the equations of condition represent or can be re-

duced to two conic sections, whose diameters are in the same line,

or whose centres coincide, the problem may be solved by rule

and compasses, but not otherwise. In the former case they

may, by transfoiTaation of coordinates, be reduced to two equa-
tions of the form y'^=.mx'^-\-nx-Yp^ and in the latter to two of the
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form ax'-^-hxy-^'Cif-^-d^o.
And it is easily seen tliat a pair of

equations of either of the above forms may be solved as quadra-

tics, and that their roots will not contain the cubic sign. In other

cases, the rule and compasses alone will not suffice.

The following are examples of problems solved by these

methods :—
Proh. 1. To describe a cube ivhich shall be double of a given

cube.

Proh. 1, Fig. (a).

Let AB= a be the line whose cube is given. Let O.^, Oy be

two rectangular axes, and suppose OM.z=.x to be the line whose
cube is required, then we shall have

x^=2a^ (1)

This is a cubic equation, which, though it may be solved al-

gebraically, yet cannot have its roots exhibited geometrically by
rule and compasses ;

but we may easily determine them by plac-

ing upon the paper, in a proper position, any parabolic section

of a cone, and tracing the curve from it, and then describing a

circle intersecting it. The problem, therefore, consists in deter-

mining the position in which the parabolic section is to be placed,
and the magnitude and position of the circle.

Suppose then that equation (1) has arisen from the elimina-

tion of y between the two equations

.«'-2a^+j/'-20</=O (2) and y=-r (3),
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wkicli represent a circle and parabola. Performing the elimina-

tion, after dividing by x^ which, multiplies every term, we have,

which will coincide with the proposed equation (1) if

A;- 2/3= and 2aP— 2a^ or

if/3=:^anda
=

|^.

The value of k is indeterminate, since whatever value we as-

sign to it, if we substitute the value of a and /3 above found in

the equation to the circle, and then eliminate y between this

equation and that to the parabola, we shall have an equation in

which k does not appear ;
and so we may take it of any value we

please, and therefore may employ any parabolic section what-

ever to trace the curve with. The equation to the circle then

becomes

2a*

which represents a circle passing through the origin, and having

for the coordinates of its centre y^ and 5. Take therefore OC=

a? . k . .

p (Euc. vi., prop. 11, 12) and CD= x
; join OD, and with cen-

tre D and distance DO describe a circle. Also place the para-
bohc section so that its axis shall coincide with that of y and its

vertex shall be at the origin, and then trace the curve, which
will intersect the cu'cle in P. Then, if from P an ordinate PM be

drawn, the cube of the line OM will be double that of a, since

by the elimination of y between the equations (2) and (3) we
arrive at the equation

0W=zx^=2a\

The line AB has here been taken small; but if it had been

taken much larger, it would require that the branches of the pa-
rabola should be produced to a considerable extent in order that

they might meet the circle, whereas we cannot actually produce
them beyond the Hmits of the section of the cone which we have

;

but we might still, nevertheless, easily find the cube required by
first taking a smaller fine, as in the figure, and so by finding any
two fines, the cube of one of which is double of the cube of the

other, we may by proportion easily find the cube required.
We might also have done the problem by first finding a cube
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which shall be double that of the lat. rect. of the parabola. Then

equation (2) would become

Draw therefore the circle represented by this. Then the cube of

OM will be double that of k; and to obtain the cube of any
other line a^ take OM^ : OM :: a:k, then we shall have

OM^=¥3orOM-
=OM3^=-^= 2a3.

To do the same problem by means of an ellipse.

Prob. 1, Fig. (6).

Add together equations (2) and (3) and make k, which is

arbitrary, equal to a, then

2a;^—2ax-\-y^—2ay=0, or

which represents an ellipse, the coordinates of whose centre are

TT, and a, and whose axes are i/a^ .i-^and —r^X/a^ 4-— • Also
J V «

2 y is
*^ 2

the equation to the circle becomes

x*—2ax-\-y^—ay=0,
describe therefore two lines as in the figure, and the abscissa of

the point of intersection is the line required.
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We may also obtain the equation to a hyperbola by subtract-

ing twice equation (3) from equation 2.

Cor. We may also in like manner find a cube which shall be

equal to the sum of two given cubes.

Proh. 2. To place two mean proportionals between two given
straight lines.

Prob. 2, Fig. (a).

Let a, 5, fig. (a) be the given lines
;
draw OA, OM for axes,

let x' and y' be two mean proportionals between them
;
then we

shall have a\x' wx' \y' and x' \y' \\y' \h or

x''^z=.ay' 2JoAy''^-=.hx'.

Now suppose that x' y' are the coordinates of the point of in-

tersection of the two curves whose equations are

x'=ay\{X) f=hx{2);
then by drawing these two curves, and from the point of inter-

section drawing the ordinate PM, we should have OM and PM
for the quantities required.
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But we may also make tlie problem depend upon the intersex

tion of a circle and parabola. Add together equations (1) and

(2) and we have

x'+y^—hk—ay^O (3)

The equation to a circle whose intersection with either of the

lines (1) or (2), (2) for instance, will determine the quantities

sought for. Now if h in equation (2) is equal to ^, the latus

rectum of the parabolic section which we are using, we have
onlj

to draw the lines (2) and (3), and the problem is done. But if it

is not equal to ^, let us take instead of the line a, another line a^

such that a^'.a::k:h. Then it is manifest by what has gone be-

fore, that if Xj yj be two mean proportionals between a^ and

^, they will be determined by the intersection of the curves

x^-\-y^~a^y—kx^~0, and y^=ikx^, draw therefore these curves

as in the figure, and then take x:x^: :a:a^ and yiy^ ::b:k. x and

y will be the quantities required.

To do the same by means of an ellipse.

Add together equations (2) and (3), then we have

a;2+2?/2_26^—a?/=0.

The equation to an ellipse, whose intersection with the circle

(3) will determine the required quantities. The axes and coor-

dinates of centre are easily seen from the equation, and the curve

may be drawn as in the figure. See fig. (6).

Proh. 2, Fig. (b).

Proh. 3. To trisect a given rectilineal angle.
Let BAG

(fig. (a) ) be the given angle ;
bisect it by the lineAM

with centre A, and any distance AB describe the circle BPC ;

join BC, meeting AM in D. Take DE= ^ BD. Then if a

hyperbola be drawn, having AM for its directrix, and having its
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Proh. 3, Fig. (a).

vertex in E, and its focus at B, and meeting the circle in P, the

arc BC will be trisected in P. For, join BP, and draw the

double ordinate PMQ, and join QC. Then since BE is double

of ED, it is manifest that by the property of the hyperbola, BP
will be double ofPM; since the ratio of BP to PM is the same
as that of BE to ED. .*. BP=PQ, and also manifestly equals

QC, since the figure is symmetrical. This method is, perhaps,
in itself the simplest that can be employed ;

but it has the (£s-

advantage of requiring a hyperbola whose eccentricity is 2.

Therefore it is desirable to reduce the problem to the intersec-

tion of a circle and parabola.
To avoid the inconvenience of having too large a circle, it

will here be better to trisect half of the angle, which will give
the trisection of the whole. Let therefore BAO (fig. 5), be

the angle to be trisected, join BO. Bisect the angle by the

line ADE. Then if PQ be the points of trisection, and if BQ,
QP, PO be joined, QP will be double of PE, E being the point
where ADE meets PQ, therefore also OP will be double of PE

;

produce QP, and draw OM J. to it.

Let 0M=^,, MP=y, AD=a, D0=/3. Then,

^^^+3/J=OP= (2PE)»=4(/3-y,)^ (1)

The point P, therefore, will manifestly lie in the curve whose

equation is

*'+y'=4(/3-y)';
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Proh. 3, Fig. (6).

also from the equation to the circle OPQB we have

«f+yf=2j3y-2a^,; (2)

by subtracting (2) from (1) and suppressing the accents, we have

which is the equation to a parabola, and is easily reducible to

<»-!ft'=iS?-')

which represents a curve situated as in the figure, and having

its latus rectum =^, and the coordinates of its vertex -rj3 and ^ ^.2 4 o a

Let therefore AD be taken equal to twice the lat. rec. of the

given parabola. Describe the circle as in the figure. Take

0F=
^j3,

and FG (parallel to AD= L^p., and draw the para-

bola having FG for its axis, and its vertex at G. Then the point

P, where it meets the circle, is the trisection of the given angle.
To do the same by an elHpse, see fig. (c),
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Proh. 3, Fig. (c).

we shall have as before CP^=4 PM^

or a;*+y=r4(j3
—

?/)^, suppressing the accents,

Now multiply the equation to the circle by 5, and add,

... 8?/2+4^2=18j3y-10a2;-4j3^

which is easily reducible to

2(y-§^y+(^+|«)!=(|»?+2(|/3)^

Take CE=—|aD and EP= 5CD, and with F as centre, and

axes as represented in the equation, draw the ellipse.
It will trisect the angle in P, and will also meet the circle

again in R and S ;
the former point trisects tlie outward angle,,

and S trisects the supplement HB.
The reason why the equation to the circle was multiplied by

5 rather than by a lower number, was in order to have an ellipse

which would not be very eccentric. The ellipse in which the

coefficient of y^ is double that of x^ is always a convenient one

to use.

It is easily seen that the hyperbola used in
fig. (a) may always

be used to place equal chords in any curve whatever passing

through the points B, A, C, provided only that it is symmetrical
with respect to the line AD.
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The following problem is more complicated than any of the

former ones, but it is a good illustration of the methods here

proposed.

Proh. 4. AB is a straight line drawn equal to and at right

angles to AC, which is the radius of a circle APO (centre C),
and from B a straight line BPR is drawn, cutting the circle in

P
;
also from A a perpendicular AQ is drawn upon this Hne, it

is required to draw the line BPR so that the square ofAQ shall

be equal to the sum of the squares of BQ and BP.

Prob. 4.

From C draw CO ± AC, meeting the circle in O, join BO,
take B for the origin, and let AB=AC= a, and let BP= r' and
--1.PB0= d\ Then we shall have

AQ=acosBAQ=acosQBO,i

BQ=asinQBO.
Then by the conditions of the problem we have

AQ^=BQ2+BP; or

a'cos^^'rrr'^+a'sin^^';

OTr''=a\co^^Q'-sm''B')= a'cos2Q\

Let x'y' be the coordinates of P. Then we shall have

{x'^+yy=a\x''-y'^)', (A)

so that the point P will lie in the curve whose equation is

^

{a:^j^yy=a\x^^y% (1)

which is the equation to the lemniscata.
II. 30
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Also the equation to the circle is

(^+ay+(x-ay=a\ (2)

so that the point P is determined by the intersection of the lem-

niscata with the given circle.

The lemniscata, however, may be replaced by a conic section,

as follows : transfer the origin to O, for convenience sake, then

equation (1) becomes

{y'^+aj''+2ax'+ay=a\a;''-y''+ 2ax'+a'), (3)

and (2) becomes y'^-\-x^
—

—'2ay. (4)

which gives the following relation between the coordinates of P,

Substitute this value o^ x'^-\-y'^ in equation (3), and it becomes
after reduction and suppressing the accents,

3^2-8a?^+5^'+2a^-4a?/=0, (5)

which it is easily seen represents an ellipse, which curve may
therefore be used instead of the lemniscata.

We may also use a parabola instead of the elhpse. To find

its equation we must multiply equation 4 by some quantity m,
and add it to (5), which gives

(3+m>2— 8^?/+ (5+m)?/2+2aaj+ (2am— 4a)?/=0.

Now in order that this may represent a parabola we must have
64—4 (3+w) (5+m)=rO, which gives m=:Vl7— 4, so that the

equation just given becomes

(Vl7-lV-8.2f?/+(Vl7+ iy+2a^+2(Vl7-6)a?/=0,
The parabola, however, represented by this has a very small

latus rectum compared with the radius of the circle
;
so that to

employ the same parabola which has been used in the previous

problems, it would require that the radius of the circle should be

very large, and the branches of the parabola very long, in order

that they may meet it
;
so that this method will be here inap-

plicable, and it will be necessary to have recourse to the second

general method proposed in the beginning of the paper. We
must, therefore, ehminate x ox y (x will be more convenient),
between equations (4) and (5),which will give after reduction

14 10 2

f+-af+j^a^y+j^a^=0, (6)

and we have now to find another circle and parabola such, that

the elimination of x between their equations will produce equa-
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tion (6), or since the lat. rect. of the parabola is supposed given,
we have only to determine its position and the magnitude and

position of the required circle. Let therefore the equation to the

circle parabola be

y^-\-hy=zkx. Where a, /3, A are to be determined. EHmi-

nating x between them, we have

^3^2%=^+ (A2+P-2a%-2^(/3^+aA)= 0,

which agrees with the equation (6) if

14 10 2

2h=j;^a, h^-\-k'-2akzz^a\ 2k{j5k-\-ah)z=-j^a\

which give for the values o£ h a j5

,7 k fliyi ^ af7 la' 7 fllV a'X

also since the equation to the parabola may be put under the

y-\-n) =^(^+T7;)i*^s manifest that the coordinates of its

vertex are — ^ and — tt-
2 Ak

Draw therefore a line parallel to BO and at a distance —^
from

it, which will be the axis of the parabola, and take a point in it

distant from 00 by the quantity— jt, and draw the required

parabola having this point for its vertex, and draw the circle

passing through the origin, and having a and
|3

as determined
above for its centre. Then from the point E where they inter-

sect, draw EPN parallel to BO, meeting the circle in P. P will

be the point required.
If the radius a were so large that the parabola and circle

would not intersect, we have only to take a radius of a suitable

size as in the figure, and having by it obtained the proportions of

the tliree lines, obtain by proportion the actual magnitude of

those required for any particular radius.

The
quantity^ j3 is somewhat complicated : the easiest way of

determining it is first to find the value of a and draw the line,

and then determine that of
j3 from the equation

rj__ h la'

30 b
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If we wish to make use of an ellipse, let us add together the

equations to the circle and parabola, and we have

^2_(2a+%+2?/«-Xj3-A)?/=0

or a

which, the quantities a (3
h being determined, will be preferable

to using that given in the first part of the problem.

The following problems are some among many others which

appear to belong to this class. Others will occasionally be given
in future numbers.

Proh. 5. ABC is a right angled triangle having C its right

angle, required to draw a line from A dividing the base BC in

P, so that the rectangle AP, PC= rectangle AC, BP.
Proh. 6. To divide the hypotenuse into two segments by a

line drawn from the opposite angle, so that one of the segments
shall be a mean proportional between the line so drawn and the

other segment.
Proh. 7. To divide a straight line into two parts, such that

their sum is to their difference as the square of the one part is to

the square of the other.

Proh. 8. A chord is drawn in a circle, and from its middle

point and its two extremities, Hues are drawn to a point P in the

circumference
;

it is required to draw them so that the solid con-

tained by them shall be equal to the cube of the radius.

Proh. 9. Two circles touch each other internally at A, and

through A, AB the diameter of the larger circle is drawn, it is

required to place a chord PQR in outer circle and touching
the inner circle in Q, so that the chord shall be equal to the dis-

tance QB.
Proh. 10. In the same two circles a Hne APQ is required to

be drawn, cutting the circles in P and Q, so that if PR be drawn

JL to it, and cut the outer circle in R, PR shall be equal to AQ.
Proh. 12. Given the greatest side and the opposite -«^ of a

A, to construct it so that the sides shall be in geometrical pro-

gression.
Proh. 13. To construct a right angled A, having its sides in

harmonical progression.
Proh. 14. Given the base, the sum of the sides, and the dis-

tance of the vertex from a fixed point, to construct the triangle.

Proh. 15. To inscribe a quadrilateral figure in a circle such

that the solid contained by three of its sides shall be double the

cube of the fourth side.
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Prob. 16. AP and AQ are two lines drawn througli a point

A, and containing a given -c:-, required to draw a line tlirough a

given point B meeting these two lines in Q and P so that BQ
shall be equal to AP.

Prob. 17. A circle is referred to any rectangular axes
;

it is

required to draw a straight hne cutting the circle and terminated

by the axes, so that it shall be trisected by the circle.

Art. II.—Note on the Tliichness of the Earth's Crust. By
Henry Hennessy, F.R.S.

SINCE
the publication in the first number of the Atlantis of

my short essay on the Physical Structure of the Earth, the

views developed in that paper, and those presented in my papers
in the Philosophical Transactions, have met with some discussion

from mathematicians and geologists.^ From whatever point of

view such questions are fairly discussed, truth must be ultimately

benefited, and I am therefore glad to find that the subject is

now attracting a remarkable degree of attention.

In order to fairly understand the position of this question, it

will be necessary to take a brief historical view of the labours of

mathematicians relative to the internal structure of the earth.

Of tliis, as of many other portions of cosmical physics, the germ
is to be found in the Principia. Newton's determination of the

earth's figure on the hypothesis of its preexistence as a homoge-
neous fluid mass, was the first attempt to explain an observed

peculiarity in the configuration of our planet from physical laws.

In the subsequent researches of Clairaut, and still more in those

of Laplace, the connection between the internal condition of the

fluid mass and its exterior figure was so clearly pointed out that,

even if Cavendish had not assured us of the increasing density of

the interior of the earth, we should have been convinced that this

condition really existed. In no part of the Mecanique Celeste are

the remarkable powers of its author more prominently mani-
fested than in the portions devoted to the consideration of the

figure and general structure of our planet.
While availing himself of the previous labours of D'Alembert

and Legendre, Laplace has given to this department ofcosmical

physics, not only many new results, but a systematic arrange-

* Archdeacon Pratt, Philosophical Magazine for May ;
General Portlock's ad-

dress to the Geological Society of London, Quarterly Journal, November, 1858
;

Rev. Professor Haughton's address to the Geological Society of Dublin
;
and Pro-

fessor Phillips's address to the Geological Society of London.
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inent which has made it almost a science in itself. Thus we are

enabled to see the connection between the internal structure of
the earth, and the statical condition of its surface, as exhibited
in the arrangement of the seas and oceans by which it is partly
covered, and by the law of variation of gravity from the equator
to the pole. The influence of this structure upon the phenomena
of the earth's rotation, and even on the movements of our satelKte,
were all rendered manifest by appHcations of the same analysis
which had already unfolded the laws of attraction of the entire

spheroidal mass of our planet. All of these results point in the

same general direction
; they all lead to the conclusion that the

earth is denser towards the centre than towards the surface, and
that its materials are arranged in spheroidal strata nearly parallel
to the outer crust. Laplace even showed how such phenomena
could be fully explained, if the earth had originally consisted of
a mass of fluid matter, capable of undergoing compression Hke
all known fluids. The law of density of the spheroidal strata,

which he has thus deduced, although necessarily hypothetical,
serves to account so well for the observed conditions of the

earth's figure and variation of gravity over its surface, as to lead

to its provisional adoption by most subsequent inquirers. Mr.

Hopkins was the first mathematician who treated the question
of the rotation of the earth, taking into account the possible
existence of a great part of its interior as a mass of fluid. The

only physical step which he has made beyond Laplace is in sepa-

rating the rigid and solid shell from the fluctuating and mobile

nucleus of fluid. He assumes the same law of density for solid

and fluid—namely, that of Laplace. He also assumes the same

ellipticity for the interior strata of equal density of the shell and

nucleus, as if the entire mass were reduced to its original fluid

condition. Finally, he assumes the absence of friction and

pressure between the interior fluid and its exterior solid envelope.
Mr. Hopkins, as well as Laplace, and every preceding in-

quirer, had either openly or tacitly assumed that in the passage
from fluidity to solidity, the particles composing the earth's solid

crust retained the same positions as when the whole had been
fluid. To me it appeared more safe to adopt a supposition re-

garding the change of volume of the fluid on passing into the

solid state, which would be in accordance with what we know
from experiments on fused rocks. I was thus led to conclude

that the laws of density of the shell and nucleus could not be per-

fectly similar, and also that the ellipticity of the interior strata of

the earth, instead of being the same as in the original state of

entire fluidity, underwent a slight increase with the progressive
solidification of the mass. On this point I hope, before long, to
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be able to present a new and rigorous demonstration. In the

meantime, I am bappy to perceive tbat, subsequent to tbe publi-
cation of my memoirs in the Philosopliical Transactions, M.
Plana has been led to a similar conclusion, without appearing to

have been aware of my 'results.^ While I conclude that the

ellipticity of the inner surface of the shell cannot be less than

the ellipticity of its outer surface, Mr. Plana says that they will

be equal. The difference between my result and that of the

eminent Sardinian mathematician appears to arise from the fact

that he did not take into account the influence of change of

density in the matter from which the shell was formed in its tran-

sition from the fluid to the solid state. By similarly neglecting
this change I had already arrived at the same result as M.
Plana.^ I have already shown how these results render Mr. Hop-
kins' formulas completely nugatory for the determination of the

thickness of the earth's crust.'* At the same time, their combi-

nation leads to some interesting conclusions relative to the struc-

tm-e of our planet, which are presented in the paper just quoted.
While I am very far from considering the numbers which I

have given for the possible thickness of the earth's crust as strictly

correct, I am surprised to find such a mathematician as Arch-

deacon Pratt regarding the results of Mr. Hopkins as more sure.

He objects to my views relative to the difference of contraction of

the solid shell and the included fluid nucleus, and thus appears to

acquiesce in the old assumption that the matter ofthe earth under-

goes no change of volume by changing its molecular condition.

Professor Haughton has objected both to the results of Mr.

Hopkins and to my conclusions, on the ground that researches

into the internal condition of the earth are absolutely beyond our

powers of inquiry. This I fully admit, ifthe problem were purely
one of mathematical mechanics, and if we are not allowed to

make any use in the discussion, of the physical properties of such

portions of the solidified crust as come under our notice. In this

case Professor Stokes'^ modification of Clairaut's theorem, as well

as Mr. Haughton's equations, fully establish the possibility of

an extremely thin crust, but not of the earth's entire solidity.
If the surface of the solidified shell were rigorously perpendicu-
lar to gravity, a thin crust should be admitted. What is com-

monly designated as the earth's surface in an astronomical and
mathematical sense, is not its surface in the geological sense that

we are here discussing. The former is identical with the surface

•
2 Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 860, vol. 36, p. 315.
3 Phil. Trans. 1851, p. 527.
<

Atlantis, vol. i., p. 182.
'
Cambridge Mathematical Journal, May, 1849.
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of tlie ocean, the latter witli the surface of the solidified crust

when stripped of its liquid and sedimentary coatings. As we
are justified from observation in regarding this surface as sensibly
different from the former, I have been already led to conclude

that the thickness of the earth's crust cannot be such an evanes-

cent quantity as Mr. Haughton's results and Professor Stokes'

theorem would at first sight seem to render possible.
Archdeacon Pratt has attempted to prove that the earth's crust

must be very thick, from considerations that appear as inadmissi-

ble as those of Mr. Hopkins. He investigates the equihbrium
of a meridional section of the continent of India which stretches

through an arc of about 24°, as if it were perfectly flat, instead

of being what it really is, an arch of very sensible curvature.

He assumes that the great plateau of central India, and the

Himalayan mountains are elevations superimposed upon the

crust, and that its under surface is perfectly uniform. The first

of these assumptions makes the crust far weaker and more easily
disturbed than it could possibly be with its actual shape; the

second provides inequalities both of resistance and stress. I am
therefore not surprised at the results of a problem in which the

assumed conditions are such as to require enormous thickness of

the resisting mass in order to sustain itself under the greatest
mechanical disadvantages. But of these conditions, one is com-

pletely erroneous, and the other highly improbable; and I am
therefore compelled to regard the problem investigated by Arch-
deacon Pratt as one which has no practical connection with the

actual structure of the earth.

Art. III.—Climatology of Lisbon in Relation to the Yellow

Fever Epidemic of 1857. By Robert D. Lyons, M.D.

IN
November, 1857, 1 undertook a voluntary mission to inves-

tigate the epidemic of yellow fever, then raging with great
violence in Lisbon. Though my investigations had no official

character, the most ample facilities were afforded to me for prose-

cuting my inquiries by all persons in authority in Portugal, in-

cluding the enlightened head of the state. His Most Faithful Ma-

jesty, Dom Pedro V. From His Excellency, the Count de Sobral,
Civil Governor of Lisbon, I also received most important assis-

tance, while I am in a most especial manner indebted to the

medical faculty of that city, and, amongst several persons of note,
to my valued friend and fellow-countryman, the Very Rev. Dr.

Russell, President of the Irish College of Corpo Santo.
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In another place (Parliamentary Report to General Board of

Health, London), I have entered very fully into the general

history, pathology, and therapeutics of the epidemic fever of

Lisbon, and the various questions touching its causation. But
it has been thought that a reconsideration of the section devoted

to climatology, and the special relations of the meteorology of the

year 1857 and some years preceding the epidemic in ques-

tion, would not be uninteresting to the readers of this journal.
I have, therefore, in the following pages entered into a pretty
extensive discussion of the main features of the meteorology
of the Portuguese capital, with a view to the illustration of the

causation of the epidemic, so far as non-terrene, non-physiologico-

pathological agencies are concerned.

Portugal extends from north to south only between five pa-
rallels: it would not seem, therefore, that there ought to be

great differences in the temperature of its different parts.
These differences, observes Balbi, according to the law of the

decrease of caloric from the equator to the pole fixed by Hum-
boldt, ought not to exceed 3^ degrees of the centigrade scale,

or 6°.3 of Fahrenheit. But the inequality of its soil, forming in

some places very elevated plateaux, the greater or less distances

of various localities from the sea, the different positions of the

mountains, sheltering certain places from hot, and exposing others

to cold winds, the direction of the valleys, the nature of the soil,

and the greater exposure of some localities to the sun, so modify
its climate, that often an interval of some miles sufiices for a

transition from the climate ofGermany to that of Lisbon (Balbi).
In the warm regions of Portugal the winter is very short and

there is a double spring. The first commences in February;
the following months are not constantly of equal temperature.
In certain years they are rainy and cold, and violent gales of

wind occur; in other years they are warm and dry. The har-

vest is in June. The summer heats, which continue from the
end of July until the beginning of September, dry up everything
in the flat country and along the sea coast. This heat continues
with little or no intermission and with a clear blue sky, but the
air is refreshed by the sea breezes. The greatest heat accom-

panies the east wind (Balbi), but even then the evenings and

nights are cool. It has been attempted to be shown, by com-

paring observations, that during some days it is hotter in

Portugal than in Brazil and other parts of the torrid zone,

although the ordinary annual temperature of these countries
exceeds by many degrees that of Portugal.
The cold is never excessive, and it very rarely freezes at night.

According to Colonel Franzini's excellent meteoroWical obser-
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vations, made* since 1816, it would appear that, at Lisbon, the

year should be divided as follows :
—the months of December,

January, February, and March, form the winter
;
the spring only

lasts during the months of April and May ;
the true summer con-

tinues during those of June, July, August, and September ;
and

autumn only includes the months of October and November.
Snow is very rare, particularly in the southern provinces. It

falls, however, oftener than has been supposed by some writers.

Within the last sixty years it has fallen at Lisbon, in 1806,
1811, 1814, 1815, according to M. de Lindenberg: in the low

parts of Algarve this phenomenon is almost unknown. Every
year a considerable quantity of snow falls in the mountains,

where, except on the highest summits, it only lasts a month, in

the provinces south of the Douro. In the two coldest regions,
Minho and Tras os Montes, a considerable quantity of snow falls

every year, and it freezes often
; yet the rivers and streams are

very rarely frozen over. The winters of 1799, 1805, and 1820,
were extraordinarily cold. The remarkable continuance of

snow in the Serra d' P^strella killed all the fruit trees in 1805.

In the early days of February, 1820, at Covilhaa, the wine was
found frozen in the pipes of 80 almudes. Balbi says he has seen

the streets of Lisbon, particularly that which leads to Boa-Vista,
covered with ice, some pieces of which were seven lines in

thickness. With the exception of Gaviarra, no mountain in the

confines of Portugal, says the same author, retains the snow con-

stantly during the year, not even the highest summits of the

Estrella and the loftiest mountains of Minho and Tras os Montes.

It is only on the summit of Gaviarra, and in some cavities of the

highest mountains of the Estrella and the Marao, and on the

most elevated summits of the Serra de Senabria, in Gallicia, that

there is found snow which never melts. M. Joao Francesco

Guimaraens has assured us, says Balbi, that he has always seen

the summit of Gaviarra covered with snow, and that this is the

case constantly every year. He affirms the same thing of the

highest summit of Marao, but only in the cavities.

Storms are said by Balbi to be very rare in Portugal ;
hail still

more so. It is only in autumn and winter that there is thunder, ac-

cording to this observer
;
but the statement is not strictly correct.

It has long been known that the southern parts ofPortugal, par-

ticularly Lisbon and its environs, are very subject to earthquakes.

They usually take place only between the months of October and

April, after great dryness and stifling heat, and after the first rains.

Slight shocks are frequent, and occur almost every year.
The temperature is very variable in Portugal, and above all at

Penafiel, Porto, and Lisbon. Colonel Franzini's meteorological
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N.
N.N.W.
N.N.E.

N.S.
S.S.W.
S.S.E.

escimatea at

2f„ braca per
second.

1791. Rainy days
below average. I

Dense fogs oc-';

curred 46
times}

this year I

Great gales were!
obsers-ed sixty!

times, the most]
remarkable be-

ing in April, Oc-'

tober, and Nov.

1794. Dense fogs
observed twenty
times this year.
(In Jan., Feb.,

Aug., Nov.,Dec.)'

Very strong gales
;

were observed;
47 times. Twoj
daj^s remark-
ablvstormv,viz.,
23 Nov. and 21
December.

Dense fogs twenty}
times, chiefly in!

Jan. and Dec.
i

Quantity of rain!

this year far be-
low average. j

Force of wind esti-j

mated at 5-7
j

bracas per se-j
cond. !

The winter of this!

year was exces-;
sively cold. !

The winter of this'

year was exces-

sively cold.

Snow fell at Lis-

bon in winter.

Snow fell at Lis-

bon in winter
Snow fell at Lis-

bon in winter.
Snow fell at Lis-

bon in vinter.

N.B.—Pretorius states in his observations in the year 1797, that the place in which he con-
ducted them was the same in which lie had made them for twenty years previously, situated at

the height of three bracas above the level of the sea, and with instruments exposed to the car-

rents of the north wind. 1 1 is to be regretted that the observations for twenty years here alluded
to cannot be found.

* The measurements are given in inches and lines.

t Mean of antecedent years was 63° Fahr.

j Maximum and minimum observed on these days, but not given.
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tables show, in some instances, a diurnal variation of 22 degrees
at Lisbon. The tables of Dr. d'Almeida (seen by Balbi) show

diurnal variations of 24 to 28 degrees at Penafiel.

Col. Franzini's observations it should be said weremade at 7i a.m.

GENERAL CLIMATOLOGY OF LISBON,

As deducedfrom the Observations ofPretorius, Franzini, and Martin,

Lisbon is situated in Latitude + 38° 43' 13''
'

4; Longi-
tude + 9° 8' 19" *

3, Greenwich.^
Up to a comparatively recent period, the data requisite for the

study of the chmatology of Lisbon were accumulated by the

energy and zeal of private individuals. Before the establish-

ment of the Royal Observatory of the Infant Dom Luiz, there

was no official record of the meteorology of this capital.

The names of three persons in particular deserve to be sig-

nalized for the care and assiduity with which they devoted

themselves to the arduous duties required for the prosecution of

this kind of observation during a long series of years ; they are

those of J. C. Pretorius, Colonel Franzini, and John Martin, M.D.
The last-named gentleman is an Englishman, for several years a

resident practitioner of high repute in that city.

The earliest meteorological observations now available are

those of J. C. Pretorius, made in the last quarter of the eigh-
teenth century. They embrace the years 1781, 1797, and eight
of the intervening years.

Frequent mention is made of means deduced from the obser-

vations of five years antecedent to 1781, and certain results are

specified with regard to some of those years ;
but I have been

unable to procure the original record, or even a complete set of

the means of the observations alluded to, and I am still unaware
whether they exist in print or not. I have included such of the

mean results as are incidentally mentioned for the five years, 1776
to 1780 inclusive, in the annexed Table (Table L—Earliest

Meteorological Records of Lishon)^ which furnishes us with a

skeleton outline, though in some respects a very meagre one, of

the meteorological conditions observed in Lisbon from 1776 to

1815. There are, however, as will be perceived, several breaks
in the chain of facts and observations, which I fear there are no
means of supplying. The year immediately following, viz., 1816,
commences with the more accurate and complete observations of

Franzini, which bring us down to 1840. Shortly after the termina-

tion of this period we are enabled to present the very full and satis-

factory observations of Dr. Martin, continued into the period at

which the official records of the Royal Observatory commence.
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From an elaborate and very complete set of meteorological
observations in his possession, kept and recorded by himself,
Dr. Martin had the kindness to prepare, at my suggestion, the

very valuable Charts given in my Parliamentary Report on the

Lisbon Epidemic.
Dr. Martin's observations were made at about 50 feet above

sea-level, and his barometric readings have been corrected to 32°

Fahrenheit.*

In the following table (table A) will be found the mean
results of Franzini's meteorological observations for sixteen years,
from 1816 to 1840, inclusive, with details for each month of a

a regular year. Some of the details are deduced from twenty-
three years' observations, to 1848 inclusive.
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The headings of the columns (Table A) explain their contents.

The first two with the heading "Extreme Temperatures actually

observed", indicate the greatest amount of cold or heat actually
observed in the period of sixteen years in the respective months.

The two succeeding columns, with the heading
"
Regular Ex-

treme Temperatures", indicate the greatest cold or heat corres-

ponding to the regular mean temperature, and they are the

means deduced from all the extremes observed in the same
months.

This table would indicate that the quantity of rain collected

in Lisbon in an ordinary year amounts to 622 millimetres

(24-448 inches) ; but this quantity is probably above the true

average (see p. 336), being about two inches over what falls in

London and Paris
;
but there is a great difference in the distribu-

tion of the fall of rain through the several months. The rain-

fall of London for 1855 was 21 inches, and for 1856 was 21-9

inches, which is slightly below the average.
It is further to be remarked that the number of rainy days,

and the quantities of rain, are deduced from the observations of

twenty-three years (to 1848 inclusive).
If the annual rain-fall be represented by 100, the quantity

which falls in the four winter months corresponds to 48
;
that in

the two months of spring to 15
;
that of the four months of sum-

mer to 9 ;
and that of the two months of autumn to 28.

The following table (Table B) shows the results of the maxi-

mum, minimum, and mean barometric pressure, with the days in

which the maximum and minimum were observed ;
likewise the

maximum, minimum, and mean readings of the thermometer
for the ten years between 1781 and 1797, as recorded by Pre-

torius.

It will be seen that the barometer never descended below 27*3

(December 23rd, 1786); also that the thermometer was not ob»

served to descend below 29° Fahrenheit (December 31st, 1788),
in those years. The thermometer once recorded 106° (August
13th, 1784). Once only in the period of twenty-three years
observed by Franzini, did it approach this elevation. A greater

depression has, however, been observed in this latter period, viz.,

to 26°.

for the Atlantis, similar to those which accompany my Parliamentary Re-
port on the Lisbon Epidemic ;

but this has been found not to be practicable.

Although the addition of these charts, etc., would have been useful, they
are by no means indispensably necessary. I have, however, thought it as
well to give descriptive references to them, in case the reader may meet with
them.—R. D. L.
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Table B Maximum, minimum, and mean of barometer, 1781-1797.

Year.
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Temperature.
—The mean temperature deduced from Senhor

Franzini's observations for the climate of Lisbon is 61° Fahren-

heit. This, with slight variations, is the temperature of the

month of October.

Mean winter temperature.
—The mean winter temperature, as

deduced from the same observations, is 52°-l.

Afean spring temperature.
—The mean spring temperature is

60°-5.

Mean summer temperature.
—The mean summer temperature

is 70°-4.

3Iean autumn temperature.
—The mean autumn temperature

is 59° 5.

It is to be observed here that Senhor Franzini divides the

months and seasons as follows :—
Winter, 4 months,—December, January, February, March.

Spring, 2 months,—April, May.
Summer, 4 months,—June, July, August, September.
Autumn, 2 months,—October, November.

Rain-fall.—The mean annual rain-fall, as given in the table,

is stated at 622 millimetres (24-448 inches). It is elsewhere

given as 583 millimetres (22*925 inches, distributed over 98

rainy days. Two remarkable extremes were observed, 261 mil-

limetres (10'275 inches) in the dryest year, and 935 millimetres

(36-810 inches) the most rainy year. (It was 44^^^ in 1786.

See table 1.)

Rainy days.
—The rainy days are found to be very unequally

distributed. In general the two months of autumn, October
and November, and the first two months of winter, December
and January, were the most rainy. June, July, August, and
half of September were usually pretty dry.
The mean results from twenty-three years' observation are

given as follows for the several months. They differ slightly
from those in table A.

Mn-nfliQ
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Winds.—The following are tKe results of Franzlni's observa-

tions in reference to the prevailing winds. The N. wind pre-
vailed on 144 days; the S.W. on 138 days; the N.W. on 124

days; and all the rest in due proportion. There were 129 days
of wind more than usually strong, and 12 days of actual storm.

Franzini's observations are summed up as follows :—
Barometer, Mean, 762-7 millimetres (30 027 inches).

Thermometer, „ 61° Fahrenheit.

Rain-Fall, „ 538 millimetres (22*952 inches).

Prevaihng winds, „ N.N.W. S.W.

Eainy days, „ 97*5

Cold days, „ 57
Hot days, „ 58

Windy days, „ 83

The following abstract from Franzini's results will enable us

to appreciate more readily the departures from the normal me-

teorological conditions, in the six months from July to Decem-
ber inclusive, these being the months of more immediate

interest in connection with our present epidemiological inquiries.
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montli in tKe hygrometric, thermometric, and barometric divi-

sions respectively, shows the daily range of the hygrometer,
thermometer, and barometer. The extremes of these lines cor-

respond to the maxima and minima, and the calculated means

occupy nearly the centres.

The hygrometric scale is reversed, in order not to interfere,

by too near approximation, with the higher indications of the

thermometer. The upper part, therefore, of this scale shows

dryness, the lower moisture.

The dotted, continuous, and broken lines, crossing horizon-

tally through the table in each month, show the means and the

mean maxima and minima of the similar months respectively
of the nine preceding years.

In
.
the chart relating to the cholera epidemic, the blue

portion represents the daily mortality with reference to the

scale of cases
;
and the surface line of the red, with reference to

the same scale, gives the amount of new cases daily.
The dotted black lines, w^ith reference to the proportional

scale indicate, the daily per-centage of deaths, relatively to the
amount of new cases on the same day.

Similar observations apply to that portion of chart No. 2,

relating to the mortality and number of attacked in the yellow
fever epidemic.

For the convenience of those of my readers who may not

have an opportunity of consulting the charts themselves, the fol-

lowing maxima, minima, and means, for 1856, are thrown to-

gether in a tabular form from these interesting and valuable charts.
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montK was above the average of tlie nine preceding ^ears.
In

September it was a fraction lower. The hygrometnc mean of

the month is in all four instances below the average of the nine

antecedent years by about two degrees.
If we compare the foregoing thermometric results with those

of the year 1784, the means of 1856 will be found to exceed

the corresponding ones of that remarkable year in two instances
;

while in all instances those of 1857 are the highest.

Thermometric means.
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organized an Observatory as tliat of the Infant Dom Luiz, will

ere long supply the desideratum here indicated, by the establish-

ment of one or more subsidiary points of observation at a suitable

locality in some central situation.

Accurate and extended observations upon the temperature,

evaporation-phenomena, and chemical and microscopic elements

of the Tagus water at the several conditions of the tide, consti-

tute another desideratum, and the want of information on these

points must be regarded as a lacune much to be regretted.
It is only by the combined study of all the possible physical

conditions of the seats of epidemic visitations that we can hope
to arrive ultimately at some intelligible solution of the now
obscure phenomena of their modes of invasion, propagation, and
ultimate extinction.

SPECIAL CLIMATOLOGY OF LISBON,

For the years of Epidemics 1856, 1856, 1857, according to the Meteorological
Observations oj the Observatory of the Infant Dom Luiz.

§. Instruments and manner of Registration.

Altitude.—The elevation of the observatory above the mean
level of the ocean is 97'2 metres (318*903 feet), counted to the

floor of the terrace. The height above this level of the free

surface of the mercury in the barometer is 95*1 (312 013 feet),

and that of the mouth of the exterior opening of the udograph
placed on the terrace is 99'2 (325*465 feet).

Height of building.
—The elevation of the observatory above

the ground immediately adjacent, counted to the parapet of the

terrace, is 133 metres (43*635 feet). The mean elevation of

the chamber of the instruments is 10*6 (34*777).
Barometer.—The barometric readings are referred to the

standard barometer. The reduction of the readings to 0°

is done by the tables of Hoeghens. The daily means are

deduced from the readings of the four daily hours of observa-

tion—9 A.M., noon, 3 p.m., and 9 p.m.

Thermometers.—All the thermometers are verified by the stan-

dard of the Kew Commission. The mean daily temperatures
are deduced from the temperatures of 9 a.m. and 9 p.m., and from

the absolute maximum or minimum.
A minimum thermometer (Rutherford's model, with colourless

alcohol), placed on the grass, gives the minimum of each night.

Psychometer.
—The psychometric deductions are made by the

tables of Stierlin. The degree of humidity of the air is referred

to that of complete saturation represented by 100.
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Ozonometer.—Every day at 8 a.m. there is exposed to the air,

but in such a manner as to be shehered from rain and the direct

rays of the sun, a piece of paper, prepared with the amido-iodu-

retted solution. This paper is removed at 8 p.m. and another sub-

stituted. The paper which has been exposed for twelve hours is

immediately on its removal immersed in distilled water. The de-

gree of colouration which the paper has assumed is registered by a

corresponding number on the ozonometric scale. This is a chro-

matic scale, with ten gradations, of an azure-violet-ash colour,

the most intense being represented by 10, and those less so by 9,

8, etc., respectively; Zero (0) expressing white or the absence

of colouration, and consequently of ozone reaction. An approxi-
mation to 0"5 is recorded for each of the gradations. The

equivalent number of the colour which the paper acquires by
exposure for twelve hours is that which is termed mean ozono-

metric degree. The daily mean, daily ozonometric mean, is the

mean of the results obtained from 8 p.m. of one day to the cor-

responding hour of the next.

The scale of colours employed is, as will be seen from the

foregoing observations, that of Schonbein.

Clouds.—The nomenclature employed for the description of

the configuration of the clouds is that of Howard. The portions
of the heavens covered or uncovered is estimated by an assumed

system of tenths
;
the figure 10 representing the absence of all

cloud, the state of the heavens when completely covered, and
the numbers, from to 10 the corresponding intermediate states.

These figures designate the conditions understood as 7nean de-

grees of serenity of the heavens. When, with the sky generally
covered, at some intervals the sun is uncovered, or some por-
tions of the blue of the heavens is rendered visible, the term
"
cloudy and clear'''' is employed. When the serenity is marked
= 10 (maximum) and some cloud is noticed occasionally in the

day, this is so stated.

JJecades.—In the months of thirty-one days, the last decade
includes the 31st. When February has twenty-eight or twenty-
nine days, the last decade is deficient one or two days accor-

dingly.
Hours of observation.—The hours of observation uniformly

employed are 9 a.m., noon, 3 p.m., and 9 p m. (I do not find it

stated when the night minimum of the thermometer on the grass
is read, probably in the morning).

Signs and abbreviations.—S. signifies strong south wind
;
N.

violent north wind
;
E. by N.W. implies two currents, a superior

east and an inferior north-west
;
N. St. by S.C. indicates stratus

(cloud) driving to the north superiorly, and cumulus to the
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south inferiorly. C. in the columns of the direction of the

winds implies calm. C, Ci., Ni., St., Ci.-C, C.-Ni., denote cumu-

lus, cirrus, nimbus, stratus, cirro-cumulus, cumulo-nimbus, etc.

c, denotes clear. (See annexed Tables, Sheets III. IV. V. VI.)

Anemograph.
—The anemograph employed is that of Osier,

somewhat modified. It registers at every instant the direction

and velocity of the wind.

Udograph.
—This instrument (like all of its kind) is so con-

structed as to register the rain and the hours at which it rains.

Meteorological year.
—The year of observations, as recorded at

Lisbon (Royal Observatory) is as follows:—winter—December,

January, February ; spring
—March, April, May ;

summer—June,

July, August ; autumn—September, October, November.

§ Discussion of the Barometric and Thermometric observations.

In the accompanying tables are presented the means of the

principal meteorological elements as recorded in the Royal Ob-

servatory. They comprise the maximum, minimum, greatest

variation, and monthly means of barometric pressure in millime-

tres (reduced to sea level) ;
similar thermometric data (thermo-

meter centigrade), the number of rainy days, quantity of rain

per month, direction and velocity of the winds, and the ozono-

metric results by day and night for the years 1855, 1856, and
1857. (See tables 2, 3, 4, etc.. Sheet I.)

We may now compare some of the barometric observations

year by year and month by month. (See Sheet VII).
We have no monthly averages of the barometric pressure at

Lisbon (at least not in similar terms), to enable us to compare
the foregoing data with the standard phenomena for each month.

The years 1855 and 1856 are in themselves too remarkable to

admit of an average being taken from their monthly elements,

wherewith to compare those of 1857. The following observa-

tions seem, however, worthy of attention.

The maxima of 1857 are below those of 185 5, in every month

except October, November, and December. (Sum. A. Sh. VIL)
The minima of 1857 are likewise below those of 1855, except

in February, March, May, and December.
The maxima of 1857 are Hkewise less than those of 1856, ex-

cept in January, April, June, and July ; while, except in May,
June, August, October, and December, the minima of 1857 are

greater than those of 1856.

We may next examine the monthly barometric means for 1855,

1856, and 1857.
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have been far more uniform than in the corresponding or any-
other period of either of the other years. By referring again to

summary A, it will be seen that the same months of 1857 pre-
sented a moderately high maximum pressure, not exceeding
763-39 (April), nor falling below 759-79 (May).

In the absence of monthly averages based on observations of

former years, I do not see that the barometric results admit of

more specific deductions being drawn with regard to the atmos-

pheric pressure during 1857.

We will next examine the thermometric data of 1857, in con-

nection with which we have seen that ample means exist for com-

paring them withthe similar results of former years. (See Sum-

mary D, Sheet VII.).
From this summary it will be seen that in February, March,

April, May, July, and October, the maxima of 1857 exceed
those of 1855 and 1856. In every instance, except one, August,
the maxima of 1857 are higher than those of 1855. From

February to July, 1857, a steady increase in the maxima will be
observed

; and, with the exception of the maximum for Jime,
1857 (32°-9), which is below that of June, 1856 (35°-l), these

maxima are in excess of those of the two antecedent years. It

is to be remarked, however, that the minima of 1857 are, with

the exception of those of June, September, November, and De-

cember, beloiu those of 1855 and 1856.

The highest maxima for the three years, 1855, 1856, 1857,
will be found to have occurred in July, 1857, when the ther-

mometer marked 37'5 Centigrade, or 99°-50 Fahrenheit

The lowest minimum occurred in January, 1855, when the

thermometer sunk to 0°-4 Centigrade, 32*72 Fahrenheit, or a

fraction above the freezing point Fahrenlieit.

The following summary will show the greatest monthly vari-

ations compared for the years under observation.

Summary E
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Summary F.—Thermometer (Centigrade), monthly means 1855, 1856, 1857.

-
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found noted the plus or minus difference shown for 1857. It

will be remarked that the means of this year are below those of
the 16 year period in all the months except July, August, Sep-
tember, and November.

I must here observe, that I entertain great doubts as to the

propriety of comparing the means of 1857, as deduced from the

records of the Royal Observatory, with those of Colonel Fran-
zini's 16 years period of observation. As already noted, the

Observatory of the Infant Dom Luiz is placed at a very consi-

derable elevation, in a situation exposed to the north-west and
east winds, while the distance of the Observatory from the

Tagus, and from the populous parts of the city in the flat of the

town, is very considerable (1,226 metres, J of a mile). There is

every reason to suppose, though I believe it is not yet proved by
direct comparison of observations, that the extreme and mean tem-

perature in the lower parts of the city must sensibly exceed those

on the elevated grounds, in which the diurnal play of the sun's

heat is more or less affected by the prevailing winds from N.,

N.E., and N.W. The proximity to the Tagus, the dense popu
lation, the houses, fires, and above all the reflected heat of the

sun thrown back from the somewhat amphitheatrically arranged

group of hills which border the river, must unquestionably raise

the mean temperature of both night and day in the lower parts
of the city. It was in this latter situation that Dr. Martin's obser-

vations were conducted; and so also, I presume, were those of

Franzini, though I have no positive information as to the precise

locality in which they were conducted.

The following summary exhibits the means and mean max-
ima and mean minima for nine years, deduced from Dr. Martin's

observations, conducted, as already stated, in a locality contiguous
to the Tagus, to the centres of business and population, and to the

main force of the epidemic of 1857. They somewhat exceed

those of Franzini. (See Summary H, Sheet VII).
If we compare the monthly means from this table reduced to

Centigrade, with those of 1857 taken from the records of the

Royal Observatory, we shall find that in every instance except
one (July), the means of 1857, as recorded at the Observatory,
are below those of the nine year period observed by Dr. Martin.

The following summary will exhibit the difference more clearly.

Summary I.—Monthly Thermometric means for nine years (Dr. Martin).
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I may here be allowed to remark that I regard Dr. Martin's

observations as entirely reliable, from his well known scientific

accuracy, and I also consider them as those which throw most

hght on the meteorological questions relating to the epidemic.

They show, as already stated, an excess of temperature in the

epidemic months of 1857.

§ Discussion of Udographical, Anemographical, and Ozonometrical Observa-

tions, etc.

Average rain-fall per month, and rain-fall in 1855, 1856, and 1857.

1
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is brought about whicb leads to tbe outbreak of epidemic disease.

For more full details, see Parliamentary Report, Part III., p. 93.

Abundant information as to the winds which prevailed in 1857,
their force, direction, and the quantity ofrain corresponding to each

wind, will be found in the summaries (Tables 6 and 7, Sheet II).

Unfortunately, however, we possess no averages of former years
wherewith to compare these results. The total space travelled

over by winds in 1857, amounted, for all the winds, in all the

months and seasons, to 143,354 kilometres. Of this amount,
the greatest number of kilometres, 34,193, was travelled by the

N N.W.
;
the least, 990, by the S.S.E. The north was the most fre-

quent wind, 670
;
the S.E. the least frequent, 51 times. The fol-

lowing summary shows the winds in the order of kilometres tra-

velled by each, with the corresponding velocities, and the fre-

quency of the several winds (number of times which each wind

blew). (See Summary K, Sheet VII).
The sky was observed to be serene, unclouded, 176 days out

of the year, while it was covered 140 days. A certain amount of

stagnation of the atmosphere was observable in September ;
the

velocity of the wind was on the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 7th, 12th,

13th, 16th, 17th, 19th, 20th, 23rd, 24th, 29th, and 30th. In Oc-
tober the velocity was only on the 15th, from 3 to 4 a.m., and
on the 28th from 1 to 2 a.m. There were only two days each

in November and December, in which this state prevailed, and
did not last longer than from one to two hours on each occasion.

The next summary contains a comparative view of the

monthly ozonometric means so far as observed, for 1855, 1856,
1857. The first observation was made in July 1855, and from

this date till December, 1856, the diurnal mean is that recorded.

From December, 1856, the means by day and those by night are

separately given. I find nothing of sufficient importance to dwell

on in the ozonometric conditions of these years ;
and indeed in

my opinion the distance of the observatory from the centre of

population and epidemic ravages, deprives these observations of

much of the value they would otherwise have in relation to the

present inquiry. (See Ozone Summary^ Sheet VII.).

The highest ozonometric condition of the atmosphere noticed

was in November 1857, when it reached 7-4 (by night); the

lowest was in July, 1855, when it was but 2*9 (diurnal mean).
*I would here beg leave to suggest that, as a very long series of

years must elapse before the observations of the Royal Observa-

tory are sufficiently extended to admit of a series of reliable ave-

rages being deduced from them, and as, moreover, the distance

of the Observatory from the Tagus, the centre of population and

of epidemic visitations, is too great to admit of the closest appli-
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tiatlon of its records to the full elucidation of medical problems,
it would be very desirable that a Commission should be appointed
to consider and report upon the meteorological elements acquired

during past years, especially those of Pretorius, Franzini, and
Dr. John Martin. I have already remarked on the importance
of establishing subsidiary meteorological stations in the neigh-
bourhood of the Tagus and in the vicinity of the populous dis-

tricts of Lisbon. Thus only can a complete system of meteoro-

logy, applicable to the discussion of epidemiological questions, be

expected to be attained.

§ Dr. Martin's observations upon the Psychometrical condition of the

atmosphere during the years 1854:, 1855, 1856, 1857.

In the accompanying tables (Table 3, Sheet I.) we present he
results ol Dr. Martin's observations with respect to the dew-point,
the elastic force of vapour, and the weight of vapour in a cubic

foot of air for the years 1854, 1855, 1856, and
1857.^ ^

As Table 3 only gives the mean maxima and minima, irre-

spective of the hour of the day, it may be interesting to add the

following tables, which show us the means deducible from the

observation made at the corresponding hours, although the hours

selected are not those best adapted for psychometrical observa-

tions, the contrast of the two tables suggests some interesting
results.

Table of the monthly mean of the dew-point at Lisbon, for the mornings,
afternoons, and evenings respectively, and for the day, during the years 1854,

1855, 1856, and 1857.

1854.
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Table of the monthly mean of the dew-point at Lisbon, for the mornings,
afternoons, and evenings respectively, and for the day, during the years 1854,
1855, 1856, and 1857.—Continued,

1855.
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December.—The dew-point, 50, elastic force of vapour, -41 1
,

and the weight of vapour to the cubic foot of air, 4*62, were all

in excess over the similar elements of the corresponding months
in the previous years.

It will be observed that in 1857 the dew-point fell but 10'25

degrees from July to December. The minimum depression for

the same period in the three preceding years was 12'85.

It will be thus seen that the Lisbon epidemic of 1857 had no
such necessary connection with a high dew-point as would be
made probable from the results obtained by other inquiries.'
The accompanying sheets, III., IV., V., VI., present for each

of the epidemic months of 1857 a summary view of the relations

of the meteorological elements, so far as observed, to the rise and

progress of the epidemic of yellow fever.

CHOLERA, 1856.

The admirable records of the Royal Observatory of the Infant

Dom Luiz oiFer,in some respects, such facilities for the study of the

relations of meteorological and epidemiological conditions, that I

deem it worth while to append the following summary of the ob-

servations recorded during the summer season, 1856, months of

June, July, and August, during which period an epidemic of

cholera, of considerable force and extent, prevailed at Lisbon.

The state of the barometer, thermometer, and hygrometer,
with the force and frequency of the winds, the quantity of rain,

and ozone, etc., will be found given in maximum, minimum,
and means, for the several months and for the winter season.

We annex a summary of the ozonometric conditions, as ob-

served by day and night for the several months and seasons of

1856. The results are estimated in degrees of ozonometric

reaction on the test-papers of Schonbein.
The ozone, it will be observed, is at a minimum by day and

night in the summer season.

Summary of ozonometric observations in the several months and seasons, 1856.

Seasons.
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The accompanying abstract shows the winds predominant
during the cholera months, June, July, August.
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the following deductions may be drawn by the observers. They
hold good in the majority of instances.

1°. The ozone is in direct ratio to the humidity.
2°. The ozone is in inverse ratio to the barometric pressure of

the atmosphere.
3°. The ozone is in inverse ratio to the temperature.
4°. The ozone is in inverse ratio to the serenity of the heavens

(absence of clouds).
The expression, direct or inverse ratio, is not to be taken in its

strictly geometrical sense.

The direction of the wind had a visible influence on the reac-

tion of the ozonometric paper : it might be asked, What influ-

ence had the intensity of the wind's force ?

To a certain point an increase of ozone corresponded with the

decline of the epidemic, from the 5th to 20th August. No simi-

lar relation was observable in the other periods.
The winds which prevailed most were those from the quarter

W.N.W.
As relates to wind-force, it will be observed, that on more than

one occasion the epidemic increased with the diminution in theforce

of the wind.

The variations of the thermometer were very remarkable in

each and all of the three months.

The barometer generally maintained its level very near the an-

nual mean: the variations from minimum to maximum were
small.

There was but little rain, only in the second decade of August.
Thunder was heard only on the 2nd August.

Atmosphere.
—In almost the whole month of June the atmos-

phere was full ofvapour, especially in the last days of the month.

July was very windy for two-thirds of the month. The atmos-

phere was sufficiently charged with vapour, chiefly from the 17th,

but during this period the cholera did not increase. The atmos-

phere of August was very similar to that of July, especially in

the first decade of the month.
There was much fine mist (chuva da algodao) in June

;
some

also in the two following months.

These results are based on the facts recorded in the Royal

Observatory

II. 32
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Art. IV.—On the change of Caseine into Albumen^ with some

Observations on Lactic Fermentation. By William K.

Sullivan.

ABOUT
four years ago, I procured two samples of cow's

milk for tlie purposes of an investigation, which I pro-

posed to make upon the influence which age, temperature, food,

and other variable conditions exert upon the relative proportion
of the different fats composing butter. The milk, just drawn
from the cow, was introduced into clean well-stoppered glass

bottles, and stoppered in such a way as to leave no air between
the stoppers and the milk. Other occupations having prevented
me from proceeding at the time with the inquiry, the bottles of

milk were put aside in a cool place, not subject to very great
extremes of temperature, and only examined during the last

month. As I believe that the results of this examination may
possess some interest in connection with the composition of ca-

seine and its relation with albumen, and also with some of the

interesting experiments recently made by M. Pasteur upon fer-

mentation, I have thought them worth pubHshing.
For some time after the bottles had been laid aside, no coagu-

lation of the caseine took place. Ultimately it separated in the

usual way, leaving a perfectly clear, blueish liquor. After some
time the coagulum gradually disappeared, leaving only the but-

ter floating through the liquid, which in time became almost co-

lourless. Granulations also appeared in the butter, some of

which rested on the bottom of the bottles and others attached

themselves to the glass. No further change was noticed in the

appearance of the contents of the bottles, which remained how-
ever unopened for about two years after the formation of the

first granules.
The contents of one of the bottles were poured upon a filter

;

a perfectly clear liquid passed through, having a feeble yel-
lowish tint and a strong acid reaction. The substance on the

filter consisted almost wholly of the butter, mingled however
with a small quantity of a nitrogenous body like coagulated
caseine, and affording many of the reactions of that substance.

It would however be impossible to say that it was unaltered,
as the reactions which the coagulated forms of all the albuminous

bodies afford are so similar, that it is always difiScult, if not in-

deed impossible in the present state of chemistry, to determine

which of these bodies we may be dealing with.

Part of the glycerides composing the butter had been decom-

posed and their acids set free. The granules which had been
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observed to form upon tlie sides of tlie bottle, consisted of tlie

solid acids of the seiies C„ H„ O4 in a crystallized state. This

fact is interesting in connection with the chemical changes which
the substance known as hog butter must have undergone in time,

as I shall show in a future paper.
A portion of the filtered acid solution was distilled in a retort ;

a faintly acid liquor came over smelling strongly of butter. When
neutralized with baryta, and the solution evaporated and set aside

over sulphuric acid, crystals were obtained which had the cha-

racters of baryta salts formed with the volatile acids of butter.

When a portion of the filtered acid liquor was treated with

moist freshly prepared oxide of zinc, so as to neutralize a consi-

derable portion of the free lactic acid, and then heated, it coagu-
lated exactly like a solution of albumen. A portion of the acid

liquor, without the addition of oxide of zinc, on being evaporated,
did not appear to produce in a very distinct manner the pellicle
so characteristic of a solution of caseine. Bichromate of potash,
iodate of potash, and ferro-cyanide of potassium, gave the usual

precipitates in the acid solution, which may be obtained either

with albumen or caseine.

A portion of the acid solution, on being mixed with a solution

of chloride of ammonium, coagulated on being heated. A similar

result was obtained with common salt, chloride of potassium, sul-

phate of soda, sulphate of potash, and nitrate of potash. The

larger the quantity and the stronger the solution of the alkaline

salt, the lower the temperature was at which the coagulation
took place. The precipitates formed at very low temperatures
were soluble in pure water; but the solutions were not coagu-
lated by heat, though precipitable by ferro-cyanide of potassium.
When recently thrown down and rapidly filtered, they dissolved

in acetic acid. Strong alcohol also gave a precipitate in the ori-

ginal solution.

The distinctive tests for albumen are coagulation by heat, and,
when a free acid is present, coagulation, on the addition of a salt

with an alkaline base, the temperature of coagulation being less,

according as the proportion of salt increases. So far, therefore,
as these tests can be relied upon, it would appear that the caseine

of the milk was converted into albumen in the presence of the

lactic acid, formed from milk sugar, in the absence of air. If

this was a simple metamorphosis, it would support the view that

caseine was merely an albuminate of soda, so strongly held,

among others, by M. Gerhardt. It is, however, very probable
that the change is not so simple as this would make it: for how,
in this case, was the lactic acid formed? A portion of the

caseine must have first been modified into a lactic ferment, and
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the remainder converted into albumen, according as the lactic

acid was formed. A very small portion of the caseine would be
sufficient to perform the function of ferment, so that the great
mass might have been changed into albumen.
With a view to ascertain whether the relative quantity of al-

bumen was in accordance with this view of the case, and also

whether fhere remained any dissolved caseine, not converted into

albumen, I added, as Lehman recommends, a strong solution of
chloride of ammonium to the acid solution, and boiled for some

minutes, so as to wholly coagulate the albumen
;
the boiled hquor

was filtered, and a solution of sulphate of magnesia added, and

again boiled : no precipitate was formed. It is usually considered
that if, in such a case, caseine be present, it would be precipi-
tated. But, although no substance having the properties usually
attributed to caseine was present, the whole of the azotic matter
was not precipitated by the addition of the alkaline salts. A
considerable quantity of some other substance or substances re-

mained in solution. Whatever this substance was, it putrefied

very rapidly on exposure to the air, the Hquor becoming, in two
or three days, full of infusoriae and fungi.

This easily putrescent substance may, however, have been
formed after the metamorphosis of the caseine into albumen. But,
on the other hand, it is stated that in the putrefaction of fibrine

there is produced, among other things, a substance which, accor-

ding to Strecker, has the composition, and all the characters,
of albumen.^ And, again, some chemists have been led to be-

lieve that caseine, as it is extracted from milk, is really a mixture
of two different bodies. Schlossberger^ digested well-washed

caseine with dilute hydrochloric acid, and obtained a solution,

which, on neutralization with carbonate of ammonia, gave a

white, slimy body, which filtered with difficulty, while another

body remained dissolved, and was precipitated by hydrochloric
acid in excess. Schlossberger found that the first body con-

tained sulphur, and the second not. But, even after the sepa-
ration of the second body, another substance appeared to have
been left behind. Gerhardt did not think the experiments of

Schlossberger and others conclusive
; undoubtedly it may with

truth be objected, that the different substances just described

were products of the decomposition of the true caseine resulting
from the action of the hydrochloric acid. This objection does not

apply with the same force to the following experiment of Mulder.^

Having freed milk as much as possible from blood globules, by
the addition of common salt, he coagulated the milk with di-

' (rerhardt. Chimie Organique, t. iv. p. 462.
* Aiinal. d. Chem. u Pharni., Iviii. s. 92.
^ Berzelius* Jahresbericht, Bd. 26.
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lute hydrochloric acid; on separating the coagulum, he found

that a similar body remained in solution, and could only be
thrown down by boiling the hydrochloric acid solution.

At present there is no satisfactory mode of accounting for the

formation of caseine in the mammary glands. According to the

observations of Lassaigne, made a considerable time ago/ the milk
is alkaline and highly charged with albumen forty days before

calving, and only ten days before that period does the sugar of

milk appear. Some writers also state that albumen sometimes

exists in milk during inflammation of the mammary glands.

Among others, Moleschott found it in cow's milk. It may, how-

ever, be observed that Scherer prepared from normal milk a ca-

seine coagulable by heat, and that where coagulation alone is

depended upon, erroneous results may be obtained. Lehmann
has drawn attention to this source of doubt, but on the other

hand may it not be equally well asserted that the coagulable
caseine of Scherer was no longer true caseine, but albumen ? A
phenomenon the reverse of this has, indeed, been observed in the

case of the albumen of serum by Hoffman. When serum is

digested at the temperature of 31° to 44° with a piece of rennet,
the liquor becomes troubled in the course of about twenty-four

hours, and little by little it becomes filled with a floculent precipi-
tate. The filtered liquor is perfectly neutral, and does not coagulate

by boiling, but forms a pellicle on evaporation exactly like casojne.

An explanation ofthe phenomena ofthe change ofalbumen into

caseine in the animal body, and the re-absorption of the caseine

into the blood, would be of great interest; much light may be
thrown upon these questions by a complete series of observations

carried out from the same point of view as those of Lassaigne,
above alluded to.

Whether the property of coagulating by heat, or of being pre-

cipitated from solution in lactic acid by alkaline salts, be common
to other bodies as well as to albumen, or not, the change above

described, which the caseine of milk underwent in the course of

three or four years, is not the less interesting, especially in con-

nection with the function of digestion.
The production of lactic acid from lactine, during this pecu-

liar metamorphosis of caseine in the absence of air, is perhaps a

still more important phenomenon than that metamorphosis itself,

inasmuch as it derives peculiar interest from the recent revival of

the much-debated question of the nature of fermentation.

Of the many hypotheses which have been proposed since the

time of Stahl, two have especially divided the suffrages of che-

* Examen physique et chimique du lait de Vache avant et apres le part.
—

Anual. de Phys. et de Cliim., 1832, t, xlix. p. 31.
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mists. According to one, first proposed by Berzelius, vinous
fermentation is produced by tlie kind of action wliich he de-

scribed as catalytic, and whicb lie supposed to be tbe result of a

peculiar force exerted by simple as well as compound bodies,
wlietber in the solid or liquid condition, upon other substances

with which they come in contact. The consequence of this

action is, that a new arrangement of the molecules of the body
acted upon takes place without the elements of the intervening

body necessarily taking any part in the formation of the new
substances. According to Faraday, catalytic action does not con-

sist in the development of molecular force by mere contact, but
rather in an electro-chemical action between the bodies included

in the sphere of action.

Liebig, while adopting the fundamental idea that molecular

motion may be transmitted to a quiescent body, so modified the

previous view, that in liis hands it became a large generalization,
but differiug in many respects from the hypothesis of Berzelius.

According to Liebig, vinous fermentation may be looked upon as

a species of putrefaction of a hydrate of carbon, or rather a meta-

morphosis, in which the elements of such a compound molecule

arrange themselves under the action of their special affinities into

new groups. This putrefaction is induced by contact with com-

plex azotic bodies in which putrefaction commences spontaneously
in the presence of water—non-azotized bodies not being capable
of themselves to initiate the change. The azotized bodies which
are best adapted to enter into this spontaneous motion of their

constituent molecules, are vegetable albumen, gluten, and other

similar bodies : putrefying animal matter of all kinds is capable of

inducing the same kind of change, but much less perfectly than

those named.

According to this view, Liebig considers yeast to be a sub-

stance whose elements exist in a condition of change, the ferment

behaving in every respect as an azotic body in a state of putre-
faction or decay. Yeast produces fermentation as a result of a

progressive decomposition, which it suffers by contact with water

and the oxygen of the air.

According to the second view, fermentation is a vegetative

process, consisting in the growth of a plant at the expense of the

fermentating bodies. This view, which appears to have been

first suggested by Erxleben, was adopted by Cagniard de la Tour,

Schwann, Kutzing, Quevenne, Dmnas, MitscherHch, and Mulder.

There is this much in favour of the vegetative theory, that

yeast is undoubtedly the mycellimn of a fungus or mould (a Peni-

cillium) in an abnormal condition. It consists of globules or

free floating cells, without a trace of rootlets, which are capable
of almost endless propagation, and which, from their submerged
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position, are forced into a peculiar habit of development without

ever producing perfect fi-uit.

Several observers, among others Hoffman and Berkeley, have

followed up the development of individual yeast globules in fluid

surrounded in a closed cell with a ring of air, and have obtained

the true frnit proper to a Penicillium, and to one too which has

been more than once observed to grow on fermenting matter.

It is also known that other species of mucor promote vinous

fermentation as well as the true yeast plant ;
a case is recorded of

the kind where a peculiar myceloid state of Mucor clavatus, was

developed in raisin wine, the latter being, nevertheless, of pecu-
liar excellence.^

But while there can now be no doubt that yeast is the mycel-
lium of a fungus, there is still much room for difference of opi-
nion as to whether the plant be the primum movens of the

decomposition of the sugar, or only ancillary to it.

Pasteur has recently instituted a series of ingenious experi-

ments, which have led him not only to adopt the plant theory,
but to extend it to all other kinds of fermentation. He says,
" that in the same manner as there exists in an alcoholic ferment,
beer yeast, which is found wherever there is sugar, which breaks

up into alcohol and carbonic acid, so there is a special ferment,
a lactic ferment, always present when sugar becomes lactic acid,

and that if every plastic azotized matter may transform sugar
into that acid, it is because it is a suitable aliment for the deve-

lopment of that ferment". And further,
" that there exist a great

number of distinct ferm^ents, all having their speciality of actio7i\^

He describes the lactic yeast to be formed of globules, or rather

threads somewhat swollen at the extremity, and about -^ho ^^ ^

milhmetre in diameter, and to be organized like beer yeast. It

has been long known that carbonate of ammonia favours very
much fermentation, but Pasteur has explained the reason, by
showing that yeast can be rapidly formed in a solution of pure
sugar if a salt of ammonia and phosphates be added. On trying
the same experiment with lactic yeast, he produced a perfectly

healthy lactic fermentation with a deposition of yeast globules.
In my paper,

" On the presence of ammonia and nitric acid in

the sap of plants",^ I dwelt upon the probability that plants derive

the whole of their nitrogen from ammonia. There is nothing
more natural, therefore, than that the yeast plant should be able

to develop itself when provided with its proper food. But if

^
Mag. of Zool. and Bot. vol. 2, p. 34, quoted in Berkeley's Introduction to

Cryptogamic Botany, p. 295.
^
Comptes rendus de I'Academie des Sciences, t. xlviii., No. 7 (Fevrier, 1859),

p. 337.
*
Atlantis, vol.

i., p. 413, and Annales de I'Histoire Naturelle for February,
1859.
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the single cell constituting the yeast plant be capable of assimi-

lating ammonia and building up out of it albuminous bodies, is

it likely that it would also possess the power of assimilating all the

wide range of substances in all stages of alteration, which go by
the name of albuminous bodies ? The cell wall of all the ferment

plants is cellulose, and yet one species produces vinegar, another

alcohol and carbonic acid, and another lactic acid,
—a difference

of function which we can scarcely find between single cells even
in the higher families of plants, where every cell may be said to

enjoy a different chemical and physiological function. It seems
more probable to suppose that azotic matter, in an active state,

gives off ammonia (Schmidt showed that ammonia existed in

fermenting liquors), and that as the spores offungi abound every-
where, they at once grow and multiply, wherever the ammonia is

thus given off, because there their proper supply of food exists.

We know that even the diffusion of a solution of a salt into pure
water is enough to produce a certain amount of decomposition :

how much more so must this be the case during the exosmosis

and endosmosis of complex, and therefore unstable, substances

already in a state of activity, through the cellulose membrane of

the yeast cells. The primum. movens may, therefore, be, as Lie-

big supposes, an azotic body in a state of change, the yeast cells

growing upon the products of decomposition, and therefore re-

moving them from the field, while the flow of liquids through
the cell presents greater facihties for decomposition by molecular

action. According to this view, vegetation is not the primum
movens, but the consequence, of fermentation.

Pasteur states that the origin of the lactic fermentation in the

experiments which he made, was solely due to atmospheric air.

In the case of the milk examined by me, air could not have

assisted, as it was wholly excluded. It may, no doubt, be ob-

jected that the milk contained some air when it was introduced

into the bottle. I grant it, but why did the lactic fermentation

not set in at the usual time, and not after a considerable period,

during wliich the whole of the oxygen must have been slowly used

in oxydizing the caseine ? Then, again, no trace of yeast globules
could be found in the milk when the bottle was opened ; but,

after a few days, abundance of infusoriae were developed in the

liquid, partially neutralized by zinc.

The formation of the lactic acid under the circumstances which

I have described, does not admit, as I beheve, of being explained

according to the hypothesis of M. Pasteur. I am therefore desi-

rous of calling his attention to the fact.

John F. Fowhsh, Pi-inter, 3 Crow Street, Dame Street, Dublin.
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Medecine de Belgique. Nos. 8, 9, and

10, completing the vol. for 1857-1858.

From the Editors.

9. Journal de Medecine de Chirurgie
et de Pharmacologic Public par la

Societe des Sciences Medicales et Na-
turelles de Bruxelles. Nos. for July,

August, September, November, and
December (numbers for January, Feb-

ruary, April, and October not receivedj.
10. Revue de I'lnstruction PubHque

en Belgique, Bruges. Vol. for 1858,

complete.

DENMARK.

From the Royal Academy of Sciences,

Copenhagen.

11. Oversigt over det Kongelige
danske Videnskabernes Selskabs, For-

handlingar og dets Medlemmers Ar-
beider i Aaret, 1857.

From Royal Society of Northern An-
tiquaries, Copenhagen.

12. Memoires de la Societe Royale
des Antiquaires du Nord, 1845, 1849.

13. Cabinet d'Antiquites Ameri-
caines a Copenhague Rapport Ethno-

graphique, par C. C. Rafn (1858).
14. Sur la Construction des Salles

dites des Geants, par S. M. Le Roi
Frederic VII. de Danemark (1857).

15. Saga Jatvardar Konungs Hins

Helga ^1852).

16. Antiquites de I'Orient Monu-
ments Runographiques interpretes, par
C. C. Rafn (1856).

ENGLAND.

17. Journal of the Statistical Society
of London. Vol. xxi.. Parts 3 and 4.

From the Society.
18. Proceedings of the Royal Insti-

tution of Great Britain. From April
to July, 1858. From the Council.

19. Journal of the Society of Arts.

Regularly. From the Society.
20. Memoirs of the Literary and Phi-

losopliical Society of Manchester. Vol.

xiv. 2nd series. From the Society.

From the Imperial Zoological Society of
Acclimatation.

21. Bulletin mensuel de la Societe

Imperiale Zoologique d'Acclimatation.
T. V. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

;
Liste Ge-

nerale des Membres de la Societe, etc.

From the Imperial Agricidtural Society

of France.

22. Bulletin des Seances, Compte
rendu mensuel redige, par M. Payen
(de rinstitut), Secretaire Perpetuel.
T. xiii. 2«»e- Serie, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

From the Academy ofLyons.

23. Memoires de I'Academie Impe-
riale des Sciences, Belles-Lettres, et

Arts de Lyon : Classe des Lettres—
Nouvelle Serie, Vol. 3, 4, 5, 6

;
Classe

des Sciences, Vol. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

From the Agricultural Society ofLyons.

24. Annales des Sciences Physiques
et Naturelles d'Agriculture et d'lndus-

trie. 2'ne. Serie. Vol. viii. (1856) ;
^^

Se'rie, Vol. i. (1857).

From the Linnean Society of Lyons.

25. Annales de la Societe Linneenne
de Lyon. Nouvelle Serie, Vol. iii. It.

(1856, 1857).

From the Editors.

26. Revue Generale de 1'Architecture

et des Travaux Publics. Journal des

Architectes, des Archeologues, des In-

genieurs, et des Entrepreneurs. Pub-
he sous la direction de M. Cesar Daly.
19«^e- annee, 16 Vol. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6.
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27. Journal de rAgriculture Pratique.
Public sous la direction de M. J. A. Bar-

ral. Nouvelle periode. Tome !«'• 1, 2,

7, 10 (completing the volume) ;
T. ii.

13, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 (wanting
14, 16, 17).

28. Cosmos. Redigee par M. I'Abbe

Moigno. 13n>«- Vol. Nos. 7 to 25 (wants
1 to 6 inclusive, to complete series).

29. Nouvelles Annales de Mathema-

tiques (wanting only the Number for

October to complete the year).
30. Annales de Philosophic Chre-

tienne; iv'"^- serie. T. xviii., Nos. for

September and October.

HESSE DARMSTADT.

From the Editors.

31. Annalen der Chemie und Phar-
macie. Hersg. von F. Wohler, J. Lie-

beg, u. H. Kopp. Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, for

1858 (No. 3 for March not received).

LOMBARDO-VENETIAN KINGDOM.

From the Editor.

82. Annali di Chimica applicata Alia

Medicina. Compilati dal Dot. G. Polli.

Vol. xxvii. della serie 3^. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

33. II Distributore. Regularly, From
the Editor.

PONTIFICAL STATES.

From the Editors.

34. La Civilta Cattofica. Nos. cxcviii.

to ccvii. inclusive.

PRUSSIA.

From the Geological Society ofGermany

35. Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geolo-

gischen Gesellschaft. Bd. ix., 4 Heft.
Bd. X., 1 Heft.

From the Society of Naturalists of
Dantzig.

36. Neueste Schriften der Naturfor-

schenden Gesellschaft in Dantzig :

l«te Bd, 3, 4, Heften (1824-1825).
2 „ 2,3,4, „ (1827^1831).
3 „ 1,2,3,4, „ (1835-1842).
4 „ 1,2,3,4, „ (1843-1861).
5 „ 1,2,3,4, „ (1853-1856).
6 „ 1, „ (1858).

From the Editor.

37. Archiv fiir Pathologische AnU-
tomie und fiir Klinische Medicin. Hersg.
von R. Virchow, 14t«°- Bd. 1, 2, Heften,

NAPLES AND SICILY.

From the Academy of Catania.

38, Giomale del Gabinetto Letterario

dell' Accademia Gioenia. Vol. 4°- Fas-

cicolo.

39. Discorso e descrizione per la

Solenne Cerimonia nel porsi la prima
pietra alia fondazione del R. Orto Bo-
tanico in Catania.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, ETC.

40. Etude de la Langue Etrusque,

par le R. P. TarquinL
41. Observations on Diptheritis.

ByWilloughby Wade, B.A., M.B.,
T.C.D., Physician to the General Dis-

pensary, Birmingham.

J. F. FowLE«, 3 Crow Street and 24 Temple Lane, Dublin.
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NOTICES AND CORRESPONDENCE.

EXCHANGES.

All Books, Journals, Memoirs, etc., whether for the Editors of the Atlantis,

or for the Library of the Catholic University of Ireland, sent by post, may be

directly addressed to 3 Crow Street, Dublin. When sent through Book-

sellers, they should be directed to the care of the Publishers, Messrs. Longman
and Co., Paternoster Kow, London.

The Editors of the Atlantis would feel obliged if the numbers wanted to

complete the series of any periodical sent in exchange for the Atlantis, were

sent to them on the first favourable opportunity.

TRANSACTIONS AND BULLETINS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES, AND
LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS, RECEIVED AND
PLACED IN THE LIBRARY OF THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
OF IRELAND.

From the Imperial Geographical So-

ciety, Vienna.

5. Mittheilungen der k. k. geograph-
ischen Gesellschaft. Redigirt von Franz
Foetterle. I. Jahrgang, Hefte 1 and
2, 1857 ;

II. Jahrgang, Hefte 1, 2, 3,
1858

;
in. Jahrgang, Heft 1, 1859.

From the Franklin Institute.

1. Journal of the Franklin Institute

of the State ofPennsylvania. Third Se-
ries. Vol xxvi., No. 6. Vol. xxvii

,

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5. Philadelphia, 1859.
2. Report of the Twenty-Sixth Ex-

hibition of American Manufactures,
held in the' City of Philadelphia from
October 15th to November 13th, 1858,
by the Franklin Institute of Phila-

delphia.

Fro7n the Canadian Institute.

3. The Canadian Journal of Indus-

try, Science, and Art, conducted by the

Editing Committee of the Canadian In-
stitute. Nos. 18, 19, 20. Toronto.

AUSTRIA.

From the Imperial Geological Insti-

tute, Vienna.

4. Jahrbuch der kaiserlich-koni-

glichen Geologischen Reichsanstalt. For
the years 1850, 1851, 1852, 1854, 1855.
Nos. 1. 2, 3, for 1857 (No. 4"completing
the volume already received). Nos. 1

and 2 for 1858.

BELGIUM.

From the Royal Academy of Sciences,
Brussels.

6. Bulletin de 1'Academic Royale des
Sciences des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts
de Belgique. T. 5, Nos. 11, 12. T. 6,
No. 1, 2, 3, 4.

7. Annuaire de I'Academie Royale.
1859.

From the Royal Academy of Medicine,
Brussels.

8. Bulletin de I'Academie Royale de
Medecine de Belgique. T. ii., 1, 2, 3,
4- 5, 6. 7. Session of 1848-1859.

From the Editors.

9. Revue de I'lnstruction Publique
en Belgique, T. ii., Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

10. Journal Historique et Litteraire.
T. XXV., Livr. 10, 11, 12. Vol. xxvi.,
Livr. 1, 2.
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BAVARIA.

From the Royal Academy of Munich.

11. Gelehrte Anzeigen, heransgege-
ben von Mitgliedern der konigl. bayer,
Akademie der Wissenscliaften. Vols.

45, 46, and 47.

From Professor Lamont, Director ofthe

Royal Observatory of Munich.

12. Astronomische Beobachtungen
angestellt auf der konigl. Stemwarte
zu Bogenhausen bei Miinchen von J.

Soldner. Bds. i., ii., iii., iv., v., enthal-

tend die Beobachtungen von 1820-1827.

Observaciones Astronomicae in Spe-
cula regia monachiensi institutae, et

Regio jussu publicis impensis editae a

J. Lamont. Vol. vi., vii., viii., ix., x.,

xi., xii., xiii., xiv., xv. Seu novae sereiei.

Vol, i., ii., iii., iv., v., vi., vii., viii., ix.,

X. Observationes annis, 1828, 1829,

1830, 1831, 1832, 1833, 1834, 1835,

1836, 1837, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841,

1842, 1843, et 1844, factas continens.

(The two series form a complete collection in

16 volumes).
13. Annalen der kbniglichen Stem-

warte bei Munchen. Vol. i. to x., from
1848 to 1858 (being the continuation of

the Observaciones Astronomicae, and
also of the Annalen fUr Meteorologie
und Erdmagnetismus).

14. Annalen fiir Meteorologie und

Erdmagnetismus. Heft. 1—12. 1842
to 1854.

15. Jahresbericht der miinchener

Stemwarte fiir 1852 und 1854.

16. Astronomischer Kalender filr das

Konigreich Bayem auf das gemeine
Jahr, 1850. Do., 1851

; do., 1852
; do.,

1853. Munchen.
17. Resultate des Magnetischen Ob-

servatoriums in Miinchen wahrend der

dreijiihrigen Periode, 1843-1845. Von
Dr. J. Lamont. Munchen, 1846.

18. Bestimmung der horizontal In-

tensitat des Erdmagnetismus nach ab-

solutem Maase. Von Dr. J. Lamont.

Munchen, 1842.

19. Magnetische Ortsbestimmungen
an verschiedenen Puncten des Konig-
reichs Bayerh und an einigen auswarti-

gen Stationen.

I. Theil—mit 18 lithographirten Tafeln

II. „ „ 26 „ „
Beilage—Lamont's Magnetische Kar-

ten von Deutschland und Bayem.
20. Untersuchungen liber die Rich-

tung und Starke des Erdmagnetismus
an verschiedenen Puncten des Siidwest-

lichen Europa im allerhochsten Auf-

trage seiner Majestat des Konigs Maxi-
milian II. von Bayem. Ausgefiihrt
von Dr. J. Lamont, Professor an der

Ludwig—Maximilian's Universitat und
Conservator der koniglichen Stem-
warte. Munchen, 1858.

21. Beobachtungen des meteorolo-

gischen Observatoriums auf dem Ho-
henpeissenberg von 1792—1850.

Meteorologische Beobachtungen auf-

gezeichnet an der konigl. Stemwarte
bei Miinchen in den Jahren, 1825—
1837. Erster und Zweiter Supplement
Bande zu den Annalen der miinchener

Stemwarte.
22. Verzeichniss der vorzuglichsten

im Konigreiche Bayem gemessenen
Hohenpunkte nebst den geographi-
schen Positionen der grosseren Stadte,

etc., von Dr. J. Lamont. 2te vermehrte
und verbesserte Auflage.

23. Beschreibung der an der miin-

chener Stemwarte zu den Beobach-

tungen verwendeten neuen Instrumente
und Apparate. Von Dr. J. Lamont.

Miinchen, 1851
24. Nebula Orionis ex Observationi-

bus in Specula Monachiensi institutis a

J. Lamont.
25. Stellamm Acervus in Clypeo

Sobieskii ex Observationibus in Specula
Monachiensi institutis a J. Lamont.

From the Author.

26. Sawitri, eine Indische Dichtung
aus dem Sanskrit iibersetzt von Joseph

Merkel, Professor und Hofbibliothekar

Aschaffenhurg.
27. Des Marcus Manilius Hunmels-

kugel. Lateinisch und deutsch iibersetzt

im Versmasse des Originals. Von Dr.

Merkel, etc.

28. M. A. Lucanus Pharsalia,—l^t*"^

Buch lateinisch und deutsch iibersetzt

im Versmasse des Originals. Von Dr.

Merkel, etc.

BOHEMIA.

From the Authors.

29. Glagolitische Fragmente, Her-

ausgegeben von Dr. Karl Adolph Con-

stantin Hofler, k. k. Universitats—

Professor, und Dr. Paul Joseph SSfarik,

k. k. Universitats-Bibhothekar.
{Aus den Abhandl. dei' k. bohm. Gesch. d

Wissen, V.'Folge 10 Bd. Frag. 1857.)
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BNGLAND.

From the Literary and Philosophical

Society of Manchester.

30. Memoirs of the Literary and Phi-

losophical Society of Manchester. Vol.

XV., p. 1. Proceedings of the Society
from October 6th, 1857, to April 2ath,

1858.

From the Statistical Society of London.

31. Journal of the Statistical Society
of London. Vol. xxii., parts 1 and 2 for

March and June, 1859.

From the Society ofArts, London.

32. Journal of the Society of Arts.

Regularly received.

From the Geological Society ofLondon.

33. Abstracts of the Proceedings of

the Geological Society of London. Re-

gularly received.

From the Imperial Zoological Society of
Acclimatation, Paris.

34. Bulletin mensuel de la Societe

Imperiale Zoologique d'Acclimatation.

T. V. No. 12. T. vL Nos. 1, 2, 3 4, 6.

From the Imperial Academy ofDijon.

35. Memoires de I'Academie Impe-
riale des Sciences, Arts, et Belles-Let-

tres de Dijon, 2^6. Serie. Tom. 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6. for the years 1851 to 1857,
with an Atlas—Description d'mi nou-
veau genre d'E'dente fossile, renfer-

mant plusieurs espices voisines du

Glyptodon. Illustrative of a memoir
ofM. L. Nodot.

From the Editors.

36. Revue Generale de I'Architecture

et des Travaux Publics. Journal des

Architectes, des Archeologuea, des In-

genieurs, et des Entrepreneurs. Pub-
lie sous la direction de M. Cesar Daly,
19me. annee, 16 Vol. Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12. (Completing the volume.)

37. Journal de 1'Agriculture Pratique.
Publie sous la direction de M. J. A. Bar-
ral. Annee, 1859. Tom. i.,Nos. 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

38. Cosmos. Redigee par M. I'Abbe

Moigno. Vol. xiii., No. 26. Vol. xiv.,

No. 1 to 24.

39. Nouvelles Annales de Mathema-
tiques. No. for October, 1858. Com-
pleting volume for that year.

40. Annales de Philosophie Chre-

tienne; iv"»«- serie. T.xviii., Nos. 107,
108. Tom. xix., 109, 110, 111.

HESSE DARMSTADT.

From the Editors.

41. Annalen der Chemie und Phar-
macie. Hrsg. von F. Wi5hler, J. Lie-

big, u. H. Kopp. Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12,

for 1858.

LOMBARDO-VENETIAN KINGDOM.

From the Institute of Venice.

42. Atto dell' imp. reg. Istituto

Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti, dal

November, 1858, aU' Ottobre, 1859.

Tome Quarto Serie Terza; Dispense
1°, 2°, 3°, 4°, 5°, 6°.

From the Editor.

43. Annali di Chimica applicata alia

Medicina. Nol. xxvii., fasc. 6.

NAPLES AND SICILY.

From the Academy of Catania.

44. Giomale del Gabinetto Letterario

deU' Accademia Gioenia. Vol. 4°. Fasc.

1 and 2.

PONTIFICAL STATES.

45. La Civilta Cattolica. ccviii., ccix.,
ccx. Serie iv., vol. i., Quaderni, 216,
217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222.

From the Geological Society ofGermany

46. Zeitschrift der deutschen geolo-
gischen Gesellschaft. Bd. x. H. 2, 3.

From the Archceological Society of
Berlin.

47. Ueber die Anthesterien und das
Verhaltniss des attischen Dionysos zum
Koradienst. Von Hrn, Gerhard.

(Oelesen in der Akademie der Wissenschaften
am Iten. Juii, 1858.)
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48. Das Grab des Dionysos an der

Marmorbasiszu Dresden—Achtzehntes

Programm zum Winckelmansfest der

Archaologischen Gesellschaft zu Berlin.

Von Carl Bcetticher.

From the Editor.

49. Archiv fiir Pathologische Ana-
tomie und fiir Klinische Medicin. Hrsg.
von R. Virchow,

l^ten. Bd. H. 3-4, 5-6 (completing vo-

lume).
Ib^'^- Bd. H. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 (completing

volume.)

JF)rom, the Esthonian Literary Society at

Dorpat.
60. Verhandlungen der gelehrten

estnischen Gesellschaft zu Dorpat.
3*«'- Band. l»t. Heft. 4t«'-- Band, l^^-^- u.

2t<"- Heften.

SWITZERLAOT). '

From the Swiss Association of Science.

51. Verhandlungen der Algemeinen

Schweizerischen Gesellschaft fiir die

gesammten Naturwissenschaften bei

ihrer Versammlung in Trogen am 17,

18, und 19 August, 1857.

From La Societe Vaudoise des Sciences

Naturelles, Lausanne.

52. Bulletin de la Societe Vaudoise
des Sciences Naturelles. T. vi.. No. 43.

Catalogue de la Bibliotheque, Lau-
sanne, 1858.

MiSCELLAHEOUS BoOKS, PAMPHLETS,
ETC.

From the Authors.

63. A Paper on the Subject of Bums'
Pistols, read at a meeting of the So-

ciety of Scottish Antiquaries, on Tues-

day, 19th April, 1859. By the Right
Rev. Bishop Gillis. Edinburgh.

64. Canadian Ballads and Occasional

Verses. By Thomas D'Arcy McGce,
M.P.P. Montreal, John Lovell, 1558-

55. The Mutinies and the People, or

Statements of Native Fidelity, exhi-

bited during the Outbreak of 1857-

1858. By a Hindu. Calcutta, 1859.

J F. FowxEz, 3 Crow Street and 24 Temple Lane, Dublin.
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